Tuesday

**PWK3: Tuesday 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM**

**Research Grant**

International Order and the Distribution of Identity in 1950 (By invitation only)

*Research & Workshop Grants Committee*

**Part.** Marina Duque (Harvard University)

**Part.** Ted Hopf (National University of Singapore)

**Part.** Markus Kornprobst (Vienna School of International Studies)

**Coord.** Bentley B. Allan (Johns Hopkins University)

**Coord.** Srdjan Vucetic (University of Ottawa)

**PWG01: Tuesday 8:30 AM - 5:00 PM**

**Working Group**

Religion and Peace: Possibilities, Challenges and Prospects

*ISA Working Group*

**Disc.** Cecelia Lynch (University of California Irvine)

**Disc.** Alpaslan Ozerdem (Coventry University)

**Disc.** Deina A. Abdelkader (University of Massachusetts)

**Disc.** Hrair Balian (Carter Center)

**Disc.** Jeffrey P. Haynes (London Metropolitan University)

**Disc.** Jeremy A. Rinker (University of North Carolina, Greensboro)

**Disc.** Jocelyne Cesari (Georgetown University/University of Birmingham)

**Part.** Aigul Kulnazarova (School of Global Studies, Tama University)

**Part.** Benjamin Marcus (Global Covenant Partners)

**Part.** Bertha K. Amisi (Nova Southeastern University)

**Part.** Davis Brown (Baylor University Institute for Studies of Religion)

**Part.** Giorgio Shani (International Christian University)

**Part.** Gregorio Bettiza (University of Exeter)

**Part.** Jerry White (University of Virginia)

**Part.** Johanna K. Birnir (University of Maryland)

**Part.** Jonathan Agenisky (Ohio University)

**Part.** Mustapha Kamal Pasha (Aberystwyth University)

**Part.** Shane J. Barter (Soka University of America)

**Part.** Gerard Powers (Kroc Institute, University of Notre Dame)

**Part.** Zainab Mai-Bornu (University of Bath)

**Part.** Jolyon Mitchell (The University of Edinburgh)

**Part.** Matthew Isaacs (Brandeis University)

**Part.** Sana Saeed (International Christian University)

**Coord.** Turan Kayaoğlu (University of Washington)

**Coord.** Nuhet A. Sandal (Ohio University)

**PWK5: Tuesday 8:30 AM - 5:00 PM**

**Research Grant**

Organizations in Contentious Politics (By invitation only)

*Research & Workshop Grants Committee*

**Part.** Victor Asal (State University of New York at Albany)

**Part.** Kristin Bakke (University College London)

**Part.** Margherita Belgioioso (University of Essex)

**Part.** Kanisha D. Bond (University of Maryland)

**Part.** Erica Chenoweth (University of Denver)

**Part.** Kristian Skrede Gleditsch (University of Essex)

**Part.** Cullen Hendrix (Korbel School, University of Denver)

**Part.** Zachariah Mampilly (Vassar College)

**Part.** Chris Meserole (University of Maryland)

**Part.** Kelsey Naughton (University of North Texas)

**Part.** Roman-Gabriel Olar (University of Essex)

**Part.** Evan Perkoski (University of Denver)

**Part.** Lee Seymour (Université de Montréal)

**Part.** Alec Worsnop (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

**Coord.** Kathleen G. Cunningham (University of Maryland)

**PWG15: Tuesday 8:30 AM - 5:00 PM**

**Research Grant**

Parsing the Passions: Methodology and Emotion in International Relations (By invitation only)

*Research & Workshop Grants Committee*

**Part.** Amir Lupovici (Tel Aviv University)

**Part.** Aviad Levy (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

**Part.** Brent E. Sasley (University of Texas at Arlington)

**Part.** Elina K. A. Penttinen (University of Helsinki)

**Part.** Erica Simone Almeida Resende (IUPERJ Instituto Universitário de Pesquisa do Rio de Janeiro)

**Part.** Himadeep R. Muppidi (Vassar)

**Part.** Ilan Danjoux (Azrieli Institute of Israel Studies, Concordia University)

**Part.** Jarrod Hayes (Georgia Institute of Technology)

**Part.** Lauren Wilcox (University of Cambridge)

**Part.** Linda T. Åhäll (Keele University)

**Part.** Luke B. Campbell (Northwest Missouri State University)

**Part.** Melanie Richter-Montpetit (University of Sheffield)

**Part.** T. H. Hall (University of Oxford)

**Part.** Andrew A. G. Ross (Ohio University)

**Part.** Simon Koschut (Freie Universität Berlin)

**Part.** Ty Solomon (University of Glasgow)

**Coord.** Eric A. Van Rythoven (Carleton University)

**Coord.** Daniel J. Levine (The University of Alabama)

**Coord.** Karin Fierke (University of St. Andrews)

**Coord.** Mira Sucharov (Carleton University)
**PSE01: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM**

**Committee Panel**

**Pay It Forward: Women Helping Women (by invitation only)**

**Committee on the Status of Women**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disc.</th>
<th>Runa Das (University of Minnesota - Duluth)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Galia Golan (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Elena E. Pokalova (National Defense University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Shannon Lindsey Blanton (University of Alabama at Birmingham)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Kelly M. Kadera (University of Iowa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Laura Sjoberg (University of Florida)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Marijke Breuning (University of North Texas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Alyna Lyon (University of New Hampshire)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>May Tan-Mullins (University of Nottingham Ningbo China)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Jennifer Ramos (Loyola Marymount University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Christina Fattore (West Virginia University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Adebola Olayinka (Duke University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Amanda Donahoe (Tufts University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Alison R. Holmes (Humboldt State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Carrie Reiling (University of California, Irvine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Casey B. McNeill (Johns Hopkins University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Christine Balarez (University of North Texas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Christie S. Cheng (King's College London)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Corinna Jentsch (Leiden University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Corinne Tagliarina (University of Connecticut)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Crystal Whetstone (University of Cincinnati)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Davina Durgana (Senior Practitioner Faculty, School of International Training (SIT) Graduate Institute - D.C.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Eleonora Mattiacci (Amherst College)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Isil Akbulut (Wayne State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Jinyoung Kang (University of Massachusetts Boston)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Katerina Krulisova (Nottingham Trent University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Kerstin Fisk (Loyola Marymount University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Louise Marie Hurel (PUC-Rio / Center for Technology and Society (CTS/FGV))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Natalia Kasiyanenko (University of Nevada, Reno)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Sarah von Billerbeck (University of Reading)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Suparna Chaudhry (Yale University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Teresa A. Cravo (FEUC-CES, University of Coimbra)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Elizabeth Mendenhall (Johns Hopkins University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Jessie Rumsey (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Rebecca Jensen (Centre for Military and Strategic Studies, University of Calgary)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Marta Bashovsky (University of Victoria)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Claudia Zanardi (King's College London - War Studies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Hitomi Koyama (Australian Catholic University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Whitney Grespin (King's College London)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Yoo-Sun Jung (Texas A&amp;M University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cmte</td>
<td>Jennifer Ramos (Loyola Marymount University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chair</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PWG02: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 5:30 PM**

**Working Group**

**Strategic Foresight & IR for the 21st Century**

**ISA Working Group**

| Disc. | Barry Hughes (Josef Korbel School of International Studies) |
| Disc. | Margaret E. Kosai (Georgia Institute of Technology) |
| Part. | Henrik O. Breitenbauch (University of Copenhagen) |
| Part. | Karen Saunders (American University School of International Service) |
| Part. | Frank L. Smith III (The University of Sydney) |
| Part. | Brent M. Durbin (Smith College) |
| Part. | Yakov Ben-Haim (Technion-Israel Institute of Technology) |
| Part. | Christoph Meyer (Kings College London) |
| Part. | Philippe Dufort (Université Saint-Paul) |
| Part. | Michael F. Oppenheimer (Center for Global Affairs, NYU) |
| Part. | Eduardo Viola (University of Brasilia) |
| Part. | Regina Joseph (Sibylink) |
| Part. | Medha Bisht (South Asian University) |
| Part. | Hiski Haukkala (University of Tampere) |
| Part. | Sheila Ronis (Walsh College) |
| Part. | Jelica Stefanovic-Stambuk (University of Belgrade Faculty of Political Sciences) |
| Part. | Tom McDermott (Georgia Institute of Technology) |
| Part. | Jonathan Moyer (University of Denver) |
| Part. | Sriniv Sarataman (Clark University) |
| Part. | Tim T. Swejjs (King's College London, Department of War Studies) |
| Part. | Jennifer Scibba (Rhodes College) |
| Part. | Shalini Venturelli (American University) |
| Part. | Jay M. Parker (National Defense University-CISA) |
| Coord. | Catarina Isabel Tully (Strategy & Security Institute, Exeter University, UK) |
| Coord. | Hilary Griffa (King's College London) |

**PWK26: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM**

**Research Grant**

**Beyond Ruptures and Crises: International Relations and the Long Unwinding Road of the Middle Ages (By invitation only)**

**Research & Workshop Grants Committee**

| Part. | William Bain (National University of Singapore) |
| Part. | Jens Bartelson (Lund University) |
| Part. | Kathleen Davis (University of Rhode Island) |
| Part. | Yale H. Ferguson (Rutgers University) |
| Part. | Sandra S. Halperin (Royal Holloway, University of London) |
| Part. | Beate Jahn (University of Sussex) |
| Part. | Jorg Kustermans (University of Antwerp) |
| Part. | Andrew A. Latham (Macalester College) |
| Part. | George Lawson (London School of Economics and Political Science) |
| Part. | Halvard Leira (NUP) |
| Part. | Richard W. Mansbach (Iowa State University) |
| Part. | Andrew Bradley Phillips (University of Queensland) |
| Part. | Ayes Zarakol (University of Cambridge) |
| Coord. | Benjamin De Carvalho (NUI) |
| Coord. | Xavier Guillaume (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen) |
| Coord. | Julia Costa Lopez (University of Groningen) |
**PWK32: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 6:00 PM**

*Research Grant*

**The Instrumental Uses of Norms in International Relations (By invitation only)**

**Research & Workshop Grants Committee**

- Part. Phillip M. Ayoub (Drexel University)
- Part. Michal Ben-Josef Hirsch (Suffolk University)
- Part. Clifford Bob (Duquesne University)
- Part. Adam Bower (University of St Andrews)
- Part. Joshua W. Busby (University of Texas Austin)
- Part. Zoltan Buzas (Drexel University)
- Part. David H. Capie (Victoria University of Wellington)
- Part. Jonathan Chow (University of Macau)
- Part. Kate Cronin-Furman (Harvard University)
- Part. Tanisha Fazal (University of Notre Dame)
- Part. John A. Gentry (Georgetown University)
- Part. Kelly M. Greenhill (Tufts University, Harvard University)
- Part. Daniel Nexon (Georgetown University)
- Part. Rebecca Sanders (University of Cincinnati)
- Part. Jennifer Hadden (University of Maryland)
- Coord. Jennifer Dixon (Villanova University)
- Coord. Jennifer L. Erickson (Boston College)

**Unsteady Lives: The dynamics of norm robustness (By invitation only)**

**Research & Workshop Grants Committee**

- Part. Adam Bower (University of St Andrews)
- Part. Sidra Hamidi (Northwestern University)
- Part. Phil Orchard (University of Queensland)
- Part. Sarah Percy (University of Queensland)
- Part. Christian G. K. Reus-Smit (University of Queensland)
- Part. Thomas Risse (Freie Universität Berlin)
- Part. Wayne Sandholtz (University of Southern California)
- Part. Beth Ann Simmons (Harvard University)
- Part. Jennifer Welsh (European University Institute)
- Coord. Lisbeth Zimmermann (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)
- Coord. Nicole Deitelhoff (Goethe University Frankfurt / Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)

**PWK49: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 5:30 PM**

*Research Grant*

**Unsteady Lives: The dynamics of norm robustness (By invitation only)**

**Research & Workshop Grants Committee**

- Part. Adam Bower (University of St Andrews)
- Part. Sidra Hamidi (Northwestern University)
- Part. Phil Orchard (University of Queensland)
- Part. Sarah Percy (University of Queensland)
- Part. Christian G. K. Reus-Smit (University of Queensland)
- Part. Thomas Risse (Freie Universität Berlin)
- Part. Wayne Sandholtz (University of Southern California)
- Part. Beth Ann Simmons (Harvard University)
- Part. Jennifer Welsh (European University Institute)
- Coord. Lisbeth Zimmermann (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)
- Coord. Nicole Deitelhoff (Goethe University Frankfurt / Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)

**PWK61: Tuesday 9:00 AM - 6:30 PM**

*Research Grant*

**Unpacking the Sending State: Regimes, Institutions and Non-state Actors in Diaspora and Emigration Politics (By invitation only)**

**Research & Workshop Grants Committee**

- Part. Fiona Adamson (SOAS, University of London)
- Part. Yehonatan Abramson (Johns Hopkins University)
- Part. Katrina Burgess (Tufts University)
- Part. Sarah Garding (University of Oxford)
- Part. Marlies Glasius (University of Amsterdam)
- Part. James F. Hollifield (Southern Methodist University)
- Part. Patrick R. Ireland (Illinois Institute of Technology)
- Part. Covadonga Meseguer (London School of Economics and Political Science)
- Part. Nikola Mirkovic (University of Central Florida)
- Part. Dana M. Moss (University of California, Irvine)
- Part. Daniel Naujoks (Columbia University)
- Part. Myra A. Waterbury (Ohio University)
- Coord. Maria Koinova (Warwick University)
- Coord. Gerasimos Tsourapas (University of Birmingham)

---

**Wednesday**

**WA01: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

*Junior Scholar Session*

**Human Rights and Global Governance**

**Junior Scholar Symposia**

- Chair: Natalie Florea Hudson (University of Dayton)

**WA01-A: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

*JSS Group*

**Transitional Justice and Reparations**

**Junior Scholar Symposia**

- Disc. Aisling Ann Swaine (The George Washington University)
  - Reparation programs as instruments of legitimacy for international organizations
  - Eva Ottendoerfer (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)
  - Assistance, Reparations and the Meaning of Justice
  - Peter Dixon (James N. Rosenau Postdoctoral Fellow, ISA)
  - Exploring and Modeling Reparations for Mass Killing as a Rare Diffusive Event
  - Ore Koren (University of Minnesota)
  - What Should We Expect From Transitional Justice Mechanisms
  - When The Perpetrator Is A Non-State Actor?
  - Nihal Sen (Georgia State University)

**WA01-B: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

*JSS Group*

**Trade, Labor and Human Rights**

**Junior Scholar Symposia**

- Disc. K. Chad Clay (University of Georgia)
  - The Dark Underbelly of Free Trade Agreements: How They Allow Human Trafficking to Flourish
  - Christine Balarezo (University of North Texas)
  - Natural Resources and Refugees: How Oil Affects State Asylum Policies
  - Elizabeth Juhasz (University of New Orleans)
  - Capitalism, America & McDonald's: The Effect of American Multinational Corporations on Political Polarization Abroad
  - flavio Da Silva Souza (University of Massachusetts Lowell)
  - Wearing Out the Welcome: Domestic Labor Competition and Attitudes toward Refugees
  - Katherine Felt (Binghamton University)
  - Brendan Skip Mark (Binghamton University)

**WA01-C: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

*JSS Group*

**Global Health: Achievements and Setbacks in International Cooperation**

**Junior Scholar Symposia**

- Disc. Susanne Zwingel (Florida International University)
  - A gendered analysis of global health governance
  - Tracey Wagner-Rizvi (Balsillie School of International Affairs, University of Waterloo)
  - Epistemic communities' networks and their influence on global health cooperation
  - Maria Esther Coronado Martinez (Carleton University)
  - The Impact of Internal Characteristics on Global Health Epistemic Community Effectiveness: The Cases of Global Surgery, Early Childhoood Development, and Urban Health
  - Yusra Shawar (University of Pennsylvania)
Strategies and Challenges in Global Environmental Cooperation

Junior Scholar Symposia

Disc.  Kathryn Hochstetler (University of Waterloo)
Assessing climate commitment in Latin-American climate powers: Argentina, Brazil, Colombia and México
Matías Alejandro Franchini (University of Brasília)
The WTO and the Trade Liberalization-Animal Welfare Conflict: The Clever Political Economy behind International Institutions
Wayne Tan (National Chung Hsing University)
Na Jin (National Taiwan University (NTU))
Asian Regional Institutions of Forest Governance: From External Authorities to Self-Governance
Hang Ryel Na (Rochester Institute of Technology)
The role of Latin America cities in the global governance of climate change – a comparative analysis of Mexico City, Buenos Aires and São Paulo
Ana Carolina Evangelista Mauad (University of Brasilia)

Peace, Security and Women’s Empowerment

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  Joshua S. Goldstein (American University)
Disc.  Erik Melander (Uppsala University)
Gender Inequality and Civil Conflict in India
Louise Olsson (Folke Bernadotte Academy)
Erika Forsberg (Uppsala University)
Health Systems Shocks: Maternal Health in the Time of Ebola
Ismene Gizelis (University of Essex)
Participation is a dirty business – examining gendered obstacles to women’s engagement in peacebuilding processes
Henri Myrttinen (International Alert)
"Transforming pain into power": A systematic study of a program for female empowerment in the DR Congo
Susanne Alldén (independent researcher)
Ragnhild Nordas (Peace Research Institute Oslo, (PRIO))
Gudrun Østby (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))
Women at the Table, Women at the Door: Gender, Power, and Inclusion in Political Settlements
Zoe Marks (University of Edinburgh)

Domestic Peace and Homeland Security Structures

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  Tobias Gibson (Westminster College)
Disc.  Tobias Gibson (Westminster College)
Threats by Foreign Actors to Attaining Peace
Robert Spessert (LTC, Military Intelligence, US Army Retired; Consultant on National Security and Intelligence Policy)
The Cascading Impacts of Climate Change on Food Security and Systems in the United States
Linda Kiltz (Walden University)
Leveraging the Principles of Environmental Security to better integrate US National and Homeland Security
James Ramsay (University of New Hampshire)
The War on Terror and Human Security: The Direct, Indirect, and Conceptual Damage
Lauren Samuelsen (University of Baltimore)

The Domestic Threat: Challenges for National Security Structures and the Constitutional Rights of Americans
Danny Davis (The Bush School of Government and Public ServiceTexas A&M University)

Sovereignty and History: Theorizing Ideas, Practices and Articulations of Political Authority

Historical International Relations
International Political Sociology

Chair  Jonathan Agensky (Ohio University)
Disc.  Milla E. Vaha (University of Turku)
Disc.  Julia Costa Lopez (University of Groningen)
Sovereignty: A Brief History of a Medieval Idea
Andrew A. Latham (Macalester College)
Material Signs, Complexity Theory, and the Conceptualization of the Territorial State
Alena Drieschova (Cardiff University)
Territorial Authority and the Military: Past Congruence and Present Decoupling
Sebastian M. Schmidt (Johns Hopkins University)
Configurations of Sovereignty: Public and Private Authority Negotiations in Transnational Rulemaking Past and Present
Swati Srivastava (Northwestern University)
The International Historical Sociology of Brazilian State-Formation: Social Origins of Sovereign Statehood.
Pedro Salgado (University of Sussex)

The Chinese “war on pollution”: domestic and international dimensions

Environmental Studies

Chair  Steinar E. Andresen (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)
Disc.  Steinar E. Andresen (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)
Limits to a bottom-up approach in China’s low-carbon transition? Evidence from the low-carbon practices in local China
Weila Gong (Environmental Policy Research Centre (FFU), Freie Universität Berlin)
China’s municipality-governments’ role in the carbon-intensity target (2011-2015): systemic constraints and drivers
Iselin Stensdal (Fridtjof Nansen Institute and University of Oslo)
Bureaucratic politics and rebalancing of ministerial power to implement ambitious environmental legislation in China
Olivia Gippner (London School of Economics and Political Science)
The Chinese “war on pollution” and the role of the European Union
Diarmuid A. Torney (Dublin City University)
Seizing an opportunity: climate politics in China
Meian Chen (University of Oregon)

Hybridity in Peace/Statebuilding

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  Aisha S. Ahmad (University of Toronto)
Disc.  Isabel Rocha de Siqueira (IRI/PUC-Rio)
Peace Internalisation in Peacebuilding
Robertta Holanda Maschiaggio (Centre for Social Studies, University of Coimbra)
**WA07: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**Chair**
Caroline Cottet (E-International Relations)

**Disc.**
Mehmet Gurses (Florida Atlantic University)

**Foreign Direct Investment, Persistent Inequalities and Political Tensions in Post-Conflict Liberia**

Agnieszka Paczynska (George Mason University)

The Legacies of Civil War on Social Structure: a comparative analysis of Maoist ‘model villages’ in Nepal

Richard Bownas (University of Northern Colorado)

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Post-Conflict Effects on Women's Rights

Srobana Bhattacharya (Georgia Southern University)

How Refugee Populations Can Create Strong Political Organizations and End Civil Wars: Learning from the Rise of the Afghan Taliban

Aaron Miller (United States Military Academy)

Treating (Civil) War Trauma, Making Positive Peace: Efficient Institutional Ways to Tackle PTSD in Internally Displaced Persons, Child Soldiers and Raped Women.

Alexander Niedermeier (Friedrich-Alexander-University Erlangen-Nuremberg)

**WA08: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

**Collective Emotions in World Politics**

**Diplomatic Studies**

**Theory**

**Chair**
Simon Koschut (Freie Universität Berlin)

**Disc.**
Karin Fierke (University of St. Andrews)

**Emotional Diplomacy**

T. H. Hall (University of Oxford)

Theorizing Collective Emotions and Emotional Bonding in Diplomacy

Marcus Holmes (The College of William and Mary)

Nicholas John Wheeler (University of Birmingham)

From Collective to Connective Emotion: Affective Publics and Piecemeal Citizenship in a Digital Age

Andrew A. G. Ross (Ohio University)

Affective Atmospheres and Collective Subjects

Ty Solomon (University of Glasgow)

**WA09: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

**Visualizing Conflict: Identity, Violence, Images**

**International Political Sociology**

**Theory**

**Science, Technology and Art in International Relations**

**Disc.**
Cecelia Lynch (University of California Irvine)

US-Soviet Brinksmanship in the Persian Gulf during the Iran-Iraq War as Revealed Through the Soviet Media

William J. Lahneman (Emory-Riddle Aeronautical University)

Getting Real: Images in the Evolution of IR

Michael C. Williams (University of Ottawa)

Beheadings, Burnings and Bombings: Theorizing the (In)visibility of Violence in the War against ISIL

Simone Molin Friis (University of Copenhagen)

**WA10: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

**Histories of Peace?**

**German Political Science Association**

**Chair**
Ayşe Zarakol (University of Cambridge)

**Part.**
Robbie G. Shilliam (Queen Mary, University of London)

**Part.**
Jennifer Welsh (European University Institute)

**Part.**
Christian G. K. Reus-Smit (University of Queensland)

**Part.**
Séverine Autesserre (Barnard College, Columbia University)

**Part.**
Patricia Owens (University of Sussex)

**WA11: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

**The Evolution of Overlapping Regionalism in the 21st Century**

**German Political Science Association**

**Chair**
Sören Stapel (University of Gothenburg)

**Disc.**
Diana Panke (University of Freiburg)

**Disc.**
Tanja A. Börzel (Freie Universität Berlin)

Towards bifurcated regionalism: The production of regional overlaps in Central Africa

Frank T. Mattheis (GovInn, University of Pretoria)

Overlapping regionalism in Latin America: Institutional proliferation through strategic contestation?

Detlef Nolte (German Institute of Global and Area Studies)

Brigitte Weiffen (University of São Paulo)

Accounting for Overlapping Regionalism: Comparing Europe, Asia, Africa and the Americas

Diana Panke (University of Freiburg)

Sören Stapel (University of Gothenburg)

Informality, Competition, and Overlapping Regionalism in East Asia

Andrew Yeo (The Catholic University of America)

Institutional Scope Expansion and Overlap: the Case of Regional Organizations

Yoram Haftel (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

Stephanie Hofmann (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

**WA12: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

**The Politics of Digital Technology**

**European International Studies Association**

**Chair**
Mika P. Aaltola (The Finnish Institute of International Affairs - Tallinn University)

**Disc.**
Delf Rothe (University of Hamburg)

Algorithms, Political Agency and the Reification of ‘Technology’

David Chandler (University of Westminster)

The Politicization of Technology: How to Understand the Political Character of Technology in the Digital Era

Linda Monses (Universität Bremen)

The Politics of Technology: Emergence, constitution and intervention

Katja Lindskov Jacobsen (Copenhagen University, Centre for Military Studies)

Our Climate is Nuclear: Technology and the Emergence of Climate Change

Scott Hamilton (London School of Economics)
WA13: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Diaspora Politics & International Relations: Emerging Research Agendas

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair  Kristin Surak  (SOAS, University of London)
Disc.  Yehonatan Abramson  (Johns Hopkins University)

Beyond diaspora policies: Integrating migration issues in development policies
Daniel Naujoks  (Columbia University)

States or Parties? Comparing Patterns of Diaspora Outreach
Katrina Burgess  (Tufts University)

Does Emigration Sustain Authoritarianism? Egypt & Cross-Regime Cooperation in the Middle East
Gerasimos Tsourapas  (University of Birmingham)

Sending State Involvement in Host State Policies: The Case of West African Sending States and Moroccan Immigration Reform
Kelsey Pearce Norman  (University of California, Irvine)

Transnational Diaspora Activism Give Way to Civic Initiatives?
Maria Koinova  (Warwick University)
Dzeneta Karabegovic  (University of Warwick)
Oula Kadhum  (University of Warwick)

Sending States and the Making of Intra-Diasporic Politics
Fiona Adamson  (SOAS, University of London)

WA14: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Diversifying Environmental Struggles: From Theory to Practice

Environmental Studies

Chair  Hayley Stevenson  (University of Sheffield)
Disc.  Hayley Stevenson  (University of Sheffield)

The Impact of Environmental Indices: Can Poor Rankings Spark Change?
Saskia van Wees  (University of Florida)

Too Many People? Too Much Stuff?: Understanding Gendered Environmental Debates about Population and Consumption
Nicole Detraz  (University of Memphis)

Crooks, Thieves, and Nature in IR: Toward a More Critical Evaluation of Extractive Industries
Amanda E. Wooden  (Bucknell University)

A Tale of Two Continents: Comparative Environmental Ethics in the Americas
Mauro J. Caraccioli  (Virginia Tech)

Energy Tomorrow: Some Contradictions in the Contemporary Geopolitics of Unconventional Oil Development
Jennifer Leigh Lawrence  (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Virginia Tech)

WA15: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Democracy Promotion and Local Attitudes and Behaviors Around Elections

International Organization

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  Lauren Prather  (University of California, San Diego)
Disc.  Lauren Prather  (University of California, San Diego)

Third Party Monitors and the Credibility of Political Processes
Sarah S. Bush  (Temple University)

Room for Rebels? Post-Conflict Participation Provisions and Election Quality
Aila M. Matanock  (University of California, Berkeley)

The Sources of Perceived Legitimacy for Election Observation
Daniel L. Nielson  (Brigham Young University)

Organizing Democracy: How International Organizations Assist Democratic Consolidation
Paul Poast  (University of Chicago)

Improving Democratic Performance through Citizen Engagement and Participation in South Africa
Danielle Jung  (Emory University)
James Long  (University of Washington)

WA16: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Peacebuilding in Theory and Practice

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  Pamina M. Firchow  (George Mason University & US Institute of Peace)
Disc.  Pamina M. Firchow  (George Mason University & US Institute of Peace)

The Peace Triangle: Capturing Peace after Military Victory in Sri Lanka
Kristine Hoglund  (Uppsala University)

Political accommodation: Theory and practice for peacemaking and peacebuilding
Gerard Mc Hugh  (Conflict Dynamics International)

Rotary and the Liberal Peace Paradigm
Pamina M. Firchow  (George Mason University & US Institute of Peace)

Human Insecurity and the Colonial Legacy in Myanmar
Giorgio Shani  (International Christian University)
Sana Saeed  (International Christian University)

Intellectual Strategies for Peacebuilding
David Swartz  (Boston University)

WA17: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Peace-bringing or peace-breaking? (How) Should the West respond to Russian status concerns?

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  Deborah W. Larson  (University of California, Los Angeles)
Disc.  Deborah W. Larson  (University of California, Los Angeles)

Russia’s soft power in international relations: influence, status and self-esteem
Tuomas A. Forsberg  (University of Tampere)

Humiliation and its mobilization. The Ukraine crisis and the humiliation motif in Russian foreign policy
Tom Casier  (University of Kent)

Status Seeking and Status Responses: A Cautionary Note About Both
Thomas J. Volgy  (University of Arizona)

How to promote peace with Russia? Russia’s status (in)consistencies and policy dilemmas for the West
Maria Raquel Freire  (CES | FEUC - University of Coimbra)
Regina Heller  (University of Hamburg)
WA18: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Advancing the Rule of Law: Human Rights and the Quest for Accountability

Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Human Rights
International Law

Chair  George J. Andreopoulos (City University of New York)
Disc.  George J. Andreopoulos (City University of New York)
Disc.  Steve Ropp (University of Wyoming)

Cyber Justice
Anja Mihr (HUMBOLDT-VIADRINA Center on Governance through Human Rights)
The International Diffusion of Accountability and Investigative Norms
Hun Joon Kim (Korea University)
How the Japanese Abduction Issue, Human Rights and the North Korean Nuclear Problem Intersect
Anthony DiFilippo (Lincoln University)
The Enduring and Fleeting Effects of the Middle East’s Rights Revolution
Shadi Mokhtari (American University)
Judicial Legitimacy and Its Impact on Stability, Development and Human Rights in Africa
Traciel Reid (School of Public & International Affairs, North Carolina State University)

WA19: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Global Capitalism, National Inequalities and Instability

International Political Economy

Chair  Alex Nunn (Leeds Beckett University)
Chair  Sophia Price (Leeds Beckett University)
Disc.  Stuart Shields (University of Manchester)

The Intersectional Nature of Inequality
Daniela Tepe-Belfrage (University of Liverpool)
Inequality and the Social Power of Money
Greig Charnock (The University of Manchester)
From Mercantilism to Developmentalism to Authoritarian Capitalism: The Crisis of Japan’s Solution to Regional Inequality 1950-2000
Jayantha Jayman (St. Lawrence University)
Class Conflict in Thailand: The Global Economy and Asian Transitions to Economic Development and ‘Democracy’
Harold Kerbo (Cal Poly State University)
Income Inequality and Social Unrest
J. P. Singh (The University of Edinburgh)
Byunghwan Son (George Mason University)

WA20: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
International Regimes: Constrainer or Enabler?

International Organization

Chair  Jennifer Sterling-Folker (University of Connecticut)
Disc.  J. Samuel Barkin (University of Massachusetts Boston)

Institutionalism Revisited: Explaining Regime Fragmentation and its Consequences for Global Governance
Fariborz Zelli (Lund University)
The Mixed Blessing of International Security Regimes: Israel’s Relations with Egypt and Syria between the Suez War and the Six Day War
Eltan Barak (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

Pursuing State Power: The Impact of Arctic International Regimes
lauren Moslow (University of Calgary)
The Pacific Alliance block: an enabler sub-regional regime for non powerful states
Angelica Guerra (Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú)
International Regimes and Changing State Interests
Saira Bano (University of Calgary)

WA21: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Contested Politics of Development and Inequalities: Examples from Latin America

Global Development

Chair  Victor Vieira (IUPERJ)
Disc.  Victor Vieira (IUPERJ)

Political Economies of the Possible: Latin America at the End of the Commodities Boom?
James D. Bowen (Saint Louis University)
The politics of redistribution in Brazil
Sian Herbert (University of Birmingham)
Enhancing the global in the pursuit of oil nationalism: Venezuela and Ecuador’s oil policy and the state-global nexus
Antulio Rosales (University of Waterloo)
The rearticulation of forces in Bolivian and Venezuelan political game: challenges to the proceso de cambio.
Ana Carolina Delgado (UERJ)
Buen Vivir and "Radical Leftism" in Correa’s Ecuador
Paul W. Posner (Clark University)

WA22: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Large-N Studies in ENMISA Research

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Scientific Study of International Processes

Chair  Michael A. Allen (Boise State University)

Conceptualizing Identity Groups over Time and Space
Benjamin Acosta (Louisiana State University)
Kristen Ramos (University of Maryland, College Park)
Ethnic Cleavages, Democratization, and the Survival of Ethnic Dominance
Manuel Vogt (Princeton University)
Ethnic Diversity and Nonviolent Uprisings: Linking Arms in Solidarity
Dragana Vidovic (University of Essex)
Kristian Skrede Gleditsch (University of Essex)
The Cross-national Measurement of Substantive Representation: A survey of means and methods
Geoff Allen (University of California Santa Barbara)
Solution or Problem? Ethnic Federalism in Post-conflict Nepal
Anil Sigdel (Advanced Research and Training Institute, Kathmandu, Nepal)

WA23: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
The changing role of central banks in domestic and international economy

International Political Economy

Chair  Louis W. Pauly (University of Toronto)
Disc.  Matthias M. Matthijs (Johns Hopkins University)

The culture of central banks’ reaction function. A political model of monetary policy in hard times
Manuela Moschella (Scuola Normale Superiore and Centre for International Governance Innovation (CIGI))
Central Bank Learning from the Global Financial Crisis
Juliet E. Johnson (McGill University)
Vincent Arel-Bundock (Université de Montréal)
Expert Networks in Economic Governance: Ideational Emergence at Jackson Hole
Andrew Baker (University of Sheffield)
Nicholas Thompson (University of South Florida)

WA24: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Human Rights, Resources and Development

Human Rights
Chair Dhariiti Dwivedy (Rashtriya Gramin Vikas Nidhi)
Disc. Adam Fejerskov (Danish Institute for International Studies)
Defining Norm Compliance: The Equitable Access Scorecard and the Human Right to Water
Jennifer S. Schiff (Western Carolina University)
A New Threat to International Peace and Security? Exploring the Link between Public Health Emergencies and Peace
Antonietta Elia (University of Santiago de Compostela)
Stick or carrot? The impact of ethnic inequality on the state repression
Fangjin Ye (MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY)
Sung Min Han (Michigan State University)
The rise of human rights abuses after 9/11 in Ethiopia - the role of transnational and local discourses on peace, human rights and state security
Sarah Hinz (Berlin Graduate School for Transnational Studies)

WA25: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Globalization and the Politics of Global Regulation

International Political Economy
Chair Karina Jędrzejowska (University of Warsaw, Institute of International Relations)
Disc. Ben Thirkell-White (Victoria University of Wellington)
Disc. Jan Aart Scholte (University of Gothenburg)
Loopholes, Lobbies and Leverage: The Pitfalls of Derivatives Regulation in a Globalizing World
Phil Cerny (Emeritus Manchester & Rutgers University)
Governing the International Political Economy as a Global Social Good
James C. Roberts (Towson University)
Host’s Dilemma in International Political Economy: The Regulation of Cross-Border Banking in Developing Countries
Ivaylo Iaydjiev (University of Oxford)
How do federations create single markets? Comparing market-building in Australia, Canada, the EU, and the US.
Benedikt Springer (University of Oregon)

WA26: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Music, Poetry and World Politics: Analyzing the Interplay between Aesthetic and Textual Composition

International Political Sociology
Chair David Shim (University of Groningen)
Antilogies of “progressive patriotism” in Billy Bragg’s songwriting
Dirk Nabers (University of Kiel)

Buffy St Marie, Indigenous Music, and the Unsettling of the Western Settler State
David Bruce MacDonald (University of Guelph)
“Capitalism Stole My Virginity”: Multimodal Capitalist Critique in The (International) Noise Conspiracy’s Music Videos
Frank A. Stengel (Kiel University)
Aesthetics and Ethics of Peace in Yunus Emre: Re-Making of Pluralist Popular Culture In/Out-side of Turkey
Mehmet Akif Kumral (Gaziosmanpaşa University)

WA27: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Ethics and the Responsibility to Protect

International Ethics
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Eric A. Heine (University of Oklahoma)
Disc. Eric A. Heine (University of Oklahoma)
The Responsibility to Protect and Uses of Force Short of War
Eamon T. Aloyo (The Hague Institute for Global Justice)
The Responsibility to Protect and Conflict Prevention: So Close, Yet So Far Away
Ruben Reike (European University Institute)
Institutionalizing the Atrocities Prevention Board
John W. Dietrich (Bryant University)
The Grammar of Responsibility: A Wittgensteinian Deconstruction of R2P
Tiffany Williams (University of California, Irvine)

WA28: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Exploring the Limits of International Community

International Political Sociology
Political Demography and Geography
English School
Theory
Chair Maria Fanis (Ohio University)
Disc. Maria Fanis (Ohio University)
The International Community: What are you talking about?
Mor Mitrani (Postdoctoral Fellow, Hebrew University of Jerusalem/Freie Universität Berlin)
Being in Common in the Space of International Relations
Ali Fuat Birol (The University of Alabama)
Regional Patterns of Socialization: A Comparative Historical Sociology Analysis through the EU and the Nordic Cases
Thiago Babo (University of São Paulo)
The role of society and community concepts for IR
E. Carina H. Kesktalo (Umeå University)

WA29: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
International Courts

International Law
Chair Philip Liste (University of Hamburg)
Disc. Mark Raymond (University of Oklahoma)
Transforming Domestic Judges into International Legal Actors
Kelley Littlepage (Miami University)
Composition of international courts: between international law and international politics
Carlos Frederico Coelho (Escola de Comando e Estado Maior do Exército)
A Missing BRIC in the Wall? Emerging Powers and the International Criminal Court
Mark S. Kersten (University of Toronto)
Making Peace with Law? The European Court of Human Rights and the Kurdish Conflict in Turkey

Edel Hughes (University of East London (UK))
The Interplay between Law and Politics in the Trajectory of Legal Norm Conflicts: Introducing A New Interdisciplinary Dialogue
Benjamin Faude (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)
Lea Wisken (WZB)

WA30: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
International Organization

Chair Jonas Tallberg (Stockholm University)
Disc. Brian Rathbun (University of Southern California)

Muslim Perceptions of the UN: Between Western Control, Humanitarian Work and Cosmopolitanism
Mujtaba Isani (University of Muenster)
Partisan Identity, Elite Communication and Public Confidence in International Organizations
Jonas Tallberg (Stockholm University)
The Changing Role of IO Approval on Public Opinion over the Use of Force
Daniel Maliniak (College of William and Mary)
Michael J. Tierney (College of William and Mary)
UN Authority and Cognitive Mobilization: An (Equally) Attentive Global Citizenry?
Matthias Ecker-Ehrhardt (Freie Universitaet Berlin)
How Do Varying Levels of Authority Impact the Public’s Perception of Global Climate Governance’s Legitimacy?
Brilé Anderson (ETH Zürich)

WA31: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
Heroism, Sacrifice and Memory in the Spy World

Intelligence Studies

Chair Charlotte V. Heath-Kelly (University of Warwick)
Disc. Richard James Aldrich (University of Warwick)
The CIA Memorial Wall: A Monument to Secrecy
Christopher R. Moran (Warwick University)
Johnny Mike Spann, CIA & Afghanistan - Mystic Chords of Sacrifice, Heroism and Memory
Andrew Hammond (Mellon Postdoctoral Fellow National 9-11 Museum and Memorial/NYU)
Going on a Snipe Hunt: The Search for the Hero Analyst
Mark Stout (Johns Hopkins University)
Early Modern Spies, Heroes or Hirelings? Insights from a Pre-modern ‘CIA’
Ioanna Iordanou (Oxford Brookes)
“How holding out for a hero?” CIA Trailblazers and the leadership of George Tenet.
Dee Dutta (University of Warwick)

WA32: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
War Objects/War Exhibitions

International Political Sociology
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations

Chair Christine Sylvester (University of Connecticut)
Disc. Kevin McSorley (University of Portsmouth)
The Cultural Memory Approach to China Rising: Lessons from Historical Wars
Chih-Yu Shih (National Taiwan University)
Assembling Objects of War
Christine Sylvester (University of Connecticut)
Alex Kreidenweis (University of Connecticut)
Genocidal Violence and the Objects of History
Vivienne Jabri (King’s College London)
Flesh vs. Steel: Antithetical Materialities in (Counter) Terrorism Warfare
Elke Schwarz (University of Leicester)
St. Margaret, the Plaid, and Heather: Experiencing Scottish ‘War’ Museums
Caron Gentry (University of St Andrews)

WA33: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
Dying to Cross: death, grief, guilt and action at the border

Global Development
Human Rights

Chair Nick Vaughan-Williams (University of Warwick)
Disc. Philippe Mamadou Frowd (University of York)
The politics of burying migrants: Anonymity, mourning, desertion
Vicki Squire (The University of Warwick)
Dying to Live: Migrant Deaths and Citizenship Politics along European Borders
Kim Rygiel (Wilfrid Laurier University)
Ghost Ships and Dead Citizens: Death, policy and activism at the border
Heather L. Johnson (Queen’s University Belfast)
Contestations in Death – The Role of Grief in Migration Struggles
Maurice Stierl (University of California, Davis)
United Nations capacity development initiatives: International cooperation for the knowledge economy
Manette Archer Svenson (Tulane University)

WA34: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
The Truth Commission and Transitional Justice

Human Rights

Chair Alexander Dukalskis (University College Dublin)
Disc. Moira Lynch (Loyola University Maryland)
Advocating for Change: How Transnational Advocacy Networks affect Transitional Justice
Marc Polizzi (Murray State University)
Assessing Sub-national Variation in the Distribution of Post-Conflict Reparations
Fiorella Vera-Adrianzen (University of New Mexico)
Prakash Adhikari (Central Michigan University)
Wendy L. Hansen (University of New Mexico)
Human Rights Violations & Social Justice: A Call for an Ethics of Testimony
T. Randahl Morris (University of West Georgia)
Tunisia’s Truth and Dignity Commission: National Reconciliation, and the Making of Revolutionary “Usable Pasts”
Christopher K. Lamont (University of Groningen)
WA35: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Peace, War, and Social Motives: Fairness, Reputation, Honor, and Revenge

Scientific Study of International Processes

Chair
Paul Huth (University of Maryland)

Disc.
Todd S. Sechser (University of Virginia)

Disc.
Alex Weisiger (University of Pennsylvania)

Casualty Insensitivity: Does the Desire for Revenge Lead Citizens to Disregard for the Human Costs of War?
Rachel Stein (George Washington University)

Procedural Justice and the End of Conflict
Robert Frederic Trager (University of California, Los Angeles)
Philippe Assouline (UCLA)

Whose Reputation Is It? Leaders, States, and Reputation in Democracies and Autocracies
Alex Weisiger (University of Pennsylvania)
Keren Milo (Princeton University)

Status-related Concepts and Belief-dependent Utilities
Barry O'Neill (UCLA)

Coercion and Provocation
Allan Dafoe (Yale University)
Sophia Hatz (Uppsala University)

WA36: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Federalism and the Diplomacy of Sub-State Governments

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair
Cristian A. Cantir (Oakland University)

Disc.
Christian Lequesne (CERI Paris)

Federalism and International negotiations: The empowerment of the federated states
Stéphane Paquin (Ecole nationale d'administration publique)

The Western Climate Initiative between Québec and California: The State of Play of a North American Cap-and-Trade System at State Level
Annie Chaloux (Université de Sherbrooke)

Democratization, Federalism and Decentralization: Mexican States in International Affairs
Jorge Alberto Schiavon (CIDE)

Federalism put to the test in Mexico? Municipalities facing climate norm diffusion and energy markets
Marcela Lopez-Vallejo (Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas (CIDE) Región Centro)

WA37: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Reimagining Climate Change

Environmental Studies

International Political Sociology

International Ethics

Chair
Matthew J. Hoffmann (University of Toronto)

Disc.
Matthew J. Hoffmann (University of Toronto)

Climate Fiction - A Decision-maker’s Guide to the Future?
Manjana Milkoreit (Arizona State University)

Beyond Climate, Inc.
Paul Wapner (American University)

Reimagining Climate Geoengineering: Tinkering with the Sky
Simon Nicholson (American University)

Food for Thought: From Security to Sustainability
Hilal Elver (University of California, Santa Barbara)

The Sociological Imagination of Climate Futures
Matthew Paterson (University of Ottawa)

WA38: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Writing and Self in IR

International Ethics

Theory

International Political Sociology

Active Learning in International Affairs

Chair
Jenny Edkins (Aberystwyth University)

Disc.
Manuela Lavinas Picq (Universidad San Francisco de Quito USFQ)

The Impossibility of Authenticity in IR
Elizabeth A. Daughpine (York University)

Uncovering the Languages of (Differentiated) Oneness
Naeem Inayatullah (Ithaca College)

Transparency, Opacity, and Writing the Self in IR
Jack L. Amoureux (Wake Forest University)

Methodological Attractions: The Desire to Write an Authentic IR
Sarah Naumes (York University)

War-aphorisms as a Form of Critique
Dan Oberg (Swedish Defence University)

WA39: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

International Peace and domestic insecurities and inequalities: critical explorations

Global Development

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair
Julia Calvert (University of New Brunswick)

Disc.
Julia Calvert (University of New Brunswick)

Social Capital, Economic Reform, and Changing State-Society Relations in Cuba
Lisa M. Glidden (State University of New York--College at Oswego)

From Fragility to Stability: Transitioning Developing Countries
Joe Landry (Norman Paterson School of International Affairs, Carleton University)

Grievance and opportunity in civil war: are they necessary conditions rather than causes?
Sarah Peters (University of Notre Dame)

WA40: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

The Normative Tie that Binds: Regionalism and Democracy Promotion around the World

International Organization

Chair
John Stuart Duffield (Georgia State University)

Disc.
Dexter Boniface (Rollins College)

Authoritarian Diffusion? China’s rise and the spread of Chinese ideas of development, governance, and democracy in Sub-Saharan Africa
Julia Bader (University of Amsterdam)

Driving up the Walls: Assessment of the performance of African Union in promoting democracy in a troubled Region
Thomas Kwasi Tieku (King's, University of Western Ontario)

Changing the Governance Game: International Mediation in Venezuela and Shifting Regionalisms in Latin America
Jennifer McCoy (Georgia State University)

Thomas Legler (Universidad Iberoamericana)

Dancing to Democracy’s Beat: Civil Society’s Engagement in Democratizing ASEAN
Aries Arugay (University of the Philippines-Diliman)
Regional IGOs in the Americas: Clubs of Presidents or Autonomous Defenders of Democracy?

Betsy Montgomery-Smith (Centre College)

Paper:
Emerging Issues in Public Diplomacy

Chair: Emily T. Metzgar (Indiana University)
Disc: Efe Sevin (University of Fribourg)

Reducing Potential Conflicts through Public Diplomacy Practices: Mutuality and Collaboration in Dealing Abroad with Groups of Interest

Teresa La Porte (University of Navarra)

The @america Center: A Sustainable Model for US Public Diplomacy in the 21st Century?

Anja Eifert (University of Leipzig, Germany)

Public Diplomacy Leveraging Social Capital: Foreign Embassies’ Behaviors on Chinese Social Media

Di Wu (American University)

Adapt or Die: U.S. Diplomacy in the Age of Globalization, Urbanization and Fragmentation

Roxanne Cabral (U.S. Department of State)

Panel:
Religion and International Relations

Chair: Halil Kürşad Aslan (İstanbul Medipol University)
Disc: Jonathan Snow (Roanoke College)

Religion and Religious Diplomacy in Turkish Foreign Policy

Mehmet Ozkan (Turkish National Police Academy, Ankara, Turkey)

Envoys of the State? The International Relations of Russia’s Muslims

Mohiaddin Mesbahi (Florida International University)

The Social Construction of “Shared” Identity in Track-II Diplomacy and Foreign Policy: The Case for Inter-Faith Relations in the Indo-Israeli Relationship

Michael Bender (Florida International University)

Turkey’s Rapprochement with Somalia: Analyzing Turkish Foreign Policy Towards Africa

İzzettin Artokça (Turkish Military Academy)

Panel:
International Security Studies

Chair: Sharad Joshi (Middlebury Institute of International Studies)
Disc: Sharad Joshi (Middlebury Institute of International Studies)

Military Interventions and Transnational Terrorist Backlash

Seung-Whan Choi (University of Illinois at Chicago)

Voting for Trouble? Partisan Electoral Interventions and Terrorism

Dov Levin (Carnegie-Mellon University)

Cries in the Night: How Invitations for Intervention Influence Political Violence

Daniel Milton (United States Military Academy)

Panel:
Religion and International Relations

Chair: Sabine Dreher (York University, Glendon College)
Disc: Elizabeth A. Smythe (Concordia University College of Alberta)

Religion and the Corporate Social Responsibility Movement: Challenging or Taming Neoliberalism

Michael R. MacLeod (St Mary's University)

Religious Resistance to Neo-Liberalism: From the World Social Forum to Occupy!

Peter Smith (Athabasca University)

Elizabeth A. Smythe (Concordia University College of Alberta)

Taxing the rich in Tanzania: Inter-Faith activism in the mining sector

Aikande C. Kwayu (NA)

Katarismo-Indianismo in Bolivia: a radical voice resisting neoliberalism

Marcos Sebastian Scuso (University of California, Irvine.)

Panel:
International Security Studies

Chair: Jeremy Littlewood (Carleton University)
Disc: Tom Sauer (University of Antwerp)

The Traditional Tools of Biological Arms Control and Disarmament

Marie Chevrier (Rutgers University-Camden)

Boundary blurring: low lethality CBW and their application in law enforcement

Caítriona McLeish (University of Sussex)

The largely untold story of Syrian chemical weapons disarmament and its implications for preparing for and carrying out weapons of mass destruction elimination elsewhere

Philipp Bleek (Middlebury Institute of International Studies at Monterey)

How Norms Breakdown: Can chemical and biological weapons become accepted?

Jeremy Littlewood (Carleton University)

Chemical and biological weapons on the margins

James Revill (University of Sussex)

Panel:
International Security Studies

Chair: Sabine Dreher (York University, Glendon College)
Disc: Elizabeth A. Smythe (Concordia University College of Alberta)

Religion and global political economy - a case of mutual neglect

Sabine Dreher (York University, Glendon College)

Religion and the Corporate Social Responsibility Movement: Challenging or Taming Neoliberalism

Michael R. MacLeod (St Mary's University)

Religious Resistance to Neo-Liberalism: From the World Social Forum to Occupy!

Peter Smith (Athabasca University)

Elizabeth A. Smythe (Concordia University College of Alberta)

Taxing the rich in Tanzania: Inter-Faith activism in the mining sector

Aikande C. Kwayu (NA)

Katarismo-Indianismo in Bolivia: a radical voice resisting neoliberalism

Marcos Sebastian Scuso (University of California, Irvine.)
Agency Loss and Control Mechanisms in State Sponsorship of Terrorism
Jeremy Berkowitz (Binghamton University Department of Political Science)
IGO membership, rocky democratic transitions, and the incidence of terrorism
Crystal Shelton (Christopher Newport University)

Panel

WA47: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Nuclear Weapons, Arms Control, and the Cold War
International Security Studies

Chair Zachary J. Zwald (University of Houston)
Disc. Zachary J. Zwald (University of Houston)
Battlefield Nuclear Weapons and Deterrence Strategies
Diana Wueger (Naval Postgraduate School)
The Electoral Politics of Nuclear Statecraft and Arms Control: The START Treaty in Historical Perspective
Carrie A. Lee (University of Notre Dame)
Roots of a Nuclear Peace: Explaining Restraint in China’s Nuclear Arsenal Size:
Tyler Jost (Harvard University)
The peripheralization and end of arms control and disarmament?
Aaron Karp (Old Dominion University)
Strengthening Stability: Rethinking Sea-Based Nuclear Deterrence in South Asia and the Cold War
Diana Wueger (Naval Postgraduate School)

WA48: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Sources of Territorial Dispute
International Security Studies

When Profit Meets Nationalism: The Commodification of the Nationalist Industrial Complex (NIC) and Bilateral Tensions
Juin Bang (University of Southern California)
Why do some rivalries terminate peacefully and some don’t?
Prashant Hosur (Indiana University)
China’s Energy Insecurity and the Escalation of Militarized Tensions in Its Maritime Territorial Disputes
Hye Ryeon Jang (University of Florida)
Militarized Interstate Disputes in South America: Unveiling the Offensiveness Factor
Víctor M. Mijares (Universidad Simón Bolívar)
Luis Leandro Schenoni (University of Notre Dame)
Nationalist Narrative-Building and Territorial Conflict
Benjamin Gosnell Bartlett (UC Berkeley)

WA49: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Ethnic Nationalism and Public Policy Making: Refugees, Minorities and Beyond
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair Jeannette Money (University of California Davis)
Disc. Michael Johns (Laurentian University- Barrie)
Oded Haklai (Queen’s University)
 Forced Migration in the Balkans and the Middle East: Revisiting Durable Solutions
Neophytos Loizides (University of Kent)

THEORIZING CLAUSEWITZ: THE FRENCH REVOLUTION AND A (NEOCLASSICAL) REALIST THEORY OF ‘SYSTEMS CHANGE’
Burak Kadercan (US Naval War College)
An Experimental Comparison of Economic versus Noneconomic Explanations of Immigration Attitudes
K. Amber Curtis (Clemson University)

Panel

WA50: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Justice and Policing in Divided Societies
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies

Chair Theresa Squatrito (University of Oslo)
Disc. Kendall W. Stiles (Brigham Young University)
Community Police in developing Countries: Haiti and Brazil in comparative perspective..
Augusto Lepre Souza (University of London)
Comparing Local Governance of Prisons in the US, India, and Mexico: An Inductive Mid-range Theory Analysis
Brian Norris (The Citadel)
Judicial Independence and the Press in Sub-Saharan Africa
Jonathan Solis (University of Houston)
Controlling Race and Class: Policing in São Paulo and Los Angeles
Sebastian Sclofsky (University of Florida)
Finding Justice for Civilians: The Role of Domestic Courts
Christi Siver (College of Saint Benedict/St. John’s University)

Panel

WA51: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Borders and Othering: Gendering the Political Economy of Violence
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair Caitlin M. Ryan (University of Groningen)
Disc. Samantha Gunawardana (Monash University)
Gender and security at the European border
Jane Freedman (Université Paris 8)
‘Don’t eat the bush-meat’: Pathologizing female bodies in the peacekeeping economy
Kathleen M. Jennings (Fafo Institute (Oslo))
A Feminist Politics of Response to Resilience
Emily Lindsay Jackson (Acadia University)
War, Gendered Violence, and Capital Accumulation in the Post-Colonial State
Sara Meger (Central European University)
Border, Body and Space: Competing Narratives about Sexual Harassment and Security in North-East Jerusalem
Sarai B. Aharoni (Hebrew University, Jerusalem)

Panel

WA52: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
What can feminist historiography offer the study of IR?
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair Sylvia Bashevkin (University of Toronto)
Part. Rogerio Farias (Universidade de Brasilia/ University of Chicago)
Part. Bahar Rumelili (Koc University)
Part. Sylvia Bashevkin (University of Toronto)
WA53: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Panel
Opportunities and Organizations in Civil Wars

International Security Studies

Chair  Shane J. Barter  (Soka University of America)
Disc.  Shane J. Barter  (Soka University of America)

Strategic Logic of Intrastate Conflict: Role of Political Exclusion and State Capacity in Intrastate Conflict
Sambuddha Ghatak  (University of Tennessee, Knoxville)
Anup Kumar Datta  (University of North Bengal, Darjeeling-734013)

The Organisational Origins of Salafi Jihadi Divisions
Jerome Drevon  (University of Oxford)

Michael Shkolnik  (Norman Paterson School of International Affairs, Carleton University)
Uri Marantz  (Norman Paterson School of International Affairs, Carleton University)

Disaggregating Opportunities: Constraint, Capacity, and Collective Violence
John Gledhill  (University of Oxford)

WA54: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Panel
The Politics of Global Health Institutions

Global Health
International Organization

Chair  Jonathan Luckhurst  (University of Guadalajara)
Disc.  Tine Hanrieder  (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)

International Institutions, Regional Associations and the Governance of Noncommunicable Diseases
Mary A. Clark  (Tulane University)

The Influence of Regional Organizations at the WHO: Caricom and Non-Communicable Disease Policy Promotion
Lindsay Burt  (Syracuse University)

Inadvertent or willful disobedience? Intentional concealment of disease outbreaks and non-compliance with the WHO’s International Health Regulations
Catherine Worsnop  (Worcester State University)

Pox vobiscum
Nathan A. Paxton  (American University)

WA55: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Panel
Identity and Security

International Security Studies

Chair  Deepa Prakash  (DePauw University)
Disc.  Jennifer Mitzen  (Ohio State University)

Security and Self: Russia’s ontological security and the making of Russki Mir
Tanya Narozhna  (University of Winnipeg)

Identity, Radicalisation and Terrorism
Julian J. Richards  (University of Buckingham)

Security or Symbolism? Territorial Conflict and Public Opinion
Deborah S. Manekin  (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
Guy Grossman  (University of Pennsylvania)
Tamar Mitts  (Columbia University)

Battles for Legitimacy (B4L): towards a new theoretical framework for analyzing contemporary conflicts in IR
Daniel F. Wajner  (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
Jun Xiang (Rutgers University)
Carla Norrlof (University of Toronto)
Simon F. Reich (Rutgers University Newark)
Scott Gates (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO) and University of Oslo)

Capabilities and Intentions in Understanding China-Japan Relationships: Focusing on Likelihood of Power Transition in Northeast Asia
Sang-Hwan Lee (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies)
Jangho Kim (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies)

Power Transition and Japan-China Rivalry
Zhiqun Zhu (Bucknell University)

International Communication
Network Politics and Structures: Communication, Governance, and Action

WA60: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Chair
Derrick L. Cogburn (American University)
Disc.
Derrick L. Cogburn (American University)

The (Trans)formation and Operation of Communication Networks in Global Governance
Franz J. Eder (University of Innsbruck)
Martin Senn (University of Innsbruck)
Philip Leifeld (Eawag)

The Critical Periphery in the Growth of Social Protests
Pablo Barberá (University of Southern California)

WA61: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Chair
Priya Dixit (Virginia Tech)
Disc.
Maura Conway (Dublin City University)

‘Ordinary’ Citizens, Extraordinary Stories: De-subjugating silent victims of terror(ism)
James J. Fitzgerald (Dublin City University)

Preventing, Interdicting and Mitigating Lone Actor Terrorism in Europe: Counter-terrorism communications in the United Kingdom and Denmark
David Parker (King’s College, London)
Lasse Lindeklde (Aarhus University)
Brooke Rogers (King’s College London)
Julia Pearce (King’s College London)

Countering Online Violent Extremism: Harnessing the Social Media Power of Millennials
Orla Lehane (Dublin City University)
Gaidi Mtaani, Al Shabaab’s Tool for Creating and Broadcasting its Identity
Jason Levitt (Georgia State University)
Meshack Simati (Georgia State University)
Anthony Lemieux (Georgia State University)

The Social Network War: Assessing the Role of Networked Communications in Contemporary Conflict
Emerson Brooking (New America Foundation)

WA62: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Diplomatic Studies
Chair
Geoffrey R. Wiseman (Australian National University)
Disc.
Paul Sharp (University of Minnesota)

Frontline diplomacy in theory and in practice
Andrew F. Cooper (University of Waterloo)

A critical-theoretical reading of frontline diplomacy: construction of norms in the public sphere of diplomacy
Abhishek Choudhary (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi)

Australia-Korea bilateral diplomacy: A case study in the ‘stock market of diplomatic reputation’
Jeffrey Robertson (Yonsei University)

The challenges for frontline diplomats in times of crisis
Nabil Ayad (Loughborough University London)

Canada’s War in Syria (Early Days) or the Doctrine of Residual Power
Bruce Mabley (Carleton University)

Peace Studies

Enhancing Dialogue between Environmental and Peace Studies: Towards Sustainability Transition and Sustainable Peace

WA63: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Chair
Hans Guenter Brauch (AFES-PRESS)
Disc.
Nils Petter Gleditsch (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))
Disc.
Richard Anthony Matthew (University of California)

Contextual Changes in Earth History: From the Holocene to the Anthropocene: Implications for the Goal of Sustainable Development and for Strategies of Sustainable Transition
Simon Dalby (Balsillie School of International Affairs)

Sustainable-engendered peace in the Anthropocene
Ursula Oswald Spring (National Autonomous University of Mexico)

The emerging dialogue between environmental and peace studies
Carolyn M. Stephenson (University of Hawaii Manoa)

Complexity of social systems and sustainability theory and policy: A critical survey
Czeslaw Mesjasz (Cracow University of Economics)

From cascading risks to sustainable peace: The viability of transformations in the Anthropocene
Juergen Scheffran (University of Hamburg)

International Security Studies

Security for Small States and Weak States

WA64: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Chair
Anders Wivel (University of Copenhagen)
Disc.
Anders Wivel (University of Copenhagen)

Small and Vulnerable: Strategic Culture in Visegrad Countries
Tomas Karasek (Charles University Prague)

Coming in from the Cold: the impact of marginalized states’ own foreign policies and the regional context
Daniel Biró (University of South Australia)

The Arab World in the Age of Quasi-Statehood
Ariel I. Ahram (Virginia Tech)

Making or Unmaking Order - When Does War Have Formative Effects?
Johannes Juedi (European University Institute)
Varieties of global capitalism

WA65: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Panel

International Political Economy
International Political Sociology

Disc. Benjamin Braun (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies)
Disc. Holly Snith (University of Copenhagen)

Household finance in contemporary capitalism: facts in search of theory
Gregory William Fuller (University of Groningen)
Taming Global Finance in an Age of Capital? Wage-Setting institutions’ mitigating effects on housing bubbles
Alison Johnston (Oregon State University)
Aidan Regan (University College Dublin)

Perfect or press fit? Exploring the applicability of the Varieties of Capitalism approach to emerging economies
A. Christian Soler (University of Delaware)

New Coalitions in International Employment Relations: Why Transnational Corporations Support Labor Activists Abroad
Marissa Brooks (University of California, Riverside)

Success and Failure in the Globalization of Retail Markets: National Institutional Structures as Constraints on Global Market Strategies
Matthias Kaelberer (University of Memphis)

Science, Authority, and International Relations

WA66: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Panel

Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
Environmental Studies

Chair Alison Howell (Rutgers University, Newark)
Disc. Jason Blackstock (University College London)

Evolution and Diffusion of Tuna Fish Stock Estimates: Meeting of Science and Politics in the Commission for Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna (CCSBT) and Beyond
Yoichiro Sato (Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University)

Feeding the World by Being Fed by Knowledge: Sustainable Development and the Case of the Brazilian Enterprise for Agricultural Research (EMBRAPA)
Irionides Bueno da Silva (University of Brasilia/Euro-American University Center)

Science Diplomacy as a tool for peace: the power of ‘soft power’.
Amanda Domingues (University of São Paulo)

From the Verge of War to a Scientific Paradise: the Demilitarization of Antarctica as a Science Reserve
Ignacio Cardone (Universidade de São Paulo)

From Scientific-Statesmen to IPCC-5: The Changing Authority of Science in International Governance
Casey C. Stevens (Clark University)

Does Britain Still Have a Role in the World?

British International Studies Association

WA67: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Roundtable

Chair David M. McCourt (University of California-Davis)
Part. Jason Ralph (POLIS-University of Leeds)
Part. Hendrik W. Ohnesorge (University of Bonn, Center for Global Studies)
Part. Tim L. Oliver (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Part. James Strong (London School of Economics)
Part. David Strachan-Morris (University of Leicester)

Critical Methods in Studying World Politics: Creativity and Transformation

WA68: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Panel

International Political Sociology
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Active Learning in International Affairs
International Education

Chair Marysia Zalewski (Cardiff University)
Disc. Mary Manjikian (Regent University)

Pedagogies of activism: Discussing the politics of emancipation across disconnected sites
Anna Selmecki (University of Fort Hare)
Erzsebet Strauss (University of Warwick)

Anticolonial intimacies
Himadeep R. Muppidi (Vassar)

Unlearning IR: Crafting new politico-pedagogical sensibilities
Shine Choi (University of Mississippi)

Cultivating mindfulness and self-compassion in practice of teaching/learning gender, violence and war
Elina K. A. Penttinen (University of Helsinki)

Economies of peace: Socio-economic inequalities and their impact on (post-)conflict societies

WA69: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Panel

Peace Studies
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Werner Distler (Philipps-University Marburg)
Disc. Thorsten Bonacker (Center for Conflict Studies, University of Marburg)

But did you carry a gun? Identity and the political economies of veterans’ pensions in Timor-Leste, 2002-2012
Kate Roll (University of Oxford)

What does the peace cost? International actors and the post-war economy in Kosovo
Werner Distler (Philipps-University Marburg)

Trade for peace or conflict through trade? A micro-level analysis of trade as a means for peacebuilding in deeply divided societies
Birte Vogel (University of Manchester)

Bosnian komšiluk: Socio-economic commonality as basis for peace and solidarity
Elena B. Stavrevska (Central European University)

Politics and Governance at the Intersection of Environment, Food and Agriculture I: Global-Level Linkages

WA70: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Panel

Environmental Studies
Global Development

Chair Kate O’Neill (University of California Berkeley)
Disc. Adam C. Sneyd (University of Guelph)

Trade and the Sustainability Challenge for Global Food Security Governance
Jennifer Clapp (University of Waterloo)

Brand Activism: The Global Politics of Sustainable Palm Oil
Peter Dauvergne (University of British Columbia)

Explaining the global governance gap for food-based biofuels
Matias E. Margulis (University of Stirling)
Are peace and sustainability a likely outcome when the fox rules the chicken coop? Critiquing the concept of multistakeholder governance of food security

Nora McKeon (Roma Tre University)
The Charter of Milan: Prospects for Global Food Governance
Caitlin Scott (University of Waterloo)

**WA71: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

Politics of territoriality and colonial logics: identity, power and struggle

*Global Development*
*International Political Sociology*

Chair: Jacob L. Stump (DePaul University)
Disc. Jacob L. Stump (DePaul University)
Who Owns the Land? Power, Belonging, and the Remaking of History in Ghana
Anatoli I. Ignatov (Appalachian State University)
Colonizing Appalachia
Jacob L. Stump (DePaul University)
"Occupied Territory Is Occupied Territory": James Baldwin, Palestine, and the Possibilities of Transnational Solidarity
Timothy Seidel (Eastern Mennonite University)

**WA72: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

Globalization and domestic politics

*International Political Economy*

Chair: Robert James O'Brien (McMaster University)
Disc. Robert James O'Brien (McMaster University)
Disc. Tina Zappile (Stockton University (NJ))
Economic Cooperation and Partisanship: Does the Governing Coalitions' Political Beliefs Matter?
Flavio Pinheiro (University of Sao Paulo)
"Mind the Gap": Inequality Concern and Mass Support for Trade Protectionism
Quynh Nguyen (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology ETH Zurich)
International Competitiveness and Economic Resilience: from Social Welfare to Corporate Welfare
Ali Sager (University of Warwick)
Europeanization, NAFTA-ization, and the limits of regional organizations' influence on domestic policy reform: Turkey and Mexico
Umut Aydin (P. Universidad Catolica de Chile)

**WA73: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

China's Regional Diplomacy: New Theories and New Evidence

*Foreign Policy Analysis*
*Diplomatic Studies*
*Exploring Peace (Theme)*

Chair: M. Taylor Fravel (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Disc. Evelyn Goh (Australian National University)
Disc. Xiaoyu Pu (University of Nevada, Reno)

Smart Bully: Explaining China's Decisions to Impose Economic Sanctions
Ketian Zhang (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Nationalism and Territorial Disputes: Experimental Evidence from China
George Yin (Harvard University)
The Role of Provincial Governments in China’s Relations with Northeast Asian Neighbors
Li Mingjiang (Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Singapore)
When Negotiations Involve China’s “Core Interests”: Coercion, Bargaining and Persuasion
Patricia Kim (Princeton University)
Red Mask and White Mask: Charm Offensive, Selected Coercion, and Two Faces of China’s Regional Diplomacy
Xiaoyu Pu (University of Nevada, Reno)

**WA74: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

Assessing EU's Soft Power Capabilities

*Post Communist Systems*
*Foreign Policy Analysis*

Chair: Stanislav L. Tkachenko (Saint Petersburg State University)
Disc. Stanislav L. Tkachenko (Saint Petersburg State University)
Convergence and Cooperation between European Union and China in new-insecurities and crisis management
Emil J. Kirchner (University of Essex)
Thomas Christensen (Princeton University)
What keeps the EU’s leverage on Turkey? A Bureaucratic Politics Approach
Rahime Suleymanoglu Kurum (Nottingham Interdisciplinary Centre for Economic and Political Research)
Developing Political Regionalism: A Potential Peace-Fostering Role for Federal Institutions and Regional Political Constructs
Ted Ellis (University of Southern Mississippi)
The EU, Corruption, and Institutional Change
Rachel Vanderhill (Woford College)
A Historical Sociological Approach To The Europeanisation Of Poland: From Europe To Europe
Recep Demir (Ministry of National Education of Turkey)

**WA75: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

The Role of Brazil in Defense and Military Diplomacy in South America

*Foreign Policy Analysis*

Chair: Mario E. Carranza (Texas A&M University-Kingsville)
Disc. Mikael Wigell (The Finnish Institute of International Affairs )
Disc. Bruno Reis (Institute Social Sciences - Univ. Lisbon & King's College London )
Brazil in the safeguard of world peace and security
Francine Rossone de Paula (Independent Scholar)
Blurred lines: Brazilian cooperative security and defense dialectic
Felipe Albuquerque (German Institute of Global and Area Studies (GIGA))
WA76: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Regionalism and Regional Governance

Chair: Joel R. Campbell (Troy University)  
Disc. Enze Han (SOAS, University of London)  
Disc. Alice D. Ba (University of Delaware)

Building Infrastructure, Disrupting Regional Structure: The Causes and Consequences of Competitive Quest for Infrastructure Building in East Asia  
Il Hyun Cho (Lafayette College)

African Powers in Regional Governance: South Africa and Nigeria – Benevolent Leaders or Self-Interested Hegemons?  
Merran Hulse (UNESP)  
Regional Integration in Asia and Europe: Political Economic Paths to Institutionalization  
Joel R. Campbell (Troy University)

Brazils and its strategic South American partners: Argentinia and Venezuela  
Clarissa Ribeiro (Universidade Estadual Paulista "Julio de Mesquita Filho" - UNESP)

Overlapping Regionalism in Peace and Security Sector: The Case of East African Community  
Harrison Kalunga Mwillima (Free University of Berlin)

WA77: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
The Political Demography of Cooperation and Conflict  
Political Demography and Geography

Chair: Claudia Zanardi (King's College London - War Studies)  
Disc. Claudia Zanardi (King's College London - War Studies)

Peaceful German foreign policy strategy  
Rafal Ulatowski (University of Warsaw)

Public attitudes toward the US Military Institution: The Vietnam and Post-Vietnam Generations  
david raugh (University of Central Florida)

"Three Methods to Peace: The 1960s Examined"  
Peter Austin (St. Edward's University)

Referendum Polarization--Twitter and the Scottish Case  
Marcella Morris (University of Maryland)

Understanding Social Protest under Authoritarian Regimes: Evidence from China  
Howard Liu (Duke University)

WA78: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Alliances, International Order, and Great Power Politics

Chair: David W. Blagden (University of Exeter)  
Disc. Seckin Kostem (Bilkent University)

Decline, Strategic Retrenchment, and America’s Middle East Policy  
Marc J. O'Reilly (Heidelberg University)

China, Russia and the United States: Harmonious Triumvarate, Triangular Balancing, or Tripartite National Fascism?  
Gregory Moore (University of Nottingham, Ningbo)

Entrapment and Abandonment in Alliance Politics: Re-reading Alliance Dynamics during the Cuban Crisis  
Halit Mustafa Tagma (Northern Arizona University)

Georg Löfflmann (University of Warwick)

WA79: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Defining Environmental Peacebuilding

Chair: Florian Krampe (Uppsala University)  
Part. Karin Aggestam (Lund University)  
Part. Erika S. Weinthal (Duke University)  
Part. Carl Bruch (Environmental Law Institute)  
Part. Ashok Swain (Uppsala University)  
Part. Geoffrey D. Dabelko (Ohio University)  
Part. Merran Hulse (Freie Universitat Berlin)

WA80: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Mapping Global Insecurities: ‘Global Black Spots’ and Transnational Crime

Chair: Margaret G. Hermann (Syracuse University)  
Disc. Margaret G. Hermann (Syracuse University)

Armed Conflict and Drug Trafficking: The Overflow of Colombian Issues in the Border Space with Venezuela  
Marilia C. Souza (University of State of Sao Paulo-UNESP)

Researcher at IEEI-UNESP and NUPRI-USP)

Ciudad del Este: A ‘Hub’ of Transnational Crime  
Taylor Brown (Syracuse University)

Brazilian Army’s borderland policies: from occupying the Amazon to combating “new threats”  
Thiago Rodrigues (Universidade Federal Fluminense)

Miguel Dhenin (Universite Paris III Sorbonne Nouvelle)

The Balkans and Transnational Crime

Timothy Stoutzenberger (Institute of Social Science, Rotterdam University, The Hague)

WA81: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Media Coverage of Peace

Chair: Adam Lusk (Rosemont College)  
Disc. Adam Lusk (Rosemont College)

Media, Diplomacy And Peace  
Gazala Fareedi (JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY)

The Peace Between New Media and Traditional Media  
Wei Cui (University Of Bridgeport)

Relational Sociology of the Media and US Foreign Policy: Frame Construction of Threats and Narratives of Peace  
Adam Lusk (Rosemont College)

How U.S. Mainstream Media Treat Foreign Policy Elites-Turned-Dissenters: the “Odd” Case of the Leveretts and their “U.S.-Iran Strategic Rapprochement” Thesis  
Esmaeil Esfandiary (Georgia State University)

WA82: Wednesday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Game Theory and IR

Chair: Maya Wilson (Emory University)  
Disc. Maya Wilson (Emory University)

A Paradox of Prediction: When Good Predictions Hurt  
Steven J. Brams (New York University)

D. Marc Kilgour (Wilfrid Laurier University)

Game Theory Learning and Discovery Using Software  
Catherine Christine Langlois (Georgetown University)
The Civil War Puzzle Revisited: A Theoretical Perspective on Post-Conflict Transitions
Matthew Wagner (University of South Carolina)

U.S. Shale Gas to Bolster the European Energy Security: A Game Theoretical Approach to the LNG Trade Between the U.S. and the European Countries
Nurullah Ayyilmaz (Old Dominion University, Turkish Military Academy)
Jesse T. Richman (Old Dominion University)
An Agent Based Model on Human and Nature Dynamics
Zining Yang (Claremont Graduate University)

Human Rights
Transitional justice and peace: Debating connections and scope
Chair Chandra Srim (University of East London)
Disc. Amy Ross (University of Georgia)
Amnesties, rebel-military integration and peace processes in the DRC
Valerie Arnould (Egmont Institute)

Does transitional justice really enable democratic control of security forces?
Johanna Herman (University of East London)
Chandra Srim (University of East London)

Liberal Localism in Peacebuilding and Transitional Justice
Dustin Sharp (Kroc School of Peace Studies, University of San Diego)

Reconciliation and Reintegration in the Depths of Peace
Kieran Milton (King’s College London)

The Perils of Positive Thinking: Transitional Justice, Positive Peace, and Transformative Reparations
Lars T. Waldorf (Centre for Applied Human Rights, University of York)

The Role of the EU in Peace Promotion
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Amanda Donahoe (Tufts University)
Disc. Birol A. Yesilda (Portland State University)

The European Union and Limits of Europeanization: Contested Statehood in Cyprus
Fadil Erozer (University of Manchester)

Trading for Peace: An assessment of the EU’s peace-through-trade policy in Iraq, Iran and Libya
Amir Kamel (King’s College London)

Exploring Peace in Europe. How can the Enlarged European Union Meet the Challenges of the Future?
Deekana Tichanta (Mahidol University)
EU and the Cyprus Conflict: Situating ‘Europe’ in Turkish-Cypriot political discourses
Mustafa Cirakli (Lancaster University)

The Networks of the States of the World in International Politics
Michimi Muranushi (Gakushuin University)

The Path to Cohesion: Social Structure and Insurgent Army Formation
Anastasia Shesterinina (The University of Sheffield)

Energy interdependence and liberal peace: a multiplex network perspective
Petr Ocelík (Masaryk University)

A Networked Governance Approach to Host-Migrant Human Security and Peacebuilding: Evidence from Ecuador
Jeffrey Pugh (University of Massachusetts - Boston)

Risk Taking for War and Peace: Revisiting the Contribution of Prospect Theory
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
International Security Studies
Chair Pascal Vennesson (S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University)
Chair Dominic Johnson (University of Oxford)
Disc. Anthony C. Lopez (Washington State University)

When to Play Hawk: The Strategic Advantages of Risk-Taking
Dominic Johnson (University of Oxford)

Intuitive Expert or Overconfident Risk Taker? General MacArthur and the Incheon Landing Revisited
Amanda Huan (S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University)
Pascal Vennesson (S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University)

Prospect theory and the defence in Clausewitz’s On War
Kenneth Payne (Kings College London)

Power and Risk in Foreign Policy: Explaining Chinese Crisis Behaviour under Xi Jinping
Kai He (Griffith University)

Estimating the Culling Point of Victory: the Cognitive Microfoundations of Strategy
Pascal Vennesson (S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University)

Disrupting the Security Narrative: Critical Perspectives and Emerging Challenges
Junior Scholar Symposia

Gender and Post-Conflict Peacebuilding: Women Reclaiming Peace and Security
Junior Scholar Symposia

Junior Scholar Session
WB01: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Disc. Lesley J. Prui (Monash University)

Enacting Inclusion: Women’s Peace Participation in Cote d’Ivoire
Carrie Reiling (University of California, Irvine)

The Syrian Crisis through the Seeing Glass of Feminist Security Studies
Shayesta Nishat Ahmed (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

The UNSC Resolution 1325 and Sudan: Solving the ‘Silent Security Dilemma’?
Aurora Eck Nilsen (American Graduate School in Paris)
WB01-B: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Politics of Food in the Face of Human Rights and Human Security
Junior Scholar Symposia

Disc. Shareen Hertel (University of Connecticut)
Food Insecurity in the Face of Abundance: Corporate Power and the Governance of Food Waste in the U.S.
Shana M. Starobin (University of Pennsylvania Law School)
Can Food Aid Lead to Destabilization and Conflict? An Examination in the Occupied Palestinian Territories
Pamela Medina (University of Colorado)
The Human Right to Food and the World Trade Organization
Michelle J. Jurkovich (University of Massachusetts Boston)

WB01-C: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Militarism and the Limits of Women's Empowerment in the Military
Junior Scholar Symposia

Disc. Annaic Kronsell (Lund University)
Rethinking militarism, gender and women: empowering woman in post-conflict Timor Leste
Li-Li Chen (University of Florida)
"I'll make a man out of you": the gendered representation of soldiers in French military recruitment ads
Caroline Cottet (ÉInternational Relations)
Gendering the Resistance: Conscientious Objection and (Anti) Militarism in Turkey and Israel
Dogu Durgun (Sabanci University)

WB01-D: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
New Approaches to Studying Gender, War and Peace
Junior Scholar Symposia

Disc. Andrea Den Boer (University of Kent)
Rethinking the old boys club: corruption and gender equality in Sierra Leone
Ortrun Merkle (Maastricht University)
Pui Hang Wong (Maastricht University)
Gendering necropolitics: defensora resistance to extractivism in postwar Guatemala
Julia Hartviksen (London School of Economics and Political Science)
The Influence of Gender Equality on Domestic Terrorist Targeting: A Rational Choice Perspective
Laura Huber (Emory University)
Female Protagonists of Sexual Violence in Armed Conflict and Post-Conflict Justice
Katerina Kruisova (Nottingham Trent University)
WB05: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Guarantors of Peace? Institutions & Human Rights

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair   K. Chad Clay  (University of Georgia)
Disc.   Ana Bracic  (University of Oklahoma)

Stopping and Starting Repressive Spells
Christian Davenport  (University of Michigan)
Benjamin Appel  (Michigan State University)

Do INGOs Constrain Repression or Motivate Dissent?
Courtenay R. Conrad  (University of California, Merced)
Emily Ritter  (University of California, Merced)

Constraining Leviathan: What Torture Teaches Us About Political Institutions and Democracy
Will H. Moore  (Arizona State University)

CEDAW Treaty Commitment and Domestic Gender-Based-Violence Legislation
David L. Richards  (University of Connectcut)
Jillienne E. Haglund  (University of Kentucky)

Rising Up or Locking In? Modeling Change & Persistence in Human Rights Practices
K. Chad Clay  (University of Georgia)
Daniel Hill  (University of Georgia)

WB06: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Consolidating the Humanitarian Border I

International Political Sociology
Human Rights
International Ethics

Chair   Paolo Cuttitta  (VU University Amsterdam)
Disc.   Beste Isleyen  (University of Amsterdam)

Medecins Avec Frontieres? Humanitarian Search and Rescue and the Reproduction of European Space
Polly Pallister-Wilkins  (University of Amsterdam)

Legalizing Indifference: Governing Humanitarianism in Liberal Democracies
Tugba Basaran  (Associate Researcher, CCLS, France and Visitor, Princeton University)

Stopping boats, saving lives, securing subjects: Humanitarian borders in Europe and Australia
Adrian Little  (University of Melbourne)
Nick Vaughan-Williams  (University of Warwick)

Humanitarianism, security and exception: the (anti)politics of life in the making of humanitarian borders
Chenchen Zhang  (University of Copenhagen)

The Construction of Frontex as a Civilising Force
Nina Perkowski  (University of Edinburgh and University of Warwick)

WB07: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Promoting Peace and Stability in East Asia: Theory and Policy

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair   Richard Samuels  (MIT)
Disc.   Richard Samuels  (MIT)
Disc.   David Shambaugh  (George Washington University)

The Elusive Goal: Peace on the Korean Peninsula
Terence Roehrig  (US Naval War College)

Resisting the Fight: Are East Asian States Sending Costly Signals Over the South China Seas?
David Kang  (University of Southern California)
Stephanie Kang  (University of Southern California)

East Asian economic integration: challenges and prospects
Zhiqun Zhu  (Bucknell University)

Japan and China: Accommodation or Confrontation?
Sheila Smith  (Council on Foreign Relations)

The Politics of Hungry Ghosts: History and Reconciliation in Northeast Asia
Alexis Dudden  (University of Connecticut)

WB08: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Feminist Activism & Peace

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair   Stephanie Szitanyi  (Rutgers University)
Disc.   Deina A. Abdelkader  (University of Massachusetts)

"The Girl Effect": Can Girls Effect International Peace and Development?
Karen Brown  (University of Minnesota)

How Can Men Support Women’s Empowerment Programming? A case study in Indonesia illustrates how fathers and husbands are helping the women in their life achieve personal and professional goals.
Kathryn B. Mangino  (Waseda University)

Japan’s Constitution: An Exercise In The Power Of Law To Protect Women’s Rights
Ana Galiano  (Florida International University)

Networking and Peace Negotiations: Mapping Women’s Social Networks During and After the Burundian Peace Process
Miriam J. Anderson  (Ryerson University)

Feminist burnout and reinventing the wheel: Challenges to sustainability in transition and peacebuilding
Emily C. Rosser  (Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies, University of Notre Dame)

WB09: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
The Three Poles (Arctic, Antarctic and Himalayas) in Global Climate Diplomacy: Taking Stock of COP21

Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
Environmental Studies

Chair   Rasmus G. Bertelsen  (UIT-The Arctic University of Norway)
Disc.   Marc Lanteigne  (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI))
Part.   Cecile Pelaudeau  (Aarhus University)
Part.   Oran R. Young  (Bren School, UC Santa Barbara)
Part.   Timo Kivurova  (University of Lapland)

WB10: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
In the Shadow of Weber?

Theory

Chair   Halit Mustafa Tagma  (Northern Arizona University)
Disc.   Samid Suliman  (Griffith University)

Foregrounding Temporality in IR’s Theories
Christopher B. McIntosh  (Bard College)

Dystopian Idealism, Security Studies, and the Ironic Fragility of Fear
Eric A. Van Rhytoven  (Carleton University)

Theory, method and methodology – a relationship under review
Beatrix Futak-Campbell  (Leiden University)
From Pearl Harbor to Pearl Harbor: How well does IR theory address the future?

Miriam Matejova (University of British Columbia)

Quantum Peacetelling: How the threads of peace are threaded throughout existence

Jelica Stefanovic-Stambuk (University of Belgrade Faculty of Political Sciences)

WB11: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Panel

Global Public Policy in Communications

International Communication

Chair Hans K. Klein (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Chair Shawn M. Powers (Georgia State University)
Disc. Louis W. Pauly (University of Toronto)

The Role of Norms in International Environmental Satellite Data Sharing: Comparing the Meteorological and Climate Communities
Mariel Borowitz (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Information Sovereignty: A Global Public Policy Approach to Mapping Information Controls
Shawn M. Powers (Georgia State University)

Global Public Policy: Norm-types and Public Procedures
Hans K. Klein (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Communications and Legal Globalization
Sandra Braman (Texas A&M University)

The Concept of ‘Global Public Policy’ in the ICANN and WSIS Processes
Milton L. Mueller (Georgia Institute of Technology)

WB12: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Panel

European Peace Prospects

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Matthew Weiss (University of Texas Rio Grande Valley)
Disc. Andrew T. Wolff (Dickinson College)

Peace without money, war without Americans, and the future of European strategy
Sven Biscop (Egmont - Royal Institute for International Relations)

Can the Citizens’ Initiative forge a European citizenship? The case of the European Citizens’ Initiative on Water
Marisa H. Borges (Centre for Social Studies - University of Coimbra)

The “Helsinki Model” of Conflict Transformation: Peaceful Engagement through Cooperative Security Practices
Kai Hebel (Universiteit Leiden)

WB13: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Roundtable

Diplomatic Investigations, Fifty Years On

English School

Theory

Chair Ian Hall (Griffith University)
Part. Tim Dunne (University of Queensland)
Part. William Bain (National University of Singapore)
Part. Cornelia B. Navari (University of Buckingham)
Part. Jacinta G. O’Hagan (The Australian National University)
Part. Nicholas Rengger (University of St Andrews)

WB14: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Roundtable

Does Democracy have a Shelf-life? Political Culture, Institutional Structure and the Greek Economic Crisis

Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
International Political Economy

Chair Thimios Zaharopoulos (American College of Athens (ACG))
Disc. Akis Kalaitzidis (University of Central Missouri)
Part. Nikoletos Zahiadi (Rhodes College)
Part. Tina Mavrikos-Adamou (Hofstra University)
Part. Yannis Stivachtis (Virginia Tech)

WB15: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Roundtable

ISA-Global South Caucus Dialogue

International Studies Association
Global South Caucus

WB16: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Roundtable

R2P Stock-Taking, the Second Decade

International Ethics
Human Rights
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Thomas G. Weiss (CUNY Graduate Center)
Part. Ramesh Ch. Thakur (Australian National University)
Part. Aidan Hehir (University of Westminster)
Part. Charlotte Ku (Texas A & M University School of Law)
Part. Cristina Stefan (University of Leeds)

WB17: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Panel

Theoretical and Empirical Assessments of the Democratic Peace

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Charity Butcher (Kennesaw State University)
Disc. Charity Butcher (Kennesaw State University)

A Focus on Democracy: Examining the Last 10 Years of IR Scholarship

Douglas M. Gibler (University of Alabama)
Allen Rotter (University of Alabama)

Exploiting Peace for Waging War? Exploring “Democratic Peace” Theory in the Middle East

Mojtaba Mahdavi (University of Alberta)

A Kantian Normative Model for Peace

Dohrea Bardell (Fielding Graduate University)

Reassessing the democratic peace: A novel test based on the Varieties of Democracy data

Michael Bernhard (University of Florida)
Håvard Hegre (Department of Peace and Conflict Research, Uppsala University and Peace Research Institute Oslo)
Jan Teorell (Department of Political Science, Lund university)

WB18: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Panel

Would Orchestration Make a Difference in Promoting Norm Compliance, Goal Attainment, Socialization or Synergy among Multiple Actors?

International Organization

Chair Peter M. Haas (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Disc. Peter M. Haas (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

How Can Orchestration Impact Private Sustainability Governance?: Seeking Harmonization and Credible Sustainability Claims

Yoshiko Naiki (Osaka School of International Public Policy, Osaka University)
Creating synergy out of fragmentation: How do orchestrators enhance the effectiveness of anti-corruption instruments?
Makiko Nishitani (Kobe University)
The Guidance Document on Responsible Business in Conflict-Affected and High-Risk Areas and the Norm of Multi-Stakeholder Engagement
Mariko Shoji (Keio University)
How Should Orchestration Be Performed At the Implementation Stage? A Glimpse into the Implementation of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights
Takahiro Yamada (Nagoya University)

WB19: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
International Regime Complexity and Rising Powers

International Organization
Chair Nicola Jane Phillips (University of Sheffield)
Disc. Craig N. Murphy (Wellesley College)
Is China a Reluctant Leader of the World Trade Organization?
Matthew Bishop (University of Sheffield)
Xiaotong Zhang (Wuhan University)
Emerging Countries and Access and Benefit Sharing
Omar Serrano (University of Geneva)
China’s challenge in the World Trade Organisation (WTO) and UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)
Yuka Kobayashi (School of Oriental and African Studies)
Navigating International Regime Complexity: South Africa in World Trade
Peg Murray-Evans (University of York)
The BRICS and International Tax Governance: The Case of Automatic Exchange of Information
Dries Lesage (Ghent University)

WB20: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
The Law and Politics of Interim Governance: The Role of International Law in Post-War State-Building

International Law
Chair Elizabeth Bloodgood (Concordia University)
Disc. Nikolaos M. Rjakovic (Tilburg University)
The Lure of Law: On the Violence of International Law and Its Political Semantics
Maj Grasten (Copenhagen Business School)
The Curious Absence of Politics in Externally Assisted ‘Post-Conflict Transitions’
Andrea Warnecke (European University Institute)
The Legal Perils of the Peace-Through-Transition Paradigm
Emmanuel Herman Dominique De Groof (European University Institute)
Tunisia After Ben-Ali: The Exemption to the Rule?
Ilyas Saliba (Berlin Social Science Center)
State building and power sharing: The development of entrenched social insecurity in Lebanon
Andrew Delatolla (London School of Economics and Political Science)

WB21: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
New Frontiers in Research on International Borders

Exploring Peace (Theme)
Scientific Study of International Processes
Chair Paul Huth (University of Maryland)
Disc. Melissa Lee (Princeton University)

WB22: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Institutions as Transformative Venues: Norm Evolution Revisited

International Law
Chair Mark Raymond (University of Oklahoma)
Chair Denise Garcia (Northeastern University)
Disc. Mark Raymond (University of Oklahoma)
Japan’s Promotion of Multilateral Security Cooperation in East Asia
Paul Midford (Norwegian University of Science & Technology)
A Norm in Flux: The Prohibition on Torture or Inhuman and Degrading Treatment under the European Convention
Ezgi Yildiz (Harvard Kennedy School)
No More Than a Legal Evolution? Evaluating the Expansion of the Principle of Non-refoulement by the European Regional Courts
Moritz Baumgaertel (Université libre de Bruxelles)
Anti-Blasphemy Laws, Offense, and Religious Rights in the World Polity
George M. Thomas (Arizona State University)
Rethinking Human Rights Theory to Include Disability
Kjersti Skarstad (University of Oslo)

WB23: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Neoclassical Realist Theory of International Politics

Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair T. V. Paul (McGill University)
Disc. Norrin M. Ripsman (Lehigh University)
Disc. Jeffrey W. Taliaferro (Tufts University)
Disc. Steven E. Lobell (University of Utah)
Part. John Mearsheimer (University of Chicago)
Part. Deborah W. Larson (University of California, Los Angeles)
Part. Patrick James (University of Southern California)
Part. Anders Wivel (University of Copenhagen)
Part. Stacie Goddard (Wellesley College)

WB24: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Understanding insurgent and counterinsurgent violence

Scientific Study of International Processes
Chair Scott Gates (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO) and University of Oslo)
Disc. Scott Gates (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO) and University of Oslo)
Beyond Mere Survival: The Impact of Community Organization on Counterinsurgency Effectiveness
Deniz Cil (University of Maryland)
Substitutes or Complements? Rebels’ choice of tactics in civil war
Sara Polo (Rice University)
Belen Gonzalez (University of Mannheim)
Suicide or No Suicide: A Strategic Choice for Terrorist Organizations
  Burcu Pinar Alakoc (Webster University)
Technologies of Rebellion Beyond the Cold War: Are Modern "Proxy Wars" Distinctive?
  Laura Jakli (U.C. Berkeley)
Civilian Victimization and Forced Recruitment
  Simon Hug (University of Geneva)

WB25: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
**Liberal Peace/Liberal Violence**
*Global Development*
**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**Chair**  David L. Blaney (Macalester College)
**Disc.**  David L. Blaney (Macalester College)

"The Claims of Modernity: Liberal Peace, Sacred Violence, and State Sovereignty"
  Timothy Seidel (Eastern Mennonite University)
Justifying Liberal Peace, Securing the Mission: The case of UNIFIL
  Jan Daniel (Charles University in Prague)
Liberal Peace and AFRICOM’s Geopolitical Imagination
  Casey B. McNeill (Johns Hopkins University)
Liberal Violence and the Rule of Lawyers
  Tracey Blasenheim (University of Minnesota)
The Liberal Peace Kaleidoscope: Ontological Illusions and the Limits of International Governance
  Isabelle Schulte-Tenchhoff (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)
Barbara Bravo (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

WB26: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
**Drone strikes and Targeted Killing: Insights from Theory and Methodology**
*Theory*

**Chair**  Lauren Wilcox (University of Cambridge)
**Disc.**  Stephanie Carvin (NPSIA, Carleton University)
Putting the Machine in the 'Worldwide War Machine': Drone Warfare, Speed and the State
  Henrik Schillinger (University of Duisburg-Essen)
Bin Laden’s Targeted Killing and Emerging Norms
  Betsy Jose (University of Colorado Denver)
Interstitial International Law and Contestation in Drone Warfare
  Michael E. Newell (Syracuse University)
Drones – a threat to IHL? An interdisciplinary perspective on the current debate on the feared impacts of drone usage
  Zeynep Balazumbul (Freie Universität Berlin)
David Betge (Freie Universität Berlin)
Killing Individual Human Beings: Drones and Targeted Killings
  Sassan Gholiagha (University of Hamburg)

WB27: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
**Feminist foreign policy, peace and diplomatic practice**
*Feminist Theory and Gender Studies*
**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**Disc.**  Thomas Moore (University of Westminster)
The Quest for a Feminist Foreign Policy?
  Karin Aggestam (Lund University)
  Annika Bergman Rosamond (Lund University)

"Peace among Ourselves": Israeli Women, Gender Equality and the Question of Peace in the Oslo Period
  Sarai B. Aharoni (Hebrew University, Jerusalem)
Exploring Feminist Foreign & Security Policy Ideas
  Annick T. R. Wiben (University of San Francisco)

WB28: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
**Teaching IR in the Digital Age: pedagogical challenges**
*Global South Caucus*
**Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies**

**Chair**  Nanette S. Levinson (American University)
**Disc.**  Mary Jane C. Parmentier (Arizona State University)
Pedagogy of the Privileged: Globalization, Identity and the Education of Liberal Individuals in the Twenty-First Century
  Jamie Frueh (Bridgewater College)
Teaching Foreign Policy 2.0: using digital pedagogy to capture student interest and increase critical thinking
  Jeannie Grussendorf (Georgia State University)
Paradox of plenty or plenty of information? An overview of the active teaching and learning literature on the challenges on the information era
  Cristina Y. A. Inoue (University of Brasilia)
  Marcelo M. Valenca (Rio de Janeiro State University - UERJ)
A Pedagogical Toolkit to Meet the Needs of Diverse Learners in Introductory IST Classes
  Kimberley A. Brown (Portland State University)
  Shawn Smallman (Portland State University)
  Rosa David (Portland State University)

WB29: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
**Looking for Peace in South Asian Conflict Zones**
*Scientific Study of International Processes*
**Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies**

**Chair**  Navnita C. Behera (Delhi University)
**Disc.**  Sharad Joshi (Middlebury Institute of International Studies)
Life Reduced to Nakedness: The biopolitics of everyday life and the act of bearing witness in Kashmir.
  Shubranshu Mishra (University of Kent)
The forgotten party in the Sri Lankan conflict and the renewal of Buddhist extremism; looking for peace in Sri Lankan conflict
  Mam Sajeer (South Eastern University, Sri Lanka)
War as a means for Understanding Peace in South Asia
  Kanica Rakha (Jawaharlal Nehru University)
U.S.-Japan Coordinated Support for South Asian Democracies: Prospects and Implications
  Michael R. Porter (Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University)

WB30: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
**Computational Models of Conflict in IR**
*Scientific Study of International Processes*

**Chair**  D. Scott Bennett (Pennsylvania State University)
**Disc.**  Armando Geller (Scensei)
Network Structure and the Emergence of Political Extremism
  T. Camber Warren (Naval Postgraduate School)
Terrorists and Counters: A Model of Shocks in Competitive Networks
  Zeev Maoz (University of California Davis)
  Kyle Joyce (University of California at Davis)
Computational Social Science and its implications for intelligence studies and international relations
Aaron B. Frank (RAND Corporation)

A Micro-Level Study of the Relationship between Crime and Immigration
Ravi Bhavnani (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)
Karsten Donnay (University of Konstanz)
David Backer (University of Maryland)
Syrian refugees as a theme in the Middle Eastern Twittersphere
Armando Geller (Scensei)

WB31: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Perspectives on intelligence and decision-making

Chair: Ruben Arcos (Rey Juan Carlos University, Madrid (Spain))
Disc.: Julian J. Richards (University of Buckingham)

Intelligence and knowledge development: what are the questions intelligence professionals ask?
Charles Vandepeer (University of Adelaide)

WB32: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Roundtable
American Grand Strategy and Corporate Elite Networks

Part. Leonard Seabrooke (Copenhagen Business School)
Part. Alexander S. Anievas (University of Connecticut)
Part. Nana De Graaff (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
Part. Bastiaan Van Apeldoorn (Free University of Amsterdam)

WB33: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Evolving Forms of Labor Relations and Industrial Conflict in the Face of Global and Regional Transformations

Chair: Rudra Sil (University of Pennsylvania)
Disc.: Rudra Sil (University of Pennsylvania)
Disc.: Allison Evans (Western New Mexico University)

The fate of labor movements in the course of regime change: Post-Communist Poland, post-Apartheid South Africa, and Post-Tahrir Egypt in comparative perspective
Ian M. Hartshorn (University of Nevada, Reno)
Rudra Sil (University of Pennsylvania)

How cool was "Cold Steel"? Trade unions and industrial peace in post-Soviet Russia’s steel industry
Allison Evans (Western New Mexico University)

Explaining Patterns of Union Leverage by Immigrant Activists in Western Europe
Akasemi Newsome (University of California, Berkeley)
Laboring Across Regions: The Wenzhou Model and Chinese Businesses in Italy
Calvin P. Chen (Mount Holyoke College)
Coordinating Conflict: German Works Councils in Tech Worker Resistance to Mass Layoffs
Sidney Rothstein (University of Pennsylvania)

WB34: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Rebel Diplomacy

Chair: Megan A. Stewart (American University/University of Virginia)
Disc.: Clifford Bob (Duquesne University)

"When Do Rebel Groups Commit to International Humanitarian Law?"
Tanisha Fazal (University of Notre Dame)
Margarita Konaev (University of Notre Dame)
The Microdynamics of Rebel Diplomacy
Reyko Huang (Texas A&M University)
Strategies of Insurgent Diplomacy: Evidence from the Middle East & North Africa
Morgan Lee Kaplan (University of Chicago)
Rebel Diplomacy: The Essential, Yet Overlooked Factor in Civil War
Bridget L. Coggins (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Diplomacy on the Fly: The Determinants of Shifting Strategies of Rebel Diplomacy
Benjamin T. Jones (The University of Mississippi)
Eleonora Mattiacci (Amherst College)

WB35: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Economic performance and the politics of numbers

Chair: Andre Broome (University of Warwick)
Disc.: Morten Jerven (Norwegian University of Life Sciences)
Disc.: Ole Jacob Sending (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)

Measuring Restriction to Foreign Direct Investment: Critiquing the OECD’s FDI Regulatory Restrictiveness Index
Minhyung Joo (Pennsylvania State University)
Ryan McMahon (Pennsylvania State University)
Formalizing Crime: The EU’s Attempt at Regaining Regulatory Control Over the Illicit Market Economy
Angela Licata (McMaster University)
Aid commitments should not be used to measure aid disbursements
Ryan C. Briggs (Virginia Tech)
The political economy of inflation measurement
Daniel Mügge (University of Amsterdam)

WB36: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Drones, Peace, and Conflict

Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair: Georg Löfflmann (University of Warwick)
Disc.: Jennifer Ramos (Loyola Marymount University)
Drone strikes and the (in)securing of American identity
M. L. deRaisemes Combes (American University)
Democratic governance, technological imperative or socio-political pragmatism? Explaining the procurement of drones

Moritz Weiss (LMU Munich)
Ulla Jasper (Center for Security Studies, Zurich)

#SorryNotSorry: Elite Discourse and Justification of Drone Warfare’s Noncombatant Casualties

Terelyn Johnston Huntington (Mount Vernon Nazarene University)

The Toll of Drones on Human Liberty

Tobias Gibson (Westminster College)

Unmanned aerial vehicles and the Canadian techno-social environment: The role of stakeholders and the Mobius Ribbon of Security(jes)

Ciara Bracken-Roche (Queen’s University, Surveillance Studies Centre)

WB37: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Radicalization in South Asia

International Security Studies

Chair Mia M. Bloom (Georgia state university)
The Domestic Politics of Jihad in Pakistan: The Case of Lashkar-e-Taiba

C. Christine Fair (Georgetown University)
Pakistani Conceptualization of Shari’a and Support for Militancy and Democratic Values: A New Empirical Approach

C. Christine Fair (Georgetown University)
Pakistani Public Support for Lashkar-e-Taiba

Karl Kaltenthaler (University of Akron/Case Western Reserve University)
Rifat Binte Lutful (University of Akron)
Stewart Blessing (University of Akron)

State Failure and the Emergence of Extremist Islamist Groups

Said Yaqub (Carleton University)

Drivers of Youth Radicalization in Pakistan: Lessons for Comparable Cases

Moeed W. Yusuf (U.S. Institute of Peace)

WB38: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

International organizations, capital markets, and the politics of debt

International Political Economy

Chair Lena Rethel (University of Warwick and Princeton University)
The IMF’s New Debt Limits Policy: A Better Approach to Debt Sustainability?

Pamela Blackmon (Pennsylvania State University, Altoona)

Determinants of accountability mechanism complaints in the Multilateral Development Banks (MDBs).

Daniel Braaten (Texas Lutheran University)
Legal determinants as the main drivers of the development of capital markets: the case of infrastructure bonds in Brazil

Nora Rachman (Fundacao Getulio Vargas - Sao Paulo Law School, Brazil)

How Presidents Follow the Call from International Capital

Christian Arnold (University of Oxford)
The Democratic Advantage: Distinguishing Debt Type Makes A Difference

Stephen Bagwell (University of Georgia)

WB39: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Africa’s Capacity to Respond to Violent Conflict and Build Peace

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Dorina Bekoe (Africa Center for Strategic Studies)
Disc. Joyce Neu (Facilitating Peace)
Disc. I. William Zartman (Johns Hopkins University-SAIS)

Understanding the Resource ‘Curse(s):’ Instability and Violent Conflict in Africa

Cyril Obi (Social Science Research Council)
International Support for Civil Society in Tackling African Conflicts

Sharath Srinivasan (University of Cambridge)
Conflict and Resilience in Africa

Pamela R. Aall (Centre for International Governance Innovation and the United States Institute of Peace.)

External Actors in African Security Affairs

Chester A. Crocker (Georgetown University & Global Leadership Foundation)

WB40: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Prospects of Peace in Central Asia

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Earl Conteh-Morgan (University of South Florida)
Disc. David G. Lewis (University of Exeter)

Embedded Security in the Most Unlikely Place: OSCE

Comprehensive Security and Peacebuilding Practices in Central Asia

Michael W. Mosser (University of Texas at Austin)

Fractured Regions and Peace Patterns

Anna Ohanyan (Stonehill College)
Michael Needle (Stonehill College)
Caroline Lambert (Stonehill College)

Authoritarian Regimes and the Contestation of Peace in Central Asia

David G. Lewis (University of Exeter)
Peace, conflict processing, and the transformative power of violence

Jan Koehler (SFB 700, Free University Berlin)
Boris Wilke (Bielefeld University)

Central Asia, A New Horizon for Japan’s Foreign Policy

Kuniko Ashizawa (American University)

WB41: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Teaching peace authentically and ethically—(Im)possibilities?:

Peace Studies

Active Learning in International Affairs
International Ethics
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Jenny H. Peterson (University of British Columbia)
Part. Roger Mac Ginty (University of Manchester)
Part. Kathryn Marie Fisher (National Defense University)
Part. Richard Jackson (University of Otago, New Zealand)
Part. Stefanie Kappler (Durham University)
Part. Jasmin Ramovic (University of Manchester)
Part. Cheryl L. Duckworth (Nova Southeastern University)

WB42: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Queer Dialogues on Temporality

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer & Allies Caucus
International Ethics
International Political Sociology

Chair Momin Rahman (Trent University)
Disc. Kimberly Hutchings (Queen Mary University of London)
Queer Time, Duration, and the Reflexive IR Self
Jack L. Amoureux (Wake Forest University)

Queer temporalities, ‘Atlantic genealogies’ [1]
Melanie Richter-Montpetit (University of Sheffield)

Is the Buen Vivir Queer? On Queerness and Postneoliberal Temporalities
Amy Lind (University of Cincinnati)

Out of Time: Queer Postcolonial Temporality
Rahul Rao (SOAS, University of London)

WB43: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Regional Security Communities

International Security Studies
Chair Roberto Dominguez (Suffolk University)
Disc. Roberto Dominguez (Suffolk University)
A Diplomatic "Point of View" Encounters Galtung's "Negative" and "Positive" Peace
Barry H. Steiner (California State University, Long Beach)
International Oil Companies in Regional Security Complexes: The case of Eastern Mediterranean
Constantinos Adamides (University of Nicosia)
Odysseas Christou (University of Nicosia)
Security Governance in the South Atlantic region: prospects of a new architecture in regional security.
Cauê Pimentel (USP (University of Sao Paulo))

WB44: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Contesting the victim/perpetrator trope: The politics and rhetoric of sexual violence against men in war and peace

International Security Studies
Chair Paula Drumond (The Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)
Disc. Sara Meger (Central European University)
The Discursive Construction of Sexual Violence against Men in Conflict: Towards an Understanding of its Impact on Policy
Thomas Charman (University of Edinburgh)
Imageries of Defendant and Perpetrators in sexual war violence cases
Anette Bringedal Hougé (Department of Criminology and Sociology of Law, Faculty of Law, University of Oslo)
Beyond Conflict: On Sexual Violence Against Men and the Continuum of Violence in a Lebanese Context
Sabihah Allouche (School of Oriental and African Studies)
Fighting Violence in the Ranks
Benjamin Thomas Grant Schrader (Colorado State University)

WB45: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Justice, Democracy & Peace: Contributions of Testimony to Reconciliation after Human Atrocities

Human Rights
Chair T. Randahl Morris (University of West Georgia)
Chair J. Salvador Peralta (University of West Georgia)
Disc. Michael Lane Bruner (Georgia State University)
Part. Richard Herder (Southwestern Minnesota State University)
Part. Michael Lane Bruner (Georgia State University)
Part. T. Randahl Morris (University of West Georgia)
Part. J. Salvador Peralta (University of West Georgia)

WB46: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Violence and Kurdish Politics

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Chair David Romano (Missouri State University)
Disc. David Romano (Missouri State University)
Government Policy and Support for Kurdish Nationalism: Assimilation, Co-optation, and Repression
Ceren Belge (Concordia University)
Ali Zeren (McGill University)
Reframing radicalism: Ethnicity and Ideology in the PKK
Eric Schoon (The Ohio State University)
Countermovements and Ethnic Nationalism in Turkey
Aysegul Aydin (University of Colorado at Boulder)
Cem Emrece (Binghamton University)
Ethnic Competition and Imprisonment: Revisiting the Consequences of Kurdish Migration in Turkey
Cem Emrece (Binghamton University)
Islam, Political Violence and Search for Peace
Md. Farijuddin Khan (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi)

WB47: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
The role of global public relations and CSR in public diplomacy

Diplomatic Studies
Chair Kathy R. Fitzpatrick (American University)
Part. Candace White (University of Tennessee)
Part. Jian Wang (University of Southern California)
Part. Antoaneta Vanc (Quinnipiac University)
Part. Diana Ingenhoff (University of Fribourg)

WB48: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
Theory
International Political Sociology
Chair Shannon K. Brincat (Griffith University)
Disc. Holli A. Semetko (Emory University)
Timothy Wayne Luke (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University)
Internet Corporations, Hackers, and Distributed Digital Agency
Rex Troumbley (Rice University)
Four Dimensions to the Digital Debate – How Should We Think Strategically About Cyberspace and Cyber Power?
Rick Bailey (School of Advanced Air and Space Studies)
High Speed Trading Algorithms and Human Manipulations—Agency and Accountability in Complex Financial Markets
Kathleen Brennan (University of Hawaii-Manoa)
Rebooting the Political: Coded Politics, Algorithmic Agency and Serious Gaming
Carolin Kaltofen (University College London)
Panel
New Warfare in Cyberspace

International Security Studies

Chair Peter Dombrowski (Naval War College)
Disc. Peter Dombrowski (Naval War College)

Nuclear strategy in the cyber age: new challenges for the ultimate weapon
Andrew J. Futter (University of Leicester)

Towards a revolution in nuclear affairs? Assessing the impact of new techno-military and normative dynamics on global nuclear order
Andrew J. Futter (University of Leicester)

Digital Direct Action and Cyber-conflict: Ghost Security versus the Islamic State
Crystal Armstrong (Kennesaw State University)

A World Besieged By Peace: How the Obsolescence of War is Emboldening Rogue States in the International System
Felicia Grey (Old Dominion University)

Panel
Nuclear strategy in the cyber age: new challenges for the ultimate weapon

Panel
Towards a revolution in nuclear affairs? Assessing the impact of new techno-military and normative dynamics on global nuclear order

Panel
Digital Direct Action and Cyber-conflict: Ghost Security versus the Islamic State

Panel
A World Besieged By Peace: How the Obsolescence of War is Emboldening Rogue States in the International System

Panel
Construże Time Again - History in Constructivist Scholarship

Panel
Visions of Peace as a Source of Conflict

Panel
Regimes of historicity” in media discourses on wars and interventions: the missing link between collective memory and foreign policy identity?

Panel
Under the Same Roof: History, Science, and the Study of Rivalry in IR

Panel
Avatars of the Earth: Assessing Risks of Radical Environmentalist Terrorism Employing Chemical, Biological, Radiological, or Nuclear (CBRN) Weapons

Panel
How I Learned I Should Have Been Afraid of the Bomb: Risk Factors of Chemical Weapons Use and Abstention

Panel
Why Leaders use Chemical Weapons on their Own People

Panel
Global Agricultural Commodities, Power and New Political Actors

Panel
Brazil and the Neighbourhood: The Uneven and Combined Relationships

Panel
What Is ‘Global Power’ and in What Ways Does China Have It?

Panel
The RMB’s Transnationalization and Contours of Power in Global Financial Markets

Panel
Is Patience Running Out? The Current State of China’s North Korea Dilemma

Panel
Ungrateful Allies? Why U.S. Security Clients Expand Economic Ties with Their Patron’s Adversary

Panel
All’s Unfair in Love and War: How Small Allies Respond to Patron-Adversary Rapprochement

Panel
Audrey Wong (Princeton University)

Panel
Ungrateful Allies? Why U.S. Security Clients Expand Economic Ties with Their Patron’s Adversary

Panel
Dong Jung Kim (Yale-NUS College)

Panel
Is Patience Running Out? The Current State of China’s North Korea Dilemma

Panel
Sebastian Biba (Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany)

Panel
Markus Liegl (Goethe-University Frankfurt am Main)

Panel
Global Agricultural Commodities, Power and New Political Actors

Panel
Brazil and the Neighbourhood: The Uneven and Combined Relationships

Panel
What Is ‘Global Power’ and in What Ways Does China Have It?

Panel
The RMB’s Transnationalization and Contours of Power in Global Financial Markets

Panel
Is Patience Running Out? The Current State of China’s North Korea Dilemma

Panel
Ungrateful Allies? Why U.S. Security Clients Expand Economic Ties with Their Patron’s Adversary

Panel
All’s Unfair in Love and War: How Small Allies Respond to Patron-Adversary Rapprochement

Panel
Audrey Wong (Princeton University)

Panel
Ungrateful Allies? Why U.S. Security Clients Expand Economic Ties with Their Patron’s Adversary

Panel
Dong Jung Kim (Yale-NUS College)

Panel
Is Patience Running Out? The Current State of China’s North Korea Dilemma

Panel
Sebastian Biba (Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany)

Panel
Markus Liegl (Goethe-University Frankfurt am Main)
From ‘dual’ to ‘global’ coloniality: On the relationship between non-Western subjecthood and development in Kyrgyzstan, Central Asia
Philipp Lothölz (University of Birmingham)
The postcolonial challenge: Thinking the unthinkable non-Western ‘Theory’
Siba Grovogui (Cornell University)
Contending cosmologies and the politics of development
Túlio Resende Zille (Johns Hopkins University)
Converting the ‘unhappy’ Other: Imperialism, liberalism and Racism in the Caribbean
Melody Fonseca (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México)
Neo-peace or neo-colonialism? On the relations between state and non-state actors in integrated peace operations
Clara Egger (Science Po Grenoble)

WB56: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
The Challenges of the Global Arms Trade: Achieving Peace through Conventional Arms Control?
International Security Studies
Chair Simone Wisotzki (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt (PRIF))
Disc. Simone Wisotzki (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt (PRIF))
A new tool for the humanitarian intervention toolbox? Re-assessing the normative framework for arming non-state actors
Paul Holton (Coventry University)
Norm conflicts in hard cases: EU arms export control norm adherence tested by arms supplies to opposition groups in Libya and Syria
Nicholas James Marsh (Peace Research Institute Oslo)
Susanne Hansen (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)
(De)militarising global governance? Human security, political economy and sovereignty in the UN Arms Trade Treaty
Anna Stavrianakis (University of Sussex)
Recent Global governance agreements on conventional arms transfers: tensions between managing norm conflicts and progressing ‘responsible’ control
Owen Greene (University of Bradford)

WB57: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Rebel Group Behavior and Governance
International Security Studies
Chair Henning Tamm (University of St Andrews)
Disc. Henning Tamm (University of St Andrews)
Accountability and Responsiveness in Rebel Regimes: Civilian Agency and the Conduct of Insurgency
Michael Rubin (Columbia University)
Hybrid Governance between the State and Non-State Armed Groups: Civilian Perspectives on Power in the DRC
Carla Suarez (Dalhousie University)
Ares or Athena: State power and civil violence – a quantitative analysis of the conflicts in India and the Philippines
Richard Morgan (Emory University)
Competition, Rent Flows, and Endowments in Rebel Violence
Kolby Hanson (Columbia University)

WB59: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Alliances and Proliferation
International Security Studies
Chair Do Young Lee (University of Chicago)
Disc. Do Young Lee (University of Chicago)
Upgrading the Bomb: Established Nuclear Powers' Strategic Transfer of Advanced Nuclear Technology
Do Young Lee (University of Chicago)
Tilt to Iran: Regional Bandwagoning and the Emerging US-Iranian Alliance
Shaïel Ben-Ephraim (University of Calgary, Centre for Military and Strategic Studies)
Or Honig (Tel Aviv University)
Explaining Alliance Coercion: Grand Strategy, Security Cooperation, and Nuclear Nonproliferation Policy
Gene Gerzhoy (Harvard University)
India-US Nuclear Relations: Implications for Southern Asia
Saira Bano (University of Calgary)
Peace or Conflict in Eurasia: Challenges to the Existing Security Environment in Eurasia

Post Communist Systems

Chair: John Francis Berryman (Birkbeck, University of London)
Disc.: Andrei P. Tsygankov (San Francisco State University)
The Clash of Great Powers in the Post-Soviet Space: EU and Russian Foreign Policies in their Overlapping Neighborhood
Lilia Arakelyan (University of Miami)
Europeanization and Minority Rights Norms in Post-Soviet States
Nuray Ibryamova (Eastern Mediterranean University)
Regionalism and multivectorism in Eurasia: The strange case of Ukraine
Mikhail A. Molchanov (St. Thomas University, Canada)
Preserving Peace among the Great Powers: Russia’s Foreign Policy and Normative Challenges to the International Order
Alexey Bogdanov (Saint-Petersburg State University)

Europe, the Transatlantic Relationship and Russia
Suzanne Louis (University of Miami)
Roger Edward Kanet (University of Miami)

WB63: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Rethinking Transitional Justice: Contemporary Cases

Peace Studies

Chair: Philip Gamaghelyan (School of Conflict Analysis and Resolution, George Mason University)
Disc.: Alexandra Raleigh (University of California, Irvine)
A Counter-narrative to the Rwandan Genocide: Huts Rescuing Tutsis
Daniel Rothbart (George Mason University)
Regional Approach to Transitional Justice: Testing the RECOM initiative in the Balkans
Denisa Kostovicova (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Aude Bicquelet (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Historical memory and the problem of reconciliation in Bosnia and Herzegovina
Dragana Švraka (University of Florida)
Problems of Temporality in Transitional Justice: Examples from Burundi, Rwanda and Sierra Leone
Jesse James (University of Notre Dame)
Lessons from Iraq’s Transitional Justice Struggle
Ayse Keskin Zeren (Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies, University of Notre Dame)

Northern Ireland – Still a Place Apart?
Aaron Edwards (Royal Military Academy Sandhurst)

WB65: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
International Legitimacy in Peace Negotiations

Peace Studies

Chair: Janis Grybowski (University of Helsinki)
Disc.: Janis Grybowski (University of Helsinki)
Why Africa But Not Syria? China and India’s Perspectives on Humanitarian Intervention
Lai-Ha Chan (University of Technology Sydney)
Stuck In Transition or Lost in Translation: Understanding Languages of Legitimacy and Legality in International Relations
Vickie Frater (University of Queensland)
International Interventions, Local Peace: Donors, NGOs, and the Legitimation of Peacebuilding in Croatia
Laura J. Heideman (Northern Illinois University)
International Legitimacy in Conflict Resolution: analyzing legitimization dynamics during peace negotiations in intractable conflicts
Daniel F. Wajner (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
The limitations and potential of international narratives in statebuilding
Gizem Sucuoglu (New York University Center on International Cooperation)

WB66: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Feminist Peace Studies: Peace beyond security, debates beyond disciplines

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Peace Studies

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair: Claire Duncanson (University of Edinburgh)
Disc.: Claire Duncanson (University of Edinburgh)
Theorising agency in feminist peace studies: exploring postcolonial frameworks
Hanna Ketola (King’s College London)
(Re)Conceptualising Gendered Agency in War and Peace: Insights from Post-Conflict Bosnia-Herzegovina
Maria O’Reilly (Goldsmiths, University of London)
How does gender count? Developing gender indicators in peacebuilding processes.
Laura McLeod (University of Manchester)
Feminist Intersections: Exploring the links and divergences between Human Security and Peace Studies
Amanda Donahoe (Tufts University)
Feminist Global Health as Peace Research
Cațița Cecilia Conforțini (Wellesley College)
Tiina Vaittinen (University of Tampere)

Exploring Peace in Northern Ireland

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair: Paul Dixon (Kingston University)
Chair: Jan Erik Mustad (University of Agder)
Disc.: Timothy White (Xavier University)
The ‘Real’ Politics of the Northern Ireland peace process: A Constructivist Critique of Idealism and Realism
Paul Dixon (Kingston University)
Help or hindrance? Talking to the IRA via the back-channel in Northern Ireland
Eamonn O’Kane (Wolverhampton University)

WB67: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Transfer and Track Two Diplomacy

Peace Studies

Chair: Tamra Pearson D’Estree (University of Denver)
Disc.: Tamra Pearson D’Estree (University of Denver)
Transfer from Track Two in South Asia: A Case Study
Peter Jones (University of Ottawa)
Transfer and The Role of Eminent Persons Groups in Asian Regional Institutionalization
Brian L. Job (University of British Columbia)
Track Two and Transfer in Southeast Asia
David H. Capie (Victoria University of Wellington)

Peace Building Over Mount Ararat: Any Chance for Second-Track Diplomacy in Turkey-Armenia Relations?
Radiye Funda Karadeniz (Gaziantep University)

A decade of research on Track Two diplomacy and transfer: Where do we stand and where do we go from here?
Esra Cuhadar (Bilkent University)

Foreign Policy Analysis

Emerging Powers and Global Governance

WB68: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Chair Margaret P. Karns (University of Dayton and University of Massachusetts Boston)
Disc. Sandra Destradi (Helmut Schmidt University and GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
Disc. Matthew Zierler (Michigan State University)
The rise and fall of the “emerging power” concept: Brazil as a critical case study
Arturo C. Sotomayor (The University of Texas at San Antonio)

Does Politics follow Economics? The Case of China’s Foreign Relations
Thomas Moore (University of Cincinnati)
James R. Masterson (Morehead State University)

Contributions of Turkey and the BRICS countries to global governance: A comparative Analysis
Emel Parlar Dal (University Of Marmara/Istanbul)

South-South, but Cooperation: A Comparison of the Articulation of Equalities and Inequalities in the Discourses of IBSA Countries’
Foreign Policies
Lucas Perez Florentino (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro)
Marcelle Martins (Pontificia Universidade Católica do Rio de Janeiro)

Rising Accommodations: Liberal International Order and the Practices of Rising Powers
Jose Luis Rodriguez Aquino (Johns Hopkins University)

WB69: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Anti-terrorism and Foreign Policy Decisions

Chair Carrie A. Lee (University of Notre Dame)
Disc. Raphael David Marcus (King’s College London)
Blue-eyed Jihad - Western Fighters with the Islamic State
Mark Silinsky (US Army Intelligence/US Army War College)

Bush to Obama: Continuity and Discontinuity in the post-September 11 Wars
Aaron Ettinger (University of Waterloo)

“Bang for the Buck:” Is US Investment in the Fight Against Terrorism Paying Dividends?
Christopher Faulkner (University of Central Florida)

WB70: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Roundtable

Roundtable on “Responsibility for Human Rights: Transnational Corporations in Imperfect States” by David J. Karp

Human Rights
Chair Fiona Adamson (SOAS, University of London)
Disc. David J. Karp (University of Sussex)
Part. Toni Erskine (University of New South Wales)
Part. Mark Gibney (University of North Carolina Asheville)
Part. Audie Klotz (Syracuse University)
Part. Christian G. K. Reus-Smit (University of Queensland)

WB71: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel

The “Land”-Question in the Politics of Development

Global Development
Environmental Studies

Chair Colin Alexander (Nottingham Trent University)
Disc. Martin Weber (University of Queensland)

Citizen-peasants: the land-question, modernity and international relations in Tanzania
Darius A’Zami (Renmin University of China)

“It’s not yours if you can’t get there”: Land as the Object of Postwar Development
Begum Adalet (New York University)

The Effects of Land Grabs on Politics and Citizenship: financialisation, securitisation and the depoliticisation of land
Prem K. Rajaram (Central European University)

Developing Development: Liberal Improvement, (Anti)Colonialism, and Land
Ajay Parasram (Carleton University)

WB72: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Regions, Regional Order and Regional Security

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Thomas J. Volgy (University of Arizona)
Disc. Derrick Frazier (School of Advanced Air and Space Studies)

Regional Variation in Spatial-Positional Rivalry Tendencies and Conflict Propensities
Kentaro Sakuwa (Valparaiso University)
William R. Thompson (Indiana University)

Strategic Rivalries in Comparative Regional Analysis
Imad Mansour (Qatar University)

Patterns of Conflict Across Time and Across Regions
Jonathan Moyer (University of Denver)

Regional Formation and Evolution
J. Patrick Rhamey, Jr. (Virginia Military Institute)

Regional Variations on External and Internal Influences on State Militarization
Karen Rasler (Indiana University)
William R. Thompson (Indiana University)

WB73: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel

Peace and the "Savage Sorting": Understanding the Structural Violence of Expulsions

Global Development

Chair David C. Earnest (Old Dominion University)
Disc. Jennifer S. Schiff (Western Carolina University)

Gender and Expulsions: Women’s Rights and the Political Economy of Sex Trafficking
Karmen Matusek (Old Dominion University)
Living on the Edge: Adaptation to Sea-Level Rise and the Municipal Political Economy of Explosions
Claudia Risner (Old Dominion University)

(Re)defining / Revealing Cultural Conflict: Structural Violence and Climate-Induced Urbanization
Christina Slentz (Old Dominion University)

At the Periphery of ‘Savage Sorting’: Protracted Displacement in the African Great Lakes
Erika Frydenlund (Old Dominion University)

WB74: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
The contentious politics of foreign direct investment flows
International Political Economy
Chair Catherine Jones (University of Warwick)
Disc. Chungshik Moon (Australian National University)
To Disclose or not to Disclose: How Global Competition for Foreign Direct Investment Influences Transparency Reforms
Kerem Oge (McGill University)
Youngchae Lee (University of Rochester)
Civil Society and the Struggle for Control of Natural Resources: Exploring the ‘Social’ Dimension of Investor-State Disputes in Latin America
Julia Calvert (University of New Brunswick)
Rachel Hannah Nadelman (American University)
Can the Anarchy Be Tamed? The Relative Gains Problem in Dyadic FDI
Gyu Sang Shim (Purdue University)

WB75: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
The political economy of international trade legalization
International Political Economy
Chair Matias E. Margulis (University of Stirling)
Disc. Matias E. Margulis (University of Stirling)
Disc. Jonathan R. Strand (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)
Constructing the courts of the global economy: The WTO, MAI and ISDS compared
Jens L. Mortensen (University of Copenhagen)
Promoting Trade through Private Law: Explaining International Legal Harmonization
Asif Efrat (Interdisciplinary Center Herzliya)
Protecting intellectual Property Rights: What Role for Preferential Trade Agreements?
Manfred Elsig (University of Bern)
Jenny Surbeck (World Trade Institute, University of Bern)
Third Parties as Amicus Curiae: Do They Contribute to the Legalization of the World Trade Organization?
Jay Ryu (University of Rochester)

WB76: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Alliances and Rivalries in Asia
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair Paul van Hooff (European University Institute)
Disc. Joel R. Campbell (Troy University)
Disc. Oriana Skylar Mastro (Assistant Professor of Security Studies, Georgetown University)

WB77: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Theorizing Power in the Modern Era: New Sources, Measures, and Metrics of Power in International Relations
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair James M. Goldgeier (American University)
Disc. Naazneen Barma (Naval Postgraduate School)
The Enemy Within (or Without): Internal threats, external foes and the organization of the state security apparatus
Meredith Blank (University of Michigan)
The Strategic Logic of Security Assistance
Marc Grinberg (Stanford University)
The Business of Human Rights: NGO Targeting of Corporations
Laura Seago (University of Michigan)
Mission First, People Always? The Role of Reputation in Response to Civilians Kidnapped Overseas
Danielle Gilbert (George Washington University)
Getting to the Table: Exploring the Determinants of International Negotiations and Soft Power
Philip Baxter (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Canadian Military and Foreign Policy

Association for Canadian Studies in the United States

Chair  Carolyn C. James  (Pepperdine University)
Disc.  Ralph Carter  (Texas Christian University)

Connection and Capability: Social Cohesion and Soldier Performance Enhancement in Canada and the United States
  Hans Christian Breede  (The Royal Military College of Canada)

Women in the Canadian Military
  Stefanie Von Hlatky  (Queen’s University)

War Prerogative Reform in Canada and the United Kingdom
  Philippe Lagasse  (Carleton University)

Cycling in New Directions? Assessing Canada-US and North American Relations Beyond the Current Electoral Cycle
  Geoffrey Hale  (University of Lethbridge)

Stymying Stereotypes: Peaceful Politics in a Tumultuous Middle East

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  Ozge Tekin  (University of Hawaii, Manoa)
Disc.  Lisel Hintz  (Cornell University)
Disc.  Amir Moheet  (University of Hawaii, Manoa)
Disc.  Irmak Yazici  (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

A Theory of Elites but a Story of Challengers: Ruling Party Weakness During the Arab Uprisings
  Amir Moheet  (University of Hawaii, Manoa)

Mapping the Dynamics of Nonviolent Identity Politics: Hybridization, Polarization, and Self-Marginalization
  Lisel Hintz  (Cornell University)

Malformations of Secular Tolerance: Insights from Turkey
  Irmak Yazici  (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

Beyond Mobilization: Rethinking Social Movements in Authoritarian Regimes
  Ozge Tekin  (University of Hawaii, Manoa)

The Struggle for Recognition and Authenticity in the Middle East
  Joshua Freedman  (Northwestern University)

“Hedging” in International Relations Theory and Practice

International Security Studies
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  Robert A. Pape  (University of Chicago)
Disc.  T. J. Pempel  (University of California at Berkeley)

When and Why Weaker States Hedge: A Two-Level Analysis
  Cheng-Chwee Kui  (National University of Malaysia (UKM))

On ‘Hedging’ in International Politics: A critique
  Jurgen Haacke  (London School of Economics)

Indonesian Strategic Hedging: Seeking Security and Regional Autonomy during Great Power Transition
  Ann Marie Murphy  (Seton Hall University)

Explaining Variation in Hedging Strategies
  John D. Cinici  (University of Michigan)

Exploring China’s Diplomacy Efforts

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  Geoffrey Harris  (European Parliament)
Disc.  Hongmei Li  (Miami University, Ohio)

  Emily T. Metzgar  (Indiana University)
  Jing Su  (Indiana University)

The China Effect: Chinese economic globalization and the environment in developing countries
  Jessica Neale  (University of Oregon)

Rising powers and foreign intrastate armed conflicts: Trends and patterns of China’s intervention in African civil wars
  Obert Hodzi  (Lingnan University)

Public-Private Partnerships in Public Diplomacy of China
  Xuefei Chen  (China Foreign Affairs University)
  Li Li  (China Foreign Affairs University (CFAU))
  Elizabeth (Betty) C. Hanson  (University of Connecticut)

Political Psychology and Foreign Policy

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair  Dennis M. Foster  (Virginia Military Institute)
Disc.  Imran Demir  (Marmara University)

Unipolarity and the Enemy Image: Propositions, Implications, Indicators
  Christopher J. Fettweis  (Tulane University)

Putting Things in Perspective: Mental Simulation in Experimental Political Science
  Joshua D. Kertzer  (Harvard University)
  Jonathan Renshon  (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

Who against Whom for Whose Benefit? Assessing the Psychological Basis for Diversionary Conflicts
  Seanon Wong  (Chinese University of Hong Kong)

Assessing Kim Jung Un: The Contours of his Subjective Rationality
  Sercan Canbolat  (University of Connecticut)
  Stephen Benedict Dyson  (University of Connecticut)

Beyond the “Neuromancer”: New and Old Ways of Examining Cyberspace

Intelligence Studies

Chair  Emily Goldman  (Department of Defense)
Disc.  Catherine Lotrionte  (Georgetown University)

The Violence of Hacking: The Normative Environment of State Violence in Cyberspace
  Aaron F. Brantly  (U.S. Military Academy, West Point)

The logic of bargaining with cyber weapons.
  Richard Andres  (National Defense University)

The changing face of war in cyberspace
  Michael Warner  (US Department of Defense)

Economic regionalism and global trade

International Political Economy

Chair  Jamie E. Scalera  (Georgia Southern University)
Disc.  Jamie E. Scalera  (Georgia Southern University)
Disc.  Joe Weinberg  (University of Southern Mississippi)

Demystifying Mega Regional Trade Agreements and the Implications for the Governance of World Trade
  Koray Mutlu  (McMaster University)

The Politics of Transatlantic Trade in Services
  Nicole Lindstrom  (University of York)
WB86: Wednesday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel Designing, Providing, Protecting Peace in Ethnically Divided Societies  
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies  
Exploring Peace (Theme)  
Chair Mateja Peter (University of St Andrews)  
Disc. Mathilde Leloup (Sciences Po/ CERI)  
Designing Peace: Institutional Innovations in Divided Societies  
Neophytos Loizides (University of Kent)  
The displacement – peace nexus disentangled  
Heidrun Bohnet (Bonn International Center for Conversion (BICC))  
A need to incorporate civil society actors as domestic forces to establish durable positive peace in power-sharing regimes: the Case of Cyprus Peace Process  
Gül Pinar Erkem Gülboy (Istanbul University)  
A Cross-National Investigation of Regime Change, Democratization and Ethnic Conflict  
Demet Y. Mousseau (University of Central Florida)  

WC01-A: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM JSS Group  
Junior Scholar Session  
Education, Learning and Knowledge Creation in IR  
Chair Derrick L. Cogburn (American University)  

WC01-D: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM JSS Group  
International Education and Cooperation  
Junior Scholar Symposium  
Disc. Hemda Ben-Yehuda (Bar-Ilan University)  
Disc. Meirav Mishali-Ram (Bar-Ilan University)  
Learning EU at school; innovative pedagogy and EU-related content in primary school curricula  
Ana Bojovic Fenko (University of Ljubljana)  
Marko Lovec (University of Ljubljana)  
Surveying the Field from Afar: Improving Undergraduates’ Perspectives of International Relations with a Scholars Wiki  
Jeremy L. Wells (Texas State University)  
Using Narrative Approaches to Support Teaching and Learning  
Danielle Blab (McMaster University)  
Internationalizing the SCU: How Comprehensive Internationalization Works at the People’s University  
Jermaine Griffin (Colorado State University)  

WC02: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel  
Environment and Conflict 2/3  
Exploring Peace (Theme)  
Chair Idean Salehyan (University of Texas at Dallas)  
Disc. Idean Salehyan (University of Texas at Dallas)  
The Hunger Games: Urban Bias, Horizontal Inequality and Food-Related Unrest  
Luke Abbs (University of Kent, Conflict Analysis Research Centre)  
State Policies and Food Related Violence  
Ida Rudolfsen (Peace Research Institute Oslo & Uppsala University)
### WC03: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
#### Bargaining, Commitment, and Peace

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Sam Bell (Kansas State University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Sam Bell (Kansas State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic Institutions and Credible Commitment Problems</td>
<td>Mark Souva (Florida State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Territory, Rivalry, Bargaining and the Settlement of Borders</td>
<td>Toby James Rider (Texas Tech University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Logic of Commitment in International Relations</td>
<td>Erik Gartzke (University of California, San Diego)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peaceful Territorial Transfers and Third Party Conflict</td>
<td>Daina Chiba (University of Essex)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>War-Winning Coalitions and the Durability of International Orders</td>
<td>Michael S. Wolford (University of Texas)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### WC04: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
#### Neurobiology of war and the prospects for peace

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Anthony C. Lopez (Washington State University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Joshua D. Kertzer (Harvard University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Anthony C. Lopez (Washington State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace of mind: Cognitive biases in the causes of peace as well as war?</td>
<td>Azar Gat (Tel-Aviv University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolution and the psychology of intergroup conflict: The male warrior hypothesis</td>
<td>Dominic Johnson (University of Oxford)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive systems for revenge and forgiveness</td>
<td>Melissa McDonald (Oakland University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The effect of millions of years of war on human’s evolved psychology</td>
<td>Michael McCullough (University of Miami)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aaron Sell (Griffith University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### WC05: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
#### FTGS Town Hall

**Feminist Theory and Gender Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Caron Gentry (University of St Andrews)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Natalie Florea Hudson (University of Dayton)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Annick T. R. Wibben (University of San Francisco)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Annica Kronsell (Lund University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### WC06: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
#### Exploring the regional peace in East Asia and beyond

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Joakim Kreutz (Department of Peace and Conflict Research, Uppsala University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Erik Melander (Uppsala University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Peter Wallensteen (Uppsala University/University of Notre Dame)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace by unintended means? The state, territory and alternative ways to security community in Southeast Asia and South America</td>
<td>Nicole Jenne (Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimists, Pessimists or Skeptics: Explaining variations in Post-Cold War International and Regional Order</td>
<td>Benjamin Miller (University of Haifa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What causes regional peace? A joint exploration of conflict prevention and resolution</td>
<td>Joakim Kreutz (Department of Peace and Conflict Research, Uppsala University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not For Export? Southeast Asian norms of Peace and Security</td>
<td>Catherine Jones (University of Warwick)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicting China: Key to gauging the future of the East Asian Peace?</td>
<td>Stein Tønnesson (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### WC07: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
#### Revisiting the Cold War and the Emergence of Liberal Peace: Liberalism, Human Rights and Diplomacy in Historical Perspective

**Historical International Relations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Robert E. Williams, Jr. (Pepperdine University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Bruno Reis (Institute Social Sciences - Univ. Lisbon &amp; King’s College London )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science and Education in the Shadow of Great Power Decline</td>
<td>Robert A. Denemark (University of Delaware)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutrality from the Cold War to Engaged Neutrality</td>
<td>Heinz Gaertner (University of Vienna)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation and Totalitarianism: US Intervention and Cold War Liberalism, 1946 to 1989</td>
<td>Dillon Stone Tatum (Francis Marion University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Quiet Diplomacy’: The Reagan Administration’s Initial Engagement with the Soviet Union</td>
<td>Simon Miles (University of Texas at Austin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Rights as Food Security: Revisiting President Carter’s Human Rights Agenda</td>
<td>Shelley L. Hurt (California Polytechnic State University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### WC08: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
#### Theorizing International Politics Past: Ancient Societies, the Longue Durée, and World Systems

**Historical International Relations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Jonathan Acuff (Coastal Carolina University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Iver B. Neumann (London School of Economics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Power Configurations of the Central Civilization/ World System in the Twelfth Century</td>
<td>David O. Wilkinson (University of California, Los Angeles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science, Technology, and Power in the Medieval Islamic Caliphate</td>
<td>Mark Z. Taylor (Georgia Institute of Technology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It’s the Eurocene: Carbon Archeology and the Geopolitics of Modern Geology</td>
<td>Jairus V. Grove (University of Hawaii at Manoa)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Anthropological Investigations: The Quest for Order in Ancient Anarchical Societies  
**Nicolas Terradas** (Florida International University)

Size upswings of cities and polities: comparisons of world-systems since the Bronze Age  
**Christopher K. Chase-Dunn** (University of California Riverside)  
**Hiroko Inoue** (University of California Riverside)

---

Causal Mechanisms and Process-tracing in Global Environmental Politics

**Chair**  
Lisa Vanhala (University College London)

**Disc.**  
Lisa Vanhala (University College London)

**Panel**

**How to Generalize from Case Studies**  
**Paul F. Steinberg** (Harvey Mudd College)

**Courts as Causal Actors in Environmental Politics**  
**Lisa Vanhala** (University College London)

**Recasting the Environmental Problem: From Rationalist Design to Political Process**  
**Benjamin Cashore** (Yale University)

**Placeholder**  
**Paul F. Steinberg** (Harvey Mudd College)

---

Renegotiating Agency and Structure in Constructivist IR

**Chair**  
Jooyoun Lee (St. Edward's University)

**Disc.**  
Zachary J. Zwald (University of Houston)

**Panel**

Present at the Construction: Realpolitik, Idealpolitik and Konstruktpolitik  
**David Patrick Houghton** (King's College London/US Naval War College)

Cyprus in context: Constructivism and the role of European identity  
**Almendra Ortiz de Zárate** (Universidad Anáhuac México Norte)

**Mauricio Gámez Báez** (Universidad Anáhuac México Norte)

"Neuro" constructivism  
**Filip Viskupic** (University of Georgia)

**Jeffrey Berejikian** (University of Georgia)

Towards a Reflectivist Theory of International Hierarchy: Understanding the Meaning of Stature, Role and Status in World Politics  
**Carsten-Andreas Schulz** (Pontificial Catholic University of Chile)

Taken for Granted: Tacit Knowledge in IR  
**Sebastian M. Schmidt** (Johns Hopkins University)

---

Exploring conflict resolution and peace-building within the global water governance discourse

**Chair**  
Oriol Mirosa (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

**Disc.**  
Cecilia Tortajada (National University of Singapore)

**Panel**

**Global Water Governance and Local Input: Can Participation Overcome Conflict?**  
**Oriol Mirosa** (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

**The Challenges of Governing Water at the Global Scale**  
**Cecilia Tortajada** (National University of Singapore)

**The global politics of bottled water: Towards an integrative research agenda**  
**Raul Pacheco-Vega** (Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas (CIDE))
Justice and Global Water: The Ethics of Global Water Governance
Christiana Peppard (Fordham University)

At the Confluence: The OECD and the Global Water Crisis
Dustin Garrick (McMaster University)

WC16: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
UN Security Council and Interventions for Peace
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Karen Brouneus (Uppsala University)
Disc. Ashly Townsen (Washington State University)
The local security effects of UN peacekeeping deployments
Bernd Beber (New York University)
The Peacekeeping Economy in Monrovia, Liberia
Bernd Beber (New York University)
Michael J. Gilligan (New York University)
Sabrina Karim (Emory University)
Selectivity in third-party intervention in the UNSC
Autumn Lockwood Payton (Ohio State University)
Byungwon Woo (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies)
Sexual Exploitation and Abuse in UN Peacekeeping Missions: A Case Study
Bonnie Kovatch (United States Military Academy)
The Democratic Republic of the Congo as UN Laboratory:
Peacekeeping Innovations in a Catastrophe
Anjali Dayal (Fordham University)

WC17: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Politics of Foreign Aid Decisions
Foreign Policy Analysis
Global Health
International Political Economy
Chair Laura K. Landolt (Oakland University)
Disc. David Bearce (University of Colorado at Boulder)
No, thanks! Why Myanmar, Japan, India and the USA rejected humanitarian aid after natural disasters
Charlotte Dany (University of Frankfurt, Germany)
Reconceptualizing aid in international relations: Foreign assistance as human rights facilitation instead of intergovernmental signaling
Jessie Rumsey (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
Rerevaluating Donor Motivations in Bilateral Foreign Aid
Gina Martinez (Duke University)
From Swagger to Self-Advocacy: India’s Extended “Transition” in the World Bank
Vikash Yadav (Hobart and William Smith Colleges)
Jason A. Kirk (Elon University)
Ethnic network representation, access to power, and U.S. foreign aid allocation
Tobias Heinrich (University of South Carolina)

WC18: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Peace Otherwise: Lost Opportunities and Possible Alternatives from the League of Nations to the UN
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Disc. Pamina M. Firchow (George Mason University & US Institute of Peace)
From Status to Equality: Democracy and Statehood in Interwar Europe
León Castellanos Jankiewicz (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

WC19: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
A game of small changes? Global financial governance after the crisis.
International Political Economy
Chair Ben Thirkell-White (Victoria University of Wellington)
Global norm change and peripheral practices: the New Zealand Reserve Bank after the GFC
Ben Thirkell-White (Victoria University of Wellington)
Constructing the Global Financial Crisis, Fast and Slow: Interpretive Leadership, Intellectual Hysteresis and Iterative Repurposing in the Macroprudential Reconstruction of Executive Pay Regulation
Wesley W. Widmaier (Griffith University)
Andrew Baker (University of Sheffield)
The Unfinished Engagement: Carr and Polanyi on structural change in the global political economy
Randall D. Germain (Carleton University)
“I will wear your tie when we solve Greece’s debt crisis”: The Visual Politics of Eurozone Governance
Lena Rethel (University of Warwick and Princeton University)
James Brassett (University of Warwick)
Mortgaging Development: The Financial Crisis and World Bank Lending for Housing
Liam S. Clegg (University of York)

WC20: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Economic Interdependence, the Liberal Peace, and the First World War
International Security Studies
Chair John A. Vasquez (University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign)
Disc. Charles Eugene Gholz (University of Texas)
1914 as Culmination of a Liberal Peace?
Alexander S. Anievas (University of Connecticut)
Why Do States Join Risky Wars? The Case of the First World War, 1914-1917
John A. Vasquez (University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign)
Globalization Then and Now: 1914 and Misguided Analogies
Etel Solingen (University of California Irvine)
Economic Interdependence and the Origins of the First World War
Dale C. Copeland (University of Virginia)

WC21: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
The Middle East in Transition: Issues and Responses
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Peace Studies
Chair Maria Fanis (Ohio University)
Disc. Mojtaba Mahdavi (University of Alberta)
Multiple Modernities and Multiple Democracies in a context of Demographic transition in the Middle East and North Africa

Elhum Haghighat (The City University of New York)

Unsettled Cultures and Changing Authority Structures: The Reproduction of Intolerance between ‘Islamism’ and ‘Secularism’ in the Democratizing Middle East

Metin Koca (European University Institute)

Economic Crisis and Civil Society Transformations: Peace in the Middle Eastern Region (A Case Study of Egypt post-Arab Spring)

Priyanka Chandra (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

International Security Studies

Strategic Culture or Strategic Subcultures? Breaking down the Unitary Assumptions of Strategic Culture

WC22: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Part. Alan Bloomfield (University of New South Wales)
Part. Shaiel Ben-Ephraim (University of Calgary, Centre for Military and Strategic Studies)
Part. Toby Lee Lauterbach (Purdue University)
Part. Alexander Salt (University of Calgary)

Roundtable

WC23: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Visualizing International Law as a Vehicle for Exploring Peace

Chair John King Gamble (Pennsylvania State University)
Chair Charlotte Ku (Texas A & M University School of Law)
Part. Charlotte Ku (Texas A & M University School of Law)
Part. Shirley Scott (UNSW Australia)
Part. Melissa T. Labonte (Fordham University)
Part. Mark Raymond (University of Oklahoma)

Roundtable

WC24: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Media Coverage of Crises: Media Systems and Comparative Analysis

Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies

Chair Sai Felicia Krishna-Hensel (Auburn Montgomery)
Part. Eytan Gilboa (Bar-Ilan University)
Part. Andrei V. Korobkov (Middle Tennesse State University)
Part. Howard M. Hensel (Air War College)
Part. Mikhail A. Molchanov (St. Thomas University, Canada)

Roundtable

WC25: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Transnationalism at 100: Assessing the Field on the Centenary of "Trans-national America"

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair David Malet (George Washington University)
Part. Peter Andrews (Brown University)
Part. Margaret E. Keck (Johns Hopkins University)
Part. Jennifer Marie Brinkerhoff (George Washington University)
Part. Clifford Bob (Duquesne University)

Roundtable

WC26: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Postfoundational IR

International Political Sociology

Chair Hans-Martin Jaeger (Carleton University)
Disc. Mark F. N. Franke (Huron University College)

Panel

WC27: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Human Trafficking

Human Rights

Chair H. Richard Friman (Marquette University)
Disc. Juris Pupcenoks (Marist College)

Panel

WC28: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Get Back Where You Once Belong? Migration, Law and Governance

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

International Law

Chair Philip Liste (University of Hamburg)
Disc. Anil Sigdel (Advanced Research and Training Institute, Kathmandu, Nepal)

Panel
Desirable vulnerabilities: Migrant bodies, human trafficking and biopolitical statecraft

Alexandria J. Innes (University of East Anglia)

WC29: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Religion and Ethnicity in the MENA: Turks, Kurds, Arabs and the Syrian Civil War

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Religion and International Relations

Chair Nukhet A. Sandal (Ohio University)
Disc. Binnur Ozkececi-Taner (Hamline University)

The impact of PYD-PKK relationship on Kurdish politics in Syria
Zeynep N. Kaya (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Robert Lowe (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Freedom of Religion and Non-Muslim Minorities in Turkey
Anna Maria Beylinioglu (European University Institute)

Social Assistance and Electoral Competition for the Kurdish Vote
Ozge Kemahlilioglu (Sabanci University)

Nation, Ethnicity, and Umma: Identity After State Collapse in Syria
Victoria Gilbert (University of Pennsylvania)

WC30: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Women in Post-Conflict Transitions

Women’s Caucus
Peace Studies
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Aisling Ann Swaine (The George Washington University)
Disc. Emily Stull (Asian University for Women)

Post-conflict Electoral Quotas and Sexual Violence
Emily Stull (Asian University for Women)

Women and Long-lasting Peace After Conflicts
Myunghwa Cho (University of Missouri-Columbia)

Transitional Justice/Postwar Reconciliation Efforts in Bosnia-Hercegovina conducted by Women’s NGOs
Karen Garner (SUNY Empire State College)

The Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom and the Challenges of Intersectionality Peace Praxis
Lyne Woehrle (Mount Mary University)

Patrick G. Coy (Kent State University- Center for Applied Conflict Management)

WC31: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Intelligence Analysis and the Analyst-Policymaker Relationship: Key Case Studies since 1945

Intelligence Studies

Chair Michael Warner (US Department of Defense)
Disc. Michael Warner (US Department of Defense)

Their Masters’ Voices: The Intelligence Reporting on the West of the Stasi and KGB, 1945-91
Paul Maddrell (Loughborough University)

Doomed from the Start: Detente and American and Soviet Estimative Intelligence
Benjamin Fischer (Retired)

Pakistani Intelligence and India
Julian J. Richards (University of Buckingham)

Personality, Contingency and Culture in American Intelligence Assessments of the Al Qaeda Threat
Mark Stout (Johns Hopkins University)

WC32: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Exploring Intrastate Conflict, Mediation, Institutions, and Peace
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Tobias Greiff (American University)
Disc. Karl Rene DeRouen Jr. (University of Alabama)

From Institution-building to Peace-building in Intrastate Conflicts
Karolina Werner (Balsille School of International Affairs)

Ending war, but losing power: how mediation processes in civil wars affect leadership survival
Christina Kiel (Tulane University)

Challenges to the Communication between International Mediators andNational Factions in Civil War Peace Negotiation: A Comparative Study of Cambodia and Sudan
SungYong Lee (University of Otago)

Autonomy, Secession, and Peace: The Importance of Pre-War Institutions
Carter Johnson (National Research University - Higher School of Economics (Moscow))

WC33: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Explaining the Causes of Irredentist Violence

Explaining the Causes of Irredentist Violence
Seraina Ruegger (ETH Zurich)

Overcoming the Rebel’s Dilemma: Collective Action and Military Capabilities
Jacob Aronson (University of Maryland)
Paul Huth (University of Maryland)

Lethality of Terrorist Attacks as a Predictor of Civil Wars
Katerina Tkacova (University of Essex)

Extending the horizontal inequality hypothesis across conflict severity and tactics
Solveig Hillesund (University of Oslo)

Imputed Identities: New Spatial Data on Ethnicity in Africa
Carl von Schweinitz (ETH Zurich)
Philipp Hunziker (ETH Zurich)

WC34: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Institutional Design in World Politics: Informal Governance, Interactions, and Power
International Organization

Chair David A. Lake (University of California San Diego)
Disc. David A. Lake (University of California San Diego)

The Process of Headquartering IGOs
Tana Johnson (Duke University)

If and How Power is Legalized in International Law
Barbara Koremenos (U-M)

The Forces of Attraction: How Security Interests Shape Membership in Economic Institutions
Christina Davis (Princeton University)
Tyler Pratt (Princeton University)

Black Markets and Exchange Rate Preferences: Evidence from a Survey Experiment in Argentina
Julia Gray (University of Pennsylvania)

Michael Akin (University of Pittsburgh)
Eric Arias (New York University)
WC35: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Russian Defence Policy and Developments in the Aftermath of Crimea: Outlook and Implications for the West

Post Communist Systems
International Security Studies

Chair: Bettina Renz (University of Nottingham)
Part.: Hanna Smith (University of Helsinki)
Part.: Tor Bukkvoll (Norwegian Defence Research Establishment)
Part.: Gudrun Persson (Swedish Defence Research Agency (FOI))
Part.: Una Hakvåg (Norwegian Defence Research Establishment)

WC36: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Making Sense of the Central African Republic: The Failures and Future of International Peacebuilding in CAR

International Organization

Chair: Tatiana Carayannis (Social Sciences Research Council)
Disc. : Koen Vlassenroot (University of Gent)
The Failures and Future of International Peacebuilding in CAR
Tatiana Carayannis (Social Sciences Research Council)
Louisa Lombard (Yale University)
A Central African Elite Perspective on the Struggles of the Central African Republic
Laurence D. Wohlers (Former US Ambasssador )
CAR and the Regional (Dis)order
Roland Marchal (Sciences-Po Paris)
From Being Forgotten to Being Ignored: International Humanitarian Interventions in the Central African Republic
Enrica Picco (Medecins Sans Frontieres)
The Elite's Road to Riches in a Poor Country: A Political Economy Analysis of CAR
Stephen Smith (Duke University )

WC37: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Why collaborate? NGOs and engagement at global, domestic, and community levels

International Organization

Chair: George E. Mitchell (The City College of New York)
Disc. : David Suarez (University of Washington)
Successfully Mobilizing for Human Rights: Joining NGO Coalitions in Global Campaigns
Anna Schrimpf (Princeton University)
Wendy Wong (University of Toronto)
The Role of Self-Help Groups in Development Projects: Fostering or Enfeebling Civil Society?
Mary Kay Gugerty (University of Washington)
Leigh Anderson (University of Washington)
INGOs and Political Spaces of Engagement
Helen Yanacopulos (Open University)
Leadership across Boundaries: Comparing Collaborative Propensities across International NGOs
Hans Peter Schmitz (University of San Diego)
Bridge Builders, Power Brokers, or Self-Promoters? The Role of NGOs in Community-Based Natural Resource Management
Kate Crosman (University of Washington)
Sabine Lang (University of Washington)

WC38: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Teaching and Learning Internationally: Collaboration, Faculty-led Programs, Teaching Abroad as a Grad Student

International Education

Chair: Laura Brunell (Gonzaga University)
Part. : Emek M. Ucarer (Bucknell University)
Part. : Zsolt Nyiri (Montclair State University)
Part. : Felix S. Grenier (University of Moncton)

WC39: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Foreign Policy of Regional Powers

International Security Studies

Iran's Grand Strategy
Masoud Kazemzadeh (Sam Houston State University)
Explaining Reluctance in International Politics
Sandra Destradi (Helmut Schmidt University and GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
South America and Southern Africa as subsystemic unipolarities
Luís Leandro Schenoni (University of Notre Dame)
Continuity and Change in Pakistan’s Grand Strategy
Sameer Lalwani (Stimson Center)
Politics in the defense-industrial sector of rising powers: Explaining the procurement of combat fighter aircraft in India and Brazil
Moritz Weiss (LMU Munich)

WC40: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Return of the Theorists: Dialogues with Great Thinkers in International Relations

Active Learning in International Affairs
International Political Sociology
Theory
Historical International Relations

Chair: Peer Schouten (Danish Institute for International Studies)
Chair: Rens van Munster (Danish Institute for International Studies)
Part. : James W. Davis (University of St. Gallen)
Part. : Friedrich Kratochwil (European University Institute)
Part. : Anthony F. Lang, Jr. (University of St Andrews)
Part. : Jens Steffek (Technische Universität Darmstadt)

WC41: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Regional Assertiveness in International Society

English School

Chair: Yannis Stivachtis (Virginia Tech)
Disc. : Yannis Stivachtis (Virginia Tech)
Theorizing Regional Ownership: Institutional Flexibility in a Multipolar World Order
Johanne Glavind (University of Aarhus)
Tonny B. Knudsen (University of Aarhus)
From interlocking to interblocking regionalism: NATO, the EU, the OSCE and regional crisis management
Simon Koschut (Freie Universität Berlin)
Is Security Community Still a Valid Concept? A Historical Sociological Analysis of the Nordic Community
Thiago Babo (University of São Paulo)
Separatist regions and the threat to sovereign equality: An English School perspective
Chelsea Manning (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University)
Enacting the European international society in the world: conceptualizing EU agency within the English School
Thomas Linsenmaier (University of Tartu)

WC42: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Competing Regionalisms in East Asia
International Organization
Chair: Kei Koga (Nanyang Technological University)
Disc: Kim Reimann (Georgia State University)
China’s Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank: When Power Transition Meets Regional Transformation
Alice D. Ba (University of Delaware)
Cheng-Chwee Kuik (National University of Malaysia (UKM))
The Failure of the UN? China and Japan in the East China Sea dispute
Yuka Kobayashi (School of Oriental and African Studies)
Power shifts and regional orders. United States, China and competitive regionalism in East Asia.
Matteo Dian (University of Bologna)
Balance of Power in Regional Institutional Framework: Reassessment of the U.S.-China-Japan Trilateral Relationship
Yuanyuan Fang (Florida International University)
Driving a Soft Bargain: China’s Trade Strategy in East Asia
Michael Sampson (Leiden University)

WC43: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Censorship, Self-Censorship, and Prudent Restraint in IR Research I
Academic Freedom Committee
Chair: Mark Gibney (University of North Carolina Asheville)
Disc: Nils Weidmann (University of Konstanz)
Disc: John Ishiyama (University of North Texas)
Should Terrorists Have Access to Bigger Data than Social Scientists? The Role of Publicly Available but Classified Information in Research after Wikileaks and the Snowden Revelations
Michael P. Colaresi (Michigan State University)
The perils of self-censorship in academic research in a Wikileaks world
John O’Loughlin (University of Colorado)
Dimensions of diplomacy: Understanding private information in international relations using the WikiLeaks cable disclosure
Michael Gill (Department of Government, Harvard University)
Arthur Spirling (New York University)
Censorship and self-censorship in research on the Iraq war
Michael Spagat (Royal Holloway University of London)

WC44: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
The terrorism-counterterrorism nexus
Scientific Study of International Processes
Chair: Mia M. Bloom (Georgia state university)
Disc: Alex Braithwaite (University of Arizona, School of Government and Public Policy)
The effect of leaders and leader transition on the success and longevity of terrorist groups
Brian Lai (University of Iowa)
Stephen Nemeth (Oklahoma State University)
Transnational Terrorism in Sub-Saharan Africa
Anastassia Bugday (Bilkent University)

WC45: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
A New Multilateralism? Brazil, Humanitarian Action and International Peace and Security
International Security Studies
Chair: Kristin B. Sandvik (Peace Research Institute Oslo)
Disc: Henrik O. Breitenbauch (University of Copenhagen)
Brazilian Policy for Refugees and Resettlement: An Example of Humanitarianism?
Camila Sombra Muiños de Andrade (Universidade de Sao Paulo (USP))
Brazil's Humanitarian Engagement: Does Peacekeeping Pay Off?
Benjamin De Carvalho (NUPI)
The “Brazilian Way” of Dealing with Force in Multilateral Operations: Connecting Robust Peacekeeping and the “Responsibility while Protecting”
Maria Gabrielsen Jumbert (PRIO)
Brazil’s Status Struggles: Why do the Good Guys Finish Last?
Paul Beaumont (Norwegian University of Life Sciences)
Pål Røren (University of Southern Denmark)

WC46: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
How Can Social Science Advance the Grand Strategy Debate?
International Security Studies
Chair: Jeffrey W. Taliaferro (Tufts University)
Disc: Jeffrey W. Taliaferro (Tufts University)
The Competing Visions of Grand Strategy
Paul C. Avey (Virginia Tech)
Jonathan Markowitz (University of Southern California)
Robert J. Reardon (North Carolina State University)
The Intellectual History and Ontology of the Grand Strategy Debate
Nina Silove (Australian National University)
The Primacy Premium
Carla Norroff (University of Toronto)
William C. Wohlforth (Dartmouth College)
The Present and Future of American Extended Deterrence in Central-Eastern Europe
Alexander Lanoszka (City, University of London)
1917: The Causes and Consequences of America’s Great War Grand Strategy
Brendan R. Green (University of Cincinnati)

WC47: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Religious power in states: causes and consequences
Religion and International Relations
Chair: Risa A. Brooks (Marquette University)
Disc: Ron Hassner (University of California Berkeley)
Revivalist Democracies: From Emerging to Illiberal Markets?
Bilal Baloch (University of Oxford)
One Nation Under God: Religious Nationalism and Instability in International Politics
Ahsan I. Butt (George Mason University)
Burak Kadercan (US Naval War College)
Candidate Evaluation, Corruption and Religiosity: Evidence from Pakistan
Niloufer Siddiqui (Yale University)
The Strategic Logic of Religious Violence
Matthew Isaacs (Brandeis University)
How Religious Were the Ottoman Empire's "Religious Wars"?
Burak Kadercan (US Naval War College)

Panel
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Disc. Thomas C. Walker (Grand Valley State University)
Exploring conceptualizations and conditions of peace
Carolyn M. Stephenson (University of Hawaii Manoa)
Situating transitions to peace in space and time
Annika F. Bjorkdahl (Lund University)
Stefanie Kappler (Durham University)
Theorizing Peace and War: Revisiting Pacifism, Pacifism, Defencism, Crusadism and Militarism in the Twenty-First Century
Thomas Davies (City University of London)
Let’s talk about peace: towards a better conceptual definition of peace in the aftermath of violent conflict
Julia Leib (Goethe University Frankfurt)

Panel
New Approaches to the Study of Nuclear Politics
International Security Studies

Chair Todd S. Sechser (University of Virginia)
Disc. Matthew Fuhrmann (Texas A&M University)
Subterfuge on the Subcontinent: The Strategy of Regional Nuclear Doctrine
Rupal N. Mehta (Harvard Kennedy School/University of Nebraska, Lincoln)
Presidential Beliefs in the Efficacy of Nuclear Coercion
Julia M. Macdonald (University of Pennsylvania/University of Denver)
Rachel E. Whitlark (Georgia Institute of Technology, Sam Nunn School of International Affairs)
Strategic Nuclear Assistance: China and Pakistan’s Nuclear Weapons Program
Henrik Staalhane Hiim (Oslo University)

Panel
Egypt in Transition: Protest Politics in Perspective
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies

Chair Doru Tsaganea (Metropolitan College of New York)
Disc. Barbara Zollner (Birkbeck College)
Impact of Arab Spring beyond the Middle East in the Central Asia
Yasar Sari (Abant Izzet Baysal University)
Revisiting the Egyptian Uprising of 2011: Relational Networks and the Diffusion of Contention on January 25
Arne F. Wackenhut (University of Gothenburg)
Demilitarizing Egypt for Domestic and Regional Peace
Zeinab Abul-Magd (Oberlin College)

Panel
Security, Foreign Policy and Ethnic Conflict in Turkey and the Middle East
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair Mehmet Emre Hatipoglu (Sabanci University)
Disc. Mehmet Emre Hatipoglu (Sabanci University)
Inside Out: Reading Turkey’s Domestic Struggles Through Foreign Policy
Cigdem Hajipour Benam (Boston College)
Deniz Cakirer (Harvard University)
Domestic Conflict and Foreign Affairs: An Event Data Study of Turkey (1991-2013)
Gonca Biltekin (Center for Foreign Policy and Peace Research)
Construction of Turkey’s Decision to Intervene in Cyprus: An Analysis of the Time Frame from 1963 to 1974
Bugra Sari (Gazi University - Bilkent University)
Turkey and the EU in the Shared Neighborhood: The Limits of Europeanization in Conflict Resolution
Sinem Aickmese (Kadir Has University)

Panel
Human Rights and State Capacity
Human Rights

Chair Zachary Kaufman (Harvard Kennedy School / Yale Law School)
Disc. Zachary Kaufman (Harvard Kennedy School / Yale Law School)
Variations in subnational anti-human trafficking efforts: Evidence from India
Richard W. Frank (Australian National University)
The International Dimensions of State Capacity and Human Rights
Benjamin C. Carbonetti (Trinity College)
Forgotten Victims: Lessons from the Rwandan Genocide on the Children of Genocide
Melissa M. C. Beaudoin (Northern Virginia Community College - Manassas)
The Difference Law Makes: Domestic Criminal Law and Human Rights Prosecutions
Mark S. Berlin (Marquette University)
Global diffusion of Ombudsman
Tero Erkkilä (University of Helsinki)

Panel
The gender of governance and the governance of gender in the global political economy
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair Samanthi Gunawardana (Monash University)
Disc. Stuart Shields (University of Manchester)
Governing transnational migratory flows of domestic workers in Southeast Asia: Private lives and private actors
Juanita Elias (University of Warwick)
Employing Women in a Single Market: Empowerment versus Participation
Kelly Gerard (University of Western Australia)
Financial governance ‘after’ crisis: A gendered perspective
Penny Griffin (University of New South Wales)
Women as targets of austerity discourse
Sara Wallin (University of Sheffield)
Daniela Tepe-Belfrage (University of Liverpool)
Conditions and expectations of the Timorese social market trade zone

Melissa Johnston (Murdoch University)

WC54: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Roundtable

No Sovereignty & Self-determination, No Peace?

Global Development
Peace Studies
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  Olivia Umurerwa Rutazibwa (University of Portsmouth)
Disc.  Shampa Biswas (Whitman College)
Part.  Robbie G. Shilliam (Queen Mary, University of London)
Part.  Siba Grovogui (Cornell University)
Part.  Samid Suliman (Griffith University)
Part.  Anna M. Agathangelou (York University)
Part.  Sheryl Lighťoot (University of British Columbia)

WC55: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel

Contentious Environmental Politics

Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Environmental Studies

Chair  Peter Marcus Kristensen (University of Copenhagen)
Disc.  Eduardo Viola (University of Brasilia)

How technical decision-making became political: environmental reforms in post-dictatorship Chile
Javiera Barandiaran (University of California Santa Barbara)

“Environmental Contention in Brazil and China: Beyond Regime”
December Green (Wright State University)
Laura M. Luehrmann (Wright State University)

Who’s Willing to Pay?: Carbon Pricing Policies and the Electoral Rules
Laura Daniela Stevens León (American University)

Successful Conditions for Chinese Civil Society: Environmental NGOs at the Nu River Anti-Dam Construction Movement
Youngwan Kim (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies)
Yooonei Kim (University of Iowa)

Brazilian and Indian policy and politics, 2003-2014: towards low carbon development?
Larissa Basso (University of Brasilia)

WC56: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Roundtable

Epistemic and normative power in global health

Global Health
International Political Sociology

Chair  Jeremy Youde (Australian National University)
Part.  Jeremy Shiffman (American University)
Part.  Lisa Forman (University of Toronto)
Part.  Simon H. Rushton (University of Sheffield)
Part.  Gork Ooms (University of Heidelberg)

WC57: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel

The political economy of risk

International Political Economy

Chair  Tina Zappile (Stockton University (NJ))
Disc.  Tim Buthe (Duke University)

Risk Preferences and the Pattern of Foreign Direct Investment
Yoo-Sun Jung (Texas A&M University)
Gyu Sang Shim (Purdue University)

The Politics of the Japanese Credit Rating Industry: Social Norms versus Financial Globalization
Fumihito Gotoh (University of Warwick)
Timothy J. Sinclair (University of Warwick)

Ratings and regulation: a case of an irreversible marriage?
Suryapratin Roy (University of Groningen (The Netherlands))

Terrorism and Sovereign Bond Ratings: The Impact of Terrorism on Sovereign Borrowing
Ricardo Crespo (University of California, Riverside)
Ian Oxnead (University of California, Riverside)

WC59: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel

The Science-Policy Nexus in Environmental Governance:
Opportunities and Limits

Environmental Studies
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
Global Development
International Organization

Chair  Yulia Yamineva (University of Eastern Finland)
Disc.  Peter M. Haas (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

(De)Constructing scientific cooperation: A participant’s view of regionalization in the Caucasus
Joerg Balsiger (University of Geneva)

Intergovernmental Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services: establishment and lessons learned
Steinar E. Andresen (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)

Leveraging scientific advice in natural resource management: perspectives from policy and practice in Southern Africa
Kaera Coetzer (University of the Witwatersrand)
David Hornsby (University of the Witwatersrand)

Extended Participation in Global Environmental Assessments in the context of Legitimacy and Effectiveness: Lessons from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Yulia Yamineva (University of Eastern Finland)

Divided Trust: How Political Identity Affects Attitudes towards the Science of Climate Change and Genetically Modified Foods
Emily Pechar (Duke University)
Frederick W. Mayer (Duke University)

WC60: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel

Overcoming Uncertainty in International Politics

International Security Studies

Chair  David M. Edelstein (Georgetown University)
Disc.  David M. Edelstein (Georgetown University)

Who Cares About Reputation in International Politics?
Keren Milo (Princeton University)

A Leap in the Dark”: Uncertainty and Trust in the Making of the European Community
Michelle Murray (Bard College)

Hawks or Doves as Peacemakers
Jessica Weeks (University of Wisconsin - Madison)
Michaela Mattes (University of California, Berkeley)

Arms Policies and Great Power Intentions
Sebastian Rosato (University of Notre Dame)

The Stopping Power of Water and the Cult of Reputation
John Schuessler (Air War College)
Global Media, Journalism, and Politics in News Flows

WC61: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Panel

Chair Shalini Venturelli (American University)

Disc. Mariam Shaikh (Florida State University)

The Multi-Leveled Fourth Estate: Global vs. Local Media

Jennifer Whitten-Woodring (University of Massachusetts Lowell)

“Fixing” the relationship of journalists and fixers: a (post?) colonial look at the practices of foreign reporting

Shayna Plaut (Simon Fraser University)

Peter W. Klein (University of British Columbia)

Rethinking Indexing: Global Politics and the Sourcing and Framing of Global News

Saif Shahin (Bowling Green State University)

Female Journalists in Greater China and Their Views toward Chineseness

Hongmei Li (Miami University, Ohio)

Global News Networks: Are they Truly Global or National in Disguise?

Erga Atad (University of Texas at Austin)

Peace or Conflict in Eurasia: The Emergence of a New Security Environment in Eurasia

WC62: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Panel

Chair Stanislav L. Tkachenko (Saint Petersburg State University)

Disc. Andrei P. Tsygankov (San Francisco State University)

Ukraine and the Restructuring of East-West Relations

Maria Raquel Freire (CES | FEUC - University of Coimbra)

The Russian Federation and the West: The Problem of International Order

Aleksandar Jankovski (Northeastern Illinois University)

Changing Power Dynamics in Eurasia: Iran and Turkey as a new type of middle power?

Wayne McLean (National Security College, Australian National University)

Russia and the Evolving Eurasian Security Order: Impact and Implications of the Ukraine Crisis

John Francis Berryman (Birkbeck, University of London)

A Cold Peace between Russia and the West: did Geoeconomics fail?

Nikita Lomagin (European University at St. Petersburg)

Coercive Diplomacy of Vladimir Putin (2014-2016)

Stanislav L. Tkachenko (Saint Petersburg State University)

Intelligence Secrecy, Privacy, and Accountability

WC64: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Panel

Chair Daniel S. Gressang (US Department of Defense)

Disc. Genevieve Lester (National Defense University)

Who’s Watching Us, and Why Should We Care?

Erik Dahl (Naval Postgraduate School)

Reform in the IC: A Lesson in Irony

Melissa A. Graves (The Citadel)

They Love Me, They Love Me Not: Privacy Norms, Public Opinion, and Government Surveillance in the War on Terror

Stephen Okin (Georgetown University)

Accountability for the intelligence and security services: what does it mean and how could it be improved?

Jamie Gaskarth (University of Birmingham)

Does Intelligence Demand Secrecy?

Adam Henschke (National Security College, Australian National University)

Gender/China: Empirical and Theoretical Approaches to China’s Peace, Security, Trade and Development through Feminist and Gender Lenses

WC65: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Panel

Chair Eric M. Blanchard (SUNY Oswego)

Disc. L. H. M. Ling (The New School)

Analyzing the Chinese Women’s Movement from a Peace Studies Perspective

Yingtao Li (Beijing Foreign Studies University)

Gender and Human Security in the People’s Republic of China: The Case of Violence Against Women

Shuang Lin (Columbia University)

Eric M. Blanchard (SUNY Oswego)

Gender, Trade Preference and International Trade

Yi Yang (School of International Relations and Diplomacy, Beijing Foreign Studies University)

China’s Participation in the Post-2015 Development Agenda from the Perspective of Gender Equality

Xiaomin Zhang (Beijing Foreign Studies University, China)

The changing practice of traditional frontline diplomacy 2/3

WC66: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Panel

Chair Paul Sharp (University of Minnesota)

Disc. Geoffrey R. Wiseman (Australian National University)

Diplomats at the frontline: Indian diplomatic practices in situations of armed conflicts

Gerrit Kurtz (King’s College London)

The ascendancy of informalism and ‘new’ frontline actors in times of crisis

Andrew F. Cooper (University of Waterloo)

Doing expertise in multi- and polylateral fora in the field of global health

Jürgen Ecke (University of Hamburg)

The Water’s Edge: Neoclassical Realism and Foreign Policy

WC67: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Panel

Chair Michael C. Williams (University of Ottawa)

Disc. Alexander Reichwein (Justus-Liebig-University Giessen)


Ilai Saltzman (Israel Institute)

The Role of Strategic Culture as an Intervening Variable within Neoclassical Realism for Understanding the Limitations on State Actions

Craig B. Greathouse (University of North Georgia)
Neoclassical realism and Foreign Policy Analysis: Salience of the independent variable
Raj Verma (Jilin University)

An Intercultural Theory of International Relations: How self-worth underlies politics among nations
Joerg Friedrichs (University of Oxford)

The Juxtaposition between Constructivism and Classical Realism
Gabriela Marin Thornton (Texas A&M University)

**Small States, Global Order, and Foreign Policymaking**

**Panel**

**Chair** Oriana Skylar Mastro (Assistant Professor of Security Studies, Georgetown University)

**Disc.** John G. Oates (Florida International University)

**Disc.** Srini Sitaraman (Clark University)

Small State Power Projection in the International Arena: The Case for Subtle Power
Mehran Kamrava (Georgetown University-Qatar)

Small States Foreign Policy Choices in the Face of Great Power Competition in Southeast Asia: Comparing Myanmar and Thailand’s Relations with U.S. and China
Enze Han (SOAS, University of London)

Exploring Peace from the Angle of the Weak: Small States’ Interpretation of Peace Making/Preserving in East Asia
Chung-Chiu Huang (National Chengchi University)

Chih-Yu Shih (National Taiwan University)

Small State With A Middle-Power Mindset? Serbia’s Foreign Policy and the United Nations
Marko Kovacevic (University of Belgrade Faculty of Political Sciences)

Whose Interests Matter? The Pursuit of an Independent Foreign Policy
Matthew Zierler (Michigan State University)

**Indigenous Rights**

**Panel**

**Chair** Stefan Cibian (Chatham House and Babeș-Bolyai University)

**Disc.** Rhoda E. Howard-Hassmann (Wilfrid Laurier University)

Indigenous People’s Representation at the International Labor Organization: Advocacy for Indigenous Rights and Convention 169
Aart A. Holtslag (Shepherd University)

Diffusion of International Human Rights Norms in China: Funding for Human Rights Projects
Rana Siu Inboden (Robert S. Strauss Center for International Security and Law, University of Texas, Austin)

Genocide as Assimilation: Intent to Destroy Indigenous Identity in the Twentieth Century
Gabriella M. Pruitt (University of Massachusetts)

Who Gets to Speak? Mapping Out the International Indigenous Movement
Liam Midzain-Gobin (McMaster University)

Río de Janeiro’s model of security policy: the pacifying police unit and the violations of the human rights
Mayra Marcolino (PUC - Rio)

**Human Rights**

**Panel**

**Chair** Alexander Dukalskis (University College Dublin)

**Disc.** Alexander Dukalskis (University College Dublin)

Intervention Responses to Mass Killing
Taylor B. Seybolt (GSPIA, University of Pittsburgh)

A Systems Framework for Prevention of Genocide: Analysis of East Pakistan 1971
Eliot G Evans (U.S. Air Force and George Mason University)

An Ambiguous Evil? Emerging Perspectives on Analytically Quantifying—and Politically Qualifying—Genocidal Acts
Arthur N. Gilbert (University of Denver)

Kristina Hook (University of Notre Dame)

Reinterpreting Genocide in Modern Context
Michimi Muranushi (Gakushuin University)

The Politics of Transitional Justice in Post-Genocide Namibia
Nevin T. Aiken (University of Wyoming)

**Global Development**

**Panel**

**Chair** Robert Vitalis (University of Pennsylvania)

**Part.** Craig N. Murphy (Wellesley College)

**Part.** Alina Sajed (McMaster University)

**Part.** Nivi Manchanda (University of Cambridge)

**Part.** Errol A. Henderson (Pennsylvania State University)

Building Deeper Peace: Empowering the Margins through Transdisciplinary International Studies Theory and Practice
Jan Aart Scholte (University of Gothenburg)

Robin Broad (American University)

Pamela Martin (Coastal Carolina University)

Nora McKeon (Roma Tre University)

**Private Military Companies**

**Panel**

**Chair** Deborah Avant (University of Denver)

**Disc.** Deborah Avant (University of Denver)

Differentiating Private Security: Military Contractors, Domestic Armed Guards, Loss Prevention Agents, Site Protection Specialists
Martha (Dee Beutel) Phelps (University of Miami)

US Private Security Industry operating in stability operations: the role in regulation
Jovana Jezdimirovic Ranito (University of Coimbra)

Rewarding Bad Behavior: Path Dependence and Sanctioning in the Private Military Industry
Charles W. Mahoney (California State University, Long Beach)

From military teams to armed contractors: the privatization of Italian maritime security
Stefano Ruzza (University of Turin)
WC73: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Reflecting on the peace process in Colombia

Chair: Moira Lynch (Loyola University Maryland)
Disc. : Moira Lynch (Loyola University Maryland)

Justice and Coexistence Centers: Alternative Conflict Resolution in Colombia
Stacey L. Hunt (Auburn University)

Peace agendas revisited: reflections from the Colombian case
Frédéric Masse (University Externado de Colombia)

Towards a “mafia peace” in Colombia
Frédéric Masse (University Externado de Colombia)

TheSpoilerProblem in Colombian Peace Talks
Siniša Vuković (Johns Hopkins University, SAIS)

Civil resistance strategies towards state- and non-state armed actors in war-affected communities in Colombia
Cécile Alexa Moully (FLACSO-Ecuador)
María Belén Garrido Cornejo (Pontificia Universidad Católica del Ecuador)

WC74: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
The Identity/alterity nexus in IR: otherness, othering practices and self/other relations

International Political Sociology
Foreign Policy Analysis
International Ethics

Chair: Erica Simone Almeida Resende (IUPERJ Instituto Universitário de Pesquisa do Rio de Janeiro)
Disc. : Douglas Becker (University of Southern California)

The Politics of Recognition in Settler Societies: The Multicultural Self versus the Indigenous Other
Stacey-Ann Wilson (University of the West Indies, Mona)

Politics of Difference and Hiroshima as a State of Exception
Ritu Mathur (University of Texas at San Antonio)

Between Russia and Europe: othering practices in Baltic identity formation after the end of the Soviet Union
Erica Simone Almeida Resende (IUPERJ Instituto Universitário de Pesquisa do Rio de Janeiro)

‘Bandits’ and ‘democrats’ in the era of ‘color blindness’: MINUSTAH, Haiti and the coloniality of being
Melody Fonseca (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México)

WC75: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Rethinking Transitional Justice

Peace Studies

Chair: Gearoid M. Millar (University of Aberdeen)
Disc. : Gearoid M. Millar (University of Aberdeen)

Does transitional justice translate? A critical perspective on transitional justice and Peacebuilding Discourse
Catherine Baker (University of Hull)

The Construction of the Local: Assessing localization as a discursive strategy in the process of transitional justice in Timor Leste
Eva Ottendoerfer (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)

Internally Displaced Persons, Peacebuilding and Post-Conflict Justice
David R. Andersen-Rodgers (California State University Sacramento)

Peacebuilding and Governmentality: Rethinking Transitional Justice
Lucy Ware McGuffey (University of Colorado-Denver)

Eroding the Barrier between Peace and Justice: Transitional Justice Mechanisms and Sustainable Peace
Jeffrey Pugh (University of Massachusetts - Boston)

WC76: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Long-term effects of the victimization of civilians

Peace Studies

Chair: Zorzeta Bakaki (ETH Zürich)
Disc. : Zorzeta Bakaki (ETH Zürich)

Civilian Victimization and the Recurrence of Civil Conflict
Adrian Arellano (University of Michigan)

Territorial Changes, the Prospect of Victory and Civilian Victimization
Seung Joon Paik (The George Washington University)

WC77: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
The contemporary dynamics of foreign direct investment

International Political Economy

Chair: Nathan W. Freeman (University of Georgia)
Disc. : Glen Biglaiser (University of North Texas)

Individual Preferences for Foreign Direct Investment in Developing Countries: Survey Evidence from China and India
Ka Zeng (University of Arkansas)
Xiaojun Li (The University of British Columbia)

After Direct Investment: Political Opportunity, Political Risk, and the FDI Lifecycle
Colin Barry (University of Oklahoma)

The emergence of new triangular partnerships: south-south investment cooperation between Asia and the Gulf in Africa
Crystal A. Ennis (Leiden University)
Jue Wang (Leiden University)

Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs): The Global Investment Regime and Human Rights
Cristina Bodea (Michigan State University)
Fangjin Ye (MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY)

The catalytic effect of IMF lending: Evidence from sectoral FDI data
Michael H. Breen (Dublin City University)
Patrick Egan (Tulane University)

WC78: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Financing for Sustainable Development

Environmental Studies
International Political Economy

Chair: Jakob Skovgaard (Lund University)
Disc. : Mark Buntaine (University of California, Santa Barbara)

The Global Environment Facility and the Creation of the Green Climate Fund: A Case to Test Jupille, Mattli and Snidal’s “Use-Selection-Change-Creation” Framework
Deborah S. Davenport (International Institute for Sustainable Development)

Keeping Costs Down or Solving a Global Problem – Finance Ministries and Climate Finance Allocation
Jakob Skovgaard (Lund University)

Evaluating Orchestration Theory: Design of Climate Investment Funds and the Global Environment Facility
Rishikesh Bhandary (Tufts University)

Providing Imperfect Public Goods: Cost–Effectiveness and Preferences for Private and Public International Climate Transfers
Mark Buntaine (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Scouring the Marketplace: Environmental Performance as a signal for FDI

Andrew B. Kirkpatrick (Christopher Newport University)
Jane Sumner (University of Minnesota)

Foreign Policy Analysis

Panel

Global and Regional Politics in the Tensions Between South Korea and North Korea

Chair: Kai Hebel (Universiteit Leiden)
Disc.: Leah Cathryn Windsor (The University of Memphis)

The Strategy Behind North Korea’s Provocation Against South Korea
Edward Kwon (Northern Kentucky University)

The Language of Crisis and Transition in North Korea:
Leah Cathryn Windsor (The University of Memphis)

The impact of domestic politics and policy coordination between the U.S. and South Korea over the nuclear negotiation with North Korea

Inyeop Lee (Spring Arbor University)

Using Incentives to Reunify Korea

Shepherd Iverson (Inha University)

Could North Korea be another Vietnam or China? Economic Reforms and Security Conditions in remaining Communist Countries

Inyeop Lee (Spring Arbor University)

Peace Studies

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair: Peter W. Richardson (Northeastern University)
Disc.: Melvin Laven (Kennesaw State University)

Apocalyspe Now? Politics Between Life and Death
Fred R. Dallmayr (University of Notre Dame)

Konstanze Anna Maria Juengling (Institute for East and Southeast European Studies)
Evgeniya Bakalova (Goethe University Frankfurt & Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)

Russian hybrid warfare in Georgia and Ukraine
Zinaida Shevchuk (Masaryk University)

Great Power Collapse and the Outbreak of Civil War
Daniel McCormack (University of Pennsylvania)

Clash of Exceptionalisms? Will Chinese and American Exceptionalism Derail Peace?
Thomas De Luca (Fordham University)

Panel

WC81: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
American restraint, European responsibility? The future of transatlantic grand strategy
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair: Barry Posen (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Chair: Sven Biscop (Egmont - Royal Institute for International Relations)
Part. Sean Kay (Ohio Wesleyan University)
Part. John R. Deni (Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College)
Part. Richard Whitman (University of Kent)
Part. Luis Simon (Institute for European Studies, Vrije Universiteit Brussel)
Part. Alexander T. J. Mattelaer (Institute for European Studies, Vrije Universiteit Brussel)

Panel

WC82: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Advancing Nonviolence: a Closer Look at Onset, Actors and Outcomes
Peace Studies
Chair: Charles Butcher (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)
Disc.: Veronique Dudouet (Berghof Foundation)

Bargaining Failures and Civil Resistance Onset
Charles Butcher (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)
Jonathan Sutton (University of Otago)

How one chooses to fight determines what one wins: Nonviolent resistance and the quality of democracy
Felix Bethke (University of Duisburg-Essen)

Nonviolence Amidst So Much Violence in Pashtun Land
Malaiz Daud (The Berghof Foundation)

The Frontline: Student Participation in Civil Resistance Campaigns
John Laidlaw Gray (University of Otago)

Panel

WC83: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
All is Fair in Love, but War? Morals and Values in Foreign Policy Public Opinion
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair: Kathleen Powers (University of Georgia)
Disc.: Jonathan Renshon (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

Mechanisms of Morality: Sources of Support for Humanitarian Intervention
Sarah E. Kreps (Cornell University)
Sarah Maxey (Cornell University)

The Roots of Moral Aversion to Novel Weapons
Benjamin Buch (Stanford University)

Values at the Water’s Edge: Social Welfare Values and Foreign Aid
Lauren Prather (University of Southern California)

The Greater Good: The Moral Foundations of Trade Attitudes
Therese Anders (University of Southern California)
Kathleen Powers (University of Georgia)
Brian Rathbun (University of Southern California)

Just Desserts: Morality and Retribution in Foreign Policy Opinion
Rachel Stein (George Washington University)
Brian Rathbun (University of Southern California)
**WC84: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**The National Security State**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair**  Christopher Preble  (Cato Institute)

**Disc.**  Christopher Preble  (Cato Institute)

Innovation for a Penny: Resource Extraction and Its Constraints on Military Strategy

**Kevin Weng**  (University of Chicago)

From Lasswell to Snowden: Do all Democracies End up as Garrison States?

**David Sylvan**  (Graduate Institute of International & Development Studies)

Ashley Thornton  (Graduate Institute of International & Development Studies)

The Threat of Trivial Threats: Rome's Jugurthine War

**Leo J. Blanken**  (Naval Postgraduate School)

**Panel**

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**WC85: Wednesday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**External Actors, Cooperation, and Peace in Afghanistan**

*Junior Scholar Symposium*

**Chair**  Dave Benjamin  (University of Bridgeport)

**Disc.**  Louise Andersen  (Danish Institute for International Studies)

Drawing lessons in the Sand: Civil-Military Coherence after Afghanistan

**Louise Andersen**  (Danish Institute for International Studies)

The Role of Inter-organizational Cooperation on the Management of the Peace Process in Post-Conflict Settings: Lessons from the Kosovo and Afghanistan

**Ivan Dinev Ivanov**  (University of Cincinnati)

Winning the Fight Three Months at a Time: The Political Logic of Canada’s Many Mission Extensions

**Aaron Ettinger**  (University of Waterloo)

**Jeffrey Rice**  (Queen’s University)

From “playing it safe” to “playing it smart”? The UN’s and World Bank’s changing approach to risk in fragile states

**Michael Friedrich Harsch**  (New York University Abu Dhabi)

Built to Fail: Institutional Foundations of State-Building Failure in Afghanistan

**Jennifer Murtazashvili**  (University of Pittsburgh)

**Panel**

**External Actors, Cooperation, and Peace in Afghanistan**

*Junior Scholar Symposium*

**Chair**  Louise Andersen  (Danish Institute for International Studies)

**Disc.**  Louise Andersen  (Danish Institute for International Studies)

Drawing lessons in the Sand: Civil-Military Coherence after Afghanistan

**Louise Andersen**  (Danish Institute for International Studies)

The Role of Inter-organizational Cooperation on the Management of the Peace Process in Post-Conflict Settings: Lessons from the Kosovo and Afghanistan

**Ivan Dinev Ivanov**  (University of Cincinnati)

Winning the Fight Three Months at a Time: The Political Logic of Canada’s Many Mission Extensions

**Aaron Ettinger**  (University of Waterloo)

**Jeffrey Rice**  (Queen’s University)

From “playing it safe” to “playing it smart”? The UN’s and World Bank’s changing approach to risk in fragile states

**Michael Friedrich Harsch**  (New York University Abu Dhabi)

Built to Fail: Institutional Foundations of State-Building Failure in Afghanistan

**Jennifer Murtazashvili**  (University of Pittsburgh)

**Panel**

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**WD01-A: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Wealth and Technology in Security**

*Junior Scholar Symposium*

**Disc.**  Shawn M. Powers  (Georgia State University)

Scientific Feasibility, Requirements Stringency, and Technology Alternatives: Explaining Military Investments in Emerging Technologies as a First-Mover

**Jonathan Y. Huang**  (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Instability and a Meeting of the Minds: Alliance Repertoires and Technological Innovation

**Matthew K. Brummer**  (The University of Tokyo)

Force and Wealth: The Political Economy of US Military Primacy

**Liviu Horovitz**  (ETH Zurich)

Visualizing the North Korean Threat: The Making of Non-Governmental Satellite Imagery Analysis in International Security

**Philipp Olbrich**  (University of Groningen)

**Panel**

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**WD01-B: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Security and Energy**

*Junior Scholar Symposium*

**Disc.**  Jay M. Parker  (National Defense University-CISA)

An increasingly geopolitical relationship: The evolution of security issues in the EU’s approach towards Russia and the post-Soviet space

**Cristian Nitoiu**  (London School of Economics)

The EU As a Crisis Manager: A Comparison Between Georgia and Ukraine

**Milena Romano**  (University of Bath)

Energy Peace or Conflicts of Abundance? Emerging trends in energy security

**Jennifer Hunt**  (University of Sydney)

The limits of securitization in European Union energy policy

**Alexandra Maria Bocse**  (Harvard University)

**Panel**

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**WD01-C: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Shifting Security: Media, Elites & the Public**

*Junior Scholar Symposium*

**Disc.**  Philip Seib  (University of Southern California)

Arguing War and Peace: Rhetoric, Media Environment, and Threat Legitimation

**Adam Lusk**  (Rosemont College)


**Catarina P. Thomson**  (University of Exeter)

The Role of Political Elites in the Sectarinization of the Syrian Uprising

**Basileus Zeno**  (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

**Panel**

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**WD01-D: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Internet Governance and Cyberspace**

*Junior Scholar Symposium*

**Disc.**  Milton L. Mueller  (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Give Peace a Chance: How Information Technologies Have Contributed to the Global Reduction of Violence

**Jack Barry**  (University of Connecticut)

**Panel**

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**
Technology, Trade, and International Cooperation
Daniel Tapia-Jimenez  (University of California, Davis)
A genealogy of holding stakes: from business management to cyberspace
Kavi Joseph Abraham  (Johns Hopkins University)
Terabytes in Transition: Competing Visions of Transnational Internet Governance among Policymakers and Technologists
Jan Rydzak  (University of Arizona)

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Environment and Conflict 3/3
WD02: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair  Halvard Buhaug  (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))
Disc.  Ragnhild Nordas  (Peace Research Institute Oslo, (PRIO))
Environmental migration and conflict
Vally Koubi  (ETH Zurich and University of Bern)
Windows of Opportunity: Climate Shocks, Natural Disasters and Civil Conflict Termination
Alessandra Egorova  (University of Denver)
Cullen Hendrix  (Korbel School, University of Denver)
Weather and violence against civilians
Ole Magnus Theisen  (Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Peace Research Institute Oslo)
Conditional causal effects of economic shocks on armed conflicts
Jonas Nordkvelle  (Peace Research Institute Oslo)

The Digital Public Space: Governance, Social Movements, and the Networked Public Sphere
WD03: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
International Communication
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair  Hans K. Klein  (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Disc.  Drew Herrick  (George Washington University)
"Real" Conversation Online: Understanding the Characteristics of Constructive and Not-Constructive Discussions in Online News Comments
Ken Rogerson  (Duke University)
Talking Green: Reshaping the International Communication Space and the Politics of Energy
Gabriella Paar-Jakli  (Kent State University)
Shared Moral Spaces in the Networked Public Sphere
Timothy Kersey  (Kennesaw State University)
The transformation of global activism: Connective action and message construction in the case of #BlackLivesMatter
Ana María Córdoba Hernández  (Universidad de La Sabana)
Ana Leca  (Universidad de La Sabana)
Soñá Vargas  (Universidad de la Sabana)
Human Rights, Youth, and Technology in the Middle East: Agents of Change?
Mahmood Monshipouri  (San Francisco State University)

On the Career Contributions of Harvey Starr
WD04: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Roundtable
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair  Shannon Lindsey Blanton  (University of Alabama at Birmingham)
Part.  Bruce J. Bueno de Mesquita  (New York University)
Part.  Bruce M. Russett  (Yale University)
Part.  Michael D. Ward  (Duke University)
Part.  Scott Gates  (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO) and University of Oslo)
Part.  Marc V. Simon  (Bowling Green State University)

Building a Constructively Critical Theory of Peace through Empirical Investigations
WD05: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair  Naomi Levy  (Santa Clara University)
Disc.  David Chandler  (University of Westminster)
Disc.  Roger Mac Ginty  (University of Manchester)
Emerging Powers' Challenge to Liberal Peacebuilding
Charles T. Call  (American University)
The Surprising Peace: Understanding International Contributions to Successful Peacebuilding
Séverine Autesserre  (Barnard College, Columbia University)
It's the (Political) Economy, Stupid!: Why Non-intentional Effects Matter in Peacebuilding Interventions
Tobias Debiel
Building Peace by Delivering Public Services: How Does External Engagement Condition the Relationship Between Peacebuilding and Statebuilding?
Naazneen Barma  (Naval Postgraduate School)
Naomi Levy  (Santa Clara University)
Jessica R. Plombo  (Naval Postgraduate School)
Measuring Peace: Complementarity, Comparability and Trends using Locally Sourced, Bottom-Up Indicators of Peace
Pamina M. Firchow  (George Mason University & US Institute of Peace)
Roger Mac Ginty  (University of Manchester)

Exploring the Conditional Effectiveness of Transitional Justice
WD06: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair  Alexandra Raleigh  (University of California, Irvine)
Disc.  James D. Rae  (California State University Sacramento)
Universal Justice? The Incorporation of Marginalized Groups in Transitional Justice
Jessica M. Anderson  (University of Missouri)
Marc Polizzi  (Murray State University)
Violent Revolutions and the Prospects of Transitional Justice and Reconciliation in Deeply Divided Societies
Nazeek Jawad  (University of South Florida)
Conflicts – Justice – Peace? The Impact of Transitional Justice in Postwar Societies. The Case of Peru
Elisabeth Bunselmeyer  (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
Writing Reconciliation: Elite Capture and the Politics of Community-Level Transitional Justice
Adam Kochanski  (University of Ottawa)
**WD07: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**  
**Distinguished Scholar**  
PEACE Honors the work of Nils Petter Gleditsch, John Groom and Peter Wallensteen  

**Peace Studies**  

**Chair**  
Landon Edward Hancock (Kent State University)  

**Hon.**  
Nils Petter Gleditsch (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))  

**Hon.**  
Peter Wallensteen (Uppsala University/University of Notre Dame)  

---

**WD08: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**  
**Distinguished Scholar**  
FTGS Eminent Scholar Panel Honoring Cynthia Weber  

**Feminist Theory and Gender Studies**  

**Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer & Allies Caucus**  

**Chair**  
Caron Gentry (University of St Andrews)  

**Chair**  
Laura Sjoberg (University of Florida)  

**Part.**  
Rahul Rao (SOAS, University of London)  

**Part.**  
L. H. M. Ling (The New School)  

**Part.**  
Eric Selbin (Southwestern University)  

**Part.**  
Darcy Leigh (The University of Edinburgh)  

**Hon.**  
Cynthia Weber (University of Sussex)  

---

**WD09: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**  
**Panel**  
R2P and the Development and Use of Norms  

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**  

**Chair**  
Alan Bloomfield (University of New South Wales)  

**Disc.**  
Carrie Booth Walling (Albion College)  

**Inside R2P: norm sponsorship and the effective diffusion of “bundled” norms**  

**Cristina Stefan** (University of Leeds)  

**Strategic Norm Creation: International Commissions and the Responsibility to Protect**  

**Daisuke Madokoro** (Kobe University)  

**Reality and Rhetoric - The Conception of Peace in HI/R2P Discourse**  

**Alena Jana Thekla Eis** (London School of Economics and Political Science)  

**The European Union and the Responsibility to Protect: the EU’s role in responding to threats to international peace arising from atrocity crimes?**  

**Pinar Gozen Ercan** (Hacettepe University)  

**Defne Gunay** (Yasar University)  

---

**WD10: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**  
**Panel**  
Communicating War and Peace: Bridging the Gap between Rationalist and Sociological Approaches to Communication  

**International Communication**  

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**  

**Chair**  
Andreas Hasenclever (University of Tübingen)  

**Disc.**  
Andreas Hasenclever (University of Tübingen)  

**Framing and Ethnic Violence: Integrating Motives, Structures and Opportunities**  

**Marie-Eve Desrosiers** (University of Ottawa)  

**Public Diplomacy and Conflict Prevention**  

**Eytan Gilboa** (Bar-Ilan University)  

**How Human Security Made It Into Diplomacy**  

**Markus Kornprobst** (Vienna School of International Studies)  

**Toward an Integrated Concept of Communicative Strategies in International Relations**  

**Martin Senn** (University of Innsbruck)  

---

**WD11: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**  
**Distinguished Scholar**  
ISA Canada Honors Distinguished Scholar Sandra Whitworth  

**ISA-Canada**  

**Chair**  
Benjamin J. Muller (King’s University College)  

**Part.**  
J. Marshall Beier (McMaster University)  

**Part.**  
Maya M. Eichler (Mount Saint Vincent University)  

**Part.**  
Colleen Bell (University of Saskatchewan)  

**Part.**  
Davina Bhandar (Simon Fraser University)  

**Hon.**  
Sandra Whitworth (York University)  

---

**WD12: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**  
**Roundtable**  
Goodbye Hegemony, Hello Multiplex World?  

**International Security Studies**  

**Chair**  
Yaqing Qin (China Foreign Affairs University)  

**Disc.**  
Yaqing Qin (China Foreign Affairs University)  

**Part.**  
Amitav Acharya (American University)  

**Part.**  
Simon F. Reich (Rutgers University Newark)  

**Part.**  
Oliver Stuenkel (Fundacao Getulio Vargas)  

**Part.**  
Colin Dueck (George Mason University)  

---

**WD13: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**  
**Panel**  
Elections, Leadership and International Conflict  

**Scientific Study of International Processes**  

**Chair**  
Brian Lai (University of Iowa)  

**Disc.**  
Brett Ashley Leedes (Rice University)  

**Elections, Electoral Rules, and Interstate Conflict Initiation**  

**Dennis M. Foster** (Virginia Military Institute)  

**(Un)gendered Rallies: Incumbent Voting in the Wake of Militarized Interstate Disputes**  

**Jaroslav Tir** (University of Colorado)  

**Mandate to Fight? Electoral Margins and International Conflict**  

**Kyle E. Haynes** (Purdue University)  

**Do Partisan Types Stop at the Water’s Edge?**  

**Joshua D. Kertzer** (Harvard University)  

**Stephen G. Brooks** (Dartmouth College)  

**Deborah Jordan Brooks** (Dartmouth College)  

**Competency and Coercion: The Effect of Leader Selection on Audience Cost Theory**  

**Daniel McCormack** (University of Pennsylvania)  

---

**WD14: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**  
**Panel**  
Visual and Performance Arts as Methods for IR  

**Science, Technology and Art in International Relations**  

**Theory**  

**Chair**  
J. P. Singh (The University of Edinburgh)  

**Disc.**  
Patrick Thaddeus Jackson (American University)  

**Disc.**  
Cam Rowe (Goldsmiths, University of London)  

**Performance, Video Art and the Rights of the Other**  

**Corina Lacatus** (London School of Economics)  

**Video Remix as an IR Method**  

**Rune Saugmann Andersen** (University of Tampere)  

**Sovereign Love**  

**Shine Choi** (University of Mississippi)  

**Attending the Wounds of War: Aesthetics, Vulnerability and Failure**  

**Debbie Lisle** (Queen’s University of Belfast)
WD15: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Security Cooperation in Asia

International Security Studies

Chair Hiro Katsumata (Tohoku University, Japan)
Disc. Hiro Katsumata (Tohoku University, Japan)
The Entrapped Constraint of Triangular Asymmetric Alliance in East Asia

Myungsik Ham (Jilin University)
Non-traditional Security Threats in East Asia: Establishing Cooperation or Driving Conflict?

Sebastian Biba (Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany)
Beyond Security: The Expansion of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization

Gregory Shtraks (The University of Washington)
Great Power Politics and Postwar Regional Security Architectures in Western Europe and Northeast Asia

Ji Hye Shin (University of Notre Dame)
Why There is No NATO in Asia: Revising the Historical Origins of the US Alliance System in Asia

WD16: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Going beyond the instrumental debate: Exploring the space for gender roles in peacekeeping operations home and abroad

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Nina Wilén (Université Libre de Bruxelles)
Disc. Joshua S. Goldstein (American University)
A kinder, gentler military? Salesmanship and ambivalence in the Norwegian armed forces

Kathleen M. Jennings (Fafo Institute (Oslo))
Forces for Good? The experience of British female personnel in Afghanistan

Claire Duncanson (University of Edinburgh)
You reap what you sow

Charlotte Isaksson (University of Cambridge and formerly NATO Gender Adviser)
Two Steps Forward and One Step Back? Political Economy, Women, and Peacekeeping

Lesley J. Pruitt (Monash University)
Deploying peacekeeping troops abroad, changing (gender) hierarchies at home? Analyzing the consequences of troop-contributions through a sociological perspective

Lindy Heinecken (Stellenbosch University)

WD17: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
A Celebration of WCIS at 20: Advancing Women in ISA

Women’s Caucus
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Mary K. Meyer McAleese (Eckerd College)
Part. Meredith Reid Sarkees (Global Women’s Leadership in International Security (GWLIS))
Part. Susan S. Northcutt (University of South Florida)
Part. Simona Sharoni (State University of New York at Plattsburgh)
Part. J. Ann Tickner (American University)

WD18: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
International Organizations and Humanitarian Intervention

International Organization
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Betsy Jose (University of Colorado Denver)
Disc. Marc J. Cohen (Oxfam America/Johns Hopkins University)
International Organizations and Cultural Diversity Claims: Evidence from Internal and External Dynamics at the International Criminal Court and the World Health Organization

Franziska Boehme (Syracuse University)
Lindsay Burt (Syracuse University)
Forum Shopping in Humanitarian Interventions

Jonathan Chu (Stanford University)
Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs): What role for International Humanitarian Law?

Ken Rutherford (James Madison University)
Can Weak States Produce the Institutional Change? The Case of Initial Involvement of the UNHCR in the IDP Issue

Sho Akahoshi (Japan Society for the Promotion of Science)
Aiding Survivors or “Ending the Emergency”? Internal Displacement and Humanitarian Intervention in Post-Earthquake Haiti

Daniel James Beers (Knox College)

WD19: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The Global Political Economy of Raúl Prebisch

International Political Economy

Chair Thomas G. Weiss (CUNY Graduate Center)
Disc. Thomas G. Weiss (CUNY Graduate Center)
The Global Political Economy of Raúl Prebisch: Past, Present and Future

Matias E. Margulis (University of Stirling)
The Art of Power Maintenance: How Western States Keep the Lead in Global Organizations

Robert Wade (LSE)
The Making of an Agro-Export Powerhouse: Constructing Comparative Advantage in Brazil

Kristen Hopewell (University of Edinburgh)
UNCTAD in the WTO: Tracing the Origins of Development Ideas in the Doha Round

Erin N. Hannah (Kings University College)
James Scott (King's College London)
The Historical Roots of the Current Movement Against Corporate-Led Globalization

Robin Broad (American University)

WD20: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Ontological Security in IR: Expanding the Research Agenda

Theory

Chair Jennifer Mitzen (Ohio State University)
Disc. Jennifer Mitzen (Ohio State University)
Identity and Security: Bridging Ontological Security and Physical Security (Dilemmas)

Daisuke Minami (The George Washington University)
(Re)imagining the "Self" of Ontological Security: the Case of Brazil’s Ambivalent "Rising Power" Subjecthood

Marco Vieira (University of Birmingham)
Territorial Sovereignty and Ontological Security in Contentious Homeland Politics

Ariel Zellman (Bar Ilan University)
Ontological Security and Hierarchies of "Self" and "Other": Israel and the Jewish Diaspora
Yehonatan Abramson (Johns Hopkins University)
The Routines of War: An Ontological Security Approach to Understanding Why Peace Processes Succeed and Fail
Noga Glucksam (SOAS)

WD21: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Roundtable
Centenary (inter)national, 1914-1923: The politics of commemoration and historical memory in IR
Historical International Relations
International Ethics
International Political Sociology
Active Learning in International Affairs
Theory

Chair  Brent J. Steele (University of Utah)
Part.  Matt McDonald (University of Queensland)
Part.  Jessica Aucnter (University of Tennessee at Chattanooga)
Part.  Jelena Subotic (Georgia State University)
Part.  Ayse Zarakol (University of Cambridge)
Part.  Bahar Rumeli (Koc University)
Part.  David M. McCourt (University of California-Davis)
Part.  Andrew R. Hom (University of Glasgow)
Part.  Cian O'Driscoll (University of Glasgow)
Part.  Jeremy Youde (Australian National University)
Part.  Mariya Y. Omelicheva (University of Kansas)

WD22: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Roundtable
Religion, War and Peace in a Comparative Perspective
Religion and International Relations
International Security Studies

Chair  Peter Katzenstein (Cornell University)
Part.  Jocelyne Cesari (Georgetown University/University of Birmingham)
Part.  Mustapha Kamal Pasha (Aberystwyth University)
Part.  Patrick James (University of Southern California)
Part.  Scott M. Thomas (University of Bath)
Part.  Gerard Powers (Kroc Institute, University of Notre Dame)
Part.  Vivienne Jabri (King's College London)

WD23: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Roundtable
On Unmaking the Bomb: A Fissile Material Approach to Nuclear Disarmament and Nonproliferation
International Security Studies

Chair  Daniel H. Deudney (Johns Hopkins University)
Part.  James J. Wirtz (Naval Postgraduate School)
Part.  Anne Harrington (Cardiff University)
Part.  Zia Mian (Princeton University)
Part.  Gregoire Mallard (Graduate Institute)
Part.  Matthias Englert (Institute of Applied Eology)
Part.  Shampa Biswas (Whitman College)
Part.  Sharon K. Weiner (American University)
Part.  Campbell Craig (Cardiff University)

WD24: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Creating Political Hierarchy: Power and its Usage
Scientific Study of International Processes

Chair  Thomas J. Volgy (University of Arizona)
Disc.  Thomas J. Volgy (University of Arizona)

A Formal Model for Strategic Risk Analysis of Deterrence
Kyungkook Kang (University of Central Florida)
The Systemic Study of Recovery after War
Ali Fisunoglu (Ozyegin University)
Power Transition and the Future of the European Union
Birol A. Yesilada (Portland State University)
Osman Tanrikulu (Portland State University)
Jacek Kugler (Claremont Graduate University)
The Return of the Great Game: Dominance Vacuums in the 21st Century
J. Patrick Rhamey, Jr. (Virginia Military Institute)
Michael O. Slobodchikoff (Troy University)

WD25: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Political Conflict Within Islamic Movements
International Political Sociology
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Religion and International Relations
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Political Demography and Geography

Chair  Nukhet A. Sandal (Ohio University)
Disc.  Barbara Zollner (Birkbeck College)
The Divide within the Faithful: Competition among Islamic Groups and Democracy in Turkey
Ramazan Kilinc (University of Nebraska-Omaha)
Egypt's Post-Spring Generational Battle: Practice, Politics, and Youth
Sarah Anne Rennick (Lund University)
No Arab Bourgeoisie, No Democracy? The Political Preferences of the Entrepreneurial Middle Class since the Arab Spring
Nimah Mazaheri (Tufts University)
Barbara Zollner (Birkbeck College)
Stemming the Sectarian Tide After the Arab Uprisings
Mark Farha (Doha Institute for Graduate Studies)

WD26: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Roundtable
Videogames and World Politics: A Roundtable Discussion
Active Learning in International Affairs
International Communication
International Political Sociology
Online Media Caucus

Chair  David Mutimer (York University)
Part.  Rex Troumbley (Rice University)
Part.  Nick Robinson (University of Leeds)
Part.  Charlotte V. Heath-Kelly (University of Warwick)

WD27: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Intervention Entrepreneurs
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair  Marcia B. Hartwell (Senior Fellow, Women in International Security (WIIIS))
Disc.  Ivan Dinev Ivanov (University of Cincinnati)
The Syria Question: State Failure and U.S. National Security Considerations
Ann Mezzell (Air Command and Staff College)
Libya, Syria, and the Material-Discursive Politics of Intervention
Jack Adam MacLennan (Carleton University)
Discourse and Audience: A comparison of US foreign policy framing about intervention in Darfur and Libya
Emma Jacobs (The Graduate Center, CUNY)
Jessica Mahlbacher (Graduate Center, City University of New York)

Intervention Entrepreneurs
Marina E. Henke (Northwestern University)

Intelligence and National Security Decision-Making
Intelligence Studies

Chair Erik Dahl (Naval Postgraduate School)
Disc. Erik Dahl (Naval Postgraduate School)
Communicating Probability in National Security: Experimental Evidence from Military Decision Makers
Jeffrey Friedman (Dartmouth College)
Secrecy or Sunshine? How Leaks Affect Foreign Policy Decision-Making
Allison Carnegie (Columbia University)
Keren Milo (Princeton University)
Strategic Warning Intelligence and Indicators for Peace
Cathryn Thurston (National Intelligence University)
Why Wisdom is Difficult to Achieve in Intelligence Products and Processes
Michael Andregg (University of St. Thomas)

United States Foreign Policy on Transitional Justice
Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair Leslie Vinjamuri (University of London)
Part. Zachary Kaufman (Harvard Kennedy School / Yale Law School)
Part. Ari Bassin (U.S. Department of State)
Part. Ruti G. Teitel (New York Law School)
Part. Annie Bird (U.S. Department of State/ London School of Economics)

The realities & ambiguities of corporate actors in global governance
International Political Economy

Chair Matthias Hofferberth (University of Texas, San Antonio)
Disc. Nicola Jane Phillips (University of Sheffield)
Disc. Virginia Ann Haufler (University of Maryland)
Normative Power Markets: The Uneven Embedding of CSR Norms in Global Markets
Kelly Kollman (University of Glasgow)
Delegation: Bridging the Policy-Practice Gap in the Study of CSR
Christian R. Thauer (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
Mock Transparency: Corruption and the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative
Kerem Oge (McGill University)
The Businessman Whose Master Plan Controls the World Each Day: Multinational Enterprises and their Corporate Actor Images in IR and Beyond
Matthias Hofferberth (University of Texas, San Antonio)
Transnational Extractive Companies, the Resource Curse, and the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative in Africa: A critical CSR perspective
Hevina S. Dashwood (Brock University)
Uwafiokun Idemudia (York University)

Perspectives on Covert Action
Intelligence Studies

Chair Loch K. Johnson (University of Georgia)
Disc. Richard James Aldrich (University of Warwick)
If an Off-the-Record Briefing about Covert Action Remains Secret, Did It Ever Happen? JFK, Bay of Pigs, and a Secret Press Briefing
David M. Barrett (Villanova University)
Shades of Grey: Discreet and Covert Propaganda in Cold War British Practice, 1948-1963
Thomas Maguire (Darwin College, University of Cambridge)
Bureaucratic Politics and the Construction of British Covert Action, 1948-1968
Rory Cormac (University of Nottingham)
The limits of covert action: SAS operations during ‘Confrontation’, 1964-66
Christopher Tuck (JSCSC, Department of Defense)
British deception in the early cold war: the strategic, the tactical, and the bizarre
Huw Dylan (King's College London)

Resilience and the Government of Self and Others
International Political Sociology

Chair Dirk Nabers (University of Kiel)
Disc. Hans-Martin Jaeger (Carleton University)
Complex entanglements: Knowledge controversies over resilience in global governance
Delf Rothe (University of Hamburg)
The End of Intervention: The Resilience Discourse in the Merida Initiative
Peter Finkenbusch (University of Duisburg-Essen)
Govern Thy Neighbour: Extending Liberal Government to EU’s Neighbourhood
Ondrej Ditrych (Institute of International Relations Prague)
Resilience and the Promise of Security: A Double Reading of Arendt on the Power of Promise
Aytak Akbari-Dibavar (York University)
Space, time and insecurity: A Foucauldian analysis of EU security practices
Lucie Chamlian (University of Kiel)

The Discounted Conflict Actor: Political Militia Violence
International Security Studies

Chair Roudabeh Kishi (University of Sussex)
Disc. Jana Krause (University of Amsterdam)
The Use of Strategic Violence by Pro- and Anti-Government Militias during Election Periods
Roudabeh Kishi (University of Sussex)
Counterinsurgency on the Ground: State-militia Relations and their Effect on Violence in Civil Wars
Corinna Jentzsch (Leiden University)
Armed Politics & Political Order in Nigeria: Understanding State-Militia Relationships
Megan Turnbull (Brown University)
Finding Obedient Fighters: Reducing Opportunistic Militia Violence through Careful Recruitment
Jonathan F. Forney (Forcier Consulting)
Markets and Militias: Political Economies of Violent Statebuilding in Somalia
Tobias Hagmann (Roskilde University)
Clionadh A. Raleigh (University of Dublin)

**WD34: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Panel**

**What are the Costs and Benefits of International Norms?**

*International Law*

**Chair** Henry (Chip) Carey (Georgia State University)
**Disc.** Jo-Marie Burt (George Mason University)
**Disc.** Tracy Lightcap (LaGrange College)

The Strategic Costs of US Torture
Robert A. Pape (University of Chicago)
Empirical Evidence for the Effects of Article 2(4) on State Practice
Davis Brown (Baylor University Institute for Studies of Religion)
The Strategic Use of International Norms: U.S. Foreign Policy in Iraq
Clayton J. Cleveland (The College of William and Mary)
The International Law of Torture: Does Specification Matter?
Kathleen Barrett (University of West Georgia)
What Normative Effects Accrue from Postconflict Peacebuilding?
Amy Ross (University of Georgia)

**WD35: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Panel**

**Socioeconomic rights and positive peace**

*Exploring Peace (Theme)*

**Chair** Joel Quirk (University of the Witwatersrand)
**Disc.** Lars T. Waldorf (Centre for Applied Human Rights, University of York)

Positive Peace and Structural Violence: Reflecting on a South African Case Study
Matthew Evans (University of the Witwatersrand)
The Social Market Economy as a Peacebuilding Tool: Economic Responsibility and Human Rights
David W. Gethings (Kennesaw State University)
Envisioning Socio-Economic Rights in South Africa: Articulation, Mobilization and Litigation
Kristi Heather Kenyon (University of Winnipeg)

**WD36: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Panel**

**Geopolitics and Territoriality in Europe**

*Theory*

**Chair** Andreas Behnke (University of Reading)

How Relevant is Geopolitical Theory for Understanding the Ukraine Conflict?
Andrew T. Wolff (Dickinson College)

Bookkeeping in the Shadows: The Theoretical Significance of Accounting Practices in Conjunction with the Underground Economy in a Geopolitical Context
Angela Licata (McMaster University)

International Relations and Understanding Transnational Authority in Europe
Christopher C. Leite (University of Ottawa)

The future of the Eastern Partnership – theoretical perspectives and practical implications
Tamas Novak (Budapest Business School)

**WD37: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Panel**

**Political Economy of Ethnic Conflicts**

*Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies*

**Chair** Ceyda Kuloğlu (Başkent University, Assistant Professor)
**Disc.** Beth Rabinowitz (Rutgers University)

Slow Train Coming: Regionalism, Ethnic Politics, and Conflict in Ukraine
John David Payne (Sam Houston State University)
The Conflict Information Network
Justin Schon (Indiana University, Bloomington)

Ethnic Hierarchy versus Cultural Difference: Group Threat and Immigration Attitudes in Spain
Alexander Kustov (Princeton University)

**WD38: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Roundtable**

**Promoting Peace through Understanding: Narrowing the Civil-Military Gap with Educational Partnerships**

*International Education*

**Chair** Douglas Stuart (Dickinson College)
**Part.** Gale A. Mattox (United States Naval Academy)
**Part.** John F. Garofano (US Naval War College)
**Part.** Sue Eckert (Watson Institute, Brown University)
**Part.** Marybeth Ulrich (US Army War College)
**Part.** Jonathan Cristol (World Policy Institute)

**WD39: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Panel**

**Media, Popular Culture, and Identity: The Role of Media Content and Consumption in Public Deliberation, Conflict, and Social Change**

*International Communication*

**Chair** Ben O’Loughlin (Royal Holloway, University of London)
**Disc.** Craig Hayden (American University)

Popular Culture and Public Deliberation about Torture
Rodger A. Payne (University of Louisville)

Media Portrayal of Those Beyond Our Borders: Our Enemies, Strangers or Others?
Abby Jones (Philadelphia University)

The role of post-2011 Syrian Television Drama in advocating for peaceful political and social change: A Case Study of “Lipstick/Kalam Homra” Series
Katty Alhayek (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

Media Consumption Across Indo-Pak Border and its Peace Dividends
Anup Kumar (Cleveland State University)

**WD40: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM Panel**

**Challenges to Autocratic Rule: Comparative Perspectives**

*Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies*

**Chair** Mike W. Fowler (US Air Force Academy)
**Disc.** Jan Sändig (University of Tübingen)
**Disc.** Stephen Noakes (University of Auckland)

Elite Actors, Transitions from Autocracy, and the News Media
Thomas Jamieson (University of Southern California)
Youssef Elsayed Chouhoud (University of Southern California)

When Enough’s Enough: Mass Uprisings Against Autocracy
Kevin Koehler (American University in Cairo)
Self-Binding Autocrats: A Strategic Explanation for the Emergence of Economic Judicial Independence
Karen Bodnaruk Jazayeri (University of Georgia)
Stephen Bagwell (University of Georgia)

Diplomatic Studies
The changing practice of frontline public diplomacy 3/3
Chair: Andrew F. Cooper (University of Waterloo)
Disc: Evan H. Potter (University of Ottawa)
The ‘European States system’ split: Transatlantic vs EU models of diplomacy in a globalising world
Alison R. Holmes (Humboldt State University)
Public diplomacy and non-interference in practice
Jeremie Cornut (Simon Fraser University)
Frontline Public diplomacy: Russian approach
Anna Velikaya (The Alexander Gorchakov Public Diplomacy Foundation)
Kathy R. Fitzpatrick (American University)
Antoaneta Vanc (Quinnipiac University)

International Political Sociology
International Networks of Authoritarianism: Concepts, Data and Explorations
Chair: Julia Bader (University of Amsterdam)
Disc: Rachel Vanderhill (Wofford College)
Disc: Julia Bader (University of Amsterdam)
Networked Authoritarianism and the Debate on Global Internet Governance
Marcus Mihaelsen (University of Amsterdam)
The (Un)Freedom of Expression and Assembly under Dictatorship: Convergence and Diffusion of National Regulations since the End of the Cold War
Thomas Richter (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
Georg Strüver (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
Autocratic Linkages and Post-Conflict Political Trajectories
Oisin Tansey (King’s College London)
Alexander Schmotz (King’s College London)
Jonathan Golub (University of Reading)
The Determinants of Alignment: Authoritarian Collaboration in Different Issue Areas
Christian von Soest (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
Learning to Manage Succession? The External Dimension of Authoritarian Survival Strategies in the Post-Soviet Area
Jakob Tolstrup (Aarhus University)

International Energy Politics in the Past and Present
International Security Studies
Chair: Charlie Glaser (George Washington University)
Disc: Robert Vitalis (University of Pennsylvania)
The Coercive Value of Oil: Lessons from the Suez Crisis
Rosemary Kelanic (Williams College, Department of Political Science)

The Political Economy of the End of Empires
Jeff D. Colgan (Brown University)
The Carter Administration’s Pivot to the Gulf
Victor McFarland (University of Missouri)
Fueling Cooperation: Oil’s Role in the Falkland/Malvinas Islands Dispute
Emily Meierding (Naval Postgraduate School)
Oil Scarcity Ideology and America’s Path to the Middle East
Roger Stern (University of Tulsa)

Why Do States Abuse Human Rights, and Can Anything Be Done About It?
Human Rights
Chair: Christopher Fariss (Pennsylvania State University)
Disc: Christopher Sullivan (Louisiana State University)
Dying for the Story: An Analysis of the Killings of Journalists
Geoffrey P. R. Wallace (University of Washington)
Replicating, Validating, and Extending the Measurement of Government Purges
Nicholas Dietrich (Penn State)
Christopher Fariss (Pennsylvania State University)
Sarah Parrott (Pennsylvania State University)
When does Repression Provoke? Experimental Evidence in the Context of the Israel-Palestine Conflict
Sophia Hatz (Uppsala University)
Domestic Institutions and Compliance with Human Rights Treaties: The Case of CEDAW
Daniel Hill (University of Georgia)

The Political Economy of Institutional Innovation in Transnational Tax Governance
International Political Economy
Chair: Michael H. Breen (Dublin City University)
Disc: Louis W. Pauly (University of Toronto)
Paradigm and International Tax Governance: Challenges, Resistance and Change
Lyne Latulippe (Université de Sherbrooke)
The Governance of Global Wealth Chains
Duncan Wigan (Copenhagen Business School)
The Limits of International Tax Cooperation
Robert T. Kudrle (University of Minnesota)
The Role of Private Governance in International Taxation
Tony Porter (McMaster University)
Karsten Ronit (University of Copenhagen)

Creative Approaches to Conflict Resolution
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair: Sahar El Faki (University of Khartoum)
Disc: Fiona Adamson (SOAS, University of London)
The multiple roles of popular culture in conflict management and peace-making
Galina Press-Barnathan (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
Reality TV, Social Transformation and Peacebuilding
Elham Atashi (Georgetown University)
Football Diplomacy: a non-political catalyst for the case of Cyprus
Constan̄tinos Adamides (University of Nicosia)
Sertac Sonan (Cyprus International University)
Pockets of Peace, Agents of Resistance: Micro-level peace initiatives in Kenya and Kyrgyzstan
Sarah Jenkins (Coventry University)
Social Networks and Peacebuilding in a Conflict Setting: Investigating Contributions of Local Religious Leaders in the Deep South of Thailand
Ajiropa Pieknhundt (University of Otago)

Panel
WD47: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Deciphering China's Security Intentions in Northeast Asia

Korean Economic Institute of America

Chair Gilbert Rozman (Princeton University)
Disc. Gilbert Rozman (Princeton University)
Dynamic Dilemmas: China’s Evolving Northeast Asia Security Strategy
Oriana Skylar Mastro (Assistant Professor of Security Studies, Georgetown University)
Deciphering China’s Security Intentions in Northeast Asia: U.S. Foreign Policy and China’s Influence on the DPRK
Mark Tokola (Korea Economic Institute of America (KEI))
Deciphering China’s Security Intentions in Northeast Asia: A View from Russia
Alexander Gabuev (Carnegie Moscow Center)
Deciphering China’s Security Intentions in Northeast Asia: The Japanese Debate
Narushige Michishita (Institute for Policy Studies (GRIPS))
Deciphering China’s Security Intentions in Northeast Asia: A View from South Korea
Dong Ryal Lee (Dongduk Women’s University)

Panel
WD48: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
New security and defense threats in a comparative perspective: the role of Armed Forces

Mexican International Studies Association

Chair Davila Consuelo (National Autonomous University of Mexico)
Disc. Alejandro Chanona (National Autonomous University of Mexico)
Operationalizing defense policy: Brazil at the Conference of Defense Ministers of the Americas, 1995-2014
Suzeley Kalil Mathias (UNESP - State University of S&#227;o Paulo (Brazil))
José Augusto Zague (Programa de Pós-Graduação em Relações Internacionais San Tiago Dantas (Unesp, Unicamp, PUC-SP))
The Changing Role of the Armed Forces in Venezuelan Foreign Policy
Rita A. Giacalone (Universidad de Los Andes)
Combating organized crime in Mexico: Armed Forces, Public Security and Civil-Military Relations
Alejandro Chanona (National Autonomous University of Mexico)
Yadira Galvez (National Autonomous University of Mexico)
EU and NATO’s role in combating organized crime
Roberto Dominguez (Suffolk University)

Panel
WD49: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Dynamics of Protracted Social Conflicts

Peace Studies

Chair Sanghamitra Nath (JAWAHRLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY)
Disc. Jamie Frueh (Bridgewater College)
Protracted Social Conflict: A Theoretical Reconceptualization and Case Analysis
Melissa M. C. Beaudoin (Northern Virginia Community College - Manassas)
Re-establishing the Social Contract? The Enduring Effects of State Repression on Trust in State Security Institutions
Anita Ravishankar (University of Michigan)
A Social-Psychological Approach to Conflict Resolution: the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict
Al Wekhian Jamil (University of Missouri-Columbia)
Social Identity and Social Change: Ingroup Solidarity vs. Intergroup Bias
Celia Cook-Huffman (Juniata College)
Jerusalem on the Negotiating Table: Analyzing the Israeli-Palestinian Peace Talks on Jerusalem (1993-2015)
Lior Lehrs (New York University)

Panel
WD50: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
A Look to the Future of Intelligence Education: Musts and Don’ts in Intelligence Teaching and Research

Intelligence Studies

Chair Stephen Marrin (James Madison University)
Disc. Joseph S. Gordon (National Intelligence University)
Teaching Intelligence Studies for the 21st Century: Issues and Approaches
Mark Phythian (University of Leicester)
David Strachan-Morris (University of Leicester)
International Cooperation in Intelligence Education and Research: Strategies for innovation in a Changing World
Niculae Iancu (Romanian Domestic Intelligence Service (SRI))
Simulation/Gaming Theory for the practice of intelligence analysis education and training
Ruben Arcos (Rey Juan Carlos University, Madrid (Spain))
Towards Strategic Partnerships through Intelligence: Building a Regional Intelligence Education Program
Irena Chiru (National Intelligence Academy)
Changing the Course: Steering the National Intelligence University’s Curriculum for a New Generation of Intelligence Professionals
Duncan McGill (National Intelligence University)

Roundtable
WD51: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Jasen Castillo’s "Endurance and War" - A Discussion

International Security Studies

Part. Jasen Castillo (Bush School of Government, Texas A&M University)
Part. Theo Farrell (King’s College London)
Part. Caitlin Talmadge (The George Washington University)
Part. Jason Lyall (Yale)
Part. Michael Horowitz (University of Pennsylvania)
**WD52: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Panel**

Proliferation and Nonproliferation: New Theories and Evidence

*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Joshua Rovner (Southern Methodist University)

**Disc.** Alexander Montgomery (Reed College)

**Red Lines in Nuclear Nonproliferation**

Daniel Altman (Harvard University)

Nicholas Miller (Brown University)

**The Political Costs of Foreign Deployed Nuclear Weapons**

Paul C. Avey (Virginia Tech)

**What Do Nuclear Weapons Offer States? A Theory of State Foreign Policy Response to Nuclear Acquisition**

Mark Bell (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

**Nuclear Weapons and Social Status**

Matthew Fuhrmann (Texas A&M University)

**Nuclear Commerce and U.S. Nonproliferation Policy: The Controversial Cases of Sensitive Nuclear Assistance by Allies**

Jayita Sarkar (MIT Center for International Studies, Security Studies Program)

---

**WD53: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Panel**

Understanding Moral Leadership in International Society

*English School*  

*International Ethics*

**Chair** W. David Clinton (Baylor University)

**Disc.** Daniel G. Lang (Lynchburg College)

**Realism, Scientific Naturalism and the Moral Foundations of Statecraft**

Reed Davis (Seattle Pacific University)

Hans Morgenthau and the Problem of Moral Statesmanship

Joshua King (Clemson University)

**Classical Political Science and Scientific Man vs. Power Politics**

Stephen Sims (Baylor University)

**Power, Pragmatism, and Policy in the Postwar Occupation of Japan**

Nathan Orlando (Baylor University)

**Statesmanship and Moral Legacy in Thucydides’ Peloponnesian War**

Eric Fleury (College of the Holy Cross)

---

**WD54: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Panel**

Political business cycles, policy credibility, and transparency

*International Political Economy*

**Chair** Stephen C. Nelson (Northwestern University)

**Disc.** Stephen C. Nelson (Northwestern University)

**Disc.** Pamela Blackmon (Pennsylvania State University, Altoona)

**Delayed Standard? IMF and The Politics of Verifying Exchange Rate Regimes**

Linting Zhang (University of British Columbia)

**Eliminating Political Budget Cycles: The Role of Fiscal Rules and Fiscal Transparency in a Global Context**

Daniel Hansen (Michigan State University)

**Why do Autocrats Disclose?**

James Hollyer (University of Minnesota)

Peter Rosendorff (New York University)

James Raymond Veeland (Georgetown University)

**Revisiting the Impact of the Political Business Cycle on Sovereign Bond Ratings in the Developing World**

Glen Biglaiser (University of North Texas)

Joseph L. Staats (University of Minnesota, Duluth)

---

**WD55: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Panel**

Political Stability in Africa and Asia

*Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies*

**Chair** Kara Ross Camarena (Harvard University)

**Disc.** Kara Ross Camarena (Harvard University)

**Welcoming the Unwelcome: Refugee Flows, Integration, and Political Stability**

Burcu Savun (University of Pittsburgh)

Christian Gineste (University of Pittsburgh)

**Framing African Trading Community in Guangzhou: The New Era of Immigration in China**

Yadan Zhang (University of Minnesota)

**Spreading Violence: Food Prices and Refugee Return**

Kara Ross Camarena (Harvard University)

**Borders, Boundaries and the Diffusion of Political Instability: The Spillover Effects of Somalia’s Collapse on Ethiopia’s Somali Region**

Tegbaru Yared Tekile (Addis Ababa University)

**Measuring Group Identification in the Presence of Social Stigma**

Brenton Peterson (University of Virginia)

---

**WD56: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Panel**

Women Working for Justice and What That Means for Gender Roles

*Feminist Theory and Gender Studies*

**Chair** Susanne Zwingel (Florida International University)

**Disc.** Karin Aggestam (Lund University)

**Justice as Conflict of Recognition: The Case of SGBV in the Rome Statute and in the ICC**

Simone Wizotzki (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt (PRIF))

**African women as judges and peace brokers in International Courts: What lessons for domestic courts?**

Josephine J. Dawuni (Howard University)

**Just Women: Examining the Role of Female Prosecutors in International Courts**

Maryann Gallagher (University of Georgia)

Deepa Prakash (DePauw University)

**Women as Political Subjects? An Analysis of the UN and Resolution 1325**

Keira Stearns (University of Southern California)


Indira Skoric (CUNY/Kingsborough)

---

**WD57: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Panel**

Collective Memory as a Tool for Political Control: Contemporary Cases of Denial and Truth

*Exploring Peace (Theme)*

**Chair** Ulas Doga Eralp (American University)

**Disc.** Tamra Pearson D’Estree (University of Denver)

**Disc.** Pamela Steiner (Harvard University)

**Memory, history, and conflicts in the South Caucasus: the impact of Soviet institutional legacy in framing the past**

Philip Gamaghyelian (School of Conflict Analysis and Resolution, George Mason University)

**Investigating “collective trauma”**

Margaret Smith (American University)
Suffering, Collective Memory, and Community Truth-telling in the United States
David Ragland (Juniata College)

In the Nation of History: The Reconfiguration of the Canadian Social Contract
Paul Emiljanowicz (McMaster University)

Will there be a Shared Future?: The politics of memory and divided society in Northern Ireland
Amanda Donahoe (Tufts University)

WD58: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Roundtable
Author Meets Critics: Ronald Krebs’ Narrative and the Making of US National Security

Theory
International Security Studies

Chair  David M. Edelstein (Georgetown University)
Part. Daniel Drezner (Tufts University)
Part. Kathleen R. McNamara (Georgetown University)
Part. Brian Rathbun (University of Southern California)
Part. Christian G. K. Reus-Smit (University of Queensland)
Part. William C. Wohlfforth (Dartmouth College)
Part. Ronald R. Krebs (University of Minnesota)

WD59: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Implementing the Responsibility to Protect: Progress and Pitfalls

Human Rights

Chair  James Pattison (University of Manchester)
Disc. Jason Ralph (POLIS-University of Leeds)
R2P by Other Means
Kurt Mills (University of Glasgow)
Understanding Responsibility to Protect as a Composite Norm
Brian L. Job (University of British Columbia)
Anastasia Shesterinina (The University of Sheffield)
The Responsibility to Protect Regime: Contestation and Consolidation
Phil Orchard (University of Queensland)
Glocalizing R2P: The New Vitality of R2P in Conflict Prevention and Field-Based Implementation
Julian L. Junk (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)
R2P: Opening Discursive Spaces for Politics of Protection
Sassan Gholiagha (University of Hamburg)

WD60: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Group Politics in UN Multilateralism

International Organization

Chair  Donald Puchala (University of South Carolina)
Disc. Donald Puchala (University of South Carolina)
Norms and negotiations: The nature of group politics at the UN
Katie Verlin Laatikainen (Adelphi University)
Group politics in global development policy: From the Millennium Development Goals to the post-2015 development agenda
Mary Farrell (Plymouth University)
Human rights protection and the dissolution of blocs in the UN General Assembly: Identifying and explaining mechanisms in regional norm diffusion
Robert Kissack (Institut Barcelona d’Estudis Internacionals)
WD64: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Panel  
Major Power Politics and US-China Relations  
Foreign Policy Analysis  
Chair  
Daniel Braaten (Texas Lutheran University)  
Disc.  
Andrew Taīer (TuŌs University)  
Reconceptualizing US-China Relations  
Brandon Yoder (National University of Singapore)  
Negotiating Authority in the Status Accommodation: A Social-Psychological Account of the China-U.S. Strategic Distrust  
Ning Liao (New Jersey City University)  
Status Competition Between the U.S. and China on the Stage of Africa  
Vanessa Colleen Leon (Florida International University)  
Debating Foreign Policy Evaluation: a Case Study on American’s “Asia Pivot” Strategy  
Xiaolin Duan (National University of Singapore)  
China, the United States, and Regional Role Changes. The Cases of South America and Southeast Asia  
Eduardo Velosa (German Institute of Global and Area Studies (GIGA) / Universität Hamburg)

WD65: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Panel  
HIV/AIDS: politics and policy after 30 years - comparisons and catastrophes  
Global Health  
Global South Caucus  
Chair  
Stefan H. Elbe (University of Sussex)  
Disc.  
Jeremy Shiieman (American University)  
Was "securitization" or "moralization"?: Dramatic Increase of Global Response to HIV/AIDS in the 2000s  
Youngsoo Kim (Loyola University New Orleans)  
Resistance to International Health Norms in Russia in the HIV/AIDS Epidemic.  
Elena Sokolova (Temple University)  
Leadership Failure and the Spiraling HIV/AIDS Crisis in Post-Soviet States  
Jeffrey A. Griffin (University of Nevada, Reno)  
Natalia Kasianenko (University of Nevada, Reno)  
HIV/AIDS, Life Expectancy, and the Opportunity Cost Model of Civil War  
Tyler Kustra (New York University)  
How Iran became a global leader in HIV harm reduction  
Ashley Fox (SUNY-Albany)  

WD66: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Panel  
First Five Years of Syria’s Civil War: The Spillover Effect  
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies  
Foreign Policy Analysis  
Chair  
Tatiana Carayannis (Social Sciences Research Council)  
Disc.  
David R. Andersen-Rodgers (California State University Sacramento)  
Iran’s policies in Yemen: limited stakes, limited influence  
Thomas A. Juneau (University of Ottawa)  
Global Politics of Image and the Making of Legitimate Non-state Actors in the Middle East: Syrian Kurds, ISIS, and "The Secular West" in Kobane  
Murat Yesiltas (Sakarya University)  
International Politics by Other Means? The International Politics of Intrastate Conflict Escalation.  
Mark Toukan (University of Wisconsin-Madison)  
Fit, Misfit or Overfit of Turkish and EU Asylum Policies?: The Case of Syrian Refugees in Turkey  
Rahime Suleymanoglu Kurum (Nottingham Interdisciplinary Centre for Economic and Political Research)  
Fatma Zeynep Ozkurt (ISTANBUL GELISIM UNIVERSITY)

WD67: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Panel  
International Law from a Sociological Perspective  
International Political Sociology  
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies  
International Organization  
Chair  
AntonieƩa Elia (University of SanƟago de Compostela)  
Disc.  
Aart A. Holtslag (Shepherd University)  
From Arbitration to Adjudication. How Legal Norm Entrepreneurs Shaped the Development of Formal International Dispute Resolution  
Anne Holthoefer (Saint Anselm College)  
Undoing Women’s Rights: Conservative Counter-Advocacy in Global Politics  
Rebecca Sanders (University of Cincinnati)  
The protection of refugees at the sea: the insufficiency of International Law and the exceptionalism through the readings of Agamben and Schmitt  
Luisa Pereira da Rocha Giannini (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro (PUC-Rio))  
Rickson Rios Figueira (Universidade Federal Rural do Rio de Janeiro (UFRRJ))  
The Responsibility to Protect and the International Criminal Court: a protection of state’s sovereignty or an imposition of civilization?  
Luisa Pereira da Rocha Giannini (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro (PUC-Rio))  
The institutionalization of IAEA’s nuclear safeguards system: National political logics and the autonomization of a technical expertise  
Mailys Mangin (Univertsité Lille 2, France)  

WD68: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Panel  
Media, Humanitarianism, and Foregin Policy  
Foreign Policy Analysis  
Chair  
Elizabeth S. Dahl (Independent scholar)  
Disc.  
Jenifer Whitten-Woodring (University of Massachusetts Lowell)  
The Mediatization of Foreign Policy: The cases of British, Finnish and Swedish decision-making over interventions in Côte d’Ivoire and Libya  
Ann-Marie Ekengren (University of Gothenburg)  
Douglas Brommerson (Lund University)  
Hong Kong’s Umbrella Revolution: The Chinese Communist Party’s Ontological Security and the Great Chinese Firewall  
Jadon J. Marianetti (University of Florida)  
Media and the Politics of Intervention  
Florian Zollmann (Newcastle University)  
State-Managed Media after Mass Uprisings: Censorship and Identity Conflict in Egypt and Tunisia  
Meir Raphael Walters (Georgetown University)  

International Politics by Other Means? The International Politics of Intrastate Conflict Escalation.  
Mark Toukan (University of Wisconsin-Madison)  
Fit, Misfit or Overfit of Turkish and EU Asylum Policies?: The Case of Syrian Refugees in Turkey  
Rahime Suleymanoglu Kurum (Nottingham Interdisciplinary Centre for Economic and Political Research)  
Fatma Zeynep Ozkurt (ISTANBUL GELISIM UNIVERSITY)
Panel

**WD69: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**National Identity and Foreign Affairs**

*Foreign Policy Analysis*  
*Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies*

**Chair**  
Emily T. Metzgar (Indiana University)

**Disc.**  
Stephen Benjamin Dyson (University of Connecticut)

- **Identity under (re-)construction:** George W. Bush, Barack Obama, and American exceptionalism
  - Hilde E. Restad (Bjørknes College)
- **Leader of the Pack: Identity Politics in the Foreign Policy Preferences of Emerging Regional Leaders**
  - Lisel Hintz (Cornell University)
- **Naional Identity Conceptions and the Politics of Regional Economic Leadership in Russia and Turkey**
  - Seckin Kostem (Bilkent University)
- **Managing Atrocity: National Identity, Strategic Political Communication and an Echoing Press, from My Lai to Abu Ghraib**
  - Charles Rowling (University of Nebraska Kearney)
  - Penelope Sheets (University of Amsterdam)
  - Jason Gilmore (Utah State University)
  - Charles Rowling (University of Nebraska Kearney)
  - Penelope Sheets (University of Amsterdam)
  - Jason Gilmore (Utah State University)

**Panel**

**American National Identity Contestation and Prospects for Peace**

- **Breß Rosenberg** (University of Oxford)
- **Penelope Sheets** (University of Amsterdam)
- **Jason Gilmore** (Utah State University)
- **Hilde E. Restad** (Bjørknes College)
- **Lisel Hintz** (Cornell University)
- **Seckin Kostem** (Bilkent University)
- **Managing Atrocity: National Identity, Strategic Political Communication and an Echoing Press, from My Lai to Abu Ghraib**
- **Penelope Sheets** (University of Amsterdam)
- **Jason Gilmore** (Utah State University)

Panel

**WD70: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**The Costs of War**

*International Ethics*

**Chair**  
Jack L. Amoureux (Wake Forest University)

**Disc.**  
Jack L. Amoureux (Wake Forest University)

- **The Riddle of Proportionality: The Relative Value of Lives in Warfare**
  - Ariel Colonomos (CNRS Sciences Po)
- **Moral Injury and Collateral Damage: Reassessing Double Effect Reasoning**
  - Edward Barrett (United States Naval Academy)
- **People’s Right to a Culture or a Culture’s Right to People?: Reification, Genocide Scholarship, and the Limitations of Collectivist Accounts**
  - Barbara Roth (University of Utah)
- **From Acceptable Loss to Unacceptable Harm: How Norm Entrepreneurs Co-opted the Human Rights Discourse**
  - Taylor Benjamin-Britton (Temple University)
- **Danielle K. Scherer** (Temple University)
- **Story as Discursive Opposition: Humanizing the Noncombatant in Drone Warfare**
  - Terelyn Johnston Huntington (Mount Vernon Nazarene University)

**Panel**

**The Costs of War**

- **Penelope Sheets** (University of Amsterdam)
- **Jason Gilmore** (Utah State University)
- **Hilde E. Restad** (Bjørknes College)
- **Lisel Hintz** (Cornell University)
- **Seckin Kostem** (Bilkent University)
- **Managing Atrocity: National Identity, Strategic Political Communication and an Echoing Press, from My Lai to Abu Ghraib**
- **Penelope Sheets** (University of Amsterdam)
- **Jason Gilmore** (Utah State University)

Panel

**WD71: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Contestation and Resistance in IR: Exploring Underlying Notions of Normativity**

*Global Development*  
*Theory*

**Chair**  
Jonas Wolff (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)

**Chair**  
Lisbeth Zimmermann (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)

**Part.**  
Catherine Eschle (University of Strathclyde)

**Part.**  
Milja Kurki (Aberystwyth University)

**Part.**  
Meera Sabaratnam (SOAS, University of London)

**Part.**  
Owen Worth (University of Limerick)

**Panel**

**Contestation and Resistance in IR: Exploring Underlying Notions of Normativity**

- **Jonas Wolff** (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)
- **Lisbeth Zimmermann** (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)
- **Catherine Eschle** (University of Strathclyde)
- **Milja Kurki** (Aberystwyth University)
- **Meera Sabaratnam** (SOAS, University of London)
- **Owen Worth** (University of Limerick)

Panel

**WD72: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Social Suffering, Production of Affect, and Politics of the Human**

*Global Development*  
*International Political Sociology*

**Chair**  
Naeem Inayatullah (Ithaca College)

**Disc.**  
Naeem Inayatullah (Ithaca College)

- **Tales from the Second World: engaging epistemic blindness through storytelling**
  - Erzsébet Strausz (University of Warwick)
- **Human Heritage and the Production of Humanitarian Desire**
  - Elif Kalaycioglu (University of Minnesota)
- **“Before conscience kicks in...”: Inhumane Temporalities in International Relations**
  - Himadeep R. Muppidi (Vassar)
  - Raymond D. Duvall (University of Minnesota)
  - The “Gaze” in Participatory Development — Panoptic or Traumatic?
  - Ilan Kapoor (York University)
  - The Horror of Horror: Denial, Violence and the Darkness of Western Humanism
  - Narendran Kumarakulasingam (Centre for Refugee Studies, York University)

**Panel**

**Social Suffering, Production of Affect, and Politics of the Human**

- **Naeem Inayatullah** (Ithaca College)
- **Erzsébet Strausz** (University of Warwick)
- **Elif Kalaycioglu** (University of Minnesota)
- **Himadeep R. Muppidi** (Vassar)
- **Raymond D. Duvall** (University of Minnesota)
- **Ilan Kapoor** (York University)
- **Narendran Kumarakulasingam** (Centre for Refugee Studies, York University)

Panel

**WD73: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Nuclear Learning in South Asia: Navigating National Security in a Nuclear World**

*Jawaharlal Nehru University, School of International Studies*

**Chair**  
Rajesh Rajagopalan (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

**Disc.**  
Adam N. Stulberg (Georgia Institute of Technology)

- **Learning to Settle Nuclear Crises: Why Nuclear Superiority does not matter for Regional Powers**
  - Debak Das (Cornell University)
- **Pakistan’s Nuclear Posture Transformation**
  - Zafar Jaspal (Quaid-I-Azam University)
- **Nuclear Learning in the Civilian Domain**
  - Anamika Asthana (Jawaharlal Nehru University)
  - The Matrix of Nuclear Norms: Renovation by Nuclear Learning
  - Shubhra Chaturvedi (Jawaharlal Nehru University)
- **Nuclear Learning: Looking for Markers of Behavior from India**
  - Kanica Rakha (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

**Panel**

**Nuclear Learning in South Asia: Navigating National Security in a Nuclear World**

- **Rajesh Rajagopalan** (Jawaharlal Nehru University)
- **Adam N. Stulberg** (Georgia Institute of Technology)
- **Debak Das** (Cornell University)
- **Zafar Jaspal** (Quaid-I-Azam University)
- **Anamika Asthana** (Jawaharlal Nehru University)
- **Shubhra Chaturvedi** (Jawaharlal Nehru University)
- **Kanica Rakha** (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

Panel

**WD74: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Making Central & Eastern Europe International: New Perspectives**

*Central and East European International Studies Association*

**Chair**  
Christian Bueger (Cardiff University)

**Disc.**  
J. Peter Burgess (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRI))

- **Mapping the Global Balkans: Emerging Economy Networks and Global Connections in Serbia**
  - Dunja Apostolov-Dimitrijevic (Carleton University)
- **The Transition of a Transition: What is left of the Central and Eastern European ‘transition experience’?**
  - Ondřej Horňák-Hlucháň (Institute of International Relations, Prague)
  - From the Eastern Periphery to the Western Core? On the Failures of the Study of International Relations in the Post-Post-Communist Central Europe
  - Petr Kratochvil (Institute of International Relations)
Theorising the International Political Economy of Post Communist Transitions
Stuart Shields (University of Manchester)

Twilight Zones: Contemplating Europe amidst the revenants, remnants and re-purposings of the Czech Republic’s Intra-Schengen Border Crossing Points
Benjamin Tallis (Institute of International Relations, Prague)

WD75: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Rethinking “Peace” in the Post-Civil War Context
Peace Science Society (International)
Chair Reverien Mfizi (State University of New York at Buffalo)
Disc. Kristi Skrede Gleditsch (University of Essex)
Power Sharing and Women’s Political Rights in Post-Civil War States
Caroline Hartzell (Gettysburg College)
The Curious Case of the Successful Civil War Elections
Thomas E. Flores (George Mason University)
Irfan Nooruddin (Georgetown University)
Shared Sovereignty in State-Building: Explaining “Invited Interventions”
Aila M. Matanock (University of California, Berkeley)
Interventions and Post-Conflict Social Welfare
Jessica Maves Braithwaite (University of Arizona)
Kelly Gordell (University of Arizona)
Legacies of Lynching: Racial Killings in the American South and Contemporary Violence
Michael L. Weintraub (Universidad de los Andes)

WD76: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
“Peace at Home, Peace in the World”: How Relevant in Turkish Foreign Policy?
International Relations Council of Turkey
Chair Sinem Acikmese (Kadir Has University)
Part. Mustafa Aydin (Kadir Has University)
Part. Alpaslan Ozerdem (Coventry University)
Part. Lenore G. Martin (Harvard University)
Part. Fuat Keyman (Sabanci University)
Part. Cagri Erhan (Istanbul Kemerburgaz University)
Part. Sinem Acikmese (Kadir Has University)

WD77: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Feminist Perspectives on the Peace Process: Critical Theoretical Developments
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Chair Ingrid Sandole-Staroste (George Mason University)
Disc. Ingrid Sandole-Staroste (George Mason University)
Whose Peace? Whose Justice?: UN vs State-led Peacebuilding in Post-Genocide Burundi and Rwanda
Wendy R. Lambourne (University of Sydney)
To the Victor Goes the Spoils: A Critical Look at Data Gaps in Representation of Oppressed Populations
Devon Kyla Cantwell (University of Kansas)
Law and Peace Negotiations: A Role for a Transformative Approach?
Aisling Ann Swaine (The George Washington University)
Burundi and Rwanda Through the Lens of Enduring Peace
Kelly Brannan Trail (University of Southern Mississippi)

WD78: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Variations in Violence: Location, Intensity, and the Target
Peace Studies
Dangerous Spaces: Explaining Variation in the Location of Political Violence
Ashly Townsen (Washington State University)
Strategies of Rebellion and Wartime Political Orders in Post-Colonial Africa
Philip Martin (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Thomas Bentley (Michigan State University)
Rebel Violence and Capital Cities
Ore Koren (University of Minnesota)
Overkill: Understanding excessive violence during conflict
Rebecca Bell-Martin (Brown University)
Jerome Marston (Brown University)

WD79: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
United Nations peace operations in a changing global order
Peace Studies
Chair Mateja Peter (University of St Andrews)
Disc. Ramesh C. Thakur (Australian National University)
A renewed focus on strategic coherence: Implications of the shift in UN peacekeeping to protection and stabilization
Cedric H. De Coning (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI))
Evaluating UN peacekeeping and peace enforcement
Lise Morje Howard (Georgetown University)
Common Ends/Alternative Means: Rethinking Religion, Resilience, and Networked Governance
Jonathan Agensky (Ohio University)
The changing global order and its implications for UN peace operations
Adriana Erthal Abdenur (Instituto Igarapé)

WD80: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
“Managed Conflict” or Peace: The Case of the Black Sea
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Ronald H. Linden (University of Pittsburgh)
Part. Carol R. Saiwetz (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Part. Sean Kay (Ohio Wesleyan University)
Part. Panagiota Manoli (University of the Aegean)
Part. Carol Weaver (De Montfort University)

WD81: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
When Emerging Security Concerns Challenge Traditional Boundaries: Assessing Issues and Exploring Avenues for Greater Peace Cooperation
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Michel Gueldry (Middlebury Institute of International Studies)
Disc. Gigi Gokcek (Dominican University of California)
Economic Disruptions and Insecurities: Constructing Narratives of Economic Order
Crister S. Garrett (Universität Leipzig, Germany)
The Wicked Problem of Natural Resource Overuse: When Environmental and Ecosystems Dynamics Shapes Human Societies
Michel Gueldry (Middlebury Institute of International Studies)
Maritime Security and Global Collaboration: A Necessary yet Elusive Objective
Lui Hebron (Hult International Business School)

Food Security Governance: Lessons from Brazil and Regional Applicability and Diffusion
Erica Simone Almeida Resende (IUPERJ Instituto Universitário de Pesquisa do Rio de Janeiro)
Júlia Lorêdo Pereira Leite (IUPERJ)

**WD82: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**
**Panel**
**The Role of Simulations in Peace Education**
Active Learning in International Affairs
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Peace Studies

*Chair* Hemda Ben-Yehuda (Bar-Ilan University)
*Chair* Jonathan Wilkenfeld (University of Maryland)
*Disc.* Victor Asal (State University of New York at Albany)
*Disc.* Mary Jane C. Parmentier (Arizona State University)

Lessons from Simulations of Regional Crises for the Study of Fanaticism and Peace
Hemda Ben-Yehuda (Bar-Ilan University)
Guy Zohar (Bar-Ilan University)

The Holy Trinity? Integrating and Synthesizing Topic, Debriefing, and Assessment in Classroom Simulations
Michael J. Butler (Clark University)

Simulating EU Institutional Dynamics The TwinSim at the University of Catania
Daniela Irrera (University of Catania)

Pop Quiz: Assessing Knowledge Retention in International Relations With and Without Simulations
Luba Levin-Banchik (University of California Davis)

Ancient and Modern World War Simulations as Supplemental Teaching Tool
Elizabeth Mendenhall (Johns Hopkins University)
Tarek Tutunji (Johns Hopkins University)

**WD83: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**
**Panel**
**The politics of financial stability and crisis**
International Political Economy

*Chair* Ben Thirkell-White (Victoria University of Wellington)
*Disc.* Ben Thirkell-White (Victoria University of Wellington)
*Disc.* Juliet E. Johnson (McGill University)

Ruth Felder (State University of New York at Albany)

Hezpibah Munoz Martinez (University of New Brunswick)

Global Imbalances and the Cost of Adjustment. The Political Economy of (Not) Responding to Current Account Deficits and Surpluses
Stefanie Walter (University of Zurich)

Central Banks and Financial System Performance in Latin America
Maria Antonieta D. T. Lins (University of São Paulo)

A System of Crises: Financial Crises and Structural Change
Tristin Beckman (University of California, Santa Barbara)

**WD84: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**
**Panel**
**The Politics of Migrant Remittances**
International Political Economy

*Chair* Katrina Burgess (Tufts University)
*Disc.* Katrina Burgess (Tufts University)

Stumbling at the Finish Line? Remittances and Developing Country Democratization
Ida Bastiaens (Fordham University)
Daniel C. Tirone (Louisiana State University)

Remittances and Pro-Americanism
Covadonga Meseguer (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Remittances and Redistribution: International Migration, Regime Durability, and Government Expenditures
Lauren Duquette-Rury (UCLA)

Reacting to Remittance: The Political Economy of Financial Access
Michael D. Tyburski (Kansas State University)

Migrant Remittances and Political Protest in Africa and the Middle East
Barry Maydom (University of Oxford)

**WD85: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**
**Panel**
**China’s Role and Influence in Its Neighborhood**
Foreign Policy Analysis

*Chair* Matteo Dian (University of Bologna)
*Disc.* Matteo Dian (University of Bologna)

Redefining China-Japan Relations: Building Partnership
Davis Florick (Creighton University)
Maorong Jiang (Creighton University)

Geopolitics, Nationalism, and Chinese Foreign Policy Change toward Myanmar
Enze Han (SOAS, University of London)

Explaining Conflict and Cooperation in the South China Sea
Chin-Hao Huang (Yale-NUS College)

A Strategic Recalibration?: South Korea’s Response to the Rise of China
Dongmin Lee (Dankook University)

**WD86: Wednesday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**
**Panel**
**Cooperation, Turkey, Arab Spring**
Foreign Policy Analysis

*Chair* Ozgur Ozdamar (Bilkent University)
*Disc.* Vera van Hüllen (Leuphana University of Lueneburg)

Foreign Policy Cooperation Between Turkey and the EU During the 2011 Libyan Uprising
Bugra Susler (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Between Strategic and Empathic Depth: Turkey’s Changing Peace Discourse and Transformations in the Middle East
Mohit Akif Kumral (Gaziosmanpaşa University)

The Transformation of Middle East Rebels
Kevin Edward Grisham (California State University, San Bernardino)

Turkey’s Middle East Policy Challenged: The Case of Egypt
Ioannis N. Grigoriadis (Bilkent University)

**WE14: Wednesday 6:30 PM - 9:30 PM**
**Film Screening Panel**
Acting Together on The World Stage: Performance and the Creative Transformation of Conflict

*Chair* Polly Walker (Director, Baker Institute for Peace and Conflict Studies, Juniata College)
*Disc.* Cynthia Cohen (Brandeis University)

Acting Together on The World Stage: Performance and the Creative Transformation of Conflict
Thursday

TA01: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
**Junior Scholar Session**  

**Foreign Policy in the Modern Era**  
**Junior Scholar Symposia**  
**Chair** Patrick James (University of Southern California)

**TA01-A: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
JSS Group**

**Foreign Aid and Foreign Policy**  
**Junior Scholar Symposia**

**Disc.**  
Marijke Breuning (University of North Texas)

Clifford E. Griffin (North Carolina State University)

Buying Prestige? Status Motivations and Foreign Aid Allocation  
Aaron Shreve (University of California, Davis)

Tracy Kuo Lin (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Arms Market Competition and U.S. Foreign Policy: Preserving Export Markets with Security Assistance and Aid Programs  
Eric Schwab (University of Washington)

Strategic Compassion: Natural Disasters, International Emergency Aid, and Domestic Political Audiences  
Thomas Jamieson (University of Southern California)

American foreign aid policy and the security-development nexus  
Luiza Rodrigues Mateo (UNESP - Universidade Estadual Paulista )

**TA01-B: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
JSS Group**

**Foreign Policy and Public Opinion**  
**Junior Scholar Symposia**

**Disc.**  
Michael J. Butler (Clark University)

The Role of the Initial Justification in the American Public’s Wartime Attitudes  
Erin Hurley (University of Sydney)

Does Childhood Experience with War Deaths Affect One’s Attitude toward the Use of Force?  
Ted Hsuan Yun Chen (Pennsylvania State University)

Chuyu Liu (Penn State University)

India’s Public Opinion and Foreign Policy Nexus: Evaluating the Empirical Evidence  
Shivaji Kumar (Ohio State University)

Public Opinion and Foreign Policy in Authoritarian Contexts: Testing the Persistence of Peace  
Kiran Phull (London School of Economics and Political Science)

**TA01-C: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
JSS Group**

**The Impact of Leadership on Foreign Policy Decision-Making**  
**Junior Scholar Symposia**

**Disc.**  
Kai Oppermann (University of Sussex)

Distinctly Humanitarian?: Sources of Change and Consistency in U.S. Presidents’ Use of Humanitarian Justifications  
Sarah Maxey (Cornell University)

Why Do the Peacemakers Talk So Much About War: A Cross National Analysis of Gender and Conflict  
Madison Schramm (Georgetown University)

Alexandra Stark (Georgetown University)

Pathologies of Decision: The Psychology of State Self-Delusion and Emerging Threats to Global Stability  
Christopher Ray (Ohio State University)

---

He Said, She Said: The Effect of the President’s Gender and Experience on the Credibility of Costly Signals  
Mark Paradis (University of Southern California)

TA01-D: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
**JSS Group**

**Islam and Foreign Policy: Moderating Radicalism in IR**  
**Junior Scholar Symposia**

**Disc.**  
Mehpare Selcan Kaynak (Bogazici University)

The Future of The Muslims Brotherhood, Islamism and The Middle East  
Mehmet Oznak (Turkish National Police Academy, Ankara, Turkey)

Birol Akgun (Yildirim Beyazit University, Ankara, Turkey)

Turkey and the Responsibility to Protect (R2P) in Syria: A Case of Normative Foreign Policy Failure  
Cemar Cakmak (Eskisehir Osmangazi University, Turkey)

The Inclusion of Minorities for Substantial Muslim Democracies: A Comparison Between Turkey and Indonesia  
Maurizio Geri (old dominion university)

Vernacularization Of Good Governance And Civil Society Through Islamist Activists And Ngs  
Zeynep Atalay (St. Mary's College of California)

---

TA02: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
**Panel**

**Decline of War and Stable Peace**  
**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**Chair** Paul Hensel (University of North Texas)

**Chair** Mark Crescenzi (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

**Disc.**  
Mark Crescenzi (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)

**Disc.**  
Paul Hensel (University of North Texas)

Islamic conflicts – a threat to the waning of war?  
* Nils Petter Gleditsch (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))

“It is the Region, Stupid”: Competing Models of War and Peace in the post-Cold War Era  
Benjamin Miller (University of Haifa)

Kathy Powers (University of New Mexico)

Quality of Peace and Long Peace  
Resat Bayer (Koç University)

Conflict Management and the Decline of Violence  
Han Dorussen (University of Essex)

Govinda D. Clayton (University of Kent)

---

TA03: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
**Panel**

**International Order beyond the "Twenty Years' Crisis": Theory meets History**  
**Historical International Relations**

**Chair** Alena Drieschova (Cardiff University)

The Laughing Third Man In a Fight  
Robert P. Hager, Jr. (Los Angeles Mission College)

Coercion and Context: The Social skills of Salami Tactics  
Joseph O’Mahoney (Seton Hall University, School of Diplomacy and International Relations)

David E. Banks (American University)

An ‘Armed Truce’ or a ‘Second Chance’? Global Order and Democracy in 1940s International Thought  
Camilla Macdonald (University of Oxford)
Re-thinking Public Diplomacy as a Colonial Term: British Communications with the Indian Subcontinent at the End of Empire
Colin Alexander (Nottingham Trent University)
Karl Polanyi and the American Exception: Rethinking Embedded Liberalism
Hannes Lacher (York University)

TA04: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Institutional Complexity in Global Environmental Governance
Environmental Studies
Chair Fariborz Zelli (Lund University)
Disc. Fariborz Zelli (Lund University)
Pluriregional orders in international environmental politics
Joerg Balsiger (University of Geneva)
Environmental Norms in the Trade Complex System: From Innovation to Diffusion
Jean-Frédéric Morin (Universite Laval)
Explaining variation in institutional structure across global environmental regime complexes
Oscar Widerberg (VU University Amsterdam, Institute for Environmental Sciences (IVM))

TA05: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Critical Security Studies Methods Cafe
Professional Development Committee
Chair Akanksha Mehta (SOAS, University of London)
Part. Juha A. Vuori (University of Turku)
Part. Rebecca Adler-Nissen (University of Copenhagen)
Part. Christian Buerg (Cardiff University)
Part. Naeem Inayatullah (Ithaca College)
Part. Elizabeth A. Dauphinee (York University)
Part. Maria Stern (University of Gothenburg)
Part. Jane L. Parpart (University of Massachusetts Boston and Dalhousie University)
Part. Pinar Bilgin (Bilkent University)
Part. Thierry Balzacq (University of Namur)
Part. Mark Salter (University of Ottawa)
Part. Linda T. Åhäll (Keele University)
Part. Michael J. Bosia (Saint Michael's College)
Part. Cynthia Weber (University of Sussex)
Part. Saara Särmä (University of Tampere)
Part. Arlene B. Tickner (Universidad del Rosario)
Part. Ronni Alexander (Kobe University)

Good Anthropocene vs. Sustainable Development – Same Same but Different?
Manjana Milkoreit (Arizona State University)
Elena Bennett (McGill University)
Frank Biermann (Utrecht University)
Erle Ellis (University of Maryland)
Víctor Galaz (Stockholm University)
Tim McPhearson (New School)
Uno Svedin (Stockholm Resilience Center)
Three metaphors for sustainability in the Anthropocene
Rasmus A. Carlsson (Umeå University, Sweden)
Understanding “sustainability” to understand earth system governance
Michelle Scobie (University of the West Indies)
Michel Gueldry (Middlebury Institute of International Studies)

TA06: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
The Anthropocene: Useful Concept or Empty Signifier?
Environmental Studies
Chair John Protevi (Louisiana State University)
Disc. Cara Daggett (University of South Florida)
Down to Earth: Contextualizing the Anthropocene
Frank Biermann (Utrecht University)
Ninad Bondre (International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme)
Maria Carmen Lemos (University of Michigan)
Pathways towards a “Good Anthropocene”? Critical Reflections on the New Normativity in Global Change Discourses
Frank Biermann (Utrecht University)

TA07: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Ordering the Globe Anew
The Village of States
Kendall W. Stiles (Brigham Young University)
Thinking like a State: Macbeth and the Ottomanization of American politics
Gregory Nowell (University of Albany)
States of Emergence: A Genealogy of Rising Powers and Peaceful Change in World Politics
Peter Marcus Kristensen (University of Copenhagen)
Understanding and Utilizing Non-Western Notions of World Order and Global Governance: Inter- and Intra-Civilizational Dialogues as Avenues to Positive Peace on the Global Scale
Alexander Niedermeier (Friedrich-Alexander-University Erlangen-Nuremberg)
Intermediate, International, Global, or "Other"? - Modeling the World's Political System: Conceptual Possibilities and the Messiness of "Reality"
Carsten Schein (Rutgers University)

TA08: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Environmental Activism - Impacts and Limits
Environmental Studies
Chair Peter Dauvergne (University of British Columbia)
Disc. Karin Bäckstrand (Stockholm University)
NGO Activism Through the Eyes of UN Government Delegates at the Paris 2015 Climate Change Negotiations
Shannon Orr (Bowling Green State University)
Demonizing Carbon: From Symbols to Substance?
Robert Shum (College at Brockport, State University of New York)
Ecological activism in a semi-authoritarian regime: the Russian case
Julia Sweet (Rutgers State University)
Promoting Community Based Resource Management: The roles and impact of international environmental NGOs
Heather D. Heckel (American University)
Winning the war by losing the battle? Civil society as a “decoupling capacitor” in the case of New York Hydrofracking Regulation
Le Anh Nguyen Long (University of Muenster)
Antonia Graf (Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität)
Christine Prokopf (Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität)

### TA09: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
#### The Performativity of the Visual

**International Political Sociology**  
**International Communication**  
**Science, Technology and Art in International Relations**

**Chair** Rodger A. Payne (University of Louisville)  
**Disc.** Priya Dixit (Virginia Tech)

Visualities of the ‘War on Terror’: exploring filmic representations of the hunt for Osama bin Laden  
David Shim (University of Groningen)  
Francesco Giumelli (University of Groningen)

Playing with dis/apparance: Contesting the algorithmic visuality of the surveillant eyes  
Simon Hogue (Université d’Ottawa)  
Nick Robinson (University of Leeds)

Performing the geopolitical: satellite imagery, non-state actors and ontological politics  
Delf Rothe (University of Hamburg)  
David Shim (University of Groningen)

Performativity and Racialization of “Muslim-ness” in American Television  
Danielle Blab (McMaster University)

### TA09: Panel: The Performativity of the Visual

**International Political Sociology**  
**International Communication**

Visualities of the ‘War on Terror’: exploring filmic representations of the hunt for Osama bin Laden  
David Shim (University of Groningen)  
Francesco Giumelli (University of Groningen)

Playing with dis/apparance: Contesting the algorithmic visuality of the surveillant eyes  
Simon Hogue (Université d’Ottawa)  
Nick Robinson (University of Leeds)

Performing the geopolitical: satellite imagery, non-state actors and ontological politics  
Delf Rothe (University of Hamburg)  
David Shim (University of Groningen)

Performativity and Racialization of “Muslim-ness” in American Television  
Danielle Blab (McMaster University)

### TA10: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
#### Rethinking Approaches to Peacebuilding: The Impact of Art, Culture and Community

**Feminist Theory and Gender Studies**

**Chair** Kathleen M. Jennings (Fafo Institute (Oslo))  
**Disc.** Annika F. Bjorkdahl (Lund University)

Women’s Bottom-up Initiatives in Reconciliation Efforts: Working on Turkish-Armenian and Turkish-Greek Relations  
Zeynep Alemdar (Okan University)

Human Rights and Healthy Societies: Opening Social and Cultural Spaces for Peacebuilding  
Joel R. Pruce (University of Dayton)  
Margaret Maloney (University of Dayton)

Exploring the cultural dimension of peace: the case study of the integration of cultural heritage into the mandate of UN peace operations  
Mathilde Leloup (Sciences Po/ CERI)

Possibilities in Peacebuilding for Precarious Lives  
Ruthann K. Johansen (University of Notre Dame)

### TA10: Panel: Rethinking Approaches to Peacebuilding: The Impact of Art, Culture and Community

**Feminist Theory and Gender Studies**

**Chair** Kathleen M. Jennings (Fafo Institute (Oslo))  
**Disc.** Annika F. Bjorkdahl (Lund University)

Women’s Bottom-up Initiatives in Reconciliation Efforts: Working on Turkish-Armenian and Turkish-Greek Relations  
Zeynep Alemdar (Okan University)

Human Rights and Healthy Societies: Opening Social and Cultural Spaces for Peacebuilding  
Joel R. Pruce (University of Dayton)  
Margaret Maloney (University of Dayton)

Exploring the cultural dimension of peace: the case study of the integration of cultural heritage into the mandate of UN peace operations  
Mathilde Leloup (Sciences Po/ CERI)

Possibilities in Peacebuilding for Precarious Lives  
Ruthann K. Johansen (University of Notre Dame)

### TA11: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
#### Hierarchy, Empire and the Balance of Power: History, Theory, and International Order

**Historical International Relations**  
**English School**

**Chair** Andrew A. Latham (Macalester College)  
**Disc.** Stuart Kaufman (University of Delaware)

Conquest by Customization - The Logic of Productivity and the Constitution of Imperial Hierarchies in British India and the Manchu Raj  
Andrew Bradley Phillips (University of Queensland)

Maintaining Hierarchy from the Moon to the Indian Ocean: Symbolic Capital and Status Insecurity in Early Modern China and Cold War America  
Robert Musgrave (University of Massachusetts-Amherst)  
Daniel Nexon (Georgetown University)

“Balance of Power” and temporality  
Fernando N. C. Maia (Pontifical Catholic University of Minas Gerais)

Whose Empire? What Legitimacy? Comparing the Imperial Forms of America and China  
Joseph MacKay (Columbia University)

### TA11: Panel: Hierarchy, Empire and the Balance of Power: History, Theory, and International Order

**Historical International Relations**  
**English School**

**Chair** Andrew A. Latham (Macalester College)  
**Disc.** Stuart Kaufman (University of Delaware)

Conquest by Customization - The Logic of Productivity and the Constitution of Imperial Hierarchies in British India and the Manchu Raj  
Andrew Bradley Phillips (University of Queensland)

Maintaining Hierarchy from the Moon to the Indian Ocean: Symbolic Capital and Status Insecurity in Early Modern China and Cold War America  
Robert Musgrave (University of Massachusetts-Amherst)  
Daniel Nexon (Georgetown University)

“Balance of Power” and temporality  
Fernando N. C. Maia (Pontifical Catholic University of Minas Gerais)

Whose Empire? What Legitimacy? Comparing the Imperial Forms of America and China  
Joseph MacKay (Columbia University)

### TA12: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
#### Conquest by Customization - The Logic of Productivity and the Constitution of Imperial Hierarchies in British India and the Manchu Raj

Andrew Bradley Phillips (University of Queensland)

Maintaining Hierarchy from the Moon to the Indian Ocean: Symbolic Capital and Status Insecurity in Early Modern China and Cold War America  
Robert Musgrave (University of Massachusetts-Amherst)  
Daniel Nexon (Georgetown University)

“Balance of Power” and temporality  
Fernando N. C. Maia (Pontifical Catholic University of Minas Gerais)

Whose Empire? What Legitimacy? Comparing the Imperial Forms of America and China  
Joseph MacKay (Columbia University)
The energy sector decarbonisation: a comparative study between European Union and Unasur.

Arthur Rocco (University of Brasília)
Maria Bragaglia (Pontificia Universidade Católica de Minas Gerais)

**TA16: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

**Intervention by IOs: Bridging the Rationalist-Constructivist Divide**

*Exploring Peace (Theme)*

**Chair** Duncan Snidal (University of Oxford)
**Disc.** David A. Lake (University of California San Diego)
**Disc.** Ole Jacob Sending (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)

UN Peacekeeping and Institutional Self-Legitimation
Sarah von Billerbeck (University of Reading)

Slacking or Succeeding: UN Peacebuilding Performance in Burundi
Susanna P. Campbell (American University)

Microfoundations of Diffusion: Power Asymmetry in the IMF Executive Board
Leonard Seabrooke (Copenhagen Business School)

Big, Open Data: The Politics of Aid Transparency
Catherine Elizabeth Weaver (University of Texas at Austin)

**TA17: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

**Negotiations, Settlement, and Future Peace**

*Exploring Peace (Theme)*

**Chair** Sophia Dawkins (Yale University)
**Disc.** Jonathan M. DiCicco (Canisius College)
**Disc.** Ashly Townsen (Washington State University)

Systemic Peace, Multiple Terminations, and a Trend towards Long-Term Civil War Reduction
Madhav Joshi (University of Notre Dame)

Lasting Peace: Understanding the Link between Pre-War Peace and Post-War Peace
Ashly Townsen (Washington State University)

Negotiated Settlement of Civil Wars and Recurrence of War: A Quantitative Test
Anil Sigdel (Advanced Research and Training Institute, Kathmandu, Nepal)

**TA18: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Roundtable**

*International Political Sociology*

*Exploring Peace (Theme)*

**Chair** Badredine Arfi (University of Florida)
**Part.** Oliver Kessler (University of Erfurt)
**Part.** Aoilean M. Nhurchă (The University of Manchester)
**Part.** J. Peter Burgess (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))
**Part.** Benjamin Herborth (University of Groningen)
**Part.** Badredine Arfi (University of Florida)

**TA19: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

**The Political Economy of Peace**

*Exploring Peace (Theme)*

**Chair** Matthew R. DiGiuseppe (University of Mississippi)
**Disc.** Katja Kleinberg (Binghamton University (SUNY))

An Economic Theory of War
Alexandre Debs (Yale University)

Fiscal Constraints and Interstate Cooperation
Matthew R. DiGiuseppe (University of Mississippi)
Patrick E. Shea (University of Houston)

The Early Diffusion of Central Banking: War and Finance from 1815 to 1914
Paul Poast (University of Chicago)

Modern Energy and the Political Economy of Peace
Jeff D. Colgan (Brown University)

**TA20: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

**War, Peace, History and the Legitimation of Violence.**

*International Political Sociology*

*Historical International Relations*

*Exploring Peace (Theme)*

*Global Development*

**Chair** Siba Grovogui (Cornell University)
**Disc.** Siba Grovogui (Cornell University)

The Journey to Peace as a Legitimation of Violence
Joanna de Vasconcelos Cordeiro (University of Victoria)

Philosophies of History and the Legitimation of Violence
Rob B. J. Walker (University of Victoria and PUC-Rio)

Rivers of Atlantis: The Limits of IR History
Russell Kerr (Australian National University)

**TA21: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

**Politics of Human Rights/Policies of Struggle for Rights in Development**

*Global Development*

*Human Rights*

**Chair** Ajay Parasm (Carleton University)
**Disc.** Diyah Larasati (University of Minnesota)

Development, Land and Human Rights Theory and Practice
Paul J. Nelson (University of Pittsburgh)

The Multiple discourses on indigenous peoples and the national state: Mapping Chilean, Mapuche and United Nations positions
Jeann W. Simon (Universidad de Concepcion)
Claudio J. Gonzalez (University of Concepcion)

Human Rights Talk: the U.S.-China Bilateral Dialogue
Rana Siu Inboden (Robert S. Strauss Center for International Security and Law, University of Texas, Austin)

Towards Justice as Recognition: Assessing the Politics of Representation in Conservation Governance
Kimberly R. Marion Suiseeya (Northwestern University)

**TA22: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

**Iran, Nuclear Proliferation, and Diplomacy**

*Foreign Policy Analysis*

**Chair** James Lee Ray (Vanderbilt University)
**Disc.** James Lee Ray (Vanderbilt University)

The Promises of Peace in the Age of Nuclear Apartheid: The Case of Iran Nuclear Negotiations
Nader Entessar (University of South Alabama)
Pragmatism at Work or a Long-Term Shift? Understanding the New Nuclear Deal between the U.S. and Iran
Ozum Yesiltas (St. Norbert College)

India’s Puzzling Energy Diplomacy toward Iran
Fuzuo Wu (Aalborg University)

The role of the Scientific Elite in shaping the Indian nuclear program
Manasi Pritam (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi)

Post Communist Systems

Peace by Peace: Theoretical and Empirical Examination of the Geographical and Issue Reaches of Russia's Search for Peace

Chair Kazuhiko Togo (Kyoto Sangyo University)
Disc. Kazuhiko Togo (Kyoto Sangyo University)

“Cool Peace” between Russia and Japan: Convergence and Divergence in Interests, Principles, and Identities
Tsuneo Akaha (Middlebury Institute of International Studies at Monterey)
Russian Far East and Chinese Northeast: Explaining Peaceful Relations at the Local Level
Gaye Christoffersen (Hopkins-Nanjing Center, SAIS, Johns Hopkins University)
Polar Peace? Prospects for Sino-Russian Cooperation in the Arctic
Elizabeth Wishnick (Montclair State University)
Concert of Eurasia: A Road to Peace in the Continental Heartland?
Artyom L. Lukin (Far Eastern Federal University)
Russia-India-China and the Asian “Supercomplex”
Natasha C. Kuhrt (King’s College London)

The Proliferation of Proliferation: New Perspectives on the Spread of Nuclear Weapons

Chair Dan Reiter (Emory University)
Disc. Jeff Kaplow (College of William & Mary)
The French Connection: U.S. Nonproliferation Policy and the Origins of Nuclear Sharing, 1956-60
Nicholas Miller (Brown University)
Nuclear Posture and Nuclear Proliferation
Erik Gartzke (University of California, San Diego)
Matthew Kroenig (Georgetown University)
Do Costly Signals Improve Bilateral Relations? Evidence from Nuclear Cooperation Agreements
Molly Berkemeier (Texas A&M University)
What are the Odds? A Bayesian Analysis of Nuclear Proliferation
Ariya Hagh (Georgetown University)
Matthew Kroenig (Georgetown University)

The Promise of Post-Western IR in Peacebuilding and Development Research and Policy

Chair Stefanie Kappler (Durham University)
Disc. Gearoid M. Millar (University of Aberdeen)
Measuring, Managing, and Misplaced “Expertise”: The Futility of Surveillance in Complex Peacebuilding
Gearoid M. Millar (University of Aberdeen)
Post-Western IR: the impossible quest
Stefan Cibian (Chatham House and Babeș-Bolyai University)

Peace for whom and peace by whom: Analyzing the conception of ‘peace’ in peace and conflict studies
Elena B. Stavrevska (Central European University)
Mali’s Disappearing Act
Catriona Craven-Matthews (Pamona College)
Re-conceptualization as a Way to Reduce Collective Bias in the Discipline
Tarek Tutunj (Johns Hopkins University)

The Marketplace of Global Activism: The Politics of NGO Efforts to Measure and Combat ‘Human Trafficking’ and ‘Modern-Day Slavery’

Chair Rhoda E. Howard-Hassmann (Wilfrid Laurier University)
Disc. Joel Quirk (University of the Witwatersrand)
Anti-Slavery as Development: A Postcolonial Critique
Siobhan McGrath (University of Durham)
Samantha Watson (London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine)
Corporatizing Anti-Slavery Activism
Genevieve LeBaron (University of Sheffield)
A Cause That Everyone Can Get Behind: The Political and Ideological Appeal of Anti-Trafficking
Joel Quirk (University of the Witwatersrand)
Calling a slave a ‘slave’: Searching for clarity in a field at war with itself
Lisa Alfredson (University of Pittsburgh)
A Framework for Inquiry into the Human Rights of Temporary Contract Workers
Regina Nockerts (University of Denver)
Minority Women’s Participation in Politics

Chair: Ali Bilgic (Loughborough University)
Disc. Ali Bilgic (Loughborough University)

Women’s Caucus

Gunes Murat Tezcur (University of Central Florida)

Legacies of Genocide and Coloniality: Indigenous Women as
Mechanisms of Identity Destruction in the 20th Century
Termination Era
Gabriella M. Pruitt (University of Massachusetts)

High Skilled Women and Immigration Policy: Gendered Immigration
Policies and Brain Waste
Natasha Duncan (Purdue University)
Brigitte Waldorf (Purdue University)
Ayoung Kim (Purdue University)

Danish and Swedish immigrant parliamentarians: Is there room for
diversity?
Gunnhildur Lily Magnusdottir (Malmö University)

New dynamics of emerging powers in a changing world order: A
real transition or an academic fad?

Chair: Jorge Mascareñas Lasmar (PUC Minas)
Disc. Marco Vieira (University of Birmingham)

South-South Economic Relations and Transnational Activists

Kathryn Hochstetler (University of Waterloo)
Indo-Russian relations: the strategic partnership
Daniela Vieira Secches (Pontificia Universidade Católica de
Minas Gerais)
Vinicius Tavares (Pontificia Universidade Católica de Minas
Gerais)

Contestation Dynamics in World Order: Sea Power and its Role in
the Sino-American Relationship
Daniel Silva (University of Warwick)
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) and beyond: Finance,
infrastucture and the seductive claws of the Chinese dragon
Leonardo Ramos (Pontifical Catholic University of Minas Gerais)
Javier Vadell (Pontificia Universidade Católica-Minas Gerais)

A Million Deaths is a Statistic: New Findings from the Archives of
Political Conflict

Chair: Christopher Sullivan (Louisiana State University)
Disc. Laia Balcells (Duke University)

Deviance and Clandestine Collective Action: Evidence from
Resistance Networks in Twente, the Netherlands
Robert Braun (Cornell)

Ethnic Identities and the Construction of the Autocratic Security
Apparatus: Evidence from Congo
Brett Carter (Stanford University)

Exploring the Contents of the Historic Archive of the National Police
in Guatemala
Megan Price (Human Rights Data Analysis Group)
The Legacy of Stalin’s Terror in Eastern Europe
Yuri Zhukov (University of Michigan)
Sebastian Schutte (Uni Konstanz)

TA28: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel

TA29: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel

TA30: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel

TA31: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel

TA32: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Innovative Panel

TA33: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
TA34: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Determinants and Effects of Russian Foreign Policymaking  
Panel  
Chair  Runa Das (University of Minnesota - Duluth)  
Disc.  Randall E. Newnham (Pennsylvania State University)  
Security First, irredentism second? Russia’s foreign policy from a neoclassical realist perspective  
Alexander Reichwein (Justus-Liebig-University Giessen)  
Shifting Alliances and Balance of Power in Asia: Transitions in the Indo-Russian Security Ties  
Aakriti A. Tandon (Daemen College)  
Michael O. Slobodchikoff (Troy University)  
Russia’s policies of anger from Kosovo to Ukraine: costly behavior, empty strategies and symbolic resurrection  
Regina Heller (University of Hamburg)  
Fear and Loathing in Russian Foreign Policy  
Robert Nalbandov (Utah State University)  
Germany and Russia Since Reunification  
Randall E. Newnham (Pennsylvania State University)

TA35: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Peace Through Economic Development, Spending, and Capacity  
Panel  
Chair  Jennifer Prah Ruger (University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine)  
Disc.  Yara Asi (University of Central Florida)  
Rural Grievances, Landholding Inequality and Civil Conflict  
Henry Roderick Thomson (Nuffield College, University of Oxford)  
Violence, Government Budgeting, and Social Welfare: Evidence from Peru  
Michael Findley (University of Texas at Austin)  
Renard Sexton (New York University)  
Rachel Wellhausen (University of Texas at Austin)  
Donors and the political economy of peace: Bridging the peacebuilding-development gap?  
Willemmijn Verkoren (Radboud University Nijmegen/Institute of Management Research/CICAM)  
A Demographic Peace? How Demographic Variables Shape the Probability of International Conflict  
Deborah Jordan Brooks (Dartmouth College)  
Stephen G. Brooks (Dartmouth College)  
Brian Greenhill (Dartmouth College)  
Mark L. Haas (Duquesne University)  
The transformation from war economics: a study of complexity and cooperation  
Rachel Julian (Leeds Beckett University)

TA36: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Gender, Rights and Law: Pushing The Limits of International Institutions  
Panel  
Chair  Alison Brysk (University of California Santa Barbara)  
Disc.  Matthew Evans (University of the Witwatersrand)  
The Importance of Sympathetic Response in the Uptake of Transitional Justice: The case of Uganda  
Joanna R. Quinn (The University of Western Ontario)

Women's Rights NGOs at the Universal Periodic Review: Sympathetic to, or Critical of States?  
Peter Behnke (Oakland University)  
Laura K. Landolt (Oakland University)  
Uganda and the Anti-Homosexuality Act: the (in)effectiveness of international sanctions  
Anna Claudia Garghetti (Federal University of Pelotas)  
Roberta Orabe (Universidade Federal de Pelotas)  
A Tale of Two Treaties: Ratification and Reservations in the Service of Human Rights  
Chana Miriam Solomon-Schwartz (George Washington University)

TA37: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Indian foreign policy under Modi: doctrinal shift or old wine in new bottle?  
Roundtable  
Diplomatic Studies  
Foreign Policy Analysis  
Chair  Sumit Ganguly (Indiana University)  
Part.  Rajesh Basrur (S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University)  
Part.  Nicolas Blarel (Leiden University, Netherlands)  
Part.  Surupa Gupta (University of Mary Washington)  
Part.  Ian Hall (Griffith University)  
Part.  Rani D. Mullen (College of William & Mary)  
Part.  Manjeet Pardesi (Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand)

TA38: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Campus Internationalization and International Relations: Partnerships and Strategies  
Panel  
Active Learning in International Affairs  
International Education  
Chair  Heidi H. Hobbs (North Carolina State University)  
Disc.  Robert G. Blanton (University of Alabama at Birmingham)  
Internationalizing Campuses & Designing On-Line Initiatives: Roles for International Studies Programs  
Nanette S. Levinson (American University)  
Engaging the World: International Studies and the Internationalization of the Campus Infrastructure  
Harry I. Chernotsky (University of North Carolina Charlotte)  
Internationalization as a Strategic Goal: Organizing Priorities and Coordinating Efforts across the Campus  
Jean A. Garrison (University of Wyoming)  
International Students and Soft Power Potential for Turkey  
Halil Kürşad Aslan (İstanbul Medipol University)  
What is Comprehensive Internationalization?: The ACE Center for Internationalization and Global Engagement (CIGE) Guidelines  
Heidi H. Hobbs (North Carolina State University)  
Internationalizing the Campus: the importance of student/faculty/office of international education collaboration  
John Barron Boyd (Rhodes College)

TA39: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Teaching using games and movies: contributions from pop culture to IR classes  
Panel  
Active Learning in International Affairs  
International Political Sociology  
Chair  Cristina Y. A. Inoue (University of Brasilia)  
Disc.  Douglas Becker (University of Southern California)
Flipping the Statecraft model: Engaging the freshman non-polisci student
  Eric K. Leonard (Shenandoah University)

The Final Frontier: Using ‘Star Trek’ to Teach Undergraduate International Relations Courses
  Gigi Gokcek (Dominican University of California)
  Joel R. Campbell (Troy University)

Teaching and Learning about International Relations with Movies: A German Perspective
  Iris Wurm (Goethe University Frankfurt)

Utilizing Board Games in the Teaching of International Politics
  Agnes Simon (Masaryk University)

Teaching Muslim Politics Through Film
  Rameez Abbas (National Defense University)

TA40: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

The International Politics of Fighting Corruption

International Organization
  Chair: Anja P. Jakobi (TU Braunschweig)
  Disc: Ellen Gutterman (York University)

Authority in the International Fight against Corruption: What Role for Peer Reviews among States?
  Hortense Jongen (Maastricht University)

A Comparative Analysis of Compliance with International Anti-Corruption Norms for GRECO Member States
  Aram Khaghaghordyan (Hertle School of Governace)

China and the International Anti-Corruption Regime
  Hongying Wang (University of Waterloo)

Anti-corruption at the continental level: Comparing the AU and OAS experiences
  Mathis Lohaus (University of Greifswald)

TA41: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

The United Nations as institution: challenges and opportunities

International Organization
  Chair: Mateja Peter (University of St Andrews)
  Disc: Philipp Genschel (European University Institute)

Revitalizing UN Peace Building Commission: An Institutional Analysis
  Rose Govindaraaj (Pondicherry University)

Failure of International Imagination? Innovative or Structural Issues
  Catherine Jones (University of Warwick)

The positive peace as a process and the case of United Nations Peacebuilding Commission
  Thaise Kemer (Federal University of Parana)

The Institutional Design of United Nations Financing
  Ervin R. Graham (Drexel University)

  Jeffrey Wright (University of Oxford)

TA42: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

The European Union and its troubled neighbourhood

International Organization
  Chair: Benjamin Tallis (Institute of International Relations, Prague)
  Disc: Gjovalin Macaj (University of Oxford)

Transforming Macedonia: Crisis and the Limits of the "European Project"
  Joel T. Shelton (Elon University)

The European Union as peacebuilder in its neighborhood
  Tobias Greiff (American University)

Comparisons between the European Union’s Response to the 2009 and 2014-2015 Russia-Ukrainian Gas Disputes
  Isabelle Fortin (University of Ottawa)

How the European Union's Criteria for Membership Move Public Opinion: Support for Gender Equality in Bosnia and Herzegovina
  Douglas Page (University of South Carolina)

Positive Peace through Socialization: The Role of the EU in the Post-communist World
  Sabina Hilaiel (University of Denver)

TA43: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Networking Skills/Making the Most of Your Conference

Professional Development Committee
  Chair: Carolyn M. Shaw (Wichita State University)
  Part: Joel E. Oestreich (Drexel University)
  Part: Shareen Hertel (University of Connecticut)
  Part: Alynya Lyon (University of New Hampshire)
  Part: Yoichiro Sato (Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University)
  Cmte: Carolyn M. Shaw (Wichita State University)
  Chair: Carolyn M. Shaw (Wichita State University)

TA45: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Picturing the Body in the Global Political Economy of Development

Global Development
  Chair: Juanita Elias (University of Warwick)
  Disc: Lisa Tilley (University of Warwick, ULB)

An Agent-Based Dynamic Model of Politics, Fertility and Economic Development
  Zining Yang (Claremont Graduate University)

Embodyed Images of Gendered Work in Global Production
  Samanthi Gunawardana (Monash University)

From Urban Village to World City: State Control of Villagers and Rural Migrants in Beijing
  Jane Hayward (Tsinghua University)

TA46: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Rise of the "knowledge structure": Implications for the exercise of power in the global political economy

Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
  Chair: Blayne Haggart (Brock University)
  Disc: Madeline M. Carr (Cardiff University)

Knowledge Structures and Regime Change: From Natural Monopoly Telecoms Regulation in the 1980s to Internet Governance in the 21st Century
  Dwayne Winseck (Carleton University)

Digital Futures of IP: Articulating the IP knowledge structure of the future
  Debora Halbert (University of Hawaii)

Internet Governance after US Hegemony
  Jan Aart Scholte (University of Gothenburg)

A Political Economy of the Internet’s Global Architecture
  Shawn M. Powers (Georgia State University)
Information is not the currency of peace: Examining the propensity of free flows of information to create conflicts undermining peaceful relations

Michael King Jablonski (Georgia State University)

TA47: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Reconciliation and the Meaning of Peace in Afghanistan
International Security Studies

Chair Theo Farrell (King's College London)
Disc. Antonio Giustozzi (King's College London)

Reconciliation as an Experiment: 2000 to 2015
Rudra Chaudhuri (Department of War Studies, King's College London)
Christopher Kolenda (Department of War Studies, King's College London)
The sources of Taliban resilience and the implications for reconciliation
Theo Farrell (King's College London)
Antonio Giustozzi (King's College London)

How jail formed the Taliban and what it did for reconciliation
Michael Semple (Queens University Belfast)

Outcome of the Afghan War
Carter Malkasian (CNA)

TA50: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
The欧洲 international political economy of debt
International Political Economy

Chair Manuela Moschella (Scuola Normale Superiore and Centre for International Governance Innovation (CIGI))
Disc. Giselle Datz (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University)
Disc. Manuela Moschella (Scuola Normale Superiore and Centre for International Governance Innovation (CIGI))

Argentina: The International Politics of Debt, Then (1980s) and Now (2014-15)
Sybil Rhodes (Universidad del Centro de Estudios Macroeconómicos de Argentina)

Structural Factors and Sovereign Debt Crises: The Case of the Brazilian Debt Restructurings of 1898, 1931, and 1983
Gustavo S. Carvalho (University of Toronto)

The Great Debt Transformation
Gregory William Fuller (University of Groningen)

How European is the Eurozone crisis? The Case of Spain
Sascha Engel (Virginia Tech)

TA51: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Environmental Justice
Environmental Studies
Human Rights

Chair Steinar E. Andresen (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)
Disc. Stacy D. VanDeveer (University of Massachusetts Boston)

Procedural Justice in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
Chukwumerije Okereke (University of Reading, UK)
Silke Beck (Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research - UFZ Leipzig)

Environmental Rights and Environmental Justice: Assessing the Impact of Environmental Constitutionalism
Josh C. Gellers (University of North Florida)
Christopher Jeffords (Indiana University of Pennsylvania)
Erin Daly (Widener School of Law)
James May (Delaware Law School)

Rights, Duties and Environmental Sustainability: Intergenerational Equity and the Public Trust Doctrine
Mary McKenzie (University of San Diego)
Towards a Just and more Effective Global Climate Regime: Public Participation and Institutional Reform
Chukwumerije Okereke (University of Reading, UK)

TA52: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Psychological and Group Identity Impacts on Peace
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair Alpaslan Ozerdem (Coventry University)
Disc. R. William Ayres (Wright State University)

European Courts & Constitutionalism
International Law

Chair Philip Liste (University of Hamburg)

How Judges Judge International Law: The European Court of Justice, the European Court of Human Rights, and British Judges
Kelley Littlepage (Miami University)

War and Peace in Ukraine: A Study in Unconventional Entrepreneurship
Betsy Jose (University of Colorado Denver)
Christoph H. Stefes (University of Colorado Denver)
Fear, Greed, or Honor? Strategic Narratives during the War in Bosnia 1992 - 1995

Balkan Devlen (Izmir University of Economics)
Reconciliation in Bosnia and Herzegovina: Expressing ‘unsocial emotions’s or embracing silence?

Genevieve S. Parent (Saint Paul's College)

Why the Idea of ‘Peace Process’ is Difficult in Ethnic Conflicts

Namrata Goswami (Minerva Grantee, Senior Analyst)

Group-Affirmation and Trust in International Relations

Eun Bin Chung (University of Utah)

The dove effect: Psychologically priming for peaceful behaviors

Mary Fortson-Harwell (Kennesaw State University)

---

**TA53: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Prospects for Peace on the Final Frontier**

*Exploring Peace (Theme)*

**Chair** Roger Harrison (US Air Force Academy)

**Disc.** Damon Coletta (US Air Force Academy)

Peace, Order, and Justice Above the Clouds: Outer Space as International Society in Theory and Practice

Dimitrios Stroikos (London School of Economics and Political Science)

The Role of Brazil’s Space Policy in its Hegemonic Ambitions

Robert Harding (Valdosta State University)

The Needs of the Many: The Relationship of Space to Human Security

Michael Sheehan (Swansea University)

Dark Bombs: Space Weapons and Global Security, Past and Future

Daniel H. Deudney (Johns Hopkins University)

Safety and Stability in Outer Space: Is Space Warfare a Valid Military Strategy?

Jaganath Sankaran (University of Maryland, College Park)

---

**TA54: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Security Sector Reform**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Christine S. Cheng (King's College London)

**Disc.** Christine S. Cheng (King's College London)

Demobilization as Self-Preservation: Evidence from FARC Fighters Surrendering to Colombian Authorities between 2002 and 2012

M. Liliana Devia (University of Pittsburgh, Graduate School of Public and International Affairs)

Ryan Grauer (University of Pittsburgh)

SSR in Fragile States: Taking Stock of Public Order Regimes

Gaëlle Rivard Piché (Carleton University)

The Crux of Peacebuilding or Merely Rhetoric? Introducing the Local Ownership and Security Sector Reform Dataset

John Laidlaw Gray (University of Otago)

Old threats in new settings: Explaining the (re)securitization of wartime threat images in post-conflict politics

Roxanna Sjostedt (Lund University)

Mimmi Soderberg Kovacs (Folke Bernadotte Academy)

---

**TA55: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Preventing Electoral Violence: Bridging Research and Practice**

*Peace Studies*

**Chair** Elizabeth Murray (United States Institute of Peace)

**Part.** Jonas Claes (U.S. Institute of Peace)

**Part.** Oge Onubogu (U.S. Institute of Peace)

**Part.** Jumaina Siddiqui (U.S. Institute of Peace)

---

**TA56: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Elections, Political Alignments, and Security**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Aric Trevor Thrall (Cato Institute)

**Disc.** Aric Trevor Thrall (Cato Institute)

Ending the Sudan’s Institution of War: a Game Theoretical Approach to Power Alliances

Marie Besancon (Portland State University / University of Khartoum)

Bleeding But Not Leading: Reporting Bias in Political Violence Events

Thomas Vargas (University of Minnesota)

Benjamin E. Bagozzi (University of Delaware)

Sarah Elizabeth Parkinson (University of Minnesota)

Terrorism and Right-Wing Political Discourse: A Text-Analysis of Israeli Books

Tamar Mitts (Columbia University)

Centre of Gravity: Liberalism and the Politics of Euratlantic-American Relations

Benjamin Martill (Canterbury Christ Church University)

Talking Tough: Electoral Rhetoric, Crisis Initiation, and the Stability-Instability Paradox

Carrie A. Lee (University of Notre Dame)

---

**TA57: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Sanctions and Peace**

*Exploring Peace (Theme)*

*Foreign Policy Analysis*

**Chair** Jin Mun Jeong (University of Missouri)

UN Sanctions: Tagging Along? How existing sanctions facilitate UNSC actions

Inken von Borzeskowski (Florida State University)

Clara Portela (Singapore Management University)

Determining International Sanction Success: Do concession demands influence target state compliance with economic sanctions?

Ariel Farrar-Wellman (University of California, Davis)

Double-Edged Sword?: States, Export and Import Oriented Firms, and the Collective Action Difficulties in imposing Multilateral Economic Coercion

Ricardo Crespo (University of California, Riverside)

---

**TA58: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Transforming International Studies Programs at Liberal Arts Colleges**

*Active Learning in International Affairs*

*International Education*

**Chair** Isis Nusair (Denison University)

**Disc.** Midori Yoshii (Albion College)

**Part.** Daniel R. Allen (Anderson University)

**Part.** Gary Baker (Denison University)

**Part.** Amyaz Moledina (College of Wooster)

**Part.** Stephen Volz (Kenyon College)

---

**TA59: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Politics in Civil Wars**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Heather S. Gregg (Naval Postgraduate School)

**Disc.** Heather S. Gregg (Naval Postgraduate School)
Strategic Officers, Grieving Soldiers: Variation in the Timing of Defections during Civil War  
Kevin Koehler (American University in Cairo)
Spoiling the spoilers in Colombia’s peace process  
Sian Herbert (University of Birmingham)
Third Party Intervention and Alliance Choices in Civil Wars – the Chinese Civil War as a Case  
Ketian Zhang (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Nation-Building, External Involvement, and Coalition Formation in Civil Wars  
Kendrick Kuo (George Washington University)
Harris G. Mylonas (George Washington University)

TA61: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Strategic Narratives and Ukraine  
Foreign Policy Analysis  
Chair  Ben O’Loughlin (Royal Holloway, University of London)  
Disc.  Michael McFaul (Stanford University)  
Valentyna Feklyunina (Newcastle University)  
Russia’s New War of the Words: How the Invasion of Ukraine Redefines Strategic Narrative  
Sarah Oates (University of Maryland)  
Strategic Narratives and Alliances: NATO Responses to Ukraine  
Laura Roselle (Elon University)  
News media choice and views of the West in Russia: a study of narrative reception among university students  
Joanna Szostek (Royal Holloway, University of London)  
Weaponising information: Putin, the West and Competing Strategic Narratives of Ukraine  
Alister Miskimmon (Royal Holloway, University of London)  
Ben O’Loughlin (Royal Holloway, University of London)

TA62: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Economic Determinants of Peace and War  
International Security Studies  
Chair  Dale C. Copeland (University of Virginia)  
Disc.  Dale C. Copeland (University of Virginia)  
David W. Blagden (University of Exeter)  
Unaffordable Threats: Economic Power, Military Strength, and Underbalancing in Anarchy  
David Gill (University of Nottingham)  
Establishing the Microfoundations of the Commercial Peace: The Role of Commercial Interests in Encouraging Peace between Interstate Rivals  
Anita Kellogg (University of California, Los Angeles)  
The Micro-Foundations of Economic Interdependence and Peace: The China Case  
Zhen Han (McGill University, Political Science department)

TA63: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Framing the Environment: Concepts, Discourses and their Limits  
Environmental Studies  
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies  
Chair  James Meadowcroft (Carleton University)  
Disc.  Eva Lövbrand (Linköping University)  
Earth System – Earth Mother: A critical feminist analysis of two concepts used to describe global environmental relations  
Annica Kronsell (Lund University)  
Understanding debates about ‘limits’ in contemporary environmental discourse  
James Meadowcroft (Carleton University)  
Stuck in the Middle with Who? Identity and State Commitments to the Environment  
Colin Kuehl (University of California, Santa Barbara)  
Public Goods, Common Pool Resources, and International Environmental Cooperation  
J. Samuel Barkin (University of Massachusetts Boston)  
Yuliya Rashchupkina (University of Massachusetts Boston)

TA64: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Religion and Politics in Asia: Questions, Challenges and Trends  
Religion and International Relations  
Chair  Hayat Alvi (U.S. Naval War College)  
Disc.  Hayat Alvi (U.S. Naval War College)  
John Walter Williams (Principia College)  
Indian Perspectives on Hindu-Muslim Relations  
Joerg Friedrichs (University of Oxford)  
Freedom versus Securitization: Role of Religion in Politics in Kyrgyzstan  
Yasar Sari (Abant Izzet Baysal University)  
Japan and Islam: Inter-Civilizational Relations in Time and Space  
B. Bryan Barber IV (Florida International University)  
Substantive Issue Linkage and the United States’ Promotion of Religious Freedom in Vietnam  
Jonathan Chow (University of Macau)

TA65: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Internet Governance: Challenges and Prospects  
Online Media Caucus  
Chair  Drew Herrick (George Washington University)  
Disc.  Drew Herrick (George Washington University)  
Jaclyn Alexandra Kerr (Georgetown University)  
The Rise of the Internet Changes Everything—or Does it?  
Lennart Maschmeyer (University of Toronto)  
Brazilian Foreign Policy Towards Internet’s Global Governance  
Mauro Santoro (State University of Rio de Janeiro)  
Bruno Borges (Universidade do Estado do Rio de Janeiro)  
Cybersecurity and Internet Governance: The abyss in cyber-policies (?)  
Louise Marie Hurel (PUC-Rio / Center for Technology and Society (CTS/FGV))  
Sovereignty and Property Rights: Conceptualizing the relationship between ICANN, ccTLDs and national governments  
Farzaneh Badiei (Hamburg University)  
Milton L. Mueller (Georgia Institute of Technology)
**TA66: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

**Discord and Collaboration in Civil Wars (I): State Fragmentation**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair**
Henning Tamm (University of St Andrews)

**Disc.**
Lee Seymour (Université de Montréal)

To Fight or Not? Government Forces’ Fragmentation and the Strategic Logics of Nonviolent and Violent Resistance

Costantino Pischedda (University of Miami)

The Diffusion of Militias in Civil Wars: Theory and Evidence from Mozambique

Corinna Jentzsch (Leiden University)

State Fragmentation and Sub-State Actors: Somalia and Afghanistan in Comparative Perspective

Romain A. A. Malejacq (Radboud University Nijmegen)

Personal Rule, Ethnic Exclusion, and Military Defection during Uprisings

Theodore McLauchlin (Université de Montréal)

Julien Morency-LaŇamme (Université de Montréal)

Who Governs the State? Vigilante Mobilization and Local Order in Mexico

Javier Osorio (John Jay College of Criminal Justice, CUNY)

Michael L. Weintraub (Universidad de los Andes)

**TA69: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

**The Peaceful Management of Natural Resources**

*Exploring Peace (Theme)*

**Chair**
Geoffrey D. Dabelko (Ohio University)

**Disc.**
Geoffrey D. Dabelko (Ohio University)

Climate Change and Water Variability: Do Treaties Contribute to River Basin Resilience?

Shlomi Dinar (Florida International University)

Brian Blakespoor (World Bank)

Why Are There So Few Basin-wide Treaties? Impact of Economies of Scale and Transaction Costs on Coalition Formation in the Case of International Water

Ariel Dinar (University of California at Riverside)

Joint Resource Development as a Pathway to Peace? The Case of the South China Sea

Jackson Ewing (Asia Society Policy Institute)

The role of natural resources and infrastructure in conflict and peacebuilding in the Middle East and North Africa

Jeannie L. Sowers (University of New Hampshire)

Erika S. Weinthal (Duke University)

**TA70: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

**Reputations, Morality, and Foreign Policy**

*Foreign Policy Analysis*

**Chair**
Ilai Saltzman (Israel Institute)

**Disc.**
Ilai Saltzman (Israel Institute)

Militarism Abroad and Public Attitude

Belgin San Akca (Koç University)

Rethinking the Management of National Reputations: Socially Constructed Idea, Tool of Public Diplomacy, or Both?

Matthew Clary (University of Georgia)

Making sense of a changing world: Ideas and foreign policy in Italy after 9/11

Anna Caffarena (University of Torino)

Giuseppe Gabusi (University of Torino and T.wai - Torino World Affairs Institute)

**TA71: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

**Empirical Cross-National Approaches to Religion and Secularism in IR**

*Religion and International Relations*

**Chair**
Yasemin Akbaba (Gettysburg College)

**Disc.**
Yasemin Akbaba (Gettysburg College)
Rebels with a Religious Cause? Introducing the “Rebels and Religion Dataset”

Ida Rudolfsen (Peace Research Institute Oslo & Uppsala University)
Matthias Basedau (German Institute of Global and Area Studies)

From Secularism to Secularity

Jocelyne Cesari (Georgetown University/Université of Birmingham)

Does Societal-Level Discrimination Lead to Government-Based Discrimination against Religious Minorities in Western Democracies?

Jonathan Fox (Bar-Ilan University)
State Capacity and Resistance to Religious Mobilization

David T. Buckley (University of Louisville)

The UN Human Rights Council and Religious Freedom

Peter S. Henne (University of Vermont)

Panel: TA72: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Postcolonial and Decolonial Pedagogies in/for/against the West

Chair
Gerda Rebecca Villanueva Ulfgard (Instituto de Investigaciones Dr. José María Luis Mora)

Disc.
Gerda Rebecca Villanueva Ulfgard (Instituto de Investigaciones Dr. José María Luis Mora)

Reading Across the Colour Line

Gurminder Bhambra (University of Warwick)

Decolonial Intimacies: Negotiating Diasporic and Indigenous Political Struggles

Akta Kaushal (University of Hawai`i at Mānoa)

Notes on Decolonization and Abolition Pedagogies: The Living and Being of the Streets

Anna M. Agathangelou (York University)

Is your IR Class Racist?

Mark Laffey (School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London)

Panel: TA73: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

The Material, the Biological, and the Virtual in Global Health Security

Chair
Alison Howell (Rutgers University, Newark)

Disc.
Polly Pallister-Wilkins (University of Amsterdam)

The Molecular Vision of Life and the Governmental Logic of Preparedness in the Production of Medical Countermeasures to Meet the Threat of Bioterrorism

Christopher Long (University of Sussex)

Pandemic Viruses, Data Diplomacy and Global Health Justice: GISAID as a Case of Innovative Global Health Policy

Stefan H. Elbe (University of Sussex)

Challenging life as property: Intellectual property, the informational -genetic conception of life and the problematization of global life

Eva Hilberg (University of Sheffield)

Cyborg Biopolitics: Managing the Relationship between the Material and the Virtual in Global Health

Rebecca J. Hester (Virginia Tech)

The Ethics of Authenticity

Aubrey Yee (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

Panel: TA74: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Intelligence and Threat

Chair
Aaron F. Brantly (U.S. Military Academy, West Point)

Disc.
James J. Wirtz (Naval Postgraduate School)

ENISA, the Cybersecurity European Strategy and the fundamentals for a Portuguese Intelligence National Cybersecurity Strategy

Sandra Maria Rodrigues Balao (CAPP (P&G), ISCSP, Universidade de Lisboa, Portugal)

Testing the Terror Network Theory

Daniela Richterova (University of Warwick)

Security Institutions, Use of Force and the State: A Moral Framework

Shannon Brandt Ford (The Australian National University)

Data driven fantasies and maps of human terrain: a critical investigation of the knowledge underpinning contemporary Western Counter-Insurgency in Afghanistan

Ben Walter (University of Queensland)

The role of privatized cyber-attack intelligence gathering and public dissemination in keeping the peace in cyberspace

Thomas Winston (George Mason University)

Panel: TA75: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Critical Reflections on Politics of Artefacts, Artworks and Spaces

Chair
Renee E. Marlin-Bennett (Johns Hopkins University)

Disc.
Jasmine Gani (University of St. Andrews)

Decolonial Aesthetics: Reading Contemporary Artwork in International Relations as Transnational Feminist Praxis

Emily Hannah Merson (York University)

From "Origins" to "Influences": An Alternative Account of the Stump in Australian Architectural History

Samid Suliman (Griffith University)

Catherine Keys (The University of Queensland)

What is a War Photograph?

Sharain Sasheir Naylor (University of Hawai`i Manoa)

“The Ferry’s Space”: An Anthropological Analysis of its Aspects

Caio César de Azevedo Barros (UFRJ)

Panel: TA76: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

The Security-Development Nexus: Critical Analyses of Struggles for Justice and Peace

Chair
Hugo van der Merwe (Centre for the Study of Violence and Reconciliation)

Disc.
Philipp Loßholz (University of Birmingham)

Reconstructing States after Civil War: Emerging Donors and the Development-Security Nexus

Agnieszka Paczynska (George Mason University)

Public and Elite Attitudes on Peace, Security, and Development in Eurasia: A Comparative Study of Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan

Payam Foroughi (OSCE Academy in Bishkek)

Karolina Kluczewska (University of St Andrews)

Prospect for Sustainable Peace and Economic Development in the Niger Delta Region: A Case Against the Commodification of Security

Nadege Nicholas (Depaul university)
Assessing the Impact of Piracy on Somalia: Society, Economy and State-Building
Afyare A. Elmi (Qatar University)

South Africa’s Contribution to Security: A policy-shaping power with excessive demands on it
Stephan Klingebiel (German Development Institute)

Small States Matter: Resolving Conflict and Making Peace
Global South Caucus

Chair Jacqueline Braveboy-Wagner (City University of New York)
Disc. Jason E. Strakes (OSCE Academy in Bishkek)

Singapore’s Small State Peacemaking: “Quiet under the Banyan Tree”
Alan Chong (S Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University)

From Bandwagoning to Collective Security: Small State Security from the Peace of Westphalia to the San Francisco Conference
Matthias Maass (Yonsei University)

Revisiting Resilience: Revisiting Resilience: Solutions to Unique Security Issues in Small States
Jacqueline Braveboy-Wagner (City University of New York)

Small State Mediation: The Case of Cuba and the Colombia Peace Process
Elsada Diana Cassells (City University of New York)

It’s Not the Size, it’s the Relationship
Tom Long (University of Reading)

Transnational Translation Processes and New Modes of Brokerage in Security Governance Transfers and Peacebuilding
Peace Studies

Chair Sina Birkholz (Freie Universität Berlin)
Chair Markus Hochmüller (Freie Universität Berlin)
Disc. Florian P. Kuehn (Otto von Guericke University Magdeburg)

Off-road policing: The application of information and communications technology to community security in remote and coastal areas of Somaliland
Alice Hilla (Durham University)

Enacting Progress: Knowledge Production and Translation in German Police-Building Projects in Afghanistan
Lars Ostermeier (Vienna Center for Societal Security)

Negotiating insecurity in conflict zones: ‘Locals’, ‘internationals’ and security brokers in eastern Africa
Jonathan Fisher (University of Birmingham)

Brokered Security: Transnational Security Governance Interventions in Guatemala and Lebanon
Sina Birkholz (Freie Universität Berlin)
Markus Hochmüller (Freie Universität Berlin)
William Reno (Northwestern University)

Interconnectivity in New Modes of International and Economic Dispute Settlement
International Political Economy

Chair Clint Peinhardt (University of Texas at Dallas)
Disc. Todd Allee (University of Maryland)

International Judicial Practices
Jeffrey Dunoff (Temple University)
Mark A. Pollack (Temple University)

Interdependence in WTO Disputes
Jeffrey Kucik (The City University of New York)

Amid Failure: Judicialization in the Wake of Stalled Multilateral Negotiations
Taylor St John (PluriCourts, University of Oslo)

The Role of Commercial Diplomacy in American Foreign Policy since 1990
Geoffrey Gertz (University of Oxford)

Martin Heas (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Todd Tucker (University of Cambridge)

Democratization and State Capacity Building in sub-Saharan Africa
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Jessica R. Piombo (Naval Postgraduate School)
Disc. Jennifer Boylan (University of Florida)

Democratization via Centralized Institutional Systems? Evidence from Ghana
Jennifer Boylan (University of Florida)

Moving beyond the domestic: the effect of regional organizations on attitudes towards democracy in Africa
Anna Kapambwe Mwaba (University of Florida)

Ethnic Salience: Bringing Institutions Back In
Beth Rabinowitz (Rutgers University)

Statebuilding in Uganda: the Effect of External Intervention on State Capacity
Jessica R. Piombo (Naval Postgraduate School)
TA82: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Contesting Conceptualizations of Weak States panel
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Roger Edward Kanet (University of Miami)
Disc. Hanna Samir Kassab (Northern Michigan University)
Weak Inside, Strong Outside: the Theoretical Paradox of India
Diana Soller (University of Miami)
Small and Weak, Think Again: Nuclear Pakistan in the International System
Rabia Akhtar (University of Lahore)
Do the South Caucasian Cases Affect the Analysis of Russia’s Foreign Policy?
Lilia Arakelyan (University of Miami)
Major Security Challenges in Colombia in 2016: Weak States and the Impact of Regional Security
Jonathan D. Rosen (University of Miami)

TA83: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
The political economy of trade protectionism and trade liberalization
International Political Economy

Chair Jens L. Mortensen (University of Copenhagen)
Disc. Matthew Eagleton-Pierce (SOAS, University of London)
Disc. Jens L. Mortensen (University of Copenhagen)
If You Can’t Say Something Protectionist... Why Politicians Don’t Claim Credit for Trade Liberalization
Yu-Ming Liou (Georgetown University)
Peter Sima-Eichler (Georgetown University)
Tax or Spend? Determining Protectionist Policy Preferences
Joe Weinberg (University of Southern Mississippi)
Social Standards in the PTAs and the Embedded Liberalism
Ida Bastiaens (Fordham University)
Evgeny Postnikov (University of Melbourne)
Catching Roadrunner: Mad-Cow Regulations and the U.S.-Japan Beef Trade, 2003-2013
Gary Winslett (Boston College)
Global political and economic restructuring through Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) – economic integration and interstate power relations
Tamas Novak (Budapest Business School)

TA84: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
East Asian Foreign Policy: Strategy and Diplomatic Solutions for Securing Peace
Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair Thomas G. Mahnken (U.S. Naval War College)
Disc. Kent Calder (Johns Hopkins)
Nuclear Safety Cooperation in Northeast Asia as a Building Block for Regional Security
James Platte (Merrimack College)
The Strategy of Chinese Strategic Partnerships in Southeast Asia
Ivan W. Rasmussen (New York University-Shanghai)
Mongolia’s National Security Strategy—Utilizing Old and New Concepts to Navigate a Changing East Asian Environment
Alicia Campi (The Mongolia Society)
Japan-Taiwan Relations under Power Shift: Strategic Assets or Diplomatic Obstacle?
Kel Koga (Nanyang Technological University)

TA85: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
New perspectives on securitization
International Political Sociology
Political Demography and Geography
Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair Amir Lupovici (Tel Aviv University)
Disc. Jarrod Hayes (Georgia Institute of Technology)
What does the Israeli-Palestinian conflict feels like? A political cartoons analysis of emotions in conflict
Ian Danjoux (Azrieli Institute of Israel Studies, Concordia University)
The Securitization of Deterrence
Amir Lupovici (Tel Aviv University)
Between Pacification and Securitization: The Discursive Construction of Military Force in Post-Cold War German Parliamentary Discourse
Frank A. Stengel (Kiel University)
The Superimposition of (De)Securitization: Why Do Actors Simultaneously Securitize and Desecuritize?
Philippe Beaulieu-Brossard (University of Ottawa)
Securitization and power: the implications of this variable to the theory
Barbara Carvalho (UNESP)

TA86: Thursday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Contested Narratives: Political and Cultural Dimensions
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
International Communication

Chair Sara Kristene McGuire (University of Pennsylvania)
Disc. Gabriella Paar-Jakli (Kent State University)
Disc. Anna Holzscheiter (Freie Universität Berlin)
From Silencing to Commemorating: Conceptualising Peace Narratives in International Relations
Ananya Sharma (Jawaharlal Nehru University)
Russia Today and Ukraine Tomorrow: Moscow’s Strategic Narratives of the Ukraine Crisis
Robert Hinck (Texas A&M University)
The Nikolovski Effect: CCTV in Canada and the question of the machine as witness
Jeff Heydon (Communication Studies, Wilfrid Laurier University)
Searching for Justice in WTO Negotiations: Feminist-Informed Multi-Sited Ethnographic Insights
Lisa M. Samuel (Independent Researcher/Consultant)

TB01: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Junior Scholar Session
Governing the Globe: The Institutional Impact of Organizations, Norms and Culture
Junior Scholar Symposia

Chair Thomas G. Weiss (CUNY Graduate Center)

TB01-A: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Global Financial Governance
Junior Scholar Symposia

Disc. Abraham Newman (Georgetown University)
Disc. Louis W. Pauly (University of Toronto)
Who Governs the IMF?

Daniel Honig (Johns Hopkins SAIS)

Alexander Kentikelenis (University of Oxford)

Linkage between WTO and IMF: Introduction of the “IMF Approach” in Dealing with Exchange Rate Fluctuations in the WTO Anti-dumping Agreement

Minju Kim (Seoul National University)

Addressing too big to fail – in search of regulatory solutions

Vincent Dreher (Freie Universität Berlin)

The never-ending too-big-to-fail story: Global bank resolution after the crisis

Peter Knaack (University of Oxford)

Junior Scholar Symposia

International Institutions: Matters of Design and Adaptation in Global Governance

Disc. Margaret P. Karns (University of Dayton and University of Massachusetts Boston)

The Promise and Pathology of Inclusion at International Organizations

Chris Tenove (University of Toronto)

International organizations (IOs) adapting to institutional proliferation: the World Health Organization’s adaptation capacity

Andre Isidro (Bavarian School of Public Policy - Technical University of Munich)

Institutionalization of ideas in development organizations: Translation, gender equality, and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation

Adam Fejerskov (Danish Institute for International Studies)

Formal NGO engagement mechanisms: How IOs obtain resources from NGOs

Jess E. Clayton (University of Wisconsin at Madison)

TB01-B: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Disc. Alynna Lyon (University of New Hampshire)

Collaboration Among IOs in Peace Operations

Isil Akbulut (Wayne State University)

The contested meaning of regional security in Southeast Asia: how discourse on non-traditional security supports the formation of an ASEAN security community

Stéphanie Martel (University of Montreal)

United Nations Reform: presenting and contextualizing the Delivering as One UN Initiative;

Luciana Oliveira (Puc-Minas)

The chicken-egg problem: feedback effects between UN Peacekeeping and internal military deployments in Brazil

Christoph Harig (King’s College London)

TB01-C: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Junior Scholar Symposia

Intersections of Culture and Institutions in Global Security Governance

Disc. Ken Rogerson (Duke University)

Global Governance and UN agencies: a comparative study

Juliano Diniz Oliveira (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

TB01-D: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Junior Scholar Symposia

Norm Diffusion and International Regimes in Global Economic Governance

Disc. Ken Rogerson (Duke University)

Global Governance and UN agencies: a comparative study

Juliano Diniz Oliveira (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

Who gets shamed? Evidence from the International Labor Organization's shaming activities 1989 to 2014

Faradj Koliev (Stockholm University)

Deference and Hierarchy in International Regime Complexes

Tyler Pratt (Princeton University)

Dead in the Water: Global Accounting Standards and Divergent Epistemic Communities

William Kring (Global Economic Governance Initiative)

TB02: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Can Law Deliver Peace and Justice?

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Alison Brysk (University of California Santa Barbara)

Disc. Arturo Jimenez-Bacardi (University of South Florida, St Petersburg)

Freedom from fear: the global gap in law for violence against women

Alison Brysk (University of California Santa Barbara)

Keeping the Peace? Law Enforcement and Police Violence in Comparative Perspective

Erica Marat (National Defense University)

Beyond transitional justice: peace, governance, and rule of law

Chandra SriRam (University of East London)

A Human Rights Critique of International Law: The Next Step in the Quest for Cross-cultural Consensus

Abdullahi An-Na’im (Emory University)

Law, Institutions, and the Regional Integration of Rights

Wayne Sandholtz (University of Southern California)

TB03: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

The Internal Politics of Conflict Management

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Dan Druckman (George Mason University, Macquarie University, Australia, University if Queensland, Australia.)

Disc. Brian Urlacher (University of North Dakota)

Disc. Peter F. Trumbore (Oakland University)

Divided We Fall: Inter-Rebel Fighting and Conflict Termination

Hanne Fjelde (Uppsala University)

Lisa Hultman (Uppsala University)

Desiree A. E. Nilsson (Uppsala University)

The Paradox of Weakness: An Empirical Investigation of Civil War Settlements

Brian Urlacher (University of North Dakota)

Why settle? Conflict management as closing strategy

Michael J. Butler (Clark University)

“The Past Catches Up With You”: Safeguarding the Republican Status Quo in the Northern Ireland Peace Process

Peter F. Trumbore (Oakland University)

Conflict Resolution and Rebel Leader Selection

Kathleen G. Cunningham (University of Maryland)

Katherine Sawyer (University of Maryland)
TB04: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
The Peace Continuum: What it is & How to Study it  
Exploring Peace (Theme)  
Chair Scott Gates (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO) and University of Oslo)  
Disc. Christopher K. Butler (University of New Mexico)  
Part. Erik Melander (Uppsala University)  
Part. Christian Davenport (University of Michigan)  
Part. Patrick M. Regan (University of Notre Dame)

TB05: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Professional Development Cafe  
Committee Panel  
Professional Development Committee  
Chair Carolyn M. Shaw (Wichita State University)  
Part. Lynne C. Rienner (Lynne Rienner Publishers)  
Part. Cameron G. Thies (Arizona State University)  
Part. Marijke Breuning (University of North Texas)  
Part. Daniel Nexon (Georgetown University)  
Part. Nizar Messari (Al Akhawayn University in Ifrane (AUI))  
Part. Byungwon Woo ( Hankuk University of Foreign Studies)  
Part. Rebecca Glazer (University of Arkansas Little Rock)  
Part. Marc J. O'Reilly (Heidelberg University)  
Part. Jef Huysmans (Queen Mary University of London)  
Cmte Carolyn M. Shaw (Wichita State University)  
Chair

TB06: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Forms of Critique and the Limits of International Theory  
Theory  
Chair Tom Lundborg (Swedish Institute of International Affairs)  
Disc. Rob B. J. Walker (University of Victoria and PUC-Rio)  
Part. Marta Bashovsky (University of Victoria)  
Part. David L. Blaney (Macalester College)  
Part. Asli Calkivik (Istanbul Technical University)  
Part. Mark F. N. Franke (Huron University College)  
Part. Tom Lundborg (Swedish Institute of International Affairs)  
Part. Timothy Vasko (Cornell University)  
Part. Andreja Zevnik (University of Manchester)

TB07: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
The Role of the Media in Violent Conflict: Insights from Comparative Research  
Exploring Peace (Theme)  
Chair Christoph Meyer (Kings College London)  
Disc. Laura Roselle (Elon University)  
The INFOCORE Approach to Media Influence on the Prevention or Escalation of Violent Conflict  
Christian Baden (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem)  
Christoph Meyer (Kings College London)  
Keren Tenenboim-Weinblatt (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)  
Romy Fröhlich ( Ludwig Maximillimian-University of Munich)  
Media Power in Violent Conflict: Practices of Escalation and Transformation  
Chiara De Franco (University of Southern Denmark)  
Priming Us against Them, Again and Again? The Effects of War News on Domestic Support for American Military Conflicts across the Post-World War II Era  
Scott Althaus (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)  

TB08: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
A Gender-Just Peace? Wartime Legacies and Implications for Gender-Sensitive Peacebuilding  
Exploring Peace (Theme)  
Chair Louise Olsson (Folke Bernadotte Academy)  
Disc. Louise Olsson (Folke Bernadotte Academy)  
Reintegration and Gender: Mapping Women’s Experiences During Conflict  
Rebekka C. Friedman (King's College London)  
Legacies of Command Socialization among Female Ex-Combatants in Aceh, Indonesia  
Jana Krause (University of Amsterdam)  
Arifah Rahmawati (Gadjah Mada University)  
Wening Udasmoro (Gadjah Mada University)  
Building Peace at a time of war: A question about transitional public policy and its effects at local - civil peace building initiatives in Colombia.  
Mery Rodriguez (Javeriana University)  
Sexual Violence During Civil Conflict: How Institutional and Strategic Constraints Influence Soldier Behavior  
Marisella Rodriguez (University of California, Davis)

TB09: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
The Turn to Infrastructure in Internet Governance  
International Communication  
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations  
Chair Derrick L. Cogburn (American University)  
Disc. Milton L. Mueller (Georgia Institute of Technology)  
Part. Nanette S. Levinson (American University)  
Part. Meryem Marzouki (CNRS and UPMC Sorbonne Universités)  
Part. Laura DeNardis (American University)  
Part. Kenneth Merrill (American University School of Communication)  
Part. Patricia Adriana Vargas Leon (Syracuse University)

TB10: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Perceptions of the environment: new perspectives and their impacts  
Environmental Studies  
Political Demography and Geography  
Chair Jarrod Hayes (Georgia Institute of Technology)  
Disc. Eva Lövbrand (Linköping University)  
Emotion, the Environment, and Security  
Jarrod Hayes (Georgia Institute of Technology)  
Teaching Environmental Politics without depressing your students  
Lisa M. Glidden (State University of New York--College at Oswego)  
Re-evaluating the Food, Land and Resources Nexus in the Global Agri-food System from a Waste-perspective  
Tobias Gumbert (University of Muenster)  
Anne Hennings (University of Muenster)
The Anthropocene and the Schools of Thoughts on Globalization: Theoretical Findings and Empirical Challenges
Ironildes Bueno da Silva (University of Brasilia/Euro-American University Center)

Explaining Individual-Level Variation in the Salience of Climate Change
Amanda Kennard (Princeton University)

Post Communist Systems
The Conflict in Ukraine: Political and Social Dimensions
TB11: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel

Chair Mikhail A. Molchanov (St. Thomas University, Canada)
Chair Rachel Vanderhill (Wofford College)
Disc. Tor Bukkvoll (Norwegian Defence Research Establishment)

Mobilizing Civilians for Combat: Evidence from Eastern Ukraine
Vera Mironova (University of Maryland)
Sam Whitt (High Point University)

Explaining Foreign Policy Change in Transitional States: A Case Study of Ukraine between Two Revolutions, 2004-2014
Lidiya Zubytska (University of Kansas)

Illusory Peace and the Ukraine Crisis
Zeeshan Munir (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

Ukraine’s military reform after the Ukrainian crisis
Deborah Sanders (King’s College London)

State-controlled Media and Nationalism. Evidence from Russia and Ukraine
Nataliia Kasiyenko (University of Nevada, Reno)

TB12: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Roundtable
The Ukrainian Crisis and the Future of Eurasia
Scientific Study of International Processes

Chair Patrick James (University of Southern California)
Part. John Mearsheimer (University of Chicago)
Part. Sara McLaughlin Mitchell (University of Iowa)
Part. Jacek Kugler (Claremont Graduate University)
Part. Glenn Palmer (Pennsylvania State University)

TB13: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Roundtable
Quantum Mind and International Relations

Chair Duncan Snidal (University of Oxford)
Chair Christian G. K. Reus-Smit (University of Queensland)
Part. Andrew Kydd (University of Wisconsin)
Part. Kimberly Hutchings (Queen Mary University of London)
Part. Friedrich Kratochwil (European University Institute)
Part. Fred Chernoff (Colgate University)
Part. Alexander Edward Wendt (Ohio State University)
Part. James Der Derian (Centre for International Security Studies, University of Sydney)

TB14: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
Peace and strategy: Social theory meets strategic practice
International Political Sociology

Chair Henrik O. Breitenbauch (University of Copenhagen)
Disc. Thierry Balzacq (University of Namur)

TB15: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
The Sublime, the Ridiculous, and the Everyday: Aesthetics and Lived Experience

TB16: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Panel
The causes and consequences of non-violent mobilisation
Scientific Study of International Processes
Exploring Peace (Theme)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event ID</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Panel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TB17</td>
<td>Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM</td>
<td>Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Politics of Climate Engineering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td>Simon Nicholson (American University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disc.</strong></td>
<td>Frank Biemann (Utrecht University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is Climate Engineering a Right-Wing Fantasy?</td>
<td>Simon Nicholson (American University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapping the nonregime of climate engineering - a social network analysis of actors in stratospheric aerosol injection</td>
<td>Ina Möller (Lund University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology of climate change? A theoretical framework to assess whether discursive processes legitimize the emerging technologies of climate engineering</td>
<td>Judith Kreuter (University of Darmstadt)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting from Brown Growth to Green Growth; Decoupling as more than Environmental Governance</td>
<td>Clayton Dasilva (University of Waterloo)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TB18</strong></td>
<td>Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM</td>
<td>Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concert and Pax: Peace and Violence in Nineteenth Century International Relations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td>Stacie Goddard (Wellesley College)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disc.</strong></td>
<td>Stacie Goddard (Wellesley College)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate but Peaceful? Customary Law in British Colonies, Multiculturalism, and Bringing the</td>
<td>Eric Haney (University of Oxford)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Concert System and the Global Transformation</td>
<td>George Lawson (London School of Economics and Political Science)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contested Authority: International Norm Transformation and Erosion in post-1848 Europe</td>
<td>Tobias Lemke (University of Delaware)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Evil of Ancient Date: The Pax Britannica and Piracy in the Nineteenth Century Malay World</td>
<td>Mark A. Shirk (Stonehill College)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservative and Continental Multilateralism: Rethinking the Anglo-American Story of the Making of the Liberal Order</td>
<td>Tomas Wallenius (University of Oxford)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TB19</strong></td>
<td>Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM</td>
<td>Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical Approaches to Understanding Human Rights</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td>Theresa Squatrito (University of Oslo)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disc.</strong></td>
<td>Davis Brown (Baylor University Institute for Studies of Religion)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Rights Discourse In Turkey: An Inductive Approach To Theory</td>
<td>Zehra Arat (University of Connecticut)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary Theorizing on Key Human Rights Controversies</td>
<td>Anthony Tirado Chase (Occidental College)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Effects of Different Types of Repression on Non-Violent and Violent Conflict</td>
<td>M. Rodwan Abouharr (University College London)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Susan Gaines (University of Leeds)</td>
<td>Susan Aaronson (George Washington University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The domestic human rights landscape: Explaining the variation in national human rights institutions**

- **Karin Sundstrom** (Stockholm University)
- **Theorizing the Development of the Laws of War**
- **Giovanni Mantilla** (CIDE)

**TB20: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Panel**

The initiation, dynamics and termination of international conflict

**Scientific Study of International Processes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Chair</strong></th>
<th><strong>Disc.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tricia Sullivan (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)</td>
<td>Carla Martinez Machain (Kansas State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian Florea (University of Glasgow)</td>
<td>Brian C. Crisher (University of West Florida)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victory at All Costs: Understanding Absolute War Outcomes</td>
<td>Interstate Conflict Initiation across Space and Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Schwarz (New York University)</td>
<td>Nicholas Davis (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rethinking the Study of Mediation and International Conflict: An Epidemiological View</td>
<td>Ezra Schriker (The Ohio State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Conditional Effects of Status on Conflict Initiation</td>
<td>Aaron Shreve (University of California, Davis)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TB21: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Panel**

Global Classes and North/South Inequalities

**International Political Economy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Chair</strong></th>
<th><strong>Disc.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Christopher K. Chase-Dunn (University of California Riverside)</td>
<td>Barry Keith Gills (University of Helsinki)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig N. Murphy (Wellesley College)</td>
<td>Marilyn Grell-Brisk (Université de Neuchâtel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transnational Elites on Policy Making in the United States</td>
<td>Craig N. Murphy (Wellesley College)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seyed Ahmad Mirtaheeri (Florida International University)</td>
<td>The Organized Political Economy: Power and Collusion in Trade Associations and Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Organized Political Economy: Power and Collusion in Trade Associations and Class</td>
<td>Michael Wartenbe (Florida International University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Wartenbe (Florida International University)</td>
<td>International Organizations as Domestic Partners in Managing the Legitimacy Effects of Inequality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Nunn (Leeds Beckett University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TB22: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Panel**

Economic Sanctions, Military Conflicts, and Global Peace

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Chair</strong></th>
<th><strong>Disc.</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T. Clifton Morgan (Rice University)</td>
<td>Dursun Peksen (University of Memphis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navin Bapat (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)</td>
<td>Menevis Cilizoglu (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concessions and Consequences: Economic sanction termination and domestic political unrest</td>
<td>Amanda A. Licht (Binghampton University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Long-term Effect of Sanctions on Political Violence</td>
<td>T. Clifton Morgan (Rice University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santiago Sosa (Rice University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Throwing Water on a Dogfight: Can Sanctions Speed the End of Conflict?  
T. Clifton Morgan (Rice University)

The Sanctions Dilemma  
Peter Wallensteen (Uppsala University/University of Notre Dame)

TB23: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Roundtable  
Challenges of Cultural Diversity in Global Governance

International Organization

Chair  
Michael J. Bosia (Saint Michael's College)

Part.  
Patricia Mary Goff (Wilfrid Laurier University)

Part.  
Audie Klotz (Syracuse University)

Part.  
Cecelia Lynch (University of California Irvine)

Part.  
J. A. (Bertjan) Verbeek (Radboud University Nijmegen)

Part.  
Corri Zoli (Syracuse University)

TB24: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel  
Who makes money, and how? New perspectives on the international political economy of the creation and governance of money

International Political Economy

Chair  
Benjamin J. Cohen (University of California, Santa Barbara)

Disc.  
Stefano Pagliari (City University London)

The end of political monetarism: Monetary trust and transparency in the age of quantitative easing  
Benjamin Braun (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies)

Constructing the desire for price stability: How the G-5 reached a consensus on very low inflation targeting, 1988-1991  
Arie Krampf (The Academic College of Tel Aviv Yaffo)

America as International Lender of Last Resort: 1982 and 2008  
Daniel McDowell (Syracuse University)

Governing shadow money: A comparative view  
Daniela Gabor (University of West England)

Jakob Vestergaard (Danish Institute for International Studies)

The politics of public vs. private credit money: Accommodating shadow money in the 2008 financial crisis  
Steffen Murau (City University London)

TB25: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel  
Peace through Protection? Exploring protection in times of humanitarian change

International Political Sociology

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  
María Gabrielsen Jumbert (PRIO)

Disc.  
Susanna P. Campbell (American University)

The Humanitarian–Development Nexus in Northern Uganda  
Jon Harald Sande Lie (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI))

Kankuamo (Self) Protection: The Place of Legal Measures in the Protection of Civilians  
Kristin B. Sandvik (Peace Research Institute Oslo)

Do they really care? Protection of Civilians and the Veto Powers in the UN Security Council  
Kristoffer Lidén (Peace Research Institute Oslo)

Peace and development: old concepts and new interpretations in the 21st century  
Paulo Velasco (Rio de Janeiro State University (UERJ))

Protection practices and the constitution of the International Community  
Ole Jacob Sending (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)

TB26: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel  
Ontological Security, Emotions and IR: Problematizing the Emotional Turn

International Political Sociology

Chair  
Jennifer Mitzen (Ohio State University)

Disc.  
Jim McAuley (Huddersfield University)

Emotions, Emotion, and Emotional Methodology in International Relations  
Andrew A. G. Ross (Ohio University)

Everyday Ontological Security: Emotion and Migration in British Soaps  
Alexandria J. Innes (University of East Anglia)

Russian Satire on the War in Ukraine: Violent cartographies, laughter and the refusal of narrative  
Emil Edenborg (Lund University Sweden)

Emotional Constellations, Psychoanalysis and the Achievement or Loss of Ontological Security  
John Cash (University of Melbourne)

Emotional States and Ontological Insecurity: Why a ‘brainless’ politics of emotions makes sense  
Catarina Kinnvall (Lund University)

TB27: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Panel  
Perspectives on conflict transformation

Peace Studies

Chair  
Resat Bayer (Koç University)

Disc.  
Resat Bayer (Koç University)

Plural notions of peace and elicitive conflict transformation  
Josefina Echavarria Alvarez (University of Innsbruck, Austria)

From Antagonism to AgonisƟc Peace: Rethinking Identities and Dialogic Transformation  
Marko Lehti (Tampere Peace Research Institute, University of Tampere)

How transformative is local peacebuilding? A conflict transformation analysis of peacebuilding initiatives in Montes de María, Colombia  
Maria Lucia Zapata Cancelado (Ph.D. Candidate University of Manitoba)

Perspectives on Conflict Transformation  
HoWon Jeong (International Journal of Peace Studies / George Mason University)

Critical Conflict Transformation and Imperial World Orders: Deconstructing the Institution of Third-Party Mediation  
Luis Alfonso Miranda Pérez (Kroc Institute of International Peace Studies & Office of the High Commissioner for Peace)

Chair: James H. Lebovic (George Washington University)
Disc.: James H. Lebovic (George Washington University)
Part.: Sean M. Lynn-Jones (Harvard University)
Part.: Deborah Avant (University of Denver)
Part.: Thomas G. Mahnken (U.S. Naval War College)
Part.: Randall L. Schweller (Ohio State University)
Part.: Mike Guillot (Editor, Strategic Studies Quarterly)

China's "Development Model" and Peace Prospects

Chair: Raj Verma (Jilin University)
Disc.: Daniel Large (Central European University)
Disc.: Raj Verma (Jilin University)

Is China Eroding the Bargaining Power of Traditional Donors in Africa?

Haley J. Swedlund (Radboud University Nijmegen)

Self and Other Realizations within the Sino-Africa Relationship

Robert Wishart (University of Connecticut)

What Peace to Keep? Test to the economic development brings peace principle?

Lina Benabdallah (University of Florida)
Obert Hodzi (Lingnan University)

Developing Chinese Exceptionalism: The Beijing Consensus as an Alternative Model

Guanpei Ming (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

The Development-Insecurity Nexus in China's Near-Abroad: Implications of China's 'Go West' Policy

Lee Jones (Queen Mary, University of London)

War Finance: Challenging the Democratic Peace?

Chair: Randall D. Germain (Carleton University)
Disc.: Matthew R. DiGiuseppe (University of Mississippi)


Sarah E. Kreps (Cornell University)

War and Inflation in the United States form the Revolution to the First Iraq War

Hugh Rockoff (Rutgers University)

War and Financial Development

Patrick E. Shea (University of Houston)

War Finance and Military Effectiveness

Rosella Cappella Zelinski (Boston University)

Easy Money? War Finance After Bretton Woods

Sarah Bakhtiar (University of Denver)

Locally Nuanced Intelligence in Peacebuilding and Stability Operations

Chair: John Hoven (Independent)
Disc.: Leonard DeFrancisci (United States Marine Corps)

Adapting research methods of qualitative interviewing and causal inference to locally nuanced peacebuilding and stability operations

Joel Lawton (U.S. Army, Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) G-2)
Joshua Summers (Clemson University)

Integrating qualitative interviewing and causal inference into locally nuanced peacebuilding and stability operations: "First Users" learn how to discover what to do, do it, and assess what is done ("What could be done? Who will do it? What is our Theory of Change? What evidence confirms or disconfirms that?")

Jonathan Bleakley (83rd Civil Affairs Battalion)
John Crean (Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF) Staff Training Program)
Rob Morris (97th Civil Affairs Battalion (Airborne))
Celestino Perez (U.S. Army War College)

Observing bottom-up innovation, and resistance to innovation, within the US military and intelligence community: a case study in adapting research methods of qualitative interviewing and causal inference to peacebuilding and stability operations

Terry C. Quist (U.S. Army)
John Hoven (Independent)
Joshua Summers (Clemson University)

Locally nuanced economic development: A demonstration of how and why qualitative methods of conversational interviewing and causal inference can be adapted to peacebuilding and stability operations

John Hoven (Independent)

Integrating qualitative interviewing and causal inference into locally nuanced peacebuilding and stability operations: a rapidly evolving Theory of Change and the search for "First Users" ("What could be done? What is a first step? What are some milestones along the way?")

Rob Morris (97th Civil Affairs Battalion (Airborne))
Tim Howell (96th Civil Affairs Battalion)
Varick Ready (USMC Reserve and National Defense University)
Shaun Alf (US Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) G-2)
Benjamin Okonofua
Jonathan Bleakley (83rd Civil Affairs Battalion)
Celestino Perez (U.S. Army War College)

Measuring and Method as Gendered Meaning-Making in Peace and Conflict

Chair: Henri Myrttinen (International Alert)
Chair: Suzanne Levi-Sanchez (Rutgers University)
Part.: Marjaana Jauhola (University of Helsinki)
Part.: Leena Vastapuu (University of Turku)
Part.: Diyah Larasati (University of Minnesota)
TB33: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Robots, Drones, and Cyber: Is "New Warfare" Really Different This Time?

International Security Studies

Chair  Mark Z. Taylor (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Disc.  Mark Z. Taylor (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Longbows, Muskets and Drones: A Comparative Look at the Role of Honor and Class in Sea-change Moments in Military History
Lilach Gilady (University of Toronto)
Changing the nature of war? Cyber war, airpower, and the rise of new domains
Jan Ludvik (Charles University)
Vit Stritecky (Charles University, Prague)
The Consequences of Strategic Innovation in UAV Warfare
Andree-Anne Melancon (The University of Sheffield)

TB34: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Violence, Resistance and the Classification of Life

International Political Sociology
Peace Studies
International Ethics

Chair  Amy E. Eckert (Metropolitan State University of Denver)
Disc.  Amy E. Eckert (Metropolitan State University of Denver)

Mona Lilja (University of Gothenburg)
Mikael Baz (University of Gothenburg, School of Business, Economics and Law, Department of Law)
Transnational Epistemologies of Violence
Philip Liste (University of Hamburg)
The peace that wasn’t. Violence in Post-Conflict El Salvador
Boris Wilke (Bielefeld University)
Fear of Politics or Lack of Security? Political Knowledge in the Aftermath of Violence
Johanna J. Söderström (Uppsala University)
Classified life and normalized violence in the collapse of the plains bison
Danielle Taschereau Manners (University of Western Ontario)

TB35: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Contested Norms and Practices in International Society: Non-proliferation, Jus in Bello, and the ICC

English School
International Law

Chair  Cenap Cakmak (Eskisehir Osmangazi University, Turkey)
Disc.  Antonietta Elia (University of Santiago de Compostela)

The Subversion of the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty: The Erosion of International Society
Thomas E. Doyle (Texas State University)
Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea – On the Lawfulness of Amnesty for Warcrimes in Civil Wars
Cecilia Helsetveit (International Law and Policy Institute)
Legitimacy deficit of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights: A backlash against regional peace?
Daniel Carvalho (Federal University of São Paulo)
Post-Conflict Justice in International and Domestic Armed Conflicts Under Islamic Law
Ahmed Al-Dawoodiy (Al-Azhar University)

TB36: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
LGBTQ Rights and the State: Comparative Explorations of Tolerance

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer & Allies Caucus

Chair  Cynthia Weber (University of Sussex )
Disc.  Melanie Richter-Montpetit (University of Sheffield)
Disc.  Markus Thiel (Florida International University)

The Roma/Gypsies of Europe: Discriminated Against and Used for Political Gains
Gabriela Marín Thornton (Texas A&M University)
Uneven Rainbows: Why EU Member States Adopt or Reject Gay Marriage
Scott Siegel (San Francisco State University)
LGBTQ Friendliness in Spain and Poland: A Comparative Study on Tolerance Levels towards Sexual Minorities
Gregory Fortier (Suffolk University)
Kaori Lindeman (Suffolk University)
Reproducing the Nation: Repronomativity and the Production of the Nation-State
Anna L. Weissman (University of Florida)

TB37: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Russia’s Soft Power and Foreign Policy

Post Communist Systems

Chair  Peter W. Richardson (Northeastern University)
Disc.  Peter W. Richardson (Northeastern University)

The ‘KGB State’ and Russian Foreign Policy
Kimberly Marten (Barnard College, Columbia University)
Bolstering Russian Soft Power: Evidence from Serbia
Michael O. Slobodchikoff (Troy University)
G. Doug Davis (Troy University)
Russian Foreign Policy Focusing on Secessionist Formations
Irina Antonova (Saint-Petersburg State University)
Russia’s soft power in Georgia and beyond
Sergi Kapanadze (Tbilisi State University)
Pax Russica, Mundus Russicus? The ‘Russian world’ and doctrines of a global civilizational pluralism.
Aliaksei Kazharski (Faculty of Social and Economic Sciences, Comenius University in Bratislava)
Corporate brands in Russian public diplomacy
Alexey Dolinskiy (Capstone Connections)

TB38: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Counterterrorism

International Security Studies

Chair  Michael Kenney (University of Pittsburgh)
Disc.  Michael Kenney (University of Pittsburgh)

Leadership Removal and Transnational Terrorism
Thomas Guarriero (University of Missouri)
Assessing the Dynamic Effects of Targeted Killings on Terrorist Networks
Patrick Larue (University of Texas at Dallas)
The Role of Social Media Campaigns in CVE Efforts
Suzette Lopez Abbasciano (University of Massachusetts Lowell)
The Counterterrorism Challenge: Combating an Incurable Disease
Bryan C. Price (Combing Terrorism Center, U.S. Military Academy)
Beyond Security: Framing US Drone Warfare
Scott Nicholas Romaniuk (University of Trento)
TB39: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Roundtable on Innovative Teaching of Global Environmental Governance and Policy

Chair: Regina Axelrod (Adelphi University)
Part.: Pamela Chasek (Manhattan College)
Part.: Mark Axelrod (Michigan State University)
Part.: Stacy D. VanDeever (University of Massachusetts Boston)
Part.: Katja Biedenkopf (University of Leuven)
Part.: Robert William Dry (NYU)
Part.: Kimberly R. Marion Suiseeya (Northwestern University)
Part.: Simone Pulver (University of California Santa Barbara)

Chair: Maximilian Overbeck (University of Stuttgart)
Disc.: Cathleen Kantner (University of Stuttgart)
Disc.: Jocelyne Cesari (Georgetown University/University of Birmingham)

Democratization and Religion: Are They Oxymora?
Delina A. Abdelkader (University of Massachusetts)
Religious identities as discourse-blockers in public debates
Cathleen Kantner (University of Stuttgart)
Maximilian Overbeck (University of Stuttgart)
Multiple Secularities or Return of Religion?: How to Open up a Dead-end Street
Monica Wohlrab-Sahr (University of Leipzig)
Religious Resurgence Between Inclusion and Exclusion: The Case of Israel
Hanna Herzog (Tel Aviv University)
The relations between the Universal Church of the Kingdom of God (IURD) and the Brazilian Republican Party (PRB) in the elections of 2014 in Rio de Janeiro
Caio César de Azevedo Barros (UFRJ)

TB40: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Inter-regional perspectives on the ‘return of religion’ in the public sphere

Religion and International Relations
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies

Chair: Maximilian Overbeck (University of Stuttgart)
Chair: Cathleen Kantner (University of Stuttgart)
Disc.: Jocelyne Cesari (Georgetown University/University of Birmingham)

Thinking about trade: norms, ideas, heuristics
International Political Economy

Chair: Silke Trommer (University of Manchester)
Disc.: Lukas Linski (London School of Economics)
Symbolic power and social critique in the making of Oxfam's trade policy research
Matthew Eagleton-Pierce (SOAS, University of London)
Development through liberalization or development before liberalization?
Angela Geck (University of Freiburg)
The World Trade Organization and notions of justice
Clara A. Brandi (German Development Institute)
Contesting differential treatment in the world trade regime
Clara Weinhardt (Bremen International Graduate School of Social Sciences, University of Bremen)
Swedish Mangoes and Canadian Deodorant: How Regulations Became the Cruc of Trade Politics
Gary Winslett (Boston College)

TB41: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
International Organizations and Homeland Security

International Organization

Chair: Daniel S. Gressang (US Department of Defense)
Disc.: Bridget L. Coggins (University of California, Santa Barbara)

International Organizations, Transatlantic Cooperation and the ‘Globalization’ of Homeland Security
Ruben Zaitoti (Dalhousie University)
Fighting terrorists or resolving conflicts
Chen Kertcher (Haifa University, Ariel University)
Making Sense of Non-Cooperation: Identifying Fault Lines in Nascent International Cybersecurity Regulation
Martin Schmetz (Goethe-University Frankfurt)
Informal Institutions, Blacklisting, and Policy Change: Analyzing the Regime to Combat Terrorist Financing
Julia Morse (Princeton University)
Regional organizations and the fight against terrorism
Marlien Schlaphoff (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)

TB42: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Thinking about trade: norms, ideas, heuristics
International Political Economy

Chair: Silke Trommer (University of Manchester)
Disc.: Lukas Linski (London School of Economics)
Symbolic power and social critique in the making of Oxfam's trade policy research
Matthew Eagleton-Pierce (SOAS, University of London)
Development through liberalization or development before liberalization?
Angela Geck (University of Freiburg)
The World Trade Organization and notions of justice
Clara A. Brandi (German Development Institute)
Contesting differential treatment in the world trade regime
Clara Weinhardt (Bremen International Graduate School of Social Sciences, University of Bremen)
Swedish Mangoes and Canadian Deodorant: How Regulations Became the Cruc of Trade Politics
Gary Winslett (Boston College)

TB43: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Sports, Conflict, Political Protests and Reform? The World Cup and the Olympics

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair: Zack Bowersox (Emory University)
Disc.: Thiago Rodrigues (Universidade Federal Fluminense)
Disc.: Jeffrey King (University of Missouri)
Disc.: Zack Bowersox (Emory University)

Major Sports Events and the new security practices in Rio de Janeiro
Thiago Rodrigues (Universidade Federal Fluminense)
The Price of Shame: Naming, Shaming, and Corporate Sponsorship of Sporting Events
Zack Bowersox (Emory University)
Jeffrey King (University of Missouri)
Sports mega-events as a trampoline and/or a tumble to the future
Francine Rossone de Paula (Independent Scholar)

TB44: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Bureaucracy, Domestic Politics, and US Foreign Policymaking

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair: Jane Freedman (Université Paris 8)
Disc.: Heather L. Johnson (Queen’s University Belfast)
Disc.: Shelley L. Hurt (California Polytechnic State University)

A Team of Rivals?: Analyzing the Views of Barack Obama’s Key Foreign Policy Advisors
Kelly A. McHugh (Florida Southern College)
Timothy Welch (Florida Southern College)
The Evolution of the Role of the National Security Advisor in the 21st Century (2001-2013)
Laura Quaglia (UFRGS)
Hegemonic Adaptations: Liberal International Order, Rising Powers, and American Responses
Jose Luis Rodriguez Aquino (Johns Hopkins University)
Issue Linkage in the Conduct of US Foreign Policy: Is Democracy Promotion Compatible with Nuclear Security Engagement?
Christopher McKallagat (University of Massachusetts Lowell)
Foreign Policy Objectives and American Immigration Policy: A Neglected Link Today
Robbie Totten (American Jewish University)
**TB46: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**  
*Roundtable*

**Linking the Domestic, Regional and Global After the Arab Spring**

*International Organization*

**Chair**  
Marc Lynch  (George Washington University)

**Part.**  
Matteo Legrenzi  (Ca' Foscari University of Venice)

**Part.**  
Nora E. Fisher Onar  (Coastal Carolina University)

**Part.**  
Ewan Stein  (University of Edinburgh)

**Part.**  
Curtis Ryan  (Appalachian State University)

**Part.**  
Erin Snider  (Texas A&M University)

**TB47: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**  
*Panel*

**Globalization, Technology and International Stability**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair**  
Jonathan Caverley  (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

**Disc.**  
William C. Wohlforth  (Dartmouth College)

Creating “No Man’s Land” in the Sea Near China: Why China’s New Military Technology Does Not Threaten the Global Strategic Balance

Charles Eugene Ghelz  (University of Texas)

Shifting the Fog of War—Strategic and Organizational Implications of the Information Revolution

Jon Lindsay  (University of Toronto)

Fluid Foundations: The Oceanic Opacity Residue, the Transparency Revolution, and Strategic Nuclear Stability

Elizabeth Mendenhall  (Johns Hopkins University)

Globalization and American Power: Reassessing the Relationship

Michael Beckley  (Tufts University)

Diffusion of Knowledge and Balance of Power: Complexity and Military-Technological Superiority in Historical Perspective

Andrea Gilli  (Stanford University)

Mauro Gilli  (ETH Zurich)

**TB48: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**  
*Panel*

**Natural Resources and Conflict: New Data and New Approaches**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair**  
Cullen Hendrix  (Korbel School, University of Denver)

**Disc.**  
Valley Koubi  (ETH Zurich and University of Bern)

What does Nature have to do with it: Natural Resources and Insurgent Battle Deaths

Victor Asal  (State University of New York at Albany)

James Walsh  (University of North Carolina Charlotte)

Rebel Group Funding and Armed Conflict: Introducing the NRAC and CAC Datasets

Justin Conrad  (University of North Carolina at Charlotte)

James Walsh  (University of North Carolina Charlotte)

Beth Elise Whitaker  (University of North Carolina at Charlotte)

Expectations, Grievances and Conflict in Emerging Petro States – The Case of Tanzania

Elise Must  (London School of Economics)

Siri Aas Rustad  (Peace Research Institute Oslo)

Resources and Revolution: A Time-Series Analysis of Oil and Gas Rents and Civil Resistance Onset

Jonathan Pinckney  (University of Denver)

Sanction Globally, Think Locally: The Impact of International Sanctions on Intrastate Conflicts

Kevin Greene  (Michigan State University)

**TB49: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**  
*Panel*

**Transborder Crime, Refugees and Migrants**

*Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies*

**Chair**  
H. Richard Friman  (Marquette University)

**Disc.**  
H. Richard Friman  (Marquette University)

Using Migration Strategically: Does allowing Freedom of Movement Strengthen or Undermine the legitimacy of the Dutch Kingdom?

Michael O. Sharpe  (City University of New York)

Political violence and organized crime in Medellín

Diogo M. Dario  (UFRJ)

Searching for Peace: Undocumented Students at U.S. Colleges and Universities

Terry-Ann Jones  (Fairfield University)

The Drug-Security Linkage: Tajikistan, and the Rise of a Narco-State in Central Asia

Lyubov G. Mincheva  (University of Sofia, University of Maryland)

Communities of Smugglers: Controlling Border Violence in the Central Andes

Carla Alberti  (Brown University)

**TB50: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**  
*Panel*

**Winning? The Victory of Just War**

*International Ethics*

*Religion and International Relations*

*International Security Studies*

**Chair**  
Nahed Artoul Zehr  (Western Kentucky University)

**Disc.**  
Nahed Artoul Zehr  (Western Kentucky University)

As Smoke that has no Weight: Victory in Early Christian Just War Thought

Cian O’Driscoll  (University of Glasgow)

Justice after the Use of Limited Force: Engaging the Moral Dilemmas of Jus Post Vm

Daniel R. Brunstetter  (University of California Irvine)

Revisionist Just War Theory, Peace, and Victory

Chris Brown  (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Let God Rise Up: The Bible and the Notion of Victory in War

John Kelsay  (Florida State University)

Victory Though the Heavens Fall? The Persistence of Unlimited Warfare as Theme and Phenomenon

James T. Johnson  (Rutgers University)

**TB51: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**  
*Panel*

**Bargaining and War**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair**  
Michael S. Wolford  (University of Texas)

**Disc.**  
Michael S. Wolford  (University of Texas)

Wartime Assessment and War Termination

Leo J. Blanken  (Naval Postgraduate School)

Diplomatic Bargaining in Networks: When and How do States Get What They Want?

Shawn Ramirez  (Emory University)

A Bargain Might Not Exist: How the Distribution of Power Causes War

Richard Pell Jordan  (Princeton University)

Negotiation in War

Eric Min  (Stanford University)
TB52: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Critical Perspectives on Sexual/Sexualized/Sexed Violence in Times of War and 'Peace'

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair   Katharine Millar (London School of Economics)
Disc.   Anne Sisson Runyan (University of Cincinnati)

Sexed Violence in an Age of Managed and Spectacular Terror
Anne Sisson Runyan (University of Cincinnati)
Marysia Zalewska (Cardiff University)

Exploring the limits of violence: consent and the sexual
Maria Stern (University of Gothenburg)

Narrating gender justice in TRCs: what counts as a gendered crime
Maria Martín de Almagro Iniesta (Université Libre de Bruxelles)

Conceptualising Sexualised Violence in the Aftermath of Conflict: A Conversation between Visual Artists and Policymakers
Lydia Cole (Aberystwyth University)

Rethinking the sexual in sexual violence: what do we do with desire?
Maria Eriksson Baaz (Gothenburge University & Nordic Africa Institute)
Maria Stern (University of Gothenburg)

TB53: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
The Politics of Mass Atrocity Response

International Security Studies

Chair   Ruti G. Teitel (New York Law School)
Disc.   Bruce W. Jentleson (Duke University)

Action, Reaction, or Inaction? The Challenge and Potential of Mass Atrocity Prevention and Response
Jon Western (Mount Holyoke College)

The Responsibility to Protect After Libya and Syria
Jennifer Welsh (European University Institute)

What Explains the Decline of Mass Atrocities?
Scott Straus (University of Wisconsin, Madison)

Justice, Negotiation and Atrocity Prevention
Leslie Vinjamuri (University of London)

TB54: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
US-China Relations

International Security Studies

Chair   Evan Braden Montgomery (Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments)
Disc.   Evan Braden Montgomery (Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments)

Getting to Neutral: Military-to-Military Relations and Strategic Trust in U.S.-China Relations
David A. Beitelman (Dalhousie University)

Missing Link or Strategic Black Hole? The Place of Pakistan in the Definition of the US Grand Strategy towards China (2001-2016)
Thomas Cavanna (Southern Methodist University)

Navigating Peace in the South China Sea: Regional Security and U.S.-China Rivalry
Guoxi Zhang (Beijing Foreign Studies University)

Threat Reputation and Its Dual Effect on State Security Environment - Case Study on China’s Response to China Threat Rhetoric
Li Chen (University of Chicago)

TB55: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Coup

International Security Studies

Chair   Jonathan M. Powell (University of Central Florida)
Disc.   Jonathan M. Powell (University of Central Florida)

Coup, Economy and Political Institutions in Autocracies
Jun Koga Sudhut (University of Strathclyde)
Curtis Bell (University of Tennessee at Knoxville)

Military Composition and Coup
Paul Lorenzo Johnson (University of California, Davis)

Out of Order: Military Insubordination in Mobilizing Societies
Holger Albrecht (University of Alabama)

Reconsidering Coup Behavior: Military Commercialism and Intervention
Matthew Walker (University of Colorado, Denver)

Build Barracks, Not Schools! The Political Economy of Coup-Proofing in the Middle East, 1950-2013
Holger Albrecht (University of Alabama)

TB56: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Reintegration of combatants

Peace Studies

Chair   Madhav Joshi (University of Notre Dame)
Disc.   Madhav Joshi (University of Notre Dame)

Ex-combatants and the 'State of Peace'
Alison Brette (King’s College London)

Examining the role of trust in negotiations with non-state armed groups
Manasi Pritam (Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi)

Political Transformation and the Misconception of Stability
Sara Usher (University of Oxford)

Former Combatants and Social Reintegration- A case study of female LTTE members
Jessica McRitchie (Kent State University)
Preya Bhattacharya (Kent State University)

Children escaping gang and drug violence in Honduras, El Salvador and Guatemala. An analysis from a Complex Humanitarian Emergencies framework
Ruth Elizabeth Prado (ITESO, Jesuit University of Guadalajara)

TB57: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Roundtable
The agency of the scholar: theorizing the agents and action of knowledge in International Relations

Peace Studies

Part.   Annick T. R. Wibben (University of San Francisco)
Part.   Darcy Leigh (The University of Edinburgh)
Part.   Sofie Hellberg (University of Gothenburg)
Part.   Katerina Krulisova (Nottingham Trent University)

TB58: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Terrorism and Counter-Terrorism in Advanced Industrial Countries

International Security Studies

Chair   Erik Dahl (Naval Postgraduate School)
Disc.   Erik Dahl (Naval Postgraduate School)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Disc.</th>
<th>Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TB60: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM</td>
<td>Discord and Collaboration in Civil Wars (II): Rebel Effectiveness and Fragmentation</td>
<td>International Security Studies</td>
<td>Kanisha D. Bond (University of Maryland)</td>
<td>Kanisha D. Bond (University of Maryland)</td>
<td>Christopher Day (College of Charleston), Peter Krause (Boston College), William Reno (Northwestern University), Henning Tamm (University of St Andrews), Alec Worsnop (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB61: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM</td>
<td>Arms Control, Human Rights, and Law</td>
<td>International Security Studies</td>
<td>Max M. Mutscher (Bonn International Center for Conversion (BICC))</td>
<td>Max M. Mutscher (Bonn International Center for Conversion (BICC))</td>
<td>Vaidyanathanda Guddlaput (University of Texas at San Antonio), Dr. Maria A. Pozza (Helmore Ayers Lawyers), Kaoru Hidaka (OSAKA UNIVERSITY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB62: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM</td>
<td>Critical Approaches to Humanitarianism</td>
<td>International Security Studies</td>
<td>Thomas Moore (University of Westminster)</td>
<td>Thomas Moore (University of Westminster)</td>
<td>Tom Sauer (University of Antwerp), Maria Isabela Rodrigues Pla (Pontificia Universidade Católica do Rio de Janeiro), Matthew Crosston (Modern Diplomacy, Vice Chairman &amp; Senior Editor), William C. Spracher (National Intelligence University), Steinar E. Andresen (Fridtjof Nansen Institute), Laura Zanotti (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University), Philipp Lothholz (University of Birmingham), Skyne Uku Werther (California State University, Long Beach), Jackie Smith (University of Pittsburgh), Abrak Saati (Umeå University, Sweden), Steven Hoffman (University of Ottawa), Steinar E. Andresen (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ebola and H1N1 influenza pandemics show the International Health Regulations are broken: what can be done differently for the next time?

Trygve Ottersen (University of Oslo / Norwegian Institute of Public Health)
Steven Hoffman (University of Ottawa)

Antimicrobial resistance: exploring the role for international legal mechanisms

Steven Hoffman (University of Ottawa)
Asha Behdian (University of Toronto)

Access to medicines and Chinese influence in the WHO, WTO and WIPO

Kristin Sandberg (University of Oslo)

The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and its impact on mental health law and policy: the case study of Canada

Lathika Sritharan (University of Ottawa)
Ali Tejpar (University of Ottawa Faculty of Law & Norman Paterson School of International Affairs)

Lessons for global health from global environmental governance

Kristin Sandberg (University of Oslo)

Panel

TB66: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Careers in International Relations: a Reflection

Active Learning in International Affairs
International Education

Chair  Gigi Gokcek (Dominican University of California)
Disc.  Jason Enia (Sam Houston State University)

Teaching activism and personal engagement in international studies

Heather D. Heckel (American University)

“I want to make $80k when I graduate”: Career Preparation in the Classroom

Pamela Zeiser (University of North Florida)

Embedded Practice Assessing the Impact of High Impact Learning Practices on Global Learning

Amanda M. Rosen (Webster University)

The Student Global Village*: facilitating student engagement with transnational peer-learning, a three-year reflection

Ruth Fee (Ulster University)

Roberta Fiske-Rusciano (Rider University)

Understanding and Explaining a Complex World: Developing Effective Assignments for Students Seeking Careers in International Relations

Bidisha Biswas (Western Washington University)

Panel

TB67: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Theoretical and Methodological Foundations of Peace Research

Peace Studies

Chair  Landon Edward Hancock (Kent State University)
Disc.  Landon Edward Hancock (Kent State University)


Robert C. Johansen (University of Notre Dame)

The Role of Conflict Mapping in Shifting from Minimalist to Maximalist Peacebuilding, and from Negative to Positive Peace

Dennis J. D. Sandole (George Mason University)

Peace Studies Reconsidered

Teresa A. Cravo (FEUC-CES, University of Coimbra)

Ethnographic Peace Research: The Ethnic, Benefits and Challenges of a New Research Agenda

Gearoid M. Millar (University of Aberdeen)

Roundtable

TB70: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Feminist Solidarity and the Struggle for Justice in Palestine and Beyond

Human Rights

Chair  Rabab Abdulhadi (San Francisco State University)
Chair  Simona Sharoni (State University of New York at Plattsburgh)
Part.  Isis Nusair (DePaul University)
Part.  Ahlam Muhtaseb (California State University, San Bernardino)
Part.  Laila Farah (DePaul University)

Roundtable

TB71: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

The Social Practice of Human Rights

Human Rights

Chair  Joel R. Pruce (University of Dayton)
Disc.  Joel R. Pruce (University of Dayton)

How to Ask People for Change: Examining Peoples’ Willingness to Donate to Human Rights Campaigns

Michele Leiby (College of Wooster)
Matthew Krain (College of Wooster)
The Human Right to Water and Advocacy for Urban Water Supply:
After the Privatization Struggles
Paul J. Nelson (University of Pittsburgh)

The UN Security Council and the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights
Carrie Booth Walling (Albion College)

Uneven Ground: Asymmetries of Power in Human Rights Advocacy in Mexico
Barbara Frey (University of Minnesota)

The Practice Turn in Human Rights Research
Joel R. Pruce (University of Dayton)

Global South Caucus
Foreign Policy Analysis
International Political Sociology

TB72: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
After Brussels: Perspectives of the EU-Latin American Relationship

Chair  Aimee K. Arias (Florida Atlantic University)
Disc.  Carlos Alzugaray (Temas Quarterly (Cuban social sciences and humanities journal))

The European Union Cooperation with CELAC and the importance of peace
Ileana Daniela Serban (University of Warwick)
Cooperation and EU-Latin American and the Caribbean inter-regional relations
Isabel Clemente (Universidad de la República)
Brazil-EU strategic partnership: bilateral and multilateral dialogues
Miriam Gomes Saraiva (The Rio de Janeiro State University)
Regional pluralism in Latin America: The risks and benefits of overlapping of regional organizations
Detlef Nolte (German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
Development Cooperation between EU and Latin American regional groups: Balance and Perspectives
Ángel María Casas Gragea (Universidad Anahuac Mexico Norte)

TB73: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Public Diplomacy and International Development: A common field of study?

Chair  James Pamment (Lund University)
Disc.  Senem Cevik (University of California Irvine)

State-Civil Society Partnership in International Aid and Public Diplomacy
Efe Sevin (University of Fribourg)
Development Assistance as Public Diplomacy: A Comparative Study of American and Chinese Networks of Aid in Afghanistan
Di Wu (American University)
Communicating Human Rights to Brazil under the Military: the Transformation of Relations with a Developing Power
Joseph Straubhaar (University of Texas, Austin)
Why is China’s New Silk Road Initiative a Communication Success?
Larisa Smirnova (Central Economics and Mathematics Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences)

TB74: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Celebrities in International Politics: Humanitarianism, Diplomacy and Advocacy

Global Development
International Communication

Chair  Lisa Ann Richey (Roskilde University)
Disc.  Andrew F. Cooper (University of Waterloo)
Celebrity ‘Do-Gooding’ in North-South Relations: The Staging of Inequality
Lisa Ann Richey (Roskilde University)
Celebrity Diplomacy: Theories and Practices
Mark Wheeler (London Metropolitan University)
When Access in the North Outweighs the South: Comparing Ben Affleck’s Influence in the US and Congolese Contexts
Alexandra Budabin (University of Dayton)
Humanitarian relief worker Sean Penn – A Contextual Story
Annika Bergman Rosamond (Lund University)

TB75: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Nonviolent conflict transformation and power asymmetry: The Israeli-Palestinian struggle for justice and peace

Peace Studies
Global Development

Chair  Mohammed Abu-Nimer (American University)
Disc.  Mohammed Abu-Nimer (American University)
Popular protest in Palestine: The history and uncertain future of unarmed resistance
Marwan Darweish (Centre for Trust, Peace and Social Relations, Coventry University)
Cooperative power, nonviolent resistance and social transformation
Iain Atack (Trinity College Dublin)
Grassroots’ everyday resistance and peace in Rwanda, Macedonia, and Israel/Palestine
Michael Schulz (School of Global Studies, University of Gothenburg)
Stellan Vinthagen (Gothenburg University)
Is cooperation and dialogue between Israelis and Palestinians leading to peace? Mapping the perceptions of a divided peace community
Chuck Thiessen (Coventry University)

TB76: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Pedagogy versus Coloniality: Learning to Learn Differently

Global Development
International Education

Chair  Meera Sabaratnam (SOAS, University of London)
Disc.  Himadeep R. Muppidi (Vassar)
Anti-colonial Academia: Lessons from a Nineteenth Century Pan-Africanist
Robbie G. Shilliam (Queen Mary, University of London)
Knowledge for Peace? Potential for Alternatives to Standardised Peacebuilding Knowledge
Sidonia Gabriel (swisspeace)
Gramsci, the Single State Alternative Project, and Critical Pedagogy against Zionism
Cherine Hussein (The Swedish Institute for International Affairs and The University of Sussex)
Photovoice: An Innovative Approach to Facilitating Knowledge Exchange and Conflict Resolution in Refugee Resettlement Sites
Birthe Reimers (TRENDS Global)
**TB77: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**
Transnational Private Governance in Comparative Perspective

**Environmental Studies**

**International Political Economy**

**Chair** Kenneth W. Abbott (Arizona State University)

**Disc.** Daniel P. Berliner (Arizona State University)

Proliferating voluntary standards: What problems they address, how they are governed, and what they collectively amount to

Philip Schleifer (University of Amsterdam)

Graeme Auld (Carleton University)

Varied Ties, Varied Consequences? Understanding the Character and Consequences of Links Between Private Standards for Sustainable Agriculture

Luc Fransen (University of Amsterdam)

The role of global businesses: Explaining participation in transnational private governance by firm-level factors and dynamics

Lily Y. Hsueh (Arizona State University)

Delegation to private actors: Efficiency or ideology?

Jessica F. Green (New York University)

Private Governance in the International Economy: What Causes the Structure of Corporate Interlocks Between Firms and Standard-Setting Organizations?

James Heilman (University of Massachusetts-Amherst)

Compliance in Transnational Private Governance: Examining interactions between Forest Stewardship Council Certification and Public Forest Policies

Graeme Auld (Carleton University)

Stefan Renckens (University of Toronto)

**TB78: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

NGOs, power and global governance

**International Organization**

**Human Rights**

**Chair** Sikina Jinnah (UC Santa Cruz)

**Disc.** Elizabeth Bloodgood (Concordia University)

From Do-Gooders to Managers? The Changing Identities of Humanitarian NGOs

Jutta Joachim (Leibniz University of Hannover)

Andrea Schneiker (University of Siegen)

The intergovernmental-nongovernmental nexus in international relations

Alexandru Grigorescu (Loyola University Chicago)

Caglayan Cetin (Loyola University Chicago)

A New Independence: Southern NGO Advocacy without Northern Partners

Christopher L. Pallas (Kennesaw State University)

NGO Power and Reputation

George E. Mitchell (The City College of New York)

Sarah S. Stroup (Middlebury College)

The politics of NGO boomerangs: repressing environmentalists as foreign agents

Miriam Matejova (University of British Columbia)

Peter Dauvergne (University of British Columbia)

**TB79: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

Making Intelligence Organizations More Effective: Challenges and Opportunities

**Intelligence Studies**

**Chair** John A. Gentry (Georgetown University)

**Disc.** John A. Gentry (Georgetown University)

Performance of the Intelligence Community: A Bureaucratic Perspective

Joe Faragone (University of Ottawa)

Intelligence Leadership: What is it? And Does it Really Matter?

Patrick F. Walsh (Charles Sturt University)

Change for the Better? Challenges and Issues in Reorganizing the CIA’s Clandestine Service

Brice Coates (University of Calgary)

Smart Power Constraints on Intelligence

Nathalie Frensley (National Intelligence University)

The Intelligence Doctrine Challenge: Balancing Chaos and Order to Increase Organisational Efficiency and Effectiveness

Aitana Bogdan (University of Malta)

**TB80: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

Positive Peace: The Environment and Natural Resources

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**Chair** Mariel Borowitz (Georgia Institute of Technology)

**Disc.** Mariel Borowitz (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Reconstructing the Environmental Threat

Scott Gerber (Johns Hopkins University)

Clean Competition: How competitive elections clean-up the air

Anthony A. Pezzola (Pontifical Catholic University of Chile)

Xun Cao (Penn State University)

Globalization, the State, and Conflict: Effects of the Rise of National Oil Companies

Steve A. Yetiv (Old Dominion University)

Dynamics of Technology Diffusion in Developing Countries: Insights from a Computational Model

Ryan P. Kennedy (University of Houston)

Michael Aklin (University of Pittsburgh)

**TB81: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

The Geopolitics of Transboundary Water Governance: Pathways to Water Security and Peace Building

**Environmental Studies**

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**Chair** Nancy Doubleday (McMaster University)

**Disc.** Dustin Garrick (McMaster University)

Pathways to Water Security in Federal Rivers: Droughts as Governance Stress Tests

Dustin Garrick (McMaster University)

Water Security in Practice: State of the Research

Andrea K. Gerlak (University of Arizona)

The role of the sub-state in shaping state outcomes in the context of inter-state fresh water disputes.

Harris Gordon Kueemmerle (King’s College London)

If Sustainability and Peaceful Coexistence are Cross-Scale Problems, What are the Implications and Opportunities for Arctic Regimes?“

Nancy Doubleday (McMaster University)
Assessment of institutional capacity to adapt to climate change in transboundary river basins
Anita Milman (University of Massachusetts, Amherst)

**TB82: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**
**Roundtable**
**Developing Peacetime Norms in Cyberspace**
Peace Studies
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Sue Eckert (Watson Institute, Brown University)
Chair Catherine Lotrionte (Georgetown University)
Part. Chris C. Demchak (US Naval War College & University of Arizona)
Part. Emily Goldman (Department of Defense)
Part. Duncan Hollis (Temple University)
Part. Mark Raymond (University of Oklahoma)

**TB83: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**
**Panel**
**The European Union’s Involvement in the Global South**
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair Ana Bojinovic Fenko (University of Ljubljana)
Disc. Alister Miskimmon (Royal Holloway, University of London)
Disc. Guri Rosén (ARENA, University of Oslo)
European defense industrial dynamics: Possible implications for US Asia-Pacific rebalance
Sorin Lungu (National Defense University)
Responsible Powers? China, Europe and the Syrian crisis
Catherine Gegout (University of Nottingham)
Shogo Suzuki (University of Manchester)

**TB84: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**
**Panel**
**Politics of Knowledge, Peace and Education: Critical Examinations**
Global Development
Peace Studies
International Education
Chair Mathilde Leloup (Sciences Po/ CERI)
Disc. Mariana Kalil (University of Brasilia)
Exploring the Role of the ICT in the Ensuring of Peace and Security in the States of Sub Saharan Africa
Konstantin Pantserew (St. Petersburg State University)
Looking for peace in curriculum: the PECA project in New Zealand
Katerina Standish (University of Otago)
Education of the society as a source of power in international relations
Anna Wojciuk (University of Warsaw)

**TB85: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**
**Panel**
**Domestic Sources of US Foreign Policymaking**
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair Ralph Carter (Texas Christian University)
Disc. James M. Scott (Texas Christian University)
Sore Losers? Unsuccessful Presidential Bids and the Foreign Policy Behaviour of U.S. Senators
Frederick Gagnon (University of Quebec at Montreal)
Christophe Cloutier (Université du Québec à Montréal)
Vincent Boucher (Université du Québec à Montréal)
Still Salient? Why Neorealism Remains Relevant to Current US Foreign Policy Debates
Kate Spence (University of Glasgow)
The Civic Basis of American Foreign Policy
Hillel Ofek (University of Texas at Austin)

A Little Less Conversation, a Little More Action Please: How US Media Coverage Affects Government Responses to Foreign Civil Conflict
David Winjum (University of Missouri)
Domestic Politics and U.S. Foreign Policy towards Russia
David Parker (King’s College, London)

**TB86: Thursday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**
**Roundtable**
**Responsibility in Global Politics**
International Ethics
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Chair Hannes Hansen-Magnusson (Cardiff University)
Part. Steven Bernstein (University of Toronto)
Part. Toni Erskine (University of New South Wales)
Part. Kathryn Hochstetler (University of Waterloo)
Part. Anthony F. Lang, Jr. (University of St Andrews)

**TC01: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**
**Junior Scholar Session**
Dynamics Exploring Peace and Conflict
Junior Scholar Symposia
Chair Paul F. Diehl (University of Texas-Dallas)

**TC01-A: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**
**JSS Group**
Civil War - Rebel & Group Dynamics
Junior Scholar Symposia
Disc. Erica Chenoweth (University of Denver)
What Makes the Winners and Losers? Rebel Group Origins and the Outcome of Civil Wars
Michael Widmeier (University of North Texas)
How Does Rebel Competition Affect Patterns of Violence? - The Case of SPLA
Euiyoung Noh (Korea University)
The Logic of Rebel Governance
Adrian Florea (University of Glasgow)
Inside collapse: Unit-level fragmentation in the Bosnian and Croatian civil wars
Philippe Roseberry (Queen's University)

**TC01-B: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**
**JSS Group**
Implementing Peace: Intrastate Conflict, Contagion and Continued Violence
Junior Scholar Symposia
Disc. Mimmi Soderberg Kovacs (Folke Bernadotte Academy)
Post-Conflict Peacekeeping and the Relocation of Conflict
Corinne Bara (Center for Security Studies (CSS), ETH Zürich)
Implementation of Peace Agreements and Post-Conflict Outcomes
Deniz Cil (University of Maryland)
Legacies of Violence: Police Reform and Transitions to Peace in South Africa
Lucia Tiscornia (University of Notre Dame)
Economic Ties That Bind: Economic Integration and its Influence on Civil War Contagion
Kelly McCaskey (Texas A&M University)

**TC01-C: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**
**JSS Group**
Ending War, Seeking Peace: Critical Characteristics Affecting Conflict Resolution
Junior Scholar Symposia
Disc. Brian Urlacher (University of North Dakota)
### Establishing Peace

**Israeli-Palestinian Conflict: Opportunities and Challenges to Establishing Peace**

**Panel**

**Chair**  
Barbara Roth (University of Utah)

**Disc.**  
*Ausünt* Mitchell (Texas A&M University)  
Reverien MĮzi (State University of New York at Buffalo)  
Austin Mitchell (Texas A&M University)

Negotiation and Non-State Armed Groups: Identity, Ambitions, and Assistance in the Timing of Civil War Negotiation Pursuit, 1946-2010  
*Barbara Roth (University of Utah)*

**Panel**

**Chair**  
Jef Huysmans (Queen Mary University of London)

**Disc.**  
Jef Huysmans (Queen Mary University of London)

### IGOs, Domestic Politics, and Exploring Peace

**Panel**

**Chair**  
David R. Davis (Emory University)

**Disc.**  
*David R. Davis (Emory University)*

When Relations Sour: The Negative Consequences of Partnership with an International Organization  
*Jamie E. Scalera (Georgia Southern University)*

Does Treaty Ratification Attract or Distract Human Rights Monitoring Attention?: Evidence from Structural Topic Models of U.S. Department Human Rights Reports  
*Daniel P. Berliner (Arizona State University)*

Kicked Out of the Club: International Exclusion and Respect for Human Rights  
*Benjamin E. Bagozzi (University of Delaware)*

Gina Lei Miller (George Fox University)  
Andy Vonasch (Florida State University)  
Ryan Merrill Welch (Arizona State University)  
Cash for Capacity? Ratification of International Human Rights Treaties and Aid Allocation  
*Bimal Adhikari (University of Missouri)*

### The State of Peace Research: Themes, Approaches, and Methods

**Roundtable**

**Chair**  
Dan Druckman (George Mason University, Macquarie University, Australia, University of Queensland, Australia)

**Disc.**  
*Peter Wallensteen (Uppsala University/University of Notre Dame)*

Prospects for Peace: Modifying Negative Representations of the ‘Other’ in the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict  
*Kate Quenzer (Australian National University)*

Armed struggle and peace: Was the Palestinian Resistance closer to peace in the 1960s and 1970s than it is now?  
*Yara Asi (University of Central Florida)*

Yehuda Magid (Indiana University, Bloomington)

### Exploring Peace (Theme)

**Panel**

**Chair**  
Dan Druckman (George Mason University, Macquarie University, Australia, University of Queensland, Australia)

**Disc.**  
*Peter Wallensteen (Uppsala University/University of Notre Dame)*

Exploring Peace: Do belligerent characteristics affect peace 'inside/outside' Turkey  
*Pinar Bilgin (Bilkent University)*

Peace at home, peace in the world’? Re-thinking conceptions of peace in the Middle East  
*Monica Herz (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro)*

Yehuda Magid (Indiana University, Bloomington)

### Exploring Peace (Theme)

**Panel**

**Chair**  
John Mearsheimer (University of Chicago)

**Disc.**  
*John Mearsheimer (University of Chicago)*

Exploring East Asian Peace: History, Ideas, and Regional Order  
*Bjørnar Sverdrup-Thygeson (London School of Economics)*

The Social Roots of Wartime Disobedience: Xu Yanxu’s Defiance of the Emperor in the Sino-French War, 1883-85  
*Eric Hundman (Dartmouth College)*

Rethinking Hegemony in Asia: China, America, and the Prospect of Negotiated Order  
*Xiaoyu Pu (University of Nevada, Reno)*

The East Asian Peace: the Travelogue of Ideas, and Their Dangers  
*Shogo Suzuki (University of Manchester)*

### The Nuclear Condition: Nuclear War and Nuclear Peace

**Panel**

**Chair**  
Richard Beardsworth (University of Aberystwyth)

**Disc.**  
*Hartmut Ernst Behr (Newcastle University)*

Classical Realism for the 21st Century'  
*Campbell Craig (Cardiff University)*

On the Luxury of Restraint: Power, Violence, and Nuclear Weapons  
*Anne Harrington (Cardiff University)*

Re-imagining Reality: Realism under a Dark Sun  
*Rens van Munster (Danish Institute for International Studies)*

Casper Sylvest (University of Southern Denmark)

A New Nuclear Normalcy?  
*Sonja Schmid (Virginia Tech)*

Exceeding the State of Exception: Actually Existing Nuclearism  
*Timothy Wayne Luke (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University)*

**Panel**

**Chair**  
John Mearsheimer (University of Chicago)

**Disc.**  
*John Mearsheimer (University of Chicago)*

Exploring Peace (Theme)
## TC07: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

### Science Diplomacy in International Affairs

**Chair**  J. P. Singh  (The University of Edinburgh)

**Disc.**  Tom Wang  (AAAS)

**Disc.**  Jian Wang  (University of Southern California)

*Science Diplomacy in International Governance*

Jason Blackstock  (University College London)

*Science Diplomacy in International Trade*

David Hornsby  (University of the Witwatersrand)

*Science Diplomacy in Global Environmental Politics: the role of expert institutions*

Pia M. Kohler  (Williams College)

*Science Diplomacy in Cyber Governance*

Madeline M. Carr  (Cardiff University)

## TC08: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

### The UN’s Women, Peace and Security post-2015

**Feminist Theory and Gender Studies**

**Women’s Caucus**

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**Chair**  Roberta Guerrina

**Chair**  Andrew Mark Dorman  (King’s College London)

**Part.**  Jamie J. Hagen  (University of Massachusetts Boston)

**Part.**  Sarah Taylor  (New School for Social Research)

**Part.**  Samantha Cook  (University of California, Santa Cruz)

**Part.**  Marjaana Jauhola  (University of Helsinki)

**Part.**  Katharine A. M. Wright  (University of Winchester)

## TC09: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

### Exploring Peace (Theme)

**Resistance to Resource Extraction**

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**Chair**  Moises Arce  (University of Missouri)

**Disc.**  Jessica Steinberg  (Indiana University)

*Genetically Modified Agriculture and Variations of Violence in Argentina*

Pablo Lapegna  (University of Georgia)

*Globalization, Resource Extraction, and Resistance*

Christopher K. Chase-Dunn  (University of California Riverside)

*Knowledge, Power, and Identity: Explaining Environmental Activism along Latin America’s Extractive Frontier*

Todd Eisenstadt  (American University)

*Democracy, Resource Extraction, and Collective Resistance*

Moises Arce  (University of Missouri)

*Rebecca Miller  (Department of Homeland Security)*

## TC10: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

### Visual Media and Peace Education: Strategic Pedagogy Across Disciplines

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**Active Learning in International Affairs**

**International Political Sociology**

**Science, Technology and Art in International Relations**

**Peace Studies**

**Chair**  Robbie Lieberman  (Kennesaw State University)

**Chair**  Debarati Sen  (Kennesaw State University)

**Disc.**  Robbie Lieberman  (Kennesaw State University)

**Part.**  Maia Carter Hallward  (Kennesaw State University)

**Part.**  Joseph Bock  (Kennesaw State University)

**Part.**  Iraj Omidvar  (Kennesaw State University)

**Part.**  Dan Paracka  (Kennesaw State University)

**Part.**  Carolyn Gallaher  (American University)

**Part.**  Debra Coffey  (Kennesaw State University)

**Part.**  Anne Richards  (Kennesaw State University)

**Part.**  Autumn Cockrell-Abdullah  (Kennesaw State University)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TC15: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM</th>
<th>Roundtable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aesthetics, Hypermodernity, and Global Politics: Temperatures of Engagement</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Science, Technology and Art in International Relations</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theory</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feminist Theory and Gender Studies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Political Sociology</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td>Kavi Joseph Abraham (Johns Hopkins University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Part.</strong></td>
<td>Jesse Crane-Seeber (North Carolina State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Part.</strong></td>
<td>James Der Derian (Centre for International Security Studies, University of Sydney)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Part.</strong></td>
<td>Jenny Edkins (Aberystwyth University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Part.</strong></td>
<td>Oliver Kessler (University of Erfurt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Part.</strong></td>
<td>L. H. M. Ling (The New School)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Part.</strong></td>
<td>Renee E. Marlin-Bennett (Johns Hopkins University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Part.</strong></td>
<td>Benjamin J. Muller (King’s University College)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TC16: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM</th>
<th>Panel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exploring Peace (Theme)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scientific Study of International Processes</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td>Mischa Hansel (Justus Liebig University Giessen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disc.</strong></td>
<td>Meredith Reid Sarkees (Global Women's Leadership in International Security (GWLIS))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grasping the Contractualist Hegemony</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Michael Mousseau (University of Central Florida)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Measuring Peace: Metrics and Methodology on the Other Side of War</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anthony Vinci</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>The 1715-1815 Militarized Interstate Dispute Dataset Project: An Introduction</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Daniel S. Geller (Wayne State University)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Konstantinos Travlos (Ozyegin University)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Determinants of Alliance Portfolio Expansion</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Keith A. Grant (James Madison University)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aakriti A. Tandon (Daemen College)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Selecting Out of Peace: A Bottom-Up Explanation of Conflict Escalation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marco Martini (ETH Zurich)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TC17: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM</th>
<th>Panel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Between State Sovereignty and Humanity: The Politics of International Law in Transformation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Law</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td>Jens Bartelson (Lund University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disc.</strong></td>
<td>Dave Benjamin (University of Bridgeport)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Humanitarian Legal Violence and its Social Foundations</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maj Grasten (Copenhagen Business School)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A Space for Mankind</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wouter Werner (VU University, Amsterdam)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Saving Peoples from States -- by Creating New States? Paradoxical Features of Remedial Secession</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Janis Grzybowski (University of Helsinki)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>From Territorial Borders to Functional Boundaries: How the European Court of Human Rights Interprets Extraterritorial Jurisdiction</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ezgi Yildiz (Harvard Kennedy School)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Taming the State? International Criminal Law, Responsibility to Protect and the Politics of Humanity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Filipe dos Reis (University of Erfurt)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TC18: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM</th>
<th>Panel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human Rights</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td>Douglas Irvin-Erickson (George Mason University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disc.</strong></td>
<td>Joana Ricarte (University of Coimbra)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Responding to the Liberal Peace: Varieties of Critical Peace Studies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ernesto Verdeja (University of Notre Dame)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Future of International Criminal Justice</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Micheline Ishay (Micheline Ishay)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global Justice, Cosmopolitan Justice, and Peace: From Southeast Asia to Central Africa</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Douglas Irvin-Erickson (George Mason University)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global Justice and International Law: A Critical History and Philosophy of the Law</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jean-Marc Coicaud (Rutgers University)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Cosmopolitan Sensibility and Global Justice</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stephen Bronner (Rutgers University)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TC19: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM</th>
<th>Panel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>New perspectives on regime stability and change</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scientific Study of International Processes</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td>Nils-Christian Bormann (University of Exeter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disc.</strong></td>
<td>Sabine Carey (University of Mannheim)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jointly forecasting conflict and regime change</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Håvard Hegre (Department of Peace and Conflict Research, Uppsala University and Peace Research Institute Oslo)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Idunn Kristiansen (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Håvard Mokleiv Nygård (Peace Research Institute Oslo)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Changing Technology of Non-Democratic Politics</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ian O. Smith (Northern Kentucky University)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oil, Consumer Subsidies, and the Political Resource Curse</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Matthew Fails (Oakland University)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Electoral Information and Night Lights</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fabien Cottier (University of Geneva)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aurelien Evequoz (University of Geneva)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TC20: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM</th>
<th>Panel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Changing Political Economy of Foreign Aid</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International Political Economy</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Policy Analysis</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td>Steven Hook (Kent State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disc.</strong></td>
<td>Elizabeth Bloodgood (Concordia University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Aid and Private Goods: Finding Evidence of Capture with Trade Data</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Matthew R. DiGiuseppe (University of Mississippi)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acting Like a State? The Effects of Foreign Aid on Political Opinions</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lindsay Dolan (Columbia University)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Nexus Between Soft Power and US Foreign Aid</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stella Wancke (University of Texas at Austin)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign aid in a long chain of delegation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tobias Heinrich (University of South Carolina)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A changing international political economy of development assistance? How the diversification of development finance affects the negotiating power of recipient states</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alexandra Zetz (University of Oxford)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TC21: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
#### Regional Governance of Human Rights

**Chair** Abraham Newman (Georgetown University)
**Disc.** Courtney Hillebrecht (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)

The Role of National Human Rights Institutions (NHRIs) and Regional Networks in Promoting Human Rights and Health related to Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity (SOGI) in Southeast Asia
- Ronald Holzhacker (University of Groningen, International Relations and International Organization)

'Rights Talk' in ASEAN: Where To Now?
- Kelly Gerard (University of Western Australia)

Disability Rights Diffusion: International, Regional and National Level Dynamics
- Lisa Vanhala (University College London)

Transnational human rights activism and the Arab League: from commitment to compliance?
- Vera van Hülken (Leuphana University of Lueneburg)

National human rights institutions and the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights
- Corina Lacatus (London School of Economics)
- Thomas I. Pegram (University College London)

### TC22: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
#### Economic Sanctions, Domestic Stability, and Peace

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**Chair** Dursun Peksen (University of Memphis)
**Disc.** T. Clifton Morgan (Rice University)

UN Targeted Sanctions as Normative Signals
- Thomas J. Biersteker (The Graduate Institute, Geneva)

The Effects of Sanctions and Rewards on Stock Markets
- Glen Biglaiser (University of North Texas)
- David Lektzian (Texas Tech University)

Sanction Effectiveness and Political Regime Type in Target Countries
- Dursun Peksen (University of Memphis)

Trade Networks and Vulnerability to Sanctions
- Timothy Peterson (University of South Carolina)

Recovering from Coercion: Does the Pain Stop When Sanctions Do?
- Katja Kleinberg (Binghamton University (SUNY))

### TC23: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
#### Making New Materialism International?

**Science, Technology and Art in International Relations**

**International Political Sociology**

**Theory**

**Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies**

**Chair** Mark Salter (University of Ottawa)
**Disc.** Jairus V. Grove (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

Part.
- Miguel de Larrinaga (University of Ottawa)
- Debbie Lisle (Queen's University of Belfast)
- Vicki Squire (The University of Warwick)
- Michele Acuto (University College London)

### TC24: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
#### Sino-US Relations and Liberal World Order: Contending Elites, Colliding Visions?

**International Political Economy**

**Chair** Nana De Graaff (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
**Disc.** Bastiaan Van Apeldoorn (Free University of Amsterdam)
**Disc.** Barry Keith Gills (University of Helsinki)

US elite power and the rise of 'statist' Chinese elites in global markets
- Nana De Graaff (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
- Bastiaan Van Apeldoorn (Free University of Amsterdam)

Yuan currency to rule them all? Domestic Limits to RMB Internationalization
- Herman Schwartz (University of Virginia)

Is the China Boom bringing a Post-American World?
- Ho-Fung Hung (Johns Hopkins University)

The Road to Tipperary: The New Silk Road and the Chinese Challenge to the Washington Consensus
- Henk Overbeek (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)

Sino-US Relations: 'Pacific Dream' or Global Nightmare?
- Mark I. Bailey (University of Nottingham, Ningbo)

### TC25: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
#### Meanings and Action about Peace: Theoretical approaches and practical analysis in comparative perspective

**Human Rights**

**Chair** Sandra Maria Rodrigues Balao (CAPP (P&G), ISCSP, Universidade de Lisboa, Portugal)
**Disc.** Sandra Maria Rodrigues Balao (CAPP (P&G), ISCSP, Universidade de Lisboa, Portugal)

The UN Resolution 55/235 and the Financing of peacekeeping operations
- Mario Rodrigues Pontes (Universidade de Lisboa)

Peace and the Move from ‘Rights’ to ‘Responsibilities’
- Terry Beitzel (James Madison University)

Development and Peacebuilding: A Formula for Success or Doomed to Fail?
- Lana Mobydeen (Kent State University)

Peace in the Country, Peace in the World: A Case Study of the Cypriot Conflict
- Hilmi Ulas (School for Conflict Analysis and Resolution, GMU)

- Sandra Maria Rodrigues Balao (CAPP (P&G), ISCSP, Universidade de Lisboa, Portugal)

### TC26: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
#### Where Are The Public Intellectuals In International Relations?

**International Political Economy**

**Chair** James H. Mittelman (American University)
**Part.** Heikki Patomaki (University of Helsinki)
**Part.** Saskia Sassen (Columbia University)
**Part.** Ahmed I. Samatar (Macalester College)
**Part.** Cynthia Weber (University of Sussex)
**Part.** James H. Mittelman (American University)
Disputes
Explaining Conflict and Cooperation in East Asia's Territorial Disputes

**International Security Studies**

**Panel**

**Chair** Ariel Zellman (Bar Ilan University)

**Discussion** Daniel Lynch (University of Southern California)

Fake islands, real problems: How man-made islands are reshaping territorial conflict

**Meredith Shaw (University of Southern California)**

Beyond “shelving”: Explaining processes of de-escalation in Northeast Asia’s island disputes

**Katrin Katz (Northwestern University)**

Neighborly Grudges: Non-emergent Chinese (PRC) nationalism in the context of South China Sea disputes

**Ivan W. Rasmussen (New York University-Shanghai)**

Indivisibility as a Rationalist Explanation for Peace: The Case of Sino-British Negotiations over Hong Kong

**Olivier Henripin (Loyola University Chicago)**

TC27: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Problematizing Peace

**Human Rights**

**Panel**

**Chair** Amy Ross (University of Georgia)

**Discussion** Chandra Srinam (University of East London)

The Mask and the Shadow: Tracing Rights Discourses and Colonial Ideology

**J. Sebastian (University of California, Riverside)**

Law, Security, and the Policing of Citizenship in Coastal Kenya

**Samar Al-Bulushi (International Center for Transitional Justice)**

Making Mass Rape Legible: Specialized Post-Rape Care and Medical Documentation in Humanitarian Emergencies

**Jamie Morse (Northwestern University)**

Bringing back metatheory in elucidating conflict and peacemaking: towards a philosophical anthropology of autonomous agents of peace and self-reflexive scholars

**Georgios N. Chagias (University of Macedonia, Thessaloniki, Greece)**

From the Fire to the Furnace: US Influence on UN peace operations in the 21st Century

**John E. Karlssrud (NUPI)**

TC28: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Complex Dilemmas of Postmodern War

**International Ethics**

**Panel**

**Chair** Steven Torrente (Metropolitan State University of Denver)

**Discussion** Harry D. Gould (Florida International University)

The Challenge of Emergent Military Technologies to the Just War Tradition: Historical Lessons for the Present and Future

**Benjamin R. Banta (Rochester Institute of Technology)**

Contesting the Extended Self: Subjectivity and Control in the Era of Big Data

**Steven Torrente (Metropolitan State University of Denver)**

Moving Beyond a Parliament of Things? International Relations Theory and the Human/Thing Binary

**Michael Kyriacou (The University Of East Anglia)**

Navigating Muddy Waters: Girl Combatants and Complex Moral Agencies

**Milla E. Vaha (University of Turku)**

**Leena Vastapuu (University of Turku)**

TC29: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Probabilities Toward Death: Tech-Centric Preventive Military Action and the Erosion of the Subject

**Chair** John Emery (University of California Irvine)

TC30: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Political Secularism, Religion and the State: Authors Meet Critics

**Religion and International Relations**

**Panel**

**Chair** Jocelyne Cesari (Georgetown University/Univerty of Birmingham)

**Part** Jeffrey P. Haynes (London Metropolitan University)

**Part** Patrick James (University of Southern California)

**Part** Dennis Hoover (Institute for Global Engagement)

**Part** Timothy Shah (Georgetown University)

**Part** Jonathan Fox (Bar-Ilan University)

TC31: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Improving Intelligence Analysis

** Intelligence Studies**

**Panel**

**Chair** Julian J. Richards (University of Buckingham)

**Discussion** Julian J. Richards (University of Buckingham)

Interdisciplinary Teams in Intelligence Analysis: An Experiment at NC State

**Kathleen M. Vogel (North Carolina State University)**

**Melissa Adams (North Carolina State University)**

**Joy Davis (North Carolina State University)**

**Brian Evans (Research Triangle Institute)**

**Percy Hooper (North Carolina State University)**

**Jessica Jameson (North Carolina State University)**

**Sharon Joines (North Carolina State University)**

**Deborah Littlejohn (North Carolina State University)**

**Hector Rendon (North Carolina State University)**

**Beverly Tyler (North Carolina State University)**

**Mirror Imaging Revisited: The Case of Putin’s Russia**

**Terry C. Quist (U.S. Army)**

**Knowing When Analytic Tradecraft Won’t Work**

**James Kajdasz (United States Air Force Academy)**

**Scenario Analysis: Combining intelligence analysis methods.**

**Humberto Hinestrosa (Brunel University)**

**Sense Making and Risk Assessment in Intelligence Analysis: Time Pressure, Uncertainty, and Trust in Data**

**William A. Boeticher (North Carolina State University)**

TC32: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Water Security: 3rd Annual Fred Friendly Seminar in International Affairs & Foreign Policy

**ISA Innovative Panel**

**Chair** Elizabeth Chalecki (University of Nebraska - Omaha)

**Part** Elisabeth Graffy (Arizona State University)

**Part** Marcus D. King (The George Washington University, Elliott School )

**Part** Erik Dahl (Naval Postgraduate School)

**Part** Christopher Tunnard (The Fletcher School )

**Part** Shannon Orr (Bowling Green State University)

**Part** Stacy D. VanDeveer (University of Massachusetts Boston)

**Part** Pamela Chasek (Manhattan College)

**Part** Regina Axelrod (Adelphi University)

**Part** Shana M. Starobin (University of Pennsylvania Law School)
TC33: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
The nuclear anti-proliferation regime and its pitfalls

International Organization

Chair  Andrew J. Futter  (University of Leicester)
Disc.  Todd Clayton Robinson  (Air War College)

Solidifying and stretching the non-proliferation regime complex: UNSCR 1540 as catalyst
Mark T. Nance  (North Carolina State University)

Regional Approaches to Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Wilfred T. Wan  (UNU Centre for Policy Research)

The Road not Taken: Improving the International Commitment towards the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Regime
Sascha Sauerteig  (University of Bath)

Security Cooperation and the Shadow of the Future
Joshua Hastey  (Old Dominion University)

TC34: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
New Rules for Global Justice: Structural Redistribution in the Global Economy

Global Development

International Political Economy

Chair  Jan Aart Scholte  (University of Gothenburg)
Chair  Lorenzo Fioramonti  (University of Pretoria (South Africa))
Disc.  Craig N. Murphy  (Wellesley College)

Corruption of Anti-Corruption: Deconstructing Neoliberal Good Governance
Pinar Bedirhanoglu  (Middle East Technical University, Ankara, Turkey)

Copyright: Global Redistribution in the Digital Age
Blayne Haggart  (Brock University)

Financing Global Public Goods: The Case for a Currency Transaction Levy
Nina Hall  (Hertie School of Governance)

An Alternative Global Reserve System
Taoxiong Liu  (Tsinghua University)

Engaging the Diasporas: An Alternative Paradigm from the Caribbean
Beverley Mullings  (Queens University)
Alissa Trotz  (University of Toronto)

TC35: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Infrastructural Geopolitics: Its History and Transformation I

International Political Economy
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
International Political Sociology

Disc.  Tony Porter  (McMaster University)

Promoting an Israeli-Jordanian transit-trade route: geopolitics and attempts at de-politicisation and technocratisation
Benjamin Schuetze  (SOAS, University of London)

The Chain of Security
Marieke De Goede  (University of Amsterdam)

Russia-China-Ukraine: A military-industrial triangle
Sarah K. Kirchberger  (University of Hamburg)

Observing the South China Sea: The Co-Production of Satellite Technology, Knowledge and Geopolitics
Philipp Olbrich  (University of Groningen)
Nina Witjes  (Austrian Institute for International Affairs, Munich Center for Technology in Society (MCTS))

A Digital Revolution in the Making? Digital Blockchains and the geopolitical implications of Transformations in the International Payment Infrastructure
Malcolm Campbell-Verduyn  (Balsillie School of International Affairs)
Marcel Goguen  (McMaster University)

TC36: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Technology, Deterrence, and War

International Security Studies

Chair  Phil M. Haun  (Naval War College)
Disc.  Phil M. Haun  (Naval War College)

Effective Deterrent, Ineffective Defense: The Utility of Nuclear Weapons for Coercive Targets
Matt Scroggs  (University of Virginia)

Anti Ship Missiles: The Quiet Deterrent
Nolan Fahrenkopf  (SUNY Albany)

Credibility in Crisis: Crisis Management and Allies’ Nuclear Proliferation
Jooeun Kim  (Stanford University)

Deterring Aggression: An Examination of the East Asian Missile Defense Architecture
Jaganath Sankaran  (University of Maryland, College Park)

TC37: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Children speaking truth to power

Human Rights

Chair  Cecilie Neumann  (Work Research Institute)
Disc.  Andreas Aagaard Nøhr  (London School of Economics)

The child that disappeared: Social blindness in UNs work with children
Cecilie Neumann  (Work Research Institute)

Representing the Working Child in Global Governance? Analyzing Children’s Political Representation by Civil Society Organizations
Anna Holzscheiter  (Freie Universität Berlin)

The meaning of children’s health and mortality rates in global politics
Randi Solhjell  (London School of Economics)

Norwegian children at the margins
Helle Cathrine Hansen  (Oslo University College)

TC38: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Resources, Scarcity, and Conflict

Peace Studies

Chair  Belgin San Akca  (Koç University)
Disc.  Belgin San Akca  (Koç University)

Explaining inconsistent European External Policy: The EU and natural resources that fund armed conflicts
Martijn Vlaskamp  (Institut Barcelona d’Estudis Internacionals (IBEI) and Yale University)

Contested Land and Resource Investments: Implications for Peacebuilding in Cambodia
Anne Hennings  (University of Muenster)

Conflict, Cooperation, and Relative Water Scarcity: Evidence from Central Asia
Sarah Hummel  (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

Reconceptualizing Water Scarcity: Explaining the Timing and Onset of Scarcity-Induced Conflict
George Williford  (University of Georgia)
Commodities, commitment and cocaine: How natural resources affect local conflict in Peru
Renard Sexton (New York University)

TC39: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Meaningful Learning Communities in Online Learning
Panel

Active Learning in International Affairs
Online Media Caucus
International Education

Chair: Ashley Cox (SOAS, University of London)
Chair: Nick Robinson (University of Leeds)
Disc.: Ashley Cox (SOAS, University of London)
Disc.: Nick Robinson (University of Leeds)

Size Isn’t Everything, it’s the only thing: Creating an "active learning” experience at scale with a MOOC on Research Methods
Ashley Cox (SOAS, University of London)

Bringing Synchronicity Back: Videoconferencing in an Online Graduate Course on the Global Politics of Disasters
Jason Enia (Sam Houston State University)

Creating an environment for effective group work: Online challenges
Carolyn M. Shaw (Wichita State University)

Crafting Community In Cyberlearning: A Cross-Cultural & Social Change Perspective
Nanette S. Levinson (American University)

Building Community in Hybrid On-line Learning: Utilizing “The Brady Bunch Method”
Amy Below (Oregon State University)

TC40: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Teaching the Yugoslav Wars, Two Decades On
Roundtable

Active Learning in International Affairs
International Security Studies
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair: Catherine Baker (University of Hull)
Part.: Filip Ejdus (University of Bristol)
Part.: Chip Gagnon (Ithaca College)
Part.: Denisa Kostovicova (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Part.: Laura McLeod (University of Manchester)
Part.: Tamara Pavasovic Trost (University of Ljubljana)
Part.: Jelena Subotic (Georgia State University)

TC41: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Causes of War
Panel

International Security Studies

Chair: James J. Wirtz (Naval Postgraduate School)
Disc.: James J. Wirtz (Naval Postgraduate School)

Structural Determinants of War Longevity: Modeling Armed Conflict Duration
Gokhan Ciftikli (London School of Economics and Political Science)

European Dynastic Marriages: Making Alliances, Making War?
Maxim Ananyev (UCLA)

The Determinants of Terrorism Response: A Quantitative Assessment of how States Respond to Terrorism
Philip Baxter (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Testing Cederman: Relative capability as the missing link in modeling and projecting conflict-intensity patterns
Matthew Felice (Florida International University)

TC42: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Times of war and peace, I
Panel

International Political Sociology
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair: Felix Berenskoetter (SOAS, University of London)
Disc.: Mary Dudziak (Emory University School of Law)

War as Event: Sovereignty, Subjectivity, and Temporality
Christopher B. McIntosh (Bard College)

At the Right Time: The Just War Tradition and the Virtue of Prudence
John Kelsay (Florida State University)

Time is Politics: Temporalizing Justifications for War and the Political within Moral Reasoning
Piki Ish-Shalom (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

Wartime, timing, and the standard of victory
Andrew R. Hom (University of Glasgow)

TC43: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Censorship, Self-Censorship and Restraint in Research on IR II
Committee Panel

Academic Freedom Committee

Chair: Nils Petter Gleditsch (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))
Disc.: George J. Andreopoulos (City University of New York)
Part.: Pavel Baev (Peace Research Institute Oslo)
Part.: Daniel Nexon (Georgetown University)
Part.: Maria Repnikova (University of Pennsylvania)
Part.: Michael Gill (Department of Government, Harvard University)
Part.: Bridget Welsh (Ipek University)
Cmte: Mark Gibney (University of North Carolina Asheville)

TC44: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Migration at the Borders of Europe
Panel

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair: Ruben Zaioƫ (Dalhousie University)

Bosnian Spring – The emergence of new political actors in post Dayton Bosnia and Herzegovina
Tobias Greiff (American University)

Sub-Ethnic Networks and Political Trust: Survey Data of Chinese Migrants in Europe
Amy Liu (University of Texas, Austin)

A pragmatic re-engagement between the EU and Turkey on promoting peaceful management of migration flows
Fatma Zeynep Ozkurt (ISTANBUL GELISIM UNIVERSITY)

Xenophobia in the European Union: Values and Perceptions of Arab Immigrants
Jamie Surface (Portland State University)
Birol A. Yesilada (Portland State University)
TC46: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
The Holocaust in International Relations

Chair    Daniel J. Levine (The University of Alabama)
Disc.    Daniel J. Levine (The University of Alabama)

The Rise of Hitler, Putin's Russia, and ISIS: Theory and Empirics
Manus I. Midlarsky (Rutgers University)
Elizabeth Midlarsky (Teachers College, Columbia University)

Three Colonialisms, the 'Developmental' State, & the Global Constitution of Genocide in Sudan
Louise Wise (Queen Mary University of London)

The Nazi Holocaust: A Missing Event in the Development of International Relations Theory?
Alexander D. Barder (Florida International University)

On the Genesis and debate of Genocide: a Conceptual approach
Renato Sabbagh Bahia (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro)

The Nazi Genocide and the Limits of Security
Benjamin Meiches (University of Washington-Tacoma)

Holocaust Hauntings: On Genocide and Traumatic Memory in International Relations
Jessica Auchter (University of Tennessee at Chattanooga)

TC47: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Roundtable in Honor of Distinguished Scholar Robert Johansen

Chair    Paul Wapner (American University)
Disc.    Robert C. Johansen (University of Notre Dame)
Part.    Richard Falk (University of California Santa Barbara)
Part.    John Ikenberry (Princeton University)
Part.    Catia Cecilia Confortini (Wellesley College)

TC48: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Civil society strategies in the midst of conflict/repression

Chair    Deborah Avant (University of Denver)
Disc.    Deborah Avant (University of Denver)
Disc.    Cassy L. Dorff (University of Denver)

Resolving the Activist’s Dilemma: Civil Society and the Spread of Anti-Regime Resistance
Yael Zeira (University of Mississippi)

Repression and the Onset of Nonviolent and Violent Movements
Consuelo Amat (Yale University)

Rebel-civil society collaboration: organizing political action during civil war
Devin Finn (Universidad de Los Andes)

Globalising Solidarity: The Case of Non-Violent Resistance in Colombia
Zakia Shiraz (University of Leicester)

A Tortured Past: The Causes and Consequences of Torture during Internal Armed Conflict in Peru
Steven T. Zech (University of Denver)

TC49: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
The Strategic Behavior of Nuclear Weapons States

Chair    Charlie Glaser (George Washington University)
Disc.    Charlie Glaser (George Washington University)

Same as the Old Boss? Leaders and Nuclear Abandonment
Christopher O. Clary (Brown University)

Understanding Consequences of Further Proliferation for Existing Nuclear Powers: A Typology of “Catalytic” Factors and the Case of the “Twin Peaks” Crisis
Negeen Pegahi (Naval War College)

Virtual Arsenal or Actual Albatross? Explaining Iran’s Latent Nuclear Strategy
Tristan Anderson Volpe (Carnegie Endowment for International Peace)

Reevaluating the Evidence on Nuclear Emboldenment in Pakistan
Sameer Lalwani (Stimson Center)

The Limits of Pax Pretoriana: Explaining South Africa’s Cold War Strategy, 1975-1990
Mark Bell (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

TC50: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Assessing Russian Intentions

Chair    Ted Hopf (National University of Singapore)

Disc.    Matthew Rendall (University of Nottingham)

Regime Survival and Putin’s Policy toward the Ukraine
Thees Pankow (Freelance Scholar)
Robert G. Patman (University of Otago)

Russia’s Way of War
Elena E. Pokalova (National Defense University)

TC51: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
The Internet in Authoritarian Regimes: Challenges and Contributions to State Power

Chair    Nils Weidmann (University of Konstanz)

Disc.    Nils Weidmann (University of Konstanz)

A single flower does not make a spring: How regime responsiveness in China facilitates protests, but not revolts
Christian Goebel (University of Vienna)

The Syrian Regime’s Long-Distance Surveillance and Counter-mobilization Online during the Revolution
Dana M. Moss (University of California, Irvine)

Mobilized online: Assessing the impact of the Internet on public protests in authoritarian regimes
Kristof Van Rooij (University of Amsterdam)

Authoritarian Resilience and Internet Control in Iran
Marcus Michaelsen (University of Amsterdam)
TC52: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Nurturing violence: Relocating (in)security through comparative feminist scholarship  
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies  
Chair: Akanksha Mehta (SOAS, University of London)  
Part.  
Part.: Maria Martin de Almagro Iniesta (Universtité Libre de Bruxelles)  
Part.: Shaira Vadasaria (York University)  
Part.: Sruthi Murali (Department of Politics and International Studies, School of Oriental and African Studies, SOAS, University of London)  
Part.: Julia Hartviksen (London School of Economics and Political Science)  

TC53: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
The Role of Communication in Perceptions of Conflict and Power: Framing, National Image, and the Shaping of Opinion  
International Communication  
Chair: Laura Roselle (Elon University)  
Disc.: Giovanna Dell'Orto (University of Minnesota)  
Taking sides in a coup d'état? Local media action and reaction in Burundi’s 2015 coup attempt  
Virgil Hawkins (Osaka University)  
Does bottom-line pressure make terrorism coverage more negative? Evidence from The Washington Post  
Dwaine Handel Jengelley (Purdue University)  
Aaron Michael Hoiman (Utah State University)  
Jason Gilmore (Utah State University)  
Charles Rowling (University of Nebraska Kearney)  
Ghulam Nabi (University of Bridgeport)  
Media Go to War: Pakistani Online Coverage of the Saudi Military Operation in Yemen  
Lindsey Bier (University of Tennessee)  

TC54: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Human Rights and LGBTQ Politics  
Human Rights  
Chair: Karen Brown (University of Minnesota)  
Disc.: Irmgard Wetzstein (University of Vienna)  
Human Rights Thresholds and Global Duties  
William Felice (Eckerd College)  
Extra! Not Extra! Media Freedom, Internet Access and Gay Rights as Human Rights  
Christopher McCallagat (University of Massachusetts Lowell)  
Jennifer Whitten-Woodring (University of Massachusetts Lowell)  
Human Rights and The Global Barometer of Gay Rights: A Multi-Year Analysis  
Susan Dicklitch-Nelson (Franklin & Marshall College)  
The role of Human Rights on Turkey’s EU Accession  
Caglar Ezikoglu (Aberystwyth University)  
Coming out in Tunisia’s Transition: LGBT Rights, Deliberative Spaces & Social Media  
Arnaud Kurze (Montclair State University)  

TC55: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Religion, State, and Foreign Policy  
Religion and International Relations  
Foreign Policy Analysis  
Chair: Omar McDoom (London School of Economics)  
Chair: R. William Ayres (Wright State University)  
Disc.: R. William Ayres (Wright State University)  
Religion and Politics: Contentious Politics Beyond Islam  
Mariya Y. Omelicheva (University of Kansas)  
Ranya Ahmed (University of Kansas)  
The Religious Characteristics of States Dataset: Classic Themes and New Evidence  
Matthew Isac (Brandeis University)  
Exploring Religious Violence Variation in Terror Environments: A New Dataset  
Joel K. Day (University of Massachusetts Lowell)  

TC56: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Ethnic Conflict  
International Security Studies  
Chair: Bridget L. Coggins (University of California, Santa Barbara)  
Disc.: Bridget L. Coggins (University of California, Santa Barbara)  
The Symbolic Theory of World Politics  
Stuart Kaufman (University of Delaware)  
Indiscriminate Violence against Civilians in Ethnic Wars  
Juergen Brandsch (University of St Andrews)  
Ethnic Exclusion and Terrorism: Re-evaluating the Conventional Model  
Sambuddha Ghatak (University of Tennessee, Knoxville)  
Aaron Gold (University of Tennessee)  
Power Sharing vs. Ethnic War: A Strategic Interaction between Central Government and the Periphery  
Shawn Ramirez (Emory University)  
Hye-Sung Kim (University of Rochester)  

TC57: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Interpretive Quantification: Methodological Explorations for Critical and Constructivist IR  
Theory  
Chair: Laura Sjoberg (University of Florida)  
Disc.: David Dessler (College of William and Mary)  
Quantitative Methods and Constructivist Theorizing for Conflict Studies  
Cameron G. Thies (Arizona State University)  
Constructing Rational International Fisheries Governance  
J. Samuel Barkin (University of Massachusetts Boston)  
Methodology, Phenomenology, and Differences among Countries  
Paul A. Kowert (University of Massachusetts Boston)  
Measuring Critical Theories of Human Rights  
Brooke Ackerly (Vanderbilt University)  
Jose Miguel Cruz  
Anna Carella (Vanderbilt University)  
Exploring Constitution and Social Construction Through Network Analysis  
Matthew J. Hoffmann (University of Toronto)
TC58: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
The Role of Water in Peace
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  Peter Finkenbusch (University of Duisburg-Essen)
Non-State Actors, Issue Emergence and Transboundary Water Disputes in Asia
Pichamon Yeophantong (University of New South Wales)
Water is life: An exploration of liberal peace in drought-stricken areas
Jennifer Kuklenski (University of Southern Mississippi - Gulf Coast)
Space, discourse and environmental peacebuilding
Tobias Ide (Georg Eckert Institute)
Resource Interdependence and Peace in Shared River Basins
Sojeong Lee (University of Iowa)

TC59: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Exploring Peace through three Kantian Methods
International Organization

Chair  Takashi Inoguchi (University of Niigata Prefecture)
Part.  Steve Chan (University of Colorado)
Part.  Chung-in Moon (Yonsei University)
Part.  Ramesh C. Thakur (Australian National University)
Part.  Stein Tønnesson (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))

TC60: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Discord And Collaboration in Civil Wars (III): Alliance Politics and Side Switching
International Security Studies

Chair  William Reno (Northwestern University)
Disc.  Costantino Pischedda (University of Miami)
Seceding From Rebellion? Separatist Alliance Politics in Mixed Insurgencies
Morgan Lee Kaplan (University of Chicago)
Identity and Alliance Formation in Civil Wars: Clan, Rivalry and Violence in Somalia’s Civil Wars
Lee Seymour (Université de Montréal)
The Impact of Alliances among Violent Non-State Groups on Civilians: Comparing Colombia, Afghanistan, and the DRC
Annette Idler (University of Oxford)
Under the Umbrella: Re-negotiating Rebel Fragmentation in Central America
Eric S. Mosinger (University of California Irvine)
Side Switching and the Severity of Civil Wars
Sabine Otto (Uppsala University)

TC61: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Emotions and Memory in the IR Classroom: Challenges and Promises
Active Learning in International Affairs
International Political Sociology

Chair  Dovile Budryte (Georgia Gwinnett College)
Disc.  Gerakina A. Sgoutas (Metropolitan State University of Denver)
Emotions and Social Suffering, in the Feminist IR Classroom
Gerakina A. Sgoutas (Metropolitan State University of Denver)
The Pedagogy of Historical Memory as Public Diplomacy: Techniques and Analysis
Douglas Becker (University of Southern California)

TC62: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Rising Powers and International Society: who is responsible for upholding global norms?

Chair  Jamie Gaskarth (University of Birmingham)
Part.  Louise Fawcett (University of Oxford)
Part.  Shaun G. Breslin (University of Warwick)
Part.  Chris Brown (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Part.  Yannis Stivachtis (Virginia Tech)
Part.  Tim Dunne (University of Queensland)
Part.  Yale H. Ferguson (Rutgers University)
Part.  Rorden Wilkinson (University of Sussex)
Part.  Ian Hall (Griffith University)

TC63: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Community-Level Approaches to Peace
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  Pamina M. Firchow (George Mason University & US Institute of Peace)
Disc.  Roger Mac Ginty (University of Manchester)
What’s in a word – what’s in a number: How to evaluate peacebuilding?
Jutta Bakonyi (Durham University (UK))
Gidon Cohen (Durham University)
Indigenous Approaches to Peace
Polly Walker (Director, Baker Institute for Peace and Conflict Studies, Juniata College)
Transformation of local contexts: A case study of the ‘democratization’ process in Post-war Cambodia
SungYong Lee (University of Otago)
Peace and the Responsibility to Protect: Beyond Intervention
Lyndall Herman (University of Arizona)
Making Sense of Community-Level Transitional Justice: A Typology of Grassroots Approaches
Adam Kochanski (University of Ottawa)

TC64: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Diplomacy, Terrorism, Militarism, and Public Opinion

Chair  Carrie A. Lee (University of Notre Dame)
Disc.  Carrie A. Lee (University of Notre Dame)
AMERICAN PUBLIC OPINION ON TERRORISM SINCE 9/11
John Mueller (Ohio State University/Cato Institute)
Defense diplomacy in international politics: the militarization of foreign policy?
A. Ruy de Almeida Silva (Brazilian War College - ESG)
C.G. Landry (United States Army Special Forces)

Foreign News, National Image and Peace: Factors influencing the framing of China in the news in the U.S., Europe and Latin America
Holl A. Semetko (Emory University)

US Trade Policy and the Militarization of Intellectual Property
Robert M. Farley (University of Kentucky)

TC65: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
EU environmental politics: leadership or stagnation?

Environmental Studies

Chair Jorgen Wættestad (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)
Disc. Michel Gueldry (Middlebury Institute of International Studies)

Rescuing EU emissions trading: significant progress but mission not completed?
Jorgen Wættestad (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)
Torbjørn Jevnaker (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)

The European Union's progressive embrace of "hydraulic fracking": an example of an unqualified belief in the mastering of new technologies?
Susanne Peters (Kent State University/University Geneva)

Reform of the EU climate and energy policy package towards 2030: Consequences of national implementation experiences
Jon Birger Skjaerseth (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)

Building a More Strategic European Climate Diplomacy? The Case of EU-China Climate Relations
Diarmuid A. Torney (Dublin City University)

TC66: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Gender in military affairs - comparing national approaches

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

International Security Studies

Chair Gunhild Hoogensen Gjørv (UIT The Arctic University of Norway)
Disc. Carol E. Cohn (Consortium on Gender, Security and Human Rights)

Challenges and contradictions: Where in the Norwegian armed forces are we with implementing gender awareness?
Gunhild Hoogensen Gjørv (UIT The Arctic University of Norway)

Queen Margarethe II Wants You! Women and Gender in the Danish Armed Forces
Gary Schaub, Jr. (University of Copenhagen)

From 'Culture' Reforms to a Culture of Rights: The Quest for Gender Equality in the Australian Defence Force
Susan G. Harris Rimmer (Griffith University)

Integrating a Gender Perspective in Canada’s Military Interventions
Stefanie Von Hlatky (Queen’s University)

TC67: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Goffman and IR: New Insights and Adaptations

International Political Sociology

Theory

Diplomatic Studies

Chair Ayşe Zarakol (University of Cambridge)
Disc. Ronald R. Krebs (University of Minnesota)
Disc. Ayşe Zarakol (University of Cambridge)

Diplomatic Face-Work: Between Confidential Negotiations and Public Display
Rebecca Adler-Nissen (University of Copenhagen)

Playing the Part: Dramaturgical Cooperation during the Iran Hostage Crisis
David E. Banks (American University)

Rethinking Secrecy in International Politics
Austin M. Carson (University of Chicago)

Symbolic Violence and Rewards: Diplomats Cultivating Reputations on the Internet
Marcus Holmes (The College of William and Mary)

‘Face’ in a Third World Asian Diplomacy: The Case of ASEAN’s Diplomatic Habitus
Deepak Nair (National University of Singapore)

TC68: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Leaders, Bargaining and Reputation

Peace Science Society (International)

Chair Jeff Carter (University of Mississippi)
Disc. Henk E. Goemans (University of Rochester)
Disc. Michaela Mattes (University of California, Berkeley)

Trade, Conflict, and Compromise: Incentives for Cooperative Bargaining Outcomes
Ryan Brugter (University of Pennsylvania)

Reputation, Threat Assessments, and Strategic Skill: Evidence from a Survey Experiment of Israeli Parliament Members
Joshua D. Kertzer (Harvard University)

Keren Milo (Princeton University)

When are Hawks More Dovish than Doves?: Concessionary Behavior in Territorial Disputes
Glenn Palmer (Pennsylvania State University)

Ted Hsuan Yun Chen (Pennsylvania State University)

Is War Vanishing?: Crime and Interstate Conflict
Glenn Palmer (Pennsylvania State University)

TC69: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Russia and Europe: Politics and Policies

Foreign Policy Analysis
Post Communist Systems

Chair Vincent Pouliot (McGill University)
Disc. Vincent Pouliot (McGill University)

Putin’s World: Varieties of Eurasianisms
Nicole L. Weygandt (Cornell)

Peter Katzenstein (Cornell University)

Energy Networks and Statecraft: Strategic Restraint and the Emerging Europe-Russia Gas System
Adam N. Stulberg (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Comparing Legitimation Strategies in Russia and other Post-Soviet Countries
Christian von Soest (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
Julia Grauvogel (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)

National Security, Job Security and Sneaky Wars: The Russian Invasion of Ukraine
Valerie Bunce (Cornell University)

Aida Arfan Hozic (University of Florida)

From Integration to Competition: the Impact of International and Domestic Factors on Russian Foreign Policy Identity in Relations with Western Europe from 1991 to 2015
Rumen Filipova (University of Oxford)
TC70: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Interrelationship of Domestic, Systemic and Regional Peace – A Case Study: South Asia and the Indian Ocean

Chair: Edward Halizak ()
Disc. Konstantin Khudoley (St. Petersburg State University)
United States Strategy toward South Asia and the Indian Ocean – A Chance for Stabilization or a Threat to Peace
Alekssandra Jarczewsk (University of Warsaw)
India–China–US Trilateralism in South Asia and the Indian Ocean Region as an instrument of Stability and Peace – Realist Approach
Jakub Zajaczkowski (Institute of International Relations, University of Warsaw)
Geo-political Calculus or Civilizational Linkages: Alternative Trajectories for South Asia’s Peace
Navnita C. Behera (Delhi University)
A Liberal Theory Analysis of Domestic and Interstate Conflicts in South Asia – How Social Interests, State Values and State Preferences Determine Conflict and Solution in India, Nepal and Pakistan
Arndt Michael (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg)
Theoretical Perspectives on the Interrelationship between Domestic and International Peace
Edward Halizak ()

TC71: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Researching peace in the "post-conflict" - dirty little secrets or professional ethics?

Chair: Deval Desai (Harvard Law School and World Bank)
Disc. Rebecca Tapscott (The Fletcher School, Tufts University)
Part. Mareike Schomerus (Overseas Development Institute)
Part. Tyler Giannini (Harvard Law School)
Part. Alain Lempreur (The Heller School, Brandeis University)
Part. Louis-Alexandre Berg (Georgia State University)

TC72: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Critical Engagements with Political Economy: Marxist insights and the critique of Liberalism

Chair: Tom Chodor (University of Queensland)
Disc. Tom Chodor (University of Queensland)
Seeing Human Trafficking and Human Security in Asia from the Perspective of Marxist Political Economy
Mohammed Bashir Uddin (Kobe University)
The Specter that Haunts Political Science: A Ruthless Criticism of Contemporary (Mis)Readings of Marx
Kevin Funk (Spring Hill College)
Sebastian Scofsky (University of Florida)
The Uneven and Combined Development of Russian Engagement with the Ex-Colonial World
Alexander Moldovan (McMaster University)

TC73: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Global Health as a field of study and practice: Exploring methodological and conceptual diversity

Chair: Owain D. Williams (University of Queensland)
Disc. Jennifer Prah Ruger (University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine)
Were assessments of the present and hopes for the future different in the past? An analysis of historical discussions on rules and practices of WHO’s governance bodies
Julian Eckl (University of Hamburg)
A new paradigm of global health: From tropical to resource-poor settings
Sebastian Bödeker (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)
Tine Hanrieder (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)
The Frame Makes the Painting?: Frame Contestation and Change in Global Health Governance
Mara Pillinger (George Washington University)
Methodological Approaches in Global Health Research
Katherine J. Banks (Washington State University Tri-Cities)
Anne L. Buffardi (ODI)

TC74: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Peace Interventions and Local Politics

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair: Nicolas Lemay-Hebert (University of Birmingham)
Disc. Nicolas Lemay-Hebert (University of Birmingham)
Hash-ing out Peace: Niger’s drug-trafficking economy and local peace efforts
Adam J. Sandor (Université de Québec à Montréal)
Beyond Hybridity to the Politics of Scale: International Intervention and ‘Local’ Politics
Lee Jones (Queen Mary, University of London)
Civic agency in post-conflict governance processes: the role of legitimacy for citizens vs. donors
Randall Puljek-Shank (Radboud University Nijmegen)

TC75: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Paying for War and Security

International Security Studies

Chair: Jeff D. Colgan (Brown University)
Disc. Jeff D. Colgan (Brown University)
Causes and Consequences of Civil War and Internationalized Conflict in Petrostates
Uri Marantz (Norman Paterson School of International Affairs, Carleton University)
Conflict and Collusion in the Borderlands: The “Peace-Industrial Complex” in Myanmar/Burma
David Brenner (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Extracting Security: Why Resource Rents Lead to Increased Military Spending
Eli Kaul (Kent State University)
Redistribution in War Finance: How does Inequality Affect States to Pay for War?
Chia-Chien Chang (University of California, Santa Barbara)
**TC76: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Panel**

**Eurasia, Energy and the Conservative Shift in Turkish Foreign Policy**

**Turkish International Studies Association**

**Chair**
Nilsu Goren (University of Maryland)

**Disc.**
Ramazan Kilinc (University of Nebraska-Omaha)

Gas Pipelines: A Rich Historical Descriptive Analysis of Turkish Case

Murat Gul (Suleyman Sah University)

Cyprriot Gas: End/Start of Conflict?

Zeynep Kaya (Gedik University)

Elements of Continuity and Discontinuity in the Post-Cold War Turkish Foreign Policy: An Empirical Comparison between the pre-AKP and AKP Eras

Hasan Yonten (Neumann University)

**TC77: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Panel**

**Changing Budget Pressures on US and NATO Military Spending: The Services, Capabilities, and Grand Strategy**

**Foreign Policy Analysis**

**Chair**
Rosella Cappella Zielinski (Boston University)

**Chair**
David J. Galbreath (University of Bath)

**Disc.**
Bruce M. Russett (Yale University)

Defense Budgets and Grand Strategy

Zachary Selden (University of Florida)

Two-Level Games and Defense Budgets: The Challenge of Fulfilling NATO's Missions.

John R. Deni (Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College)


Rosella Cappella Zielinski (Boston University)

Benjamin O. Fordham (Binghamton University)

Kaija Schilde (Boston University)

Does Budget Pressure Increase Interservice Rivalry in the United States Military?

Jessica Blankshain (U.S. Naval War College)

Defense Voices and Technology Choices: How do Budgets Constrain Operational Futures?

David J. Galbreath (University of Bath)

**TC78: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Roundtable**

**UN-Regional Collaboration: Achievements, Stumbling Blocks, and the Way Forward**

**Peace Studies**

**Chair**
Thomas G. Weiss (CUNY Graduate Center)

**Part.**
Martin Welz (Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena)

Part.
Alexandru Balas (SUNY Cortland)

Part.
Toni Haastrup (University of Kent)

Part.
Jan Wouters (University of Leuven)

**TC79: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Panel**

**Local Support for Peace Agreements**

**Peace Studies**

**Chair**
Esra Cuhadar (Bilkent University)

**Disc.**
Sara Hellmüller (University of Basel, Swisspeace)

Testing the obvious: Does local ownership work?

Francesco Giuemelli (University of Groningen)

The Process Determinants of Support for Peace Settlements in the Annan Plan and Good Friday Agreement Referendums.

Joana Amaral (University of Kent & University of Marburg)

**Different Sides of Different Coins: On the Incomplementarities of Peacebuilding and Statebuilding**

Dominik Balthasar (swisspeace)

Local Ownership of Security Sector Reform (SSR) and the Popularity of Intervention in Fragile States

Andrew E. E. Collins (King's College London, Department of War Studies)

Nonwar Communities: Exploring the Potential for Peace of Local Communities

Christina Saulich (University Koblenz-Landau)

Sascha Werthes (Friedensakademie Rheinland-Pfalz, University Koblenz-Landau)

**TC80: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Panel**

**Exploring non-Western subjecthood II: Decolonizing IR?**

**Intersectional Political Sociology**

**Chair**
Marco Vieira (University of Birmingham)

**Disc.**
Gurminder Bhambra (University of Warwick)

Rupturing Time(s)?: Notes on Frantz Fanon, Angela Davis and Lumumba and This Africa to Come

Anna M. Agathangelou (York University)

Being-with, Being-historical, Being-disposable: de-colonial reflections on technics, violence and disposability in the contemporary era

Louiza Odysseos (University of Sussex)

Double consciousness and the re-imagining of world order

Meera Sarabatnam (SOAS, University of London)

Thinking epistemic diversity

Felwine Sarr (Université Gaston Berger, Saint-Louis, Senegal)

**TC81: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Roundtable**

**Turkey as a Mediator: Stories of Success and Failure**

**Peace Studies**

**Chair**
Ulas Doga Eralp (American University)

**Disc.**
Nimet Beriker (Mardin Artuklu University)

**Disc.**
Dennis J. D. Sandole (George Mason University)

Part.
Anthony Wanis-St. John (American University)

**TC82: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Panel**

**EU Foreign Policy and Diplomatic Initiatives**

**Foreign Policy Analysis**

**Chair**
Agnes Simon (Masaryk University)

**Disc.**
Gjovalin Macaj (University of Oxford)

Policy Entrepreneurs in Parliamentary Diplomacy: EU Shuttle Diplomacy before the Ukraine Crisis

Lorinc Redei (LBJ School of Public Affairs, University of Texas)

Iulian Romanyshyn (IMT Institute for Advanced Studies Luca)

Making the EU do right? The European Parliament’s impact on EU foreign policy.

Guri Rosén (ARENA, University of Oslo)

The Eurozone Crisis and Italian Foreign Policy. De-Europeanizing at the UN?

Carla Monteleone (University of Palermo)

The European External Action Service: an encompassing policy framework for EU security and global agency?

Fotini Bellou (University of Macedonia)
TC83: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
Economic liberalization, inequality, and labor rights
International Political Economy
Chair Joel Quirk (University of the Witwatersrand)
Disc. Tony Heron (University of York)
When Will States Liberalize?: Lost Monies as an Explanation for Institutional Change
Olga V. Chyzh (Iowa State University)
Douglas M. Gibler (University of Alabama)
Globalization and Collective Labor Rights
Robert G. Blanton (University of Alabama at Birmingham)
Shannon Lindsey Blanton (University of Alabama at Birmingham)
Perceived Inequality and Support for Preferential Trading Agreements within Latin America
Brian Fitzpatrick (West Virginia University)
Christina Fattore (West Virginia University)
The De-Constraining Effect of South-South Trade on the Domestic Politics of Labor Law
Jonas Gamso (University of Pittsburgh)
Do preferential trade agreements including labor provisions reduce collective labor rights violations?
Damian Raess (University of Reading)
Dora Sari (University of Geneva)

TC84: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
Foreign Policy and Health: Aid, Power and High and Low Politics
Global Health
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair Stefano Ponte (Copenhagen Business School)
Disc. Pamela Zeiser (University of North Florida)
Sub-Saharan Africa and Global Health Governance: Domestic Politics, International Structures
Amy S. Patterson (University of the South)
Foreign policy in health: an attempt to define a new concept.
Fernanda Aguilar Perez (University of Sao Paulo)
A New Model to Explain Foreign Aid Distribution of Emerging Donors
Onur Sen (Georgia State University)
When Does Aid Work?
Ryan C. Briggs (Virginia Tech)
Solidarity versus Smart Power: the case of Brazil’s engagement in Global Health
Maira Fedatto (University of Sao Paulo (USP))

TC85: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
Gender, Religion and Human Rights
Human Rights
Chair Deina A. Abdelkader (University of Massachusetts)
Disc. Jane Freedman (Université Paris 8)
Secularism as Nationalism: Religious Rights and "Quebec Values"
Rhoda E. Howard-Hassmann (Wilfrid Laurier University)
Women as Peacemakers? The Effect of Female Legislators on Regime Repression
Jeremy R. Backstrom (National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START))
Emily Stull (Asian University for Women)
Human rights and our duty to non-nationals
Regina Nockerts (University of Denver)

The formation of identity through the interference of the settler: Pocahontas and the women from post-colonized countries
Mayra Marcolino (PUC - Rio)
The Politics of the Universal in Rights Claiming: Interrogating secular and sacred rights discourses in post-revolutionary Tunisia
Stefan Borg (Swedish Institute of International Affairs)

TC86: Thursday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel
Violence, Peace and Intercultural Communication
International Political Sociology
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Peter W. Richardson (Northeastern University)
Disc. Hannes Hansen-Magnusson (Cardiff University)
The role of Cultural Boycotts in International Conflicts
Galina Press-Barnathan (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
Understanding the Phylogeny of the Problems in Order to Reach Peace: “Turkey-Armenia” Sample
Kemal Ciftci (Giresun University)
Advocating Peace? Re-thinking Peace in terms of Relative Utility
Sanghamitra Nath (Jawaharlal Nehru University)
Intercultural Communication in the Russian-Ukrainian Conflict
Yuliya Byelonokov (Kiel University)
Trade Wars in Paradise: The Legacy of Intra-CARICOM Economic Conflict and Prospects for Deepening Integration
Robert Chalwell Jr. (Broward College)
Illyan Iliev (University of Texas at Dallas)

TD01: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Junior Scholar Session
Networks, Advocacy and Development in Global Governance
Junior Scholar Symposia
Chair Margaret E. Keck (Johns Hopkins University)

TD01-A: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
JSS Group
Transnational Advocacy Networks: Emerging Actors, Issues and Challenges
Junior Scholar Symposia
Disc. Charli Carpenter (University of Massachusetts)
Disc. Clifford Bob (Duquesne University)
Precarious Peace for Women: Transnational Advocacy Networks and Domestic Violence Laws
Shannon Drysdale Walsh (University of Minnesota Duluth)
Tweets Against the State: The Role of Everyday Practices in Transnationalizing Contention and Cooperation
Michael Habegger (University of Delaware)
Pipeline Politics: Comparing and Contrasting Transnational Advocacy around Proposed Pipeline Development in Canada and Kenya
Charis Enns (University of Waterloo/Balsillie School of International Affairs)
Beyond the appearances: security dialogues and Latin American challenges to positive peace
Mariana Gomes (Universidade de Brasília (UnB))
Isabela Nascimento (Universidade de Brasilia)
Mila Campbell (University of Brasilia)
TD01-B: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Representation and Participation in Global Governance

JSS Group

Disc. Nanette S. Levinson (American University)
Disc. Gabriella Paar-Jakli (Kent State University)
Domestic and International Level Dynamics of Participation in International Regimes: A Two-Level Analysis of Turkish Foreign Policy on Governance of the Seas
Betul Gokkir (---)
The Politics of Indigenous Representation in Global Environmental Governance
Kimberly R. Marion Suiseeya (Northwestern University)
Incorporating the Local: Power and Participation in Transboundary Water Management
Sebastian Haug (University of Cambridge)

TD01-C: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Climate Change: Trade, Cities & Networks

JSS Group

Disc. Matthew J. Hoffmann (University of Toronto)
Changing Patterns of Environmental NGOs Participation with the UNFCCC's COPs 1994-2014: Increase in Environmental Legitimacy or Greenwashing Climate Change International Policy Development?
Aja Binette (Temple University)
Fighting Climate Change and Fair Trade: Finding EU's interest in the Solar Panel Dispute with China
Coraline Goron (Warwick University - Université Libre de Bruxelles)
Decarbonizing the Dragon? Development Discourse and Climate Change Policy of the People’s Republic of China,
Yi-tsui Tseng (National Sun Yat-sen University)
Voices for environmental action? Analyzing the representativeness and accountability of narrative in environmental governance networks in the Pacific Islands
Ashlie Denton (Portland State University)

TD01-D: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Civil Society, Local Communities and International Development

JSS Group

Disc. Hans Peter Schmitz (University of San Diego)
Politics of compliance: The relationship between USAID and relief and development NGOs
Rallitsa Donkova (Colgate University)
Planting the Seeds of Activism? Environmental Civil Society Organizations in Vietnam
Jennifer L. Wallace (University of Maryland)
Institutionalization of ideas in development organizations: Translation, gender equality, and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
Adam Fejerskov (Danish Institute for International Studies)
Corporate Social Responsibility in Developing Country: Toward a Developmental Contribution?
Gabriel C. Goyette (Université de Montréal)

TD02: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The Non-Democratic Peace

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Noa Schonmann (University of Oxford)
Disc. Douglas M. Gibler (University of Alabama)
China in the Middle East: Does the Beijing Consensus bring Peace without Democracy to the Region?
Mojtaba Mahdavi (University of Alberta)
A New Case for the Peace among Similar Political Systems - The 'Monarchic Peace' in the Middle East
Anna Sunik (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
Authoritarian Peace: The Constraints of Populism in Nasser’s Egypt
Noa Schonmann (University of Oxford)
An Authoritarian Peace? Correlates of Public Support for Peace with Israel in Egypt and Jordan
Lars Berger (University of Leeds)
Motivations for liberal peace-building: A complex interplay of interests and ideas
Anette Stimmer (University of Oxford)

TD04: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
North Korea's Fourth Nuclear Test and Regional Responses

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Kevin Gray (University of Sussex)
Part. Linda J. Yarr (George Washington University)
Part. Sebastian Biba (Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany)
Part. Inyeop Lee (Spring Arbor University)
Part. Matthias Maass (Yonsei University)
Part. Markus Liegl (Goethe-University Frankfurt am Main)

TD05: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Classical International Political Theory, Establishing Peace and the Evolution of International Society

Historical International Relations
English School
International Ethics
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair David Boucher (Cardiff University)
Disc. Milla E. Vaha (University of Turku)
Disc. Alena Drieschova (Cardiff University)
IR Theory, Political Theology, and the Legacy of Thomas Hobbes
William Bain (National University of Singapore)
Hegel and the legalisation of International Society
Peter Sutch (Cardiff University)
John Locke and the Constitution of the International Sphere
Beate Jahn (University of Sussex)
The Dilemmas of Enforcing Universal Norms: John Locke’s Notion of ‘Offenses against the Whole Human Species
Sinja Graf (National University of Singapore)
From Sovereignty to Society: The Problem of Obligation Versus Compliance in International Society
David Boucher (Cardiff University)
TD07: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
**Distinguished Scholar**
ENMISA Distinguished Scholar Panel: Celebrating the work of James F. Hollifield

*Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies*

**Chair** Patrick James (University of Southern California)  
**Part.** Audie Klotz (Syracuse University)  
**Part.** Susan Martin (Georgetown University)  
**Part.** Kamal Sadiq (University of California at Irvine)  
**Part.** Michael O. Sharpe (City University of New York)  
**Hon.** James F. Hollifield (Southern Methodist University)

TD08: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
**Roundtable**
Doing Politics Through Transnational Law

*International Law*

**Chair** Wouter Werner (VU University, Amsterdam)  
**Part.** Shirley Scott (UNSW Australia)  
**Part.** Marieke De Goede (University of Amsterdam)  
**Part.** Mikael Rask Madsen (University of Copenhagen)  
**Part.** Nikolas M. Rajkovic (University of Southern California)  
**Part.** Ian Hurd (Northwestern University)

TD11: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
**Distinguished Scholar**
ICOMM Distinguished Scholar Panel in Honor of Professor Robert Entman

*International Communication*

**Chair** Steven L. Livingston (George Washington University)  
**Part.** Scott Althaus (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)  
**Part.** Maria Armoudian (University of Southern California)  
**Part.** Emma Briant (University of Sheffield)  
**Part.** Abby Jones (Philadelphia University)  
**Part.** Francesco Olmastroni (University of Siena)  
**Part.** Hollis A. Semetko (Emory University)  
**Hon.** Robert Entman (George Washington University)

TD12: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
**Distinguished Scholar**
ESS Distinguished Scholar Roundtable recognizing Professor Peter Dauvergne

*Environmental Studies*

**Chair** Stacy D. VanDeveer (University of Massachusetts Boston)  
**Part.** Jennifer Clapp (University of Waterloo)  
**Part.** Matthew Paterson (University of Ottawa)  
**Part.** Kate O’Neill (University of California Berkeley)  
**Part.** Paul Wapner (American University)  
**Part.** Kate Neville (University of Toronto)  
**Part.** Susan M. Park (University of Sydney)  
**Hon.** Peter Dauvergne (University of British Columbia)

TD13: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
**Panel**
States, Sexualities, and Desires: Queering the Politics of Peace and Conflict

*Exploring Peace (Theme)*

**Chair** Manuela Lavinas Picq (Universidad San Francisco de Quito USFQ)  
**Disc.** Sandra McEvoy (Wheelock College)  
**Disc.** Markus Thiel (Florida International University)  

Muslim Homophobia and the Roots of Western Rage.  
Momin Rahman (Trent University)

“En Tarapoto nunca mataron a ocho travestis”: Commemorating and contesting accounts of gay and transgender violence during Peru’s internal armed conflict

**Justin Perez** (University of California, Irvine)  
Queering The WPS Agenda: Gender-Based Violence Against The LGBTQ Community in Conflict Environments

**Jamie J. Hagen** (University of Massachusetts Boston)  
Beyond Rights: Space, Capacity and the Queer Intimacies of Human Security

**Michael J. Bosia** (Saint Michael's College)  
A Queer Critique of Evolutionary Theorizing in Security Studies: Implications for War and Peace

**Helen Kinsella** (University of Wisconsin-Madison)  
**Laura Sjoberg** (University of Florida)

TD14: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
**Roundtable**
Immersed Mobile Learning of Diplomatic and International Profession

*Active Learning in International Affairs*

**Diplomatic Studies**

**Chair** Jelica Stefanovic-Stambuk (University of Belgrade Faculty of Political Sciences)  
**Disc.** Srdjan Vucetic (University of Belgrade)  
**Part.** Nemanja Dzuverovic (University of Belgrade)  
**Part.** Marko Kovacevic (University of Belgrade Faculty of Political Sciences)  
**Part.** Jovana Jezdimirovic Ranito (University of Coimbra)

TD15: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
**Roundtable**
Constructivist Theory and International Relations Practitioners: Exploring Gaps and Dialogues

*Theory*

**Chair** Christian G. K. Reus-Smit (University of Queensland)  
**Part.** Gregorio Bettiza (University of Exeter)  
**Part.** Adam Bower (University of St Andrews)  
**Part.** Filippo Dionigi (London School of Economics and Political Science)  
**Part.** Jennifer L. Erickson (Boston College)  
**Part.** Phillip M. Ayoub (Drexel University)  
**Part.** Nukhet A. Sandal (Ohio University)

TD16: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
**Panel**
Transnational Corporation strategies in the midst of conflict and repression

*Exploring Peace (Theme)*

**Chair** Timothy D. Sisk (University of Denver)  
**Disc.** Virginia Ann Haufler (University of Maryland)  
And of course our major contribution remains to run a decent business: Making sense of corporate sense-making in global governance

**Matthias Hofferberth** (University of Texas, San Antonio)  
Private sector and Peacebuilding

**Angelika Retberg** (Universidad de los Andes)  
Converging on Civilian Protection

**Oliver Kaplan** (University of Denver)  
Propositions on non-state action, interaction, and violence

**Deborah Avant** (University of Denver)
Panel
The United Nations (UN) and Peacekeeping
Scientific Study of International Processes
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Michelle Benson (University at Buffalo - State University of New York)
Disc. Ismene Gizelis (University of Essex)
Credible deterrence? Peacekeeping Responses to Violence Against Civilians
Lisa Hultman (Uppsala University)
UN Security Council Resolutions and Sexual Violence in Civil Wars
Michelle Benson (University at Buffalo - State University of New York)
Ismene Gizelis (University of Essex)
UN Engagement and the Severity of Conflict
Kyle Beardsley (Duke University)
David E. Cunningham (University of Maryland)
Peter White (University of Maryland-College Park)
Regime Types and Peacekeeping Contributions
Jun Koga Sudduth (University of Strathclyde)
The Effects of Troop Variation and Bias on UN Peacekeeping Success
Jacob D. Kathman (University at Buffalo, SUNY)
Michelle Benson (University at Buffalo - State University of New York)

Panel
Credible deterrence? Peacekeeping Responses to Violence Against Civilians
Lisa Hultman (Uppsala University)
UN Security Council Resolutions and Sexual Violence in Civil Wars
Michelle Benson (University at Buffalo - State University of New York)
Ismene Gizelis (University of Essex)
UN Engagement and the Severity of Conflict
Kyle Beardsley (Duke University)
David E. Cunningham (University of Maryland)
Peter White (University of Maryland-College Park)
Regime Types and Peacekeeping Contributions
Jun Koga Sudduth (University of Strathclyde)
The Effects of Troop Variation and Bias on UN Peacekeeping Success
Jacob D. Kathman (University at Buffalo, SUNY)
Michelle Benson (University at Buffalo - State University of New York)

Panel
Grand Strategy as a Research Program in International Relations: Trends and Prospects
International Security Studies
Chair Peter Dombrowski (Naval War College)
Disc. Andrew L. Ross (Texas A&M University)
Thinking about India’s Grand Strategy
C. Christine Fair (Georgetown University)
Is American Grand Strategy Possible?
Colin Dueck (George Mason University)
One US Grand Strategy or Parallel Strategies? Threats, Actors and Conflict in the 21st Century
Simon F. Reich (Rutgers University Newark)
A Grand Strategy for the European Union?
Jolyon Howorth (Yale University)

Panel
Regional Migration Governance
International Political Economy
Chair Jeroen Doomernik (University of Amsterdam)
Disc. Jeroen Doomernik (University of Amsterdam)
How and why do perceptions matter: Framing effects in regional migration governance
Andrew Geddes (University of Sheffield)
Regional Migration Governance in “North America”: challenges from civil society and transnational social movements
Marianne H. Marchand (University of the Americas Puebla)
Technologies of Regional Migration Governance in Europe
Rey Koslowski (University at Albany)
European emigration governance: in the region and out of the region comparison
Agnieszka Weinar (EUI)

Panel
Human Trafficking and the Regional Governance of Labour Migration in North America
Nicola Jane Phillips (University of Sheffield)

Panel
(Still?) Governing the Market? Wade and State Developmentalism 25 Years On
International Political Economy
Chair Shaun G. Breslin (University of Warwick)
Disc. Robert Wade (LSE)
New Economic Globalisation and New Industrial Policy: Rethinking industrial policy and late-development in the 21st century – an analytical review
Laurids S. Lauridsen (Roskilde University)
Governing the Brazilian Economy? Developmentalism, Democracy and Globalisation
Diana Tussie (FLACSO/CONICET)
The Southeast Asian Developmental State in a Changing Governance Environment: Encountering Regional/Bilateral Trading Arrangements and Private Regulation Schemes
Helen E. S. Nesadurai (Monash University (Malaysia Campus))
Governing the Chinese Socialist Market Economy
Shaun G. Breslin (University of Warwick)
"The reports of my death have been greatly exaggerated": the Developmental State Paradigm 25 years after Governing the Market
Giuseppe Gabusi (University of Torino and T.wai - Torino World Affairs Institute)

Panel
Gender, Global Governance, Contestation: From 'Above' and from 'Below'
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
International Political Sociology
Chair Cristina Rojas (Carleton University)
Disc. Laura Catharine Macdonald (Carleton University)
Rights and Care in Discourses of maternal Health: Are Positive Rights Enough?
Fiona Robinson (Carleton University)
We Won the Words at Beijing: Accounts of Space and Language as Sites of Contestation at the Fourth World Conference on Women
Masaya Llavaneras Blanco (Balsillie School of International Affairs)
Social protection floors work for women
Silke Staab (UN Women)
Measurable Progress: Governance by Indicators Through the Millennium and Sustainable Development Goals
Sara Taylor (Balsillie School of International Affairs, Wilfrid Laurier University)

Panel
Theorizing conflict, peace and peaceful conflict
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Ole Waever (University of Copenhagen)
Chair Stellan Vinthagen (Gothenburg University)
Disc. Mathias Theo Albert (Bielefeld University)
Pertti L. Joenniemi (Karelian Institute, University of Eastern Finland)
### TD23: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
**Panel**
**Missile Defense, Nuclear Weapons and the Middle East**

**Chair** Halit Mustafa Tagma (Northern Arizona University)
**Chair** Nilsu Goren (University of Maryland)
**Disc.** Jeffrey Weber (Ipek University)

**Panelists**
- **Wayne McLean** (National Security College, Australian National University)
- **James Dwyer** (University of Tasmania)
- **Nilsu Goren** (University of Maryland)
- **Oguz Uras** (Suleyman Sah University)
- **Jeffrey Weber** (Ipek University)

**Discussion**
- Turkey's Ambiguous Affair with Tactical Nuclear Weapons: Is Missile Defense Really the Alternative?
- Conventional Deterrence in a Nuclear Region
- Missile Defense and Arms Races: A Historical and Quantitative Assessment

### TD24: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
**Panel**
**Power and Institutions: New Perspectives on Institutional Form and Institutional Choice**

**Chair** William C. Wohlforth (Dartmouth College)
**Disc.** Alex Thompson (Ohio State University)

**Panelists**
- **Matthias Staisch** (University of Chicago)
- **Designing International Security Institutions: Bounded Rationality, Heterogenous Preferences, and Bargaining Mechanisms**
- **Joel H. Westra** (Calvin College)
- **Contracting Options: Power and Agreement Selection in International Trade**
- **Michael Sampson** (Leiden University)
- **Re-legitimating a sphere of influence: French multilateralism in Africa since the 1990s**
- **Stefano Recchia** (University of Cambridge)
- **Designing a German Europe: How and When State Power Structures Policymaking in the EU**
- **Scott Siegel** (San Francisco State University)

### TD25: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
**Panel**
**On “Concerning Violence”: World Political Analysis with Fanon**

**Chair** Robbie G. Shilliam (Queen Mary, University of London)
**Disc.** Kimberly Hutchings (Queen Mary University of London)

**Panelists**
- **Shiera S. Malik** (DePaul University)
- **Precarity/Violence: Reflecting on Fanon**
- **Samarjit Ghosh** (University of Minnesota)
- **Governing Unruly Natives Today**
- **Narendran Kumarakulasingam** (Centre for Refugee Studies, York University)
- **Third Worldism Re-considered: The Multiple Lives of an (Unrealized) Political Project**
- **Alina Sajed** (McMaster University)
- **Fanon and Violence: from Decolonization to Coloured Cosmopolitanism**

### TD26: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
**Panel**
**Chinese Environmental Governance - domestic and international challenges**

**Chair** Dimitrios Stroikos (London School of Economics and Political Science)
**Disc.** Diarmuid A. Torney (Dublin City University)

**Panelists**
- **May Tan-Mullins** (University of Nottingham Ningbo China)
- **Transnational Private Governance for the Environment in China**
- **Yixian Sun** (Graduate Insitute of International and Development Studies, Geneva)
- **The “Critical Roles” Played by China and the U.S. in Constructing the Post-2020 Climate Change Regime**
- **Fang-Ting Cheng** (Institute of Developing Economies, Japan External Trade Organization (IDE-JETRO))
- **“Lifestyle leapfrogging” - Opportunities and challenges for sustainable consumption by emerging urban consumers in developing countries**
- **Manisha Anantharaman** (Saint Mary’s College of California)

### TD27: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
**Roundtable**
**IR Meets Anthropology**

**Chair** Philip Liste (University of Hamburg)
**Part.** Iver B. Neumann (London School of Economics)
**Part.** Christian Bueger (Cardiff University)
**Part.** Andrea Ballester (Rice University)
**Part.** Annelise Riles (Cornell)
**Part.** Philip Liste (University of Hamburg)
TD28: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
**Distinguished Scholar Roundtable Honouring Thomas G. Weiss**

**International Organization**

**Chair**  Ramesh C. Thakur (Australian National University)

**Part.**  Tatiana Carayannis (Social Sciences Research Council)

**Part.**  David P. Forsythe (University of Nebraska)

**Part.**  Peter J. Hoffman (Graduate Program in International Affairs, The New School)

**Part.**  Charlotte Ku (Texas A & M University School of Law)

**Part.**  Melissa T. Labonte (Fordham University)

**Part.**  Craig N. Murphy (Wellesley College)

**Part.**  Rorden Wilkinson (University of Sussex)

**Hon.**  Thomas G. Weiss (CUNY Graduate Center)

---

**TD29: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**The initiation, escalation and termination of territorial disputes**

**Scientific Study of International Processes**

**Chair**  Jaroslav Tir (University of Colorado)

**Disc.**  Emilia Justyna Powell (University of Notre Dame)

Contiguity and Militarized Conflict: Accounting for Opportunity

Stephen Quackenbush (University of Missouri)

Three is a Crowd: Using Reciprocity to Explain Involvement in Ongoing Disputes

Gennady Rudkevich (Georgia College & State University)

Issue Indivisibility and Territorial Disputes: A Survey Experiment

Songying Fang (Rice University)

Xiaojun Li (The University of British Columbia)

New States, Territorial Claims, and Democratization

Ioannis Ziogas (University of Florida)

Territory, War and the Role of Inhabitants in Territorial Disputes.

Yana Otlan (Waseda University)

---

**TD30: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Conflict in the South China Sea**

**International Security Studies**

**Chair**  Paul Midford (Norwegian University of Science & Technology)

**Disc.**  Paul Midford (Norwegian University of Science & Technology)

Party Politics and National Identity in Taiwan’s Territorial and Maritime Claims

Kimberly Wilson (East Tennessee State University)

Cooperation in China’s Strategy in the South China Sea: Sources and Objectives

Andrew Taffer (Tufts University)

A Little Less Conversation and a Little More Action? Explaining the Sudden Increase of Chinese Assertiveness in the East China Sea

Jeongseok Lee (Princeton University)

Similar Goal, Different Logic: A research on the different logics of peace-keeping in the South China Sea disputes

Ganyi Zhang (Freie Universität Berlin)

---

**TD31: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Does Intelligence Matter? Evaluating the Effect of Intelligence on International Outcomes**

**Intelligence Studies**

**Chair**  David Strachan-Morris (University of Leicester)

**Disc.**  Jon Moran (University of Leicester)

Reform, foreign policy, and the near abroad: Russian military intelligence machinery and the destabilisation of Eastern Europe

Paul Boxer (Brunel University)

---

The Iranian Intelligence War (2003-2015): Analyzing Iran’s Use of Covert Action and Paramilitary Proxies to achieve Regional Supremacy

Chad Fitzgerald (United States Military Academy)

Cold War Intelligence - The United States Military Liaison Mission in East Germany 1947-1990

Brian Powers (Webster University)

National Security and Surveillance: The Impact of the GCSB Amendment Bill and the Snowden Revelations in New Zealand

Robert G. Patman (University of Otago)

---

**TD32: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Winding Down? Revving Up? Strategizing for Late Career Moves**

**ISA Innovative Panel**

**Chair**  Margaret P. Karns (University of Dayton and University of Massachusetts Boston)

**Part.**  Elizabeth (Betty) C. Hanson (University of Connecticut)

**Part.**  Cynthia H. Enloe (Clark University)

**Part.**  Jacqueline Braveboy-Wagner (City University of New York)

**Part.**  J. Ann Tickner (American University)

---

**TD33: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Internal Relations**

**International Political Sociology**

**Theory**

**Feminist Theory and Gender Studies**

**Chair**  Lauren Wilcox (University of Cambridge)

**Disc.**  Elizabeth A. Dauphinee (York University)

**Internal Relations**

Stefanie R. Fishel (University of Alabama)

Memories from Conferences Past

Isaac A. Kamola (Trinity College)

Evasions and Invitations: A Male Feminist’s Personal and Intellectual Adventures in a Homophobic and Patriarchal World

Jesse Crane-Seeber (North Carolina State University)

Differentiation in IR: Homo Academicus Mundus Mundi

Mark Salter (University of Ottawa)

---

**TD34: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**On the Government of Peaceful and Violent Life: The Unsettling (of) Liberal Settlements of Peace**

**British International Studies Association**

**Chair**  Elisa Wynne-Hughes (Cardiff University)

**Disc.**  Alexander D. Barder (Florida International University)

Narratives of “Good Order” in Post-interventionary Policing

Colleen Bell (University of Saskatchewan)

Warding-off Governmentality: Indigenous Agency in Civil Society and Settler Peace

Tahseen Kazi (Georgia Southern University)

Post-liberal agency: indeterminacy, decolonization and the late liberal settler state

Darcy Leigh (The University of Edinburgh)

Roads, Barriers and Entrepreneurs: Neoliberal Governmentality and Materiality in Israeli Settlements in the West Bank

Jakub Zahora (Charles University in Prague)
TD35: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Transnational Identity Ties, Territorial Conflict, and Intrastate Violence

Chair  Sara McLaughlin Mitchell (University of Iowa)
Disc.  Stephen M. Saideman (Carleton University)

Identity Claims as Bargaining Leverage
Krista E. Wiegand (University of Tennessee)
Moving Into a Triadic Analysis of Ideational Ties in Civil Wars: External State Support of Rebel Groups
Belgin San Akca (Koç University)
Ethno-Religious Minority Groups: Violent or Peaceful?
Johanna K. Binir (University of Maryland)
Nil Seda Satana (Bilkent University)
Identity Claims and Populist Foreign Policy
Erin Jenne (Central European University)
Territorial Claims and Identity Claims under the Territorial Integrity Norm
Paul Hensel (University of North Texas)

TD36: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Expanding the horizons of International Political Economy

Chair  Andre Broome (University of Warwick)
Disc.  Penny Griffin (University of New South Wales)
Disc.  Elizabeth Thurbon (UNSW Australia)

Beyond the Market: Models of Exchange in International Relations Theory
Lilach Gilady (University of Toronto)
What’s in a name? Diagrammatic personae in contemporary financial film
Amin Samman (City University London)
Beyond the rentier state: Why has IPE ignored the Middle East?
Hannes Baumann (University of Liverpool)
Robert W. Cox and the Idea of History: political economy as philosophy
Randall D. Germain (Carleton University)
Fat matters: In Search of an International Political Economy of Obesity
Tony Heron (University of York)

TD37: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Celebrity Humanitarianism North and South: Authors Meet Critics

Global Development
Peace Studies
International Political Sociology

Chair  Stefano Ponte (Copenhagen Business School)
Part.  Ilan Kapoor (York University)
Part.  Lisa Ann Richey (Roskilde University)
Part.  Annick T. R. Wikben (University of San Francisco)
Part.  Francois Debrix (Virginia Tech)
Part.  Jenny Edkins (Aberystwyth University)

TD38: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Military Strategy and War in Historical Perspective

International Security Studies
Historical International Relations

Chair  Courtney N. Burns (Georgia Southern University)
Disc.  Per Martin Norheim-Martinsen (Norwegian Institute for Defence Studies)

The Myth of Decisive Battle
Jonathan Acuff (Coastal Carolina University)
American Strategic Bombing Theory: Origins of foundational myths and why these ideas are resistant to Bayesian updating
Phil M. Haun (Naval War College)
At the Crossroads of Law and License: Retracing the Evolution of Jus ad Bellum through the First Half of the Twentieth Century
Anatoly Levshin (Princeton University)
The Quiet Revolution: The Transformation of Western Military Logistics
Patrick Bury (University of Exeter)
Alberico Gentili and the Modern Conception of International Violence
Claire Vergerio (University of Oxford)

TD39: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Regionalism and Globalization in Eurasia

Post Communist Systems

Chair  Vidya Nadkarni (University of San Diego)
Disc.  Mariya Y. Omelicheva (University of Kansas)

Fragile Economy in Russia: Prospects and Challenges of Economic Development in a Globalizing World
Lada V. Kochtcheeva (North Carolina State University)
Bringing the international back in: the performative and constitutive nature of violence in the Caspian region
Licinia Simao (University of Coimbra)
Autocentric External Influences and Non-Democratic Peace—Introducing a New Agenda of China’s Involvement in Conflict Management in Central Asia
Cheng Yang (East China Normal University/ Center for Russian Studies)
Sovereign States and Regional Cooperation in the post-Soviet Central Asia
Yeo Jung Yoon (Kent State University)

TD40: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Civil-Military Relations, Foreign Policy, and Conflict

International Security Studies

Chair  Marybeth Ulrich (US Army War College)
Disc.  Marybeth Ulrich (US Army War College)

Reframing Peace: Developing International Strategies to Support Short and Long Term Peace Processes
Marcia B. Hartwell (Senior Fellow, Women in International Security (WIIS))
Testing the Civil-Military Divide in China: Text Analysis of Public Foreign Policy Statements by Chinese Elites
Tyler Jost (Harvard University)
Rachel Esplin Odell (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
The chicken-egg problem: feedback effects between UN Peacekeeping and internal military deployments in Brazil
Christoph Harig (King’s College London)
Accountability and Conflict Behavior in Pakistan
Madhavi Devasher (Princeton University)
**Panel TD48: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Postcolonial Approaches to Ethnic Conflicts, Migration and Nationalism**

**Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies**  
**International Political Sociology**

**Chair**  
Ceyda Kuloğlu (Başkent University, Assistant Professor)

**Disc.**  
A. Christian Soler (University of Delaware)

Lucy Ware McGuffey (University of Colorado-Denver)

**Migrating Subjectivities: Identity Construction in the International Refugee Regime**  
Lucy Ware McGuffey (University of Colorado-Denver)

**Self-determination in post-(semi)colonial contexts: why is it controversial?**  
Jiajie He (American University)

**Postcolonial cities as spaces of reengagement and revision**  
A. Christian Soler (University of Delaware)

**Arguing on Decolonization: Second Generation Liberation and the Attempt to Expand Anti-Colonialism**  
Yaniv Voller (University of Kent)

**The Exclusion of Assyrians in Iraq: A Postcolonial examination of Nationalism**  
Riva Gewarges (McMaster University)

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**  
**International Security Studies**

**Panel TD49: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Strategic Interaction with Terrorist Groups**  
**Exploring Peace (Theme)**  
**International Security Studies**

**Chair**  
Adrian Florea (University of Glasgow)

**Disc.**  
Michael A. Allen (Boise State University)

**Empty Threats: How Organizations Use Bluffing in Terrorist Campaigns**  
Charles W. Mahoney (California State University, Long Beach)

Joseph M. Brown (University of Massachusetts Boston)

**“Peaceful” Terrorism?: A Quantitative Analysis of the Factors Leading to Terrorist Groups’ Decisions to Hoax**  
Nicole Tishler (Norman Paterson School of International Affairs, Carleton University)

**Who bargains? Information and social barriers to negotiation in international politics**  
George Yin (Harvard University)

**On War and Peace Processes: The Concurrency of Violently Coercing while Non-Violently Engaging Armed Groups**  
Samir Puri (King’s College London - Department of War Studies)

**Panel TD50: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Alliance Politics: Theory and Practice**  
**International Security Studies**

**Chair**  
Jason William Davidson (University of Mary Washington)

**Disc.**  
Michael Beckley (Tufts University)

Evren Resnick (S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies)

**Agent-Centered Realist Theory of Alliances: Statecraft and Manipulation of International System**  
Yasuhiro Izumikawa (Chuo University)

**Rhetorical Entrapment and the Domestic Politics of Alliance Cooperation: Explaining Divergence in Japanese and South Korean Responses during the Iraq War**  
Seo-Hyun Park (Lafayette College)

**Why Unipoles Need Friends: Power, Threat, and the Purpose of Alliances**  
Jason William Davidson (University of Mary Washington)

**Allies by Association? The Significance of America’s Asian Alliances for Canada**  
Stefanie Von Hlatky (Queen’s University)

**Panel TD51: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Small states and the duty of care: emerging issues and stakes**  
**International Political Sociology**  
**Historical International Relations**  
**International Ethics**

**Chair**  
Halvard Leira (NUPI)

**Disc.**  
Cian O’Driscoll (University of Glasgow)

**Protecting citizens outside of state borders: The ‘duty of care’ towards militaries abroad**  
Nina Graeger (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)

**Negotiating Responsibility after Intervention: Danish Veterans, Afghan Interpreters, and the Moral Duties of a Small State**  
Kristian Søby Kristensen (University of Copenhagen)

**Caretakers, Citizens and Targets: Diplomatic Practices and the "Duty of Care"**  
Kristin M. Haugevik (NUPI)

'Let's go outside' - citizens abroad and the definition of nationhood  
Halvard Leira (NUPI)

**Protecting Norwegians abroad. The citizenship and security nexus and the constitution of the Norwegian political community**  
Xavier Guillaume (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen)

**Roundtable TD52: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Author Meets Critics: Brian Rathbun’s "Diplomacy’s Value"**  
**Theory**  
**International Security Studies**  
**Diplomatic Studies**

**Chair**  
Marcus Holmes (The College of William and Mary)

**Disc.**  
Brian Rathbun (University of Southern California)

**Part.**  
Jennifer Mitzen (Ohio State University)

**Part.**  
Rebecca Adler-Nissen (University of Copenhagen)

**Part.**  
Ronald R. Krebs (University of Minnesota)

**Part.**  
Keren Milo (Princeton University)

**Part.**  
Paul Sharp (University of Minnesota)

**Panel TD53: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Conflict and Cooperation in Cyberspace**  
**International Security Studies**

**Chair**  
Brandon Valeriano (Cardiff University)

**Disc.**  
Joshua Rovner (Southern Methodist University)

**Correlates of State Sponsored Cyber Conflict**  
George E. Mitchell (The City College of New York)

**Cybersecurity and Cross Domain Deterrence**  
Jon Lindsay (University of Toronto)

**Cyber Victory: The Efficacy of Cyber Power**  
Brandon Valeriano (Cardiff University)

**Ryan Maness (Northeastern University)**

**The Co-Evolution Dilemma: Cyberspace & International Relations**  
Nazli Choucri (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
**TD54: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**  
**Global Development**  
**Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies**  
**Political and Economic Corruption: Causes, Consequences and Processes**

**Panel**

**Chair**  
Nicole Janz (University of Cambridge)

**Chair**  
Dalson Figueiredo (UFPE)

**Disc.**  
Nara Pavao (Vanderbilt University)

Judicial slowness and corruption in Brazil: Evidence from a mixed methods approach

Dalson Figueiredo (UFPE)

Nicole Janz (University of Cambridge)

The Determinants of Tolerance Toward Corruption: Experimental Evidence from Brazil

Nara Pavao (Vanderbilt University)

Election corruption in Afghanistan: An Analysis of Presidential Elections

Weeda Mehran (University of Cambridge)

Political Corruption and Democracy: Evaluating the Relationship in India

Pawan Kumar (Delhi University)

**Chair**  
Dalson Figueiredo (UFPE)

Nicole Janz (University of Cambridge)

The Determinants of Tolerance Toward Corruption: Experimental Evidence from Brazil

Nara Pavao (Vanderbilt University)

Election corruption in Afghanistan: An Analysis of Presidential Elections

Weeda Mehran (University of Cambridge)

Political Corruption and Democracy: Evaluating the Relationship in India

Pawan Kumar (Delhi University)

**Chair**  
Brigette Weißen (University of São Paulo)

**Disc.**  
Miao-ling Lin Hasenkamp (Otto von Guericke University of Magdeburg)

**Part.**  
Gearoid M. Millar (University of Aberdeen)

**Part.**  
Jochen Kleinschmidt (EAFIT Colombia)

**Part.**  
Stefan Cibian (Chatham House and Babes-Bolyai University)

**Part.**  
Da-chi Liao (National Sun-yat Sen University)

**Chair**  
Brigette Weißen (University of São Paulo)

**Disc.**  
Miao-ling Lin Hasenkamp (Otto von Guericke University of Magdeburg)

**Part.**  
Gearoid M. Millar (University of Aberdeen)

**Part.**  
Jochen Kleinschmidt (EAFIT Colombia)

**Part.**  
Stefan Cibian (Chatham House and Babes-Bolyai University)

**Part.**  
Da-chi Liao (National Sun-yat Sen University)

**Chair**  
Philippe Beaulieu-Brossard (University of Ottawa)

**Disc.**  
Daniel J. Levine (The University of Alabama)

**Part.**  
Ben Zweibelson (MAJ) (TRADOC, US Army)

**Part.**  
Alice A. Butler-Smith (School of Advanced Military Studies (SAMS))

**Part.**  
Michael W. Mosser (University of Texas at Austin)

**Part.**  
Philippe Dufort (Université Saint-Paul)

**Chair**  
Philippe Beaulieu-Brossard (University of Ottawa)

**Disc.**  
Daniel J. Levine (The University of Alabama)

**Part.**  
Ben Zweibelson (MAJ) (TRADOC, US Army)

**Part.**  
Alice A. Butler-Smith (School of Advanced Military Studies (SAMS))

**Part.**  
Michael W. Mosser (University of Texas at Austin)

**Part.**  
Philippe Dufort (Université Saint-Paul)

**Chair**  
Philippe Beaulieu-Brossard (University of Ottawa)

**Disc.**  
Daniel J. Levine (The University of Alabama)

**Part.**  
Ben Zweibelson (MAJ) (TRADOC, US Army)

**Part.**  
Alice A. Butler-Smith (School of Advanced Military Studies (SAMS))

**Part.**  
Michael W. Mosser (University of Texas at Austin)

**Part.**  
Philippe Dufort (Université Saint-Paul)
Politics Among Rebels: The Determinants of Conflict and Cooperation Between Non-State Combatants
David Bowden (University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign)
Militant Networks and Violence in Iraq and Syria
Emily Kalah Gade (University of Washington)
Zane M. Kelly (University of Colorado)
Michael Gabbay (University of Washington)

TD60: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Military Intervention: Causes and Efficacy
International Security Studies

Chair Michael J. Butler (Clark University)
Disc. Michael J. Butler (Clark University)

Lethality and Legitimacy: The Effects of Extra-UN Military Interventions on Peacekeeping Operation Success
Andrea M. Lopez (Susquehanna University)
The Domestic Sources of Third-Party Intervention in Civil Wars:
Theory-Building through the Iranian Case
Reyko Huang (Texas A&M University)
Mohammad Tabaar (Texas A&M University)

Why Now? The Russian State, Oligarchic Interests and Ukraine’s Civil War
Boaz Atzili (American University)
Karen Saunders (American University School of International Service)
The Governance of Local Security in Conflict-Affected Contexts
Henry Radice (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Mary H. Kaldor (London School of Economics and Political Science)

TD61: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
New Research on Regime Type
International Security Studies

Chair Sarah E. Croco (University of Maryland)
Disc. Sarah E. Croco (University of Maryland)

Rethinking China’s Internal Security Spending
Sheena Chestnut Greitens (University of Missouri)
Disinformation and Misinformation: Organizational Self-Assessment
William Wagstaff (Emory University)
Civil-Military Relations and Conflict Behavior: Initial Tests Using New Data
Caitlin Talmadge (The George Washington University)

The Political Origins of Elite Support for War: How Democratic Leaders Manage Public Opinion
Elizabeth Saunders (George Washington University)
Authoritarian Audiences in International Crises: Evidence from Real-History and Hypothetical Survey Experiments in China
Allan Dafoe (Yale University)
Jessica C. Weiss (Cornell University)

TD62: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
China: What Kind of Rising Power?

English School

Chair Matthias Maass (Yonsei University)
Disc. Ning Liao (New Jersey City University)
Out of the Shadows: Xi Jinping and Peaceful Order in post-hegemonic Asia
Jeremy T. Paltiel (Carleton University)

Understanding the Context of China’s Challenge in the South China Sea
Michael Tkacik (Stephen F. Austin State University)
Beijing’s and Moscow’s Quest for Stability in their Neighbourhood: The case of Central Asia
Lisaotte Oggaard (Royal Danish Defence College)
Indeterminacy and International Systems Change: Tibet Between Westphalia and the Sinosphere
Amanda Cheney (Cornell University)

Power Shifting or Status Enhancing: Is China a threat to existing international order?
Meiling Li (Xiamen University)

TD63: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Decolonizing Feminist Knowledges in World Politics

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair Anne Sisson Runyan (University of Cincinnati)
Part. Amy Lind (University of Cincinnati)
Part. V. Spike Peterson (University of Arizona)
Part. Suzanne Bergeron (University of Michigan, Dearborn)
Part. Marysia Zalewski (Cardiff University)

TD64: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Surveys in Tricky Settings: Assessing Public Opinion in Violent, Transient and Hard-to-Find Populations

Scientific Study of International Processes

Chair Matthias Basedau (German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
Disc. John O’Loughlin (University of Colorado)
Mobilizing Civilians for Combat: Evidence from Eastern Ukraine
Vera Mironova (University of Maryland)
Sam Whitt (High Point University)
Trust after Ebola: Results from a Panel Survey in Monrovia, Liberia
Robert Blair (Brown University)
Benjamin Morse (MIT)
Lily L. Tsai (MIT)
Wartime Violence, Empathy and Intergroup Altruism: Evidence from the Ivorian Refugee Crisis in Liberia
Alexandra Hartman (Yale)
Attitudes for peace: post-conflict public opinion in three countries
Karin Dyrstad (SINTEF Technology and Society)
Kristin Bakke (University College London)
Sampling Slums: The Role of Satellite Imagery, Electronic Data Capture, and Local Knowledge
Erik Wibbels (Duke University)

TD65: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Track Two Diplomacy in Theory and Practice

Peace Studies

Chair Esra Cuhadar (Bilkent University)
Disc. Peter Jones (University of Ottawa)
Part. Brian L. Job (University of British Columbia)
Part. Tamra Pearson D’Estree (University of Denver)
Part. Galia Golan (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
**TD66: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Panel**

Comparative Exceptionalism - implications for peaceful international relations in a polycentric world

**Foreign Policy Analysis**

**Chair**  Patrick Thaddeus Jackson  (American University)

**Disc.**  Miłada Bukovská  (Smith College)

Japan’s ODA: Is Japan getting its money’s worth from its ODA?

Kevin Cooney  (Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University)

Exceptionalism in South Africa’s foreign policy in Africa: evolutions, paradoxes and challenges

Folashade Soule-Kohndou  (CERI - Sciences Po Paris)

Reassessing Turkey’s exceptionalism: between universalism and particularism

Emel Parlar Dal  (University Of Marmara/Istanbul)

The peaceful exception: Brazil as a rising soft power of the South

Christina Stolte  (University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany)

The Construction of American Exceptionalism: A Universal Peace Plan against the European Realpolitik

Taesuh Cha  (Seoul National University)

Exceptionalism in Foreign Policy: evidence from the U.S. and India

Nicola Nyholm  (Swedish Institute of International Affairs)

Johannes Plagemann  (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)

---

**TD67: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Panel**

Advances in Public Diplomacy Research

**Diplomatic Studies**

**Chair**  Manus I. Midlarsky  (Rutgers University)

**Disc.**  Robin Brown  (PDNI)

Connecting the dots: The role of universites, alumni networks, and students in public diplomacy

Cristian A. Harris  (University of North Georgia)

Dlynn Armstrong-Williams  (University of North Georgia)

The Ukraine Crisis as an Unintended Consequence of the EU’s Public Diplomacy

Molly Krasnodebska  (University of Cambridge)

The Public Diplomacy of German-Jewish Relations

Thomas Just  (Florida International University)

Public Diplomacy as Organizational Practice: Logistics vs Strategy

Robin Brown  (PDNI)

Heritage Conservation as Public Diplomacy in Managing An Intractable Conflict

Senem Cevik  (University of California Irvine)

---

**TD68: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Panel**

A Bottom-up Perspective to the “Democratic Opening” in Turkey: Understanding the Alevi and the Kurdish Opening of the Justice and Development Party Government

**Exploring Peace** (Theme)

**Chair**  Lisel Hintz  (Cornell University)

**Disc.**  Lisel Hintz  (Cornell University)

Mothers of “Peace” and Mothers of “Martyrs”: A Search for Understanding Marginalized Mothers’ Views about the Peace Initiative in Turkey

Duygu Ozturk  (Istanbul Medipol University)

Norm Diffusion and Hybridity in Conflict Resolution Processes: The Case of the ‘Democratic Opening’ in Turkey’s Peace Process

Esra Dilek  (Bilkent University)

---

**TD69: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Panel**

The Military and Foreign Policy Decision-Making

**International Security Studies**

**Chair**  George Shambaugh  (Georgetown University)

**Disc.**  Peter D. Feaver  (Duke University)

Beyond Perpetual Peace: The Composition of National Militaries and Propensity for Conflict

Madison Schramm  (Georgetown University)

George Shambaugh  (Georgetown University)

US Training of Foreign Militaries and the Conduct of Developing State Foreign Policy

Jonathan Caverley  (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

Hard-wired for War? Neurological Responses to Combat Service and the Foreign Policy Preferences of Veterans in the Political Elite

Kelsey Larsen  (Georgetown University)

A Job to Die for: Volunteer Militaries and Casualty Prone Democracies

Paul Vasquez  (University of Central Florida)

---

**TD70: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Roundtable**

Governing through Goals: A Goal-Driven Approach for Sustainable Development

**Environmental Studies**

**Global Development**

**Chair**  Masahiko Iguchi  (Kyoto Sangyo University)

**Disc.**  Pamela Chasek  (Manhattan College)

**Part.**  Peter M. Haas  (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

**Part.**  Oran R. Young  (Bren School, UC Santa Barbara)

**Part.**  Steven Bernstein  (University of Toronto)

---

**TD71: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Panel**

Governing the Body Corporate

**Global Development**

**Feminist Theory and Gender Studies**

**Chair**  Gurinder Bhambra  (University of Warwick)

**Disc.**  Ozlem Altn-olcay  (Koc University, Istanbul)

Intimacy and the Body Corporate: Governing Love in a Site of Extraction in West Papua

Lisa Tilley  (University of Warwick, ULB)

Players, Workers, and Volunteers: The Feminist Political Economy of Bodily Regulation in Bingo

Kate Bedford  (University of Kent)

Logistical Subjects, Oceanic Trade: Mobilizing Difference in the Superexploitation of Seafaring Labor

Charmaine S. Chua  (University of Minnesota)

Racialized Bodies in Architectures of Power: Narratives of Race, Racism and Development among Aid Workers

Althea-Maria Rivas  (York University)
**TD72: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Refugee and Migrant Protest and Solidarity Movements: Remaking Citizenship from the Margins**

*International Political Sociology*

*Global Development*

*Global South Caucus*

**Chair** Kim Rygiel (Wilfrid Laurier University)

**Disc.** Vicki Squire (The University of Warwick)

*Living with others: Fostering cosmopolitanism through transgressive citizenship politics*

Feyzi Baban (Trent University)

Kim Rygiel (Wilfrid Laurier University)

Solidarity interventions in the Mediterranean Sea –The Watch The Med Alarm Phone

Maurice Sterl (University of California, Davis)

*To stay is to resist: Haitian migrants at Brazilian crossroads*

Carolina Moulin (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro)

Diana Zaccia Thomaz (Balsilie School of International Affairs)

Global Governance and Refugee Issues in China

Hongsheng Ren (School of Politics and Public Administration, China University of Political Science and Law, China)

Silence, privilege and presence: Questions for solidarity

Heather L. Johnson (Queen’s University Belfast)

**TD75: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**The Turn to the Local: A Critical Assessment**

*Peace Studies*

**Chair** Denise M. Horn (Simmons College)

**Disc.** Denise M. Horn (Simmons College)

*What is Participatory about Participatory Rural Development? A case study from South West Nigeria*

Titilayo Ayoola (Queen Mary, University of London)

Community Driven Peace- and Statebuilding

Jutta Bakonyi (Durham University (UK))

Gidon Cohen (Durham University)

Strange Bedfellows: The Local Politics of NGO-Government Relations

Karisa T. Cloward (Southern Methodist University)

Uncharted Waters: China-New Zealand Development Cooperation in the South Pacific

Stephen Noakes (University of Auckland)

Citizen Participation in the Citizen Security Framework: A Path Towards Peace. The Case of Trinidad and Tobago

Ashaki Dore (University of the West Indies)

**TD76: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

(In)formal Institutions for Statebuilding

*Exploring Peace (Theme)*

**Chair** Christine S. Cheng (King’s College London)

**Disc.** Willemijn Verkoren (Radboud University Nijmegen/Institute of Management Research/ CICAM)


Rosa M. C. Rossi (Catania University)

State distrust and statebuilding in post-conflict Liberia

Christine S. Cheng (King’s College London)

How can political trust be built after civil wars? Lessons from post-conflict Sierra Leone

Pui Hang Wong (Maastricht University)

Fighting against windmills: can civic agency foster inclusive governance in an electocracy?

Randall Puljek-Shank (Radboud University Nijmegen)

**TD77: Thursday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Asian and Global Political Economy**

*Global South Caucus*

*Foreign Policy Analysis*

**Chair** Richard Stubbs (McMaster University)

**Disc.** Alan Chong (S Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University)

Civilizational Improvement and Cultural Order: The Political Economy of the Malay World between 1515 and 1820 read through the Sejarah Melayu and the Hikayat Abdullah

Alan Chong (S Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University)

Mohammed Nuruzzaman (Gulf University for Science and Technology)

Jayantha Jayman (St. Lawrence University)

Islamism and Political Economy Theories: Sayyid Qutb and Ayatollah Khomeini in Perspectives

Mohammed Nuruzzaman (Gulf University for Science and Technology)
A Source for Asian and Global Order in Perilous Times: The Historical Roots of Japanese Anti-Classical Political Economy and Pacifism
Jayantha Jayman (St. Lawrence University)

Historical Migration and China: Implications for Theorizing Asian Global Political Economy
Madeleine Wong (St. Lawrence University)

Theorizing Afro-Asian International Relations: Cultural Pluralism in Afro-Arab Political and Economic Exchanges
Onek Adyanga (Millersville University)

Legalize This: International Organizations and the Law
Panel

International Organization
International Law

Chair: Aart A. Holtslag (Shepherd University)
Disc: Salla Huikuri (University of Helsinki)

Compliance as Process: Transnational Diffusion and Compliance in the International Regime of Anti-Corruption
Ellen Guzman (York University)

The UN Security Council and its ICC referral resolutions: Advancing or Curbing the Justice Norm?
Carrie Booth Walling (Albion College)

IOs in Transition: Domestic Regime Change and International Compliance
Shareefa Abdullah Al-Adwani (University of California, Davis)

Should we call a lawyer? Towards a conceptualisation of norm conflicts for International Relations
Lea Wisken (WZB)

Issue linkage across international organizations: Does European countries’ temporary membership in the UN Security Council increase their receipts from the EU budget?
Christoph Mikulaschek (Princeton University)

Public Opinion, Perceptions, Beliefs, and Foreign Policy
Panel

Recent Debates Surrounding US Foreign Policy
Panel

Security in Africa
Panel

African business and the response to social crisis
Antoinette Handley (University of Toronto)

Military Intervention in Africa: French and US Approaches Compared
Stephen Burgess (US Air War College)

The production of militarized policing in urban Africa: Assessing the link between the international ‘anti-terror’ industry and local police forces in African cities
Stephen D. Marr (Malmö University)
Susan Jackson (Stockholm University)

Chair: Xiaoyu Pu (University of Nevada, Reno)
Disc: Brian Urlacher (University of North Dakota)

Taking it Personally: Conflict Personalization in International Politics
Kelly A. McHugh (Florida Southern College)

International trust in East Asia: how South Korea looks at its two giant neighbors: China and Japan
Jianwei Wang (University of Macau)
Xiaojie Wang (University of Macau)

Domestic Politics and Foreign Policy Change: Analyzing Withdrawal from Coalition Operations in Iraq
Patrick A. Mello (Bavarian School of Public Policy, Technical University of Munich)

Gambling for Resurrection vs. Bleeding the Army: Explaining Risky Behavior in Failing Wars
Shawn Cochran (School of Advanced Air and Space Studies)

Chair: Jack E. Holmes (Hope College)
Disc: Agnes Simon (Masaryk University)
Disc: Brian Bow (Dalhousie University)

U.S. Disengagement from Caspian Oil: The Case of Azerbaijan.
Galib Bashirov (Florida International University)

Methods of Turkish-American Relations After the Cold War: A Content Analysis
Kürşat Korkmaz (SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY)

Role Theory, US-Hungary Relations, and the Hungarian VISA Crisis of Fall 2014
Eszter Simon (University of Birmingham)
Panel

**Public Opinion and Foreign Policy**

**Chair** Giampiero Giacomello (University of Bologna)
**Disc.** Jessie Rumsey (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
**Disc.** Kai Oppermann (University of Sussex)

Rational Public Opinion on U.S. Foreign Policy: Does Issue Domain Matter?

Steven Hook (Kent State University)

Hawkishness, Dovishness, and the “Vietnam Syndrome”: War and the Microfoundations of Elite Policy Positions in Rivalry

Benjamin O. Fordham (Binghamton University)
Jonathan M. DiCicco (Canisius College)

Public opinion and international politics: The case for a constructivist approach

James Strong (London School of Economics)

Conceptualizing Motivations for, and Avenues of, Influence on American Counterterrorism Policy by the Military-Industrial Complex

Melissa Smoot (Stephen F. Austin State University)

Inequality, Public Opinion, and Protectionism Support in the US Senate: Connecting Individual Opinion to Trade Policy Support

Brian Fitzpatrick (West Virginia University)

Panel

**Peaceful Development and the Political Demography of Asia**

**Chair** Tadeusz Kugler (Roger Williams University)
**Disc.** Jennifer Scuibba (Rhodes College)

Women’s Empowerment Meets Women’s Liberation: The Disconnect Between Global and Chinese Approaches to Gender and Population

Danielle Cohen (Cornell University)

The Political Demography of Asian Parliaments

Devin Joshi (Singapore Management University)

Son Preference, Sex Ratios, and Crime in India

Andrea Den Boer (University of Kent)
Valerie Hudson (The Bush School of Government and Public Service, Texas A&M University)

Regulating Fertility in the Postcolony: Contraceptive Technologies and Family Planning in South Asia in the Shadow of Cold War Science

Savina Balasubramanian (Northwestern University)

Panel

**Securing Marine Environments**

**Chair** Elizabeth M. De Santo (Franklin & Marshall College)
**Disc.** Jennifer L. Bailey (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)

Human Security and Livelihoods: Preventing and Exacerbating Conflict during a Seasonal Fishing Ban in Tamil Nadu, India

Julia Novak (Michigan State University)
Mark Axelrod (Michigan State University)

Maritime Energy and Environment: Security Tradeoffs?

Elizabeth Nyman (Texas A&M University Galveston)
Diplomacy After Empire: Competing Visions of Order and Violence in International Society

Hussein Banai (Indiana University)
The So-called Hybrid War - Where is the Beef?

Jyri Raitasalo (Finnish National Defence University)
Banal nationalism of state recognition: national redrawing borders in post-Cold War Europe

Matti A. Jutila (University of Turku, Finland)
The 'World Society' as a Framework to Make Sense of the Practice: Understanding Peacebuilding through the English School

Burak Toygar Halistoprak (Bilkent University)
Identity politics of international society: The international, world society and inclusion/exclusion from ‘Europe’

Thomas Linsenmaier (University of Tartu)
Adding to the Westphalian Peace: Early Russia and Its Membership in European International Society

Brett Netto (Virginia Tech)

FA01: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

America, Empire and Liberalism

Panel

Chair
Ole Jacob Sending (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)

Disc.
John Mearsheimer (University of Chicago)

American Visions of a Post-Imperial World

Michael Lind (New America Foundation)

Liberal Hegemony, Illiberal Empire, and the American Republic

David Hendrickson (Colorado College)

America's Strategy of Imperial Decline

Henry R. Nau (George Washington University)

American Anti-Imperialism, the Globalization of the Westphalian System

Daniel H. Deudney (Johns Hopkins University)

John Ikenberry (Princeton University)

American Foreign Policy, Exceptionalism, and Liberalism

Beate Jahn (University of Sussex)

The Sanctions Enterprise: Assessing a Quarter-Century of UN Action for Peace, Security and Human Rights

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair
Thomas J. Biersteker (The Graduate Institute, Geneva)

Disc.
Paul Bentall (Foreign and Commonwealth Office)

Where and How Have Twenty Five Years of UN Security Council Sanctions Made a Difference for Peace?

Sebastian von Einsiedel (Center for Policy Research - United Nations University)

George A. Lopez (University of Notre Dame)

UN sanctions to promote peace: limitations and opportunities

Sue Eckert (Watson Institute, Brown University)

Do Arms Embargoes Reduce War or Bring Peace

Michael Brzoska (University of Hamburg)

Unilateral and regional sanctions as 'drivers' of UN sanctions

Clara Portela (Singapore Management University)

Inken von Borzyskowski (Florida State University)

The relationship between foreign aid and sanctions: a new era?

Francesco Giumelli (University of Groningen)

FA03: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Panel

The Sanctions Enterprise: Assessing a Quarter-Century of UN Action for Peace, Security and Human Rights

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair
Thomas J. Biersteker (The Graduate Institute, Geneva)

Disc.
Paul Bentall (Foreign and Commonwealth Office)

Where and How Have Twenty Five Years of UN Security Council Sanctions Made a Difference for Peace?

Sebastian von Einsiedel (Center for Policy Research - United Nations University)

George A. Lopez (University of Notre Dame)

UN sanctions to promote peace: limitations and opportunities

Sue Eckert (Watson Institute, Brown University)

Do Arms Embargoes Reduce War or Bring Peace

Michael Brzoska (University of Hamburg)

Unilateral and regional sanctions as ‘drivers’ of UN sanctions

Clara Portela (Singapore Management University)

Inken von Borzyskowski (Florida State University)

The relationship between foreign aid and sanctions: a new era?

Francesco Giumelli (University of Groningen)

FA04: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Panel

Sapphire Series: How Do We Know Peace?

International Studies Association

Chair
Amanda Murdie (University of Georgia)

Part.
Séverine Autesserre (Barnard College, Columbia University)

Part.
Erica Chenoweth (University of Denver)

Part.
Oliver Richmond (University of Manchester)

Part.
Patrick M. Regan (University of Notre Dame)

Part.
Idean Salehyan (University of Texas at Dallas)
**FA05: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Subjectivity: Construction and Reflection**

**Theory**

*Chair* Stefanie R. Fishel (University of Alabama)

*Disc.* Lauren Wilcox (University of Cambridge)

The Enigma of Foucaultian Knowledges: the Subject and Normativity in Archeology and Genealogy

Marcos Sebastian Scauso (University of California, Irvine.)

Bare Life or Vulnerable Care: An Alternative Reading of Refugee Identities Based on a Case Study of Sexual Assaults in Refugee Camps in Kenya

Katherine Kenny (Carleton University)

Classifying dissenters: Forms and limits of subjectivities in contemporary protests

Marta Bashovski (University of Victoria)

Configuring 'Bodies' through the Database: A Politics of (Un) Knowing

Joseph Lehnert (University of California, Santa Cruz)

**FA06: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**What Is Communicative Action? Where Does It Take Place? How Do We Know?**

**Theory**

*Chair* Rodger A. Payne (University of Louisville)

*Disc.* Rodger A. Payne (University of Louisville)

European Foreign policy in Practice and the practice turn

Beatrix Futak-Campbell (Leiden University)

Democratic Representation in a Denationalized World: A Liberal-Agonistic Perspective

Pieter de Wilde (WZB Berlin Social Research Center)

Who Argues? Methodology and Misrecognition in International Relations (IR) theory as an obstacle to peace

Lucrecia Garcia Iommi (Fairfield University)

Habermas and Critical IR Theory: emancipation, critique and the problem of political economy

Davide Schmid (University of Sheffield)

Dialogic Public in International Relations: Pragmatism, Political Publics in Foreign Policy Deliberations

Sasikumar S. Sundaram (Central European University)

**FA07: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Relational Ontologies in IR**

**Theory**

*Chair* Milja Kurki (Aberystwyth University)

*Disc.* Shiera S. Malik (DePaul University)

Compatible Bedfellows through the Ontological Turn? Robust Relationality and Methodological Monism in the Field of IR

Tamara Trownsell (Universidad San Francisco de Quito, Cumbaya, Quito, Ecuador)

Performing the Pluriverse in Global Governance

Amaya Querejazu (Universidad de los Andes)

“We Do Not Play Music For Applause”: Andean Autochthonous Music and Practices of Decolonisation in Urban Bolivia

Adhemar Mercado (Aberystwyth University)

Postcolonial Critique and the Pluriverse

Arlene B. Tickner (Universidad del Rosario)

**FA11: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**How Women Organize for Peace: A Closer Look at the 'Political' and 'Non-Political' Participation of Women Around the World**

**Feminist Theory and Gender Studies**

**Women's Caucus**

*Chair* Denise M. Horn (Simmons College)

*Disc.* Timea Spitka (Sophie Davis Postdoctoral Fellow in Gender, Peace and Conflict Resolution, Hebrew University, Israel)

Political or Non-Political Participation? Pious Muslim Women and the Public Sphere

Sarah Fischer (Marymount University)

Transnational Feminist Solidarity in the US: Opportunities and Challenges

Anna Carella (Vanderbilt University)

Hasina Mohyuddin (Vanderbilt University)

Women’s Maternal Organizing for Peace in Wartime Sri Lanka: A Path Towards Empowerment?

Crystal Whetstone (University of Cincinnati)

Who is Washing Your Socks Today: A Fulbright Case Study of Feminist Activism in Croatia

Michelle Morkert (Concordia University)
Interrogating everyday life in feminist political economy: Time, Space and Violence
Juanita Elias (University of Warwick)

Peace Camps and Everyday (In)Security: Challenging the Nuclear Order at Faslane
Catherine Eschle (University of Strathclyde)

Combating Insecurity in the Everyday: The Global Anti-Street Harassment Movement
Karen Desborough (University of Bristol)

International Political Economy
Circulation of Power in World Politics I: Peace in an Era of Uncertainty
FA13: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Chair Peter Andreas (Brown University)
Disc. Leonard Seabrooke (Copenhagen Business School)
Disc. Kathleen R. McNamara (Georgetown University)

Panel
Circulation of Power in World Politics
Lucia Antalova Seybert (American University)
Peter Katzenstein (Cornell University)

Firms in Firmament: The Circulation of Capital and Hydrocarbons
Rawi Abdelal (Harvard University)

Circulatory Power and Financial Markets
Erin Lockwood (Northwestern University)
Stephen C. Nelson (Northwestern University)

Terrorism and Circulatory Power
Barak Mendelsohn (Harvard College)

Adaptation and Innovation in Contemporary Arms Control
Jennifer L. Erickson (Boston College)

Fisheries and Marine Protection
FA14: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Chair D. G. Webster (Dartmouth College)
Disc. Andrew B. Kirkpatrick (Christopher Newport University)

Beyond the UN General Assembly: A New Voting Affinity Dataset
Jonathan R. Strand (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)
Erika K. Masaki (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)

Peter Jacques (University of Central Florida)

Interactions between Domestic Politics and International Negotiations in International Fisheries Governance: A Framework for Further Research
Atsushi Ishii (Tohoku University)
J. Samuel Barkin (University of Massachusetts Boston)
Elizabeth R. DeSombre (Wellesley College)
Hiroshi Ohta (Waseda University, SILS)
Isao Sakaguchi (Gakushuin University)
Yasuhiro Sanada (Hosei University)
D. G. Webster (Dartmouth College)

An Evaluation of High Seas Marine Protected Areas Implementation towards the Aichi 11 Targets: Evidence from Six High Seas Regions
Betul Gokkir (—)

Political Norms and their Impact on Fisheries Management in New Zealand and Norway
Andrew Tirrell (University of San Diego)

Religion and Interreligious Peacebuilding: Theory and Practice
Exploring Peace (Theme)
FA15: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Chair Mohammed Abu-Nimer (American University)
Disc. Mohammed Abu-Nimer (American University)

Vying for Good: Ethical Challenges at the Intersection of Interreligious and Secular Peacebuilding
Reina C. Neufeldt (University of Waterloo, Conrad Grebel)

Sacred Sites and Peacebuilding
Nathan C. Funk (University of Waterloo)

The Potentials of Religious and Interreligious Peacebuilding: A Look at the Middle East
Amal I. Khoury (University of North Carolina at Charlotte)

Religion and Politics in International Peacebuilding: Challenges and Possibilities
Mohammed Abu-Nimer (American University)
Timothy Seidel (Eastern Mennonite University)

Elites and non-elites in war to peace transition
Scientific Study of International Processes
FA16: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Chair Desiree A. E. Nilsson (Uppsala University)
Disc. Sabrina Karim (Emory University)

Mediation and the Dynamics of Civilian Victimization in Civil Wars
Margit Bussmann (University of Greifswald)

Only the Strong Negotiate: Leader Survival and the Opening of Negotiations during Foreign Counter-Insurgency Wars
Andrew Enterline (University of North Texas)
Christopher D. Linebarger (The University of Texas at El Paso)

Revising the Sustainable Settlement of Civil Wars: Leaders and the Risk of War Recurrence
Alyssa K. Prorok (University of Iowa)

New Leaders, Old Agreements: Leadership Changes and the Durability of Post- IntraState Conflict Peace Settlements
Carmela Lutmar (University of Haifa)
Lesley G. Terris (Interdisciplinary Center (IDC) Herzeliya)

The Effects of Truth Telling on Ex-Combatant Reintegration: Evidence from an over time study on the Solomon Islands TRC process
Karen Brouneus (Uppsala University)

The Nature and Consequences of Status in World Politics
International Security Studies
FA17: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Chair Randall L. Schweller (Ohio State University)
Disc. Deborah W. Larson (University of California, Los Angeles)

Status in International Politics: The Formation of Diplomatic Networks
Marina Duque (Harvard University)

Experimental Evidence for the Impact of International Humiliation on Aggression
Joslyn Nicole Barnhart (Wesleyan University)

The Complexity of Influence: Power and Status in the Interstate Alliance Network
Jonathan Renshon (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

Status and the Logics of Identity Management in International Relations
Steven M. Ward (Cornell University)
**Panel FA18: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**The politics of aid and FDI**

**Scientific Study of International Processes**

**Chair** Eric R. Reinhardt (Emory University)

**Disc.** Irfan Nooruddin (Georgetown University)

Foreign Direct Investment as Foreign Democratic Investment: Does FDI Promote Democratic Survival?

- Mark Crescenz (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
- Kelly M. Kadera (University of Iowa)

Do Shared IO Memberships Increase the Amount of Foreign Aid?

- Mark D. Nieman (Iowa State University)
- Youngwan Kim (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies)

The Institutional Choice of Foreign Aid Allocation: Donor Calculations and State Versus IGO Aid Recipients

- Brandy J. Jolliff (Midwestern State University)

A New Look at the Democracy-Free Trade Nexus: The European Union’s Aid to Regionally-Based PTAs and Democratization.

- Brandy J. Jolliff (Midwestern State University)

Remittances are a Political Blessing and not a Curse

- David Bearce (University of Colorado at Boulder)

---

**Panel FA19: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Public Sector Management: Beyond Efficiency**

**Global Development**

**International Political Economy**

**Chair** Jennifer Marie Brinkerhoff (George Washington University)

**Disc.** Derick Brinkerhoff (RTI International)

International Innovations in Strategic Planning and Foresight driven by the Post2015 agenda

- Catarina Isabel Tully (Strategy & Security Institute, Exeter University, UK)
- Hillary Briffa (King’s College London)

Decentralization: getting beyond conventional recipes

- Paul Smoke (New York University)

Community management of water in Malawi: the limits of institutional design and collective action

- Eleanor Chowns (University of Birmingham)

Agency in governance reforms: The case of the Ethiopia Commodities Exchange

- Jennifer Marie Brinkerhoff (George Washington University)

Public service values and motivation: beyond NPM and ‘black box’ mental models

- Sumedh Rao (University of Birmingham)

---

**Panel FA20: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Power, Politics and Governance in a ‘Global Value Chain World’**

**International Political Economy**

**Chair** Tim Buthe (Duke University)

**Disc.** Tim Buthe (Duke University)

Outsourcing Governance: The Politics of a ‘Global Value Chain World’

- Frederick W. Mayer (Duke University)
- Nicola Jane Phillips (University of Sheffield)

The Enforcement Industry’s Power and Profits in Value Chain Governance

- Genevieve LeBaron (University of Sheffield)

---

**Panel FA21: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Institutions and Contending Interests in the Global Economy**

**Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies**

**Chair** Marissa Brookes (University of California, Riverside)

**Disc.** Rachel Wellhausen (University of Texas at Austin)

Political Corporate Social Responsibility: Including High Politics?

- Oldrich Bures (Metropolitan University Prague)

State Response to Transformational Technology: Early Railroad Adoption in late Qing China and Meiji Japan

- Jon Schmid (Georgia Institute of Technology)
- Jonathan Y. Huang (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Regulating Transfer Pricing of Multinational Corporations: A Cross-National Analysis

- Mi Jeong Shin (Washington University in St.Louis)

Petroleum Management in Federal States: An Opportunity for Peace?

- Justine Salam (University of Waterloo - Balsillie School of International Affairs)

FDI and Top Incomes: US Multinationals as Exporters of the ‘Winner-Take-All-Economy’

- Lukas Linsi (London School of Economics)

---

**Panel FA22: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Prudence, Peace and International Ethics**

**International Ethics**

**Chair** Harry D. Gould (Florida International University)

**Disc.** Adam Henschke (National Security College, Australian National University)

Phronesis and Metis in the Articulation of an Understanding of Prudence

- Harry D. Gould (Florida International University)

Give peace a chance: universal norms, international intervention and “good bets”

- Laura Zanotti (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University)

Laughing at Pacifists: Public shaming and the delegitimization of non-violent tactics

- Jenny H. Peterson (University of British Columbia)

Legitimate Authority In War: The Epistemic Element

- Adam Henschke (National Security College, Australian National University)

---

**Roundtable FA23: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**The Culture of Peace and Non-Violence in the Contemporary Russian Foreign Policy Thinking: the Academy and Beyond**

**Post Communist Systems**

**Chair** Alexander Sergunin (St. Petersburg State University)

**Part.** Mariya Y. Omelicheva (University of Kansas)

**Part.** Perti L. Joenniemi (Karelian Institute, University of Eastern Finland)

**Part.** Mikhail Rykhlik (Lobachevsky State University of Nizhnii Novgorod)
FA24: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
African insurgencies: the evolving landscape
Global Development
International Security Studies
Chair  Kevin C. Dunn (Hobart and William Smith Colleges)
Disc.  Kevin C. Dunn (Hobart and William Smith Colleges)
Gendered dynamics of armed insurgencies in Africa
Maria Eriksson Baaz (Gothenburg University & Nordic Africa Institute)
Northern Mali’s Islamist insurgents – arms, money and prayers
Morten Boas (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)
Shifting Motives, narratives, and tactics in the rise of Al Shabaab’s campaign of violent extremism in Kenya
Kenneth J. Menkhaus (Davidson College)
Joseph Kony and The Lord’s Resistance Army’s Ongoing Evolution: Man Out of Time
Kevin C. Dunn (Hobart and William Smith Colleges)

FA25: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
Controversial victims of conflict: Investigating sexual violence against men
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair  Marysia Zalewski (Cardiff University)
Disc.  Maria Stern (University of Gothenburg)
Biology was constructed, not discovered: The biases in medical practice and the under-representation of male victims of sexual violence in war
Caroline Cottet (E-International Relations)
The Political Economy of Sexual Violence Against Men and Boys in Armed Conflict
Sara Meger (Central European University)
Languages of Castration: An attempt at reading the message of an act of sexual violence in different conflict settings
Henri Myrttinen (International Alert)
The ‘sexual’ puzzle: interrogating sexual violence against men in warscapes
Paula Drumond (The Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)
‘Me too!’ Political and theoretical provocations of the ‘Sexual Violence against Men in Conflict’ agenda
Marysia Zalewski (Cardiff University)

FA26: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
Gendered Perspectives on Peace--Governance, Transition, and Society
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair  Alexis L. Henshaw (Bucknell University)
Disc.  Dan Reiter (Emory University)
Gender Inclusivity in Peace Agreements: Cheap Talk or Genuine Commitments?
Lindsay Reid (University of California, Davis)
Challenging Identity Hierarchies: Gender and Consociationalism
Jennifer Thomson (Queen Mary, University of London)
Agents or Instruments? Women, Non-State Armed Groups, and Conflict Outcomes
Alexis L. Henshaw (Bucknell University)

FA27: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
Trust in International Relations: A Pre-requisite for Peace? Part 1
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Diplomatic Studies
Chair  Johanna Vuorelma (University of Warwick)
Disc.  Brian Rathbun (University of Southern California)
The erosion and collapse of trust in EU-Russia relations
Hiski Haukkala (University of Tampere)
Sinikukka Saari (The Finnish Institute of International Affairs)
Trust-building among Superpowers? The Moscow-Washington Hotline and the Middle East Crises of 1967 and 1973
Eszter Simon (University of Birmingham)
Agnes Simon (Masaryk University)
Is Non-democratic Trust possible? The Case of Russia-China Relations and the Great Power Peace
Marcin Kaczmarski (University of Warsaw)
The Trust-peace Nexus and the Levels of Trust: The case of the United States-Egypt Relationship in the Post-“Arab Spring” Frame
Ville Sinkkonen (University of Turku)
Institutionalising Trust? ASEAN and the Culture of Southeast Asian diplomacy
Scott Edwards (University of Birmingham)

FA28: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
The Social Construction of the Laws of War
International Ethics
International Law
Chair  Eric A. Heinze (University of Oklahoma)
Chair  Michael J. Struett (North Carolina State University)
Applying Old Rules to New Cases: The Law of Armed Conflict in the Cyber Domain
Mark Raymond (University of Oklahoma)
Cold Cases: How the prism Cold War history Continues to Affect the Modern Laws of War
Stephanie Carvin (NPSIA, Carleton University)
A material-semiotic reading of criminal investigations in war time: Examples from Iraq
Jesse Crane-Seeber (North Carolina State University)
The Social Construction of War Crimes and War Criminals
Michael J. Struett (North Carolina State University)
Collective Self-Defense and Non-State Armed Groups: Legal Implications of the Fight against ISIS
Eric A. Heinze (University of Oklahoma)

FA29: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
Boon or Bane: Social Media and its Impact on Peace and on Radicalization
Online Media Caucus
Chair  Merouan Mekouar (York University)
Disc.  Alison Brysk (University of California Santa Barbara)
The Language of Radicalization: Female Internet Recruitment to Participation in ISIS Activities

Leah Cathryn Windsor (The University of Memphis)

Blogged Narratives of Disasters for Peace: A comparative News Media Study of the Blog Stories on Terrorist Incidents

Mariam Shaikh (Florida State University)

Everybody’s an actor: digital networks, peacebuilding and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict

Charmaigne Stanley (University of Toronto)

Religion and International Relations
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Theologies of Peace, Conflict and Governance

Chair Juris Pupcenoks (Marist College)

Disc. Melvin Laven (Kennesaw State University)

A radical Political Theology of Peace: Perception of Peace in the Discourse of Radical Jihadists Movements

Hassan E. Ahmed (University of Khartoum)

Theologies of "Battlefield" Fighting: Cases of ISIL and Hezbollah

Nukhet A. Sandal (Ohio University)

The ‘religion–governance interface’: peace, order, and the postcolonial state

Jonathan Agensky (Ohio University)

Lay Popes: Theo-political Reflections of the United Nations Organization

Jodok Troy (University of Innsbruck)

Realpolitik into Theopolitik: Carl Schmitt and the Myth of Security Exceptionalism

Thomas Moore (University of Westminster)

Intelligence Studies

Designing an Intelligence Studies Academic Program

Chair Erik Dahl (Naval Postgraduate School)

Disc. Erik Dahl (Naval Postgraduate School)

Analyzing Intelligence Degree Programs

Matthew Crosston (Modern Diplomacy, Vice Chairman & Senior Editor)

Intelligence Education Post 9/11: Australian Trends, Challenges and Issues

Shannon Brandt Ford (The Australian National University)

Patrick F. Walsh (Charles Sturt University)

Teaching Intelligence Through Theory and Practice

Michael Warner (US Department of Defense)

Trials of Adopting an Intel Studies Program

Mike W. Fowler (US Air Force Academy)

The Art of Deception and the Role of Intelligence Education

William L. Mitchell (Royal Danish Defence College)

The promise of regional integration beyond Europe

International Organization

Chair German C. Prieto (Universidad Javeriana)

Disc. Alice D. Ba (University of Delaware)

Contested Multilateralism: Asia Pacific or East Asian Regionalism?

James D. Rae (California State University Sacramento)

Flirting with Integration: An analysis on the impact of Domestic Power Imbalance and State Capacity on Regional Integration

Mayra Velez-Serrano (University of Puerto Rico)

Habits of Peace: Comparing Long-Term Regional Cooperation in Southeast Asia and South America

Aarie Glas (University of Toronto)

The contested meaning of regional security in Southeast Asia: how discourse on non-traditional security supports the formation of an ASEAN security community

Stéphanie Martel (University of Montreal)

Regional organization in the Gulf – clones or innovators?

Patrick Theiner (University of Göttingen)
**Panel**

**FA34: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Before Proliferation: Examining the Causes and Consequences of Nuclear Latency and Hedging**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Philipp Bleek (Middlebury Institute of International Studies at Monterey)

**Disc.** Nicholas Miller (Brown University)

Assessing Intentions Under Uncertainty: Nuclear Programs and Military Conflict

Matthew Fuhrmann (Texas A&M University)

Sequencing Nuclear Latency: The Impact of the Path to Latency on Nuclear Proliferation

Benjamin T. Jones (The University of Mississippi)

Eleonora Mattiacci (Amherst College)

Proliferation Persuasion: Coercive Bargaining with Nuclear Technology

Tristan Anderson Volpe (Carnegie Endowment for International Peace)

Assessing the Benefits and Burdens of Nuclear Latency

Gene Gerzhoy (Harvard University)

Rupal N. Mehta (Harvard Kennedy School/University of Nebraska, Lincoln)

Rachel E. Whitlark (Georgia Institute of Technology, Sam Nunn School of International Affairs)

**FA35: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Violence against Civilians**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Kelly M. Greenhill (Tufts University, Harvard University)

**Disc.** Kelly M. Greenhill (Tufts University, Harvard University)

Characterizing Terrorist Ideology

Gary A. Ackerman (University of Maryland)

Herbert Tinsley (START)

Michael Lee Burnham (Georgetown University)

Doctrines of proxies: how rebel ideology and foreign support affect violence against civilians in civil wars

Milos Popovic (Central European University)

Vujo Ilić (Central European University)

 Factionalization and External Support of Rebel Groups: Determinants of Civilian Predation

Travis Curtice (Emory University)

Terrorist Designation and Civilian Victimization

Govinda Bhattarai (University at Buffalo)

Follow the Leader: Rebel Leaders and Anti-Civilian Violence in Civil War

John Dean Willingham (University of Georgia School of Public & Int. Affairs)

Austin Doctor (University of Georgia)

**FA36: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Peace and Conflict through the Lens and the Pen**

*Science, Technology and Art in International Relations Exploring Peace (Theme)*

*International Political Sociology*

**Chair** A.T. Kingsmith (York University)

**Disc.** Rocco Bellanova (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO) & Université Saint-Louis (Brussels))

Engaging Peace through The Lens: Navigating Pedagogical Encounters in a Transitional Space

Ananya Sharma (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

Transitional justice as a new kind of cultural diplomacy: the South African Pavilion at the Venice Biennale

Eliza Garnsey (University of Cambridge)

Illustrating Human Rights in Conflict Zones: La Lucha and the Fight to End Violence Against Women in Mexico

Orla Lehane (Dublin City University)

The art of questioning military precision optics

Rune Saugmann Andersen (University of Tampere)

**FA37: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Individuals and Organizations in Civil War and Insurgency**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Peter Krause (Boston College)

**Disc.** Peter Krause (Boston College)

Insurgent Innovation: Hezbollah as a Learning Organization

Marc R. DeVore (University of St. Andrews (UK))

Crises and Crack Downs: Why Regimes Outsource Repression to Militias

Isaac Hock (University of Chicago)

Strategic Watersheds in the Life of a Rebel Group: When Armed Groups Incorporate Nonviolent Resistance or Splinter

Victoria McGroary (Brandeis University)

Consuelo Amat (Yale University)

Comparing Foreign Fighter Experiences

Tricia L. Bacon (American University)

Violence, Identity, Emotion and Civilian Attitude Formation in Conflict Zones

Emily Kalah Gade (University of Washington)

**FA38: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Emerging Scholars in Public Diplomacy**

*International Communication Diplomatic Studies*

**Chair** R. S. Zaharna (American University)

**Disc.** Craig Hayden (American University)

Public diplomacy or Propaganda: A Case of VOA Deewa for Tribal Regions of Pakistan and Afghanistan

Mehnaz Gul (University of Peshawar, Pakistan & Florida State University, USA)

Country Image Cultivation in Swiss Public Diplomacy: Its Role, Strategies, and Success

Alexander Buhmann (BI Norwegian Business School)

Public Diplomacy as Organizational Rhetoric: Three Cases of Identity, Image, and Reputation Management

Robert Hinck (Texas A&M University)

Post-national Cultural Diplomacy: A Case Study of the Global Guggenheim

Natalia Grincheva (Concordia University)

Addressing the Public Diplomacy Paradox of Friendly (Government) Relations and Negative (Public) Image: Exploring the Role of a Country’s Domestic Policy on its Global Image

Najah Aloataibi (University of East anglia)

**FA39: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Making Peace: the Contribution of Regional Organizations**

*International Organization*

**Chair** Sebastian Mayer (University of Bremen)

**Disc.** Toni Haastrup (University of Kent)

Post-war reconstruction and regional organizations: role and impact of the European Union

Brian Vásquez (United Nations University)

The(file:///C:/Users/.../Documents/AMERICAN%20ASSOCIATION%20of%20INTERNATIONAL%20DIPLOMACY%2C%20...%20INTERNATIONAL%20CONFERENCE%2C%202023%20-%20PROGRAM%202023.txt)
A Peaceful Cooperation? Varying Success of Regional Actors in the Arms Trade Treaty Negotiations

Anke Wiedemann (University of Freiburg)

Speaking with one voice. Activity and Success of Regional actors in international peace and security negotiation

Diana Panke (University of Freiburg)

The Search for Peace in the Middle East: To What Extent Does the Arab Union Contribute the Peace?

Izzettin Artokça (Turkish Military Academy)

Fostering Peace and Triggering Conflict: The Ambivalent Impact of Extra-Regional Actors on Regionalism

Johannes Muntschick (Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz)

Peace (f)or Development: How the EU Recasts its Approach to International Development

Sebastian Steingass (University of Cambridge)

FA40: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Roundtable
Thucydides: I Do Not Think It Means What You Think It Means

Historical International Relations
International Security Studies
Theory
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies

Chair  Jay M. Parker (National Defense University-CISA)
Disc.  Mlada Bukovansky (Smith College)
Part.  Christopher Gregg (George Mason University)
Part.  Andrew Novo (National Defense University)
Part.  Jay M. Parker (National Defense University-CISA)

FA41: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Migration Deterrence Strategies in the Global Context

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migrant Studies

Chair  Boaz Atzili (American University)
Disc.  Andrew Geddes (University of Sheffield)

Changing Migration Deterrence Schemes? A Look at Policy Reform in Morocco and Turkey

Kelsey Pearce Norman (University of California, Irvine)

Deterrence through interdiction: A history of migration management at sea

Katherine H. Tennis (American University)

The Obama Administration Migration Deterrence Strategies: A View from the U.S.-Mexico Border

Gabriela De la Paz (ITESM, Campus Monterrey)

Legitimizing Deterrence: The Right to Seek Asylum in the Asia Pacific Region

Jon Kent (University of Toronto)

Protect Me From What I Want ... Deterrence, Facilitation & the Distorted Geopolitics of the Central & East European Borderscape

Benjamin Tallis (Institute of International Relations, Prague)

FA42: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Warlords, rebels and terrorists: The rise and rule of violent non-state actors in Africa

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  Avraham Sela (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
Disc.  Avraham Sela (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

Violent Non-State actors and Religious Identity Formation: Boko Haram in Context

Dauda Abubakar (University of Michigan Flint)

The Rebel Victory in the Rwandan Genocide and its Consequences

Jennifer Melvin (University of Roehampton)

Poor Governance and Violent Extremism: A Peacebuilding Response

Joseph Sany (FHI 360)

Bullets and Band-Aids: Alternatives for Preventing Violent Extremism in the Lake Chad Basin

Peter Bauman (Bauman Global LLC)

FA43: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Committee Panel
Taking Stock of the Status of Women in ISA

Chair  Runa Das (University of Minnesota - Duluth)
Part.  J. Ann Tickner (American University)
Part.  Valerie Hudson (The Bush School of Government and Public Service, Texas A&M University)
Part.  Marie T. Henehan (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
Part.  Meredith Reid Sarkees (Global Women's Leadership in International Security (GWLIS))
Part.  Marijke Breuning (University of North Texas)
Cmte  Jennifer Ramos (Loyola Marymount University)
Chair  

FA44: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Arms Control in International Law

International Law

Chair  Max M. Mutschler (Bonn International Center for Conversion (BICC))
Disc.  Sean Giovanello (Elon University)

Saving the INF Treaty (and Arms Control): Why China Should Join the Treaty

Petr Suchy (Masaryk University)

Bradley T. Thayer (University of Iceland)

What is ‘Peaceful’ in Outer Space

Dr. Maria A. Pozza (Helmore Ayers Lawyers)

Determinants of state behaviour on arms exports: the case of the Arms Trade Treaty

Rodrigo Moraes (University of Oxford)


Yea Jen Tseng (Southern Taiwan University of Science and Technology)

Compliance without Acceptance: The Impact of Weapons-Related Treaty Law on Outsiders

Eitan Barak (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

FA45: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
New perspectives on military deployment and civil-military relations

Scientific Study of International Processes

Chair  Ryan Grauer (University of Pittsburgh)
Disc.  James Lee Ray (Vanderbilt University)

Military Action as A Natural Experiment on the Natural Environment

Michael A. Allen (Boise State University)

Benjamin Farrer (Knox College)

Michael E. Flynn (Kansas State University)

Naval Forces and Civil-Military Relations in (Non-) Military Regimes

Tobias Böhmelt (University of Essex and ETH Zurich)

Chair  

US Military Deployments and Development in Latin America
Michael E. Flynn (Kansas State University)
Carla Martinez Machain (Kansas State University)
Rebecca Kaye (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Greed, Policy, and Civil-Military Relations in International Crisis Bargaining
Anne Sartori (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

FA46: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Terrorism, Rebel Groups, & International Law
International Law
Chair Bidisha Biswas (Western Washington University)
Disc. Charles W. Mahoney (California State University, Long Beach)
Human Rights Abuses at the Limits of the Law: The Exploitation of Legal Ambiguities and Loopholes in the "Global War on Terror"
Rebecca Sanders (University of Cincinnati)
The Right War, the Just War? Ethical and Normative Considerations in Fighting Terrorism
Arabinda Acharya (National Defense University, USA)
The Effects of Institutional Capacity on Transnational Terrorism, 1996-2011
Patrick Larue (University of Texas at Dallas)
Sexual Violence against Women during Armed Conflicts: A Study in International Law.
Yumna Asaf (Aligarh Muslim University)
Terrorism in Domestic and International Law: Changes in Domestic Anti-Terrorism Legislation after September 11th
Jessica Stanton (University of Pennsylvania)

FA47: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Integrity First? Challenges, Contributions and Innovations of Anticorruption Interventions in Building Peaceful State-Society Relations
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Tanja A. Börzel (Freie Universität Berlin)
Disc. Neil A. Webster (Danish Institute for International Studies)
Can International Peace Missions Control Corruption? Studying the Effects of Statebuilding Interventions on Corruption in the Security Sector
David Remmert (Freie Universität Berlin)
Corruption Analysis: A Critical Methodological Review
Sharon B. Pedersen (Niels Brock College)
Trafficking in Cultural Property: Art in a Time of War
Oliver Charles (De Montfort University)
Global Norms in Local Transitions: Good Governance in and through Statebuilding?
Franziska Stahl (Basel Institute on Governance / EUCAP Sahel Mali)
An Assessment of Donor-Assisted Anticorruption Capacity-Building Activities in Nigeria
Femi Ajayi (Department of Sociology and Anthropology, University of Nigeria, Nsukka, Enugu state, Nigeria.)

FA48: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Roundtable
Higher Education in a Global Context: Case Studies of Controversies and Challenges
International Education
Chair John Barron Boyd (Rhodes College)
Chair Ryo Shimizu (Kobe Gakuin University)
Disc. Laura Brunell (Gonzaga University)
Part. Haftor Erlingsson (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)
Part. Nathan William Henceroth (University of Nevada-Las Vegas)
Part. Francis D. Raska (Charles University)
Part. Michael Trevathan (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)

FA49: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Hard and Soft Power in IR Theory
International Security Studies
International Political Sociology
Theory
Chair Stephen Burgess (US Air War College)
Disc. lauren Moslow (University of Calgary)
A Weberian Reading on Soft Power: Introducing Individual Charisma as a Soft Power Resource
Hendrik W. Ohnesorge (University of Bonn, Center for Global Studies)
Establishing Power Complementarity: Saudi-Egyptian Relations in the 1970s and in the 2000s
Marina Calcutti (Elliott School of International Affairs, The George Washington University)
Theorizing Influence: The JET Program & Mechanisms of Soft Power
Emily T. Metzgar (Indiana University)
The Structuration of International Power
Sanjoy Banerjee (San Francisco State University)

FA50: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Latin American Foreign Policy in the New Century
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair Amy Below (Oregon State University)
Disc. Cameron G. Thies (Arizona State University)
Latin American Foreign Policy, Global Change and Role Articulation
Amy Below (Oregon State University)
Presidential office and foreign policy in Latin America
Andres Malamud (University of Lisbon)
Mind, Environment and Action: Leaders’ Views and Roles in Latin American Foreign Policy
Leslie E. Wehner (University of Bath)
Competing for Regional Influence? South America in the Foreign Policies of the United States, Brazil, and China
Wei Liang (Monterey Institute of International Studies)
Mexico’s Difficulties in Becoming a Global Player
Ana Covarrubias (El Colegio de Mexico)

FA51: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
What Peace Forgets : Scripting the peace through the memory of war
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Daniel Warner (Geneva Centre for the Democratic Control of Armed Forces)
Disc. Daniel Warner (Geneva Centre for the Democratic Control of Armed Forces)
Recoding Civic Virtue: War, Democracy and the Culture of Public Memory
Stephen J. Rosow (State University of New York at Oswego)

Constructing the Future by Remembering the Past: The Cold War in Contemporary Romania
Doina Cajvaneanu (University of Trento)
Annette Freyberg-Inan (University of Amsterdam)

Reflections on ANZAC Wars in Times of Peace: The High Costs of Consolation and Reassurance
Judy Hemming (University of Canberra)
Michael McKinley (Australian National University)

The Holocaust, The Roma, Memorialization, and European Citizenship
Cristina Dragomir (SUNY Oswego)

Post Communist Systems
Democratization of the Post-Soviet Area
FA52: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel

Chair Tor Bukkvoll (Norwegian Defence Research Establishment)
Disc. Jason E. Strakes (OSCE Academy in Bishkek)
Military Professionalism and Political Change in Central Asia
Marybeth Ulrich (US Army War College)

Democracy development in CIS member-states and its monitoring: current state of affairs
Stanislav L. Tkachenko (Saint Petersburg State University)

How New Democracies Build Democratic Peace: The case of Polish engagement in Ukraine
Tsвета Петрова (Columbia University)

FA53: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel

Land Grabs, Land Protests, Land Deals, and Peace
Exploring Peace (Theme)
FA54: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel

Chair Lisa M. Glidden (State University of New York--College at Oswego)
Disc. Anna Ohanyan (Stonehill College)
The Two Faces Of The Brazilian Land Grabs
Artur Zimerman (Universidade Federal do ABC)

Women, Land and Security: The security impacts of large-scale land deals for rural women in West Africa
Caitlin M. Ryan (University of Groningen)

Restituting Land in the midst of Violence: a case study of Colombia
Manuela Nilsson (Linnaeus University, Sweden)
Laura K. Taylor (Queen’s University Belfast)

Accounting for protest against land grabbing - Carving out transnational civil society coalitions
Andreas Hasenclever (University of Tübingen)
Annette Schramm (University of Tübingen)

The Obama Doctrine: Changes and Trends in the Americas
Foreign Policy Analysis
FA55: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel

Chair Jonathan D. Rosen (University of Miami)
Disc. Hanna Samir Kassab (Northern Michigan University)
Bastiaan Van Apeldoorn (Free University of Amsterdam)
Nana De Graaff (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)

The Violence of Central America: The Obama Doctrine and the Illiberal Temptation
Bradford McGuinn (University of Miami)
US-Canadian relations under Harper and Obama: the good, the bad and the ugly.
Athanasiou Hristoulas (Mexico Autonomous Institute of Technology (ITAM))
The Failure of Engagement: US-Venezuela Relations under Obama
Orlando Perez (Millersville University)

FA55: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel

Preventing Cyber Attacks
International Security Studies

Chair Jon Lindsay (University of Toronto)
Disc. Jon Lindsay (University of Toronto)
Deterring the Undeterrible: Toward a Strategy of Restraining Global Cyberattacks
Robert Michael Mandel (Lewis & Clark College)

Hollow Weapons: Reassessing the Role of Defense in Cyberspace
Drew Herrick (George Washington University)

United States Cyber Doctrine: beyond defense
Yeonmin Cho (Towson University)

Why This Way? Organizing Cybersecurity in Australia
Frank L. Smith III (The University of Sydney)

Graham Ingram (none)

How to Prevent an Insider Threat: Using Psychology to Inform Prevention Strategies
Cory Davenport (University of Maryland)

FA56: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel

China and the Politics of Global Trade
International Political Economy

Chair Kristen Hopewell (University of Edinburgh)
Disc. Shaun G. Breslin (University of Warwick)
‘How Far That Little Candle Throws Its Beams!’ The Sino-Switzerland Free Trade Agreement and EU Responses
Marc Lanteigne (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI))

Seeking Ontological Security through the ‘Rise of China’
Jason Young (Victoria University of Wellington)

Trade and cooperation: an analysis of China’s crossed interests in Brazil
Aline Dantas (University of Brasilia)

Indirect Cooperation: Deepening Bilateral Ties Through Inadvertent Mediators, A Case Study of China-Colombia Relations
Sabrina van den Bos (SOAS, University of London)

FA55: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel

Advancing Epistemic Community Theory
International Political Sociology

Chair Yusra Shawar (University of Pennsylvania)
Disc. Simon H. Rushton (University of Sheffield)
Development as a scientific enterprise: the limits of technical expertise
Hans Peter Schmitz (University of San Diego)

Advancing Political Priority for the Global Learning Agenda:
Examining the Role of an Epistemic Community
Jeremy Shiffman (American University)

Yusra Shawar (University of Pennsylvania)
The Impact of Internal Characteristics on Global Health Epistemic Community Effectiveness: The Cases of Global Surgery, Early Childhood Development, and Urban Health

Yusra Shawar (University of Pennsylvania)

The Limits of Epistemic Communities: EU Security Agencies

Ma’i’a Keapuolani Davis Cross (Northeastern University)

Contestation and confusion: A closer look at the health financing epistemic community in Kenya

Adam Koon (London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine)

Chinese Assertiveness and Foreign Policy

FA59: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Panel

Chair: May Tan-Mullins (University of Nottingham Ningbo China)

Disc.: Dimitrios Strokis (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Chinese Outward FDI and Southeast Asian Foreign Policy: Explaining Differential Impacts

Jean-Marc F. Blanchard (East China Normal University)

Does China Have a Monroe Doctrine? Regional Exclusion Doctrines in Comparative Perspective

Steven F. Jackson (Indiana University of Pennsylvania)

Is China’s Rise Bad for Democracy?

Gail Helt (King University)

Analyzing China’s Monetary Statecrafts After the 2008 Financial Crisis

Chia Chi Cheng (National Chengchi University)

A Struggle for Recognition – The US Pivot, Chinese Assertiveness, and Regional Order

John Åberg (Lingnan University)

The Limits of Epistemic Communities: EU Security Agencies

FA60: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Panel

Chair: Sven Biscop (Egmont - Royal Institute for International Relations)

Disc.: Sven Biscop (Egmont - Royal Institute for International Relations)

Mare Nostrum? European Union’s Responses to the Unfolding Migration Crisis in the Mediterranean

Emek M. Ucarer (Bucknell University)

EU and Migration in the Mediterranean: Still a Divided Power Europe? The EU High Representative Mogherini looks for unity

Stefania P. Panebianco (University of Catania)

The EU’s Response to the Mediterranean Migration Crisis: between Humanitarian Concerns and Political Constraints?

Rosa M. C. Rossi (Catania University)

Arab Spring Testing the EU Border Management and Migration Policies

Cigdem Hajipouran Benam (Boston College)

Foreign Policy Analysis

FA61: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Panel

Chair: Zachary Kaufman (Harvard Kennedy School / Yale Law School)

Disc.: Jane Freedman (Université Paris 8)

Disc.: Alistair D. B. Cook (S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University)

From Legal Permanent Residency to Citizenship: Discrepancies in the Observation of Human Rights of Immigrants to Canada, Mexico and the US.

Josephine E. Squires (Fort Hays State University)

Migration and Development in Low Income Countries

Sarah Prince (University of California, Davis)

Daniel Tapia-Jimenez (University of California, Davis)

Jeanette Money (University of California Davis)

Mobilizing for Migrant Rights

Jeanette Money (University of California Davis)

Inter-EU Migration in Britain after a Conservative Majority: EU Law, Migration Networks and Euroskepticism

Michael Johns (Laurentian University- Barrie)

Towards an Understanding of Boko Haram Insurgency: Interrogating the State Institutional Failure Dynamic

Patricia Agupusi (Watson Institute for International Studies, Brown University)

European Union and Migration: Crisis in the Mediterranean and Beyond

FA62: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Panel

Chair: Andrea M. Lopez (Susquehanna University)

EU and Migration in the Mediterranean: Still a Divided Power Europe? The EU High Representative Mogherini looks for unity

Stefania P. Panebianco (University of Catania)

The EU’s Response to the Mediterranean Migration Crisis: between Humanitarian Concerns and Political Constraints?

Rosa M. C. Rossi (Catania University)

Arab Spring Testing the EU Border Management and Migration Policies

Cigdem Hajipouran Benam (Boston College)

Foreign Intervention in Civil War

FA63: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Panel

Chair: Jesse Jenkinson (University of Toronto)

Investigating the “school to terror pipeline”: the case of France

Sabine Freij (Claremont Graduate University)

A Perfect Storm: Refugees, Youth Bulges, & Conflict

Cheryl L. Duckworth (Nova Southeastern University)

Troubled Children in a Troubled Culture: Environmental Predictors of binge drinking in Adolescents & the Implications for Peace in Northern Ireland

Kathryn M. Lance (University of Notre Dame)

Women’s health in post-conflict settings: moving from ‘victimization’ lens towards ‘agency’ and ‘resilience’

Jody Neathery-Castro (University of Nebraska-Omaha)

Women's Caucus

Chair: Nicole Detraz (University of Memphis)

Disc.: Jody Neathery-Castro (University of Nebraska-Omaha)

Investigating the “school to terror pipeline”: the case of France

Cheryl L. Duckworth (Nova Southeastern University)

A Perfect Storm: Refugees, Youth Bulges, & Conflict

Sabine Freij (Claremont Graduate University)

Troubled Children in a Troubled Culture: Environmental Predictors of binge drinking in Adolescents & the Implications for Peace in Northern Ireland

Kathryn M. Lance (University of Notre Dame)

Women’s health in post-conflict settings: moving from ‘victimization’ lens towards ‘agency’ and ‘resilience’

Jesse Jenkinson (University of Toronto)

Gender-Blindness: A Significant Shortcoming of Basic Human Needs Theory and Practice in Conflict Analysis and Resolution

Ingrid Sandole-Staroste (George Mason University)
**FA64: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Roundtable**

The Politics of Immigration Conflicts, Remedies, and Mobilization

**Human Rights**

**Chair**  William V. Dunlap (Quinnipiac University)

**Disc.**  Kevin Caron (Georgia Detention Watch)

**Part.**  Sarah Gershon (Georgia State University)

**Part.**  William E. Hoffmann (Georgia Asylum)

**Part.**  Maja Hasic (Tapestri)

**Part.**  Jennifer Moore (Law Office of Jennifer Moore, PC)

**Part.**  Ernesto Dominguez Lopez (Universidad de La Habana)

---

**FA65: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

Reputation and Credibility

**International Security Studies**

**Chair**  Gregory Miller (Joint Advanced Warfighting School, National Defense University)

**Disc.**  Gregory Miller (Joint Advanced Warfighting School, National Defense University)

**Panel**

Fighting for Credibility: US Reputation Building in Asymmetric Conflicts from the Gulf War to Syria (1991-2013)

Frank P. Harvey (Dalhousie University)

John Logan Mitton (Dalhousie University)

Divided Priorities: Why Allies Reject Interventions for Reputation

Ronald R. Krebs (University of Minnesota)

Jennifer Spindel (University of Minnesota)

Disloyal but reliable: a paradox of alliance behaviour

Iain Henry (Australian National University)

**Panel**

Multilateral Institutions and Credible Commitments

Ayse Kaya (Swarthmore College)

Dominic Tierney (Swarthmore College)

---

**FA66: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

Inclusive Peace Negotiations

**Peace Studies**

Exploring Peace (Theme)

**Diplomatic Studies**

**Chair**  Janis Grzybowski (University of Helsinki)

**Disc.**  I. William Zartman (Johns Hopkins University-SAIS)

**Panel**

Enlarging the negotiation table with business actors: Generating profits or costs?

Esra Cuhadar (Bilkent University)

Including armed groups and civil society in Peacemaking in Chad and the Philippines

Suzanne Ghais (American University)

A global and all inclusive agreement? Local implications of excluding armed actors in the Inter-Congolese Dialogue

Sara Hellmüller (University of Basel, Swisspeace)

The inclusion of victims in the Colombia peace process

Sabine Kurtenbach (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)

Including YOUTH into peace negotiations

Irena Grizelj (Johns Hopkins University)

---

**FA67: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

Economic Coercion, Trade, and Security

**International Political Economy**

**Chair**  Rosemary Kelanic (Williams College, Department of Political Science)

**Disc.**  Jeffrey D. Wilson (Murdoch University)

**Panel**

Protectionism in disguise: Are U.S. economic sanctions, allegedly imposed for foreign policy aims, driven by domestic economic concerns?

Tyler Kustra (New York University)

**Panel**

Russian trade policy under sanctions

Marina Petrova (Moscow State Institute of International relations (MGIMO-University))

The discursive construction of resilience in times of economic sanctions. A case study on Russia

Andrei Sandu (City University London, UK)


Timothy Turnbull (Brown University)

Merged Economic-Security Strategy: A Framework for Understanding America’s TPP Participation

Andrew Q. Greve (Rutgers University)

---

**FA68: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

Nuclear Weapons, Nonproliferation, and Foreign Policy

**Foreign Policy Analysis**

**Chair**  Margaret E. Kosal (Georgia Institute of Technology)

**Disc.**  Todd Clayton Robinson (Air War College)

**Panel**

From Non-Proliferation to Post-Proliferation: Explaining the About-Face in US Policy toward South Asia during the George W. Bush and Obama Administrations

Mario E. Carranza (Texas A&M University-Kingsville)

Opposing Nonproliferation without Proliferating: A Rational Policy with Irrational Mask

Hongyu Zhang (College of William & Mary)

Russian Nuclear Escalation Dominance

Michael Szanto (University of Miami)

The Nuclear Taboo in the post-9/11 World: The Bush and Obama Nuclear Weapons Policies in the Second Nuclear Age

Eleni Ekmektsioglou (American University Washington DC)

---

**FA69: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM**

**Panel**

Transitional Justice and Peace

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**Chair**  Jelena Obradovic-Wochnik (Aston University)

**Disc.**  Marc Polizzi (Murray State University)

**Panel**

Collecting Catharsis, Transitional Justice, & the Psychopolitics of Post-Conflict Transitions

Alexandra Raleigh (University of California, Irvine)

Justice and (In-)stability in Tunisia

Mariam Salehi (University of Marburg)
Mapping Narrative Reconciliation: The Power of Stories to Transform Oppressive Systems
Jeremy A. Rinker (University of North Carolina, Greensboro)

FA70: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
The P3 and the Responsibility to Protect

International Ethics

Chair Tim Dunne (University of Queensland)
Disc. Phil Orchard (University of Queensland)

Understanding Responsibility to Protect (R2P) as a Liberal/Neoliberal Security-Development Measure
Rina Kashyap (Lady Shri Ram College)
The United States and R2P: Challenges of Policy Prioritization, Bureaucratic Institutionalization, Strategy, and International Collaboration
Bruce W. Jenkins (Duke University)
France, Syria and R2P: Challenge, contention and conflict
Rachel Utley (Leeds University)
Benedict Docherty (Leeds University)
Irresponsible Isolationists or Prudent Internationalists? The UK position on Syria 2011-2013
Jason Ralph (POLIS-University of Leeds)

FA71: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Field Encounters: Gender, Subjectivities and Strategies in Development

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Global Development

Chair Ozlem Altan-Olcay (Koc University, Istanbul)
Chair Sofie Tornhill (Stockholm University)
Disc. Suzanne Bergeron (University of Michigan, Dearborn)

Organizing Women on the Margins in India
Elisabeth Armstrong (Smith College)
Coca-Cola and Feminist Critique: Paradoxes of Corporate Gender Equality Initiatives
Sofie Tornhill (Stockholm University)
Stories of Empowerment: Between "the Universal" and "the Local"
Ozlem Altan-Olcay (Koc University, Istanbul)
Women’s Empowerment through Corporate Funded Initiatives: Power, Resistance, and Change
Charlotte Karam (The American University of Beirut)
The Localization of Sexual and Reproductive Health
Thorsten Bonacker (Center for Conflict Studies, University of Marburg)
Judith von Heusinger (Marburg University, Center for Conflict Studies)

FA72: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Race, Coloniality and the Politics of Science and Technology: Rethinking War and Peace

Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
International Political Sociology
Global Development
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Melanie Richter-Montpettit (University of Sheffield)
Disc. Meera Sabaratnam (SOAS, University of London)
Life’s Expectancies, the “Life Sciences” and the Law
Frey Imani (Columbia Law School)

Resilience as Race Science in War and Peace: From Eugenics, to Torture, to Happiness?
Alison Howell (Rutgers University, Newark)
Dynamic of Race Relations in Weapons Control
Ritu Mathur (University of Texas at San Antonio)
”Please, Keep This Terminal Clean.” Architecture of New Israeli Checkpoints along the Green Line and the Politics of Sight
Jakub Zahora (Charles University in Prague)
The interplay of race and security in Mauritania’s biometric registration project
Philippe Mamadou Frowd (University of York)

FA73: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Sustainable Development Goals and the Post-2015 Development Agenda

Environmental Studies
Global Development

Chair Chukwumerije Okereke (University of Reading, UK)
Disc. Steven Bernstein (University of Toronto)
Sustainable Development Goals and Foreign Direct Investment: Can the Environment Benefit?
Andrea O'Keef (Roanoke College)
Choice Architecture and the Governmentalization of Sustainable Consumption
Tobias Gumbert (University of Muenster)
How can business sector’s involvement be effectively promoted for implementation of sustainable development goals?
Yuka Hayakawa (Tokyo Institute of Technology)
UN institution-building and the post-2015 development agenda: The capacity of the High-Level Political Forum (HLPF) to serve as the centre-piece of global governance on sustainable development
James van Alstine (Leeds University)
Stavros Afiounis (University of Leeds)
The Construction of Climate Change in the Global Conversation on the post-2015 Development Agenda
Yuliya Rashchupkina (University of Massachusetts Boston)

FA74: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Roundtable
Building Peace in Mexico: A View from the Field

Peace Studies

Chair Michelle Breslauer (Director, Americas Program, Institute for Economics and Peace)
Part. Jose Luis Chicoma (Director General, Ethos Public Policy Lab)
Part. Carlos Juarez (Duke University)
Part. Enrique Betancourt (Chemonics International)

FA75: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Challenges to Peacebuilding in the Arab Spring and its aftermath

Peace Studies

Chair Rex Brynen (McGill University)
Disc. Rex Brynen (McGill University)
Democracy in the Middle East: Arab Spring and its aftermath
Aysegul Keskin Zeren (Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies, University of Notre Dame)
Kunihiko Imai (Elmira College)
The Politics of Humanitarianism in Syria
Kimberly Howe (Tufts University)
How can a third party role in the Middle East be “constructed” or “deconstructed? The Turkish Case vis-à-vis “Arab Spring Countries”
Aysegul Severy (Marmara University)
Peacebuilding in Yemen: Shedding liberal fantasies in favour of political realism
Sophia Dingli (University of Glasgow)
Post-revolutionary Egypt: Ideological violent struggle or pragmatic compromise
Sherif Fouad (McGill University)

FA76: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
The private sector as a key stakeholder for peace: Conceptual and empirical contributions.

International Political Economy
Chair     Andrea Cornelia Iff (University of Basel / swisspeace)
Disc.    John Forrer (George Washington University)
Business For Peace: The New Paradigm of International Peacebuilding and Development
Jason T. Mikljan (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))
Peer Schouten (Danish Institute for International Studies)
What’s the evidence-base? Reflections about monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of business contributions to peace.
Anita Ernstorfer (CDA - Collaborative Learning Projects)
Corporate Peacemaking: the Political/diplomatic Role of Companies in Peace Processes in Intragate Conflict
Natalie Ralph (Alfred Deakin Institute, and the ARC Centre of Excellence for Electromaterials Science )
Theoretical and empirical insights of the (contested) role of local business in peacebuilding: reflections from Sri Lanka and El Salvador
Andrea Cornelia Iff (University of Basel / swisspeace)
Theorising a principled basis for engaging business in peace efforts
Jo Ford (Australian National University)

FA77: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Economic ideas, policy reform, and institutional change

International Political Economy
Chair     Amin Samman (City University London)
Disc.    Amin Samman (City University London)
30 years after Perestroika: Comparing the social foundations of decision making in the critical economic transitions in the Russian Federation and China
Ksenia Bergantz (University of Oregon)
Jessica Neafie (University of Oregon)
Crisis and orthodoxy: Transformation of economic ideas in the aftermaths of crisis in the 1970s and 2000s.
Rune Møller Stahl (University of Copenhagen)
Institutionalizing the Long-Term in Latin America: The Evolution of Private Pensions
Giselle Datz (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University)
Dis-Embedded Markets and Embedded Politics: The Erosion of National Democracy in the Euro Periphery
Matthias M. Matthijs (Johns Hopkins University)
Technocrats and Economic Policy Ideas in Latin America: Fighting the Last Economic War
Stephen Brett Kaplan (George Washington University)

FA78: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
North of the 49: Contemporary Understandings of Conflict and Contradiction in International Affairs

Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair     Aaron Ettinger (University of Waterloo)
Disc.    Stefanie Von Hlatky (Queen’s University)
Canada’s Passenger Protect Program: Formulating Policy at the Intersection of Industry Stakeholder Interests, Threats to (Inter) national Security, and a Dynamic International Policy Environment
Nicole Tishler (Norman Paterson School of International Affairs, Carleton University)
Gender Equality is Everyone’s Business: Evidence of Gender Equality Prioritization at the Nexus of Canadian Interdepartmental Collaboration in Afghanistan
Sarah Tuckey (University of Ottawa)
Preserving Canada’s “Traditional Role”: Canada, Croatia, and the Dissolution of Yugoslavia, 1991-1995
Susan Colbourn (University of Toronto)
Spoiler Alert?: Conflict, Governance, and Indigenous Diplomacy
Leah Sarson (Queen’s University/Dartmouth College)
"Free Enterprise with a Heart": Finding middle ground between free market and state intervention through war and peace in Canada and the United States
Jennifer Levin Bonder (University of Toronto)

FA79: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Education for Human Rights and Peace

Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair     Jeffrey King (University of Missouri)
Disc.    Neil Englehart (Bowling Green State University)
Constructing a Public Good: How Important Social Services become State Responsibilities
Michelle D. Jurkovich (University of Massachusetts Boston)
Preaching Peace and Human Rights: The Role of Comunità di Sant’Egidio in African Conflicts
Daniel Golebiewski (The Graduate Center, City University of New York)
Alternative Basic Education and its Potentials to Build Positive Peace among Pastoral Communities. Case study: Karamoja (Uganda)
Simone Datzberger (Ulster University)

FA80: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Globalization and Peace

Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair     Andrew Kerner (University of Michigan)
Disc.    Charles Hankla (Georgia State University)
Globalization, Economic Liberalization, and Atmospheric Pollution
Ross E. Burkhart (Boise State University)
Indra De Soysa (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)
Globalization, Government Strength, Social Spending, and Capital Taxation
Wonjae Hwang (University of Tennessee)
Hoon Lee (Texas Tech University)
Sang-Hwan Lee (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies)
Bilateral Investment Treaties and Human Rights: The Change in Bargaining Relationships between Investors and Host States
Beomseob Park (University of Missouri)
Salvation by Good Works?: Corporate Philanthropy and Attitudes Toward Globalization and Outsourcing
Jane Sumner (University of Minnesota)
Andrew Kerner (University of Michigan)
Globalization, Social Cleavages, and Tax Policies in Latin America
Hoon Lee (Texas Tech University)
Christina Wagner Faegri (Instituto Tecnológico Autónomo de México)
Wonjae Hwang (University of Tennessee)

FA81: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Gender and War: Critical Reflections on Feminist Theory, Research, and Pedagogy
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Simona Sharoni (State University of New York at Plattsburgh)
Part. Akanksha Mehta (SOAS, University of London)
Part. Cami Rowe (Goldsmiths, University of London)
Part. Ilene Feinman (California State University, Monterey Bay)
Part. Claire Duncanson (University of Edinburgh)
Part. Julia Welland (Warwick)
Part. Mayesha Alam (Georgetown University)
Part. Caron Gentry (University of St Andrews)
Part. Linda T. Åhäll (Keele University)
Part. Claire Duncanson (University of Edinburgh)
Part. Juliana Welland (Warwick)
Part. Mary Manjikian (Regent University)

FA82: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Emerging Norms and Practices
English School
Chair Mischa Hansel (Justus Liebig University Giessen)
Disc. Tonny B. Knudsen (University of Aarhus)
Reluctant Consent: Changing Postures of Obligation to International Law in the Global South
Michael H. Allen (Bryn Mawr College)
Norm-building and the Regulation of Robotic Weapons
Ritu S. Lauer (Peninsula College)
Norm Strength and the Norm Life Cycle
Michal Ben-Josef Hirsch (Suffolk University)
Jennifer Dixon (Villanova University)
Reinventing Impartiality: Olds Norms and New Practices in UN Peace Operations
Marion Laurence (University of Toronto)
Altering the Playing Field: The United States’ Redefinition of the Use of Force
Ingvild Bode (University of Kent)
How institutionalized norms are degraded: the politics of international rule-making in East Asia
Takeshi Yuzawa (Hosei University)

FA83: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Human Rights and Non-State Actors
Human Rights
Chair Elizabeth Bloodgood (Concordia University)
Disc. Christopher L. Pallas (Kennesaw State University)
Defending Human Rights Defenders
Ann Marie Clark (Purdue University)
Nustaa Pituushe Carranza Ko (Ohio Northern University)
Mintao Nie (Purdue University)
Religious vs. Secular Human Rights Organizations: Discourse, Framing and Action
Maia Carter Hallward (Kennesaw State University)
Charity Butcher (Kennesaw State University)

FA84: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Rising Powers and Foreign Policy: The Case of Turkey
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair Imran Demir (Marmara University)
Disc. Baris Kesgin (Elnon University)
Disc. Halit Mustafa Tagma (Northern Arizona University)
From Strategic Cooperation to Regime Change in Turkey’s Syria Policy
Isa Afacan (Turgut Ozal University)
Building and Burning Bridges: When Soft Power Strategies Fail to Advance Foreign Policy
Asilhan Saygili (Columbia University)
Emerging Heterogeneity: Rising Powers’ Approaches to the Role of Peace and Security in Global Development Governance
Sebastian Haug (University of Cambridge)
"Proactivism" and "Activism" in Turkish Foreign Affairs: A Proposal for Clarification and Operationalization of Concepts
Gonca Biltekin (Center for Foreign Policy and Peace Research)

FA85: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Gender, Military, and Peace
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Ali Bilgic (Loughborough University)
Disc. Gary Schaub, Jr. (University of Copenhagen)
Creating the All-Volunteer Force: A Moment of Degendering for the U.S. Military?
Stephanie Szitanyi (Rutgers University)
A Peacekeeping Force Of One’s Own: The Role, Impact, and Systematic Exclusion of Women in Peacekeeping and Reconciliation
Devon Kyla Cantwell (University of Kansas)
Gender Integration Policies of the U.S. and Swedish Militaries
Tiffany Bohm (Governors State University)
The Family that Fights Together: The Role of Informal Gender Practices on Women’s Decision to Engage in Violent Contentious Politics
Kyleanne Hunter (University of Denver)

FA86: Friday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Whose War, Whose Peace? The Global Geopolitics of Countering Violent Extremism
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Louise Wiuū Moe (Danish Institute for International Studies)
Chair Markus-Michael Müller (Freie Universität Berlin)
Disc. Charlotte V. Heath-Kelly (University of Warwick)
The European Union’s ‘Fight against Terrorism’: The Threat of the ‘Returning Foreign Fighter’
Christopher Baker-Beall (Nottingham Trent University)
Knowledge, "Anti-knowledge," and "Countering Violent Extremism"
Lisa Stampnitzky (University of Sheffield)
Foreign Fighters and CVE: The Foreign Fighter Discourse as Depoliticization of Terrorism Threat Assessments
Lars Erslev Andersen (Danish Institute for International Studies)
Tobias Gemmerli (Danish Institute for International Studies)
Whose War, Whose Peace? The Global Geopolitics of Countering Violent Extremism
Louise Wiuff Moe (Danish Institute for International Studies)
Markus-Michael Müller (Freie Universität Berlin)
Between War and Peace: Transnational Borderlands as Catalysts for the Proliferation of Violent Non-state Actors
Annette Idler (University of Oxford)

FB01: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
International Courts and Peace
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Jessica M. Anderson (University of Missouri)
Disc. Jessica M. Anderson (University of Missouri)
Politically constrained courts? - The institutional design of international criminal courts
Anja Jetschke (University of Goettingen)
Where Are We Going to Meet? The LRA's Articulations of Justice and the Proceduralization of Armed Conflict
Mareike Schomerus (Overseas Development Institute)
International Criminal Court or Western criminal court? Insights from Critical Legal Studies and Constructivism
Lucrecia Garcia Iommi (Fairfiel University)
Model(ing) Justice: Perfecting the Promise of International Criminal Justice
Kershin Carlson (University of Copenhagen)

FB02: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
The Use and Abuse of Field Theory in IR/International Political Sociology
International Political Sociology
Theory
Chair David M. McCourt (University of California-Davis)
Part. Lisa Stampnitzky (University of Sheffield)
Part. Vincent Pouliot (McGill University)
Part. Rebecca Adler-Nissen (University of Copenhagen)
Part. Mikael Rask Madsen (University of Copenhagen)
Part. Antonin Cohen (Université de Rennes)
Part. Julian Go (Boston University)
Part. David Swartz (Boston University)

FB03: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Boundary Spaces (Or, Where is the international?)
Theory
Chair Shannon K. Brinca (Griffith University)
Disc. Benjamin Meiches (University of Washington-Tacoma)
Observing Horizons of Democratic Security Communication
Daniel Jacobi (Goethe University Frankfurt)
Productive Anarchy: Process Ontologies, Micro-politics, and a Non-foundational Account of "the International"
Christian Pfenninger (University of Westminster)
Geopolitics: Shangri-la of international Relations
Igor Kovac (University of Cincinnati)

FB04: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Sapphire Series
International Studies Association
Chair A. Cooper Drury (University of Missouri)
Part. Himadeep R. Muppidi (Vassar)
Part. Peter Wallensteen (Uppsala University/University of Notre Dame)
Part. Christine Sylvester (University of Connecticut)
Part. Brett Ashley Leedes (Rice University)
Part. Errol A. Henderson (Pennsylvania State University)

FB05: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
NGO Backlash? Changing Patterns of NGO-State Relations
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Clifford Bob (Duquesne University)
Disc. Lisa McIntosh Sundstrom (University of British Columbia)
Stop Meddling in my Country! Governments’ Restrictions on Foreign Aid to Non-Governmental Organizations
Kendra Dupuy (University of Washington)
James Ron (University of Minnesota)
Aseem Prakash (University of Washington)
Autocrats Beyond Borders: Antidemocratic Backlash, Counter-norms and the New External Environment
Alexander Cooley (Columbia University)
Why Governments Target Civil Society and What Can Be Done in Response: A New Agenda
Sarah Mendelson (The Centre for Strategic and International Studies, Indonesia)
Regulating NGOs: Changing Economic and Political Opportunity Structure
Elizabeth Bloodgood (Concordia University)
Joannie Tremblay-Boire (Georgia State University)
Multi-sector governance mechanisms: forms and functions, roles and relations
Anne L. Bujadi (ODI)

FB07: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
The Social Mediatization of News and Information: Implications for Public Diplomacy
Diplomatic Studies
Chair Kathy R. Fitzpatrick (American University)
Part. Philip Seib (University of Southern California)
Part. Allan Richards (Florida international University)
Part. Amelia H. Arsenault (Georgia State University)
Part. Katherine A. Brown (U.S. Advisory Commission on Public Diplomacy)
FB08: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Comparative Public Diplomacy: Methodological Challenges and Remedies  
International Communication
Diplomatic Studies
Chair  
Eytan Gilboa (Bar-Ilan University)
Disc.  
Robin Brown (PDI)
Part.  
James Pamment (Lund University)
Part.  
Louis Clerc (University of Turku, Finland)
Part.  
Craig Hayden (American University)

FB09: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Critical Transnational Approaches to Peace and Security for Women  
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair  
Marijke Breuning (University of North Texas)
Chair  
Meredith Reid Sarkees (Global Women's Leadership in International Security (GWLIS))
Part.  
Catherine Eschle (University of Strathclyde)
Part.  
Vidyamali Samarasinghe (SIS, American University)
Part.  
Cheryl O'Brien (San Diego State University)
Part.  
Saara Särämä (University of Tampere)
Part.  
Peace A. Medie (University of Ghana)
Part.  
Shannon Drysdale Walsh (University of Minnesota Duluth)
Part.  
Runa Das (University of Minnesota - Duluth)

FB10: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Hegemony and Leadership in the IPE: The BRICs confront the US  
International Political Economy
Chair  
Alan Weston Cafruny (Hamilton College)
Disc.  
Randall D. Germain (Carleton University)
The Globalization of Production and American Power Globalized: The Ever-Persistent Myth of Lost Hegemony
Sean K. Starrs (City University of Hong Kong)
The 2008 Financial Crisis Weakened Dollar Hegemony: The Case of the Bond Market
Carla Norrlf (University of Toronto)
Power and Plenty in the 21st Century: Neo-mercantilism in the Foreign Economic Policies of the BRICs
Andrej Krickovic (National Research University, Higher School of Economics, Moscow)
Can China’s RMB displace the US Dollar as the dominant International Reserve Currency?
Herman Schwartz (University of Virginia)
the US and the BRICs in the Mideast: America’s Eternal and Perpetual Petrochemical Interests
Timothy C. Lehmann (Excelsior College)

FB11: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
ISA SWIPE Award honoring Prof. David Leblang  
International Political Economy
Chair  
Ayse Kaya (Swarthmore College)
Part.  
John R. Freeman (University of Minnesota)
Part.  
Steve Chan (University of Colorado)
Part.  
Sonal S. Pandya (University of Virginia)
Part.  
Stefanie Walter (University of Zurich)
Part.  
K. Amber Curtis (Clemson University)
Hon.  
David Leblang (University of Virginia)

FB12: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Human Rights & Humanitarian Law  
International Law
Chair  
Srini Sitaraman (Clark University)
Chair  
Marc J. Cohen (Oxfam America/Johns Hopkins University)
Disc.  
Srini Sitaraman (Clark University)
Human Rights and Military Ethics: Exploring the Foundations of the Rules of War
Robert E. Williams, Jr. (Pepperdine University)
International Human Rights Treaties and Well-Being
Heather Smith (Lewis & Clark College)
Wendy Wong (University of Toronto)
Delayed Ratification Revisited: Domestic Legislative Involvement and Multilateral Human Rights Treaties
Audrey L. Comstock (Cornell University)
Be Careful What You Wish For: Unintended Consequences and Human Rights and Humanitarian Norms in Armed Conflict Settings and Counterterror Operations
Corri Zoli (Syracuse University)
Casualties of Counts? Civilian Targeting Data and the Laws of War
Ardeshir Pezeshk (University of Massachusetts)
Chari Carpenter (University of Massachusetts)

FB13: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Critical war studies: Lethality, subjectivity and trauma  
International Political Sociology
Chair  
Priya Dixit (Virginia Tech)
Disc.  
Mike W. Fowler (US Air Force Academy)
Short Circuit: Retracing the Political for the Age of Autonomous Weapons
J. Marshall Beier (McMaster University)
War Making and State Making: Iranian Revolutionary Guards as Main Political and Economic Actor
Abdy Javadzadeh (St. Thomas University)
Innovative Disobedience: Transgression against Prescribed Approaches in War
Eric Hundman (Dartmouth College)
War and Trauma in American Sniper (2014)
Florentina C. Andreescu (University of North Carolina, Wilmington)
(Non)Lethality and War: Tear Gas as a Weapon of Governmental Intervention
Miguel de Larrinaga (University of Ottawa)

FB14: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Exploring War and Peace through Art  
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair  
Peter M. Haas (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Disc.  
Jan Aart Scholte (University of Gothenburg)
Disc.  
Kathleen R. McNamara (Georgetown University)
The Art of Peace in a Time of War: Looking Back, Moving Forward
James Der Derian (Centre for International Security Studies, University of Sydney)
Art-Power, Conflict, and Peace at the Border
Renee E. Marlin-Benett (Johns Hopkins University)
The Art of War: Reflections on Human Nature from 'The Celebration of the Peace at Munster’ to ‘Guernica’ – with a note on UNESCO
J. P. Singh (The University of Edinburgh)
FB15: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Consolidation and Contestation in Networked Urban Climate Governance II: The Global Scale  

**Environmental Studies**

**Chair** Craig A. Johnson (University of Guelph)  
**Disc.** Matthew Paterson (University of Ottawa)  
Bridging the Ecologies of cities and the Biosphere  
Saskia Sassen (Columbia University)  
City networks: breaking gridlocks or forging (new) lock-ins?  
Michele Acuto (University College London)  
Steve Rayner (University of Oxford)  
Urban transitions towards post-carbon cities: the EU Covenant of Mayors as a form of climate governance through transnational city networking  
Kristine Kern (IRS & University of Potsdam)  
Untangling transnational climate networks of cities and regions: Geographical distribution, key players, ambition levels and monitoring mechanisms  
Oscar Widerberg (VU University Amsterdam, Institute for Environmental Sciences (IVM))  
Jennifer Bansard (University of Potsdam)  
Cities and Global Climate Governance: Consolidation and its Consequences  
David J. Gordon (University of California Santa Cruz)  
Craig A. Johnson (University of Guelph)  

FB16: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Domestic and International Factors Linking Economics, Cooperation, and Conflict  

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**Chair** Timothy Peterson (University of South Carolina)  
**Disc.** Timothy Peterson (University of South Carolina)  
Enforcing Openness: Trade Protectionism, Firm Interests and Intervention in Civil Wars  
Aysegul Aydin (University of Colorado at Boulder)  
Bilateral Treaty Networks: Assessing the Coevolution of Cooperation in Defense, Trade, and Investment  
Brandon J. Kinne (University of California, Davis)  
Clint Peinhardt (University of Texas at Dallas)  
Least Bad Options: Individual-level Preferences for Foreign Policy Substitution  
Katja Kleinberg (Binghamton University (SUNY))  
Agriculture and the WTO Dispute Settlement Procedure  
Cameron G. Thies (Arizona State University)  
From Economic Competition to Military Combat: Export Similarity and International Conflict  
Tyson Chatagnier (Vanderbilt University)  

FB17: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Types of Interventions and Peace  

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**  
**Scientific Study of International Processes**

**Chair** Amy Yuen (Middlebury College)  
**Disc.** Andrew Enterline (University of North Texas)  
Preying on the Weak and Free: Why Third-Party Interventions in Civil Wars Go Unpunished  
Hans-Inge Lange (University of Texas at Austin)  
Building a Consensus on a Neutral versus a Partisan Intervention  
Timea Spitka (Sofia Davis Postdoctoral Fellow in Gender, Peace and Conflict Resolution, Hebrew University, Israel)  
Failing peace in South Sudan: On the relationship between national government and international interveners  
Kerstin Tomiak (Cardiff University)  
Inducing Concession by Promising Intervention: The Effects of Alliance Formation on Crisis Escalation  
Ryosuke Nishi (Waseda University)  
A Vote for Freedom? The effects of partisan electoral interventions on regime type  
Dov Levin (Carnegie-Mellon University)  

FB18: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Transnational Relations in the Transatlantic Relationship  

**International Organization**

**Chair** Henry Farrell  
**Disc.** Mark A. Pollack (Temple University)  
The Transnational Politics of Transatlantic Trade  
Alasdair R. Young (Georgia Institute of Technology)  
Systems Clash or Political Opportunity – Transnational lobbying in the case of the General Data Protection Regulation  
Abraham Newman (Georgetown University)  
Too Many Cooks: Is the U.S. becoming an Outsider in European Security Policy Making?  
Stephanie Hofmann (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)  
Spanish Security Policy after the Great Depression. Decline, De-Europeanization and US-Spanish rapprochement  
David García Cantalapiedra (Universidad Complutense de Madrid)  

FB19: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
Politics of the Global Economy  

**International Political Economy**

**Chair** Jennifer Sterling-Folker (University of Connecticut)  
**Disc.** John Ahlquist (UC San Diego School of Global Policy and Strategy)  
Robbing from the Rich? Power and Influence in the Campaign for a Financial Transactions Tax  
Sarah S. Stroup (Middlebury College)  
Explaining Changes in the Taxation of Foreign Source Income in OECD countries  
Mi Jeong Shin (Washington University in St.Louis)  
Tracing the Performativity of Financial Practices: How Financial Derivatives have Reshaped the Assemblages of the Global Political Economy  
Marcel Goguen (McMaster University)  
Raphael Cunha (The Ohio State University)  
How do developing countries stay committed to liberalization?  
Stephen Chaudoin (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)  
Nita Rudra (Georgetown University)
FB20: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Securing the Internet: International Cybersecurity Cooperation and Norm Development
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
International Security Studies
Chair  Madeline M. Carr (Cardiff University)
Disc.  Madeline M. Carr (Cardiff University)
Disclosing or Concealing? Policies for Governing Software Vulnerabilities and Their Implications for Internet Security
Andreas Kuehn (Syracuse University, Stanford University)
Cybersecurity Governance in an Age of Economic Cyberespionage: Building a Case for the ‘Responsibility to Troubleshoot’
Mark Raymond (University of Oklahoma)
Think Cyber Peace
Mary Ellen O’Connell (Notre Dame University)
Reverse Engineering Stuxnet as a Sanctions Enforcement Tool
Panayotis A. Yannakogeorgos (United States Air Force Cyber College)
The State Centered Approach to International Law as a Challenge to the Pursuit of Peace: non-state armed groups and cyber operations
Helen McDermott (University of Oxford)

FB21: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Emerging Issues in the U.S.-China Security Relationship
International Security Studies
Chair  Avery Goldstein (University of Pennsylvania)
Disc.  Charles Glaser (George Washington University)
Assuring Assured Retaliation: China’s Nuclear Posture and the Future of U.S.-China Strategic Stability
M. Taylor Fravel (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Balancing China: Reassessing Asian Alignments
Michael Beckley (Tufts University)
Preventing Nuclear Escalation in Conventional Conflict: The Case of the United States and China
Caïtlin Talmadge (The George Washington University)
China’s Four Military Challenges to the United States: The Necessity of Preparing for Long Duration and Low-Intensity Conflicts
Zack Cooper (Princeton University)

FB22: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Lawyers, Bureaucrats, Activists and Bankers: Historicizing Early Twentieth Century IR
Historical International Relations
English School
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Chair  Andrew R. Homan (University of Glasgow)
Disc.  Jelica Stefanovic-Stambuk (University of Belgrade Faculty of Political Sciences)
Idealists, administrators and the origins of IR
Torbjorn Knutsen (University of Trondheim)
The decline of merchant bankers: A new perspective on interwar financial changes
Quentin P. Brneue (The New School)
The Hague as “Benchmark” Event in the Evolution of International Society
Carsten-Andreas Schulz (Pontificl Catholic University of Chile)
Peace as Justice: The Advocacy of the Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom and the Permanant Mandates Commission of the League of Nations
Molly Cochran (Oxford Brookes University)

FB23: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Transnational Environmental Governance 1: Orchestration
Environmental Studies
Transnational Environmental Governance in Maritime Shipping: Limits and Potential of Orchestration Efforts
Jane Lister (The University of British Columbia)
René Taudal Poulsen (Copenhagen Business School)
Stefano Ponte (Copenhagen Business School)
Local Tyranny vs. Centralized Incompetence? Devolution and Transnational Environmental Governance
Thomas Rudolf Eimer (Radboud University Nijmegen)
Orchestrating Private Commitments for Sustainable Development
Kenneth W. Abbott (Arizona State University)

FB24: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel
Civilian victimization by state and non-state actors
Scientific Study of International Processes
Civilian victimization by state and non-state actors
Lisa Hultman (Uppsala University)
Lidia Giudici (Uppsala University)
Varieties of Civil War and Mass Killing
Daniel Krcmaric (Northwestern University)
Buying Tolerable Allies: Supporter Influence and One-Sided Violence
Jacob Aronson (University of Maryland)
Beyond Ethnicity: How State Capacity Improves Explanations of Pro-Government Militia Violence against Civilians
Justin Schon (Indiana University, Bloomington)
Yehuda Magid (Indiana University, Bloomington)
The Cooperation Effect: Explaining the intensity of terror attacks with networked interaction
Anna-Lena Höning (University of Mannheim)
Julia Semmelbeck (University of Mannheim)
Bargaining and the geography of violence against civilians
Charles Butcher (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)
Erika Forsberg (Uppsala University)

FB25: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Roundtable
What is a feminist foreign policy and peace diplomacy?
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair  Anniic A. Kronsell (Lund University)
Part.  Karin Aggestam (Lund University)
Part.  Aninka Bergman Rosamond (Lund University)
Part.  Torunn L. Tryggestad (Peace Research Institute, Oslo)
Part.  Valerie Hudson (The Bush School of Government and Public Service, Texas A&M University)
**FB26: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**  
Roundtable  
IR and STS/ANT: Accounting for heterogeneities in the international Science, Technology and Art in International Relations  
Chair  Peer Schouten (Danish Institute for International Studies)  
Chair  Christian Bueger (Cardiff University)  
Part.  Stefanie R. Fishel (University of Alabama)  
Part.  Rocco Bellanova (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO) & Université Saint-Louis (Brussels))  
Part.  Julien Jeandesboz (Université libre de Bruxelles)  
Part.  Jennifer K. Lobasz (University of Delaware)  

**FB27: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**  
Panel  
Trust in International Relations: A Pre-requisite for Peace? Part 2  
Exploring Peace (Theme)  
Diplomatic Studies  
Chair  Johanna Vuorelma (University of Warwick)  
Disc.  Tuomas A. Forsberg (University of Tampere)  
Overcoming a Lack of Trust to Facilitate Peace Agreements in Divided Societies  
Dawn Walsh (University of Birmingham)  
Trust and Cooperation in Northern Ireland: Psychological Insights from the Local Level  
Sumedh Rao (University of Birmingham)  
Trust in Interpretive Institutions – A Missing Piece in the Compliance Puzzle  
Anette Stimmer (University of Oxford)  
Human Nature and Peace-Understanding the role of human nature in Kantian and Machiavellian conception of Peace  
Pavan Kumar (Jawahar Lal Nehru University)  

**FB28: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**  
Panel  
Old threats but a new mobilization agenda? Migrant and minority as agents in responding to security governance  
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies  
Chair  Ariane Chebel d’Appollonia (Rutgers University)  
Disc.  Martin A. Schain (New York University)  
The Migration-Security Nexus: When and Why Are Global Migrants Viewed as Threatening?  
Juris Pupcenoks (Marist College)  
Adversity as a vector of migrant assimilation: Revisiting patterns in the US  
Ariane Chebel d’Appollonia (Rutgers University)  
Hispanic mobilization in the US as a response to securitized immigration policy: quiescence or resistance in the upcoming 2016 election?  
Karina Moreno (Long Island University Brooklyn)  
Migrant Integration in Times of Crisis: Comparing Responses from European and North American Cities  
Patrick R. Ireland (Illinois Institute of Technology)  
Bangladeshi Muslims and local politics in the age of securitisation: the case of Tower Hamlets in London  
Romain Garbaye (Université Sorbonne Nouvelle-Paris 3)  
Donia Touihri-Mebarek (Paris III)  

**FB29: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**  
Panel  
Methodological advances in International Relations research  
Scientific Study of International Processes  
Chair  Allan Dafoe (Yale University)  
Disc.  Will H. Moore (Arizona State University)  
Which Variables Matter? A Method for identifying Optimal Minimum Sets of Variables Underlying Political Behavior  
Stephanie Dornschnieder (University of Buckingham)  
Stefan Dantzhev (Durham University)  
Sinh Nguyen (Purdue University)  
Spatial Difference-in-Differences (SDIDs): Evaluating Spatial Policies  
Yasutaka Tominaga (Waseda University)  
Estimating Signaling Games with Multiple Equilibria  
Casey Crisman-Cox (Washington University in Saint Louis)  
Michael Gibilisco (University of Rochester)  

**FB30: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**  
Roundtable  
Smart Sanctions Reinvestigated: How to make smart sanctions smarter against the new type of war  
International Organization  
Chair  Takehiko Yamamoto (Waseda University)  
Chair  Noboru Miyawaki (Ritsumeikan University)  
Part.  Miki Honda (Waseda University)  
Part.  Mariko Shoji (Keai University)  
Part.  Hajime Okusako (Professor)  

**FB31: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**  
Panel  
Building an Intelligence Culture in a Democracy: Challenges and Prospects for Success  
Intelligence Studies  
Chair  Cris Matei (Naval Postgraduate School)  
Disc.  Mark Phythian (University of Leicester)  
Toward an Intelligence Culture in Portugal  
Thomas C. Bruneau (Naval Postgraduate School)  
Chile’s Intelligence Reform after Pinochet: Is There an Intelligence Culture?  
Cris Matei (Naval Postgraduate School)  
Andres de Castro Garcia (Universidad Técnica del Norte (UTN-Ecuador))  
Intelligence Transformation in Belgium and Italy: A Comparison  
Stephane J. Lefebvre (Carleton University)  
Stefania Paladini (Coventry University)  
US Cyber Intelligence Sharing Frameworks  
Scott Jasper (Naval Postgraduate School)  
Trajectories of Intelligence-Building: Japan in the Post-Cold War  
Deirdre Quinn Martin (University of California, Berkeley)  

**FB32: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**  
Innovative Panel  
Leaving Utopia: The tyranny of the Urgent, Complex Humanitarian Emergencies and humanitarian logistics  
ISA Innovative Panel  
Chair  Bryan Hutcheson (Kennesaw State University)  
Part.  Sherrill Hayes (Kennesaw State University)  
Part.  Lina Tuschling (Kennesaw State University)  
Part.  Alice Peck (George Mason University)  

**FB33: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**  
Panel  
Humanitarian Intervention  
International Security Studies  
Chair  Ken Rutherford (James Madison University)  
Disc.  Ken Rutherford (James Madison University)
Our Brothers' Keepers: Civilian Casualties and American Public Support for Military Interventions

Won Steinbach (Duke University)

Humanitarian Intervention, Moral Hazard, and Rebellion: A Text Analysis Approach

Philip Martin (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

The Evolution of Security Norms at the Regional Level in Africa: From State Security to Human Security

Kathryn Nash (School of Oriental and African Studies)

Norms to the Rescue: Strategies for Opposing Humanitarian Intervention in the Security Council

Nathan Kelly (University of Oklahoma)

**FB34: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Mechanisms of Non-proliferation**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Maria Rost Rublee (Monash University)

**Disc.** Maria Rost Rublee (Monash University)

Innovation in Nonproliferation: Explaining the Impact of UNSCR 1540

Bryan R. Early (State University of New York at Albany)

Mark T. Nance (North Carolina State University)

The Additional Protocol: False Hope or Signal of Nuclear Restraint?

Todd Clayton Robinson (Air War College)

Rebecca Davis Gibbons (Bowdoin College)

Nuclear Weapon Proliferation and the Technology Hypothesis: Bringing New Data to an Old Question

Simon Palamar (Centre for International Governance Innovation/Carleton University)

The Changing Face of Nuclear Proliferation

Jeff Kaplow (College of William & Mary)

**FB35: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Cosmopolitan Legalism And Universal Law: Rhetorical Promises and (Un)Intended Consequences**

*International Law*

**Chair** Inger Skjelsbaek (Peace Research Institute Oslo)

**Disc.** Nikolaj M. Rajkovic (Tilburg University)

The MLC ebellion as State: The Shaping of Public Authority and Access to Justice and Security in DRC’s Equateur province

Tatiana Carayannis (Social Sciences Research Council)

The disciplining power of law in criminalizing aggressive war: about the reciprocal need for the crime of aggression and the international criminal justice project to tie the knot

Marieke de Hoon (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)

Cosmopolitan legalism, criminal justice and human rights NGOs

Kjersø Lohne (University of Oslo)

The fight against impunity: The construction of a panacea for sexual violence in conflict?

Anette Bringedal Houge (Department of Criminology and Sociology of Law, Faculty of Law, University of Oslo)

Kjersø Lohne (University of Oslo)

Transitional Justice and Post-Violence Legitimacy in the former Yugoslavia: Victims’ Perspectives

Sladjana Lazic (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)

**FB36: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Deleuze and Peace**

*International Political Sociology*

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**Theory**

**Chair** Badredine Arfi (University of Florida)

**Disc.** Larry N. George (California State University, Long Beach)

Sovereign and Scapegoat: Deleuzian Assemblage Theory and the Mediatized Violence of the ISIS Caliphate

Larry N. George (California State University, Long Beach)

Unhinged Time in Peace and War: Bringing Deleuze, Derrida and Loop Quantum Gravity into a Conversation about Time

Badredine Arfi (University of Florida)

Microbial Geopolitics: Speculations on Host-Parasite Relations

Gitte du Plessis (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

Jairus V. Grove (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

The Economy of Primary and Secondary Violence in State-creation

John Protevi (Louisiana State University)

Affective Circulations, Ontological Security, and the Arab Spring

Ty Solomon (University of Glasgow)

**FB37: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Organizing for Defense**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Andrew Mark Dorman (King’s College London)

**Disc.** Andrew Mark Dorman (King’s College London)

How NATO Remembers: Process-tracing Knowledge Acquisition in Crisis Management

Heidi Hardt (University of California, Irvine)

"Jointness" and U.S. Civil-Military Relations

Sharon K. Weiner (American University)

New Sources of Military Change - Armed Forces as Normal Organizations

Per Martin Norheim-Martinsen (Norwegian Institute for Defence Studies)

Evaluating the “Purple” Force: Jointness in War and Peace

Lena Andrews (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

**FB38: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Managing Peace: The Implications of Conflict Resolution for Professional Military Education.**

*International Education*

**Chair** Antulio J. Echevarria II (US Army War College)

**Part.** An Jacobs (Royal Military Academy of Sandhurst, UK)

**Part.** Scott A. Silverstone (United States Military Academy)

**Part.** Ali G. Dizboni (Royal Military College of Canada/Queen’s University)

**Part.** Maarten Rothman (Royal Military Academy )

**Part.** Toms Rostoks (University of Latvia)

**Part.** Jørgen Staun (Royal Danish Defence College)

**Part.** Carsten Roennfeldt (Norwegian Military Academy )

**FB39: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**States, Peoples, Rights: (Post)colonialism in Historical Perspective**

*Historical International Relations*

**International Political Sociology**

**Global South Caucus**

**Chair** Stacey-Ann Wilson (University of the West Indies, Mona)

**Disc.** Jeanne W. Simon (Universidad de Concepcion)
Performative agency and agency in international politics

International Political Sociology

Chair  Christopher Daase  (University of Frankfurt)
Disc.  Christian G. K. Reus-Smith  (University of Queensland)

Performativity and agency: A research agenda

Benjamin Braun  (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies)
Sebastian Schindler  (Goethe University Frankfurt)
Tobias Wille  (Goethe University Frankfurt)

The sacred performance: Self-immolation as a political 'act of speech'

Karin Fierke  (University of St. Andrews)

Performing regional security agency: The case of ECOWAS and its 'discursive encounters' with the European Union

Elisa Lopez Lucia  (University of Birmingham)

Staging representation, or: what it took to make Kosovo act at the Rambouillet Conference

Tobias Wille  (Goethe University Frankfurt)

The phantom Polish plumber: Personification and the conundrum of worker agency

Dorothy Noyes  (The Ohio State University)

The Role of Scholarly Expertise in Transnational Policy Networks

Thomas J. Biersteker  (The Graduate Institute, Geneva)

Traveling forward in time: forecasting, securitizing and democratizing

Piki Ish-Shalom  (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

IR education as interface between scholarly and policy-related knowledge

Felix S. Grenier  (University of Moncton)

Performing national security agency: The case of ECOWAS and its 'discursive encounters' with the European Union

Elisa Lopez Lucia  (University of Birmingham)

Staging representation, or: what it took to make Kosovo act at the Rambouillet Conference

Tobias Wille  (Goethe University Frankfurt)

The phantom Polish plumber: Personification and the conundrum of worker agency

Dorothy Noyes  (The Ohio State University)

The End of the Post-Cold War Peace: Challenges to Europe’s Economic and Security Frameworks

Matthew C. Morgan  (Cornell University)

The Peace-Democratization Nexus in the European Normative Agenda: Re-Visiting the EU’s and the OSCE’s Engagement in Central Asia

Vera Axyonova  (JLU Giessen)

The Prospect of an Emerging Chinese-American Rivalry: Consequences and Options for EUropean Security

Markus Liegl  (Goethe-University Frankfurt am Main)

Peace for Europe in the light of returning foreign fighters: How to reconcile jihadists with their home countries

Kitty Veress  (King’s College London)

The End of the Post-Cold War Peace: Challenges to Europe’s Economic and Security Frameworks

Matthew C. Morgan  (Cornell University)

The Peace-Democratization Nexus in the European Normative Agenda: Re-Visiting the EU’s and the OSCE’s Engagement in Central Asia

Vera Axyonova  (JLU Giessen)

The Prospect of an Emerging Chinese-American Rivalry: Consequences and Options for EUropean Security

Markus Liegl  (Goethe-University Frankfurt am Main)

Peace for Europe in the light of returning foreign fighters: How to reconcile jihadists with their home countries

Kitty Veress  (King’s College London)
FB46: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel  
Learning About Intelligence by Comparing it to Other Disciplines

Intelligence Studies

Chair  Patrick F. Walsh (Charles Sturt University)
Disc.  Patrick F. Walsh (Charles Sturt University)

The "Profession" of Analysis Debate Revisited: What Intelligence Analysis Is and Why the Debate is Flawed
    John A. Gentry (Georgetown University)
Learning from the Comparison between Intelligence Analysis and Journalism
    Stephen Marrin (James Madison University)
Improving How to Communicate in Intelligence Analysis and Medicine
    Efren Torres (Brunel University)
Professionalizing Intelligence: How do other professions approach failure and success?
    Charles Vandepeer (University of Adelaide)
Robustness and Reduction of Uncertainty in Intelligence Analysis: An Info-Gap Perspective
    Yakov Ben-Haim (Technion-Israel Institute of Technology)

FB47: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel  
Civil-Military Relations in the 21st Century

International Security Studies

Chair  Danielle L. Lupton (Colgate University)
Chair  Risa A. Brooks (Marquette University)
Disc.  Risa A. Brooks (Marquette University)

Military Experience and Congressional Oversight in the 21st Century: Does Military Service Matter?
    Danielle L. Lupton (Colgate University)
Professionals and Politicians-in-Uniform: International Crises and Military Withdrawal from Politics
    Peter White (University of Maryland-College Park)
Political Activity by Military Officers and Public Trust
    James Golby (United States Military Academy)
ALT + CMD + CTRL: Civil-Military Challenges of Military Cyber Operations
    Doyle K. Hodges (Princeton University)

FB48: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel  
Gender and the Art of War, Peace and Security

Women’s Caucus
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Theory
Global South Caucus
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer & Allies Caucus

Chair  Aisling Ann Swaine (The George Washington University)
Disc.  Simona Sharoni (State University of New York at Plattsburgh)

Women, Irregular Wars and Memory: “Touching” World War II and Its Aftermath
    Dovile Budryte (Georgia Gwinnett College)
Gender and The Art of War: The Weakness/Strength Dichotomy in Asian Military Classics
    Elizabeth S. Dahl (Independent scholar)

The Other Side of Civil War: Gender Equity and Activism Out of Violence
    Mehmet Gurses (Florida Atlantic University)
Gendered Peacebuilding—Gendered Peace: Liberia’s Gender Paradox
    Theresa Ammann (Aarhus University)

FB49: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Roundtable  
Pharmaceuticals and Global Health: Can Public-Private Partnerships Deliver New Medicines?

Global Health

Chair  Owain D. Williams (University of Queensland)
Part.  Stefan H. Elbe (University of Sussex)
Part.  Kendall Hoyt (Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth)
Part.  Christopher Long (University of Sussex)
Part.  Yanzhong Huang (Seton Hall University and Council on Foreign Relations)
Part.  Anne Roemer-Mahler (University of Sussex)

FB50: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Roundtable  
The Global Development Section Roundtable: Reclaiming Development

Global Development

Chair  Heloise Weber (University of Queensland)
Part.  Heloise Weber (University of Queensland)
Part.  Craig N. Murphy (Wellesley College)
Part.  Lisa Tilley (University of Warwick, ULB)
Part.  Althea-Maria Rivas (York University)
Part.  Timothy Seidel (Eastern Mennonite University)

FB51: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel  
The Dynamics of Power Transitions

International Security Studies

Chair  Norrin M. Ripsman (Lehigh University)
Disc.  Norrin M. Ripsman (Lehigh University)

When is the Preventive Motivation most Dangerous? The Conditional Effect of Expected Shifts in Power
    Sam Bell (Kansas State University)
System Change and Regional Power Transitions: The Sino-Japanese War of 1894-1895
    Andrew Q. Greve (Rutgers University)
Ukraine Crisis: Peaceful or Conflictual Transition?
    Allison Hamlin (Claremont Graduate University)
    Jacek Kugler (Claremont Graduate University)
Now-or-Later Dilemmas in Power Transitions
    David M. Edelstein (Georgetown University)
Ambiguous Promises: Intentions, Uncertainty, and Power Shifts
    Joshua R. Itzkowitz Shifrinson (Texas A&M University)

FB52: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Distinguished Scholar  
International Ethics honors the work of Chris Brown

International Ethics

Chair  Anthony F. Lang, Jr. (University of St Andrews)
Part.  Mervyn Frost (King’s College London)
Part.  Toni Erskine (University of New South Wales)
Part.  David Boucher (Cardiff University)
Part.  Mathias Theo Albert (Bielefeld University)
Part.  Brent J. Steele (University of Utah)
Part.  Henry Radice (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Hon.  Chris Brown (London School of Economics and Political Science)
## FB53: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
### Foreign Aid and Conflict

**International Security Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>David Carter (Princeton University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>David Carter (Princeton University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Security, Military Assistance and Recipient State</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan R. Alaniz  (University of Southern Mississippi)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Training and Professionalization: Misaligned Fields,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misconstrued Knowledge and Their Negative Outcomes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Kimball Damman (Florida International University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO Insecurity in High-Risk Conflict Zones: Political vs. Apolitical Aid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution and the Fight for Humanitarian Space</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Mitchell (Kansas State University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caught in the Middle? The Effects of Development &amp; Military Aid on Civilian Victimization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amira Jadoon (State University of New York at Albany)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Aid and Terrorism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Svetla Ben-Itzhak (Kansas State University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## FB54: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
### International Politics of Development, Power and Rule in South-South Relations: Africa, China, Japan, North Korea

**Global Development**

**Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Kristen Hopewell (University of Edinburgh)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Kristen Hopewell (University of Edinburgh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Following in China’s Footsteps? The Political Economy of North Korean Reform</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Gray (University of Sussex)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploitation or win-win?: Understanding the impact of China’s infrastructure-for-resources deals in Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac Odom (University of Alberta)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mounting Protests and Political Stability: Regime Resilience in China</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yao Li (University of Kansas)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peaceful rise of a new world power: the Chinese insertion strategy in a Western system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor Vieira (IUPERJ)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sino-Japan Cooperation as a Key Factor of Cooperation and Integration in North-East Asia: Comparative Analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcin Grabowski (Jagiellonian University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## FB55: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
### Perspectives on the Future of European Foreign, Security and Defense Policies in Times of Crisis

**International Organization**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Cathleen Kantner (University of Stuttgart)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chair</td>
<td>Iris Nothero (University of Stuttgart)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Christoph Meyer (Kings College London)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe and Africa: Realism and Securitisation of Policies amid Rising Agency of China, the United States and Regional Organisations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Gegout (University of Nottingham)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The EU and the Fight Against Illegal Trafficking of Looted Art from the Middle East: The Struggle to Achieve Coherence and Effectiveness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costanza Musu (University of Ottawa)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Defence: Towards Complementary Force Structures?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander T. J. Mattelaer (Institute for European Studies, Vrije Universiteit Brussel)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## FB56: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
### Borders and Boundaries

**International Security Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Richard Whitman (University of Kent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does the type of space affect conflict dynamics? The Israeli and Lebanese Territorial and Maritime disputes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ehud Eiran (University of Haifa, Israel)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avid Rubin (University of Haifa)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dynamics of Conflict and Cooperation in Transboundary River Basins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Ovodenko (U.S. Department of Energy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stay Where You Are Until Our Backs Are Turned: Border Securitization in Thailand and Malaysia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Cosmas (United States Military Academy, West Point)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democracy Stabilizing Borders: The Effect of Preferences on Territorial Disputes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell Radtke (Texas A&amp;M University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## FB57: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
### Rights, Nature, and Development in Theory and Practice: Latin America’s Legal Revolution in the Rights of Nature and the Struggle to Define Sustainable Development

**Environmental Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Moises Arce (University of Missouri)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Kathryn Hochstetler (University of Waterloo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate Rights vs Community, Human, and Nature’s Rights in the World Bank Group’s International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes: A Case Study of a Global Mining Corporation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suing El Salvador</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Broad (American University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing Ecuador’s Rights of Nature: Why Some Lawsuits Succeed and Other Fail</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig Kauffman (University of Oregon)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Martin (Coastal Carolina University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Science versus Religion False Dichotomy: The Shaping of Indigenous Environmental Attitudes in Ecuador</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Todd Eisenstadt (American University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karleen West (SUNY Geneseo)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norms be Damned: What new Amazonian dams can teach us about the changing face of Brazilian environmental governance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eve Bratman (Franklin &amp; Marshall College)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## FB58: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
### The UK and the CSDP: The European Exceptionalist?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Moises Arce (University of Missouri)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The UK and the CSDP: The European Exceptionalist?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Whitman (University of Kent)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## FB59: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
### Regions and Peace: Does the Promotion of Regionalism Help to Transform Conflicts?

**European International Studies Association**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Thomas Diez (University of Tuebingen)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Thomas Diez (University of Tuebingen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Against the Odds: The Mechanisms and Ambiguities of Promoting Regionalism for Peace</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Diez (University of Tuebingen)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between regionalism and regionalisms: regional cooperation and conflict transformation in the MENA region</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marco Pinfari (American University in Cairo)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regional governance and conflict transformation in Africa: a comparative analysis
Lorenzo Fioramonti (University of Pretoria (South Africa))
Desecuritization of regional conflicts through regional cooperation in Asia
Moosung Lee (Myongji University)
Yeikyong Kim (National Assembly Research Service)
Regionalism and conflict transformation: A comparative analysis of South and Central America
Kai E. Lehmann (Universidade de São Paulo)
Octávio Forti Neto (University of Campinas (UNICAMP)/University of São Paulo (USP))

FB60: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
The politics of trade, investment, and dispute settlement
International Political Economy
Chair James Scott (King's College London)
Disc. James Scott (King's College London)
Disc. Silke Trommer (University of Manchester)
Central America, the US, and the Shadow Of Dependence in the WTO
Christina Fattore (West Virginia University)
Shaping the Global Trading Environment? Membership in International Organization for Standardization, 1950-2005
Si Jeong Lim (University of Amsterdam)
Explaining the Investor-State Dispute Settlement Outcomes: Who Wins and Who Loses?
Nathan W. Freeman (University of Georgia)
Capacity, Preferences, or (Potential) Profit? What Drives Investor-State Disputes?
Zoe Williams (Berlin Graduate School of Transnational Studies)
The Small EU Countries’ participation in the WTO/DSM: The Cases studies of Ireland and Hungary
Wayne Tan (National Chung Hsing University)

FB61: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Paradiplomacy and Regional Foreign Policy: Crisis and Disaster Management in the Age of Austerity
Foreign Policy Analysis
Diplomatic Studies
Chair Lee Stuart Miles (Bournemouth University)
Disc. Christopher R. Zebrowski (Loughborough University)
Paradiplomacy and Blame Games: Connectivity Between Regional Foreign Policy Making and Crisis and Disaster Management
Lee Stuart Miles (Bournemouth University)
Polarizing Foreign Policies and Local Activism: The Case of US Municipal Foreign Policy
Heidi H. Hobbs (North Carolina State University)
Harry I. Chernotsky (University of North Carolina Charlotte)
Paradiplomacy and Foreign Policy in Mexico: The Case of Baja California Confronting the 2008 Global Crisis
Rafael Velazquez (Universidad Autonoma de Baja California)
Hong Kong as China's 'White Glove': Prospects and Challenges
Simon Xu-Hui Shen (The Chinese University of Hong Kong)
The Art of Getting By? Paradiplomacy and the Ukrainian Crisis
Lee Stuart Miles (Bournemouth University)
Viiktoriia Panova (Karlstad University)

FB62: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Global Politics of Arms Sales and Arms Control
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair Matthew Zierler (Michigan State University)
Disc. Michael Brzoska (University of Hamburg)
China’s Arms Transfers to Africa: Implications for Conflict and Peacebuilding.
Earl Conteh-Morgan (University of South Florida)
Promising much but delivering little? Recent trends and developments in EU arms export controls
Mark Bromley (Department of Economic History, Stockholm University / Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI))
Towards a new narrative on small arms control
Lina Grip (SIPRI / Helsinki University)
The legacy of arms export policies to Iraq
Kathrin Kranz (University of Notre Dame)
Laura Weis (University of Notre Dame)

FB63: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Perceptions, Beliefs, and Foreign Policy
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair Brian Lai (University of Iowa)
Disc. Balkan Devlen (Izmir University of Economics)
Disc. Stuart Kaufman (University of Delaware)
Using War to Seek Peace? The Effect of Differing Belief Systems on George W. Bush's and Barack Obama’s Approaches to the War on Terror
Andrew Z. Katz (Denison University)
Leah Hansler (Denison University)
Self-Injury and International Politics: The Case of the Soviet Union during the Interwar Period
Ilai Saltzman (Israel Institute)
Prior Success, Overconfidence and Risk Taking In Foreign Policy Decision Making: The Case of Turkey’s Syria Policy
Imran Demir (Marmara University)
Cheap Talk in International Security Organizations: UNSC Condemnation and Conflict Management
Richard Loэza (University of Wisconsin- Madison)
Resolve to End a War: Backing Down is as Hard as Standing Firm
Jihyun Shin (University of Southern California)

FB64: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Early Modern Global Encounters: An Alternative History of International Relations
Historical International Relations
Global Development
International Political Sociology
Chair Benjamin De Carvalho (NUIPI)
Disc. Xavier Guillaume (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen)
Japan’s Historical and Contemporary Cultural Diplomacy Toward Africa: Continuity or Change?
Setsuko Tamura (Yamaguchi Prefectural University)
Global Encounters in the Indian Ocean: A Study and Reflection of the Safavid Encounter with Siam in the 17th Century
Anahtia Arian (University of Groningen)
Entanglements and International Relations: Making Historical Sense of International Relations as a Practice of Relation
Friederike Kuntz (Visiting Fellow SFB 138 “Dynamics of Security” at University of Marburg / University of Gießen)
Meeting the Machiavellian Other: Dynasticism and the Development of Raison d’Etat Discourse in Paris, 1566-1580
Daniel M. Green (University of Delaware)
Taesuh Cha (Seoul National University)

**Panel FB65: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Economic and Diplomatic Influences of Turkey in Its Neighborhood**

**Chair** Baris Kesgin (Elon University)
**Disc.** Ali Fisunoglu (Ozyegin University)
**Disc.** Matthew Weiss (University of Texas Rio Grande Valley)

Limits of the ‘Trading State’: Political Economy of Turkey’s Foreign Policy in Troubled Times
Altay Atli (Bogazici University)
The Role of Turkey as a Rivalry Broker: Connecting Conflict Over Time (1820-2010)
Spencer L. Willardson (Nazarbayev University (Astana, Kazakhstan))
Sovereignty as a Discursive Practice and Its Implications for Security
Gulsah Unal (University of Florida)
Turkish – Israeli Impasse Since 2011: Case Study of Stalling Negotiation for Two-Level Game Analysis
Fatih Erol (Koç University)

**Panel FB66: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**BRICS and new forms of global governance**

**Chair** Mariana Kalil (University of Brasilia)
**Disc.** Sandra Destradi (Helmut Schmidt University and GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
**Disc.** Raj Verma (Jilin University)

Cooperation and Discord among BRICs countries in global governance
Gjovalin Macaj (University of Oxford)
Explaining Russia’s Relationship with the Arctic Council
Andrew Chater (Brescia University College)
The Promise of Middle Powers: MIKTA and Global Governance
Daniel Chardell (Independent Researcher)
China and Global Governance: Four Pathways to Cross A Threshold
Fengshi Wu (Nanyang Technological University)

**Panel FB67: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Decision Making and Foreign Policy Crises**

**Chair** Mariya Y. Omelicheva (University of Kansas)
**Disc.** Melissa M. C. Beaudoin (Northern Virginia Community College - Manassas)
**Disc.** Klaus Brummer (Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt)

What is Peace Worth? Decision-making and the Relocation of Out-Group Populations in Times of Crises
Catarina P. Thomson (University of Exeter)
Suzanne Weendon (University at Albany)
Frozen Identity: Re-examining the role of public opinion and political action in the Reagan administration’s nuclear weapons politics
John Valdez (University of Oregon)

Decision-Making in Revolutionary States: Case Studies from Russia, Sudan, & Afghanistan
Jonathan Snow (Roanoke College)
Mahsa Rouhi (Belfer Center)
Role Conceptions, Crises, and Georgia’s Foreign Policy
Niklas Nilsson (Uppsala University)

**Panel FB68: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Responsibility in the politics of security, intelligence and counterterrorism**

**International Political Sociology**
**International Security Studies**
**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**Chair** Vicki Squire (The University of Warwick)
**Disc.** Alison Howell (Rutgers University, Newark)

Responsibility in security politics
Andrew Neal (University of Edinburgh)
Public Secrecy and the Democratic Gaze: National Intelligence Between Transparency and Introspection
Karen Lund Petersen (University of Copenhagen)
China and Disaster Governance: Assessing the Domestic Sources of a Global Responsibility
Pichamon Yeophantong (University of New South Wales)
Responsibility, Reciprocity, and Reflexivity: A Framework for Ethically-Conscious Peace Research
Angela Lederach (University of Notre Dame)
How accountability drives securitization
Mike Slaven (University of Edinburgh)

**Panel FB69: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Inquiries into Peace and Human Rights**

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**Chair** Ida Bastiaens (Fordham University)
**Disc.** Dave Benjamin (University of Bridgeport)

Exploring Peace through UN Special Rapporteurs
John A. Moore (California State Polytechnic University at Pomona)
Unwilling or Unable? Defining State Capacity and its Role in Government Threat Response
Steven Walter (University of Georgia)
Decentralization and Compliance with International Human Rights Law
Mintao Nie (Purdue University)

Good Things to Those Who Wait (until after the Runoff Election)? Presidential Elections and Government Respect for Human Rights (within the context of Two-Round Runoff Systems)
Joshua Holzer (University of Missouri)
Trading Disgraces: Does Trade Linkage Improve Human Rights?
David R. Davis (Emory University)
Eric R. Reinhardt (Emory University)

**Panel FB70: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**

**Climate Justice and Human Rights in Global Development: Critical Engagements**

**Global Development**
**Human Rights**
**Global South Caucus**

**Disc.** Michael D. Beees (Dickinson College)
The 4Es: Ecology, Economy, Energy, and Equity – our Best Hope for the Environment, or a Quadrature of the Circle?

Urs P. Thomas, PhD (EcoLomics International)

Policy Coherence in climate governance in Caribbean Small Island Developing States

Michelle Scobie (University of the West Indies)

Changing Patterns of Environmental NGOs Participation with the UNFCCC’s COPs 1994-2014: Increase in Environmental Legitimacy or Greenwashing Climate Change International Policy Development?

Aja Binette (Temple University)

Climate Change and Security: Different Approaches Different Perceptions

Başar Baysal (Bilkent University)
Uluc Karakas (Bilkent University)

Challenges for Recovery in the Face of Sustained Crisis: Lessons from Swaziland.

Connor Harron (University of California, Irvine)

Human Rights

Theories of Change for Transitional Justice

Human Rights

Chair Hugo van der Merwe (Centre for the Study of Violence and Reconciliation)

Disc. Valerie Arnould (Egmont Institute)

Theories of change in Transitional Justice: Routes to accountability in a complex environment

Jo-Marie Burt (George Mason University)

Hugo van der Merwe (Centre for the Study of Violence and Reconciliation)

Kathleen Sensabaugh (University of Cape Town)

Anja Mihr (HUMBOLDT-VIADRINA Center on Governance through Human Rights)

Transitional Justice – State-Centred versus Citizenship-Centred

Theories of Change

Hugo van der Merwe (Centre for the Study of Violence and Reconciliation)

Regime change through Transitional Justice

Anja Mihr (HUMBOLDT-VIADRINA Center on Governance through Human Rights)

From Implementation to Impact: Exploring the Theories of Change

Civil Society Organisations Use to Pursue Community Reconciliation in Cape Town, South Africa

Kathleen Sensabaugh (University of Cape Town)

The search for justice and “positive” peace in Central America

Jo-Marie Burt (George Mason University)

Global Development

Environmental Studies

International Political Sociology

Chair Anatoli I. Ignatov (Appalachian State University)

Disc. Ajay Parasram (Carleton University)

Quest for Sustainable Development: The Power and Perils of Global Development Goals

Maria X. Ivanova (UMass Boston)
Natalia Escobar-Pemberthy (UMass Boston)

Peaceful poverty: when does it hurt to be poor – and on whom?

Isabel Rocha de Siqueira (IRI/PUC-Rio)

Cocoa and pro-poor private sector growth in West Africa: stakeholder perspectives on the EU as development protagonist

Sophia Price (Leeds Beckett University)

Mark Langan (University of Leicester)

Deconstructing the Global Doctrine of Sustainable Development: Securitizing the Environ for Peaceful Accumulation

Paul Emiljanowicz (McMaster University)

Aesthetics, Narrative and Poetic Forms of International Relations

International Political Sociology

Global Development

Theory

Historical International Relations

Science, Technology and Art in International Relations

Chair Asli Calkivik (Istanbul Technical University)

Disc. Michael J. Shapiro (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

Documentary Aesthetics of Nuclear Power’s Destruction of Landscapes

David E. Toohey (Nagoya University)

Video-Observation: A Phenomenological Research Tool for Study of Peace?

Andreas Aagaard Nørh (London School of Economics)

The (An)aesthetic Limits of Modern Subjectivity: Kant in the Balkans

Marta Bashovski (University of Victoria)

The Number and the Face: The Politics of Explanatory Forms in Memorialization

Danielle Taschereau Mammers (University of Western Ontario)

The Image of Las Casas and Colonial Figurations of Indigenous Sovereignty

Timothy Vasko (Cornell University)

Leviathan and Sloterdijk: Aesthetic forms of Political Theological Rule

Geoffrey A. Whitehall (Acadia University)
**FB75: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**
Local ownership in international peacebuilding: Theory and practice nexus

*Global Development*
*Peace Studies*

**Chair** Alpaslan Ozerdem (Coventry University)
**Disc.** SungYong Lee (University of Otago)

Operationalizing Local Ownership

Timothy Donais (Wilfrid Laurier University)
The Competition for Local Ownership of Peace and Justice Initiatives in Afghanistan

Chuck Thiessen (Coventry University)

Who Owned the Reconciliation Process in Post-conflict Nicaragua?

Manuela Nilsson (Linnaeus University, Sweden)

**FB76: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**
Critical Feminism and Emancipation in Global Politics

*International Political Sociology*
*Feminist Theory and Gender Studies*
*International Ethics*
*Women’s Caucus*

**Chair** Laura Sjoberg (University of Florida)
**Disc.** Elisa Wynne-Hughes (Cardiff University)

The gendered dimensions of international sanctions and the fallacy of “humanitarian exemptions”

Simon Tordjman (University of Toulouse / LaSSP)

Anthony Amicelle (Université de Montréal)

Traits, Gender and Leadership: An Analysis of Angela Merkel’s Early Chancellorship

Sam Rohrer (University of North Georgia - The Military College of Georgia)

Peace and Quiet: Domestic Silence and the Rise of New Precarious Subjects

Tomas Mitander (Karlstad University)

Line Säll (Karlstad University)

Andreas Öjehag Pettersson (Karlstad University)

**FB77: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**
Military Masculinities and Body Politics

*Feminist Theory and Gender Studies*

**Chair** Maria Stern (University of Gothenburg)
**Disc.** Henri Myrntinen (International Alert)

The secret funerals in Pskov: Patriotism, military masculinity and politics of (in)visibility in Russian media reporting on soldiers who die in Ukraine

Emil Edenburg (Lund University Sweden)

Suicide in the Greek army: How “real men” kill themselves

Angeliki Drontgi (Université Paris 8 - CSU - CRESPPA)

Muslim Masculinities: What is the Prescription of the Qur’an?

Zehra Arat (University of Connecticut)

Abdullah Hasan (University of Connecticut)

**FB78: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**
Empirical Implications of Bargaining Theory

*Peace Science Society (International)*

**Chair** Stephen Quackenbush (University of Missouri)
**Disc.** Stephen Quackenbush (University of Missouri)

Capability Ratios Predict Nothing

Brenton J. Kenkel (Vanderbilt University)

Robert Carroll (Florida State University)

Peaceful Uncertainty: When Power Shocks Do Not Create Commitment Problems

Robert Schub (Nuffield College)

Muhammet Bas (Harvard University)

Erratic Past Behavior and Crisis Escalation: An Application to Deterrent Threats

Paul Poast (University of Chicago)

Dissatisfied States

Erik Gartzke (University of California, San Diego)

Democratic Credibility: You Won’t Find it if you Look in the Wrong Place

James Morrow (University of Michigan)

**FB79: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**
An Agenda for Peace in Asia

*Peace Studies*

**Chair** Evelyn Goh (Australian National University)
**Disc.** Lorraine Elliott (Australian National University)

Contending Conceptualisations of Peace: International Norms and Internal Security in Asia

Cecilia Jacob (Australian National University)

Joint Resource Development as a Pathway to Peace? The Case of the South China Sea

Jackson Ewing (Asia Society Policy Institute)

Managing the Many Faces of Migration: A new agenda for peace

Mely C. Anthony (Nanyang Technological University)

Actors, Agendas and Conditions for Peace in the Asia-Pacific

Alistair D. B. Cook (S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University)

**FB80: Friday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**
Resilient Peace (1): Building Sustainable Peace through Stability or Change?

*Exploring Peace (Theme)*

**Chair** Anna Jarstad (Umeå University and Uppsala University)
**Chair** Terrence P. Lyons (George Mason University)

**Disc.** Kenneth J. Menkhaus (Davidson College)
**Disc.** Mimmi Soderberg Kovacs (Folke Bernadotte Academy)

The Panarchy of Peace: How Resilience Thinking Challenges Stability in Post-conflict Peacebuilding

Patrik Johansson (Umeå University & University of Otago)

Returning diaspora in Somaliland state-building: Enabling peace, undermining long-term stability?

Anna Ida Norén (Uppsala University)

Peculiar Peace – Exploring Zambia’s and Malawi’s Peaceful History

Johan Brosche (Uppsala University)

Capability to facilitate conflict transformation?: Analysing political leadership in Aceh’s and Sri Lanka’s transition from war to peace

Malin Åkebo (Umeå University)

Successful Peace Implementation: Plans and Processes

Terrence P. Lyons (George Mason University)
The Dual Process of Democratization and Peacebuilding

Chair: Jacqueline Hazelton (U.S. Naval War College Department of Strategy and Policy)
Disc. : Jacqueline Hazelton (U.S. Naval War College Department of Strategy and Policy)

Constitution Making and a Long-Term Peace Agreement in South Sudan: The Challenge of Nation Building in a Deeply Divided Society

Steven C. Roach (University of South Florida)
Derrick K. Hudson (Colorado School of Mines)

Local Governance & Peacebuilding: Conflict & Consensus within Zones of Peace

Landon Edward Hancock (Kent State University)

Building peace in the shadow of war: A pilot study on the effect of security sector reform on the establishment of post-conflict peace

Nadine Ansorg (University of Kent)

When Is Democracy Possible In The Developing World?

Jean Tompihe (International University of Grand Bassam, Cote d'Ivoire)

Privatisation of state administrations: former warlords, new democratic bureaucrats?

Weeda Mehran (University of Cambridge)

Education for Peace and Development

Global South Caucus
Active Learning in International Affairs
International Education

Chair: Daniel Rothbart (George Mason University)
Disc.: Zinaida Shevchuk (Masaryk University)

Changing Peace Attitudes: International Security Policy Education as a Means to Facilitate Global Cooperation

Volker Franke (Kennesaw State University)
Eliza Markley (Georgia Institute of Technology)

Analyzing Girls' Education in Afghanistan: A Tale of Gender Disparity

Mallory Walton (Central Michigan University)

Attacks on Education in Conflict, Post-Conflict and Non-Conflict Settings

Hannah Dönges (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

Inclusion in Segregated Spaces: Post-Conflict education reforms and reconsidering Bosnian monoethnic schools

Jacquelyn Greiff (University of Pennsylvania)

United Nations involvement in education planning and programming: Laying foundations for peace and development

Nanette Archer Svenson (Tulane University)

International Aid Agencies and development: examining approaches and implications

Global Development
International Political Economy

Chair: Agnieszka Paczynska (George Mason University)
Disc.: Agnieszka Paczynska (George Mason University)

New Kids on the Block: New Foreign Aid Donors and How They Learn to Allocate Aid

Byungwon Woo (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies)

Colombia as a beneficiary and a donor in international cooperation: managing hybridity?

Juana García (Universidad de los Andes)

Cutting aid in times of crisis: Does securitisation explain the pattern of ODA spending cuts?

Alexander Brand (Rhine-Waal University (Germany))

UN peacekeeping operations and peacebuilding process after Cold War: challenges of building peace in post-conflict societies

Chair: Vanessa Matijasic (GEDES/UNESP)
Disc.: Gary Goertz (Notre Dame University)

El Salvador: from civil war to the institutional reforms of the 1990s

Vanessa Matijasic (GEDES/UNESP)

UNTAET's legacy: towards a sustainable peace in East Timor

Camila Braga (Universidade de São Paulo)

The contradictions of the Liberal Peace: Amnesty in Mozambique

Natália da Costa Pereira Bueno (University of Coimbra)

The changing nature of UN peace operations: robust mandates and the new politics of civilian protection

Juliana de Paula Bigatão (University of Ribeirão Preto (UNAERP))

Japan in East Asian Regionalism

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair: Kevin Cooney (Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University)
Disc.: Yoichiro Sato (Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University)

Undesired Contestation: Changes in Japanese Diplomatic Options over the East China Sea Issues with China

Chisako Teshima Masuo (Kyushu University)

The Role of Perception in Japanese Foreign Policy on Regional Cooperation: Fluctuations in the Interpretation of China's Rise

Charly von Solms (Waseda University)

Countering the Revolution: Japanese foreign relations in the contest to socialize East Asia

Christopher Robichaud (Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University)

From norm beneficiary to norm protector? Soft balancing behavior and Japan’s norm-based diplomacy in the South China Sea

Kyoko Hatakeyama (Kansai Gaidai University)

Pragmatism versus Nationalism: Analyzing outcomes in Japanese Foreign policy

Kevin Cooney (Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University)

Promoting the Fundamental Right of Freedom of Religion: Diverse Pathways to Freedom of Religion and Belief and the Implications for American Foreign Policy.

Barbara Ann Rieffer-Flanagan (Central Washington University)
### FC01: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
**Influencing Violent State Formation: Civil War, Peace, and International Intervention**

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Nazneen Barma (Naval Postgraduate School)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Christine S. Cheng (King's College London)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Susanna P. Campbell (American University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fragmented State Building: Elite Consolidation and the Effects of Intervention on Post-Conflict Peace**

**Louis-Alexandre Berg (Georgia State University)**

**The Ontology of Peace: Landscapes of Conflict and Cooperation**

**Susanna P. Campbell (American University)**

**Michael Findley (University of Texas at Austin)**

**Kyosuke Kikuta (University of Texas at Austin)**

**Post-Conflict External Engagement: Help or Hindrance?**

**Naomi Levy (Santa Clara University)**

**William Portnof (Santa Clara University)**

**Neopatrimonial Political Order in Post-Conflict States: Afghanistan, Cambodia, and East Timor in the Aftermath of Intervention**

**Naazneen Barma (Naval Postgraduate School)**

**Institutionalizing Peace of Just Ethnicity? The Impact of Ethnic Recognition in Post-conflict Contexts**

**Elisabeth A. King (New York University)**

### FC02: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
**Leaders, Mediators and Their Supporters**

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Glenn Palmer (Pennsylvania State University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Sarah E. Croco (University of Maryland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Olga V. Chyzh (Iowa State University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**You Must Choose, but Choose Wisely: Interstate Conflict and Endogenous Leader Selection**

**Jeff Carter (University of Mississippi)**

**Exploring the Role of Relational Power and Bias in Peacemaking: An Experimental Study of Mediator Attributes in Conflict Management**

**Scott Gartner (Penn State School of International Affairs)**

**Have I Made Myself Clear? The Impact of Different Signals of Support on Deterrence Success**

**Roseanne McManus (Baruch College, City University of New York)**

**Looking for Evidence of Leaders’ Reputations**

**Michael S. Wolford (University of Texas)**

**Militarism From the Outside-In: The International Determinants of Military Rule**

**Michael Kenwick (The Pennsylvania State University)**

### FC03: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
**Authority in International Theory and History**

**Historical International Relations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Jason Sharman (Griffith University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Jason Sharman (Griffith University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Beyond Dichotomy: Forms of Authority Relations among Political Communities**

**Mark Raymond (University of Oklahoma)**

**Reconceptualizing International Order: Authority, Society, and the New Millennium**

**Jarrod Hayes (Georgia Institute of Technology)**

**Historicising Political Authority: Rulers in Late-Medieval Roman Law**

**Julia Costa Lopez (University of Groningen)**

**Gift-giving as a source of authority: Achaemenid and Qing Practices Compared**

**Jorg Kustermans (University of Antwerp)**

**Political Authority in Anglo-Saxon England**

**David M. McCourt (University of California-Davis)**

### FC04: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
**Sapphire Series: Exploring Peace Through Understanding Public Health and Human Security**

**International Studies Association**

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Dursun Peksen (University of Memphis)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Aun Lor (CDC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Dabney Evans (Emory University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Thomas Reynolds (CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Zaryab Iqbal (Pennsylvania State University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FC05: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
**Critiques of Ahistorical Modes of Temporalization and Spatialization in IR Theory**

**International Political Sociology**

**Historical International Relations**

**Political Demography and Geography**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Andrew R. Hom (University of Glasgow)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Alena Drieschova (Cardiff University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**From the History to the Historicity of War**

**Andreas Behnke (University of Reading)**

**Legions of the Pope. The Revival of the Papacy in World Politics**

**Mariano Barbato (University of Passau)**

**On the Multiple Faces of Historicism: Coloniality and Decoloniality in Images of Historical Development**

**Hitomi Koyama (Australian Catholic University)**

**Periodizing International Relations**

**Zeynep Gulsah Capan (Istanbul Bilgi University)**

**Forms of Representation and Change of International Order**

**Alena Drieschova (Cardiff University)**

### FC07: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
**Forestry, Land Use and Ecosystem Services**

**Environmental Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Kimberly R. Marion Suiseeya (Northwestern University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Kimberly R. Marion Suiseeya (Northwestern University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Forest- conservation funding and Brazilians’ willingness to pay**

**Zorzeta Bakaki (ETH Zürich)**
Land-use planning to deepen democratic natural resource governance
Maria-Therese Gustafsson (Stockholm University)
Farmer Perceptions of Climate Resilient Maize: A Kenyan Case Study
Tara Mock (Michigan State University)
World-Systems Analysis of the REDD+ Mechanism
Hang Ryeol Na (Rochester Institute of Technology)
Protecting Wildlife In Spite of the State: An Examination of Anti-Poaching Efforts in Africa
Caitlin Corrigan (University of Pittsburgh)

FC08: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
The New Materialism?
Theory
International Political Sociology  
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
Chair Colin Wight (University of Sydney)
Part. Daniel H. Deudney (Johns Hopkins University)
Part. Jonathan Joseph (University of Sheffield)
Part. Milja Kurki (Aberystwyth University)
Part. Jairus V. Grove (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
Part. Colin Wight (University of Sydney)
Part. Carolin Kaltofen (University College London)
Part. Tom Lundborg (Swedish Institute of International Affairs)

FC09: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Queering Peace: A Preliminary Foray into LGBTI Research in Conflict and Post-Conflict Areas
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Henri Myrttinen (International Alert)
Disc. Paul Amar (University of California)
The politics of ambiguity: LGBTI research in conflict
Robin Schott (Danish Institute for International Studies)
Queering Aceh in the aftermath of tsunami and armed conflict
Marjana Jauhola (University of Helsinki)
Queer, Foreign, and Refugee: The Triple Challenge of Syrian Queer Refugees in Lebanon
Sabihah Allouche (School of Oriental and African Studies)
Shaping the Global Agenda: the effectiveness of LGBTQ transnational advocacy networks
Robyn Linde (Rhode Island College)
Queering “Power” and “Security” in International Theory
Horia Michael Dijmarescu (Northwestern University)

FC10: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Historical International Relations
Chair Andreas Aagaard Nehr (London School of Economics)
Disc. Ingvild Bode (University of Kent)
The expanding autonomy of secretaries-general: A conceptual framework
Ellen Jenny Ravndal (Lund University)
Colonial Reform or Actual Decolonization of Island Dependencies?
Carlyle G. Corbin (Council of Presidents, United Nations General Assembly)

Peaceful Use? The Emerging Practice of Multilateral Nuclear Export Control from the 1940s to the 1960s.
Isabelle Anstey (King’s College London)
The Economic Origins of International Organization
Michael Mousseau (University of Central Florida)

FC11: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Roundtable  
International Political Economy Section Outstanding Activist Scholar (OAS) Award Honoring Margaret Levi
International Political Economy
Chair Andrej Grubacic (California Institute of Integral Studies)
Chair Hasmet Uluorta (Trent University)
Part. John Ahlquist (UC San Diego School of Global Policy and Strategy)
Part. Gay W. Seidman (University of Wisconsin)
Part. Robin Broad (American University)
Hon. Margaret Levi (stanford university)

FC12: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel  
Innovations in the Study of Peacekeeping and Peacebuilding
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Robert Blair (Brown University)
Disc. William Joseph Durch (Stimson Center)
Peacekeeping and the Decline of Violence
Han Dorussen (University of Essex)
Deterrence or coercion: the effectiveness of civilian protection strategies in UN peacekeeping missions
Lisa Hultman (Uppsala University)
The Peacekeeping Economy
Michael J. Gilligan (New York University)
Explaining Sexual Exploitation and Abuse in Peacekeeping Missions: The Role of Female Peacekeepers and Gender Equality in Contributing Countries
Sabrina Karim (Emory University)
Kyle Beardsley (Duke University)
International Peacebuilding and Local Success: Assumptions, Myths, and Reality
Sèverine Autesserre (Barnard College, Columbia University)

FC13: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel  
Nexus between Peace and the Economy
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Brandon Prins (University of Tennessee)
Disc. Brandon Prins (University of Tennessee)
Revisiting Keynes’s “The Economic Consequences of the Peace”
Scott Nelson (Virginia Tech)
Edward Weisband (Virginia Tech)
Crude Peace: The role of oil trade in the 1979 Israeli-Egyptian peace negotiations
Ziv Rubinovitz (Menachem Begin Heritage Center)
Elai Retig (University of Haifa)
Leaving the Conflict Trap Behind: The Relationship Between Third Party Intervention and Post-Civil War Recovery
Anne Anderson (University of Wisconsin - Madison)
Peaceful Conflict: Foreign Firms, US Pressure and Japanese Protectionism in the Post-WWII Period
Kristi Govella (Asia-Pacific Center for Security Studies)

The New Materialism?
**FC14: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**  
The Technologies of IR: Continuity and Change  
*Science, Technology and Art in International Relations*  
*International Political Sociology*  
*Theory*

**Chair**: Michele Acuto (University College London)  
**Chair**: Madeline M. Carr (Cardiff University)  
**Part.**: John Mearsheimer (University of Chicago)  
**Part.**: Laura Sjoberg (University of Florida)  
**Part.**: Saskia Sassen (Columbia University)

---

**FC15: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**  
Transnational Environmental Governance 2: Fragmentation, Risk and Uncertainty  
*Environmental Studies*

**Chair**: Stefano Ponte (Copenhagen Business School)  
**Disc.**: Fariborz Zelli (Lund University)

**Uncertainty in Sustainable Biofuels Governance: Examining Issues of Scale and Modes of Governance**  
*Matthieu Mondou (University of California, Berkeley)*  
*Stefan Renczens (University of Toronto)*  
*Grace Skogstad (University of Toronto)*

**Public-Private Transnational Arenas and Enforcement in Biodiversity Governance**  
*João Paulo Veiga (University of São Paulo)*  
*Murilo Alves Zacareli (University of São Paulo)*

**Can Transnational Environmental Governance Influence Domestic Oriented Production Processes?**  
*Benjamin Cashore (Yale University)*  
*Gabriela Bueno (University of Massachusetts Boston)*

---

**FC16: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**  
Nuclear Ethics after Nye: Perspectives from Politics and Philosophy  
*International Ethics*

**Chair**: Thomas E. Doyle (Texas State University)  
**Disc.**: Thomas E. Doyle (Texas State University)

**Introduction for Nuclear Ethics after Nye**  
*Thomas E. Doyle (Texas State University)*

**Nuclear Deterrence Theory—the Return of the Repressed**  
*Steven Lee (Hobart and Williams Colleges)*

**The Big Bang: Hypocrisy in the U.S. evangelical movement towards nuclear weapons**  
*Maria Rost Rublee (Monash University)*

**Nuclear Ethics and the Politics of Abolition**  
*Anne Harrington (Cardiff University)*

**Iran vs “The International Community”: The Detopicization of Nuclear Weapons**  
*Shampa Biswas (Whitman College)*

---

**FC17: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**  
International Relations and Criminalization  
*International Law*

**Chair**: Jennifer Welsh (European University Institute)  
**Disc.**: Jennifer Welsh (European University Institute)

**Neither Peace, Nor Justice: The UN Security Council, the ICC, and R2P**  
*Ruben Reike (European University Institute)*  
*Judgment, Liability, and the Risk of Riskless Warfare*  
*Pablo Kalmanovitz (Universidad de los Andes)*

---

**FC18: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**  
Indicators in Global Governance  
*International Political Economy*

**Chair**: Daniel Mügge (University of Amsterdam)  
**Disc.**: Tony Porter (McMaster University)  
**Disc.**: Daniel Mügge (University of Amsterdam)

**The Power of Ranking? The Ease of Doing Business as Soft Power**  
*Beth Ann Simmons (Harvard University)*

**What does a ‘data revolution’ in development mean?**  
*Morten Jerven (Norwegian University of Life Sciences)*

**Post-GDP World? Rethinking International Governance in the 21st Century**  
*Lorenzo Fioramonti (University of Pretoria (South Africa))*

**Normative Agendas and the Power of Global Benchmarking**  
*Andre Broome (University of Warwick)*  
*Joel Quirk (University of the Witwatersrand )*

**How Rankings Narrowly Constitute and Limit Our Understanding of Global Governance Challenges: The Case of the CPI**  
*Alexander Cooley (Columbia University)*

---

**FC19: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**  
The Taming of Democracy Assistance  
*International Organization*

**Chair**: Sarah S. Bush (Temple University)  
**Part.**: Catherine Elizabeth Weaver (University of Texas at Austin)  
**Part.**: Valerie Bunce (Cornell University)  
**Part.**: James Ron (University of Minnesota)  
**Part.**: Aseem Prakash (University of Washington)

---

**FC20: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**  
The Politics of Economic Reform after Socialism: A Comparative Assessment  
*Post Communist Systems*

**Chair**: Dr. Ramakrushna Pradhan (Fakir Mohan University)  
**Disc.**: Licinia Simao (University of Coimbra)

**What Exceptionalism? Post-Communist Human Development in Comparative-Historical Perspective**  
*Rudra Sil (University of Pennsylvania)*

**The Politics of Economic Reform in Communist States: Vietnam, Cuba and North Korea in Comparative Perspective**  
*In Tae Yoo (Department of Political Science, Yonsei University)*  
*Yangmo Ku (Norwich University)*

**The Eurasian Development Bank: Enhancing Socio-Economic Development or Extending Russo Neo-Imperialism?**  
*Rafael Oganesyan (University of Nevada Las Vegas)*

**Innovation Futures in the EU Knowledge Economy – The Case of Hungary**  
*Gabriella Paar-Jakli (Kent State University)*  
*Katalin Csorba Balogne (Embassy of Hungary-Washington DC, Budapest Business School)*
Eurasian economic Union: integration features
Marina Lebedeva (Moscow State Institute of International Relations (University))

FC21: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Roundtable
New Identity Politics in the International Relations of the Middle East
Religion and International Relations
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Chair Marc Lynch (George Washington University)
Part. Helle E. Malmvig (DIIS, Danish Institute for International Studies)
Part. Pınar Bilgin (Bilkent University)
Part. Lawrence Rubin (Georgia Tech)
Part. Zeynep N. Kaya (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Part. Morten Valbjørn (Aarhus University)

FC22: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Data, measurement and the forecasting of armed conflict
Scientific Study of International Processes
Chair Margit Bussmann (University of Greifswald)
Disc. Michael P. Colaresi (Michigan State University)
Early VIEWs: A Prototype Dissaggregated, Open-Source Violence
Early Warning System
Håvard Hegre (Department of Peace and Conflict Research, University of Oslo and Peace Research Institute Oslo)
Jonas Nordkvelle (Peace Research Institute Oslo)
Michael P. Colaresi (Michigan State University)
Projecting the Incidence of Interstate and Intrastate Armed Conflict to 2040
Bryan A. Frederick  (RAND)
What if? A method to study counterfactual political behavior
Stephanie Dornschneider (University of Buckingham)
Nick Henderson (Stanford University)
Looking for Trouble: Analyzing Search Engine Data during International Crises
Lizhi Liu (Stanford University)
Eric Min (Stanford University)
Forecasting the rise of China
Erik Gartzke (University of California, San Diego)
Håvard Mokleiv Nygård (Peace Research Institute Oslo)

FC23: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Roundtable
Varieties of Near State Experiences: The Politics of Quasi-Statehood and Sovereignty
English School
Chair Ariel I. Ahram (Virginia Tech)
Part. Bridget L. Coggins (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Part. Mikulas Fabry (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Part. Kenneth J. Menkhau (Davidson College)

FC24: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
New Quantitative Research in Nonviolent Civil Resistance
Peace Studies
International Security Studies
Chair Jonathan Pinckney (University of Denver)
Disc. Ches Thurber (Northern Illinois University)

FC25: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Police, Civil-Military, Relations, and Human Security
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Jonathan E. Czarnecki (Naval War College Monterey)
Disc. Jonathan E. Czarnecki (Naval War College Monterey)
Co-Option, Opportunity, or Agency? The Relationship Between Non-Democratic Institutions and Civil Resistance Onset
Jonathan Pinckney (University of Denver)
Going, Going, Gone? Protest, State Responses, and Leader Change
Kristian Skrede Gleditsch (University of Essex)
Roman-Gabriel Olar (University of Essex)

FC26: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Art and Design in Peace and Conflict
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Holly Ryan (Manchester Metropolitan University)
Street Art and Democracy: A Critical Excavation
Holly Ryan (Manchester Metropolitan University)
Chandra Morrison (Visiting Fellow, School of Advanced Study, University of London)
Aesthetics and the Art of Political Participation in Times of Crisis: How Austerities Shape Protest Cultures
Jelena Obradovic-Wocnik (Aston University)
Drawing Justice: When Human Rights Scholars Become Artists
Janet McKnight (Author and Human Rights Attorney)
Peacebuilding through Performance: Art as a Challenge to Dominant Narratives
Ruth Trumble (The University of Wisconsin-Madison)
FC27: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel  
China’s Role in Conflict-Affected Regions 1: Business and Politics in the Name of Peace  
Foreign Policy Analysis  
Exploring Peace (Theme)  
Chair  
William Norris  (Bush School, Texas A&M)  
Disc.  
Marc Lanteigne  (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI))  
China’s Proactive Diplomacy in Afghanistan: Contradiction between the Principle of Non-Interference and the Diplomatic Practice  
Miwa Hirono  (Ritsumeikan University)  
Navigating in Troubled Waters: China’s Interests and Strategy in the Post-Soviet Space  
Alexander Korolev  (Centre on Asia and Globalisation, Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, National Univ of Singapore)  
Global South Solidarity? Regional Organisations and China’s Position on Intervention at the UN Security Council in the Libyan and Syrian Civil Wars  
Courtney J. Fung  (The University of Hong Kong)  
The Principle of Non-Intervention with Chinese Characteristics: Exploring the Conditions under Which to Expect What Kind of Chinese Intervention  
Camilla T. N. Soerensen  (Copenhagen University)  
China’s Increasing Role in Conflict Zones: Protecting Commercial Interests and Beyond  
Yang Jiang  (Danish Institute for International Studies)  

FC28: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel  
International dimensions of Civil War  
Scientific Study of International Processes  
Chair  
Erin Jenne  (Central European University)  
Disc.  
Idean Salehyan  (University of Texas at Dallas)  
Disc.  
Erin Jenne  (Central European University)  
External support and conflict recurrence  
Niklas Karlén  (Uppsala University)  
Conflicting Motives: Exploring the Strategy of State Support for Militant Groups  
Colton Heffington  (University of Missouri)  
Interventions as a Public Good: Explaining Why Democracies Do Civil Wars Differently  
Hans-Inge Lange  (University of Texas at Austin)  
Democratic Foreign Intervention in Governmental Conflicts  
Yohan Park  (University at Buffalo, SUNY)  
Internal Politics of Non-state Groups in the Shadow of International Intervention  
Scott Tyson  (University of Chicago)  
Livio Di Lonardo  (New York University)  

FC29: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel  
Justice and Peace  
Peace Studies  
Exploring Peace (Theme)  
Chair  
Harald Mueller  (HSFK)  
Disc.  
Peter Sutch  (Cardiff University)  
Justice and Equality as Both Problem and Solution in Asia-Pacific Security  
David A. Welch  (Balsillie School of International Affairs)  
Dimensions and Perceptions of Justice Claims in International Conflict  
Arvid Bell  (Harvard University)  

Justice and Stable Peace: Theoretical Links and Some Empirical Illustrations  
Arie M. Kacowicz  (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)  
Justice Matters: Peace Agreements, Durability, and Durable Peace  
Dan Druckman  (Georgia Mason University, Macquarie University, Australia), University of Queensland, Australia.  
Lynn M. Wagner  (International Institute for Sustainable Development)  
Justice in Interdisciplinary Perspective: Findings from other Disciplines and their Impact on International Relations  
Harald Mueller  (HSFK)  

FC30: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Roundtable  
Roundtable on Oxford Handbook of Comparative Regionalism  
International Organization  
Chair  
Thomas Risse  (Freie Universität Berlin)  
Disc.  
Louise Fawcett  (University of Oxford)  
Disc.  
Monica Herz  (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro)  
Disc.  
Zhimin Chen  (Fudan University)  
Part.  
Etel Solingen  (University of California Irvine)  
Part.  
Amitav Acharya  (American University)  
Part.  
Tanja A. Börzel  (Freie Universität Berlin)  

FC31: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel  
Improving Our Understanding of the Theory and Practice of National Security Intelligence  
Intelligence Studies  
Chair  
Hamilton Bean  (University of Colorado at Denver)  
Disc.  
Hamilton Bean  (University of Colorado at Denver)  
Eroding the International Order: Realism, Liberalism, and Covert Operations  
Spencer L. Willardson  (Nazarebayev University (Astana, Kazakhstan))  
The Evolution of Intelligence Studies: 30 Years of INS Damien Van Puyvelde  (The University of Texas at El Paso)  
Discourses on Intelligence - A Theory of Public Approach and Dimensions  
Olli J. Teirila  (Finnish National Defence University)  
Hybrid Conflicts in the 21st Century: The Need for New Models in Intelligence  
Marian Sebe  (National Intelligence Academy)  
Intelligence culture: an explanation from neoinstitutionalism  
Antonio M Diaz-Fernandez  (University of Cádiz)  

FC32: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Innovative Panel  
BRICS: A Political Gesture or the Real Deal?  
ISA Innovative Panel  
Chair  
Andrei V. Korobkov  (Middle Tennesse State University)  
Part.  
Stanislav L. Tkachenko  (Saint Petersburg State University)  
Part.  
Mikhail A. Molchanov  (St. Thomas University, Canada)  
Part.  
Vidya Nadkarni  (University of San Diego)  
Part.  
M. Matheswaran  (IDSA (Institute of Defence Studies and Analysis)-New Delhi; Naval War College, Goa; . )  

FC33: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Panel  
The Dynamics of International Courts: Use, Legitimacy and Effectiveness?  
International Law  
Chair  
Jonas Tallberg  (Stockholm University)  
Disc.  
Jonas Tallberg  (Stockholm University)
International Courts and Indirect Governance: Compliance through Intermediaries
Nicole De Silva (University of Oxford)

On the Brink: Understanding When Armed Groups Might Be More Susceptible to International Criminal Tribunals’ Influence
Jacqueline R. McAllister (Kenyon College)

Legitimation Strategies of ICs: Mobilizing Supports for the EACJ and the ACHPR
Theresa Squatrito (University of Oslo)

The Games They Play: International Criminal Justice as Political Strategy of the Global South
Yuna Christine Han (University of Oxford)

Domestic Salience, Legitimation and State Compliance with International Courts
Øyvind Stiansen (University of Oslo)

Panel: Nationalism: Causes and Effects
International Security Studies

Chair Ahsan I. Butt (George Mason University)
Disc. Ahsan I. Butt (George Mason University)

How Nationalism Helps Internal Balancing But Hurts External Balancing
Zoltan Buzas (Drexel University)

Nationalism in Combat: The British Empire’s Combat Effectiveness in WW2 Malaya
Kirstin J. H. Brathwaite (Michigan State University)

Exploring The Ethnic Touareg’s Quest for Statehood in Mali since Independence
Dr. Edoh Agbehonou (Savannah State University)

Nationalism and Revisionist States
Akisato Suzuki (Dublin City University)

Panel: Role Conflict and Contestation in Foreign Policy and Security Strategies
Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair Marijke Breuning (University of North Texas)
Disc. Cristian A. Cantir (Oakland University)
Disc. Leslie E. Wehner (University of Bath)

Political parties: national role conceptions and narratives of intervention in foreign policy
Sissela Matzner (University of Edinburgh)

How role conflicts explain small states’ changing policies on peacekeeping contribution: Evidence from Austria
Victor Gigleux (University of Edinburgh)

Role Theory and Dissonant Foreign Policies
Marijke Breuning (University of North Texas)

Binary Role Theory and Tailored Deterrence Strategies
Stephen G. Walker (Arizona State University)

Role Pressure and Role Conflict: German Foreign Policy during the Persian Gulf War
Thorsten Spehn (University of Colorado, Denver)

Panel: Religion, Socialization and International Relations Theory: Applications and New Horizons
Religion and International Relations

Chair Elham Atashi (Georgetown University)
Disc. Gregorio Bettiza (University of Exeter)

"Dialogical Cosmopolitanism": Understanding New Trends in the "Islam and the West" Scholarship
Meena Sharify-Funk (Wilfrid Laurier University)

The “R” stands for relational: A Realistic mimetic view on reconciliation
Jodok Troy (University of Innsbruck)

Defining the Other: Securitization of Sectarianism in the International Relations of the Syrian Uprisings
May Darwich (Durham University)

The Hegemony of Western Values within the "Islamic World": the Concepts of IR and the Uprise of the Islamic State
Tatiana Castelo-Branco (IRI/PUC-Rio)

Ana Carolina Coelho (Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (PPDH))

Panel: New Methods in Environmental Governance Research
Environmental Studies

Chair Kate O'Neill (University of California Berkeley)
Disc. Maria X. Ivanova (UMass Boston)

Functional regulatory spaces and policy diffusion in Europe: The case of mountains
Joerg Balsiger (University of Geneva)

Unearthing Our Unknown Knowns: Text Mining for the Social Sciences
Jennifer L. Bailey (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)

Sigrid S. Eggereide (Department of Sociology and Political Science, Norwegian University of Science and Technology)

Magnus Rom Jensen (Section for Humanities and Social Sciences, Norwegian University of Science and Technology)

Engaging the International Relations and Comparative Politics Nexus: A Content Analysis of Global Environmental Politics Syllabi and Texts
Graham Bullock (Davidson College)

Old Tie, New TIE: Interdependent Episodes of Cooperation
James Holloway (Graduate Institute, Geneva)

Christoph Stadtfeld (ETH Zürich)

Per Block (ETH Zürich)

I See: Video Analysis and the Study of International Negotiations
Marian Feist (London School of Economics and Political Science)
**FC38: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Critical Approaches to IR Teaching**

- Active Learning in International Affairs
- International Political Sociology
- International Education
- Global South Caucus

**Chair** Loren Cass (College of the Holy Cross)

**Disc.** Pamela Zeiser (University of North Florida)

The Future of Japanese Higher Education: The Impact of Faculty Development on Universalization and Globalization of Japanese Universities

Ryo Shimizu (Kobe Gakuin University)

Images of International Politics in Chinese Science Fiction

Stephen Benedict Dyson (University of Connecticut)

Intersectionality: A building block for peace

Gerakina A. Sgoutas (Metropolitan State University of Denver)

Andrea Putman (MSU Denver)

A science of failure? Decision-making and the limits of intelligence in Rubicon

Olivier Chopin (Sciences Po Paris - EHESS)

---

**FC39: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**The Post-war Reconstruction and Development Unit (PRDU): the relationship between academia and peace-building policy**

**Chair** Jacob Eriksson (University of York)

**Part.** Sultan Barakat (University of York)

**Part.** Arne Strand (Chr. Michelsens Institute)

**Part.** Tom Waldman (University of York)

---

**FC40: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**IR Theories in Explaining Current Russian-Western Relations**

**Post Communist Systems**

**Chair** William C. Wohlfforth (Dartmouth College)

**Disc.** Tatiana A. Shpakleva (Moscow State Institute of International Relations)

**Part.** Andrey A. Baykov (Moscow State Institute of International Relations (MGIMO University))

**Part.** Kimberly Marten (Barnard College, Columbia University)

**Part.** Igor Ilyin (MGIMO University)

---

**FC41: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Geography and Security**

**International Security Studies**

**Chair** Cullen Hendrix (Korbel School, University of Denver)

**Disc.** Cullen Hendrix (Korbel School, University of Denver)

Exterritorial warfare: technologies, practices, and consequences for the future of military intervention

Max M. Mutschler (Bonn International Center for Conversion (BICC))

Power and Proximity: The Spatial Aspects of Militarized Interstate Disputes

Josh Cadow (Albany University)

Great power rivalry, geography and survival of small powers

Abolghasem Bayenat (Syracuse University)

Cities as Liabilities: Urban Concentration and International Security

Dani K. Nedal (Georgetown University)

---

**FC42: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Energy governance, security, and sustainability**

**International Political Economy**

**Environmental Studies**

**Chair** Kate A. Ervine (Saint Mary's University)

**Disc.** Kate A. Ervine (Saint Mary's University)

Multilateral organizations and the limits to international energy cooperation

Jeffrey D. Wilson (Murdoch University)


Manochehr Dorraj (Texas Christian University)

Karolina Wysoczanska (Nottingham University, UK)

Unconscious Emulation? The Role of Advisers in Influencing Mechanisms of Diffusion

Nicole L. Weygandt (Cornell)

Sustainable energy transitions and fossil fuel subsidy reform in Indonesia

Kathryn Chelminski (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

---

**FC43: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Survive or Thrive at a Teaching-Oriented Institution**

**Professional Development Committee**

**Active Learning in International Affairs**

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**Chair** Eric K. Leonard (Shenandoah University)

**Part.** Christopher R. Cook (University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown)

**Part.** Jamie Frueh (Bridgewater College)

**Part.** Gigi Gokcek (Dominican University of California)

**Part.** Alison R. Holmes (Humboldt State University)

**Part.** Eric K. Leonard (Shenandoah University)

**Cmte Chair** Carolyn M. Shaw (Wichita State University)

---

**FC44: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Food Sovereignty and Social Peace: Rights, Human Security and Governance Challenges**

**Global Development**

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**Peace Studies**

**Chair** Annette Desmarais (Canada Research Chair in Human Rights, Social Justice and Food Sovereignty, University of Manitoba)

**Part.** Harriet Friedmann (University of Toronto)

**Part.** Marie-Josee Massicotte (University of Ottawa)

**Part.** Nora McKeon (Roma Tre University)

**Part.** Philip McMichael (Cornell University)

**Part.** Raj Patel (UT Austin)

**Part.** Hannah Wittman (University of British Columbia)

---

**FC45: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Domestic Politics, Diplomacy, and Foreign Policymaking**

**Foreign Policy Analysis**

**Chair** Binnur Ozkececi-Taner (Hamline University)

**Disc.** Dov Levin (Carnegie- Mellon University)

Foreign Policies that make or break governments. Can foreign policies make governments go under?

Giampiero Giacomello (University of Bologna)

J. A. (Bertjan) Verbeek (Radboud University Nijmegen)
Parliaments and Foreign Policy: A Comparative Analysis of the Role of the Turkish Parliament During the Two Gulf Wars
Havva Karakas Keles (Syracuse University)

Who Speaks for Coalition Governments in Foreign Affairs?
Theorizing the Allocation of the Foreign Office
Klaus Brummer (Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt)
Kai Oppermann (University of Sussex)

Dealing with Coalition Governments in Foreign Policy: A Strategic Diplomacy Approach
Sibel Oktay (University of Illinois at Springfield)

Human Rights Foreign Policy: Explaining states’ behaviour under the UPR
Pilar Elizalde (London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE))

FC46: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel

Female Citizenship: How Women Are Resisting, Contesting and Reshaping Political Spaces

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair Mary K. Meyer McAleese (Eckerd College)
Disc. Mary K. Meyer McAleese (Eckerd College)

Embodying Democracy: Shaping Women Citizens in Southeast Asian Style Democracies
Denise M. Horn (Simmons College)

Mission Bogotá: Learning to Work for Crime Reduction in Colombia
Stacey L. Hunt (Auburn University)

Women in Tahrir: Contestations in Public Spaces
Priyanka Chandra (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

Barrage after the war: War Widows in Sri Lanka and the struggle for definition
Anupama Ranawana (Newman Theological College)

FC47: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel

Surveys and Experiments in Terrorism and Political Violence

International Security Studies

Chair Martha Crenshaw (Stanford University)
Disc. Victor Asal (State University of New York at Albany)
Disc. Peter Krause (Boston College)

“Heil Hitler” versus “Allahu Akbar:” An Experimental Approach to How Terrorism is Differentially Perceived and Labeled
Anthony Lemieux (Georgia State University)

Elizabeth Karampelas (Georgia State University)
Refugees, Spillover Effects, and Foreign Policy Preferences: A Survey Experiment in Turkey
Anna Getmansky (Interdisciplinary Center Herzliya (IDC), Israel)

Tolga Sinmazdemir (Bogazici University)
Thomas Zeitzoff (American University)

When Do Insurgents Control Territory?
R. Karl Rethemeyer (State University of New York at Albany)
Nakissa Jahanbani (University at Albany)

Knowledge is Power: How Education Decreases Fear of Terrorism and Support for Aggressive U.S. Policy
Peter Krause (Boston College)

FC48: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Roundtable

Death by Panels?: Re-Thinking Protest in IR and the Neoliberal Academy

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer & Allies Caucus

Chair Mauro J. Caraccioli (Virginia Tech)
Disc. Kevin Funk (Spring Hill College)
Part. Nivi Manchanda (University of Cambridge)
Part. Catherine E. Jean (University of Florida)
Part. Jason R. Weidner (Universidad de Monterrey)

FC49: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel

The Concept of Asymmetric Tolerance

Mexican International Studies Association

Chair Modesto Seara-Vazquez (Technical University of the Mixteca (UTM))
Disc. Jorge Alberto Schiavon (CIDE)

The Concept of Asymmetric Tolerance
Modesto Seara-Vazquez (Technical University of the Mixteca (UTM))

European Union, Terrorism and Cultural Coexistence
Alejandro Chanona (National Autonomous University of Mexico)

International migration as a case to understand asymmetric tolerance
Yleana Cid (National University of Mexico)

Freedom of Expression and Tolerance
Davila Consuelo (National Autonomous University of Mexico)

Tolerance and intolerance in the cyberspace: Towards an Internet governance where tolerance is promoted
Marco Lopategui (UNAM)

FC50: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Distinguished Scholar

Theory Section Honours the Work of Kimberly Hutchings

Theory

Chair Shannon K. Brincat (Griffith University)
Part. Fiona Robinson (Carleton University)
Part. Christine Sylvester (University of Connecticut)
Part. Mervyn Frost (King’s College London)
Part. Rob B. J. Walker (University of Victoria and PUC-Rio)
Part. Martin Weber (University of Queensland)
Part. Jane L. Parpart (University of Massachusetts Boston and Dalhousie University)
Part. Elke Schwarz (University of Leicester)
Hon. Kimberly Hutchings (Queen Mary University of London)

FC51: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Panel

Repertoires of Violence: Choices and Targets of Non-State Actors

International Security Studies

Chair Jessica Stanton (University of Pennsylvania)
Disc. Ryan Grauer (University of Pittsburgh)

Severing Ties that Bind: Explaining Kindred Targeting by Nationalist Militants
Robert A. Pape (University of Chicago)
Keven Ruby (University of Chicago)

Methods in the Madness: Modeling Improvised Explosive Devices in Insurgencies
Patrick O’Mahen (Lusitck Consulting)
Miguel Garces (Lusitck Consulting)
Thomas McCauley (Lusitck Consulting)
Aid, Local Elites, and Insurgency: Winning Hearts and Minds in Afghanistan  
Sebastian Schutte (Uni Konstanz)  
Daniel Karrell (New York University (Abu Dhabi))
The Short and the Long of it: Forgotten Lessons of The Murid Wars, 1816–1859  
Ivan M. Arreguin-toft (Boston University, Pardee School of Global Studies)
War by other means? Violence and territorial control in insurgencies  
Matthew Adam Kocher (Yale University)

FC52: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
The Causes and Consequences of Military Intervention  
International Security Studies
Chair  Jeffrey W. Taliadoro (Tufts University)  
Disc.  Jeffrey Friedman (Dartmouth College)  
Disc.  Elizabeth Saunders (George Washington University)
Cement for an Alliance? Great Power Basing, Sunk Costs, and Alliance Reliability in War  
Jonathan N. Brown (Sam Houston State University)  
Anthony Marcum (University of Michigan)

FC53: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
The WTO and international trade in times of turmoil  
International Organization  
International Political Economy
Chair  Jens L. Mortensen (University of Copenhagen)  
Disc.  John Ravenhill (Balsillie School of International Affairs)
Multilateralism and the Market: The Role of Business Conditions and Trade Politics in Support for Multilateral Development Bank Projects  
Tina Zappile (Stockton University (NJ))  
Jonathan R. Strand (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)
Compartmentalizing the Single Undertaking Principle: A Glimpse of Hope for the WTO  
Koray Mutlu (McMaster University)
The Effects of Foreign Audiences in WTO Litigation  
Naoko Matsumura (Hitotsubashi University)
South-South Trade and Foreign Policy Non-Compliance: Effects of Trade Direction on the Politics of General Assembly Voting by Developing Countries  
Jonas Gams (University of Pittsburgh)
The Importance of the Cotton Crop in the World and the Impact of the Upland Case DS 267/45 at WTO Dispute Settlement Body  
Maria de Lourdes Albertini Quaglia (Catholic University of Minas Gerais)

FC54: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Circulation, Sovereignty, Sabotage: Critical Approaches to the Global Supply Chain  
Global Development  
International Supply Chain
Chair  Isaac A. Kamola (Trinity College)  
Disc.  Isaac A. Kamola (Trinity College)
Disembedding liberalization? The pot-pourri of transnational logistics, risk management, and local conflict dynamics in Africa’s volatile environments  
Peer Schouten (Danish Institute for International Studies)
Maritime Commerce and Competition: Trade, Security, and Sovereignty in the South China Sea and the Indian Ocean  
David Pak Yue Leon (Keuka College)

FC55: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
How Collective Security Operations Work  
International Security Studies
Chair  Russ Burgos (National Defense University)  
Disc.  Russ Burgos (National Defense University)
Joint Ventures: The Role of Joint Military Exercises in Regional Security  
Derrick Frazier (School of Advanced Air and Space Studies)  
James Wesley Hutto (Air Command and Staff College)
International Organization at War: NATO in Afghanistan  
Olivier Schmitt (University of Southern Denmark)

FC56: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
The Role of Media in Peacebuilding  
Peace Studies
Chair  Babak Bahador (University of Canterbury)  
Disc.  Babak Bahador (University of Canterbury)
Refugees, Media and the Threat to Peaceful Coexistence: in Global and Regional Crises  
Hemda Ben-Yehuda (Bar-Ilan University)  
Rami Goldstein (Bar-Ilan University, Israel)

Peace Journalism and the representations of Arabs in Hebrew sports media  
Chen Kertcher (Haifa University, Ariel University)
Insanity, Islam, and Implications: Terrorism Narratives in the Animated TV-Series ‘Family Guy’  
Jan Sändig (University of Tübingen)
When Media do not Mediate: Discourse Analysis on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict in local news  
Moara Crivelente (University of Coimbra)
FC57: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Citizenship, Nationalism and Ethnicity in Asia  
*Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies*  
**Chair** Enze Han (SOAS, University of London)  
**Disc.** Joel R. Campbell (Troy University)  
Language Practices in Irregular Migrant Activism in Japan  
Reiko Shindo (University of Warwick)  
Ethnic Voting and Attitudes towards Racial Quotas among Brazilians of Japanese and Jewish Heritage  
Angela Ju (University of California Los Angeles)  
How Do Autocratic Leaders Manipulate Nationalism? Evidence from China  
Chuyu Liu (Penn State University)

FC59: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Women, Islam and Insurgent Violence: Disrupting the Western National Security Narrative  
*International Security Studies*  
**Chair** Galia Golan (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)  
**Disc.** Caitlin M. Ryan (University of Groningen)  
Jihad al Nikah: Sexual Violence and the Islamic State  
Mia M. Bloom (Georgia State University)  
Women Insurgents: Neither Combatants Nor Victims  
Megan A. Stewart (American University/University of Virginia)  
The Changing Role of Women in Nigeria’s Boko Haram: A Case Study  
Coty Martín (West Virginia University)  
Female Bodies as the War Front in Jihadist Conflicts  
Aisha S. Ahmad (University of Toronto)  
Wasted peace in Lebanon: from the end of the civil war to the radicalization of Sunni youth  
Eléna Aoun (Université Catholique de Louvain)

FC60: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Debating the future of international engagement: Journal of Intervention and Statebuilding 10 years on.  
*International Political Sociology*  
**Chair** Nicolas Lemay-Hebert (University of Birmingham)  
**Disc.** Florian P. Kuehn (Otto von Guericke University Magdeburg)  
Part. Meera Sabaratnam (SOAS, University of London)  
Part. David Chandler (University of Westminster)  
Part. Rita Abrahamsen (University of Ottawa)  
Part. Aidan Hehir (University of Westminster)

FC62: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Academic Engagement with Government-supported Applied Peace Research: examining the academic – policy peace research nexus.  
*Peace Studies*  
**Chair** Caroline Hughes (University of Bradford)  
Part. Owen Greene (University of Bradford)  
Part. Neil Cooper (University of Bradford)  
Part. Agnieszka Paczynska (George Mason University)  
Part. Jonathan Fisher (University of Birmingham)  
Part. Michael Bzroska (University of Hamburg)

FC63: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Comparing Environmental Governance - EU, US and BASIC / BRICS  
*Environmental Studies*  
**Chair** Jon Birger Skjærsæth (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)  
**Disc.** Michel Gueldry (Middlebury Institute of International Studies)  
Inconvenient Trade-Offs: Global Environmental Impacts of BRICS’ Midlife Crisis  
Carlos Frederico Pereira da Silva Gama (Federal University of Tocantins (UFT))  
The European Commission as entrepreneurial climate leader  
Jon Birger Skjærsæth (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)  
The Politics of Water Collaboration: The case of the uMngeni River, South Africa  
Cameron Harrington (University of Cape Town)  
The Polluter Pays Principle and Packaging in the United States and Germany  
Vivian Thomson (University of Virginia)  
Vulnerability and Abatement Costs as indicators of interest: The case of BASIC Countries  
Marína Balau (Pontificia Universidade Católica de Minas Gerais)

FC64: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Contextualizing the Dynamics of Islamic Politics  
*Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies*  
**Chair** Anthony Tirado Chase (Occidental College)  
**Disc.** John F. Clark (Florida International University)  
Disc. Deina A. Abdelkader (University of Massachusetts)  
“Wahhabism”, tribalism and oil: is there still a basis for a social contract in Saudi Arabia?  
Anna K. Viden (University of Pennsylvania)  
A Comparative Study of Al Shabab and Boko Haram  
Yohannes Woldemariam (Universidad Nacional de Costa Rica)  
The individualization of Islamic actors and its effects on state-legitimacy in the Middle East  
Cengiz Gunay (Austrian Institute for International Affairs - oiip)  
Two Side of the Same Coin: Hizbullah, Religio-political Terrorism, and the Challenges of Identity  
Ran Ukashi (University of Manitoba)
Establishing a Computational Chronotope of the Islamic State (IS) Caliphate’s Utopia
Vít Strítecký (Charles University, Prague)
Nik Hynek (Metropolitan University Prague Charles University)
Petr Spelda (Charles University in Prague, Metropolitan University Prague)

FC65: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
Politics and Governance at the Intersection of Environment, Food and Agriculture II: Regional-Local Linkages

- Environmental Studies
- Global Development

Chair: Jennifer Clapp (University of Waterloo)
Disc.: Matías E. Margulis (University of Stirling)

Governing Oil Palm for Food Security and Sustainability in Cameroon
Steffi Hamann (University of Guelph)
Adam C. Sneyd (University of Guelph)

Filling the Cracks of Fragmented Global Governance: Global-National Dynamics in the Political Economy of GM Corn
Matthew Gaudreau (University of Waterloo)

Food Riots and Dietary Change in Haiti and Cameroon
Lauren Sneyd (St. Francis Xavier University)

Public-Private Partnerships, Gender, and Food Security: A Closer Look at the G8 New Alliance for Food Security and Nutrition
Andrea M. Collins (University of Waterloo)

GM-No!: Democracy, food policy, and the GMO debate in Ghana
Jacqueline Ignatova (Appalachian State University)

FC66: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Roundtable
The BRICS and the G20. A club of consequence, support or disruption for the G20 and global governance

- International Organization

Chair: Alan S. Alexandroff (University of Toronto)
Part.: Oliver Stuenkel (Fundacao Getulio Vargas)
Part.: Arthur Stein (UCLA)
Part.: Stewart M. Patrick (Council on Foreign Relations)

FC67: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
Interrogating US security practices: the covert, the secret, the invisible, and the technological

- International Political Sociology
- Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair: M. L. deRaismes Combes (American University)
States of Impunity
Ruth Blakeley (University of Kent)
Covertness and the residue of contemporary counter-terrorism
Oliver Kears (University of Edinburgh)
Droning Silence: Government Statements and Silences in International Law Formation, The Case of Armed Drone Attacks
Lisa Schweiger (University of Edinburgh)

FC68: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
Small States and Peace

- Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair: Burak Kadercan (US Naval War College)
Disc.: Jonathan Markowitz (University of Southern California)

The State of Peace in the World’s Smallest States: Microstates and Their Contribution to the Exploration and Realization of Peace in the World
Nancy Wright (Long Island University)

Great Powers and small states: a typology
Gadi Heimann (Hebrew University)

Reclaiming Movement in Space: Why Small Mediterranean States Can Have a Grand Strategy
Hillary Briffa (King’s College London)

The Warrior State Reconsidered: Denmark, Georgia and Lithuania as military peacemakers
Anders Wivel (University of Copenhagen)

The Transformative Capacity of Multinational Transboundary Infrastructure in Small States: a Case Study of Laos
Gabriele Giovannini (Northumbria University)

FC69: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
Protecting the Rights of Children

- Human Rights

Chair: Tsveta Petrova (Columbia University)
Disc.: Ashly Townsen (Washington State University)

Whatcha Watching?: Major Network Coverage of International Human Rights Violations
Baekkwan Park (Emory University)
David R. Davis (Emory University)

The Invisibility of Child Soldiers in Latin America
Rebecca Root (Ramapo College)

Words and Deeds: The Case of the International Advocacy Network Against the Use of Child Soldiers
Evelyn Pauls (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Money and Control: Rebel Groups and the Forcible Recruitment of Child Soldiers
Christopher Faulkner (University of Central Florida)

FC70: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM Panel
Internet Governance: Policy, Infrastructure, and the Consequences of Information Control

- International Communication

Chair: Ken Rogerson (Duke University)
Disc.: Ken Rogerson (Duke University)

Transnational Advocacy Networks in Internet Governance
Derrick L. Cogburn (American University)

Digital Dictator’s Dilemma: The Changing Norms of Internet Regulation and Political Control in Non-Democratic States
Jaclyn Alexandra Kerr (Georgetown University)

The Market for Peace: Consequences of inelastic markets for loyalties in global communication
Michael King Jablonski (Georgia State University)

The Digital Dilemma in War and Peace: ICTs and the Determinants of Digital Network Shutdowns in Non-Democracies
Jan Rydzak (University of Arizona)
PC71: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Participating in Peace: Ownership, Power, and Knowledge in the Study and Promotion of Peace

International Political Sociology
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Global Development
Peace Studies

Chair  Carol Jean Gallo  (Cambridge University)
Disc.  Olivia Umurerwa Rutazibwa  (University of Portsmouth)
Disc.  Laura K. Taylor  (Queen’s University Belfast)

Partners for Peace: Participatory Action Research in the Democratic Republic of the Congo

Carol Jean Gallo  (Cambridge University)
Pietro Vanholder  (Life & Peace Institute )
The Upward Spiral: Using Participatory Action Research to Explore Education for a Culture of Peace in Nicaragua

Heather Kertzynia  (California State University Dominguez Hills)

Seeing like an Expert: Aid Expertise and Local Authority in Somalliland

Jessica Anderson  (George Washington University)
Laura Reed  (UMass Amherst)

Rethinking Security from the Ground Up: Peace, Justice, and the Processes of Change

Peace by Humanitarian Means: Assessing the Effective of Humanitarian Organizations in Peacebuilding Processes

Amanda Guidero  (Creighton University)

---

PC72: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Bringing Politics to Class: using simulations, digital resources, and intersectionality to promote awareness.

Active Learning in International Affairs

Chair  Cristina Y. A. Inoue  (University of Brasilia)
Disc.  Douglas Becker  (University of Southern California)

Experiential Ignorance in Refugee Simulation Exercises

Mark F. N. Franke  (Huron University College)

Battling at the Model UN

Maria B. Struble  (Western State Colorado University )

Teaching for Global Engagement: Interdisciplinary Strategies

Elton Skendaj  (University of Miami)
Meg Gardiner  (Florida International University)

Stimulating Change for Building a Culture of Peace: The Long-term Effects of the Benjamin Franklin Summer Institute with South and Central Asia on its Pakistani Participants

Alexander Cromwell  (George Mason University)

Dramatizing Political Puzzles of Peacelessness: A Constructivist Pedagogical Experimentation in the (Semi) Periphery

 Mehmet Akif Kumral  (Gaziosmanpaşa University)

---

PC73: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Distorted Lenses and their Discontents: Tales from Egypt, India, and Pakistan

Global Development
International Political Sociology

Chair  Kiran Pervez  (American University/US Department of State)
Disc.  Himadeep R. Muppidi  (Vassar )
Disc.  Robert Reza Asaadi  (University of Minnesota)

On the language of majority and minority in Egypt: Copts and the nationalist discourse

John Iskander  (US Dept of State)

---

PC74: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Peace Theory Over Time

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  Michael J. Struett  (North Carolina State University)
Disc.  Michael J. Struett  (North Carolina State University)

Poverty, Education, Environment, and Rights: PEERing into the Nobel Vision of Peace

Rekha Datta  (Monmouth University)
War, Revolution, and the Transformation of European Politics

Chad Nelson  (Brigham Young University)

Organizing International Peace Politics: Nobel Laureate Christian L. Lange Between Utopia and Changing Realities, 1899-1938

Øyvind Tønnesson  (Agder University)

Pre-Victorian vs. Post-Victorian States: a Time-Based Taxonomy in International Society

Vinicius Guilherme Rodrigues Vieira  (Getulio Vargas Foundation and University of Sao Paulo, Brazil)

Beyond War and Peace: Peacetime Violence and Enemies of Mankind

Claire Vergerio  (University of Oxford)

---

PC75: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Narratives and Contestation in Diplomacy

Diplomatic Studies
International Communication

Chair  Nanette S. Levinson  (American University)
Disc.  Emily T. Metzgar  (Indiana University)

Organizing the Arctic: Competing Narratives and International Organizations

David Auerswald  (National War College)

The Opportunities and Challenges of Digital Diplomacy

Eytan Gilboa  (Bar-Ilan University)

Traditional Meets Digital: Diplomatic Processes on Social Media

Efe Sevin  (University of Fribourg)

Explicating the relationship between aid conditionality, branded nations and soft power

James Pamment  (Lund University)

Digital Diplomacy in Sustaining Inter-Cultural Communication at Times of Crisis

Senem Cevik  (University of California Irvine)

---

PC76: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Making Central & Eastern Europe International: New Perspectives II

Central and East European International Studies Association

Chair  Andrew Neal  (University of Edinburgh)
Disc.  Mark Salter  (University of Ottawa)

Once a victim, always a victim: why Central Europe is the 'other' and why it matters

Michal Koran  (Institute of International Relations)
Rescaling the State in Central and Eastern Europe: Political Economy of European Structural Funds  
Daniel Sitera (University of Leipzig)

Securitization leftovers: the politics of re-making a Czech Biodefence Centre  
Jan Daniel (Charles University in Prague)

Too Much of a Good Thing? Europeanization, Anti-Corruption and the Romanian-European Public Sphere  
Henry (Chip) Carey (Georgia State University)

The Little War that was Forgotten: Poland in the 2008 Georgia Crisis  
Ji Young Choi (Ohio Wesleyan University)

Private Military and Security Companies in War and Peace  
German Political Science Association  

Panel  
Chair  Deborah Avant (University of Denver)  
Disc.  Andrea Schneiker (University of Siegen)

Ulrich Andreas Petersohn (University of Liverpool)

New Producers of Military Knowledge. The Role of Private Military and Security Companies within the Global Peace Operations Initiative  
James Pattison (University of Manchester)

Doing business vs doing good: Why do Private Military and Security Companies work for NGOs?  
Birthe Anders (Harvard University)

Pathologies of Private Security in International Peace Operations: The Case of ISAF  
Elke Krahmann (Witten/Herdecke University)

FC78: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
South Korean Domestic and Foreign Policy in Comparative and Regional Perspective  
Association of Korean Political Studies  

Panel  
Chair  Tae-Hwan Kwak (Eastern Kentucky University)  
Disc.  Seung-Whan Choi (University of Illinois at Chicago)

National Identity and Foreign Relations in South Korea  
Ji Young Choi (Ohio Wesleyan University)

Bolstering Northeast Asian Regional Stability: Developing a Mechanism for Dialogue  
Maorong Jiang (Creighton University)

Debut of Particulate Matter (PM) in East Asia: What Creates Environmental Concerns for PM in China, Japan and South Korea?  
Inkyoung Kim (Bridgewater State University)

South Korea’s Foreign Direct Investment and Its Determinants: Foreign Aid, Bilateral Treaty, and Summit Diplomacy  
Heon Joo Jung (Yonsei University)

Geon Woo Park (Yonsei University, Seoul City, South Korea)

FC79: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
A Critical Human Security Approach to Peacebuilding  
Peace Studies  

Panel  
Chair  Philipp Lottholz (University of Birmingham)  
Disc.  Philipp Lottholz (University of Birmingham)

Human Security, the Copenhagen School and Xenophobia: 21st-century South Africa, a case study  
Sabine Hirschauer (New Mexico State University)

Peacebuilding, Citizenship and Empowerment  
Robert Holanda Maschietto (Centre for Social Studies, University of Coimbra)

Marisa H. Borges (Centre for Social Studies - University of Coimbra)

FC80: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Organizations, Violence, and Peace  
Exploring Peace (Theme)  

Panel  
Chair  Danielle Jung (Emory University)

New data on service provision by violent organizations: trends and effects  
Danielle Jung (Emory University)

Lindsay Heger (One Earth Future & Korbel School of International Studies, University of Denver)

The impact of social organization on the likelihood of civil conflict onset: Evidence from Latin America  
Stewart Prest (Norman Paterson School of International Affairs, Carleton University)

Building a Palestinian Non-Violent Resistance Movement  
Heather S. Gregg (Naval Postgraduate School)

Friends no more: why do individuals use violence in the name of identity?  
Laila Farooq (University of Missouri Columbia)

No Shame, New Name: How Governments Use Pro-government Militias to Avoid Naming and Shaming  
Lora DiBlasi (Michigan State University)

FC81: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
War, Antagonism, Reciprocity  
International Political Sociology  
Exploring Peace (Theme)  
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies  

Panel  
Chair  Patricia Owens (University of Sussex)  
Disc.  Geoffrey A. Whitehall (Acadia University)

Late Modern War and the Torturer’s Dream: Remapping The Body in Pain  
Kevin McSorley (University of Portsmouth)

Mediating War: The Strategic Communications of Counterinsurgency in Popular Culture  
Colleen Bell (University of Saskatchewan)

Military Necro-Knowledge and the Processing of War  
Dan Oberg (Swedish Defence University)

Posthumanist Feminism and the Politics of the Swarm  
Lauren Wilcox (University of Cambridge)

The Political Limits of the Subject  
Caroline Holmqvist (Université Libre de Bruxelles/Swedish Institute of International Affairs)

FC83: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Ongoing peace processes from a comparative perspective  
Peace Studies  

Panel  
Chair  Hugo van der Merwe (Centre for the Study of Violence and Reconciliation)

Disc.  Maia Carter Hallward (Kennesaw State University)

Dialogue or Negotiation: Understanding the Dynamics of Success and Failures of Kurdish Peace Initiatives in Turkey  
Talha Kose (Istanbul Sehir University)
Nexus between International Conflict Management and Grassroots Reconciliation: The Case of Sudan and South Sudan after the CPA
Yuichi Sugawara (United Nations Mission in South Sudan)
Kazuhiro Tsunoda (Embassy of Japan in Sudan)
The Peace Negotiation Processes between FARCAP and Colombia’s National Government
Barbara Ellynes Zucchi Nobre Silva (PPGRI San Tiago Dantas (UNESP, UNICAMP, PUC-SPI))
With Rain Comes Peace: Reframing the Cycle of Failed Peace in South Sudan
Emily Maiden (University of Notre Dame)

FC84: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
The dynamics of change in the international monetary system
International Political Economy
Chair Lena Rethel (University of Warwick and Princeton University)
Disc. Lena Rethel (University of Warwick and Princeton University)
The new Chinese Journey in Latin America: Brazil as a key and problematic partner
Javier Vadell (Pontificia Universidad Católica-Mineras Gerais)
Pedro Henrique Neves de Carvalho
The Financial Stability Board in historical perspective
Vincent Dreher (Freie Universität Berlin)
Imagining the European Banking Union
Joelle Dumouchel (University of Copenhagen)

FC85: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Identity in Foreign and Security Policy
International Political Sociology
Foreign Policy Analysis
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Disc. Simon Koschut (Freie Universität Berlin)
National Identities and the Logic of Appropriateness in Military Interventions
Henrike Viehrig (University of Bonn)
Power for Peace? Identity and Leadership in EU Foreign Policy
Lisbeth Aggestam (University of Gothenburg)
Identity, Culture and the Foreign and Security Policy of the EU
Carla Monteleone (University of Palermo)
The Impact of National Identity and Nationalism (or Is It Patriotism?) on Sino-American Relations
Elizabeth S. Dahl (Independent scholar)

FC86: Friday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Transitional Justice: Trust, Apologies, and Peace
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Rachel Vanderhill (Wofford College)
Disc. Iva Bozovic (University of Southern California)
Trust, Institutions and Post-Communist Governance
Iva Bozovic (University of Southern California)
Peace after Atrocity: The Role of Self-Esteem in Supporting Generalized Social Trust and the Development of Political Efficacy in Cambodia
Sovathana Sokhom (Claremont Graduate University)
Moana Vercoe (Success in Challenge)
The Legacies of Authoritarianism and Political Trust in New Democracies
Jongseok Woo (University of South Florida)
Eun jung Choi (UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA)

Trust Building as Peacebuilding: Reconciling Stakeholders in Advance of a Peace Process
Margaret Snyder (The Fletcher School, Tufts University)
Good and Bad Apologies: Determinants of successful state apologies
Ji Eun Kim (University of Notre Dame)

FD01: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Distinguished Scholar
FPA Honors the Work of Cameron Thies
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair Klaus Brummer (Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt)
Part. Stephen G. Walker (Arizona State University)
Part. Mark D. Nieman (Iowa State University)
Part. Marijke Breuning (University of North Texas)
Part. Juliet Kaarbo (University of Edinburgh)
Part. Sebastian Harnisch (Heidelberg University)
Part. Timothy Peterson (University of South Carolina)
Hon. Cameron G. Thies (Arizona State University)

FD02: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Distinguished Scholar
Roundtable in Honor of the 2016 Distinguished Scholar: Martha Crenshaw
International Security Studies
Chair Kimberly Marten (Barnard College, Columbia University)
Part. Deborah Avant (University of Denver)
Part. Adam Berinsky (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Political Science)
Part. Erica Chenoweth (University of Denver)
Part. Kelly M. Greenhill (Tufts University, Harvard University)
Part. Edward Kolodziej (University of Illinois)
Hon. Martha Crenshaw (Stanford University)

FD04: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Sapphire Series
Sapphire Series: Exploring Peace Through the Role of Leaders and Human Agency in Peacemaking
International Studies Association
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair George A. Lopez (University of Notre Dame)
Part. Chester A. Crocker (Georgetown University & Global Leadership Foundation)
Part. Paul F. Diehl (University of Texas-Dallas)
Part. Joe Clark (Global Leadership Foundation)
Part. Alvaro de Soto (Global Leadership Foundation)

FD05: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Distinguished Scholar
GDS Eminent Scholar Panel Honoring Cristina Rojas
Global Development
Chair Mustapha Kamal Pasha (Aberystwyth University)
Chair Matt Davies (Newcastle University)
Part. Heloise Weber (University of Queensland)
Part. Michael J. Shapiro (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
Part. Siba Grovogui (Cornell University)
Part. Arturo Escobar (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)
Part. Rob B. J. Walker (University of Victoria and PUC-Rio)
Part. Anna M. Agathangelou (York University)
Hon. Cristina Rojas (Carleton University)
FD07: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Gender, Chief Executives, and Conflict
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair: Courtney N. Burns (Georgia Southern University)
Disc. Theresa Schroeder (Radford University)

Women Chief Executives and Terrorist Activity
Courtney N. Burns (Georgia Southern University)
Kyle Kattelman (Fairleigh Dickinson University)

Get Up, Stand Up: Governments, Gender and Dispute Outcomes
Michael Koch (Texas A&M)
Ayala Yarkoney-Sorek (Texas A&M)

Women, Femininity, and Feminization in Conflict Leadership
Theresa Schroeder (Radford University)
Laura Sjoberg (University of Florida)

A Formal Model of Leader Gender and Interstate Conflict Initiation
Dan Reiter (Emory University)
Michael S. Wolford (University of Texas)

FD08: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Russia, Ukraine and the West: The Resurgence of Geopolitics
Post Communist Systems

Chair: Michael O. Slobodchikoff (Troy University)
Part. John Mearsheimer (University of Chicago)
Part. Michael E. Aleprete (Westminster College)
Part. Roger Edward Kanet (University of Miami)
Part. Robert H. Donaldson (University of Tulsa)
Part. Andrei P. Tsygankov (San Francisco State University)

FD09: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Postcolonialism: Critical perspectives on space, time and subjectivity
International Political Sociology

Chair: Joerg Friedrichs (University of Oxford)
Disc. Ramon Blanco (Federal University of Latin-American Integration)

World Society and Global Politics
Hans-Martin Jaeger (Carleton University)
Buen Vivir: chronicle of a death foretold
Antulio Rosales (University of Waterloo)

International Relations in Space
Russell Kerr (Australian National University)
A Postcolonial Rethinking of Islamic State in Iraq
Marian Georgis (University of Alberta)
Ways of being and belonging: An Indo-Islamic perspective on International Relations
Medha Medha (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)

FD10: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Discourses of Japanese identity
International Political Sociology

Chair: Joel R. Campbell (Troy University)
Disc. Jooyoun Lee (St. Edward's University)

Memory, Nation, and Others: A Study of Apology Fatigue in Japan
Kazuya Fukuoka (Saint Joseph's University)
Yasukuni and Hiroshima: The Meaning of Contrasting Messages for Japanese Identity and Peace
Jooyoun Lee (St. Edward's University)

FD11: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
IPE Honors John Ravenhill, Distinguished Senior Scholar
International Political Economy

Chair: Leonard Seabrooke (Copenhagen Business School)
Part. Andre Broome (University of Warwick)
Part. Lorraine Elliott (Australian National University)
Part. Yang Jiang (Danish Institute for International Studies)
Part. Louis W. Pauly (University of Toronto)
Hon. John Ravenhill (Balsillie School of International Affairs)

FD12: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Religion and IR Distinguished Scholar Panel: Celebrating the work of Jeffrey Haynes
Religion and International Relations

Chair: Nukhet A. Sandal (Ohio University)
Part. Jocelyne Cesari (Georgetown University/University of Birmingham)
Part. Vendulka Kubalkova (University of Miami)
Part. Jonathan Fox (Bar-Ilan University)
Part. Lee B Marsden (University of East Anglia)
Part. Mariano Barbato (University of Passau)
Part. Giorgio Shani (International Christian University)
Hon. Jeffrey P. Haynes (London Metropolitan University)

FD13: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Joining and Leaving Jihad
International Security Studies

Exiting “the Emigrants”: Maturing out of Violent Extremism
Michael Kenney (University of Pittsburgh)
Explaining the life cycle of foreign fighters
Arie Perliger (United States Military Academy)
My Life and My Choice: Sisterhood and Jihad in the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria
Meredith Loken (University of Washington)
Anna Zelenz (University of Washington)
The Recruitment of Western Foreign Fighters within ISIS
Aden Dur-e-Aden (University of Toronto)
Madrassahs as a Civil Society Organization: Exploring the Connections Between Madrassahs Attendance and Support for Violence in Pakistan
C. Christine Fair (Georgetown University)
FD14: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Roundtable
How inappropriate! Exploring the boundaries of disciplinary performances
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Chair  Marysia Zalewski (Cardiff University)
Part.  Shine Choi (University of Mississippi)
Part.  Laura McLeod (University of Manchester)
Part.  Christina Masters (University of Manchester)
Part.  Michelle Brown (University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa)
Part.  Marysia Zalewski (Cardiff University)
Part.  Saara Särmä (University of Tampere)

FD15: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Integrated Europe as Peace Promoter? Political and Historical Approaches to the Question
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair  Vicki Birchfield (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Disc.  Richard Whitman (University of Kent)
The EU as a Military Peacekeeper? Explaining and Evaluating CSDP Operations in Sub-Saharan Africa
Michael E. Smith (University of Aberdeen)
Testing the European Union's Metal: Russian Aggression in Ukraine
Alasdair R. Young (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Vicki Birchfield (Georgia Institute of Technology)
The EU as a Peace-Builer/Peace-Keeper in Southeast Asia
Katja Weber (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Jean Monnet and the Question of the Identity of the European Polity
Tahseen Kazi (Georgia Southern University)
Vicki Birchfield (Georgia Institute of Technology)
The European Union as a model for its neighbours: from dream to nightmare?
Geoffrey Harris (European Parliament)

FD16: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Power and the Anthropocene
Theory
International Political Sociology
Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
Environmental Studies
Disc.  Simon Dalby (Balsillie School of International Affairs)
Global Governmentality in the Anthropocene: Objects, Climate and the Structure of World Politics
Olaf Corry (University of Copenhagen)
Why IR Can't Think the Anthropocene
David Chandler (University of Westminster)
The Measure of All Things? Our Global Biopolitics of Carbon
Scott Hamilton (London School of Economics)
Power to the (Non)People: Nonhumans and the Anthropocene
Stefanie R. Fishel (University of Alabama)
What does the Anthropocene mean for International Relations?
Some Critical Reflections
Cameron Harrington (University of Cape Town)

FD17: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Conflict, violence and local development
Scientific Study of International Processes
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair  Marc J. Cohen (Oxfam America/Johns Hopkins University)
Disc.  Zaryab Iqbal (Pennsylvania State University)
Mineral mining and wife beating – Does structural change cause intimate partner violence in Sub-Saharan Africa?
Siri Aas Rustad (Peace Research Institute Oslo)
Development Aid and Inter-Group Health Inequalities in Conflict-Affected Societies
Gudrun Østby (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))
Henrik Urdal (Peace Research Institute Oslo)
Epidemics and Repression: Government abuse of physical integrity rights during an outbreak of infectious disease
Sarah Hunter (University of Georgia)
Housing, Land and Property Rights in the aftermath of conflict: A contribution to economic recovery and peacebuilding
Lorena Castilla Medina (University of Essex)

FD18: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
The politics of economic sanctions
International Political Economy
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair  Peter W. Richardson (Northeastern University)
Disc.  Katja Kleinberg (Binghamton University (SUNY))
The Effect of Shocks on North Korean Commodity Prices
Justin Hastings (University of Sydney)
David Uibilava (University of Sydney)
Bypass Aid and Autocratic Survival
Matthew DiLorenzo (Vanderbilt University)
Trust, Social Capital, and Economic Sanctions
Taehee Whang (Yonsei University)
Hannah Kim (University of California, Irvine)
Underinvestment: Capturing the Real Cost of Economic Sanctions on Foreign Direct Investment
Joshua Peery Malnight (UC Irvine)
Neoliberalism and Leadership: The effect of shared neoliberalism on sanctioning behavior
Jeffrey King (University of Missouri)

FD19: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
International Political Economy
Chair  Adam C. Sneyd (University of Guelph)
Disc.  Rorden Wilkinson (University of Sussex)
No Revolution at the WTO: Organic Institutional Reform in Multilateral Trade Governance
Silke Trommer (University of Manchester)
Ann Capling (University of Melbourne)
Power, Knowledge and Resistance: The Transformative Potential of IGOs in Global Trade Governance
Erin N. Hannah (Kings University College)
Holly Ryan (Manchester Metropolitan University)
James Scott (King's College London)
Towards a Politics of International Economic Law
Marc D. Froese (Burman University)
Emerging Powers and Power in Formal and Informal Governance  
Laura C. Mahrenbach (Technical University of Munich)

FD20: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Panel  
How to run the world: making sense of global governance and its architecture  

**International Organization**  
**Chair** James Hollway (Graduate Institute, Geneva)  
**Chair** Hannes Hansen-Magnusson (Cardiff University)  
**Disc.** Philipp Genschel (European University Institute)  

Political Management of Network-Driven Policy Coordination: A Typology  
Brian Bow (Dalhousie University)  
In Defense of Public International Authority: Why Belonging Matters for Global Governance  
**John G. Oates** (Florida International University)  
Are there polyarchies at the global level? Patterns of participation and contestation in 35 intergovernmental organizations  
**Dawisson Belém Lopes** (Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais)  
Formal and Informal Intergovernmental Organizations: Explaining Institutional Variation in the Global Political Economy.  
**Charles Barclay Roger** (University of Toronto)  
The Architecture of Multilateralism: How Treaties Constitute the International System  
**Matthew J. Hoffmann** (University of Toronto)  
**Aarie Glas** (University of Toronto)  

FD21: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Roundtable  
Unredacted: shaping perceptions, dispelling myth, and creating a well-informed citizenry  

**Intelligence Studies**  
**Chair** Vincent Houghton (International Spy Museum)  
**Part.** Mark Stout (Johns Hopkins University)  
**Part.** John Fox (Federal Bureau of Investigation)  
**Part.** Donald P. Jacobs (Georgetown University Press)  
**Part.** Damien Van Puyvelde (The University of Texas at El Paso)  
**Part.** Christopher R. Moran (Warwick University)  
**Part.** Richard James Aldrich (University of Warwick)  

FD22: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Panel  
World Society and the Cosmopolitan Ideals of Peace and Justice: Global, Regional, Local.  

**English School**  
**Chair** Cornelia B. Navari (University of Buckingham)  
**Disc.** Yannis Stivachtis (Virginia Tech)  
World Society as the Concept of a Supra-Polity  
**Aaron McKeil** (London School of Economics and Political Science)  
Engineering World Society?: Scientists, Internationalism, and the Advent of the Space Age  
**Dimitrios Stroikos** (London School of Economics and Political Science)  
Inventing World Society through a Historical Journey to Ancient China  
**Peng Wang** (Tsinghua University)  
World Society of Our Making: The Case of the Cultural Heritage of Humankind  
**Matthew S. Weinert** (University of Delaware)  

FD23: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Panel  
Transnational Insurgents: Understanding Concepts and Dynamics  

**Scientific Study of International Processes**  
**Chair** Idean Salehyan (University of Texas at Dallas)  
**Disc.** Idean Salehyan (University of Texas at Dallas)  
**Disc.** Kristin Bakke (University College London)  
Wars of Others: Ethnic/Religious Cleavages and Support for Foreign Fighters  
**Seden Akincnaroglu** (Binghamton University)  
**Ihsan Efe Tokdemir** (Binghamton University)  
**Ekrem Karakoc** (Binghamton University (SUNY))  
Foreign Fighters and Civil Conflict Outcomes  
**Alex Braithwaite** (University of Arizona, School of Government and Public Policy)  
**Tiffany Chu** (University of Arizona)  
Why do Jihadi Groups Recruit Foreign Fighters?  
**Barak Mendelsohn** (Haverford College)  
Enter the Neighborhood Bully: The Impact of Foreign Fighters on Rebel Group Structures and Civilian Networks  
**Pauline Moore** (University of Denver)  
No Zeal Like a Convert? Western Converts as Foreign Fighters  
**David Malet** (George Washington University)  

FD24: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Roundtable  
The Ethics of Immigration by Joseph H. Carens: International Ethics Section Book Prize Winner, 2015  

**International Ethics**  
**Chair** Kimberly Hutchings (Queen Mary University of London)  
**Disc.** Joseph Carens (University of Toronto)  
**Part.** Jonathan J. Havercroft (University of Southampton)  
**Part.** Aidan Hehir (University of Westminster)  
**Part.** Alexandrea J. Innes (University of East Anglia)  
**Part.** Paul Apostolidis (Whitman College)  
**Part.** Maria Fotou (London School of Economics and Political Science)  

FD25: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Panel  
Geographies of peace and conflict in Sub-Saharan Africa: Mapping political violence, contested statehood and political authority  

**Historical International Relations**  
**Exploring Peace (Theme)**  
**Global Development**  
**Political Demography and Geography**  
**Peace Studies**  
**Global South Caucus**  
**Chair** Peer Schouten (Danish Institute for International Studies)  
**Disc.** Alex Veit (University of Bremen)  
**Disc.** Christoph Vogel (University of Zurich)  
Violent sovereignty: necropolitics, displacement and survival during the Somali civil war  
**Tobias Hagmann** (Roskilde University)  
Legal Authority and Space: Searching for Justice in South Kivu  
**Holly Dunn** (University of Minnesota)  
Ethnogovernmentality and the Transformation of Politics in Eastern Congo  
**Kasper Hoffmann** (Danish Institute for International Studies and Ghent University (Conflict Research Group))
FD26: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Conditions for Peace Post-Conflict
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair  Laila Farooq  (University of Missouri Columbia)
Disc.  Patricia Blocksome  (School of Advanced Military Studies)
The Death of Peacebuilding? Non-Liberal Sources of Policy Change
Charles T. Call  (American University)
The emergence of the 'Arizona' black market and its impact upon U.S. military peacebuilding priorities in post-war Bosnia
Adam Moore  (University of California, Los Angeles)
The Architecture of Peacebuilding
Elif Ensari  (Istanbul Technical University, Architectural Design Computing Program)
Havard Breivik  (Norwegian Refugee Council/NORCAP Site Planning Expert.)
Gizem Sucuoglu  (New York University Center on International Cooperation)
Can Sucuoglu  (iyi Ofis)
Socio-economic and Political Conditions Associated with Peace:
Alternative Peace Concept and Latin America
Clemente Quinones  (Georgia Gwinnett College)
Beyond Liberal Peacebuilding in Africa’s Post-Conflict States
George Kieh  (University of West Georgia)

FD27: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Religious Institutions and Engagement: Path to Peace and Stability?
Religion and International Relations
Chair  Bertha K. Amisi  (Nova Southeastern University)
Disc.  Aisha S. Ahmad  (University of Toronto)
From Halal Food to Banks: Islamic Economy in Russia’s Tatarstan
Simona E. Merati  (Florida International University)
Ethno-sectarian conflict, senses of belonging and political transnationalism: Iraqi diaspora mobilisation in the aftermath of the Iraq war
Oula Kadhum  (University of Warwick)
Backsliding from Islamist Parties: Retrospective Judgment on Islamism in the Post-Arab Spring Era
Alireza Raisi  (Kent State University)
Blasphemous or Secular: What India and Turkey Have in Common to Tell
Irmak Yazici  (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
Varieties of Religious Engagement in World Politics: Pluralism and Perennialism as Paths to Peace
Fiona Adamson  (SOAS, University of London)

FD28: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
PDG Distinguished Scholar Panel in Honor of Nazli Choucri
Political Demography and Geography
Chair  Birol A. Yesilada  (Portland State University)
Part.  Peter M. Haas  (University of Massachusetts Amherst)
Part.  Urs Luterbacher  (Graduate Institute of International Studies)
Part.  Brandon Valeriano  (Cardiff University)
Part.  Jon Lindsay  (University of Toronto)
Hon.  Nazli Choucri  (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

FD29: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Violence against Civilians in Counterinsurgency
International Security Studies
Chair  Ivan M. Arregui-toft  (Boston University, Pardee School of Global Studies)
Disc.  Ivan M. Arregui-toft  (Boston University, Pardee School of Global Studies)
The Costs of Silence: Collective Punishment and Intelligence Extortion during the Kenya Emergency
Kristen Angela Harkness  (University of St. Andrews)
Rex Douglass  (University of California San Diego)
Logics of Brutality: An Analytical Framework for Comparing COIN Tactical Effectiveness Across Contexts
Kristen Angela Harkness  (University of St. Andrews)
Desperate, therefore savage? Testing desperation to win as the mainspring of civilian victimization in counterinsurgency.
Fausto Scarinzi  (University of Reading)
Rage Against the Norms
Mariel Barnes  (Cornell University)

FD30: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The International Criminal Court
International Law
Chair  Ayodeji K. Perrin, Esq.  (Northwestern University)
Disc.  Zachary Kaufman  (Harvard Kennedy School / Yale Law School)
Behind the Veil: The Institutional Interests of the International Criminal Court
Mark S. Kersten  (University of Toronto)
Pursuing Justice to Wage War?: International Criminal Justice and State Violence in Uganda and Colombia
Yuna Christine Han  (University of Oxford)
Compliance with What? International Practices and the Development of International Criminal Law
Nora Stappert  (University of Oxford)
International Criminal Courts and Tribunals and the Spread of Ideas: Developing the Law of War Crimes and the Crime of Genocide
Nora Stappert  (University of Oxford)

FD31: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
‘The Other Side of the Hill’ - Insurgent Intelligence in Counterinsurgency
Intelligence Studies
Chair  Jon Moran  (University of Leicester)
Disc.  Jon Moran  (University of Leicester)
Intelligence in a modern insurgency: the case of the Maoist insurgency in Nepal
Paul Jackson  (University of Birmingham)
The NVA/Viet Cong use of intelligence: Lessons for Intelligence Studies
David Strachan-Morris  (University of Leicester)
Blasphemous or Secular: What India and Turkey Have in Common to Tell
Irmak Yazici  (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
The war is not yet over’: The political sociology of intelligence in eastern Africa
Jonathan Fisher  (University of Birmingham)
On the word of a supergrass: An unlikely source of intelligence
Rachel Monaghan  (Ulster University)
Clandestine struggle in South Arabia: The intelligence war between the British and the NLF
Aaron Edwards  (Royal Military Academy Sandhurst)
FD32: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Innovative Panel
External Influences on Democratization: Engaging Academics and Practitioners

Chair: Brian Lai (University of Iowa)
Chair: Kelly M. Kadera (University of Iowa)
Part.: Mark Crescenzi (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
Part.: Amanda A. Licht (Binghamton University)
Part.: Douglas M. Gibler (University of Alabama)
Part.: Andrew Enterline (University of North Texas)
Part.: Hrair Balian (Carter Center)
Part.: Lindsay Reid (University of California, Davis)
Part.: Ronald McMullen (University of Iowa)

FD33: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Everyday Forms of Militarism: How the Banal Contributes to Violence and Undermines Peace

Chair: Susan Jackson (Stockholm University)
Disc.: Jutta Joachim (Leibniz University of Hannover)
Disc.: Catherine Baker (University of Hull)

Rethinking Responsibility: Humanitarian Militarism beyond Western States?
Alexander Reichwein (Justus-Liebig-University Giessen)
Mischa Hansel (Justus Liebig University Giessen)

Militarism, Masculinities and Drinking: An Interrogation of Alcohol in War
Lori Crowe (York University)

Mimetic Masculinities?: Gendered Dynamics of Civilian Support and the case of Adopt-A-Sniper
Katharine Millar (London School of Economics)

The forged democracy that legitimizes state violent actions: Brazilian UPPs and the invisibility of peripheral women
Ana Carolina Coelho (Federal University of Rio de Janeiro (PPDH))
Tatiana Castelo-Branco (IRI/PUC-Rio)

FD34: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
The “World We Want”: Conflict and Coherence in the Sustainable Development Goals

Chair: Lisa Forman (University of Toronto)
Disc.: Lisa Forman (University of Toronto)

Health workers as key actors driving the right to health forward in the Sustainable Development Goals.
Remco van de Pas (Institute of Tropical Medicine, Antwerp)
Gorik Ooms (University of Heidelberg)

Implementing Right to Health in Bangladesh: An Integral Part of Conflict Prevention
Farhana Bhuian (James P Grant School of Public Health, BRAC University)
Tasfiyah Jallil (JAMES P GRANT SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, BRAC UNIVERSITY)

Tension and coherence in the development of the Sustainable Development Goals: uncertain origins, unpredictable implementation
Peter S. Hill (University of Queensland)
Claire Brolan (University of Queensland)
A deliberative process for health and environmental policies: conflicting priorities?
Albrecht Jahn (Universitätsklinikum Heidelberg)
Structural violence in health: Universal Health Coverage, inequity and empowerment in Asia
Sameera Hussain (University of Queensland)

FD35: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Social Media, Technology, and Gender Politics: Emerging Risks and Opportunities for Change

Chair: Sabiha Allouche (School of Oriental and African Studies)
Disc.: Mariam Shaikh (Florida State University)

"At Risk" or "A Risk"? The Portrayal of "Jihadi Brides" in the UK Press
Maura Conway (Dublin City University)

Symbolic Annihilation 2.0? A Comparative Analysis of the Public’s Treatment of and Reaction to Women Politicians on Twitter
Rebekah K. Tromble (Leiden University)

Social Media and Female Islamic Radicalization
Jody Neathery-Castro (University of Nebraska-Omaha)
Malala, Chibok Girls, and Jihadi Brides: Girlhood and Global Crises
Helen Berents (Queensland University of Technology)

Beyond ICTs for social change in the Syrian Uprising: exploring opportunities and challenges around gender issues
Katty Alhayek (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

FD36: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
The politics of money and central banking

Chair: Camila Villard Duran (University of São Paulo - Oxford-Princeton Global Leaders Fellow)
Disc.: Manuela Moschella (Scuola Normale Superiore and Centre for International Governance Innovation (CIGI))
Disc.: Sylvia Maxfield (Providence College)

Emerging Markets’ Central Banks: "New Normal" or Business as Usual?
Maria Antonieta D. T. Lins (University of São Paulo)
Giselle Datz (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University)
Central Bank Independence in the World: A New Dataset and Preliminary Tests
Ana Carolina Garriga (CIDE)

The Politics of the Federal Reserve’s International Crisis Lending
W. Kindred Winecoff (Indiana University)

Currency and State: a debate about the political and social nature of money
Aline Regina Alves Martins (Universidade Federal de Goiás)
Patronage by Credit: International Sources of Patronage Spending in Developing Countries
Eric Arias (New York University)
**FD37: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Roundtable**

**Public Diplomacy and Countering Violent Extremism: Academic and Practitioner Viewpoints**

*International Communication*

*Diplomatic Studies*

**Chair** Philip Seib (University of Southern California)

**Part.** Shawn M. Powers (Georgia State University)

**Part.** Katherine A. Brown (U.S. Advisory Commission on Public Diplomacy)

**Part.** Ben O’Loughlin (Royal Holloway, University of London)

---

**FD38: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Panel**

**Women, gender and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict**

*Women’s Caucus*

*Feminist Theory and Gender Studies*

*Exploring Peace (Theme)*

*Peace Studies*

**Chair** Galia Golan (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

**Disc.** Sarai B. Aharoni (Hebrew University, Jerusalem)

**Panel**

- Gender, R2P and the Israeli/Palestinian Conflict
  - Timea Spitka (Sophie Davis Postdoctoral Fellow in Gender, Peace and Conflict Resolution, Hebrew University, Israel)

- Gender, Conflict And Resilience: Women In The West Bank And Gaza Strip
  - Maria Holt (University of Westminster)

- Women as peacemakers andgendered Israeli-Palestinian negotiations.
  - Karin Aggestam (Lund University)

- Female Soldiers and Embodied Experiences in Peace and War - IDF combatants’ embodied experiences in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
  - Ayelet Harel-Shalev (Ben-Gurion University of the Negev)
  - Shir Daphna-Tekoah (Ashkelon Academic College)

- Israeli Women’S Peace Efforts: Uni-National, Bi-National And Multi-National
  - Galia Golan (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

---

**FD39: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Panel**

**International Political Economy of Energy**

*British International Studies Association*

**Chair** Adam N. Stulberg (Georgia Institute of Technology)

**Disc.** Adam N. Stulberg (Georgia Institute of Technology)

**Panel**

- Between a rock and a hard place: energy policy in a comparative political economy perspective
  - Slawomir Raszewski (King’s College London)

- The Impact of Low Oil Prices on Energy Security in Asia
  - Younkyoo Kim (Division of International Studies, Hanyang University)

- Pipelines and Hegemonies: A Gramscian Approach to the Study of Energy
  - Paolo Sorbello (University of Glasgow and KIMEP – Kazakhstan)

- Natural Gas and Conflicts – How Different is Gas from Oil?
  - Adnan Vatansever (King’s College London)

---

**FD40: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Panel**

**Diplomacy and Social Relations**

*Diplomatic Studies*

*Theory*

**Chair** Hillary Briffa (King’s College London)

**Disc.** Rodger A. Payne (University of Louisville)
From Greenwash to Credible Governance: Explaining Industry Leadership in Sustainable Aquaculture Certification
Hamish van der Ven (Yale University)
Tools for sustainability? The role of international certification and auditing schemes for environmental and resource use governance
E. Carina H. Keskitalo (Umeå University)
The Institutional Design of CITES: Why Conserve when you can Reserve?
Erika K. Masaki (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)
Africa’s path in global environmental governance: How African countries are implementing global environmental conventions
Maria X. Ivanova (UMass Boston)
Natalia Escobar-Pemberthy (UMass Boston)

FD44: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Roundtable
Individuals Confronting Global Environmental Problems

Environmental Studies
International Political Sociology

Part. Elizabeth R. DeSombre (Wellesley College)
Part. Paul F. Steinberg (Harvey Mudd College)
Part. Paul Wapner (American University)
Part. Kate O’Neill (University of California Berkeley)
Part. Manisha Anantharaman (Saint Mary’s College of California)

FD45: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Internal Peace and Conflict in Turkey

Exploring Peace (Theme)
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair Halit Mustafa Tagma (Northern Arizona University)
Disc. Ozum Yesilitas (St. Norbert College)
Human security understanding of the state vs the demands of ethnic groups: the case of Turkey
Gül Pinar Erkem Gülboy (Istanbul University)
Can “mediation” be a functional tool in Turkey’s Kurdish Peace Process?
Muttalip Çağlayan (Mardin Artuklu University)
Ethnicity and Confidence in Government: The Case of Turkish-Kurdish Relations
Charity Butcher (Kennesaw State University)
Deniz Gumustekin (Kennesaw State University)
Minorities in Islamist states: comparative analysis of Sudan, Turkey, and Iran
Dalal Daoud (Queen’s University)

FD46: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
The politics of NGOs-donors-hosts relations

International Organization

Chair Stephen Noakes (University of Auckland)
Disc. Christopher L. Pallas (Kennesaw State University)
The European Union Support for the Civil Society and NGO-ization: The Case of Turkey
Ozge Zihnioglu (Istanbul Kültür University)
The Assault on Democracy Assistance: Explaining State Repression of NGOs
Suparna Chaudhry (Yale University)
Top-down Activism: How IGOs Fund NGOs to Advance Their Agenda
Maya Wilson (Emory University)
The Effect of Target-Country Restrictions and Authoritarian Politics on International NGO Programming
Andrew Heiss (Duke University)

FD47: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
UN Peacekeeping

International Security Studies

Chair Alex Bellamy (University of Queensland)
Disc. Alex Bellamy (University of Queensland)
UN Peacekeeping Deployments and Mutinies in Sending States
Ursula Daxerker (University of Amsterdam)
Jonathan M. Powell (University of Central Florida)
The Use of Force to Protect Civilians in Peacekeeping Missions
Ingvid Bode (University of Kent)
John E. Karlsrud (NUPI)
Not all police are the same: United Nations peacekeeping and the protection of civilians
Sean Winchester (Carleton University)
The Effects of United Nations Peacekeeping on Wartime Sexual Violence
Mehwish Sarwari (University at Buffalo)

FD48: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Circulation of Power in World Politics II: Instabilities of Everyday Peace

Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
Exploring Peace (Theme)
International Political Sociology

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Theory
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer & Allies Caucus

Chair Stephen C. Nelson (Northwestern University)
Disc. Aida Arfan Hoic (University of Florida)
Disc. Daniel Nexon (Georgetown University)
Slumdog versus Superman: Uncertainty, Innovation, and Circulatory Power in the Global Film Industry
Lucia Antalova Seybert (American University)
Circulation of Power in LGBT and Climate Politics
Phillip M. Ayoub (Drexel University)
Jessica F. Green (New York University)
Spinning Gold out of Straw? Bitcoin and the Circulation of Power
Peter Katzenstein (Cornell University)
Subordination and Moral Fragmentation: Uncertainty, Circulatory Power, and Revolutions in Rights
Christian G. K. Reus-Smit (University of Queensland)
Border Collision: Control and Circulatory Power Across the U.S.-Mexico Line
Noelle K. Brigden (Marquette University)
Peter Andreas (Brown University)

FD49: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Finance, Terrorism, and Insurgency

International Security Studies

Chair Arabinda Acharya (National Defense University, USA)
Disc. Rosella Cappella Zielinski (Boston University)
Art for War, Heritage Looting, Blood Antiquities, and Terrorism Financing
Costanza Musu (University of Ottawa)
Organized Crime and Terrorism in the Global World: Implications for Regional Cooperation and Policies

Atanas Gotchev (University of National and World Economy)
Evgenia Vassileva (University of National and World Economy)

Winning Hearts and Cash: Ideology and Rebel Group Funding in Syria

Victoria Gilbert (University of Pennsylvania)

The Future of Terrorism: Are we seeing a fundamental shift?

Daniel S. Gressang (US Department of Defense)

Assessing the effectiveness of terrorist funding mechanisms

Suranjan U. Weeraratne (Southern Illinois University Edwardsville)

---

Peace Studies
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Why Peace Africa?

FD50: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Panel

Chair: David J Francis (University of Bradford)
Disc: Owen Greene (University of Bradford)

Conflicts, War on Terror and Insurgencies in Africa: A Pragmatic Framework for Peace

Kursim Leonard-Fwa (Bingham University)

Donor Driven Peace in Africa

Erin L. McCandless (New School University)

African Indigenous Approaches to Peace and Conflict Resolution
Kenneth C. Omeje (University of Bradford and United States International University)

Why Peace Africa?

David J Francis (University of Bradford)

---

FD51: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Panel

Environmental Studies

The Governance of Scarce Resources - Explaining Conflict and Cooperation

Chair: Stacy D. VanDeveer (University of Massachusetts Boston)
Disc: Jennifer Clapp (University of Waterloo)

Transnational Governance of Mineral Life Cycles: Gaps, Limits and Possibilities

Stacy D. VanDeveer (University of Massachusetts Boston)

Thinking international watersheds as integrated ecosystems: the water crisis in Brazil and the Plata River Basin

Armando Gallo Yahm Filho (Oregon State University)

Food Insecurity and State Fragility

Jason Christensen (University of Central Florida)

On whose plate? A place for governments, IOs, and MNCs in increasing food security

Andrea O’Keef (Roanoke College)

Explaining Conflict and Cooperation over Transboundary Resources: The Role of Conservation, Territory, and Development

Kirsten Taylor (Berry College)

---

FD52: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Panel

Power Projection and Maritime Competition and Conflict

International Security Studies

Chair: Benjamin O. Fordham (Binghamton University)
Disc: Benjamin O. Fordham (Binghamton University)
Disc: Richard J. Stoll (Rice University)

Power, Proximity, and Democracy: Geopolitical Competition in the International System

Jonathan Markowitz (University of Southern California)

Christopher Fariss (Pennsylvania State University)

The Influence of Seapower on Politics: Domain and Platform Specific Attributes of Material Capabilities

Erik Gartzke (University of California, San Diego)

War Diffusion, Power Projection and Systemic Context

William R. Thompson (Indiana University)

China’s Naval Modernization and Political Influence

Mark Souva (Florida State University)

From a Distance: Naval Power and Non-contiguous Militarized Disputes, 1880-2000

Brian B. Crisher (University of West Florida)

---

FD53: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Human Rights

Understanding state repression

Scientific Study of International Processes

Chair: Jessica Stanton (University of Pennsylvania)
Disc: Emily Ritter (University of California, Merced)
Disc: Jessica Stanton (University of Pennsylvania)

The escalation of repression

Sabine Carey (University of Mannheim)

Belen Gonzalez (University of Mannheim)

Government Repression and Foreign Invasion

Johann Park (Incheon National University)

Dirty Skills: Guerrilla Wars and Military Training for Repression

Adam Scharpf (University of Mannheim)

Opinions or Oppression: The Choice Between Independent Courts and Repression in Authoritarian Regimes

Jacqueline Sievert (Bowling Green State University)

---

FD54: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

International Organizations in Africa

International Organization

Chair: Theresa Squatrito (University of Oslo)
Disc: Kathryn Nash (School of Oriental and African Studies)

The Macro-micro Nexus and Constraints on Effectiveness in International Cooperation in Response to HIV/AIDS: Southern Africa in Retrospect

Roger A. Coate (Georgia College, University of South Carolina)

Jeffrey A. Griffin (University of Nevada, Reno)

Globalization Vs. Regional Integration: A Social Network Analysis of the International Trade of the Southern African Development Community (SADC) Member States

Adrien M. Ratsimbaharison (Benedict College)

Charting Cooperation Variance Between the International Criminal Court and its African State Parties

Franziska Boehme (Syracuse University)

Collective Image and Regional Normative Orders: Comparing Africa and Southeast Asia

Brooke N. Coe (Wake Forest University)

The Regionalization of Election Support in Africa: Explaining Differing Responses and Elite Perceptions of Responses by African Regional Organizations

Peter Penar (Michigan State University)

---
FD55: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
MENA political tumult: What do capitalism and class have to do with it?

Global Development
Chair Christopher Parker (Ghent University)
Disc. Christopher Parker (Ghent University)
Finance and its Discontents: Consolidation of the Egyptian Formal Economy
Marion Dixon (American University)
The social and economic roots of the Tunisian revolution and the class factor: From interclass moral economy to the return of hegemony
Sami Zemni (University of Ghent)
The Military and the State in Egypt: Elite Class formation in the post Arab Uprisings
Angela Joya (University of Oregon)
Neoliberalism as class projects: Interpreting the radical transformation of Morocco’s urban landscape from a class perspective
Koenraad Bogaert (University of Ghent, Belgium)
The Spatial Politics of Vitality and Security in Dubai
Ahmed Kanna (University of the Pacific)

FD56: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
International Security Studies
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Contemporary Threats to Peace in Africa
Chair Dédijé Eric Degila (Ecole Nationale d’Administration, ENA du Bénin and Graduate Institute, Geneva)
Disc. Rita Abrahamsen (University of Ottawa)
Part. Caty Clement (Geneva Center for Security Policy)
Part. Charles K. Amegan (RNGCS)
Part. John Agbonifo (Osun State University, Osogbo, Nigeria)

FD57: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Coercion and Crises
International Security Studies
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Robert Frederic Trager (University of California, Los Angeles)
Disc. Robert Frederic Trager (University of California, Los Angeles)
Crisis Mediation and Conflict Resolution: An Examination of the Outcomes of Third-Party Intervention in the Kashmir Dispute
Bidisha Biswas (Western Washington University)
Hotheads and Stoics: Anger as a Signal of Resolve in Face-to-face Diplomacy
Seanon Wong (Chinese University of Hong Kong)
Democracies Under Fire: How Targets and Allies Respond to Coercive Threats
Matt Scroggs (University of Virginia)
The Fait Accompli in Interstate Crises: Land Grabs from 1918 to 2007
Daniel Altman (Harvard University)

FD58: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Roundtable
Public Opinion and Human Rights: New Perspectives on Perennial Problems
Human Rights
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Geoffrey P. R. Wallace (University of Washington)
Disc. Geoffrey P. R. Wallace (University of Washington)
Pay­ing for Human Rights Violations: Percep­tions of the Colombian Peace Process
Ryan Carlin (Georgia State University)
Jennifer McCoy (Georgia State University)
Jelena Subotic (Georgia State University)
Public Opinion on Economic Rights: Patterns in Perceptions of the Government’s Role over 25 Years
Lyle A. Scruggs (University of Connecticut)
Threat Perception & Public Support of Torture
Courtenay R. Conrad (University of California, Merced)
Sarah E. Croco (University of Virginia)
Will H. Moore (Arizona State University)
Rights-based grievances and interethnic cooperation
Ana Bracic (University of Oklahoma)
Mexico under Siege: The Effects of Violence on Perceptions of Democracy and Human Rights
Dona-Gene Barton (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)
Courtney Hillebrecht (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)
Sergio Wals (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)
Anti-Hegemonic Insurgents, Neutral Experts, or Imperial Lackeys?
Public Trust in Human Rights Organizations
James Ron (University of Minnesota)

FD59: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Starting and Ending Foreign Commitments
International Security Studies
Chair Alexander Cooley (Columbia University)
Disc. Alexander Cooley (Columbia University)
The Unending Fog of War Termination: Exit Strategies, “Credibility” and US Military Withdrawals (Iraq, Afghanistan, War on Terror)
Thomas Cavanna (Southern Methodist University)
Losing History in the Conceptual Weeds: Foreign Rule and Relational Structures
Ben Denison (University of Notre Dame)
Can the Strong Actor Withdraw?: Rethinking Proximity in Asymmetric Warfare
Nicholas Grossman (University of Iowa)
Samantha Lange (University of Iowa)
FD62: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
**Panel**

*When Women’s Rights and the Environment Collide: Disrupting Ideas of Development in the Global South*

- **Feminist Theory and Gender Studies**
- **Environmental Studies**
- **Women’s Caucus**

**Chair** Aisling Ann Swaine (The George Washington University)

**Disc.** Annica Kronsell (Lund University)

Natural Disasters and Women's Rights

- **Nicole Detraz (University of Memphis)**
- **Dursun Peksen (University of Memphis)**

Environmentally induced migration in Mexico seen from a gender sensitive lens

- **Serena Eréndira Serrano Oswald (National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM))**

Gender and Natural Disasters: A Multi-Realm Analysis of Vulnerability and Capacity in Post-Tsunami Sri Lanka

- **Namalie Jayasinghe (Kadir Has University)**

BRICS on Popularity and Development: Between Innovation and Sensitivity

- **Thiago Galvao (University of Brasilia)**

FD63: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
**Panel**

*Globalization, Peace, and New Challenges in the EU*

- **Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**Chair** Charles Hankla (Georgia State University)

**Disc.** Charles Hankla (Georgia State University)

Globalization: Retreat of the Liberal Economic Order?

- **Yale H. Ferguson (Rutgers University)**
- **Richard W. Mansbach (Iowa State University)**

What are the emerging differences and similarities in the asylum policies of the European Union States?

- **Yohannes Woldemariam (Universidad Nacional de Costa Rica)**

Examining The European Union’s CSDP through the lens of Neoclassical Realism:

- **Craig B. Greathouse (University of North Georgia)**

Integrating the Capital Markets of the European Union

- **Michael Sanzo (University of Miami)**

Ideology, Immigration, and Federalism: Comparing the United States and the European Union

- **Nikola Mrilovic (University of Central Florida)**

FD64: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
**Panel**

*Political Economy of Human Rights*

- **Human Rights**

**Chair** Marina Petrova (Moscow State Institute of International relations (MGIMO-University))

**Disc.** Patrick Egan (Tulane University)

The Limits of Linkage: The Political Economy of Human Rights Trade Sanctions

- **Travis Curtice (Emory University)**
- **Eric R. Reinhardt (Emory University)**

The Impact of Debt Rescheduling on Human Rights.

- **Clair Apodaca (Virginia Tech)**
- **Pamela Blackmon (Pennsylvania State University, Altoona)**

The economic roots of conflict and the role of stakeholder dialogue: Consultation in the business & human rights arena

- **Shareen Hertel (University of Connecticut)**

FD65: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
**Panel**

*New Reasons for Multilateral Intervention*

- **International Security Studies**

**Chair** Carlotta M. Minnella (University of Oxford)

**Disc.** Marina E. Henke (Northwestern University)

Military Functionalism in the 2014 Ebola outbreak: a way forward to better civil-military relations?

- **Adam Kamradt-Scott (University of Sydney)**

Conflict Management in West Africa: From Old Empires to Transnational Security Governance

- **Bruno Charbonneau (Laurentian University)**

ACIRC: African Union new Rapid Response Mechanism for Military Intervention in Africa

- **Fifi Adjul-Afful (Kofi Annan International Peacekeeping Training Centre (KAIPCT))**

The ties that bind: oversight, democracy, and the multilateral use of force.

- **Jeffrey Rice (Queen’s University)**

Climate Change Adaptation (CCA): A new thematic approach for peacekeeping

- **Shahedul Khan (University of New South Wales)**

FD66: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
**Panel**

*NATO in comparative perspective*

- **International Organization**
- **International Security Studies**

**Chair** Ellen Jenny Ravndal (Lund University)

**Disc.** Sven Biscop (Egmont - Royal Institute for International Relations)

Memory in Crisis: An Experimental Study of NATO Officials’ Collective Knowledge on Strategic Errors

- **Heidi Hardt (University of California, Irvine)**

A Comparison of EU and NATO’s Approaches to Managing and Regulating Cyber Threats

- **Ivan Dinev Ivanov (University of Cincinnati)**
- **Igor Kovac (University of Cincinnati)**

Complementary or Competitive? The EU and NATO as Security Actors at Europe’s Eastern Boundary

- **Sebastian Mayer (University of Bremen)**

NATO’s Survival in the Post-Cold War Era: An Historical Institutionalist Account

- **Burcin Ulug Eryilmaz (Turgut Ozal University)**
- **Dimitris Tsarouhas (Bilkent University)**

FD67: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
**Panel**

*Balancing*

- **International Security Studies**

**Chair** Catherine Sanger (Yale-NUS College)

**Disc.** Catherine Sanger (Yale-NUS College)

Security Policy under Strategic Uncertainty: Behavior of Secondary Powers in the age of the East Asian Power Shifts

- **Kei Koga (Nanyang Technological University)**
Grand Strategy vs. Political Necessity: a Domestic-level Theoretical and Empirical Critique of Balancing

Gennady Rudkevich (Georgia College & State University)

Hard Balancing in the Age of American Unipolarity: Russia and U.S. Ballistic Missile Defence during the Bush Administration (2001-08)

Nicholas Khoo (University of Otago)

Dr Reuben Steff (University of Waikato)

To Balance or Not To Balance: Testing Theories of Alliance Formation and Systemic Power Transitions

Brittnee Carter (University of Kansas)

A Framework for Grand Strategy

Onur Erpul (Florida International University)

FD68: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Panel

Nuclear Learning in the Second Nuclear Age

Foreign Policy Analysis

International Security Studies

Chair  Andrew J. Futter (University of Leicester)

Disc.  Alexander Montgomery (Reed College)

Formal to Informal Deterrence: Evolution of Indian Nuclear Doctrine Since the 1998 Nuclear Tests

Sriini Sitaraman (Clark University)

Competing with India at any Cost: Pakistan’s Nuclear Learning

Saira Bano (University of Calcutta)

Nuclear Learning and the Management of Sino-US Rivalry in Asia

Jingdong Yuan (University of Sydney)

North Korea’s Nuclear Forces and Doctrine: Learning what to do with nuclear weapons

Terence Roehrig (US Naval War College)

FD69: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Panel

Elections, Political Parties and Minorities

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair  Juris Pupcenoks (Marist College)

Disc.  Sarah Jenkins (Coventry University)

Ethnicity as Strategic Voting: How Supply and Demand Factors Impact Political Party Performance

Holley E. Hansen (Oklahoma State University)


Yahaya Baba (Usman Danfodiyo University, Sokoto)

Magnifying Minority Voices: Party Organization, Parliamentary Representation, and the Emergence of Non-Western Minorities in the West

Kimberly L. Shella (Independent Scholar)

The Effect of Perceived Health Threat on Immigration Attitudes

K. Amber Curtis (Clemson University)

FD70: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Panel

Leadership Style, Operational Code Analysis, and Foreign Policy

Foreign Policy Analysis

Scientific Study of International Processes

Chair  Mark Schafer (University of Central Florida)

Disc.  Akan Malici (Furman University)

Leadership Preferences in International Conflict: Cross-Cultural Experimental Results from the People’s Republic of China and the United States

Steven B. Redd (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

Trials of Turkey’s Erdogan: Peace at Home, Peace in the World?

Baris Kesgin (Elon University)

Leadership and Alliance: Operational Code Analysis of Xi Jinping and Putin

Huiyun Feng (Griffith University)

Obama’s Team of Rivals: Avoiding Groupthink or Ignored Idea?

Patrick Homan (Dominican University)

Type of Leadership Style in Foreign Policy: The Operational Code Analysis of Hugo Chavez

Adriana Boersner (University of Missouri)

FD71: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Panel

The European Union, Nationalism and Conflict Resolution

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair  Mateja Peter (University of St Andrews)

Disc.  Stephen Deets (Babson College)

Nationalism, Europeanization, and Economic Interests: The Politics of Srpska Dairy Farmers

Stephen Deets (Babson College)

What Will It Take to Restore a Lasting Peace in Europe?

Ginta T. Palubinskas (West Virginia State University)

Coming to Terms with the Dayton Peace Agreement: European Union’s Unification Attempts in the Midst of Persistent Animosity

Vanja Petricevic (Florida Gulf Coast University)

Awkward peace in Europe: Bosnia-Herzegovina, the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FYROM), Kosovo

Argyro Kartsonaki (University of Birmingham)

The influence of partial recognition of the breakaway regions on the European integration process of the affected countries

Zviad Barkaia (Georgian Institute of Public Affairs)

G. Doug Davis (Troy University)

FD72: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Panel

Ending conflicts and building peace in natural resource-fuelled civil wars

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  Indra De Soysa (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)

Disc.  Gerald Schneider (University of Konstanz)

Natural Resource Governance and Peacebuilding: Challenges and Opportunities?

Michael D. Beevers (Dickinson College)


J. Andrew Grant (Queen’s University)

Raynold Wonder Alorese (Queen’s University)

W. R. Nadège Kompaoré (Department of Social Science, York University)

Local Geographies of Peace: Common pool resources, norms, and conflict immunity

Jessica Steinberg (Indiana University)

The Global-local nexus of armed conflicts: The case of conflict minerals from the eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo

Martijn Vlaskamp (Institut Barcelona d’Estudis Internacionals (IBEI) and Yale University)

Resource management for peace? Natural resources and post-conflict violence in Sierra Leone

Vita Thormann (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)
FD73: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Roundtable
What Difference do International Norms, Laws, and Institutions Make?
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair: William V. Dunlap (Quinnipiac University)
Disc: Tracy Lightcap (LaGrange College)
Part: Ernesto Dominguez Lopez (Universidad de La Habana)
Part: Mirlinde Gashi (University of Warsaw)
Part: Ridvan Peshkopia (University of Business and Technology, Prishtina, Kosovo)
Part: William E. Hoffmann (Georgia Asylum)

FD74: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
The Use and Misuse of “Victimhood” in Peace and Justice Processes
International Ethics
International Political Sociology
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Peace Studies
Chair: Peter Dixon (James N. Rosenau Postdoctoral Fellow, ISA)
Disc: Lydia Cole (Aberystwyth University)
Disc: Chris Tenove (University of Toronto)
Victimhood, Survivor-hood, and the Political Economy of Testimony in Bosnia
Lydia Cole (Aberystwyth University)
A Theory of Victimhood: Politics, Conflict and the Construction of Victim-Based Identity
Tami Amanda Jacoby (University of Manitoba)
The place of “victims” in global politics: pathologies and empowerments
Chris Tenove (University of Toronto)
Resisting and Negotiating Victim Subject Positions in Civil Party Participation at the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC)
Julie Bernath (swisspeace; University of Basel)
Colombia and Bosnia – victims and peace within a liberal debate: Peace and Justice for all?
Louis Francis Monroy Santander (University of Birmingham)

FD75: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Overcoming the South Korea-Japan Values Gap
Korean Economic Institute of America
Chair: Mark Tokola (Korea Economic Institute of America (KEI))
Disc: Mark Tokola (Korea Economic Institute of America (KEI))
The Japan-South Korea Identity Clash: Korea
Scott Snyder (Council on Foreign Relations)
Comparisons of the Alliance Thinking of Japan and South Korea
Audreye Wong (Princeton University)
The Japan-South Korea Identity Clash: Japan
Brad Glosserman (Pacific Forum CSIS)
Changes in the Japan-South Korea National Identity Gap
Gilbert Rozman (Princeton University)
The Japan-South Korean Relations amid Structural Change
Kan Kimura (Kobe University)

FD76: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Roundtable
The Research-Praxis Nexus in Small Democratic States: Lessons from the Nordic Countries
Nordic International Studies Association
Chair: Tuomas A. Forsberg (University of Tampere)
Part: Johan Eriksson (Södertörn University)
Part: Hiski Haukkala (University of Tampere)
Part: Iver B. Neumann (London School of Economics)
Part: Lisa Ann Richey (Roskilde University)
Part: Stein Tønnesson (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))

FD77: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Rethinking the regulatory role of the state
International Political Economy
Chair: Nana De Graaff (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
Disc: Helen E. S. Nesadurai (Monash University (Malaysia Campus))
Government Procurement and International Politics
Geoffrey Gertz (University of Oxford)
States and Markets: The Politics of Privatization-Nationalization Cycles
Paula Ganga (Georgetown University)
Firm - Government Bargaining in Global Production Networks
Alexander Slaski (Princeton)
Why the Welfare State Persists: A Comparative Analysis of the Welfare States in the US and the EU
Xavieria Jeffers (Georgia Southern University)
Jamie E. Scalera (Georgia Southern University)
Governing Global Illegal Markets. From Prohibition to Regulation
Anja P. Jakobi (TU Braunschweig)

FD78: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
The politics of global currency competition
International Political Economy
Chair: Benjamin Braun (Max Planck Institute for the Study of Societies)
Disc: Jue Wang (Leiden University)
Disc: Julian Gruin (University of Amsterdam)
Security Concerns and Currency Competition: A Political General Theory and the Renminbi’s Rise
Ray Ou Yang (University of Iowa)
China’s New Monetary Diplomacy: From Bilateralism to Multilateralism?
Linting Zhang (University of British Columbia)
Bringing the Central Bank into the Study of Currency Internationalization: The People’s Bank of China and the Renminbi
Hyoung-kyu Chey (National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies (GRIPS))
Yu Wai Vic Li (Education University of Hong Kong)
A Demand-side Analysis of Currency Internationalisation: Who are the First Movers to the Renminbi?
Hyoung-kyu Chey (National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies (GRIPS))
FD79: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The Use and Effects of Economic Sanctions
Panel
Foreign Policy Analysis
Peace Studies
Chair: Mehmet Emre Hatipoglu (Sabanci University)
Disc: David Lektzian (Texas Tech University)
Disc: Randall E. Newhaim (Pennsylvania State University)
Bipartisanship in a Polarized Age: The U.S. Congress and Foreign Policy Sanctions
Jordam Tama (American University)
The Impact of U.S. Sanctions on Human Trafficking
Rebecca Lollar (George Mason University)
Democratic Sanctions on Competitive Authoritarian Regimes
Jin Mun Jeong (University of Missouri)
Birds of a Feather, Sanctioned States Flock Together: Explaining Cooperation under Adversity
Bryan R. Early (State University of New York at Albany)
Democracy and Sanction Imposition: The Effect of Regime Type on Settlement Outcomes
Travis Ernst (University of Missouri)
A. Cooper Drury (University of Missouri)

FD80: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Resilient Peace (2): Building Sustainable Peace through Stability or Change?
Panel
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair: Patrik Johansson (Umeå University & University of Otago)
Chair: Madhav Joshi (University of Notre Dame)
Disc: Timothy Donais (Wilfrid Laurier University)
Disc: Terrence P. Lyons (George Mason University)
The Resilient, the Remobilized and the Removed: Party Mobilization among Former M-19 Combatants
Johanna J. Sörderström (Uppsala University)
Democracy from the outside?
Kristin Ljungkvist (Uppsala University)
Anna Jarstad (Umeå University and Uppsala University)
Which peace? Exploring perceptions and expectations of peace and transformation
Elisabeth Olivius (Umeå University)
Anna Jarstad (Umeå University and Uppsala University)
Participatory Peace? Constitution Building in Post-conflict States
Abrak Saati (Umeå University, Sweden)
Disaster management in conflict areas – reducing vulnerability and achieving resilience
Veronica Strandh (Umeå University Sweden)

FD81: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Cooperation and Contestation: Non-State Actors in World Politics
Panel
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Chair: George J. Andreopoulos (City University of New York)
Disc: Luc Fransen (University of Amsterdam)
Disc: Denis V. Kennedy (College of the Holy Cross)
Do Philanthropic Foundations Follow their Country’s Foreign Policy Priorities? A Comparative Analysis
Joannie Tremblay-Boire (Georgia State University)
Transnational Labor Alliances: Power, Coordination, and Why Some Succeed
Marissa Brookes (University of California, Riverside)

The Political Dimension of Cross-Border and Intersectional Conflict-Resolution: A Case Study of UK’s Shari’a Councils
Naheed Ghauri (Birkbeck, University of London)

FD83: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Contemporary Debates in US Foreign Policy
Panel
Foreign Policy Analysis
Disc: Thomas Jay Nisley (Kennesaw State University)
Disc: Christina Fatmore (West Virginia University)
Putting out fire with gasoline? - are lessons learned from the past or will hardline hawks and liberal interventionists continue to lead the future in US Foreign Policy?
Frida Stranne (Halmstad University and the Swedish Institute for North American Studies, Uppsala University)
Arabia Tristics: An examination of US Foreign Policy in Yemen
Sophia Dingli (University of Glasgow)
Graham Slater (Florida International University)
Afrimadona Afrimadona (Northern Illinois University)
The Continued Logic of the War on Drugs: Critical Mass vs. Counterdrug Policy
Krystel Ramadathingsh (Florida International University)

FD84: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Peace discourse. How is peace interpreted and valued?
Panel
Peace Studies
Exploring Peace (Theme)
International Political Sociology
Disc: Michael Brzoska (University of Hamburg)
We all want peace, don’t we? The meanings of peace according to diplomatic, military and civil society peace workers.
Gijsbert Iterson Scholten van (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
How is peace interpreted and valued?
Andrea Warnecke (European University Institute)
Peace in the Niger Delta: Is Granting Amnesty to the Militants a Peace Making or Flawed Strategy
Zainab Mai-Bornu (University of Bath)
Philosophising Peace in the Global South: In Search of Non-state narratives
Amna Sunmbul (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

FD85: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Promises and Pitfalls of Eclecism in IR
Panel
Historical International Relations
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Theory
Chair: Rudra Sil (University of Pennsylvania)
Disc: Felix Berenskoetter (SOAS, University of London)
Pragmatism, Pluralism and Eclecticism
Fred Chernoff (Colgate University)
Pluralism—IR’s Fourth Debate?
Audie Klotz (Syracuse University)
Pragmatism, Eclecticism and the Logic of Question
Jeremy Cornut (Simon Fraser University)
**FD86: Friday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**  
**Global Governance Reexamined: Challenges and Prospects**

*Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies*  
*Political Demography and Geography*

**Chair**  
Erica J. Johnson (University of North Carolina)

**Disc.**  
Erica J. Johnson (University of North Carolina)

Robert James O’Brien (McMaster University)

Political Order, Household Formation, and Demographics  
Valerie Hudson (The Bush School of Government and Public Service, Texas A&M University)

Donna L. Bowen (Brigham Young University)

Perpetua Lynne Nielsen (Brigham Young University)

Rebecca Nielsen (Yale University)

Peace and Harmony in the Global South: Exploring the Impact of Chinesification in CARICOM States  
Betty Nelly Sedoc-Dahlberg (Emeritus)

Testing American Exceptionalism  
Seyed Hamidreza Serri (University of North Georgia)

International Monitoring of Elections: past and modern experiences in Latin America.  
Paula Moreira (University of Brasilia (UnB))

Claiming to Represent in the Age of Globalization: Who claims to represent whom, on what basis, and to what effect?  
Pieter de Wilde (WZB Berlin Social Research Center)

**FE97: Friday 7:00 PM - 8:30 PM**  
**New Directions in Foreign Policy**

*Foreign Policy Analysis*

**Disc.**  
Dursun Peksen (University of Memphis)

When does Chinese government go public with threats?  
Yue Zou (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)

"Blocking" Issues in Bilateral Relations: When can an issue be set aside?  
Benjamin Gosnell Bartlett (UC Berkeley)

Emotional Responses to Private Security Casualties  
Benjamin Tkach (Texas A&M University)

Contagious resistance to the Superpower: Refusing Signing Bilateral Immunity Agreements with the United States  
Fanglu Sun (Rice University)

**FE98: Friday 7:00 PM - 8:30 PM**  
**New Approaches in Political Demography and Geography**

*Political Demography and Geography*

**Disc.**  
Zining Yang (Claremont Graduate University)

Strategy and Conflict in Graying Asia  
Jennifer Scibba (Rhodes College)

Fragmented sovereignty in the Amazon Border facing the growing presence of drug trafficking: An announced Tragedy?  
Marília C. Souza (University of State of São Paulo- UNESP Researcher at IEEI-UNESP and NUPRI-USP)

How to Building (or not) Social Peace through Development? The Case Study of Southeast Anatolia Project Conducted in the Kurdish Region of Turkey  
Esra Balikbasıoglu (University of Washington)

**FE99: Friday 7:00 PM - 8:30 PM**  
**Reception Poster Panel**

*Scientific Study of International Processes*

Man Made Disasters and Political Survival  
Steve R. Garrison (Midwestern State University)

Deflating zero observations in large N comparative analyses of international conflict  
Ranan David Kuperman (University of Haifa)

A Question of Costliness: Time Horizons and the Problem of Interstate Signaling  
Kyle E. Haynes (Purdue University)

Peacekeepers against ethnic conflict  
Jessica Di Salvatore (University of Amsterdam)

International Conflict as A Cause of Civil War  
Kaname Takagi (Waseda University)

Mediating Civil War Peace Agreement Provisions  
Marie Olson Lounsbery (East Carolina University)

Karl Rene DeRouen Jr. (University of Alabama)
Saturday

SA01: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Peace through Health? Health Interventions in Conflict Affected and Fragile States
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair  Amy S. Patterson (University of the South)
Disc.  Amy S. Patterson (University of the South)
Civil Military Engagement: An empirical account of humanitarian perceptions of civil-military coordination during the response to Typhoon Haiyan
  Vincenzo Bollettino (Harvard University)
  Adam Kamradt-Scott (University of Sydney)
  Sophie Harman (Queen Mary University of London)
A Bridge to Peace? A Framework for Health Engagement During Conflict
  Valerie Percival (Carleton University)
Post-Conflict Health Engagement in Nepal
  Simon H. Rushton (University of Sheffield)
Two Solitudes: How closed health networks facilitated the spread of Ebola in West Africa’s fragile states
  Tino Kreutzer (Harvard University)

SA02: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
From Terrorism to Peace and Back Again: Examining what makes terrorism grow and recede over time
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair  Martha Crenshaw (Stanford University)
Disc.  Kanisha D. Bond (University of Maryland)
Domestic Terrorism in the Face of Mass Murder
  Nazli Avdan (Kansas University)
Regime types and terrorism
  Khusrav Gaibulloev (American University of Sharjah)
  James A. Piazza (The Pennsylvania State University)
  Todd Sandler (University of Texas at Dallas)
Oil Rents and Civil War Intervention
  Emma Leonard Boyle (The Pennsylvania State University)
  James Walsh (University of North Carolina Charlotte)
Carrot or Stick: The impact of counter terrorism policy on the use of terrorism by Violent Nonstate Organizations
  Victor Asal (State University of New York at Albany)
  R. Karl Rethemeyer (State University of New York at Albany)
  Joseph Young (American University)
Honor Among Thieves: Understanding Cooperation Among Violent Non-State Actors
  Michael Horowitz (University of Pennsylvania)
  Philip Potter (University of Virginia)

SA03: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Peacemaking and the Composition of Peace Agreements
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair  John F. Clark (Florida International University)
Disc.  Michael S. Wolford (University of Texas)
Are Needs Negotiable? Analyzing Identity in Peace Agreements
  Christina M. Sciabarra (University of Arizona)

SA04: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Migration at a Crossroads: Social Justice and the Challenges of Inclusion
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Disc.  Naji Bisu (University Of Georgia)
Disc.  Laila Faroq (University of Missouri Columbia)
Globalization and Asylum Seekers: the commercialization of a process
  Maria Fanis (Ohio University)
Power From the Margins: Roma and Gypsy’s access to justice in Europe and India
  Cristina Dragomir (SUNY Oswego)
An evaluation of support for immigration in the European Union
  Alexandru Cristea (Kent State University)

SA05: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
The Messy Aftermath of War: Fumbling for Peace After World War II
Historical International Relations
Chair  Hannes Hansen-Magnusson (Cardiff University)
Disc.  Shelley L. Hurt (California Polytechnic State University)
The second “Pearl Harbor”: August 29, 1949 and the most significant intelligence analysis failure of the Cold War
  Vincent Houghton (International Spy Museum)
Justice on Trial: The Establishment of the International Military Tribunal for the Far East (IMTFE) and Peace Making in Japan (1945-1946)
  Aleksandra Babovic (Kobe University, Graduate School of Law)
The Peace-loving Nordics? The Nordic Model in international politics since 1945.
  Sunniva Engh (Norwegian Institute for Defence Studies)
  Helge Pharo (University of Oslo)
The German Von Braun Team and 20th Century American National Identity
  Monique Laney (Auburn University)
The Roads Not Taken: The U.S. Peace and Security Debate over Germany, 1944-1949
  Laura Reed (UMass Amherst)

SA06: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Theorizing Borders: Critical Perspectives
International Political Sociology
Political Demography and Geography
Chair  Philippe Mamadou Frowd (University of York)
Disc.  Philippe Mamadou Frowd (University of York)
The Day the Border Died? The Canadian Border as Checkpoint in an Age of Hemispheric Security & Surveillance
  Benjamin J. Muller (King’s University College)
Emerging Eurasian Continentalism And Its Global Implications

SA07: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel

Political Demography and Geography

Chair Kent Calder (Johns Hopkins)
Disc. Yu Wai Vic Li (Education University of Hong Kong)
Europe’s Ailing Gas Demand and Russia’s Changing Priorities: Playing Hardball or Farewell to Europe?
Morena Skalamera (Harvard University)
China’s Challenge to the International Order: It’s Initiatives on Building New Silk Road Economic Belt and Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB)
Shino Watanabe (Sophia University)
Inheriting TurmOIL: A China Option in the New Gulf Security Architecture
Fadi Mansour (SAIS-Johns Hopkins)
Mongolia’s Response to Eurasian Continentalism Trends: Seeking Inclusion in Order to Raise its National Footprint
Alicia Campi (The Mongolia Society)
Rebalancing the Powers: Deepening China-Europe Ties and Its Implications for the Peace and Stability of the International System
Yun Han (SAIS/ Johns Hopkins)

History, Theory, War: Roundtable on Patricia Owens’s Economy of Force: Counterinsurgency and the Historical Rise of the Social

SA08: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Roundtable

Historical International Relations
Theory
International Political Sociology
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair George Lawson (London School of Economics and Political Science)
Part. Julian Go (Boston University)
Part. Helen Kinsella (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
Part. Vivienne Jabri (King’s College London)
Part. Jairus V. Grove (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
Part. Patricia Owens (University of Sussex)

Peace and War in the Long Eighteenth Century: The Making of Early Modern International Society

SA09: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel

Historical International Relations

Chair Maia Pal (Oxford Brookes University)
Disc. Joel Quirk (University of the Witwatersrand)
The Origins and Evolution of Liberal Interventionism
Thomas C. Walker (Grand Valley State University)

The Making of British 18th Century Grand Strategy: A Political-Marxist Reading of the Peace of Utrecht (1713)
Benno Gerhard Teschke (University of Sussex)
Quantifying the Power of States: The Eighteenth Century Invention of Statistics and its Implications
Quentin P. Bruneau (The New School)
Neighbours and Hegemons: A Georealist Theory of the Balance of Power
Mathias Ormestad Frendem (Harvard Kennedy School)
“Double Agent” Negotiators at the Ottoman-Russian-Austrian Peace Negotiations (1699-1878): Applying a Negotiation Analysis Framework to the 18th and 19th Century “Eastern Question” Negotiations
Alexandru Balas (SUNY Cortland)
Building Peace in the Early Modern Europe and in the Ancient Mediterranean
   Alex I. Aissaoui (University of Helsinki)

The “imperialism of anti-imperialism” and US-led Kantian order: insights from South Sudan
   Zeno Leoni (King’s College London)

Peace in Soviet Politics
   Georgeta Pourochot (Virginia Tech)

Exploring peace from ancient history through to postmodern peacebuilding
   Barbara Allen Roberson (Formerly Warwick University)

SA13: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Accountability, transparency and human rights violations
   Scientific Study of International Processes

Chair  Ragnhild Nordas (Peace Research Institute Oslo, (PRIO))
Disc.  Christopher Fariss (Pennsylvania State University)
Mixing Measures: The Tools of Avoiding Accountability
   Sabine Carey (University of Mannheim)
   Anita Gohdes (University of Zurich)
   Neil J. Mitchell (University College London)
Surrender or Fight? Explaining Variation in the Fates of Individuals wanted by the International Criminal Court
   Alyssa K. Prorok (University of Iowa)
Press During Wartime: Conflict and Press Freedom in Democracies and Autocracies
   Thorin M. Wright (Arizona State University)
   Daniel P. Berliner (Arizona State University)
Shaming the Shameless: Exploring the conditions under which shaming can reduce wartime sexual violence
   Karin Johansson (Uppsala University)
Domestic Prosecutions for Terrorism in Civil War: Law as a Tool of Counterinsurgency
   Jessica Stanton (University of Pennsylvania)

SA14: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Non-State Actors in the New Landscape of International Climate Cooperation
   Environmental Studies

Chair  Eva Lövbrand (Linköping University)
Disc.  Oscar Widerberg (VU University Amsterdam, Institute for Environmental Sciences (IVM))
Why UN climate summits still matter: From regulator to orchestrator of climate action
   Björn-Ola Linnér (Linköping University)
   Eva Lövbrand (Linköping University)
Non-State Actors and the Democratic Legitimacy of Global Climate Governance
   Jonathan Kuyper (Stockholm University)
   Karin Bäckstrand (Stockholm University)
Navigating institutional complexity in global climate governance: the cases of geoengineering, REDD+, and short-lived climate pollutants
   Fariborz Zelli (Lund University)
   Harro van Asselt (Stockholm Environment Institute)
   Ina Möller (Lund University)
Exploring the Framing Power of NGOs in Global Climate Politics
   Jennifer Hadden (University of Maryland)

SA15: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Determining Success: The Results of COP21 and looking to a global climate change governance system supporting restraints on global carbon emissions and moving to decarbonization strategies
   Scientific Study of International Processes
   Environmental Studies

Chair  Alan S. Alexandroff (University of Toronto)
Part.  David Victor (University of California, San Diego)
Part.  Thomas N. Hale (Blavatnik School of Government, Oxford University)
Part.  Jessica F. Green (New York University)
Part.  Angel Hsu (Yale University)
Part.  Matthew J. Hoffmann (University of Toronto)
Part.  Steven Bernstein (University of Toronto)
Part.  Arild Underdal (University of Oslo)

SA16: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Exploring Gendered Peace
   Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  Nicole Detraz (University of Memphis)
Disc.  Shannon K. Brincat (Griffith University)
The “Gulabi Gang” Model of Gender Justice, Security and Peace
   Hayat Alvi (U.S. Naval War College)
Understanding Peace – the contribution of a Gender and Generation perspective
   Bertha K. Amisi (Nova Southeastern University)
Gender, Peace and Conflict: Developing Inclusive and Effective Approaches to Building Security and Justice after Conflict
   Eleanor Gordon (University of Leicester)
Critical Humility: Feminist Political Theory and Conflict Transformation
   Karie Cross (University of Notre Dame)
Gender-Just Peace: A feminist reading of peace
   Annika F. Bjorkdahl (Lund University)
   Johanna Mannergren Selimovic (Swedish Institute of International Affairs)

SA17: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
The Wax and Wane of Intrastate Conflict
   Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  Benjamin O. Fordham (Binghamton University)
Disc.  Jeffrey S. Dixon (Texas A&M University - Central Texas)
Disc.  Meredith Reid Sarkees (Global Women’s Leadership in International Security (GWLIS))
Maintaining Peace: How Do States with Youthful Populations Avoid Intra-state Conflict?
   Richard Cincotta (The Stimson Center)
How peace becomes easier to keep: local conflict environment conditions and their influence on post-civil war peace
   Julia Leib (Goethe University Frankfurt)
Networks of Legitimation and the Multiple Paths to Conflict Recurrence
   Eric Schoon (The Ohio State University)
   Ronald L. Breiger (University of Arizona)
Is Intra-State War on the Wane? The “Decline of War” Thesis Revisited
   Jeffrey S. Dixon (Texas A&M University - Central Texas)
   Meredith Reid Sarkees (Global Women’s Leadership in International Security (GWLIIS))
Panel

Reforming the UN Security Council

Chair Margaret P. Karns (University of Dayton and University of Massachusetts Boston)
Disc. Teresa Kramarz (University of Toronto)
Envisioning Reform of the UN Security Council - Enhancing accountability
Ikuyo Hasuo (Osaka University)
Does a UN agency's propensity to reform help its member states produce policy outputs?
Velibor Jakovleski (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva)
Authoritative Inaction: The UN Security Council and the Rejection of Draft Resolutions
Patrik Johannson (Umeå University & University of Otago)
Could UN Security Council Reform have presented or ended the Syrian Civil War?
Nicholas Brown (Texas A&M University - Kingsville)
An Invitation to Struggle: United Nations Reform and the U.S. Congress
Alynna Lyon (University of New Hampshire)

Panel

China’s Power and Strategy

International Security Studies

Chair Adam P. Liff (Indiana University School of Global and International Studies (SGIS))
Disc. Adam P. Liff (Indiana University School of Global and International Studies (SGIS))
From Russia to China: Lessons in Land Grabbing
Susan Turner Haynes (Lipscomb University)
Explaining Variation in Rising Powers’ Socialization to International Norms: The Cases of Contemporary China and Meiji Japan
Adam P. Liff (Indiana University School of Global and International Studies (SGIS))
Power Shifts and a Declining China
Joshua Hastey (Old Dominion University)
A Paradoxical Commitment to International Peace: Assessing China’s Contributions to United Nations Peacekeeping Operations
Meghan M. Sullivan (Division of Global Affairs, Rutgers University)

Panel

Just War Theory and IR Theory

International Ethics

Chair David J. Karp (University of Sussex)
Disc. Anthony F. Lang, Jr. (University of St Andrews)
Much Ado About Nothing: Revisionist vs. Traditionalist Just War Theory and the Case for an Applied Approach
James Pattison (University of Manchester)
'War’s Subjects: Is There Any Room for States in Contemporary Just War Theory?
Milla E. Vaha (University of Turku)
War and Moral Stupidity: Feminism Contra Cosmopolitanism
Kimberly Hutchings (Queen Mary University of London)
Keeping Idealism Practical: Just War Tradition, Revisionism, and IR Theory
Valerie Morkevicius (Colgate University)

Roundtable

Emerging Powers and Peacebuilding

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Cedric H. De Coning (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI))
Part. Onur Sazak (Istanbul Policy Center, Sabanci University)
Part. Adriana Erthal Abdenur (Insituto Igarapé)
Part. Lina Alexandra (CSIS Jakarta)
Part. Charles Nyuykonge (ACCORD)
Part. Charles T. Call (American University)

Panel

Human Security Contested

Human Rights

Disc. Cecilia Jacob (Australian National University)
Containing Africa to Europe Migration Tragedies: A Human Security Framework
Ifeanyi Ezeonu (Brock University)
Human Security, the Responsibility to Protect, and the Future of the American World Order
Stephen Okin (Georgetown University)
Impact of counter-terrorism discourses and practices on the security of publics
Akinyemi Oyawale (University of East Anglia)
For Better or Worse? The Complex Impact of U.S. Security Assistance on Human Security in Mexico and Pakistan
Paul Ashby (University of Texas at El Paso)
Ciara Gillespie (University of Surrey)
Collateral Damage and Secondary Effects: The Human Security of Weapons Used in Conflict
Matthew J. Parent (University of Connecticut)

Panel

Issues and interests in international cooperation

Scientific Study of International Processes

Chair Lise Morje Howard (Georgetown University)
Disc. Michelle Benson (University at Buffalo - State University of New York)
Inputs and Outputs: The Permanent 5 and Agenda Setting
Amy Yuen (Middlebury College)
Susan H. Allen (University of Mississippi)
Regional Integration and Economic Development: Optimal or Messy Networks?
Gaspare M. Genna (University of Texas at El Paso)
Zining Yang (Claremont Graduate University)
Daisuke Madokoro (Kobe University)
Yasutaka Tominaga (Waseda University)
Mapping Networks of International Organizations as Agents of International Law
Renato Corbeṣa (University of Alabama Birmingham)
Charles Boehmer (University of Texas, El Paso)
Estimating the Issue Positions of Great Powers from UN Speeches
Zuhaib Mahmood (Michigan State University)
Michael P. Colaresi (Michigan State University)
International Political Economy

Panel

The Politics and Power of Private Governance: From Technical Debates To Global Governance Effectiveness

Chair: Peter Dauvergne (University of British Columbia)

Disc.: Genevieve LeBaron (University of Sheffield)

Governance by disclosure: The effectiveness of the maritime accountability regime

Jane Lister (The University of British Columbia)

What's in the water? The investors want to know: Corporate disclosure and investor-activists in debates over fracking

Kate Neville (University of Toronto)

Karen Bakker (University of British Columbia)

Jenn Baka (LSE)

Socializing supply chains: Hybrid forms of governance in initiatives around trafficking and forced labour

Fabiola Mieres (University of Durham)

Siobhan McGrath (University of Durham)

Towards inclusive certification: Reinterpreting institutions for governing agricultural commodities

Shana M. Starobin (University of Pennsylvania Law School)

Environmental Studies

Panel

SA24: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Environmental diplomacy: contextualizing the rationality of treaty negotiations

Hartmut Lenz (FILA SOKA, University Tokyo)

Anar Koli (Soka University, Tokyo, Japan)

Jonathan Luckhurst (University of Guadalajara)

Explaining the unity of the G-77

Bjornar Egede-Nissen (University of Western Ontario)

Peace Studies

Panel

SA27: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Revisiting Mediator Roles and Paradigms

Chair: Eileen Babbitt (The Fletcher School, Tufts University)

Disc.: Eileen Babbitt (The Fletcher School, Tufts University)

Better Together or Better Apart: Mediation in a Distributed Environment

Pamela R. Aall (Centre for International Governance Innovation and the United States Institute of Peace.)

International Mediation as the Management of Complexity

Laurie Nathan (Centre for Mediation in Africa, University of Pretoria)

Disaggregating International Mediation. Regional Characteristics and Cross-Regional Comparisons.

Markus Kirchschlager (German Institute of Global and Area Studies (GIGA Hamburg))

Revisiting Rubin's Concept of Bases of Power in International Mediation

Tetsuro Iji (Kwansei Gakuin University)

Norm-pushers or deal-brokers: mediators' roles in norm diffusion

Sara Hellmüller (University of Basel, Swisspeace)

International Law

Panel

SA28: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Africa and International Law

Chair: Theresa Squatrito (University of Oslo)

Disc.: Theresa Squatrito (University of Oslo)

Beyond Crime and Punishment!? The Politics of Poaching

Corinne Heaven (University of Reading)

Time's Arrow: Policy Shifts, Intervention, and the Timing of the Adjudication of Interstate Territorial Disputes

Steven McDowell (University of Notre Dame)

Can International Humanitarian Law Constrain Rebel Groups? : The Case of Uganda, the Lord’s Resistance Army and the International Criminal Court

Julia Reilly (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)

Africa versus the International Criminal Court: The Strategy of Regionalizing International Criminal Justice

Nicole De Silva (University of Oxford)

Peace Studies

Panel

SA29: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM

Negotiations, Publics and Peace

Chair: Sophie Haspeslagh (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Disc.: Neophytos Loizides (University of Kent)

Public Sentiment and the Moro Peace Process in the Philippines

Suzanne Ghais (American University)

Selling Iran

Landon Edward Hancock (Kent State University)

Women and Ceasefire Negotiations

Michelle Barsa (The Institute for Inclusive Security)
Negotiations, Publics and Peace Processes
Anthony Wanis-St. John (American University)

Armed groups as champions of the excluded? Examining the roles of societal legitimacy, representation and participation during peace negotiations
Veronique Dudouet (Berghof Foundation)

SA30: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
The Anarchical Society at 40: Contemporary Challenges and Prospects

Chair Madeline M. Carr (Cardiff University)
Disc. Carsten-Andreas Schulz (Pontifical Catholic University of Chile)
Disc. Tonny B. Knudsen (University of Aarhus)
The International Society of States and Non-State Armed Actors: Battles for Legitimacy
Harmonie M. Toros (University of Kent)
Filippo Dionigi (London School of Economics and Political Science)

World Order, System of States, and Great Powers
Richard Falk (University of California Santa Barbara)
The Anarchical Society and Human Rights
Christian G. K. Reus-Smit (University of Queensland)
The Anarchical Society as Christian Political Theology
William Bain (National University of Singapore)
The Anarchical Society as Futurology
Heikki Patomaki (University of Helsinki)

SA31: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Intelligence Governance Challenges in Latin America

Chair Eduardo E. Estevez (Foundation for Economic Studies and Public Policy (FEPPP))
Disc. Thomas C. Bruneau (Naval Postgraduate School)
Intelligence activities and democratic institutions, between the raison d’État and the rule of law. Corruption and human rights violations in intelligence activities
Hernan Charosky (Universidad de Palermo Law School)

Intelligence challenges in Latin America: Between reforms, criminal intelligence and citizen security policies
Alejandra Otamendi (University of Buenos Aires (UBA) and L’École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales)
Eduardo E. Estevez (Foundation for Economic Studies and Public Policy (FEPPP))

Intelligence and Public Policy: strengthening factors
Carolina Sancho (ANEPE)

Intelligence Governance in Colombia: Lessons Learnt and Challenges for the Future
Zakia Shiraz (University of Leicester)

SA32: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
World Politics, Popular Culture and the Aesthetic Subject: Giving Voice to the Voiceless?

International Political Sociology
Chair Saara Särmä (University of Tampere)
Disc. Erzsebet Strausz (University of Warwick)
Algorithms as Actors: Aesthetic Subjects and Auntes in William Gibson’s The Peripheral
Kathleen Brennan (University of Hawaii-Manoa)

Beyond the “Dolls” in Dollhouse: Reimagining Gender, Subjectivities and Conditions of Possibility
Matt Davies (Newcastle University)
Amanda Marie Chisholm (Newcastle University)
Thinking the Event: Aesthetic and Ethnographic Subjects
Michael J. Shapiro (University of Hawaii at Manoa)
Playing the Aesthetic Subject? Videogames, IR and the Experiential Avatar
Nick Robinson (University of Leeds)
Filic Interventions into Trauma Narratives: Shifting Histories and National Consciousness Through Waltz with Bashir and The Act of Killing
Sean Rupka (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

SA33: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Searching for Peace: Political Psychology Explanations

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Chair Neil Ferguson (Liverpool Hope University)
Disc. Stephen G. Walker (Arizona State University)
Who Maintains Peace? The Operational Code of Leaders and the Maintenance of Dyadic Peace
Gary Smith (University of Central Florida)
The moral psychology of peace and justice
Dana Townsend (University of Notre Dame)
Radicalization and De-radicalization of Young Muslims in Europe: The threat and emotional appeal of ISIS
Catarina Kinnvall (Lund University)
Terrorism Behind: Lessons from Northern Irish Paramilitary Groups
Neil Ferguson (Liverpool Hope University)
Bangladesh’s Shifting Identities: Muslim and/or Bengali
Kanica Rakha (Jawaharlal Nehru University)

SA34: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
China and Russia: Interactions and Comparisons in History and International Relations

Post Communist Systems
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Chair Muhammad Irfan Shahzad (Institute of Policy Studies, Islamabad)
Disc. Muhammad Irfan Shahzad (Institute of Policy Studies, Islamabad)

Critical Journalists and the State in China and Russia
Maria Repnikova (University of Pennsylvania)

Open Economies, Closed Polities: Financial Openness in Russia and China
Igor Logvinenko (Wellesley College)

Foreign Investment, Special Economic Zones, and Sino-Soviet Learning During the Late Cold War
Chris Miller (Yale University)

The Sino-Russian Axis: How Durable is it?
Artyom L. Lukin (Far Eastern Federal University)

Revolutions Apart: The Disparate Trajectories of the Russian and Chinese Revolutions
Jeremy Friedman (Harvard University)
SA35: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Roundtable  
The Origins and Evolution of U.S. Primacy: World War II to the Present  
International Security Studies  
Chair  Hal Brands (Duke University)  
Part. Stephen Wertheim (Princeton University, University of Cambridge)  
Part. David M. Edelstein (Georgetown University)  
Part. Rebecca Lissner (Friedman) (Georgetown University)  

SA36: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Panel  
International Courts and Transitional Justice  
Human Rights  
Chair  Aries Arugay (University of the Philippines-Diliman)  
Disc. Peter Finkenbusch (University of Duisburg-Essen)  
Contesting the Reconciliation Norm in Transitional Justice  
Alana Tiemessen (Endicott College)  
Beyond Credible Commitments: The International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia's Impact on Peace Settlements  
Jacqueline R. McAllister (Kenyon College)  
Socializing Transitional Justice: how to make post-conflict peacebuilding more just and effective?  
Brienne McGonigle Leyh (Utrecht University)  
Developments in Transitional Justice and Norm Internalization in the Asia Pacific  
Nusta Pitushca Carranza Ko (Ohio Northern University)  

SA37: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Panel  
Foreign Interventions and Regime Change  
International Security Studies  
Chair  Kyle Beardsley (Duke University)  
Disc. Kyle Beardsley (Duke University)  
Intervention by Request: EU and NATO Responses to External invitations for Civilian and Military Operations  
Andrew T. Wolff (Dickinson College)  
The Geopolitics of Civil Conflict: Are Foreign Military Bases a Source of Domestic and Regional Instability?  
Milos Popovic (Central European University)  
Foreign-Imposed Regime Change and Human Rights  
Lindsey O'Rourke (Boston College)  
Foreign Intervention and Democratization: Promoting Puppets or Populists?  
Melissa Willard-Foster (University of Vermont)  
The World’s Worst Kingmaker: America’s Inability to Find George Washington in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Vietnam  
Bryan C. Price (Combating Terrorism Center, U.S. Military Academy)  

SA38: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Panel  
The Gendered Politics of Development Policies: New Case Examples  
Global Development  
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies  
Women’s Caucus  
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies  
Chair  Andrea M. Collins (University of Waterloo)  
Disc. Andrea M. Collins (University of Waterloo)  
From Policy to Practice: Associations, Local Action, and Sustainable Development in Morocco  
Mary Jane C. Parmentier (Arizona State University)  

SA39: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Roundtable  
Peace and Conflict Education: Reflections on Prospects for Future Generations  
Peace Studies  
Active Learning in International Affairs  
Chair  Amanda Guidero (Creighton University)  
Part. Crystal Armstrong (Kennesaw State University)  
Part. Wendy Kroeker (University of Manitoba)  
Part. David W. Gethings (Kennesaw State University)  

SA40: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Panel  
Nontraditional Security in Asia: Threats or Opportunities for Peace Building?  
Exploring Peace (Theme)  
Chair  Devin Hagerty (University of Maryland, Baltimore County)  
Disc. Lee Jones (Queen Mary, University of London)  
Managing Migration in Southeast Asia: Global, Regional and Domestic Challenges  
Ann Marie Murphy (Seton Hall University)  
Avian Influenza in Southeast Asia: National, Regional, and Global Efforts to Combat Disease  
Amy L. Freedman (Long Island University)  
Why They Fought: Indonesian Veterans of the Soviet-Afghan War  
Julie Chernov Hwang (Goucher College)  
Don’t do your gender on me! Rethinking Gender, Peace and Human Security in Policymaking  
Kristy Kelly (Drexel University)  
Peace in Southeast Asia: how much do we know about ASEAN’s role?  
Hiro Katsumata (Tohoku University, Japan)  

SA41: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Panel  
External Actors in South Asia: New Evidence on Foreign Policies of the Region  
International Security Studies  
Chair  Stephen Philip Cohen (Brookings)  
Disc. Stephen Philip Cohen (Brookings)  
From denial to dialogue: India’s adaptive posture towards extra-regional influence in South Asia  
Constantino H. Xavier (SAIS - Johns Hopkins University)  
The French Role in India’s Nuclear Program  
Jayita Sarkar (MIT Center for International Studies, Security Studies Program)  
The Making of the India-Pakistan Dynamic: Nehru, Liaquat, and the No War Pact Correspondence of 1950  
Pallavi Raghavan (Center for Policy Research, New Delhi)
National Power and Foreign Trade: The Case of Sino-Indian Competition in Sri Lanka
Darren Lim (Australian National University)
Rohan Mukherjee (Yale-NUS College)
The Soviet Peace Offensive & Nehru's India, 1953-1956
Swapna Kona Nayudu (Centre for International Studies, Department of International Relations, London School of Economics.)

SA42: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
The Unintended Consequences of International Organizations

International Organization
Chair Songying Fang (Rice University)
Disc. Emily Ritter (University of California, Merced)
Secrets and the Secretariat: Intelligence Disclosures and Power in International Organizations
Allison Carnegie (Columbia University)
Austin M. Carson (University of Chicago)
Why Trust Elections? The Role of Partisanship and Election Observers in Building Election Credibility
Sarah S. Bush (Temple University)
Lauren Prather (University of California, San Diego)
International Agreements and Domestic Political Unrest
Jeffrey Kuck (The City University of New York)
Financial Regulations, Networks, and Public Preferences
Stephen Chaudoin (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)
Meredith Wilf (Princeton University)
Pleasing the Crowd? The constraining effects of anticipated approval and backlash on decision-making in international organizations
Terrence L. Chapman (The University of Texas at Austin)

SA43: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Going Global: Job Seeking Beyond North America

Professional Development Committee
Chair Lorraine Elliott (Australian National University)
Part. Lorraine Elliott (Australian National University)
Part. Pichamon Yeophantong (University of New South Wales)
Part. Miwa Hirono (Ritsumeikan University)
Part. Thomas J. Biersteker (The Graduate Institute, Geneva)
Part. Nizar Messari (Al Akhawayn University in Ifrane (AUJ))
Cmte Carolyn M. Shaw (Wichita State University)
Chair Going global: job seeking beyond North America
Lorraine Elliott (Australian National University)

SA45: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Global Political Economy, Trade, and Development: Critical Analyses

Global Development
Chair Marissa Brookes (University of California, Riverside)
Disc. Robert James O'Brien (McMaster University)
Transforming Resilient Injustice: Beyond Special and Differential Treatment in the WTO
Lisa M. Samuel (Independent Researcher/Consultant)
Exporting Labor Abuse out of Recession?: How Economic Cycles in the Global North affect Labor Conditions in the Global South
Sijeong Lim (University of Amsterdam)
Aseem Prakash (University of Washington)

SA46: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
The (ir)relevance of International Organizations

International Organization
Chair Carlotta M. Minnella (University of Oxford)
Disc. Jonathan R. Strand (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)
From Global to Local: International Organizations and the Enforcement of Gender-Based Violence Laws
Alesha Porisky (University of Toronto)
Is the Bark the Bite? Event History Analysis of the ILO's shaming activities 1989 to 2014
Faradj Koliev (Stockholm University)
The Fate of Decaying IOs: Replaced, Retooled, and Retired
Danielle K. Scherer (Temple University)
Interactions between international organizations and authoritarian states: a case study of China’s health policies
Aofei Lv (University of Amsterdam)

SA47: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Identity and Citizenship in the UK, Canada and the US

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Chair Brian Bow (Dalhousie University)
Disc. Brian Bow (Dalhousie University)
Patterns and changes in British media coverage of Muslims, 1996-2015
Maurits Van der Veen (College of William & Mary)
Keeping the Union? New (and Old) Constitutional Questions following the Scottish Independence Referendum and the UK General Election
Debra J. Holzhauer (Southeast Missouri State University)
Scottish Independence Referendum: Why Now and What Next?
James Luther Gilley (Louisiana State University)
Sam Rohrer (University of North Georgia - The Military College of Georgia)
Selective Citizenship: Respect for Rule of Law as Criteria for State Sponsored Refugee Programs
Amanda Bergmann (University of Ottawa Faculty of Law; Norman Paterson School of International Affairs)
Identity, threat perception, and the indigenous-settler societal security dilemma
Andrea Lane (Dalhousie University)

SA48: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Complex peace(s) in the Balkans

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Chair Oya Dursun-Ozkanca (Elizabethtown College)
Disc. Mateja Peter (University of St Andrews)
Conflict resolution and peace building in the Western Balkans – the role of external actors and future perspectives
Ruzica Jakesevic (University of Zagreb)
The Balkan 'metaconflicts': Building nations instead of peace(s)?
Goran Tepšić (University of Belgrade)
Turkey and the European Union in Western Balkans: Strategic Partners or Competitors in Building Peace?
Oya Dursun-Ozkanca (Elizabethtown College)
Exploring Serbia - Kosovo trade relations: Achieving peace through trade interdependence?
Aleksandar Milosevic (University of Belgrade - Faculty of Political Sciences)
Milos Hrnjaz (University of Belgrade)
Peacebuilding or "Peacedelaying": Poverty and social exclusion of refugees and internally displaced persons in post-war Serbia
Jelena Vidojevic (University of Belgrade)
Nemanja Dzuverovic (University of Belgrade)
International Security Studies

SA49: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel

Hegemony

International Security Studies

Chair Jonathan M. DiCicco (Canisius College)
Disc. Jonathan M. DiCicco (Canisius College)
"Indispensable nation" or "reluctant hegemon": How visions of leadership shape foreign and security policy in the United States and Germany
Georg Löfflmann (University of Warwick)
Time is Power: Explaining Peaceful Transition using an Entry-Deterrence Framework
Wei-Chih Chen (Rutgers University)
Beyond Hegemony: Periphery, Reluctant Hegemon, and Empire by Invitation
Daisuke Minami (The George Washington University)
Why Not Nip It in the Bud? A Reining Power’s Preventive Economic Containment of a Potential Challenger
Dong Jung Kim (Yale-NUS College)
Paul Kennedy’s Conception of Great Power Rivalry and US-China Relations in the Obama Era
Robert G. Patman (University of Otago)

SA50: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel

Exploring Peace and Repression to Nonstate Actors

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair Rachel Julian (Leeds Beckett University)
Disc. Rachel Julian (Leeds Beckett University)
Protest Accessibility and Government Use of Force
Christopher Patane (University of Missouri)
Ruling Society: Elite Strategies of Civic Repression in Hybrid Regimes
Leah Gilbert (Lewis and Clark College)
Payam Mohseni (Belfer Center for Science & International Affairs Harvard Kennedy School)
Endorsing Repression: Nonviolent Movements and Regime Violence in Autocracies
Alexander Dukalskis (University College Dublin)
Tijen Demirel-Pegg (Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis)
Environmental Threat and Repression on Minority Organizations
Ruoxi Du (University of Iowa)

SA51: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel

Technology, Surveillance and Politics: Exploring the Dynamics of Power and Resistance

Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
International Communication
International Political Sociology

Chair Natasha Tusikov (Australian National University)
Disc. Natasha Tusikov (Australian National University)
Digital Cryptography and World Politics – How Technology Becomes Political
Linda Monsée (Universität Bremen)
Commercial Sex, Technology, and Third Party Oversight
Jennifer Musto (Wellesley College)
The Geo-Politics of Automated Regulation: State/Corporate Control of Intellectual Property Rights Online
Natasha Tusikov (Australian National University)
The Dark-Net and Cyber-Intelligence: Legitimating Surveillance or Legitimating Resistance
Ross W. Bellaby (University of Sheffield)
Surveillance, Security, and Sport: Rethinking Private-Public Partnerships as Asymmetrical Entanglements
Kathryn Henne (Australian National University)

SA52: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel

Gendering Intimacies of War and Peace: Affective Politics in the Middle East

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair Caron Gentry (University of St Andrews)
Disc. Simona Sharoni (State University of New York at Plattsburgh)
Politics of Pleasure within the Politics of Violence: Affect and Agency of Zionist Settler Women
Akanksha Mehta (SOAS, University of London)
Pedagogies of ‘Return’: Affective Imaginings of ‘Decolonization’ in Palestine
Shaira Vadasaria (York University)
The Listening Guide: Conducting Narrative Analysis in IR
Ayelet Harel-Shalev (Ben-Gurion University of the Negev)
Shir Daphna-Tekoah (Ashkelon Academic College)
Human Rights Reporting in Iraq
Florian Zollmann (Newcastle University)

SA53: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel

Rising Powers in International Organizations

International Political Economy
International Organization

Chair John Ikenberry (Princeton University)
Disc. Jamie Gaskarth (University of Birmingham)
Government Party Positions towards Empowerment of International Organizations: The New World, New World Bank Reforms
Eugenia da Conceicao-Heldt (Bavarian School of Public Policy, TU Munich)
Laura C. Mahrenbach (Technical University of Munich)
Rising Powers at the World Intellectual Property Organization: Changing Interests and Stable Institutions
Sara Bannerman (McMaster University)
Mira Burri (World Trade Institute, University of Bern, Switzerland)
Jean-Frédéric Morin (Universite Laval)
Omar Serrano (University of Geneva)

Rising Powers at the WHO: Informal Coalitions in Global Health Governance
Andre Isidro (Bavarian School of Public Policy - Technical University of Munich)

The Master’s Tools: Emerging Powers and the Breakdown of the Neoliberal Project at the WTO
Kristen Hopewell (University of Edinburgh)

What explains variance in how multilateral organizations adapt to rising powers?
Dries Lesage (Ghent University)

Indigeneity, identity and morality

International Political Sociology
Global Development
International Ethics

SA54: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel

Chair
David Bruce MacDonald (University of Guelph)

Disc.
Stefan Cibian (Chatham House and Babeș-Bolyai University)

The Gift of the Goddess of Learning: The English Language in Indian Social Identity
Karthika Sasikumar (San Jose State University)

Visual Technologies as Sites of Resistance: Interactions Between Indigenous Sovereignty and Neoliberalism
Liam Midzain-Gobin (McMaster University)

The evolving role of indigenous leadership in Malawi
Kanton Reynolds (North Carolina A&T State University)

The tensions of Sustainable Development and Indigenous Peoples in Chile: hydroelectric dams, cultural tourism and the Mapuche
Claudio J. Gonzalez (University of Concepcion)

Truth Multiplicity and Separatism: the study of an indianista boundary.
Marcos Sebastian Scauso (University of California, Irvine.)

International Security Studies

SA55: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel

Women’s Rights and Agency: Comparative Perspectives

Women’s Caucus
Religion and International Relations
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Global South Caucus

Chair
Deina A. Abdelkader (University of Massachusetts)

Disc.
Zehra Arat (University of Connecticut)

The Vagina Diatribes: Radical Islam’s Relationship with Women and Failed American Countermeasures
Matthew Crosston (Modern Diplomacy, Vice Chairman & Senior Editor)

The ethics of intervening in immanent moral struggles: a Hegelian suggestion to Critical Security Studies’ Kantian dilemma
Ben Walter (University of Queensland)

Vernacularization of Human Rights: A Rhetorical Analysis of the Newspaper Coverage of 2011 Marital Property Judicial Interpretation in China
Cher Weixia Chen (George Mason University)

SA56: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel
The International Political Economy of Transition: International Financial Institutions and Eastern Central European transformation.

International Political Economy

Chair
Alex Nunn (Leeds Beckett University)

Disc.
Juanita Elias (University of Warwick)

Mimicking Reluctance? The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development and ‘External’ Accountability
Susan M. Park (University of Sydney)

Latvia and the World Bank
Adrian Bazbauers (University of Canberra)

To market through a war: IFIs, Ukraine’s socio-economic crisis, and counter-hegemonic opportunities.
Yuliya Yurchenko (University of Greenwich)

The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) as executive head? Organic intellectuals, crises, and neoliberal common sense in post-communist transition
Stuart Shields (University of Manchester)

International Politics of Cyber Warfare

International Security Studies

SA57: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel

Defining and Shaping a Quality Peace in the Aftermath of Civil War

International Security Studies

Chair
Peter Wallensteen (Uppsala University/University of Notre Dame)

Disc.
Scott Gates (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO) and University of Oslo)

Generating a Quality Peace: Negotiated Settlements and Governments’ Respect for Rights in the Wake of Civil War
Lindsay Reid (University of California, Davis)

Finding the right security sector strategy: The Goldilocks problem in post-conflict states
Sabrina Karim (Emory University)

State Repressive Violence and Quality Peace following Civil War
Madhav Joshi (University of Notre Dame)

Power Sharing Institutions and the Rule of Law in Post-conflict States: Building Blocks for Stable Governance?
Caroline Hartzell (Gettysburg College)
Matthew Hoddie (Towson University)

Political Violence, Terrorism and the New Media

SA58: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Panel

International Security Studies

Chair
Erik Gartzke (University of California, San Diego)

Disc.
Erik Gartzke (University of California, San Diego)

Blurred Lines: The ‘New’ Transnational Terrorism
Gregory Miller (Joint Advanced Warfighting School, National Defense University)

Maybe I Did(n’t): Cyber Attacks and the Logic of Non-Denial Denials
Joseph M. Brown (University of Massachusetts Boston)
Tanisha Fazal (University of Notre Dame)

Atanas Gotchev (University of National and World Economy)
Boyan Hadzhiev (University of National and World Economy)

On the Transitory Nature of Cyber Weapons
Max Smeets (University of Oxford)
SA60: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
International Broadcasting, Propaganda, and Strategic Narratives
International Communication

Chair  Craig Hayden (American University)
Disc.  Shawn M. Powers (Georgia State University)

The Smith-Mundt Act & the International Communications Reform

Emily T. Metzgar (Indiana University)

War of Narratives: How the United States and Iran Fight their
Geopolitical War through Strategic Narratives

Esmaeil Esfandiary (Georgia State University)

North Korea, In Their Own Words: Measuring Foreign Policy
Preference Using Text As Data

John Seungmin Kuk (University of California, San Diego)

Dennis Rhee (University of California, San Diego)

The Role of New Media in State Propaganda: the cases of Al-Jazeera
and Al Arabiya’s Coverage of 2014 Gaza War

Olga Gerasimenko (University of Delaware)

The World According to Al Jazeera English

William Lafi Youmans (George Washington University)

SA62: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Power Sharing and Territorial Self-governance in Divided Societies
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  Stefan Wolff (University of Birmingham)
Disc.  Erin Jenne (Central European University)

The need for guarantees to facilitate the use of territorial self-
government in complex power-sharing peace agreements

Dawn Walsh (University of Birmingham)

Territorial Self-Governance: An Effective Approach to Territory-
Centred Conflict Management?

Ulrike Theuerkaufl (University of East Anglia)

Natascha S. Neudorfer (LMU Munich)

Power-sharing, rebel constituencies and civil war recurrence

Martin Ottmann (University of Birmingham)

Does Power Sharing Impede Transitional Justice after Civil Wars?

Argyro Kartsonaki (University of Birmingham)

Christalla Yakinthou (University of California, San Diego)

The institutional outcomes of territorial self-governance claims: A
Qualitative-Comparative assessment of minorities in Europe

Zsuzsa Csergo (Queen's University)

Philippe Roseberry (Queen’s University)

SA64: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
The complexities of negotiating LGBT identities at the intersection of
cross-cultural conflicts over sexuality

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer & Allies Caucus

Chair  Momin Rahman (Trent University)
Disc.  Momin Rahman (Trent University)

Gay tropics: Homo-affective experiences in Tikuna, Amazonia

Manuela Lavinas Piqo (Universidad San Francisco de Quito
USFQ)

Matrices of Matrimony: Complicating Feminist Relationships to the
State

Sandra McEvoy (Wheelock College)

The Opacity of Black Jamaican Masculinity: Illuminating Spaces for
Queer Identity

Cornel Grey (University of Toronto, Women and Gender
Studies)

Desire, Security, and Governmentality: Everyday Sexualities under
Authoritarian Homophobias

Michael J. Bosia (Saint Michael’s College)

Materialities of Queer Turkey

Paul Gordon Kramer (University of Auckland)

SA65: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
External Influences on Nation-Building

International Security Studies

Chair  Douglas M. Gibler (University of Alabama)
Disc.  Douglas M. Gibler (University of Alabama)

The Grand (Nation-building) Strategy of the Roman Empire: Lessons
for Today?

William J. Lahneman (Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University)

Pathways to State Formation and the Limits of International State-
Building

Johannes Juede (European University Institute)

The Paradox of State Strength: How the Drive for State Capacity
Undermines Stability in Fragile States

Jennifer Murtazashvili (University of Pittsburgh)

Transnational Combatant Impact on Wartime Order

Alexandra Klyachkina (Northwestern University)

SA66: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  Panel
Ideas and Images of Peace, Conflict, and Competition in the Middle East

Global South Caucus
Foreign Policy Analysis
Peace Studies

Chair  Imad Mansour (Qatar University)
Disc.  Imad Mansour (Qatar University)

The Arab World and the Rise of Extremism: A Study of Terrorism
and Peace

Adnan M. Hayajneh (Qatar University)

Social Media Narratives and Cultural and Social Codes in the Gulf

Mazhar Al-Zoby (Qatar University)

Picturing Peace: Contrasting images of peace in Israeli and
Palestinian political cartoons

Ilan Danjoux (Azrieli Institute of Israel Studies, Concordia
University)
SA67: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Religion, Ethics and Justice: Local and Global Perspectives

Panel

Religion and International Relations
International Ethics

Chair  Jodok Troy (University of Innsbruck)
Disc.  Jeremy A. Rinker (University of North Carolina, Greensboro)
Undermining Peace: Islamophobia
Sameera Khalfey (University of Portsmouth)
Negotiated Space: The HHS Mandate and Secularism in America
Christina Gregory (University of California, Riverside)
Religious Attitudes about Genetically Modified Foods
Zeynep Taydas (Clemson University)
Cigdem Kentmen Cin (Izmir University of Economics)
Laura Olson (Clemson University)
Islamic Public, Peace and Conflict Resolution: Interrogating Chaiwat’s Phronetic Islam
K.M. Seethi (Mahatma Gandhi University, Kerala)

SA68: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Post-Arab Spring Era in the Middle East

Panel

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair  Jasmine Gani (University of St. Andrews)
Disc.  Marc Lynch (George Washington University)
Disc.  Laura K. Landolt (Oakland University)
ISIS through Arab Eyes: The “Islamic State” in the Discourses of Arab Intellectuals
Sam E. Baroudi (Lebanese American University)
Unpacking the Repressive State: Intertrust and Authoritarian Resilience in the Maghreb.
Merouan Mekouar (York University)
Pop Culture and Pro-Military Propaganda in Post-Mubarak Egypt
Meir Raphael Walters (Georgetown University)
Powerless EUrope? EU’s response to the Arab uprisings and the question of how the EU exercises power in global politics
Stefan Borg (Swedish Institute of International Affairs)

SA69: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Peace, Conflict, and Foreign Policy

Panel

Foreign Policy Analysis
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  Ozum Yesilatas (St. Norbert College)
Disc.  Daniel Rothbart (George Mason University)
From “Pax Ottomana” to Turkish Peace: “Zero Problem Policy with the Neighbors”
Kemal Ciftci (Giresun University)
Valuing Peace in U.S. Foreign Policy Assessment
Graham Slater (Florida International University)
A Chinese Dream for a World in Peace?
Josie-Marie Perkuhn (Heidelberg University)
We Have Met the Enemy: War, Peace, and Perceptions in Post-Cold War America
R. William Ayres (Wright State University)
Can balance of power be peaceful
Khatera Alizada (Old Dominion university)

SA70: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Deconstructing Peace & Transitional Justice Across the Middle East and North Africa

Panel

Human Rights

Chair  Patricia A. Maulden (George Mason University)
Disc.  Francesco Giuembali (University of Groningen)
Peace Regime Building on the Korean Peninsula
Tae-Hwan Kwak (Eastern Kentucky University)
Infrastructures for Peace in Afghanistan: Facades of Power or Inclusive Building Blocks for Peace?
Susanne Schmeidl (School of Social Sciences, University of New South Wales)
The Emergence of Transitional Justice Ministries
Christopher K. Lamont (University of Groningen)
Joanna R. Quinn (The University of Western Ontario)
Eric Wiebelhaus-Brahm (University of Arkansas at Little Rock)

SA71: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Peace Processes and Post-Conflict Challenges in Africa

Panel

Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies

Chair  Manus I. Midlarsky (Rutgers University)
Disc.  Manus I. Midlarsky (Rutgers University)
An Island of Peace and Stability in a Sea of Conflict? Ethiopia, the Developmental State and Horn of Africa Politics
Alice Melissa Judell (University of Sydney / Lancaster University Ghana)
Trust in the aftermath of mass violence: insights from large-N life stories
Bert Ingelaere (University of Antwerp)
Marijke Verpoorten (University of Antwerp)

SA72: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM
Food Security, Development and Agriculture: Approaches and Controversies.

Panel

Global Development
Environmental Studies

Chair  Michael D. Beesers (Dickinson College)
Disc.  Andreea O’Keef (Roanoke College)
William A. Munro (Illinois Wesleyan University)
Brazil-Japan partnership for the development of agriculture in Africa: Rethinking foreign aid strategies in an era of growing complexity and interconnections between public policies, foreign policy and international policies
Rodrigo Pires de Campos (University of Brasilia)
SA73: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Africa in Global International Relations (Global IR)  
Exploring Peace (Theme)  
Chair: Paul-Henri Bischoff (Rhodes University)  
Disc. Amar Acharya (American University)  
Part: Scarlett Cornelissen (University of Stellenbosch)  
Part: Ahmed Salem (Zayed University)  
Part: Larry A. Swatuk (University of Waterloo)  

SA74: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Colonial Legacies in International Organisation  
Chair: Balkan Devlen (Izmir University of Economics)  
Disc. Aart A. Holt slag (Shepherd University)  
Peace in the Pacific? Living Strategic Colonialism in the American Pacific  
Ronni Alexander (Kobe University)  
The role of civilization in the globalization of international society  
Jacinta G. O’Hagan (The Australian National University)  
Can the subalterns speak international criminal law? Authority, jurisdiction, and the colonial politics of international criminal justice  
Roberto Yamato (IRI/PUC-Rio)  
Travelling Across Space and Time: The English School and Neopatrimonial Elites  
Elaine Tan  
Re-emergence of ‘Pax-Ottomanica’?: Turkish Perspective on ‘regional International Society’ and its Nature  
Kohei Imai (Institute of Developing Economies (IDE-JETRO))  
Kazuhiro Tsunoda (Embassy of Japan in Sudan)  

SA75: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Politics at the Limits of Sovereign Rule in the Arctic and Beyond: Rethinking Approaches to the Commons.  
Chair: E. Carina H. Kes kitalo (Umeå University)  
Disc. Mikkel Runge Olesen (Danish Institute for International Studies)  
The Arctic as an exceptional zone of peace and co-operation? - A critical analysis  
Juha H. Käpylä (The Finnish Institute of International Affairs)  
Harri Mikkola (The Finnish Institute of International Affairs)  
Cooperation or Conflict in the Arctic?  
Mikkel Runge Olesen (Danish Institute for International Studies)  
Keeping the Global Commons Common - A Discourse Approach  
Robert Flores (Florida International University)  
Sovereignty and Governance in the Face of Climate Challenges  
Mônica Aguiar (Iuperj/Ucam)  
Beatriz Mattos (PUC-Rio)  

SA76: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
India’s Security  
International Security Studies  
Chair: Sumit Ganguly (Indiana University)  
Disc. Sumit Ganguly (Indiana University)  
India in America’s Current Security Interests  
Saira Khan (North South University)  
India’s Relations with the United States: Evaluating the Impact of India’s Elite-Mass Discourses  
Shivaji Kumar (Ohio State University)  
Unwanted Escalation and Inadvertent War: Two Provocation Models and the Sino-India War of 1962  
Hyun-Binn Cho (University of Pennsylvania)  
Understanding India’s status quest  
Mahesh Shankar (Skidmore College)  
What does New Delhi’s reaction to Islamic State’s emergence in 2014 reveal about India as an international actor?  
Alan Bloomfield (University of New South Wales)  

SA77: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
IR Theory and East Asia  
Japan Association of International Relations  
Chair: Jennifer Lind (Dartmouth College)  
Disc. Linus Hagstrom (Swedish Defence University & Swedish Institute of International Affairs)  
Unipolarity in Historical China: Durability, Peace, and Grand Strategy  
Yuan-Kang Wang (Western Michigan University)  
Multiple Causal Mechanisms of Alliance Institutionalization: Lessons from the Evolution of the U.S.-Japan Alliance  
Yasuhiro Izumikawa (Chuo University)  
Shingo Yoshida (Nagoya University of Commerce and Business)  
US alliance commitments and maritime and territorial disputes in the East and South China Seas  
Tong Fi Kim (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)  
Eleni Ekmektsioglou (American University Washington DC)  
Ji-Young Lee (American University)  
The North Korean Nuclear Issue: A Positional Approach  
Nicholas Anderson (Yale University)  

SA78: Saturday 8:15 AM - 10:00 AM  
Healing a Wounded Past: Reconciliation in Post-conflict Societies  
Peace Studies  
Chair: David R. Andersen-Rodgers (California State University Sacramento)  
Disc. David R. Andersen-Rodgers (California State University Sacramento)  
Healing a Wounded Past: Justice and Reconciliation in Post-conflict Societies  
Dahlia Simangan (The Australian National University)  
Varities of International Reconciliation: Power of Interest and Reflection after Conflict  
Jae-Jung Suh (ICU)  
Ja-hyun Chun (Korea University)  
Lessons on Truth and Reconciliation: what have we learned about forgiveness?  
Melvin Laven (Kennesaw State University)
### Panel: Institutions, economic governance, and development

**Chair:** Liam S. Clegg (University of York)
**Disc.:** Liam S. Clegg (University of York)

- **Diversities of Economic Governance: Debunking the Myth of Public vs. Private**
  - Scott Nelson (Virginia Tech)
  - Joel T. Shelton (Elon University)
  - Edward Weisband (Virginia Tech)

- **Beyond institutions: The rise of a post-institutional economic growth paradigm?**
  - Espen Moe (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)

- **Rethinking Foreign aid discourse**
  - Patricia Agupusi (Watson Institute for International Studies, Brown University)

- **Mindset: A critical but neglected element in the institutions-development debate**
  - Elizabeth Thurbon (UNSW Australia)
  - Linda M. Weiss (University of Sydney)

- **Are We Still Growing? A Re-analysis of Traditional Economic Growth Factors**
  - Dirk Michael Horn (University of California, Irvine)

### Panel: Divergent Interests and National Defense Policies in the Western World

**Chair:** Alister Miskimmon (Royal Holloway, University of London)
**Disc.:** Christopher J. Fettweis (Tulane University)

- **Divergent paths: Understanding post-Cold War Italian and German defense policy**
  - Fabrizio Coticchia (University of Genoa)
  - Francesco N. Moro (University of Bologna)

- **Explaining Renzi’s Foreign Policy: The International Effects of Domestic Reforms**
  - Fabrizio Coticchia (University of Genoa)
  - Jason William Davidson (University of Mary Washington)

- **Is French Defense Policy Becoming More Atlanticist?**
  - Angeline Talmor (University of Florida)

- **Are United States Foreign Policy Decision-Making In The Post Cold War Era: A Case Study Of United States Foreign Policy In The India – Pakistan Kargil Conflict**
  - Zachary Selden (University of Florida)

- **French Protectionism and Peace Building**
  - Anil Raman (Indian Army)

### Panel: The politics of interoperability

**Chair:** Rocco Bellanova (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO) & Université Saint-Louis (Brussels))
**Disc.:** Christopher C. Leite (University of Ottawa)

- **European border surveillance, interoperability and the labour of equivalence**
  - Julien Jeandesboz (Université libre de Bruxelles)
**SB01: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**  
**Critical Theory and Peace**  
*Exploring Peace (Theme)*  
**Chair**  
Shannon K. Brincat (Griffith University)  
**Part.**  
Richard Falk (University of California Santa Barbara)  
Martín Weber (University of Queensland)  
Charlotte V. Heath-Kelly (University of Warwick)  
Beate Jahn (University of Sussex)  
Daniel J. Levine (The University of Alabama)  
Richard Jackson (University of Otago, New Zealand)

**Roundtable**  
Exploring Peace (Theme)  
**Exploring Peace (Theme)**  
**Chair**  
Shannon K. Brincat (Griffith University)  
**Part.**  
Richard Falk (University of California Santa Barbara)  
Martín Weber (University of Queensland)  
Charlotte V. Heath-Kelly (University of Warwick)  
Beate Jahn (University of Sussex)  
Daniel J. Levine (The University of Alabama)  
Richard Jackson (University of Otago, New Zealand)

**SB02: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**  
**Democracies, Security and Peace: Roundtable on Constructing National Security: US Relations with India and China**  
*Exploring Peace (Theme)*  
**Chair**  
Patrick James (University of Southern California)  
**Disc.**  
Jarrod Hayes (Georgia Institute of Technology)  
Jordan Branch (Brown University)  
Mikulas Fabry (Georgia Institute of Technology)  
Ole Waever (University of Copenhagen)  
Michael C. Williams (University of Ottawa)  
Wendy Wong (University of Toronto)

**Roundtable**  
Democracies, Security and Peace: Roundtable on Constructing National Security: US Relations with India and China  
**Exploring Peace (Theme)**  
**Chair**  
Patrick James (University of Southern California)  
**Disc.**  
Jarrod Hayes (Georgia Institute of Technology)  
Jordan Branch (Brown University)  
Mikulas Fabry (Georgia Institute of Technology)  
Ole Waever (University of Copenhagen)  
Michael C. Williams (University of Ottawa)  
Wendy Wong (University of Toronto)

**SB03: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**  
**Do Online Media Facilitate Peace or Abet Violence?**  
*Exploring Peace (Theme)*  
**Online Media Caucus**  
**Chair**  
Nils Weidmann (University of Konstanz)  
**Disc.**  
Nils Weidmann (University of Konstanz)  
**The Effects of Digital Games on Perceptions of Threat: Constructing Peace and Enmity Online**  
Phillip Habel  
Brandon Valeriano (Cardiff University)  
**Online Organizing in Sub-Saharan Africa: Weighing Potential and Rhetoric Against Political Realities**  
Carrie Reiling (University of California, Irvine)  
**Media Interventions for Peace: A Theoretical Context**  
Babak Bahador (University of Canterbury)  
Steven L. Livingston (George Washington University)  
**The Dark Side of Social Media: The Case of the Mexican Drug War**  
Nilda Garcia (University of Miami)

**Panel**  
Do Online Media Facilitate Peace or Abet Violence?  
**Exploring Peace (Theme)**  
**Chair**  
Nils Weidmann (University of Konstanz)  
**Disc.**  
Nils Weidmann (University of Konstanz)  
**The Effects of Digital Games on Perceptions of Threat: Constructing Peace and Enmity Online**  
Phillip Habel  
Brandon Valeriano (Cardiff University)  
**Online Organizing in Sub-Saharan Africa: Weighing Potential and Rhetoric Against Political Realities**  
Carrie Reiling (University of California, Irvine)  
**Media Interventions for Peace: A Theoretical Context**  
Babak Bahador (University of Canterbury)  
Steven L. Livingston (George Washington University)  
**The Dark Side of Social Media: The Case of the Mexican Drug War**  
Nilda Garcia (University of Miami)

**SB04: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**  
**Paying for Peace? The Role and Impact of Democracy Assistance in Positive Peace**  
*Exploring Peace (Theme)*  
**Chair**  
Ralph Carter (Texas Christian University)  
**Disc.**  
Sarah S. Bush (Temple University)  
**The Micro-dynamics of Aid Allocation During War-to-Peace Transitions**  
Michael Findley (University of Texas at Austin)  
**Political Aid: Constitutional Experts and Civil Wars**  
Sheila Carapico (University of Richmond)  
**Distributing Dollars for Democracy: The Determinants of US Democracy Aid in the Cold War, Post-Cold War and Post-9/11 Contexts.**  
James M. Scott (Texas Christian University)  
Ralph Carter (Texas Christian University)

**Panel**  
Paying for Peace? The Role and Impact of Democracy Assistance in Positive Peace  
**Exploring Peace (Theme)**  
**Chair**  
Ralph Carter (Texas Christian University)  
**Disc.**  
Sarah S. Bush (Temple University)  
**The Micro-dynamics of Aid Allocation During War-to-Peace Transitions**  
Michael Findley (University of Texas at Austin)  
**Political Aid: Constitutional Experts and Civil Wars**  
Sheila Carapico (University of Richmond)  
**Distributing Dollars for Democracy: The Determinants of US Democracy Aid in the Cold War, Post-Cold War and Post-9/11 Contexts.**  
James M. Scott (Texas Christian University)  
Ralph Carter (Texas Christian University)

**SB05: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**  
**The Decline of Violence and the Rise of Peace in the International System**  
*Exploring Peace (Theme)*  
**Chair**  
Gary Goertz (Notre Dame University)  
**Disc.**  
Christian Davenport (University of Michigan)  
**Part.**  
Nils Petter Gleditsch (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))  
Paul F. Diehl (University of Texas-Dallas)  
Alexandru Balas (SUNY Cortland)  
Steven Pinker (Harvard University)  
Sara McLaughlin Mitchell (University of Iowa)  
Karen Alter (Northwestern University and ICourt University of Copenhagen)  
Resat Bayer (Koç University)

**Roundtable**  
The Decline of Violence and the Rise of Peace in the International System  
**Exploring Peace (Theme)**  
**Chair**  
Gary Goertz (Notre Dame University)  
**Disc.**  
Christian Davenport (University of Michigan)  
**Part.**  
Nils Petter Gleditsch (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))  
Paul F. Diehl (University of Texas-Dallas)  
Alexandru Balas (SUNY Cortland)  
Steven Pinker (Harvard University)  
Sara McLaughlin Mitchell (University of Iowa)  
Karen Alter (Northwestern University and ICourt University of Copenhagen)  
Resat Bayer (Koç University)

**SB06: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**  
**Do Weapons Make War or Peace**  
*Exploring Peace (Theme)*  
**Chair**  
Peter Wallensteen (Uppsala University/University of Notre Dame)  
**Disc.**  
Taylor Benjamin-Britten (Temple University)  
**The Tragedy of Arming**  
Andrew J. Coe (University of Southern California)  
Jane E. Vaynman (George Washington University)  
**The Politics of Humanitarian Arms Control**  
Taylor Benjamin-Britten (Temple University)  
**Nuclear Weapons: A Step to War or a Path to Peace?**  
Bryce W. Reeder (Purdue University)  
Todd Clayton Robinson (Air War College)

**Panel**  
Do Weapons Make War or Peace  
**Exploring Peace (Theme)**  
**Chair**  
Peter Wallensteen (Uppsala University/University of Notre Dame)  
**Disc.**  
Taylor Benjamin-Britten (Temple University)  
**The Tragedy of Arming**  
Andrew J. Coe (University of Southern California)  
Jane E. Vaynman (George Washington University)  
**The Politics of Humanitarian Arms Control**  
Taylor Benjamin-Britten (Temple University)  
**Nuclear Weapons: A Step to War or a Path to Peace?**  
Bryce W. Reeder (Purdue University)  
Todd Clayton Robinson (Air War College)

**SB07: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM**  
**Competing Narratives of Basic Concepts: Affecting Power and Policy in the Middle East and North Africa**  
*International Political Sociology*  
**Historical International Relations**  
**Chair**  
Noa Schonmann (University of Oxford)  
**Disc.**  
Mark Laffey (School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London)  
**Apples and Oranges: Why the State is Not Universal**  
Andrew Delatolla (London School of Economics and Political Science)  
**Water in the Nile: Power, Institutions and Post-Colonial Geographies**  
Yuan (Joanne) Yao (London School of Economics and Political Science)  
**Wither Sovereignty: The Global War on Terror and its Discontents**  
Daniel Ogbaharya (Western Illinois University)  
**International Finance and Economic Nationalism in the Middle East and North Africa**  
Joseph A. Florence (Cornell University)
SB08: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Organizations, Identity, and Nonviolent Protests
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair: Jongseok Woo (University of South Florida)
Disc: Christopher Patane (University of Missouri)

General Deprivation, Attributable Grievances and Mass Unrest Under Authoritarian Regimes: Lessons from the 17 June, 1953 Uprising in the German Democratic Republic
Henry Roderick Thomson (Nuffield College, University of Oxford)

Explaining Military Defections During Anti-Authoritarian Regime Protests
Kara Kingma (University of Denver)

National Gender Equality, Group Ideology, and Nonviolent Political Contention
Laura Huber (Emory University)

Jennifer Epley (Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi)

Letting the U.S. Off the Hook?: US Peace Organizations and Post-Conflict Justice
Loramy Gerstbauer (Gustavus Adolphus College)

SB09: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
The Role of Language in IR Explanations

Theory
International Political Sociology

Chair: German C. Prieto (Universidad Javeriana)
Disc: Patrick Thaddeus Jackson (American University)

The Language of Causation in IR: Three Epistemologies, Several Implications
German C. Prieto (Universidad Javeriana)

IR Theorizing and Language Learning
Gunther Hellmann (Goethe University Frankfurt/Germany)

Facts, Values, and International Politics: Constructivist Limits and Moral Possibility in IR
Joseph MacKay (Columbia University)

For a Good Cause: Reclaiming the Why of Privileged Speech
M. L. deRaismes Combes (American University)

De-Reify This!
Simon Pratt (University of Toronto)

SB10: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Peace Research – More Than an Academic Niche?
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair: Nicole Deitelhoff (Goethe University Frankfurt /Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)
Disc: Randall L. Schwellner (Ohio State University)
Disc: Henrik Urdal (Peace Research Institute Oslo)

Shifting the Focus: What Can We Learn by Studying Peace Rather Than War?
Kristine Hoglund (Uppsala University)
Johan Brosche (Uppsala University)

Peace Studies Research: Is It Still Relevant?
Ernesto Verdeja (University of Notre Dame)

The Subordination of Peace to Security. How Peace Lost Its Sexappeal for Social Scientists and Political Decisionmakers
Christopher Daase (University of Frankfurt)

Why peace research contributes to the relevance of IR
Laurent Goetschel (University of Basel / swisspeace)

SB11: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Rethinking the Place of the Everyday in International Relations
International Political Sociology

Chair: Xavier Guillaumé (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen)
Disc: Cynthia H. Enloe (Clark University)

Female War Veterans’ Everyday Survival Strategies in Liberia
Leena Vastapuu (University of Turku)

Creativity in Everyday Vulnerable Political Identity: Beyond the Security/Insecurity Dichotomy
Aoi Leanne Ni Mhruchú (The University of Manchester)

Creating the state effect: A study of everyday statehood in the city of Bukavu, DRC
Randi Solhjell (London School of Economics)

“Thank You for Participating in Security”: Terrorism, Consumers and the Rise of Everyday Networks of Unease and Irreverence in US Air Travel
Jacob L. Stump (DePaul University)

Everyday Border (in)securities and ‘Regular’ Populations: the Ambivalent Potential of Vernacular Theorising
Nick Vaughan-Williams (University of Warwick)

SB12: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Roundtable on _Economic Interdependence and War_
International Security Studies

Chair: Benjamin J. Cohen (University of California, Santa Barbara)
Part: David A. Lake (University of California San Diego)
Part: Anne Sartori (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Part: John Mearsheimer (University of Chicago)
Part: Dale C. Copeland (University of Virginia)
Part: William C. Wohlfforth (Dartmouth College)

SB13: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
American Grand Strategy: 2016 and Beyond
Foreign Policy Analysis
International Security Studies

Chair: Simon F. Reich (Rutgers University Newark)
Part: Andrew L. Ross (Texas A&M University)
Part: Peter Dombrowski (Naval War College)
Part: Hal Brands (Duke University)
Part: Robert Art (Brandeis University)
Part: Bruce W. Jentleson (Duke University)

SB14: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
In Search of a New Identity: Emerging Issues and Korean Diplomacy
Korean Association of International Studies

Chair: Taehyun Kim (Chung-Ang University)
Disc: Jihwan Hwang (University of Seoul)
Disc: Devin Joshi (Singapore Management University)
Disc: Andrew F. Cooper (University of Waterloo)

Search for Status: Korea’s Middle Power Diplomacy in the Politics of Global Governance
Yong Wook Lee (Korea University)

South Korea’s Diplomatic Identity as an Emerging Middle Power
Sangbae Kim (Seoul National University)

Korea’s Trade Diplomacy
Don Moon (Kyung Hee University)
Rethinking Asian Energy Security: A South Korean Perspective  
Younkyoo Kim (Division of International Studies, Hanyang University)  
Global Vision amid Local Realities: Reading and Leading South Korean Public Opinion on ROK-US Alliance  
Sangyoon Ma (Catholic University)

SB15: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Panel  
10th Anniversary of IPS panel 2: Politics in Practice  
International Political Sociology  
Chair: Didier Bigo (Sciences-Po Paris, KCL War studies)  
Disc.: Tugba Basaran (Associate Researcher, CCLS, France and Visitor, Princeton University)  
Decentering practices, doing politics: on studying asylum decisions with Actor-Network Theory  
Bruno Magalhaes (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro)  
Practicing Practices: Methodologies of New Materialism in Global Politics  
Jessica Auchtner (University of Tennessee at Chattanooga)  
On the working(s) of refugees: practices of labor and representations of displacement  
Carolina Moulin (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro)  
History as Practice: Writing the Discipline through its Pasts  
Vineet Thakur (University of Johannesburg)  
Emma Mc Cluskey (King’s College, London)

SB16: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Roundtable  
Media & Social Media in Countering Violent Extremism & Supporting Peace Building Efforts  
Exploring Peace (Theme)  
Chair: Anthony Lemieux (Georgia State University)  
Part. Carol Winkler (Georgia State University)  
Part. Steven Corman (Arizona State University)  
Part. Mia M. Bloom (Georgia state university)  
Part. John Horgan (Georgia State University)  
Part. Maura Conway (Dublin City University)

SB17: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Roundtable  
Peaceful Revolutions?  
Historical International Relations  
Exploring Peace (Theme)  
Chair: Daniel P. Ritter (The University of Nottingham)  
Part. Mark Beissinger (Princeton University)  
Part. Jack A. Goldstone (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology)  
Part. Milada Bukovansky (Smith College)  
Part. George Lawson (London School of Economics and Political Science)  
Part. Colin J. Beck (Pomona College)

SB18: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Panel  
The Political Economy of Global Derivatives Markets  
International Political Economy  
Chair: Daniel Mugg (University of Amsterdam)  
Disc. Daniel Mugg (University of Amsterdam)  
Disc. Tony Porter (McMaster University)  
The Politics of Legitimacy and Liquidity in the Post-Crisis OTC Derivatives Market  
Erin Lockwood (Northwestern University)  
OTC Derivatives: a Network Perspective  
Peter Knaack (University of Oxford)  
Financial Regulatory Cooperation: The Coordination of Derivatives Markets  
Elliot Posner (Case Western Reserve University)  
Lessons from the History of Over-the-Counter Derivatives Regulation  
Sylvia Maxfield (Providence College)  
Global markets, national toolkits: extraterritorial derivatives rulemaking since the crisis  
Stefano Pagliari (City University London)

SB19: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Panel  
International Organization in the Anarchical Society  
English School  
International Organization  
Chair: Cornelia B. Navari (University of Buckingham)  
Disc. Matthew S. Weinert (University of Delaware)  
The UN and the Responsibility to Protect: Changing practices of great power management, law and war  
Tonny B. Knudsen (University of Aarhus)  
Global International Society, regional international societies and regional international organisations: a dataset of primary institutions  
Filippo Costa Buranelli (University of St Andrews)  
The primary institution of sovereignty and the regional organization of the Arab League in the Arab state system  
Raslan Ibrahim (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro)  
The EU and Structural Change in International Society—The Solidarisation of International Law and Diplomacy  
Bettina Ahrens (University of Tuebingen)  
Law, Normative Boundaries and the UN Security Council  
Dennis Robert Schmidt (Durham University)

SB20: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM Panel  
Diasporas’ Impact on World Politics  
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies  
Political Demography and Geography  
Chair: Natasha Duncan (Purdue University)  
Disc. Maria Koinova (Warwick University)  
Transnational Mobilization of Conflict-generated Diasporas in Sweden  
Maria Koinova (Warwick University)  
Homeland-Hostland Relations and Mobilization Dynamics: Comparing Filipino Diaspora Activism in the United States and the Netherlands  
Sharon Quinsaat (Grinnell College)  
Overseas Indians’ Diaspora Investments: Drivers, Impacts, and Public Policies  
Daniel Naujoks (Columbia University)  
Sustaining Peace from Afar? Diaspora Translocal Engagement  
Dzeneta Karabegovic (University of Warwick)  
Living With(out) Mother Russia? Russian minorities and post-Soviet irredentism  
Daniel M. Rodrigues (IE University)
## SB21: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
### Intelligence Analysis Outside of Government – A Roundtable of Industry Security Experts

- **Research Topic**: Intelligence Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Jasen Castillo (Bush School of Government, Texas A&amp;M University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Matt Burdette (UnitedHealthcare Global Risk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>David Strachan-Morris (University of Leicester)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Efren Torres (Brunel University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Governance Effective and Legitimate?

- **Research Topic**: Exploring Peace (Theme)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Thomas Risse (Freie Universität Berlin)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Steven L. Livingston (George Washington University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Paul Huth (University of Maryland)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Networks of Conflict and Peace

- **Research Topic**: A Scientific Study of International Processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>David R. Davis (Emory University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Curtis S. Signorino (University of Rochester)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Paul Huth (University of Maryland)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Humanitarianism and Liberal Ethics

- **Research Topic**: International Ethics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Jennifer Welsh (European University Institute)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Jennifer Welsh (European University Institute)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## SB22: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
### Areas of Limited Statehood: What Makes State and Non-state Networks of Conflict and Peace Legitimate?

- **Research Topic**: Governance below the State: Non-State Social Protection in Africa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Lotje De Vries (GIGA-Hamburg / Radboud University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### The Legitimacy of External Governance Actors and Security Provision: Empirical Insight from Afghanistan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Matthew S. Winters (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Gregor Walter-Drop (Freie Universität Berlin)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## SB23: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
### Human Rights in the Middle East and North Africa

- **Research Topic**: Human Rights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Anthony Tirado Chase (Occidental College)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>David P. Forsythe (University of Nebraska)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Laura K. Landolt (Oakland University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Nader Hashemi (University of Denver)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Eric Wiebelhaus-Brahm (University of Arkansas at Little Rock)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Alison Brysk (University of California Santa Barbara)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Shadi Mokhtari (American University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Barbara Ann Rieffer-Flanagan (Central Washington University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## SB24: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
### The Global and Regional Organization of Everyday Migration

- **Research Topic**: International Political Sociology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Vera van Hüllen (Leuphana University of Lueneburg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Vera van Hüllen (Leuphana University of Lueneburg)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EU’s Engagement with Migration in the Mediterranean: Agenda Setting through Norm Entrepreneurship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Halit Mustafa Tagma (Northern Arizona University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Alfredo Juan Guevara Martinez (PPGRI San Tiago Dantas (UNESP/UNICAMP/PUC-SP))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Jennifer A. Riggan (Arcadia University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part.</td>
<td>Philippe Mamadou Frowd (University of York)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## SB25: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
### Inside Out: Linking Local and Global Politics of Religion

- **Research Topic**: Religion and International Relations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Lars Berger (University of Leeds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Zachary Kaufman (Harvard Kennedy School / Yale Law School)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The Arab Opinion and Regional Rivalry in the MENA: An Examination of Arab Attitudes towards Iran and Saudi Arabia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Alireza Raisi (Kent State University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Religious Extremism and Terrorism: Evidence from Xinjiang, China

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Wenhui Yang (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Islamic discourses in Post-Communist space: The case of Azerbaijan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Galib Bashirov (Florida International University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### The Un-Persecuted Shias: Why Ismaïlis in Pakistan are an Exception

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Rameez Abbas (National Defense University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Qur'anic Excerpts on the Importance of Pluralism and Interfaith Dialogue
Ali Tejpar (University of Ottawa Faculty of Law & Norman Paterson School of International Affairs)

SB28: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
African International Relations Post-2015
Global Development
English School
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Chair  Larry A. Swatuk (University of Waterloo)
Disc. Larry A. Swatuk (University of Waterloo)
The Hedley Bull-Ali Mazrui Nexus as a Metaphor for IR
Seifudein Adem (Binghamton University)
Africa Post-2015: towards more 'developmental' and/or 'fragile' states?
Timothy M. Shaw (University of Massachusetts Boston)
What/Who is Still Missing in IR Scholarship? Situating Africa as an agent in IR theorizing
Isaac Odoom (University of Alberta)
Nathan Andrews (Queen's University)
Jason Warner (Harvard University)
Evolving Energy Markets & Africa’s Future Place in the Global Economy & International System
Stefan Andreasson (Queen’s University Belfast)

SB29: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Propaganda, Race, Secrets, and War
International Security Studies
Chair  John Schuessler (Air War College)
Disc. John Schuessler (Air War College)
A Likely Story? The Role of Source in Rumor Adoption and Dissemination in War
Kelly M. Greenhill (Tufts University, Harvard University)
Race and International Politics: How Racial Prejudice Can Shape Discord and Cooperation among Great Powers
Zoltan Buzas (Drexel University)
What They Murmur behind the Back: Hidden Thoughts of North Korean Ruling Elites
Hyung-min Joo (Korea University)
Jai Kwan Jung (Korea University)
How Taiwan Became Chinese: Nationalism and Bargaining across the Taiwan Strait
Olivier Henripin (Loyola University Chicago)
Embedded Deception: Fabricated Intelligence and Deceptive Gossip in World Politics
Jonathan N. Brown (Sam Houston State University)
Alex Farrington (University of Oregon)

SB30: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Post-Conflict Statebuilding and Development
Peace Studies
International Security Studies
Chair  Alpaslan Ozerdem (Coventry University)
Disc. Paul Jackson (University of Birmingham)
Civil Servants in South Sudan: To serve the public or serve the peace
Sumedh Rao (University of Birmingham)

From Maoists to democrats: tracing former combatants in Nepal
Paul Jackson (University of Birmingham)
Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration (DDR) of Ex-Combatants and Development with a Specific Reference to Afghanistan
Alpaslan Ozerdem (Coventry University)
Inventing the Veteran, Imagining the State: Post-Conflict Reintegration and State Consolidation in Timor-Leste, 1999-2012
Kate Roll (University of Oxford)

SB31: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Prospects for, and Challenges to, Intelligence Sharing and Cooperation
Intelligence Studies
Chair  Stephane J. Lefebvre (Carleton University)
Disc. Stephane J. Lefebvre (Carleton University)
European intelligence: between horizontal convergence and vertical integration?
Olivier Chopin (Sciences Po Paris - EHESS)
Dreaming peace: A content analysis of the Af-Pak intelligence agreement coverage in Pakistani, Afghan, and Indian newspapers
Awais Saleem (Florida State University)
Stephen D. McDowell (Florida State University)
Secrets to Share: The Role of Culture and Informality in Peacekeeping Intelligence
Sarah-Myriam Martin-Brule (Bishop's University)
For Our Eyes Only: The Practice of Intelligence Sharing Among Friends
Steven Loleski (University of Toronto)
The enemy of my enemy is my friend: costs and benefits of conjunctural Intelligence cooperation
Elena-Daniela Baches (Mihai Viteazul National Intelligence Academy, Brunel University)

SB32: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Transnational institutionalization: Agency, subjectivity and resistance
International Political Sociology
Environmental Studies
Chair  Patrick Bayer (University of Glasgow)
Disc. Marissa Brookes (University of California, Riverside)
New subjectivities in energy politics: Participating in the German discourse on fracking
Stefanie Wodrig (Christian-Albrechts-University of Kiel)
Transnational Private Standards as Political Strategies
Thibaud Henin (University of Oregon)
Building Transnational Movements: The Challenges and Consequences of Activist Organizing Beyond Borders
Fernando Tormos (Purdue University)
Human rights against austerity: Greek Trade Unions and transnational legal resistance against neoliberalism
Susan Kang (John Jay College- City University of New York)
Andreas Karras (John Jay College of Criminal Justice)
Epistemic Practices and Transnational Political Authority: Making Labour Decent in Global Production
Christian Scheper (University of Duisburg-Essen)
SB33: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
**Masters of appropriateness: Norm entrepreneurs in world politics**  
*International Organization*  
*International Political Sociology*  
**Chair**  
Anna Holzscheiter (Freie Universität Berlin)  
**Disc.**  
Mark R. Hibben (Saint Joseph's College)  
**Disc.**  
Catherine Hecht (Vienna School of International Studies)  
Norm Entrepreneurs and Coalitions of Change: Will the IMF implement the ‘Inclusive Growth’ Model?  
*Mark R. Hibben (Saint Joseph’s College)*  
Inclusive International Institutions, Windows of Opportunity, and Consensus in Norm Development  
*Catherine Hecht (Vienna School of International Studies)*  
Beyond norm entrepreneurs: civil society agency in treaty implementation  
*Naomi Egel (Independent Researcher)*  
Emerging Powers, Neo-Hybridity and Normative Contestations in the Liberal International Order  
*Gregorio Bettiza (University of Exeter)*  
David G. Lewis (University of Exeter)

SB34: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
**The political economy of crisis and austerity**  
*International Political Economy*  
**Chair**  
Randall D. Germain (Carleton University)  
**Disc.**  
Cornel Ban (Boston University, Department of International Relations)  
**Disc.**  
Randall D. Germain (Carleton University)  
Reading Kindleberger in Washington and Berlin: Ideas and Leadership in a Time of Crisis  
*Matthias M. Matthijs (Johns Hopkins University)*  
From Washington to Berlin? Hegemony and the political imposition of austerity measures in global context  
*Holly Snaith (University of Copenhagen)*  
Where is the Help? Economic Crises, Policy Preferences, and Relative Economic Performance  
*Tristin Beckman (University of California, Santa Barbara)*  
The ‘Good Student’: Social Purpose, Portuguese Austerity, and Europe  
*Kevin O’Hare (University of Oregon)*  
The Great Divide: Emotions and Preference Formation in Political Economy  
*Travis Joseph Nelson (University of Washington)*

SB35: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
**What Difference Does International Law Make**  
*International Law*  
**Chair**  
John King Gamble (Pennsylvania State University)  
**Disc.**  
Charlotte Ku (Texas A & M University School of Law)  
**Disc.**  
Henry (Chip) Carey (Georgia State University)  
Swans and Ducks: Need for more interface between International Law and International Relations?  
*Edwin Egede (Cardiff University)*  
Killer Robots and the Law of War: A false debate  
*Mark Gubrud (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill)*  
China, the South China Sea, and the Antarctic Analogy  
*Shirley Scott (UNSW Australia)*

SB36: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
**War and International Law. An imperfect duty of modernity.**  
Francisco Eduardo Lemos de Matos (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro - IRI)  
Assessing the Rules on Protected Persons  
George J. Andreopoulos (City University of New York)

SB37: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
**Eclipse and Highly Infectious Disease Threats: IOs, Security and Lessons Hard learned**  
*Global Health*  
**Chair**  
Nathan A. Paxton (American University)  
**Disc.**  
Rebecca J. Hester (Virginia Tech)  
*Larissa Fast (AAAS)*  
The UN Security Council and Ebola: A ‘new normal’ in global responses to health emergencies?  
*Simon H. Rushton (University of Sheffield)*  
Protecting the public or protecting themselves? Explaining government non-compliance with the International Health Regulations during the 2014 Ebola outbreak  
*Catherine Worsnop (Worcester State University)*  
Accountability and Expertise within the World Health Organization  
*Danielle Rached (International Relations Institute, University of São Paulo)*  
Ebola, Reforming the World Health Organization, and IO Theory  
*Jeremy Youde (Australian National University)*

SB38: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  
**Building Peace Studies Across the Curriculum**  
*Active Learning in International Affairs*  
*International Education*  
**Chair**  
Gustavo S. Carvalho (University of Toronto)  
**Disc.**  
Loren Cass (College of the Holy Cross)  
Expanding the Concept of Global Service Learning To Reach and Internationalize a More Diverse Student Population  
*Eleanor E. Zeī (Drake University)*  
Building Peace Studies Across the Curriculum  
*James D. Rae (California State University Sacramento)*  
David R. Andersen-Rodgers (California State University Sacramento)
The Ignored (Inter)Discipline: Emphasizing the “Interdisciplinary” in International Studies Programs

Pamela Zeiser (University of North Florida)

Teaching Cooperation (and Conflict) in the Undergraduate Classroom

Chana Miriam Solomon-Schwartz (George Washington University)

SB39: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Investigating Methods: Alternative Approaches

Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies

Chair Stephen J. Rosow (State University of New York at Oswego)
Disc. Stephen J. Rosow (State University of New York at Oswego)

Islam and the French National Front: Questioning the Correlation And Causation
John Walter Williams (Principia College)

Venturing Beyond Realism and Constructivism in the International Politics of Asia: Insights from Postcolonialism
Lena Tan (University of Otago)

SB40: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Theorizing African Union’s Search for Peace

International Organization

Chair Erin N. Hannah (Kings University College)
Disc. Martin Welz (Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena)

Theorising the African Union and the United Nations cooperation in peace operations
Thomas Kwasi Tieku (King’s, University of Western Ontario)

African Union and Prevention of Conflicts in Africa: Closing the Theory—Practice Gap
Cyril Obi (Social Science Research Council)

The African Union (AU) Commission and the search for peace in Africa
Stefan Günzle (University of Agder, Kristiansand)
Jarle Trondal (University of Oslo)

The Politics of AU-NATO Relations in Light of Libyan Intervention
Edward A. Akuffo (University of the Fraser Valley)

Can the Africa Mining Vision Prevent conflicts and Redress Raw Deals in Africa? Examining the African Union use of Mining Laws and Contracts as Conflict Prevention Tools
W. R. Nadjé Compaoré (Department of Social Science, York University)

SB41: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Human Rights and National Security

International Security Studies

A Case Study of Israel’s Fight against Human Trafficking
Christine Balarezo (University of North Texas)

Organizing Humanity: Military Decision-making Structures and Prisoner of War Abuse
Ryan Grauer (University of Pittsburgh)

SB42: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
The Plight of Refugees

Human Rights

Chair Emek M. Ucarer (Bucknell University)
Disc. Sarah S. Stroup (Middlebury College)

Through Their Eyes: Refugee Experiences with Access to Public Health in Indiana through Photovoice
Jyotika Saksena (University of Indianapolis)
Shannon McMorrow (University of Indianapolis)

Human Rights as a State Project: From Early Modern to Modern Practices
Swati Srivastava (Northwestern University)

The Plight of Refugees: Factors Affecting Treatment of Refugees in their Host State
Naji Bsisu (University Of Georgia)

Humanitarian Intervention: Governing through Protection
Maissaa Almustafa (Balsillie School of International Affairs)

Going it Alone: Explaining Unilateral Responses to Transnational Refugee Crises
Anna Oltman (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

SB43: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Geographical Spread of Terrorist Attacks

International Security Studies

Chair Alex Wilner (Carleton University)
Disc. Alex Wilner (Carleton University)

More Destructive or More Distracted? How Expansion of Operations Impacts Terror Group Lethality
Daniel Milton (United States Military Academy)

Geographical Distribution of Suicide Attacks: Testing Outbidding Model Using Spatial Analysis
Yasutaka Tominaga (Waseda University)

Transnational Attacks by Domestic Terrorist Organizations: A Substitute Tactic
Alperen Özkun (University of Maryland)
Nil Seda Satana (Bilkent University)
Laura Dugan (University of Maryland)

A Model of Transnational Terrorist Sponsorship in Civil Wars
Laila Wahedi (Georgetown University)

Multipled Peace and Security Cooperation among Regional Actors: The Case of Boko Haram
Ingo Henneberg (University of Freiburg)
Friedrich Plank (Johannes Gutenberg University of Mainz)

SB44: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Explaining the Success and Failure of Nonviolent Struggle

Peace Studies

A Comparative Perspective on Terrorism Victims’ Mobilisations in Europe and North America
Benjamin Ducol (Université de Montréal)

European Union Responses towards Child Soldiers: Providing Security through Non-Securitization
Iuliia Kononenko (Division of Global Affairs, Rutgers University-Newark)

The Alliance-Human Rights Nexus: Linking Membership in Defensive Alliances to Improvements in Human Rights Performance
gerardo urtuzaustigu (University of Missouri)

SB44: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Explaining the Success and Failure of Nonviolent Struggle

Peace Studies

A Comparative Perspective on Terrorism Victims’ Mobilisations in Europe and North America
Benjamin Ducol (Université de Montréal)

European Union Responses towards Child Soldiers: Providing Security through Non-Securitization
Iuliia Kononenko (Division of Global Affairs, Rutgers University-Newark)

The Alliance-Human Rights Nexus: Linking Membership in Defensive Alliances to Improvements in Human Rights Performance
gerardo urtuzaustigu (University of Missouri)
SB46: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Resource Conflict and Nationalism(s)

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Chair: Stacey-Ann Wilson (University of the West Indies, Mona)
Disc: Patricia Agupusi (Watson Institute for International Studies, Brown University)

Rise of Economic Nationalism as a Constraint to Global Peace
Karina Jędrzejowska (University of Warsaw, Institute of International Relations)

Roundabout: Economic Nationalisms in the European Monetary Union and Greece pre- and post-crisis
Jesse Hembruff (Queen’s University)

Nationalism and Human Rights: How do the levels of nationalism of political parties in power affect the human rights practices in parliamentary democracies?
Emir Yazici (University of Missouri)

Climate Shocks and Ethnic Favoritism in the Distribution of Relief
Resources
Jasper Kaplan (University of California, Davis)

SB47: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Accounting for Sexual Violence in Conflict: Documentation, Explanation, and Justice

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies

Chair: Kim Thuy Seelinger (Human Rights Center, Univ. of California, Berkeley)
Disc: Inger Skjelsbaek (Peace Research Institute Oslo)

Examining Links Between Conflict and Interpersonal Violence in Liberia
Jocelyn Kelly (Harvard University)

Conflict and Conviction: Sexual Violence and the Courts of North and South Kivu
Kim Thuy Seelinger (Human Rights Center, Univ. of California, Berkeley)
Susanne Alldén (Independent researcher)

Domesticating Justice: The War Crimes Chamber of Bosnia and Herzegovina
Kerstin Carlson (University of Copenhagen)

SB2: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Between Anarchy and Hierarchy

History

Chair: Daniel M. Green (University of Delaware)
Disc: Ayşe Zarakol (University of Cambridge)

Beyond Anarchy: Order and Disorder in Classical Chinese Political Thought and Practice in the Pre-Qing Era
Hsin Chih Chen (National Cheng Kung University)

Grand Strategy and Total War: Experiences with War and Strategic Behaviour in the 19th and 20th Century
Paul van Hooft (European University Institute)

The Monroe doctrine and the dispute of US hegemony by China in North America
Jessica De Alba-Ulloa (Universidad Anahuac Mexico Norte)

Paradox of Narco-peace as Cooperation Building in the Middle East
Mahdokht Zakeri (Eastern Mediterranean University)

SB51: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
From Battlefield Adaptation to Institutional Innovation: The US Military in Vietnam and After

International Security Studies

Chair: Terry Terriff (University of Calgary)
Disc: Theo Farrell (King’s College London)

Revolt of the Majors or Military-Technical Revolution? Sources of Innovation in the Post-Vietnam United States Air Force
Adam Grissom (Georgetown University)

Whither the Fire? The US Navy and the Vietnam War
James A. Russell (Naval Postgraduate School)

Fields of Fire: Battlefield Learning in the Vietnam War and the Sources of FMFM 1, Warfighting in the US Marine Corps
Terry Terriff (University of Calgary)

U.S. Special Operations Forces and the Vietnam War Experience
Stephen M. Grenier (Johns Hopkins University)
SB53: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel

Peace, Liberal and Otherwise

Theory

Chair  Anthony F. Lang, Jr. (University of St Andrews)
Disc.  Aida Arfan Hozic (University of Florida)

Pragmatism and the Critique of Liberalism: Beyond the Philosophy of Science

Dillon Stone Tatum (Francis Marion University)

Galtung’s Concept of “Peace”: The Long Way from Definition to Maintenance

Vassil Hristov Anastassov (Istanbul Fatih University)

The Fool and the Franchiser: Formal Justice in the Political Theories of Hobbes and Rawls

Niklas Rolf (Rhine-Waal University of Applied Sciences)

SB54: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel

The political dynamics of authoritarian rule

Scientific Study of International Processes

Chair  Håvard Hegre (Department of Peace and Conflict Research, Uppsala University and Peace Research Institute Oslo)
Disc.  Jan Teorell (Department of Political Science, Lund university)

Don’t Try This at Home: Coups Abroad, Domestic Coup-Proofing, and the Non-Diffusion of Coups d’Etat.

Yannick Pengl (ETH Zurich)

Sign me Up: Cosponsorship and Representation in an Authoritarian Legislature

Steven Oliver (Yale-NUS College)

Dimitar D. Gueorguiev (Syracuse University)

Ethnic Power-Sharing and Authoritarian Regime Survival

Nils-Christian Bormann (University of Exeter)

Jun Koga Sudduth (University of Strathclyde)

Former Ruling Party Success in Competitive Elections

Ian O. Smith (Northern Kentucky University)

SB55: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel

New Perspectives on Neoliberalism

International Political Economy

Chair  Hannes Lacher (York University)
Disc.  Hannes Lacher (York University)

Global Transitions and the Neoliberal Impasse: Going Back to Move Forward

Julian Germann (University of Sussex)

Neoliberalism and the Far-Right: An Ambivalent Embrace

Rick Saull (Queen Mary, University of London)

To Batter down All Walls: How Chile Became a Rhetorical Tool for the Global Neoliberal Revolution

Kevin Funk (Spring Hill College)

The Changing Role of the Ford Foundation in International Development, 1951-2003

Nicholas Micinski (The Graduate Center, CUNY)

Extractivism and Resistances in Latin America.

Carolina Cepeda M. (Universidad Javeriana)

SB56: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel

Adaptation to Climate Change

Environmental Studies

Chair  Marc J. Cohen (Oxfam America/Johns Hopkins University)
Disc.  Andrea M. Collins (University of Waterloo)

Caribbean Planning for Adaptation to Climate Change (CPACC) and Mainstreaming Adaptation to Climate Change (MACC): Climate Change Governance and the Limits of Mainstreaming

Jonathan Rosenberg (Illinois Institute of Technology)

Cozying Up: Colonial paternalism as the best hope for small-island populations in the face of climate change

Geoff Allen (University of California Santa Barbara)

Water, climate change, and social capital: Interdependence or independence in household adaptation?

Christopher Paul (North Carolina Central University)

Erika S. Weinthal (Duke University)

Resilience in the Horn of Africa: The Potential of Ethiopia’s Climate Policy

Christopher Paul (North Carolina Central University)

Erika S. Weinthal (Duke University)

Climate adaptation and world markets: governance implications of indirect climate impacts

Asa Persson (Stockholm Environment Institute)

SB57: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel

Can a discursive power Europe support peace in a multipolar world?

European Union Studies Association

Chair  Diarmuid A. Torney (Dublin City University)
Disc.  Diarmuid A. Torney (Dublin City University)

Geolinguistics of killer languages in post-Cold War Europe

Matti A. Jutila (University of Turku, Finland)

Europe and the Transatlantic Relationship: Mapping Multiple Possibilities

Tim L. Oliver (London School of Economics and Political Science)

EU-Russia relations beyond the conflict-cooperation dichotomy

Cristian Nitoiu (London School of Economics)

Towards a new Asia strategy: pooling European resources and capacities in the Asian century

Olivia Gippner (London School of Economics and Political Science)

SB58: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM  Panel

The Use and Effectiveness of Foreign Military Interventions

Foreign Policy Analysis

Chair  Taylor B. Seybolt (GSPIA, University of Pittsburgh)
Disc.  Taylor B. Seybolt (GSPIA, University of Pittsburgh)

Peas in a pod? Assessing the similarity of military interventions, cross-nationally

David Sylvan (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

Stephen John Majeski (University of Washington)

Bystander, Observer, Participant: The United States and Humanitarian Intervention

Jason Rich (Independent Scholar)

Hillary Hunnings (Georgia College and State University)
Cooperative Norms and the Impact of Gender on International Cooperation.

Courtney N. Burns (Georgia Southern University)
Where Are the Women?: A Gender Perspective on EU as an International Mediator
Toni Haastrup (University of Kent)
Conflict behaviors: Religiosity, culture, and gender as predictors for conflict management styles among first and second generation Arab Muslim immigrants in the United States
Al Wekhian Jamil (University of Missouri-Columbia)
Women’s Issues in the Peace Negotiations Agreement and their Effect on Women’s Status in Post-Conflict Countries
Natalia Meneses (Kennesaw State University)
Engendering Peace? Using Q Methodology to test the gender-based rationale of the UN’s Women, Peace and Security Initiative
Megan Lounsbury (University of Georgia)

SB67: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Mission (almost) impossible: peacekeeping and peacebuilding and their challenges
International Organization
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Peace Studies
Chair Ramon Blanco (Federal University of Latin-American Integration)
Disc. Sara Hellmüller (University of Basel, Swisspeace)
Exploring Peace through UN Contact Groups
Jerry J. Pubantz (University of North Carolina at Greensboro)
Challenging peacekeeping: how the incorporation of nonviolence reaches out to the ‘local’. Rachel Julian (Leeds Beckett University)
Peacekeeping in Mali
Dale Sanders (USAF)
Towards A Post-RSM Era: Challenges in Redrafting The Peace in Afghanistan
Merve Seren (SETA)
Peacebuilding in the Context of Displacement: Women’s Groups in Internally Displaced Persons (IDP) Camps in Kenya
Catherine Odera (Kennesaw State University)

SB68: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Politics of Development Aid: Lessons from Case Examples
Global Development
International Political Economy
Foreign Policy Analysis
Gender Equality at Home and Promotion of Gender Equality Abroad: Bilateral Official Development Assistance in Support of Gender Equality
Chungshik Moon (Australian National University)
Mi Yung Yoon (Hanover College)
EU Trade and Development Policy – Do EU Preferential Trade Agreements alter Development Aid?
Clara A. Brandi (German Development Institute)
The effectiveness of democracy aid for democracy promotion: the failure of donors
Yoonbin Ha (American University)

SB69: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
How Others See Us: Roles in Regional and International Contexts
Foreign Policy Analysis
International Political Sociology
Chair Juliet Kaarbo (University of Edinburgh)
Disc. Cameron G. Thies (Arizona State University)
Disc. Jamie Gaskarth (University of Birmingham)
The foreign policy role conceptions and behavior of declining states
Leslie E. Wehner (University of Bath)
Role Transformations in Japanese Foreign Relations: The Dispositional Context of Race, Fear, and Pride
Paul A. Kowert (University of Massachusetts Boston)
From role to counter-role taking: The U.S. Pivot to Asia and the allies’ responses in Northeast Asia
Sebastian Harnisch (Heidelberg University)
Gordon Friedrichs (Heidelberg University)
Leadership in EU foreign policy: A typology of role expectations
Lisbeth Aggestam (University of Gothenburg)
Markus Johansson (Department of Political Science, University of Gothenburg)
Perceptions of the EU and the EU Power Debate: Role Theory as Conceptual Framework and Informatics as Method
Juliet Kaarbo (University of Edinburgh)

SB70: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Intellectual Migration in the Post Soviet Area: Trends and Policies
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Post Communist Systems
Chair Mikhail A. Molchanov (St. Thomas University, Canada)
Russian Universities’ Cooperation with the Russian Academic Diaspora: Trends and Challenges
Andrei V. Korobkov (Middle Tennesse State University)
Russian-Speaking Research Diaspora: Experience and Stimulus to Cooperate with Russia
Irina Dezhina (Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology)
Intellectual Migration in the Post Soviet Space
Andrey Kazantsev (Moscow state insƟtute of internaƟonal relaƟons (MGIMO))
Bringing the State Back In: Authoritarian Governance of Educational Emigrants in China
Min Ye (Boston University)

SB71: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM
Domestic Threats or Disadvantaged Minorities? Treatment of Religious, Sectarian and Ethnic Minorities in the Middle East
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Religion and International Relations
Chair Yasemin Akbaba (Gettysburg College)
Disc. Jocelyne Cesari (Georgetown University/Universtiy of Birmingham)
Nationalizing Iran: Counter-Discourses on Democracy and National identity
Ozum Yesiltas (St. Norbert College)
Lebanon’s Confessional Communities Abroad: Whither Sectarianism?
Octavius Pinkard (University of Kent)
Enduring Authority: State Formation, Kinship, and Resource Distribution in the Arab Gulf
Scott Weiner (George Washington University)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Chair/Speaker(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SB72</td>
<td>10:30 AM - 12:15 PM</td>
<td>Panel</td>
<td>BRICS in International Relations: Power, Politics and Development</td>
<td>Kevin Gray (University of Sussex), Peter Marcus Kristensen (University of Copenhagen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB73</td>
<td>10:30 AM - 12:15 PM</td>
<td>Roundtable</td>
<td>Time, Temporality and Violence in IR: Defatalizing the Present and Decolonial Alternatives</td>
<td>Anna M. Agathangelou (York University), Siba Grovogui (Cornell University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB74</td>
<td>10:30 AM - 12:15 PM</td>
<td>Roundtable</td>
<td>Envisioning Israeli-Palestinian Peace</td>
<td>Dov Waxman (Northeastern University), Amir Lupovici (Tel Aviv University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB75</td>
<td>10:30 AM - 12:15 PM</td>
<td>Panel</td>
<td>Renegotiating Global Governance in a Multipolar Order</td>
<td>Andrew J. Hurrell (University of Oxford), Basak Kale (METU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB76</td>
<td>10:30 AM - 12:15 PM</td>
<td>Panel</td>
<td>Infrastructural Geopolitics: Its History and Transformation II</td>
<td>Peer Schouten (Danish Institute for International Studies), Linda M. Weiss (University of Sydney)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB77</td>
<td>10:30 AM - 12:15 PM</td>
<td>Roundtable</td>
<td>Avoiding Future Conflicts in the Arctic: A Chance for Early Warning and Preventive Diplomacy?</td>
<td>Mikhail Rykhtik (Lobachevsky State University), Rasmus G. Bertelsen (UIT-The Arctic University of Norway)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB78</td>
<td>10:30 AM - 12:15 PM</td>
<td>Panel</td>
<td>Roots of Conflict and the Nature of the State in the Great Lakes Region</td>
<td>Christoph Vogel (University of Zurich), Patrycja Stys (University of Edinburgh)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Identity Politics and Election Violence in Africa's Great Lakes Region: New evidence from Tanzania

Alexandra Schaerrer (SCAR-George Mason University)

Armed Conflict, Transnational Mineral Regulation, and the State in the DRC: Violent Transformation and the Reconfiguration of Real Governance

Christoph Vogel (University of Zurich)

The Great Lakes Region’s politics: A Discourse of Peace and Stability

M. A. Muyingi (North West University)

Peace Studies

Borders and Boundaries of Reconciliation and Transitional Justice

SB79: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Panel

Chair: Aysegul Keskin Zeren (Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies, University of Notre Dame)
Disc.: George A. Lopez (University of Notre Dame)

Reconciliation in Practice

Kelly McKone (Research Consultant for the Center for Applied Research on Conflict at USIP)

Practicing Political Reconciliation in Uganda

Karen Campion (University of Maryland)

Truth Commissions for National Reconciliation: An Exploration with Psychosocial lens

Natalia Tejada (The World Bank)

Victims and Non-victims Use of Coping Strategies: Implications for Mental Health in Colombia

Laura K. Taylor (Queen’s University Belfast)

Microcosms of Reconciliation: Group Psychosocial Interventions in Rwanda

Kathryn Scraifford (University of Notre Dame)

SB83: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Panel

Business, Activists, Governments, and the Fight against Human Trafficking and Forced Labour: A New Era?

International Political Economy

Chair: Fabiola Mieres (University of Durham)
Chair: Laura Gomez Mera (University of Miami)
Disc. Genevieve LeBaron (University of Sheffield)

Governments, Business, and the ‘Fight’ against Human Trafficking and Forced Labour

Ashley Feasley (Catholic University, Columbus School of Law)

Reverse Logics in Supply Chains: Worker-Driven Social Responsibility Challenges Traditional Private Forms of Regulation

Fabiola Mieres (University of Durham)

Taking Labor Trafficking Cases to Court: Explaining Cross-National Patterns in Prosecutions and Convictions

Laura Gomez Mera (University of Miami)

Fabiola Mieres (University of Durham)

The Role of Anti-trafficking Organizations in Human Trafficking Policy Implementation

Laura Dean (Clayton State University)

Private Transnational Regulatory Organizations and Efforts to Promote Supply Chain Transparency

Laura Gomez Mera (University of Miami)

SB84: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Panel

National Security, Bureaucracy, and Civil-Military Relations

Foreign Policy Analysis

Disc. Carrie A. Lee (University of Notre Dame)
Disc. Aaron Ettinger (University of Waterloo)

On the Usefulness of No Fly Zones

Stephen D. Wrage (United States Naval Academy)

PYSOPS/MISO, C-WMD, and the Human Domain: Toward a Theory of Institutional Politics and Naming the Military

Margaret E. Kosal (Georgia Institute of Technology)

The Professions of Soldiers: A critical examination of the assignment of military tasks.

Kathryn M. G. Boehlerfeld (University of Notre Dame)

National Security Council Throughout Bush/Obama: Institution, evolution and events

Laura Quaglia (UFRGS)

SB85: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Panel

Understanding the Changing Role of Municipal Stakeholders in Violent Conflict

Urban Affairs Association

Chair: Cynthia Cohen (Brandeis University)
Disc.: Cynthia Cohen (Brandeis University)

Learning from Conflict: Identity, Democracy, and Citizenship at the Street-level

Nanke Verloo (University of Amsterdam)

City Responsibility: Municipal Institutions as the First Frontier of Conflict Prevention and Peacebuilding

David G. Connolly (University of York)

Agnese Macaluso (The Hague institute for Global Justice)

Big Data for City Diplomacy

Ulrich Mans (Leiden University (Centre for Innovation))

Urban Conflict: What Role for the Police?

Ian Anthony (SIPRI)

Lina Grip (SIPRI / Helsinki University)

The Role of Arts and Culture in Understanding and Preventing Violence in Urban Contexts

Cynthia Cohen (Brandeis University)
Nilanjana Premaratna (Independent Scholar)

SB86: Saturday 10:30 AM - 12:15 PM

Panel

Peace on the African Continent

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair: Zinaida Shevchuk (Masaryk University)
Disc.: Sophia Dawkins (Yale University)

The Causes of the Failure of the Sudanese Comprehensive Peace Agreement

Jack Kalpakian (Al Akhawayn University)

Student Unions in North Africa – Incubators of Political Violence or Political Negotiation?

Linda S. Bishai (United States Institute of Peace)

Sovereignty, Self-Determination, and the Shadow of Violence: (De)Recognition in Western Sahara

R. Joseph Huddleston (University of Southern California)

The Limits of Cooperation after Conflict? The Case of the Kimberley Process in Sierra Leone

Nathan Munier (American University of Afghanistan)

Peace in the Blue Nile River Basin? Elite Survival, Conflict, and Cooperation

Anne J. Kantel (American University )
ISA Cultural Event

Mughal-e-Azam (The Great Mughal): Circulations of Gender, Islam, and Nation in India’s Song of Defiance

Chair: J. P. Singh (The University of Edinburgh)
Part: J. P. Singh (The University of Edinburgh)
Mughal-e-Azam (The Great Mughal)

SC01: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Ukraine and Russia after Maidan: Consolidation of Illiberal Democracy

Chair: Mikhail A. Molchanov (St. Thomas University, Canada)
Disc. Denys Kiryukhin (Skovoroda’s Institute of Philosophy, The National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine)
Euromaidan-2014: The Oligarchic Component
Volodymir Glazunov (Zaporizhzhya National University)
The Key Factors of Ukraine’s Conflict
Svitlana Shcherbak (Skovoroda’s Institute of Philosophy, The National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine)
Sino-Russian Relations after the Ukraine Crisis and the New World (Dis)order
Cheng Yang (East China Normal University/ Center for Russian Studies)
Ukraine and Russia after the Maidan: The inevitable conflict of conservative projects
Denys Kiryukhin (Skovoroda’s Institute of Philosophy, The National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine)
Maidan-2.0 and its consequences for the Ukrainian developmental state
Pavlo Kutuev (Professor and Chair of Sociology at the National Technical University of Ukraine “Kyiv Polytechnic Institute”)

SC02: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

US Foreign Policy and Peace

Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair: Klaus Brummer (Catholic University of Eichštät-Ingolstadt)
Disc. Klaus Brummer (Catholic University of Eichštät-Ingolstadt)
Understanding Putin and Stalin: A major Power Reacts to External Threat
Manus I. Midlarsky (Rutgers University)
Understanding Post-Cold War Peace: Hegemonic Stability and the Decline of War
Christopher J. Fettweis (Tulane University)
From Tentative Engagement to Stable Peace: Mapping the Future of US-Iran Relations
Kai Hebel (Universiteit Leiden)
Liberalism, Peace and American Foreign Policy from Vietnam to ISIS
David Goldfischer (University of Denver)
Summit meetings: Good or bad for peace?
Peter Wallensteen (Uppsala University/University of Notre Dame)
Dan Druckman (George Mason University, Macquarie University, Australia, University if Queensland, Australia)

SC03: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Is “Peace” Based on Fear A Long Lasting “Peace”?: Sources and Solutions to [In]Stability in Central Asia

Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair: Alexander Cooley (Columbia University)
Disc. Akbota Zholdasbekova (Eurasian national university)
Contention for Peace? Analyzing the Stability of Unstable Peace and Collective Contention in Central Asia
Dishod Achilov (University of Massachusetts - Dartmouth)
Using Security Concerns to Resist Democratic Diffusion: Cases from Central Asia
Rachel Vanderhill (Wofford College)
Who? Why? and How?: A Multi-Level Survey of the Perspectives on Terrorist Incidents in the Post-Soviet Region
Renat Shaykhutdinov (Florida Atlantic University)
Regional Powers, Regional Organizations: Maintaining Peace and Stability in Central Asia
Charles E. Ziegler (University of Louisville)
Mapping State Responses to Security Threats in Central Asia
Lawrence P. Markowitz (Rowan University)

SC04: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Foundations for Exploring Peace

Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair: Patrick James (University of Southern California)
Disc. Harvey Starr (University of South Carolina)
The Industrial Peace: The Foundation for the Democratic Peace and the Capitalist Peace
David Ruigh (Indiana University)
Alex Antony (Indiana University)
William R. Thompson (Indiana University)
Political Succession: A Model of Coup, Revolution, Purges and Everyday Politics
Bruce J. Bueno de Mesquita (New York University)
Natural Resources and the Quality of Peace
Sara McLaughlin Mitchell (University of Iowa)
Peace Beyond Non-War: A Review and Exploration
Christian Davenport (University of Michigan)
Erik Melander (Uppsala University)
Patrick M. Regan (University of Notre Dame)
The Correlates of Peace: Examining Proxy Indicators for Quality Peace
Patrick M. Regan (University of Notre Dame)

SC05: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Roundtable

Studying and Writing Global IR: Theory and Method

Theory
Global Development
International Political Sociology
Historical International Relations
Chair: T. V. Paul (McGill University)
Disc. T. V. Paul (McGill University)
Part: Amitav Acharya (American University)
Part: Andrew J. Hurrell (University of Oxford)
Part: Louise Fawcett (University of Oxford)
Part: Yaqing Qin (China Foreign Affairs University)
Part: Randolph B. Persaud (American University)
SC06: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
War, the State and History

Historical International Relations
Chair Torbjørn Knutsen (University of Trondheim)
Disc. Alexander Reichwein (Justus-Liebig-University Giessen)
The Unbearable Burden of Decline, An Analysis of declining Hegemons and their propensity to use military force in foreign relations
Iris Wurm (Goethe University Frankfurt)
Role of history in African struggles for peace
Bertha K. Amisi (Nova Southeastern University)
Planning Makes the State: Institutional Development and Total War Mobilization from the Inside-Out
Tyler Michael Curley (University of Southern California)
War Termination and Jus Post Bellum: Defeated Combatants and Jus Terminatio
Ricardo Crespo (University of California, Riverside)
Polarized Regions and Decisive Wars: The Role of World War II in the Pacificification of East Asia
Alex Weisiger (University of Pennsylvania)

SC07: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Networks, Organizations, and Broadly-Defined Peace

Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Christopher Reenock (Florida State University)
Disc. Jillienne E. Haglund (University of Kentucky)
The regional influence of the activities of international environmental regimes and organizations on domestic demand for environmental goods.
Frank Grundig (University of Kent)
Relation as Reality? Testing Chinese Relationalism IR Theory through Exponential Random Graph Models (ERGM)
Weizhun Mao (School of Government & Centre for Asia-Pacific Development Studies, Nanjing University)
Help-seeking social networks in the context of microfinance and intimate partner violence in Bangladesh
Nadine Murshed (University at Buffalo, SUNY)
Introducing a New Dataset on The UN’s ECOSOC INGO Network, 1947-2010
Jillienne E. Haglund (University of Kentucky)
Christopher Reenock (Florida State University)
Mapping Extremism: Network Politics and the Belgian Far Right
Shannon L. Jones (Georgia State University)

SC08: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Shaken and stirred: Taking stock of formal and informal alliances in the post-Paris climate regime

Environmental Studies
Political Demography and Geography
International Political Sociology
Chair Matthew Paterson (University of Ottawa)
Disc. Scott Hamilton (London School of Economics)
Neoliberal Environmentalism in Global Forest Governance? A Discursive Institutionalist Analysis of REDD Monitoring Systems
Fariborz Zelli (Lund University)
Expertise and forest alliances in the UNFCCC
Elana Rowe (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs)

Global Environmental Governance and the Petroleum Sector: Combining Climate and Profit in ExxonMobil, Gazprom and Shell
Roman Vakulchuk (NUPI)
European Climate Diplomacy: The Green Diplomacy Network as an Epistemic Community
Ma‘a Keapuolani Davis Cross (Northeastern University)
Alliance Building through Dialogues: Developing a Typology of Climate Dialogue Initiatives under the UNFCCC
Lau Øfjord Blaxekjær (University of the Faroe Islands)

SC09: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Struggling for Peace in the Middle East

Exploring Peace (Theme)
Chair Al Wekhian Jamil (University of Missouri-Columbia)
Disc. Al Wekhian Jamil (University of Missouri-Columbia)
Disc. Stephen Burgess (US Air War College)
The Radicalization of the Middle East and North Africa post 9/11
Harry Anastasiou (Portland State University)
Krystal Conniry
Empathy, dialogue and disagreement as foundations for peace: Syria as a brief case-study
Jasmine Gani (University of St. Andrews)
The importance of European Union in Middle East Peace Process: Player or Payer?
Caglar Ezikoglu (Abertyswyth University)

SC10: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Oceans governance – a new frontier for different approaches under IR

Environmental Studies
Chair Mark Axelrod (Michigan State University)
Disc. Oran R. Young (Bren School, UC Santa Barbara)
Serendipity and Design: Why Context Matters for Rule Implementation
D. G. Webster (Dartmouth College)
International Norms and Ocean Governance: The Regime Complex for Farmed Atlantic Salmon and the Norm of Stakeholder Involvement
Jennifer L. Bailey (Norwegian University of Science and Technology)
The cascading effects of global warming of the marine environment
Rachel Tiller (SINTEF)
Conflict Resolution and the Law of the Sea
Áslaug Ásgeirsdóttir (Bates College)

SC11: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Political Demography and Geography of Asia

Political Demography and Geography
Chair Hsin Chih Chen (National Cheng Kung University)
Disc. Nicola Contessi (Nazarebayev University)
Quietly Into the Night? Russia’s Population Aging, Great Power Status, and the Future of Global Security
Jennifer Sciubba (Rhodes College)
Place of Geography and History in Central Asia: Old to New Great Games
Yasar Sari (Abant Izzet Baysal University)
A cooperative Global South? Brazil, India, and China strategies in multilateral regimes
Felipe Albuquerque (University of Lisbon)
A Spatio-temporal Analysis of Taiwanese Direct Investment in China, 1991-2014: Visualizing and Mapping the Patterns
Roger Chi-Feng Liu (O.P. Jindal Global University)
Chen-yuan Tung (National Cheng Chi University)

Roundtable on International Order and Diversity: War, Trade and Rule in the Indian Ocean
Historical International Relations

Chair: Daniel M. Green (University of Delaware)
Part.: Ayşe Zarakol (University of Cambridge)
Part.: Jason Sharman (Griffith University)
Part.: Andrew Bradley Phillips (University of Queensland)
Part.: Daniel Nexon (Georgetown University)
Part.: Anahita Arian (University of Groningen)

Panel

Legitimacy and Accountability in Environmental Governance II
Environmental Studies

Chair: Loren Cass (College of the Holy Cross)
Disc. Loren Cass (College of the Holy Cross)
De-carbonization, Global Governance and the Quality of Democratic Systems in the 21st Century
Eduardo Viola (University of Brasilia)
Larissa Basso (University of Brasilia)
The Evolution of the UNFCCC Secretariat: How the Climate Secretariat is Breaking Out of Its Straitjacket
Thomas Hickmann (University of Potsdam)
Normative Consensus, Legalization and European Union Environmental Policy Legitimacy
M. Leann Brown (University of Florida)
Judicialization of Environmental Action and Accountability Deficits Teresa Kramarz (University of Toronto)

Panel

Universal Health Coverage and the Right to Health in the Sustainable Development Goals
Global Health
Global Development
Human Rights

Chair: Owain D. Williams (University of Queensland)
Disc. Gorik Ooms (University of Heidelberg)
Disc. Peter S. Hill (University of Queensland)
The evolution of Universal Health Coverage: from UN General Assembly 2012 resolution to Sustainable Development Goal target Claire Brolan (University of Queensland)
Embedding the Sustainable Development Goals in international human rights law: Ensuring comprehensive rather than selective Universal Health Coverage Remco van de Pas (Institute of Tropical Medicine, Antwerp)
Gorik Ooms (University of Heidelberg)
Financial legitimacy and the WHO: obstacles to achieving the right to health Attiya Waris (University of Nairobi, Law School)
Making the case for rights-based participation in implementing the global health agenda Sameera Hussain (University of Queensland)
Using the right to health to guide priority setting in Universal Health Coverage Lisa Forman (University of Toronto)

Panel

Practices of Humanitarianism Reconsidered
Global Development
Human Rights

Chair: Antonietta Elia (University of Santiago de Compostela)
Disc. Denis V. Kennedy (College of the Holy Cross)
Rights of Forced Migrants and the Movements of Law and Citizenship
Mark F. N. Franke (Huron University College)
Aid to refugees and development assistance: Symbiosis or competition? Maurits Van der Veen (College of William & Mary)

Panel
Turning the Global Humanitarian System on its Head: Strengthening Local Capacity and Shifting Leadership to Local Actors to Save Lives and Livelihoods

Marc J. Cohen (Oxfam America/Johns Hopkins University)

Thirty-Five Million Problems, Three solutions: How the International Refugee Regime fails to address the World’s Largest Humanitarian Crisis

Bryan Hutcheson (Kennesaw State University)

The Role of International Support in Managing Refugee Crises

Jeonghyeon Kim (University of Nebraska-Lincoln)

**SC20: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**  
Responsibility, prudence and the practice of peace in international society

*International Ethics*

**Chair**  
Luke B. Campbell (Northwest Missouri State University)

**Disc.**  
Mauro J. Caraccioli (Virginia Tech)

Looking for (non-circular accounts of) Prudence in All the Wrong Places

Harry D. Gould (Florida International University)

Melisa Balos (Florida International University)

Political responsibility towards a less violent world

Richard Beardsworth (University of Aberystwyth)

International Proxy Agency - a Tenable Framework for an Ethical Analysis of Peacebuilding Processes

Johanna Olsson (Uppsala University)

Equipping the ‘Intellectual Workshop’: Bull, Oakeshott and Engaging an Ethics Beyond Practice

Luke B. Campbell (Northwest Missouri State University)

**SC21: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**  
Ideas and Ideologies of International Organizations

*International Organization*

**Chair**  
Bob Reinalda (Radboud University Nijmegen)

**Disc.**  
Bob Reinalda (Radboud University Nijmegen)

The Politics of Universality at the United Nations

Vincent Pouliot (McGill University)

Jean-Philippe Therien (Université de Montréal)

UN Ideology and Norm Diffusion: Why Do Some Ideas Catch on More than Others?

Devin Joshi (Singapore Management University)

Roní Kay Marie O’Dell (Seton Hill University)

The Extension of the World Bank’s Galaxy: Open Knowledge, Satellite Networks and Hegemony in the Age of Globalization

Olivier Nay (University of La Sorbonne (Paris 1))

The UN System and Development: Historical Perspectives on Path Dependencies and Contingencies

Marc Frey (Bundeswehr University Munich)

Welfare Internationalism as Ideology of International Organizations

Jens Steffek (Technische Universität Darmstadt)

Leonie Holthaus (Technische Universität Darmstadt)

**SC22: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**  
Multi-Actor Peace Operations: Approaching a Standard Operating Procedure Theoretically and Empirically

*Exploring Peace (Theme)*

**Chair**  
Thomas G. Weiss (CUNY Graduate Center)

**Disc.**  
Alexandru Balas (SUNY Cortland)

Bringing States Back in: The Role of Great and Regional Powers in Creating and Shaping Multi-Actor Peace Operations

Martin Welz (Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena)

Cooperative Peacekeeping in Africa: Exploring Regime Complexity and Resource Exchange

Malte Brosig (University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg)

The Regional, the Global, and the Ugly: Inter-Organizational Configurations in the UN and beyond

Matthias Hofferberth (University of Texas, San Antonio)

Democracy in post-conflict deeply divided societies: a hybrid power-sharing model? The Case of Burundi

Alexandre Raffoul (Université de Montréal (UdeM))

**SC23: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**  
Understanding local violence: politics and crime

*Scientific Study of International Processes*

*Exploring Peace (Theme)*

**Chair**  
Tatiana Carayannis (Social Sciences Research Council)

**Disc.**  
Michael J. Gilligan (New York University)

The Politicization of Crime: Elections and Maritime Piracy

Ursula Daxecker (University of Amsterdam)

Brandon Prins (University of Tennessee)

Criminal violence and peacekeeping – A complex nexus

Jessica Di Salvatore (University of Amsterdam)

Reducing local level conflict through information: A field experiment in the mining areas of Peru

Renard Sexton (New York University)

Local-level causes and effects of violence against peacekeepers

Sara Lindberg Bromley (Uppsala University)

Ralph O. Sundberg (Uppsala University)

Ethno-political Competition and Pre-Election Violence in Africa

Carl von Schweinitz (ETH Zurich)

**SC24: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**  
More than a piece of the puzzle? The role of member states in EU foreign policy

*International Organization*

**Chair**  
Katie Verlin Laatkainen (Adelphi University)

**Disc.**  
Alister Miskimmon (Royal Holloway, University of London)

Love that dare not speak its name: LGBT rights promotion in EU foreign relations

Markus Thiel (Florida International University)

Contemporary Perceptions of Armed Forces deployments in the Federal Republic of Germany

Michael John Williams (New York University)

European Union Member State influence over IMF lending decisions: An invisible tool of the CFSP?

Robert Kissack (Institut Barcelona d’Estudis Internacionals)

The British Army and International Defence Engagement: Flying the Flag and Fighting Fit?

Tim L. Oliver (London School of Economics and Political Science)

European Union Foreign Policy: Opening Doors for the Lilliputians?

Aimee K. Arias (Florida Atlantic University)

**SC25: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**  
Civilians, Groups, and Intrastate Violence

*Exploring Peace (Theme)*

**Chair**  
Henrik Urdal (Peace Research Institute Oslo)

**Disc.**  
Clionadh A. Raleigh (University of Dublin)
Violence Begetting Violence? War and Civilian Victimization as Substitutes and Complements
Gerald Schneider (University of Konstanz)

Without a Trace: Enforced Disappearance as a Strategy During Armed Conflict
Cyanne E. Loyle (Indiana University)

Criminals, Warlords and Statesmen: Understanding Variations in Violence and Political Order in Times of Peace
Louis-Alexandre Berg (Georgia State University)

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Exploring Peace (Theme)

SC26: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Ethnic Conflicts, Migration and Political Stability as Threats to Peace

Chair  Ted Robert Gurr (University of Maryland)
Disc.  Ted Robert Gurr (University of Maryland)

Relocation Strategies: Internal Displacement as an Instrument of Coercion
Kelly M. Greenhill (Tufts University, Harvard University)

Post-conflict reconciliation in Sri Lanka: Performing ‘Liberal Transition’
Nasreen Chowdhory (Delhi University)

Ethnic Salience: Bringing Institutions Back In
Beth Rabinowitz (Rutgers University)

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Exploring Peace (Theme)

SC27: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Ethnic Conflicts, Peace and World Society Approaches: Lessons from Interventions

Chair  Ramon Blanco (Federal University of Latin-American Integration)
Disc.  Gerard Mc Hugh (Conflict Dynamics International)

The silence on peace in the solidarist-pluralist debate: rethinking borders, humanitarian interventions, and complex emergencies within the English School
Marcelo M. Valenca (Rio de Janeiro State University - UERJ)

Peace Operations as a Dispositif for International Order: When Foucault meets the English School
Ramon Blanco (Federal University of Latin-American Integration)

The sustainability of international society given competing visions of an uneven world society: Assessing the consequences of the Libyan intervention of 2011
Benedict Docherty (Leeds University)

How the degree of independence of the UN impacts its capacity to influence state behaviour: the UN as a free agent and as a motor of international society
Marco Moraes (University of Oxford)

Non-state Security and the Role of Non-state Actors in Liberian and Sierra Leonean Peacebuilding Operations: A Myth or the Reality?
Burak Toygar Halistoprak (Bilkent University)

Visualizing peace in contexts of violence
Frank W. Moeller (University of Tampere)
David Shim (University of Groningen)

Making peace visible: colors in visual peace research
Rune Saugmann Andersen (University of Tampere)
Juha A. Vuori (University of Turku)
Xavier Guillaume (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen)

SC28: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Visions of Peace

Chair  Frank W. Moeller (University of Tampere)
Disc.  Rune Saugmann Andersen (University of Tampere)

Visual securitization: Political cartoons in protracted conflicts
Constantinos Adamides (University of Nicosia)

Of Doves and Hawks: Juxtapositions of War and Peace on Russian Social Networks During the Crisis in Ukraine
Elizaveta Gaufman (University of Bremen)

Re-imagining French-Algerian Relations: Art Practices, Institutions, and the International
Laurie Benson (King’s College London)

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Exploring Peace (Theme)

SC29: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Rethinking theories of International Political Economy

Chair  Julian Germann (University of Sussex)
Disc.  Wesley W. Widmaier (Griffith University)

Eye to Eye, Hand to Hand: Luxemburg, Gramsci, Polanyi and Critical IPE
Robert James O’Brien (McMaster University)

Social Democracy and Multilevel Governance
Adam Harmes (University of Western Ontario)

The Concept of the Market in the Legitimation of Neoliberalism
Matthew Eagleton-Pierce (SOAS, University of London)

Post-human capital and its discontents
Amin Samman (City University London)
Elke Schwarz (University of Leicester)

International Political Economy

SC30: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Innovation and Adaptation of Military Organizations

Chair  Theo Farrell (King’s College London)
Disc.  Theo Farrell (King’s College London)

The U.S. Military and (No) Change: Examining U.S. Military Rigidity in Peacetime
Andrew Gallo (Columbia University)

Inorganic Adaptation for Irregular Warfare Missions
Nathan White (King’s College London)

Alexander Salt (University of Calgary)

Military Innovation and Conceptual Change: The Israel Defense Forces Prior to the 2006 Lebanon War
Raphael David Marcus (King’s College London)

Peter Campbell (Baylor University)

International Security Studies

SC31: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Big Data and National Security

Chair  Damien Van Puyvelde (The University of Texas at El Paso)
Disc.  Daniel S. Gressang (US Department of Defense)

Intelligence Studies
Big Data and the ‘Minority Report’ Approach to Intelligence: PredicƟve AnalyƟcs and Challenges to U.S. Privacy Law
Sara Kristene McGuire (University of Pennsylvania)

Supporting Big Data in the IC: Is U.S. Higher Education Ready to Meet the Demand for Data Science and Scientists?
Michael Landon-Murray (University of Colorado, Colorado Springs)

Methodologies for Harnessing the Power of Big Data
Randy Pherson (Pherson Associates)

Big Data Intelligence: a UK case study
Anno Bunnik (Liverpool Hope University)

Sensor vs Human Derived Big Data for Intelligence
Aaron F. Brantly (U.S. Military Academy, West Point)

Korean AssociaƟon of InternaƟonal Studies
The Identity of Korean Diplomacy and Northeast Asian Cooperation

Chair Taehyun Kim (Chung‐Ang University)
Disc. Yong Wook Lee (Korea University)
Disc. Van Jackson (Asia-Pacific Center for Security Studies)

South Korea’s alliance diplomacy
Chaesung Chun (Seoul National University)

The Evolution of South Korea’s Regional Policy
Seungjoo Lee (Chung-Ang University)

South Korea’s Unification Diplomacy and the Northeast Asia Peace and Cooperation Initiative
Jihwan Hwang (University of Seoul)

South Korea’s Middle Power Diplomacy between the US and China: Whether South Korea is a Shrimp or a Dolphin?
Heung-kyu Kim (Ajou University)

NAPCI and Trilateral Cooperation among Korea, the US, and Japan
Sang Hyun Lee (the Sejong Institute)

International Organization
The Unsteady Life of International Norms

Chair Nicole Deitelhoff (Goethe University Frankfurt /Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)
Chair Lisbeth Zimmermann (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)
Disc. Thomas Risse (Freie Universität Berlin)

Norm Contestation and Nuclear Nonproliferation
Carmen Wunderlich (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)
Jeffrey S. Lantis (The College of Wooster)

When norms are really dead: What killed slavery and the declaration of war?
Sarah Percy (University of Queensland)

International Norm Change: Modes and Mechanisms
Wayne Sandholtz (University of Southern California)

The Normative Evolution of Responsibility to Protect: From cosmopolitanism, to state-centrism, and back again?
Jennifer Welsh (European University Institute)

Which Dog Barks: Measuring Norm Robustness
Nicole Deitelhoff (Goethe University Frankfurt /Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)
Lisbeth Zimmermann (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)

International Security Studies
Arms Transfers

Chair Jennifer L. Erickson (Boston College)
Disc. Marc R. DeVore (University of St. Andrews (UK))

Arms Transfers, Alliance Credibility, and War
Matthew DiLorenzo (Vanderbilt University)
Bryan Rooney (Vanderbilt University)

Arms and Authoritarianism: In Search of a Model
Keith Luter (George Mason University)

Brothers in Arms: Institutional Change and Defense Industrial Integration
Miles Evers (George Washington University)

Antique Arms: a Factor for the Peace in Southeast Asia?
Shang-su Wu (S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University)

Service identties and strategic taboos: Explaining the failure of the 2001 US-Taiwan submarine sale.
Andrea Lane (Dalhousie University)

International Ethics
Human Rights
Profit, Harm and Precarious Agents of Global Justice: The Moral Responsibilities of Multinational/Transnational Corporations (MNCs/TNCs) in World Politics

Chair Anthony F. Lang, Jr. (University of St Andrews)
Disc. James Pattison (University of Manchester)

Multinational Corporations and Environmental Harm: Censure, Reform and the Possibility of Institutional Learning
Toni Erskine (University of New South Wales)

The Responsibility to Respect Human Rights and Corporate Moral Agency
David J. Karp (University of Sussex)
SC37: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**  
**Challenges to the civil-military relationship in the 21st century**  
*International Security Studies*  
Chair: Michael C. Desch (Notre Dame)  
Disc: Michael C. Desch (Notre Dame)  
COLDinistas and their critics: dissent within and between the military and civilians
Rebecca Jensen (Centre for Military and Strategic Studies, University of Calgary)  
Civil-Military Relations in "Hybrid-Regimes": The Ongoing Tension between Authority and Accountability in Russia, the Ukraine, and Moldova  
Jack J. Porter (Military College of South Carolina)  
ISAF: a harbinger of civil military relations’ future?  
George Woods (U.S. Army War College)  
The Best of the Best? Military Professionalism and Special Operations Forces
Doyle K. Hodges (Princeton University)  

SC38: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Roundtable**  
**10 Years International Political Sociology: IPSI! What do you mean?**  
*International Political Sociology*  
Chair: João P. Nogueira (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro)  
Disc: Jef Huysmans (Queen Mary University of London)  
Part: Debbie Lisle (Queen's University of Belfast)  
Part: Rob B. J. Walker (University of Victoria and PUC-Rio)  
Part: Cynthia H. Enloe (Clark University)  
Part: Didier Bigo (Sciences-Po Paris, KCL War studies)  
Part: Dirk Nabers (University of Kiel)  
Part: Cristina Rojas (Carleton University)  

SC39: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**  
**Strategic Decisions about Nuclear Programs**  
*International Security Studies*  
Chair: Maria Rost Rublee (Monash University)  
Disc: Heather Williams (King’s College London)  
Disc: Elizabeth Paige Price (University of Chicago)  
Nuclear Strategy and Non-State Actors
Maria Rost Rublee (Monash University)  
Post-Tenure Fate and Nuclear Reversal: What Happens When Leaders ‘Press Pause’ on Proliferation?
Elizabeth Paige Price (University of Chicago)  
Obstacles to Minimum Deterrence
Heather Williams (King’s College London)  
From Bystanders to Strategists: Toward a Theory of Non-Weapons Nuclear Strategy
Alexander Bollfrass (Princeton University (Woodrow Wilson School))  
Darren Lim (Australian National University)  

SC40: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**  
**Mass Atrocities: Legacies and Prevention**  
*International Security Studies*  
Chair: Taylor B. Seybolt (GSPIA, University of Pittsburgh)  
Disc. Taylor B. Seybolt (GSPIA, University of Pittsburgh)  
Evaluating the United Nation’s Agenda for Atrocity Prevention: prospects for the international regulation of internal security
Cecilia Jacob (Australian National University)  
Courage First and Intelligence Second: US Responsiveness to Mass Atrocity
Amanda Rothschild (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)  
Ideological Preferences and UN Responsiveness to Wartime Sexual Violence
Mehwish Sarwari (University at Buffalo)  
Zachary Karazsia (Florida International University)  
Rwanda’s Agaciro Foreign Policy in the African Great Lakes
Jonathan Beloff (School of Oriental and African Studies)  

SC41: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**  
**International Institutions in Time**  
*International Organization*  
Chair: Tim Buthe (Duke University)  
Disc. Tine Hanrieder (WZB Berlin Social Science Center)  
The Origins and Evolution of Informal Economic Governance
Orfeo Fioretos (Temple University)  
International taxation in time
Philipp Genschel (European University Institute)  
Concentration versus Dispersion. Explaining central banks' involvement with macroprudential policy
Manuela Moschella (Scuola Normale Superiore and Centre for International Governance Innovation (CIGI))  
How do material resources empower international organizations over time?
Eugenia da Conceicao-Heldt (Bavarian School of Public Policy, TU Munich)  

SC42: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
**Panel**  
**Legacies of War, Hope for the Future: Authoritarian Control in North Korea and the Problem of Korea-Japan Relations**  
*Association of Korean Political Studies*  
Chair: Wayne Patterson (University of Pennsylvania)  
Disc. Jai Kwan Jung (Korea University)  
Disc. Andrew Yeo (The Catholic University of America)  
The Pacific War of Science and Religion, and Korean Atomic Bomb Victims’ Post-War Pacifism
Mikyoung Kim (Hiroshima City University)  
Internal Security in North Korea: Comparing the Coercive Apparatus under Kim II Sung & Kim Jong Il
Sheena Chestnut Greitens (University of Missouri)  
Countering Sanctions: The Unequal Geographic Impact of Economic Sanctions in North Korea
Yong Suk Lee (Stanford University)
Legal Resolution of Territorial and Maritime Disputes

SC43: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Panel

International Law

Chair  Michael J. Butler (Clark University)
Disc. Krista E. Wiegand (University of Tennessee)
Emilia Justyna Powell (University of Notre Dame)
Yasushi Ikeo (Ritsumeikan University)
Steven McDowell (University of Notre Dame)
Umut Yüksel (The Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

Towards the solution of territorial disputes surrounding Japan
Towards the solution of territorial disputes surrounding Japan
So Large a Cost: The Role of Time-Variant and Invariant Factors in the Peaceful Settlement of Territorial Disputes
Maritime Dispute Onset and Management in Times of Legal Change: An Illustration

Cooperation, Conflict, and Peace

SC45: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Panel

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  Christopher Patane (University of Missouri)
Disc. Ryan P. Kennedy (University of Houston)
Battlefield Earth: Strategy in Globalized Asymmetric Conflict
Patricia Blocksome (School of Advanced Military Studies)
Birds of any feather? International cooperation among autocracies and democracies: A comparison of the international military coalitions in Syria/Iraq and Yemen
Anna Sunik (GIGA German Institute of Global and Area Studies)

CRISIS AND CONFLICT IN ASIA

SC46: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Panel

International Security Studies

Chair  M. Taylor Fravel (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Disc. M. Taylor Fravel (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Belligerent ‘Hegemon at the Doorstep’? China’s Changing Perceptions of the U.S.-led Regional Alliance System and U.S. Military Operations
Adam P. Liff (Indiana University School of Global and International Studies (SGIS))
Costly Conversations: How the Tet Offensive Eliminated Obstacles to Diplomacy in the Vietnam War
Oriana Skylar Mastro (Assistant Professor of Security Studies, Georgetown University)
Is Nationalism on the Rise in Japan?
Jennifer Lind (Dartmouth College)
Chikako Ueki (Waseda University)

THE PARADOX OF EXTENDED DETERRENCE AND ALLY ASSURANCE

SC47: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Panel

International Political Economy

Chair  E. Carina H. Keskitalo (Umeå University)
Disc. E. Carina H. Keskitalo (Umeå University)
Pricing Carbon: Assessing the Relationship Between Emissions Trading, Cost-Effectiveness, and Effective Climate Change Mitigation
Kate A. Ervine (Saint Mary’s University)

THE DYNAMIC EFFECTS OF STRATEGY: EXPLAINING INDIA’S WARTIME STRATEGIC PERFORMANCE

Arzan Tarapore (King’s College London)

The political economy of environmental sustainability

SC48: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Panel

International Security Studies

Chair  Brendan R. Green (University of Cincinnati)
Disc. Brendan R. Green (University of Cincinnati)
The International System as the Broker of Competing Ideas on National Security: the Case of US Grand Strategy in the Cold War
Benjamin Miller (University of Haifa)
Exploring Threatlessness: Evaluating US Military Spending
John Mueller (Ohio State University/Cato Institute)
Retrenchment as a Screening Mechanism: Power Shifts, Strategic Withdrawal and Credible Signals
Brandon Yoder (National University of Singapore)
The Illusion of Inevitability: American Leadership and Grand Strategy
Paul van Hooft (European University Institute)
Bases of (In)convenience? Bargaining Dynamics in Flexible Military Basing
Brian Blankenship (Columbia University)
Renanah Miles (Columbia University)

The TPP, Intellectual Property Law, and American Decline: Recasting an Enduring Debate

SC49: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Panel

International Law

Chair  Julia Calvert (University of New Brunswick)
Disc. Herman Schwartz (University of Virginia)
The TPP, Intellectual Property Law, and American Decline: Recasting an Enduring Debate
Shelley L. Hurt (California Polytechnic State University)
Is there a state of the art in extraterritorial financial regulation?
Shaping – and constraining – a Brazilian enforcement response
Nora Rachman (Fundacao Getulio Vargas - Sao Paulo Law School, Brazil)
Legal Traditions and Nonbinding Commitments: Evidence from the UN's Model Commercial Legislation
Asif Efrat (Interdisciplinary Center Herzliya)
David vs. Goliath Revisited: The Conceptual Premises of Investor -"State" Dispute Settlement (ISDS)
Katja Daniels (Aberystwyth University)
Detecting Bias in International Investment Arbitration
Anton Strezhnev (Harvard University)

SC50: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Security, Securitization and Health: What Was, What Is and What's Next?
Global Health
International Security Studies
Chair Jennifer Prah Ruger (University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine)
Biodefence and the Security Dilemma
Christian Enemark (University of Southampton)
The body at war
Maria B. Struble (Western State Colorado University)
Global health professionals as securitizing agents: how securitizing power operates beyond states
Suzanne Hindmarch (University of New Brunswick)
Stranglement or disinvisibilization?: Intersecting International Theory and Global Health
Nathan A. Paxton (American University)
Jersey Youde (Australian National University)
Enhancing Health Security and Gender Equity through Compliance with CARICOM and UN Summit Commitments on Non-communicable Diseases
Julia Kulik (University of Toronto)
Caroline Bracht (University of Toronto)

SC51: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Resolution 1325 and the Women, Peace and Security Agenda: Challenges and Opportunities for National Implementation
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Chair Natalie Florea Hudson (University of Dayton)
Disc. Sarah Taylor (New School for Social Research)
Encouraging Localisation: Implementing UNSCR 1325 in Post-Conflict Countries, an Alternate Approach to National Action Plans
Caitlin M. Ryan (University of Groningen)
Implementation of Resolution 1325 in the absence of National Action Plans: The cases of South Sudan and Colombia
Mignonne Fowlis (Social Science Research Council - Conflict Prevention and Peace Forum)
Sabrina Stein (Social Science Research Council)
Different Visions of Peace: Women and the Afghanistan Peace and Reintegration Program
Marissa Quie (University of Cambridge, Faculty of Politics, Psychology, Sociology, and International Studies)
Implementing UNSCR 1325: the Hellenic perspective
Fotini Bellou (University of Macedonia)
Gendering Normative Power Europe: The EU’s Implementation of UNSCR 1325
Roberta Guerrina
Laura Chappell (University of Surrey)
Katharine A. M. Wright (University of Winchester)

SC52: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
The Ethics of IR Theory: Critical Accounts
International Ethics
Theory
Chair Andrew R. Hom (University of Glasgow)
Disc. Andrew R. Hom (University of Glasgow)
Revisiting the Trolley Problem: Evidence from the Holocaust
Christine S. Cheng (King's College London)
Ariel Fine (King's College London)
Autism in International Relations: A Critical Assessment
Stephen Michael Christian (University of Utah)
The Misuses of the Concept of Performativity in International Theory
Hans Lindenlaub (University of St Andrews)
Queer Just Wars?
Thomas Moore (University of Westminster)

SC53: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Pacifism: Theory and Reality – The North East Asian Experience
Chair Kevin Clements (National Centre for Peace and Conflict Studies)
Disc. Kevin Clements (National Centre for Peace and Conflict Studies)
Aikido in World Politics: Practicing Peace Without Pacifism?
Niklas Bremberg (Swedish Institute of International Affairs & Uppsala University)
Linus Hagstrom (Swedish Defence University & Swedish Institute of International Affairs)
Identity and Reconciliation in East Asia: The Pacifist Dilemma
Ria Shibata (National Centre for Peace and Conflict Studies, University of Otago)
Human Needs Analysis on Japan-United States Relations
Hidekazu Sakai (Kansai Gaidai University)
The Role of Article 9 in the East Asian Peace
Stein Tønnesson (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))
Preventing Violence in Northeast Asia: Using Social Dominance Theory to Address Identity Challenges and Dominatory Politics.
Kevin Clements (National Centre for Peace and Conflict Studies)

SC54: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  Panel
A Responsibility to Rebuild?
Human Rights
Chair Carrie Booth Walling (Albion College)
Disc. Peter Dixon (James N. Rosenau Postdoctoral Fellow, ISA)
Beyond Responsibility to Protect: The Role of the Individual in the Digital Age
David W. Gettings (Kennesaw State University)
Post-Conflict Justice: between universal norms and local meanings
Noga Glucksam (SOAS)
Responsibility to Protect as a Regime of Global Governance
Evgenia Fatueva (Moscow State Institute of International Relations (MGIMO - University))
The Performance of International Organization

**Panel**

**SC55: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**The Performance of International Organization**

*International Organization*

**Chair** Thomas J. Biersteker (The Graduate Institute, Geneva)

**Disc.** Yoram Haftel (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

The Performance of the European Union in International Climate Policy: Towards a Paris Agreement

Sebastian Oberthuer (Free University of Brussels)

Net Effectiveness: How to Evaluate the Performance of Interdependent International Institutions

James Hollway (Graduate Institute, Geneva)

The Politics of Overlapping Organizations: Hostage-taking, Brokering and Organizational Performance

Stephanie Hofmann (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

Patterns of Institutional Performance in Global Governance: Mapping Changes in the Policy Output of International Organizations

Thomas G. Sommerer (Stockholm University)

Jonas Tallberg (Stockholm University)

Evolving agendas: Mapping the policy orientation of international organizations, 1980-2015

Magnus Lundgren (Stockholm University)

Theresa Squatrito (University of Oslo)

Emerging Security Issues in Africa

**Panel**

**SC56: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Emerging Security Issues in Africa**

*International Security Studies*

**Chair** Omar McDoom (London School of Economics)

**Disc.** Omar McDoom (London School of Economics)

Explaining Variation in Piracy in "Peaceful" Somaliland and Puntland

Justin Hastings (University of Sydney)

Sarah Phillips (The University of Sydney)

Kenya’s Rift Valley Election Violence: The Effects of Collusion between State Agents and Non-state Radicals

Amy Grubb (Embry Riddle Aeronautical University)

Democratic Institutions and Civil War: A quantitative analysis of the reaction of the parliament and its members to the incidents of political violence in Nigeria

Rentaro Iida (The University of Tokyo)

Jonathan Lewis (Hitotsubashi University)

Kazuhiro Oabayashi (Hitotsubashi University)

On Terrorism, Mali Conflict, and International Response: A paradigm shift or perpetuating hegemony?

Edward A. Akuffo (University of the Fraser Valley)

Zones of Peace I: Peacebuilding and Legitimacy at the Local Level

**Panel**

**SC57: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Zones of Peace I: Peacebuilding and Legitimacy at the Local Level**

*Peace Studies*

**Chair** Landon Edward Hancock (Kent State University)

**Disc.** Christopher Mitchell (George Mason University)

Extremist Groups and the Communities they Claim to Represent: A Nexus for Intervention

Juliette Shedd (George Mason University)

Harnessing Legitimacy through Networks: Civilian-led, Closed-Virtual Communities [CVCs] as a New Type of “Zone” of Peace

Laura Villanueva (George Mason University)

More than Guns: The Quest for Peace Through the Security-Development Nexus in the post-Cold War

Guilherme M. Dias (Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul)

João Raphael Martins da Silva Gil (La Salle University)

‘Urban warriors’ or community activists: The evolutionary role and legitimation of Gang Leaders in a Modern, Caribbean Society.

Charisse M. Cardenas (School for Conflict Analysis and Resolution, George Mason University)

Non-State Armed Groups and Humanitarian Agreements: Violence and Peace beyond the State

Sweta Sen (Kent State University)

Violent Women, Violent Children, Violent Refugees: Overlooked and Underestimated Security Threats Today

**Panel**

**SC59: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Violent Women, Violent Children, Violent Refugees: Overlooked and Underestimated Security Threats Today**

*Feminist Theory and Gender Studies*

**Chair** Caron Gentry (University of St Andrews)

**Disc.** Lauren Wilcox (University of Cambridge)

Violent Women in Transnational Organized Crime: Overlooked Security Threats

Serena Simoni (Samford University)

The Genesis of Rebel Groups and Women’s Engagement in Rebel Movements

Michael Widmeier (University of North Texas)

Shifting Patterns of Violence in Civil Wars: Connecting Dynamics of Interaction and Organisational Transformation

Stefan Malthaner (Aarhus University)

Jero Lervon (University of Oxford)

Breaking the Cycle of Violence in Congo and Liberia: Female Child Soldiers, Peace Education, and the Road to Rehabilitation

Ebony-Joy Igbinoba-Aigbe (Northeastern University)

Innovative Theory and Methods in Diplomacy Research

**Panel**

**SC60: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM**

**Innovative Theory and Methods in Diplomacy Research**

*Diplomatic Studies*

**Chair** Guri Rosén (ARENA, University of Oslo)

**Disc.** Guri Rosén (ARENA, University of Oslo)

Commercial Diplomacy Ascendant: The Many Sides of the China-Iceland Relationship

Marc Lanteigne (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI))

Intentionality, micro-motives and macro-effects: explaining the dysfunctional character of EU unity in global governance

Gjovadin Macaj (University of Oxford)

Taking diplomatic space apart: moving from ‘The Geography of Diplomacy’ to diplomatic geographies

Anna Moore (University of Oregon)

Swiss Neutral Diplomacy in Wartime Japan - How peace with neutrals matters to states at war

Pascal Lottaz (National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies)

Diplomacy and Military Coercion in International Crises

Shuhei Kurizaki (Waseda University)
SC61: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Global Carbon Market Politics

Environmental Studies

Chair: Jorgen Wettestad (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)
Disc. Matthew J. Hoffmann (University of Toronto)
The global spread of emissions trading: diffusion or ‘parallel play’?
Jorgen Wettestad (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)
Strategic experimentation with emissions trading in Australia
Patrick Müller (University of Vienna)
Learning, Competitiveness & Capacity-building: EU-South Korea Interaction on Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trading
Katja Biedenkopf (University of Leuven)
What can be learnt from California’s cap-and-trade system?
Guri Bang (Center for International Climate and Environmental Research - Oslo)
Steinar E. Andresen (Fridtjof Nansen Institute)
David Victor (University of California, San Diego)
EU-China climate governance relations: an analysis of the carbon emissions trading network
Sarah Van Eynde (KU Leuven)

SC62: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Communication, Conflict and Contention in the Digital Age

Peace Science Society (International)

Chair: Nils Weidmann (University of Konstanz)
Disc. Alex Braithwaite (University of Arizona, School of Government and Public Policy)
Reporting Bias and Public Support for Military Intervention
Yuri Zhukov (University of Michigan)
Cyber Politics or Cyber Crimes: The Global Patterns of Denial-of-Service Attacks
Nils Weidmann (University of Konstanz)
Suso Benitez-Baleato (University of Konstanz, University of Santiago de Compostela)
Looking Beyond Borders: Inspiration, Information, and Ethnic Conflict Contagion
Janina Beiser (University College London)
The Different Impact of Cell Phone Coverage on Violence and Nonviolence: The Case of Political Conflicts in Nepal
Johannes Vullers (University of Konstanz)
Mapping the Rhetoric of Violence: Political Conflict Networks and the Emergence of Identity Radicalization in Nigerian Social Media
T. Camber Warren (Naval Postgraduate School)

SC63: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Beyond State-Centricity: Critical Imaginations in International Relations

European International Studies Association

Chair: Aoileann Ni Mhurchú (The University of Manchester)
Chair: Reiko Shindo (University of Warwick)
Part. Tom Lundborg (Swedish Institute of International Affairs)
Part. Shiera S. Malik (DePaul University)
Part. Jens Bartelson (Lund University)
Part. Christine Sylvester (University of Connecticut)
Part. Benjamin J. Muller (King’s University College)
Part. V. Spike Peterson (University of Arizona)

SC64: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Explaining Intelligence Organizations in National Contexts: Does the Country Matter?

Intelligence Studies

Chair: Mark Stout (Johns Hopkins University)
Disc. Mark Stout (Johns Hopkins University)
UK Prime Ministers and Secret Intelligence: From Circumspection to Centrality
Richard James Aldrich (University of Warwick)
Rory Cormac (University of Nottingham)
Indian Distrust and Drastic Cuts: The Desai Government’s Uneasy Relationship with Indian Intelligence
R. Shaffer (US Department of State)
The concept of “organizational culture” in Intelligence: a holistic framework to shape the Intelligence Culture among national agencies
Elena-Daniela Baches (Mihai Viteazul National Intelligence Academy, Brunel University)
Do we need more intelligence: Canadian national security challenges and intelligence requirements
Jeremy Littlewood (Carleton University)
Reinterpreting and Reimagining Intelligence in Botswana
Gladys Mokhawa (University of Botswana)
Kekgaoditse Suping (University of Botswana)

SC65: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Peripheral/subaltern agency in critical IR: beyond the silence/resistance paradigm?

Global Development
International Political Sociology

Chair: Alina Sajed (McMaster University)
Disc. Naeem Inayatullah (Ithaca College)
Part. Aida Arfan Hozic (University of Florida)
Part. Narendran Kumarakulasingam (Centre for Refugee Studies, York University)
Part. Robbie G. Shilliam (Queen Mary, University of London)
Part. Gurminder Bhamra (University of Warwick)
Part. Heloise Weber (University of Queensland)
Part. Elif Kalaycioglu (University of Minnesota)

SC66: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
Promoting stability – promoting peace? International Democracy Promotion in the Middle East and North Africa after the Arab Spring: Egypt, Jordan, and Tunisia

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair: Vera van Hüllen (Leuphana University of Lueneburg)
Disc. Jakob Tolstrup (Aarhus University)
Schizophrenic back and forth? The Obama administration and the dilemmas of democracy promotion in Egypt
Nicolas J. Bouchet (German Marshall Fund of the United States)
Towards a ‘revolution’ in EU democracy promotion? Evidences from Tunisia
Enrico Fassi (Catholic University Milan)
Stefano Maria Torelli (ISPI (Italian Institute for International Political Studies))
Are you afraid of politics? US democracy promotion in Jordan
Benjamin Schuetze (SOAS, University of London)
Democracy Promotion’s Basic Premises in the Challenge Ground: the United States and Egypt

Annika Elena Poppe (Peace Research Institute Frankfurt)

### SC67: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Exploring Peace in the Academy  
**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**Chair**  
Christina Kiel (Tulane University)

**Disc.**  
Daniel Maliniak (College of William and Mary)

**Thinking and Teaching about Peace beyond the Great Debates: The Key Roles of Interdependence and Systems Logic**  
Roger A. Coate (Georgia College, University of South Carolina)

**Jeffrey A. Griffin** (University of Nevada, Reno)

*TRIpped Up? Reevaluating the TRIP Project Claims of Theoretical Diversity in IR*  
Thomas C. Walker (Grand Valley State University)

**Jeffrey S. Morton** (Florida Atlantic University)

**The Ontological Limits of ‘Exploring Peace’ within Western-style Academia**  
Tamara Trownsell (Universidad San Francisco de Quito, Cumbayá, Quito, Ecuador)

**Conceptualizing levels of interstate peace for quantitative analysis**  
Lukas Kasten (University of Tübingen)

**Conflict Within Peace Research? Research Nodes and Networks in the Field(s) of Conflict and Peace Studies**  
John Gledhill (University of Oxford)

**Jonathan Bright** (University of Oxford)

### SC68: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Local Ownership in International Security  
**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**Chair**  
Timothy P. Edmunds (University of Bristol)

**Disc.**  
Timothy Donais (Wilfrid Laurier University)

**Governmentality, Local Ownership and Security Sector Reform**  
Filip Ejdus (University of Bristol)

**The Paradox of Local Ownership in Security Sector Reform in the Western Balkans**  
Elton Skendaj (University of Miami)

**Deconstructing Local Ownership from the Lessons Learned Perspective**  
Florian Qehaja (Kosovar Centre for Security Studies (KCSS))

**The Legitimating Functions of Identity in the Politics of Post-War Security Reform**  
Fairlie C. Chappuis (Freie Universität Berlin)

**Local Ownership at the Interface between International and Domestic Actors in SSR Programmes**  
Karoline Eickhoff (FU Berlin)

### SC69: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Religion, Ideology, and Regional Rivalries in the Middle East  
**Foreign Policy Analysis**

**Chair**  
Mehran Kamrava (Georgetown University-Qatar)

**Disc.**  
John M. Friend (College of St. Benedict and St. John’s University)

**Why is Apology so Difficult? The Flotilla Incident and Israel’s Foreign Policy toward Turkey**  
Binnur Ozkececi-Taner (Hamline University)

**Asli Ilgıt** (Cukurova University)

**Regional Leadership Role in the Middle East: Saudi Arabia and Turkey**  
Ozgur Ozdamar (Bilkent University)

**Yasemin Akbaba** (Gettysburg College)

**Between Anger and Revenge: Understanding the Deterioration of Israeli-Turkish Relations through an Emotional Perspective**  
Amir Lupovici (Tel Aviv University)

**Gallia Lindenstrauss** (Institute for National Security Studies (INSS))

**Iranian Grand Strategy**  
Tony Rivera (Duke University)

**Ideology, foreign policy and peace: The case of the Middle East**  
Mahmoud El Ashmawy (Sciences Po Paris & European Research Council funded-Wafaw research program)

### SC70: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Gender Violence: The Capacity of the State to Protect  
**Human Rights**  
**Feminist Theory and Gender Studies**  
**Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies**

**Chair**  
Aisling Ann Swaine (The George Washington University)

**Disc.**  
Laura Sjoberg (University of Florida)

**Rape in Peace**  
Lisa B. Sharlach (University of Alabama, Birmingham)

**Speaking of Abuse: The Pyramid of Reporting Domestic Violence in India**  
Suraj Jacob (Azim Premji University)

**Sreeparna Ghosh** (Azim Premji University, Bengaluru, India)

**Gender and Election Violence: The Case of the Maldives**  
Elin Bjarnegård (Uppsala University)

**The Measurement of Violence Against Women: A Case Study Analysis of Empirical Scales**  
Linda Veazey (Midwestern State University)

**Steve R. Garrison** (Midwestern State University)

**Civilians in War: A Typology of Self-Protection Strategies**  
Betsy Jose (University of Colorado Denver)

**Peace A. Medie** (University of Ghana)

### SC71: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM  
Development as experienced: Critical Studies on its Impact and Implications  
**Global Development**

**Off the beaten path: A Case study of tourism and its impact on the indigenous population in Costa Rica**  
Michelle A. Watts (American Public University System)

**Scott Carlee** (University of Southern Mississippi)

**Dismantling the Citizen: Development and Belonging in the Developing World**  
Ami Shah (Pacific Lutheran University)

**Sun, Sand, and Urban Poverty: Explaining Development Outcomes in Cancún and Punta Cana**  
Emma Fawcett (American University)

**Against the Site, Not the Project**  
Marcie J Patton (Fairfield University)

**Haiti’s revamped export assembly model: Better poverty-fighting capacity?**  
Yasmine Shamsie (Wilfrid Laurier University)
Global Development
Environmental Studies

Global Political Economy of Extractive Industries and Inequalities: critical explorations

Panel

SC72: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Chair Jeanne W. Simon (Universidad de Concepcion)
Disc. Jeanne W. Simon (Universidad de Concepcion)
State reform, export-led development and extractivism: the case of Peru.
Pablo Toral (Beloit College)
Mining Insecurity: Masculinities, Femininities, and the Transnational Mining Industry in Postwar Guatemala
Julia Hartviksen (London School of Economics and Political Science)
China’s extractive power in Latin America: Between structural control and productive alliances.
Fabricio Rodríguez Zambrano (University of Freiburg)
Corporate Social Responsibility and the State: A Typology of State Control of Corporate Investments in Mining Communities in Africa
Caitlin Corrigan (University of Pittsburgh)
What is at stake in the United Nations initiatives on business and human rights and the biding treaty process? Constraints from the Global North and contradictions in the Global South.
Daniel M. Aragao (Federal University of Bahia - UFBA)

Panel

Polițics of Corruption in Global Development: Critical Examples from International Contexts

Panel

SC75: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Chair Salla Huikuri (University of Helsinki)
Disc. Ben Thirkell-White (Victoria University of Wellington)
What does the FIFA Indictment Tell About the World of Grand Political Corruption?
Dave Benjamin (University of Bridgeport)
Equality for Votes: Redistribution and Clientelism in the Developing World
Matthew Ward (University of Houston)
The Politics of Corruption Charges: Evidence from Southeast Asia
Joe Amick (University of Texas at Austin)
Amy Liu (University of Texas, Austin )
Challenging the North-South gap in corporate tax governance: A case study of tax avoidance by transnational mining corporations in Finland
Matti Ylönen (Aalto University and University of Helsinki)
Lauri Finér (University of Helsinki)

Panel

Mediation and Global South

Panel

SC76: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Chair Esra Cuhadar (Bilkent University)
Disc. Monica Herz (Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro)
Turkey as a Rising Power: an emerging global humanitarian actor
Alpaslan Ozerdem (Coventry University)
Trends in Mediating African Conflicts
Laurie Nathan (Centre for Mediation in Africa, University of Pretoria)
Power Structure of Member-States and IO mediation
Frederick R. Chen (University of Wisconsin-Madison)

Panel

Mapping the nexus between critical peacebuilding and transitional justice: power, resistance and local agency in post-conflict contexts

Panel

SC77: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM

Chair Maria O’Reilly (Goldsmiths, University of London)
Transitional Justice and Conflict Transformation: Beyond a Symptomatic Approach
Rebekka C. Friedman (King’s College London)
An ‘Informal’ Transitional Justice Process: An examination of how local communities have undergone their own transitional justice and peace processes in Sierra Leone
Laura Martin (University of Edinburgh)
Discourses of ‘help’ and ‘empowerment’ in transitional justice: disciplining responses to the past in Serbia
Jelena Obradovic-Wochnik (Aston University)
‘Violent’ to ‘Peaceful’ states: The Contestation of Law, Identity and Politics at the ICTR’
Henry Redwood (King’s College, London)
Transitional Justice and Peacebuilding in the DRC: Rethinking resistance and spoiler behaviour
Valerie Arnould (Egmont Institute)
### SC78: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
**Panel**

**Continuity and change in global economic governance**

**International Political Economy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Jonathan R. Strand (University of Nevada, Las Vegas)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Michael H. Breen (Dublin City University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Susan M. Park (University of Sydney)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analyzing International Developmental Loan Markets with Rival Lenders

Motoshi Suzuki  (Kyoto University)

Keisuke Iida  (University of Tokyo)

Global Governance with Chinese Characteristics? 'One Belt and One Road' and its Implications for Sino-Japanese Relations

Tai-Ting Liu  (Graduate Institute of International Politics, National Chung Hsing University)

Joining the Party in Asia: Europe and the AIIB

Min Shu  (Waseda University)

Hegemonic Order in World Finance and the new BRICS Organizations

Fernanda de Castro Brandao  (Università degli Studi di Firenze)

Two concepts of money: implications for the analysis of the New Development Bank and the BRICS' contingent reserve arrangement

Daniel Conceicao  (Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro - UFRJ)

### SC79: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
**Panel**

**Geography, GIS, and the Study of Conflict**

**Political Demography and Geography**

**Foreign Policy Analysis**

**International Security Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Christopher Price  (Yale University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Matthew Adam Kocher  (Yale University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GIS and Civil War Violence: New way forward or old wine in new bottles?

Christopher Price  (Yale University)

Understanding Mass Purges: Testing Hypotheses in the High Stalinist Case

Matthew Reichert  (Harvard University)

Displace, Disperse, Degrade? Understanding the Effects of Kinetic Counterinsurgency Operations on the Geography of Rebel Violence

Keven Ruby  (University of Chicago)

Vincent Bauer  (Stanford University)

Spatial Bidding and Urban Violence: how informal security actors compete for state patronage

Sana Jeffrey  (University of Chicago)

Examining the Link Between Popular Participation and Successful Political Resistance

Stephen Wittels  (MIT)

### SC80: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
**Panel**

**10th Anniversary of IPS panel 3: Studying transnational elites: challenges and approaches**

**International Political Sociology**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Jean Marie Chenou  (Universidad de los Andes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Lasse Henriksen  (Copenhagen Business School)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Creation of Central Bankers as Transnational Political Figures

Joelle Dumouchel  (University of Copenhagen)

Pluralism and Elitism in the Global Corporate Elite: A Big Data Network Analysis Approach

Eelke Heemskerk  (University of Amsterdam)

### SC81: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
**Panel**

**Transnational Expert Networks and Policy Change in International Organizations**

**Baltic Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Cornel Ban  (Boston University, Department of International Relations)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Cristina Dragomir  (SUNY Oswego)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Lasse Henriksen  (Copenhagen Business School)

How Transnational Corporation Networks Shape the New “Business Climate” through Climate Change: Transnational Coalitions of Firms as Organic Intellectual

Nils Moussu  (University of Lausanne)

### SC82: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
**Panel**

**Immigration and Foreign Policy Nexus in World Politics**

**Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies**

**Foreign Policy Analysis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Robbie Totten  (American Jewish University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Cristina Dragomir  (SUNY Oswego)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Immigration and foreign policy in the Western Hemisphere

Sybil Rhodes  (Universidad del Centro de Estudios Macroeconómicos de Argentina)

The Caribbean Diaspora and Political Remittances: Exercising Loyalty through Transnational Political Ties

Natasha Duncan  (Purdue University)

United States political parties’ policies on war and militarization of the U.S.-Mexico Border: a difference in degree or kind?

David E. Toohy  (Nagoya University)

Disturbing the Peace? Rural Refugee Resettlement and Perceptions of Insecurity

Erik Amundson  (University of Southern Mississippi)

### SC83: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
**Panel**

**Entrepreneurial Powers in World Affairs: how effective are they?**

**Foreign Policy Analysis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Maria Hermínia Tavares de Almeida  (University of Sao Paulo)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Andrew F. Cooper  (University of Waterloo)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Synergistic, Systemic Entrepreneurship: Canada’s G8 and G20 Diplomacy

John Kirton  (University of Toronto)

Benjamin Cormier  (University of Toronto)

Entrepreneurial Powers: a framework

John Ravenhill  (Balsillie School of International Affairs)

Brazil as entrepreneurial power: domestic and international conditions for success.

Feliciano de Sá Guimarães  (University of São Paulo, Brazil)

Maria Hermínia Tavares de Almeida  (University of Sao Paulo)

Can Mexico become a global power?

Ana Covarrubias  (El Colegio de Mexico)

The Rise and Fall of the Entrepreneurial State: Dominant Party, New Turkey, Challenges to Democracy

Fuat Keyman  (Sabanci University)

### SC84: Saturday 1:45 PM - 3:30 PM
**Panel**

**Exploring Peace (Theme)**

**Conflict Resolution Organizations and Peace**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Laura J. Heideman  (Northern Illinois University)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disc.</td>
<td>Laura J. Heideman  (Northern Illinois University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transnational Expert Networks and Policy Change in International Organizations

Cornel Ban  (Boston University, Department of International Relations)


Lasse Henriksen  (Copenhagen Business School)

How Transnational Corporation Networks Shape the New “Business Climate” through Climate Change: Transnational Coalitions of Firms as Organic Intellectual

Nils Moussu  (University of Lausanne)
Developing a community-based model for preventing and redressing torture

Hugo van der Merwe (Centre for the Study of Violence and Reconciliation)

Peace by the People: The narrative of peace initiatives by the civil society groups of India and Pakistan.

Arabinda Acharya (National Defense University, USA)
Dharitri Dwivedy (Rashtriya Gramin Vikas Nidhi)

Building and Burning Bridges through Talk: Contention and solidarity among civil society groups in Mindanao

Hyunjin Deborah Kwak (Joan B. Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies, University of Notre Dame)

Making Connections: A Study of Interethnich Dialogue and Social Networks in a Divided Community in Bosnia and Herzegovina

Erik Cleven (Saint Anselm College)

Civil society conceptions of positive peace in Mindanao

Gijsbert Iterson Scholten van (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)

---

SD01: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Empirical studies of transitional justice and peace 

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  
Jacqueline H. R. DeMeritt (University of North Texas)

Disc.  
Valerie Arnould (Egmont Institute)

Justice for Peace: Transitional Justice and the Resolution of Civil Conflicts

Cyanne E. Loyle (Indiana University)
Benjamin Appel (Michigan State University)

Needs of Peace: Individual-Level Perspectives from Post-Conflict Societies

David Backer (University of Maryland)
Anu Kulkarni (Stanford University)

Are Devil Deals Necessary? Amnesties, Human Rights Immunities, and Conflict Recurrence

Geoffrey Dancy (Tulane University)

International Justice and Deterrence of Human Rights Abuses

James Meernik (University of North Texas)

The Trials of Peace: Human Rights Prosecutions and Conflict Recurrence in Post-Conflict States

Eric Wiebelhaus-Brahm (University of Arkansas at Little Rock)
Geoffrey Dancy (Tulane University)

---

SD02: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Human Rights and Peace: Does Keeping the Peace Help Rights? 

Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  
Ragnhild Nordas (Peace Research Institute Oslo, (PRI))

Disc.  
Ragnhild Nordas (Peace Research Institute Oslo, (PRI))

Host populations and the danger of unmet expectations: Hostility and violent local responses to international peacekeeping interventions

Sara Lindberg Bromley (Uppsala University)

The Perils of Peace: Human Rights and Human Security After Ceasefires and Peace Agreements

Neil Enghart (Bowling Green State University)

Peacekeeping and the protection of civilians in armed conflict: the case of South Sudan

Hannah Dönges (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies)

Peace Agreements & Human Rights in Post-Civil War Contexts

Mel Korsmo (University of Denver)

---

SD03: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
Historical Prequels and the Institutionalization of International Cooperation: The Rise of International Organizations (I) 

Historical International Relations

Chair  
Kendall W. Stiles (Brigham Young University)

Disc.  
George Lawson (London School of Economics and Political Science)

International organisations, states, and sovereignty in the 19th century

Ellen Jenny Ravndal (Lund University)

Rising Powers and the Quest for Status in International Regimes: The Case of the U.S. and the 19th Century Laws of Maritime War

Rohan Mukherjee (Yale-NUS College)

Reasessing the Concept of Peace in the Concert of Europe: A European Model of Security Based upon Cooperation of States against People

Burak Samih Gulboy (Istanbul University)

Foreigners’ Property Rights in an Anglo-American Liberal Order: Making Custom and Judicial Decisions into Sources of International Law

Tomas Wallenius (University of Oxford)

The Ideal River: European Ideas, Foreign Geographies and the 1885 Congo River Commission

Yuan (Joanne) Yao (London School of Economics and Political Science)

---

SD04: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
China: Historical Trajectories and Contemporary Debates 

Historical International Relations

Chair  
Peter Marcus Kristensen (University of Copenhagen)

Disc.  
Shogo Suzuki (University of Manchester)

Socialization and Hegemonic Authority: Korea under Chinese Hegemony

In Young Min (University of Southern California)

Prestige, Reputation, and Status in China’s Historical Experience

Lucas Karl Danner (Florida International University)

Remembering Imperialism and Anti-Imperialism: Collective Memory of International History in Socialist China

Yi Wang (Waseda University)

A Genealogy of Chinese Suzerainty and the Transformation of East Asian International Order 1895-1949

Amanda Cheney (Cornell University)

Integrating non-Han peoples: why did they matter to a Chinese state?

Jiajie He (American University)

---

SD05: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  
The Political Demography of Regions and Cities 

Political Demography and Geography

International Political Sociology

Chair  
Cristina Dragomir (SUNY Oswego)

Disc.  
Ted Ellis (University of Southern Mississippi)

Planning, Privatisation, and Governance in the New Urban India

Kristian M. Hoelscher (Peace Research Institute Oslo)
City-Regions Unbound?
Kris Bezdecny (California State University, Los Angeles)
Kevin Archer (Central Washington University)
The Development of Political Identities in Emerging Regional Constructs: Theoretical Framing Factors for Peace Initiatives
Ted Ellis (University of Southern Mississippi)

Cities as world political actors? ‘Tax haven free’ cities initiative and the politics of public procurement
Matti Ylönen (Aalto University and University of Helsinki)

SD06: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Roundtable
Transversal Lines in International Relations – IPS Roundtable
International Political Sociology

Chair  Tugba Basaran (Associate Researcher, CCLS, France and Visitor, Princeton University)
Chair  Emmanuel-Pierre Guittet (University of Manchester)
Part.  Mikael Rask Madsen (University of Copenhagen)
Part.  Rob B. J. Walker (University of Victoria and PUC-Rio)
Part.  Joao P. Nogueira (Pontificia Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro)
Part.  Didier Bigo (Sciences-PO Paris, KCL War studies)
Part.  Julien Jeandesboz (Université libre de Bruxelles)

SD07: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Leadership in Global Environmental Governance

Environmental Studies
International Political Sociology

Chair  Hayley Stevenson (University of Sheffield)
Disc.  Steven Bernstein (University of Toronto)
Climate Leadership Revisited: Has the US eclipsed the EU?
Robyn Eckersley (University of Melbourne)
Political Leadership and Carbon Taxation
Kathryn Harrison (University of British Columbia)
Theorising IO leadership in global environmental governance
Hayley Stevenson (University of Sheffield)
Climate Change and the City: Networks as Catalysts for Urban Learning
Claudia Risner (Old Dominion University)
Mediation to Innovation: The Leadership Potential for Chairs in Multilateral Environmental Negotiations
Lynn M. Wagner (International Institute for Sustainable Development)
Pamela Chasek (Manhattan College)

SD08: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
(New) Media and Peace

Exploring Peace (Theme)
Disc.  Tobias Greiff (American University)
Exploring Peace On Social Media: Exploring Turkish Users’ Hate Content On Youtube
Özlem Alikici (Author)
Göker Gülay (Yasar University)
Promoting Peace with Social Media: Concepts of Peace and Peace Campaigning
Irmgard Wetzstein (University of Vienna)
Crowd-Sourced Violence and Criminality Indicators for Open Access Platforms in Brazil
Flavia Bento de Faria (Columbia University)
Samanta Natenson (Columbia University)

SD09: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Building in Peace: How States Build Governance and Authority after Conflict
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair  Cullen Hendrix (Korbel School, University of Denver)
Disc.  Monica Duffy Toft (University of Oxford)
External Sources of Institutional Trust after Conflict: Evidence from a Lab-in-the-Field Experiment in Mali
William Nomikos (Yale University)
Development Initiatives and State-Building: CommunityDriven Development Programs and Counterinsurgency Success in the Philippines
Michael Rubin (Columbia University)
State Power and Territorial Penetration: Potholes in the Road to Peace
Richard Morgan (Emory University)

SD10: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Knowledge, Power, and Innovation in International Affairs

Science, Technology and Art in International Relations
Theory

Chair  Mariel Borowitz (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Disc.  Natasha Tusikov (Australian National University)
Emerging Science and Technologies: Diplomacy, Security, and Governance
Margaret E. Kosal (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Technological Change and International Relations Theory
Mark Z. Taylor (Georgia Institute of Technology)
Israel’s Knowledge and Technology Transfers as Tools of Diplomacy: The Case of Israel-Azerbaijan Relations
David Tooch (Florida International University)
The Fourth Wave of Appropriate Technology: Towards an Innovative Approach to Development
Toshiya Tsujita (Osaka University)
Knowledge structures and the construction of power in a post-Snowden world
Blayne Haggart (Brock University)

SD11: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Roundtable
From Peaceful Power Transition To Great Power Peace

Historical International Relations
Exploring Peace (Theme)
International Political Sociology
Theory
International Security Studies

Chair  William C. Wohlforth (Dartmouth College)
Part.  John Ikenberry (Princeton University)
Part.  Stephen Martin Walt (Harvard University)
Part.  Marcin Kaczmarski (University of Warsaw)

SD12: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM  Panel
Assessing the ISIL Threat

International Security Studies

Chair  Audrey Kurth Cronin (American University)
Disc.  Audrey Kurth Cronin (American University)
Limitations of the Islamic State
Carmel Davis (Dept. of State)
The ISIS Expansion into South Asia
Sharad Joshi (Middlebury Institute of International Studies)
The Changing Character of Transnational Terrorism: Europe in the Crosshairs
Alex Wilner (Carleton University)

The Sources of Pakistani Public Support for ISIS
Karl Kaltenthaler (University of Akron/Case Western Reserve University)
Daniel Silverman (Ohio State University)
Mujtaba Isani (University of Muenster)

Theory
Specters of Marx: Thinking IR from the Left
Chair Benno Gerhard Teschke (University of Sussex)
Disc. Benno Gerhard Teschke (University of Sussex)
E. H. Carr and the Unacknowledged Leninist Roots of Realism
Michael A. McIntyre (DePaul University)
Uneven and Combined Development: An Intuition in Search of a Theory?
David W. Blagden (University of Exeter)
An Oxymoron Approach to Chinese Foreign Policy: The Need to Pursue Both Peace and Conflict
Hung Jen Wang (National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan)

Civil Conflict, Resources, and Globalization
Exploring Peace (Theme)
Scientific Study of International Processes
Chair Vally Koubi (ETH Zurich and University of Bern)
Disc. Ole Magnus Theisen (Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Peace Research Institute Oslo)

The effect of democratic norms on civil conflict onset: Evidence from Latin America
Stewart Prest (Norman Paterson School of International Affairs, Carleton University)
Catalysts for peace? Climatic disasters and termination of armed conflict
Elisabeth L. Rosvold (Peace Research Institute Oslo (PRIO))
Food Price Disturbances, Conflict Variation, and Climate Change
Babak RezaeeDaryakenari (Arizona State University)
Steven Landis (Arizona State University)
Cameron G. Thies (Arizona State University)

Natural Resource, State Capacity, and Negative Peace in Civil Conflict
Sojeong Lee (University of Iowa)

Can democracy still deliver? New conceptual models for shaping power, the state and the individual
Peace Studies
Chair David G. Lewis (University of Exeter)
Disc. Max Steurer (Comenius University in Bratislava)
The Faces Behind The Flags: Football-Hooliganism and National Identity in Moscow
Daniel Hodorowski (Beloit College)
Does Militant Democracy Provide for Peaceful Democracy? The Challenge of Extreme Speech
Max Steurer (Comenius University in Bratislava)
Civil Society in the Twenty-First Century: New Perspectives on Liberal Democracy
Roberto Zambiasi (LUISS Guido Carli University, Rome)
Does democracy assist accommodation democracy: The Case of Zimbabwe
Ruvimbo Mavhiki-Hodzi (LINGNAN UNIVERSITY)

Former Military Dictators as Architects of Democracy and Peace in West Africa: The Cases of Benin, Nigeria, Ghana, Mali, and Guinea
Mohamed Camara (Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University)

Does democracy assist accommodation democracy: The Case of Zimbabwe
Max Steurer (Comenius University in Bratislava)
Civil Society in the Twenty-First Century: New Perspectives on Liberal Democracy
Roberto Zambiasi (LUISS Guido Carli University, Rome)

Does democracy assist accommodation democracy: The Case of Zimbabwe
Ruvimbo Mavhiki-Hodzi (LINGNAN UNIVERSITY)

Former Military Dictators as Architects of Democracy and Peace in West Africa: The Cases of Benin, Nigeria, Ghana, Mali, and Guinea
Mohamed Camara (Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University)

New Approaches to Political Demography and Geography
Political Demography and Geography
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Chair Tony Rivera (Duke University)
Disc. Francis D. Raska (Charles University)
A Working Peace System: Revisiting Mitrany and the Functionalist Approach to Peace
Rikard H. Jalkebro (University of St Andrews)

Transferring violence? Mafia killings in non-traditional areas: Evidence from Italy
Francesco N. Moro (University of Bologna)
Ukraine in Systemic Perspective: Structural Determinants of Emergent International Communities
Christopher Whyte (George Mason University)
Aric Trevor Thrall (Cato Institute)
Ross Schuchard (George Mason University)
The Political Dynamics of Generational Differences in Revolutionary Iran
Vahid Abedini (Florida International University)
Maps of War and Peace: Rethinking Geography in International Affairs
Luis da Vinha (Valley City State University)

Human rights violations
Scientific Study of International Processes
Chair Kim Thuy Seelinger (Human Rights Center, Univ. of California, Berkeley)
Measuring Sexual Violence: A Comparison of Existing Measures and Sources
Christopher K. Butler (University of New Mexico)
Jessica Jones (University of New Mexico)
Electoral Compliance and Human Rights Violations
Sam Bell (Kansas State University)
Svitlana Chernykh (Australian National University)
Defending Private Citizens: Civilian Targeting and Escalation in the Militarized Interstate Dispute (MID) Dataset
Erik Little (University of Alabama)
The Indirect Effects of HROs on Human Rights Improvements
Kimberly Frueg (Florida State University)
Who gets shamed? Evidence from the International Labor Organization's shaming activities 1989 to 2014
Faradj Koliev (Stockholm University)

The US-Iran Relations: Tactical Readjustment or Strategic Realignment?
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair Zahra Babar (Center for International and Regional Studies, Georgetown University Qatar)
Part. Mehran Kamrava (Georgetown University-Qatar)
Part. Jonathon Patrick Whooley (San Francisco State University)
Part. Manochehr Dorraj (Texas Christian University)
Part. Mahmood Monshipouri (San Francisco State University)

Diplomacy, Reputation, and Foreign Policy
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair Jyri Raitasalo (Finnish National Defence University)
Disc. Andrea Gilli (Stanford University)
Disc. Jayita Sarkar (MIT Center for International Studies, Security Studies Program)
Outsourced Diplomacy: The US, EU, and the Ukraine Conflict
Deborah W. Larson (University of California, Los Angeles)
U.S. Liberal Foreign Policy Moods in a Realist World: Suggestions from 1776-1967 for Promoting Peace in the Coming Half Century
Jack E. Holmes (Hope College)
Why can't we be friends? An analysis of U.S./Argentine relations
Thomas Jay Nisley (Kennesaw State University)

Nuclear Reversal Negotiation: Decrypting Social Dilemmas and Public Bads
Thomas M. Muller-Farber (Protestant Academy Loccum)
High Table Diplomacy: Reconceptualizing the Study of International Security Institutions
Kjell Englebret (Swedish Defense University)

SD19: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Human rights violations
Scientific Study of International Processes
Chair Kim Thuy Seelinger (Human Rights Center, Univ. of California, Berkeley)
Measuring Sexual Violence: A Comparison of Existing Measures and Sources
Christopher K. Butler (University of New Mexico)
Jessica Jones (University of New Mexico)
Electoral Compliance and Human Rights Violations
Sam Bell (Kansas State University)
Svitlana Chernykh (Australian National University)
Defending Private Citizens: Civilian Targeting and Escalation in the Militarized Interstate Dispute (MID) Dataset
Erik Little (University of Alabama)
The Indirect Effects of HROs on Human Rights Improvements
Kimberly Frueg (Florida State University)
Who gets shamed? Evidence from the International Labor Organization's shaming activities 1989 to 2014
Faradj Koliev (Stockholm University)

SD20: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Roundtable
The US-Iran Relations: Tactical Readjustment or Strategic Realignment?
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair Zahra Babar (Center for International and Regional Studies, Georgetown University Qatar)
Part. Mehran Kamrava (Georgetown University-Qatar)
Part. Jonathon Patrick Whooley (San Francisco State University)
Part. Manochehr Dorraj (Texas Christian University)
Part. Mahmood Monshipouri (San Francisco State University)

SD21: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Diplomacy, Reputation, and Foreign Policy
Foreign Policy Analysis
Chair Jyri Raitasalo (Finnish National Defence University)
Disc. Andrea Gilli (Stanford University)
Disc. Jayita Sarkar (MIT Center for International Studies, Security Studies Program)
Outsourced Diplomacy: The US, EU, and the Ukraine Conflict
Deborah W. Larson (University of California, Los Angeles)
U.S. Liberal Foreign Policy Moods in a Realist World: Suggestions from 1776-1967 for Promoting Peace in the Coming Half Century
Jack E. Holmes (Hope College)
Why can't we be friends? An analysis of U.S./Argentine relations
Thomas Jay Nisley (Kennesaw State University)
Consultants in Global Trade: Understanding the institutional ecology of WTO  
Jens L. Mortensen (University of Copenhagen)

Aiding aid: UNDP and Kazakhstan between recipient and donor  
Kristin Fjaestad (Norwegian Institute of International Affairs (NUPI))  
Minda Holm (NUPI)

Exploring Peace (Theme)
Peace and the Impact of Personality and Decision Making

Panel SD25: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Chair Jean Krasno (Colin Powell School, City College of New York)
Disc. Sean LaPides (City University of New York)
Personality: A Theoretical Framework Applied to Bill Clinton  
Jean Krasno (Colin Powell School, City College of New York)
Chancellor Angela Merkel: Personality and Management Style  
Sean LaPides (City University of New York)
Mikhail Gorbachev: The End of the Cold War  
Natasha Miller (United Nations Department of Peacekeeping Operations)
Vaclav Havel: Playwrite Turned Peace Maker  
Jakub Walko (BlackRock)
Personality and the Empowerment of Women: Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf  
Nicole DiMarco (Xavier High School New York City)

No Match For A Good Blaster At Your Side: Star Wars and International Security

Panel SD26: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Chair Stephen M. Saideman (Carleton University)
Disc. Alexander Montgomery (Reed College)
How to bring balance to the Force? Star Wars in US political discourse  
Anette Stimmer (University of Oxford)
China’s Military Rise and the Death Star Discourse: The Deployment of Star Wars Tropes in the Framing of the ‘China Threat’  
Scott Brown (University of Dundee)
A Long Time Ago In A Galaxy Far Far Away: Myth and Fantasy in US Foreign Policy and in Star Wars  
Patrick Thaddeus Jackson (American University)
Going to the “Dark Side”: Star Wars Symbolism and the Acceptance of Torture in the U.S. Security Community  
Benjamin C. Carbonetti (Trinity College)
Corinne Tagliarina (University of Connecticut)
Brenna L Bridwell (University of Connecticut)
Rethinking the Political-/Science-/Fiction Nexus: Global Policy-Making and the Campaign to Stop Killer Robots  
Charli Carpenter (University of Massachusetts)

The Dark Arts: Espionage and Counterintelligence

Panel SD27: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Chair Benjamin Fischer (Retired)
Disc. Benjamin Fischer (Retired)
Views on Successful Espionage  
Joe Wippl (Boston University)
The Defector Conundrum in China and the West  
Ralph Sawyer (Independent Scholar)

Spies as “Scouts for Peace”? The case of the German double agent Heinz Felfe  
Bodo Hechelhammer (Working and Reserach Group ”History of the BND”)
Interview with a Spy: Toward a Theory of Counterintelligence  
Melissa A. Graves (The Citadel)
Dangle Operations in the Cold War: The Early Years  
Igor Lukes (Boston University)

Environment Studies
Climate Change, Conflict and Peace

Panel SD28: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Chair Oscar Widerberg (VU University Amsterdam, Institute for Environmental Sciences (IVM))
Disc. Tobias Ide (Georg Eckert Institute)
Explaining Global Leadership in Climate Security for Peace: G7/8, G20 and UN Contributions  
John Kirton (University of Toronto)
Can Rising Seas Be Peaceful?: Climate Change and Postcolonial Challenges in Grenada  
Suzanne Simon (University of North Florida)
The Biopolitics of Climate Security in the European Union: Development, Resilience, and Risk Management in the Securitization of Climate Change  
Dotan Amit (Simon Fraser University)
Bully pulpit or bull in a china shop? Climate change and the UN Security Council  
Ken Conca (American University)
Joe Thwaites (World Resources Institute)
Goueun Lee (American University)

International Organization
Agency, legitimacy and contestation in International Organizations

Panel SD29: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Chair Emily T. Metzgar (Indiana University)
Disc. Nanette S. Levinson (American University)
The Fourth Face of Legitimacy: Public Identity and the Constitutional Legitimacy of Global Governance Institutions  
John G. Oates (Florida International University)
Sowing Fields with Salt: Authoritarian Organizations and Diminished Contestation  
Lauren Farmer (Temple University)
The Governor’s Dilemma  
Kenneth W. Abbott (Arizona State University)
Philipp Genschel (European University Institute)
Duncan Snidal (University of Oxford)
Bernhard Zangl (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München)
Democratic Governance as a Basis of Social Status in International Organizations: Multilateral Diplomacy and the Ukraine Crisis  
Catherine Hecht (Vienna School of International Studies)
IOs “Going Public”? Public Communication Reforms of International Organizations in an Event History Perspective  
Matthias Ecker-Ehrhardt (Freie Universitaet Berlin)
SD30: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM 
Looking closer: Understanding the Micro-Politics of Non-State Armed Groups and their Impacts on Peace Negotiations in Colombia and Myanmar/Burma

**Peace Studies**

Chair: Kristin Bakke (University College London)
Disc. Veronique Dudouet (Berghof Foundation)

From War to Peace: The Transition of Non-State Armed Groups labelled as a ‘Terrorist’ Organization
Sophie Haspeslagh (London School of Economics and Political Science)

Transnational ethnic kin groups and rebel’s behaviour in a civil conflict. The case of the Karen National Union insurgency in Myanmar
Bethsabée Souris (University College London)

Contested Legitimacy: Elite-Grassroots Relations in the Internal Power Struggles of Ethnonational Insurgencies and the Peace Process in Myanmar/Burma
David Brenner (London School of Economics and Political Science)

The Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia as a Non-Monolithic Agent and the Colombian Peace Process
Oscar Palma (Universidad del Rosario)

---

SD31: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM 
The Secreter State: Intelligence, Keeping Secrets and Whistleblowers

**Intelligence Studies**

Chair: Jan Goldman (Tiffin University)
Disc. Jan Goldman (Tiffin University)

The Ethics of State Secrets: Snowden, Wikileaks, and the Need for Secrets?
Ross W. Bellaby (University of Sheffield)

Secrecy and Power in the FBI’s Experience: Examples and Lessons from History
John Fox (Federal Bureau of Investigation)

Secrecy and Trust: Challenges for Intelligence Oversight in the Post-Snowden Era
Mark Phythian (University of Leicester)

Ethical Implications of the Snowden Revelations : As seen by a guy who studies Spies
Michael Andregg (University of St. Thomas)

British Intelligence Secrets and the British Public
Abigail Blyth (Aberystwyth University)

---

SD32: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM 
Regime and Discipline of Asian Comparative Politics

**International Political Sociology**

Chair: Takashi Inoguchi (University of Niigata Prefecture)
Disc. Gregory Kasza (Niigata Prefectural University)

China in the Asymmetric IR: Peace from a Subaltern Perspective
Chiuang-Chiu Huang (National Chengchi University)

The Development of Political Science in Thailand
Siripan Nogsuan Sawasdee (Chulalongkorn University)

The Rise of China and the Fall of China’s Political Science
He Baogang (Deakin University)

The Political Science Development in Mongolia: Initiatives and Challenges
Turtogtokh Janar (National University of Mongolia)

---

SD33: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM 
The politics of financial regulation

**International Political Economy**

Chair: Lena Rethel (University of Warwick and Princeton University)
Disc. Herman Schwartz (University of Virginia)

The Anatomy of the Cayman Islands Offshore Financial Center: Anglo-America, Hedge Funds, and Japan
Jan Fichtner (University of Amsterdam / CORPNET)

BRICs Without Mortar: The Power of Imaginations in Global Finance
Lukas Linsi (London School of Economics)

Explaining the Striking Revival of Financial Activism in South Korea since 1997: Towards an agent-centred understanding of developmental states and their evolution
Elizabeth Thurbon (UNSW Australia)

---

SD34: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM 
Counterinsurgency

**International Security Studies**

Chair: Terry Terriff (University of Calgary)
Disc. Terry Terriff (University of Calgary)

American Counterinsurgency Efforts and Selective and Indiscriminate Violence against Civilians in the Iraq War
Matthew Wells (Wabash College)

Aid, insurgency and the pivotal role of control: Evidence from Afghanistan
Renard Sexton (New York University)

Counterinsurgency In Peru: A Retrospective Analysis In Light Of Current Coin Thinking
Marina Miron (University of New South Wales, Canberra)

Predicting Counterinsurgency Outcomes: The Role of External Support
Isaac Jenkins (University of Michigan)

Counterinsurgency in South Vietnam: Getting It Right in the U.S. Advisory Era
Jacqueline Hazelton (U.S. Naval War College Department of Strategy and Policy)

---

SD35: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM 
Nationalism in International Relations

**International Security Studies**

Chair: Matthew Adam Kocher (Yale University)
Disc. Matthew Adam Kocher (Yale University)

Irredentism American Style? An examination of Texan secession and accession and its implications for the modern world
Douglas R. Woodwell (University of Indianapolis)

Nationalist Rhetoric, International Altruism, and the Nature of Chinese Kindness
Kai Quek (University of Hong Kong)

Nationalism and Foreign Policy: Does Internal Equality Reduce External Conflict?
Kathleen Powers (University of Georgia)
A Prelude to Violence? : The Effect of Nationalism on Foreign Policy Preference
Jiyoung Ko (Yale University)

SD36: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Exploring Peace in an Ethnically Divided World
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair: David R. Andersen-Rodgers (California State University Sacramento)
Disc. Ali Fisunoglu (Ozyegin University)

Devolution and the Peace Process in Northern Ireland: The Importance of Power Sharing Arrangements at Multiple Levels
Debra J. Holzhauer (Southeast Missouri State University)

Foreign talents as agents of peace in the 21st Century?
Meng Hsuan Chou (Nanyang Technological University)

Sustainable peace and education in Bosnia-Herzegovina: in spite of, or because of?
Mary Kate Schneider (Loyola University Maryland)

Problems in Westphalia: Ethnicity and conflict
Philip Reynolds (University of Hawaii-Manoa)

SD37: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
"Who’s Got Balls?": Masculinity in Domestic, Foreign, and Transnational Politics
Feminist Theory and Gender Studies
Foreign Policy Analysis
International Political Sociology

Chair: Cynthia H. Enloe (Clark University)
Disc. Maya M. Eichler (Mount Saint Vincent University)

Masculinity and the Domestic Packaging of Foreign Policy under Putin
Valerie Sperling (Clark University)

Women Fight, Too: Gendered Propaganda in the Arab World’s Struggle against ISIS
Ora B. Szekely (Clark University)

The Military Perpetrator: A Narrative Analysis of Sentencing Judgments on Sexual Violence Offenders at the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY)
Inger Skjelsbaek (Peace Research Institute Oslo)

The Wrong Kind of Men: Homophobia, Patriarchal Norms and Violence
Asa Ekvall (University of Antwerp)

Gender, Masculinity and the U.S. Foreign Policy and National Security Establishment
Kristen Williams (Clark University)

SD38: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Roundtable
Untangling South Korea-Japan Relations: A Roundtable with Scholars and Policy Analysts
Association of Korean Political Studies

Chair: Andrew Yeo (The Catholic University of America)
Chair: Jae-Jung Suh (ICU)
Part.: Seo-Hyun Park (Lafayette College)
Part.: Katharine Moon (Brookings Institution)
Part.: Van Jackson (Asia-Pacific Center for Security Studies)
Part.: Sheila Smith (Council on Foreign Relations)
Part.: Jennifer Lind (Dartmouth College)

SD39: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Any Prospect for Peace after the Arab Spring?
Peace Studies
Comparative Interdisciplinary Studies

Chair: Kevin Koehler (American University in Cairo)
Disc. Kevin Koehler (American University in Cairo)

Civil Resistance and the Processes of Contentious Politics in Egypt, 2010-2015
Matthew J. Chandler (University of Notre Dame)

Hegemonic Modes of Pacification in Crisis in the Arab Region
Sandra Pogodda (University of Manchester)

Israel and Saudi Arabia: Exploring New Avenues for Arab-Israeli Peace
Joshua Teitelbaum (Bar-Ilan University)

The Arab Spring, Religion and Democratic Peace
Mohamed Nimer (American University)

SD40: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Nuclear Programs in Iran and North Korea
International Security Studies

Chair: Matthew Kroenig (Georgetown University)
Disc. Matthew Kroenig (Georgetown University)

Coercion and the Nuclear Program: Evidence from Iran
Vaidyanatha Gundlupet (University of Texas at San Antonio)

History Repeating Itself? Comparative Analysis of International Community Approaches to a Nuclear Iran and North Korea
Vahid Niayesh (University Of California, Irvine)
Alex Lee (University of California, Irvine)

Comprehending America’s Necessity for the Iranian Nuclear Deal
Saira Khan (North South University)

Behind the Bomb: North Korea’s Nuclear Motives
Markus Liegl (Goethe-University Frankfurt am Main)

Predicting the Next North Korean Nuclear Test: An Automated Machine-learning Analysis of the North Korean Media
Hyung-min Joo (Korea University)
Taehee Whang (Yonsei University)

SD41: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Roundtable
Women, Terrorism and Countering Violent Extremism
International Security Studies

Chair: Pamela R. Aall (Centre for International Governance Innovation and the United States Institute of Peace.)
Part.: Martha Crenshaw (Stanford University)
Part.: Gale A. Mattox (United States Naval Academy)
Part.: Jacqueline Wilson (Civic Fusion International )
Part.: Charles Tenenbaum (Sciences Po Lille)

SD42: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Panel
Wordling “the Global”
International Political Sociology
Theory
Global Development

Chair: Charmaine S. Chua (University of Minnesota)
Disc. Jens Bartelson (Lund University)
Disc. Anna M. Agathangelou (York University)

The Invention of the World, or Colonization
Timothy Vasko (Cornell University)
Understanding "Peace" as a Process of Meaning Construction, From Local Peace to Global Peace: A Lebanese example
Isabel Ruck (Sciences Po / CERI)

From Internationalism to Globality: Mediaîng Developmental and Post-Developmental Images of the Postcolonial City
Rohan K. Kalyan (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University)

Aestheîcs of the “International,” the “Global,” and the “World”
Asli Calkivik (Istanbul Technical University)

Global Studies, Philanthropic Giving, and the World of Higher Education
Isaac A. Kamola (Trinity College)

International Organization
The European Union’s: internal and external challenges
Chair Diana Panke (University of Freiburg)
Disc. Pieter de Wilde (WZB Berlin Social Research Center)
The European Union Common Foreign Policy and Security, the new Challenges
Ana Luisa Trujillo (National Autonomous University of Mexico)
Negotiating with Domestic Constraints. How Government Representatives in the Council of the EU Communicate Domestic Constraints in Negotiations
Markus Johansson (Department of Political Science, University of Gothenburg)
An agent of politicization? The role of the European Parliament in the debate on TTIP
Guri Rosén (ARENA, University of Oslo)

Security Decisions of Leaders and the Public
International Security Studies
Chair John Mueller (Ohio State University/Cato Institute)
Disc. John Mueller (Ohio State University/Cato Institute)
Presidential Messaging and War Duration: Mobilizing and Sustaining Public Support for War
Robert Schub (Nuffield College)
Connor Huff (Harvard University)
Motives Matter: Arab and Turkish Public Opinion on the Legitimacy of Intervention in Syria
Lars Berger (University of Leeds)
Adrian Gallagher (University of Leeds)
Doubling Down, Cutting Losses, or Hybrid Approaches: U.S. Presidential Strategies for Dealing with Unanticipated Battlefield Success, Defeat, & Stalemate
Bryan Groves (Duke University)
Immoral Man and Moral Societies: A Challenge to the Foundations of Classical Realism
Matthew Rendall (University of Nottingham)

Conflict, Migration and Refugees in Asia: Sri Lanka, Afghanistan, Indonesia, Myanmar and Nepal
Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies
Chair Marie Besancon (Portland State University / University of Khartoum)
Disc. Marie Besancon (Portland State University / University of Khartoum)
Does Oppositional Strategy Matter? The Legitimacy-Violence Nexus and Persistence of Control in Divided Polities
Charan Rainford (Queen’s University)
The Aïect of Exile: Dance and Displacement along the Thai-Burma/Myanmar Border
Tani Sebro (Miami University)
Contemporary Identity Politics in Nepal’s Complex Transition to Peace: Rise of Madhesh and Their Quest for Identity
Kumar Khadka (Kennesaw State University)
Towards inclusive national reconciliation: Identity formation, ethnic frames and modern citizenship in Myanmar
Alistair D. B. Cook (S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University)
Panel

Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies

Inter-Ethnic Relations During Conflicts

SD49: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Chair Setsuko Tamura (Yamaguchi Prefectural University)
Disc. Manus I. Midlarsky (Rutgers University)

The Rise of Han-Centrism and What It Means for International Politics
John M. Friend (College of St. Benedict and St. John’s University)
Bradley Thayer (University of Iceland)

Nadejda K. Marinova (Wayne State University)

Sleeping with the Enemy: An Analysis of Muslim-Christian Relationships in a Deeply-Divided Society
Omar McDoom (London School of Economics)

Extending the Olive Branch to Autonomy-Seekers: Domestic Politics and Government Peace Initiatives in Self-Determination Disputes
Aslihan Saygili (Columbia University)

Panel

Global Health Governance: complexity, competition and collaboration

SD50: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Chair Kathleen Brennan (University of Hawaii-Manoa)
Disc. Rex Troumbley (Rice University)

Crowdsourcing and participatory warfare in the Russia-Ukraine conflict
Gregory Asmolov (London School of Economics)

Shapeshifting and Mediawalking Through the Virtual Spaces of ‘Never Alone’: Video Games and Indigenous Rights Claims for Iñupiat Peoples
Michelle Brown (University of Hawai’i at Mānoa)

Bad news is (still) good news? The social mediation of the peace process
Alena Jana Thekla Eïs (London School of Economics and Political Science)

The ISIS ‘Propaganda Machine’ In Context: The Politics of Recruitment on Social Media and the New Open-Source Warfare
Nicole S. Grove (University of Hawai’i at Mānoa)

Everyday IR (at) Play: An “International Logic” of Play Through Freemium (App) Games
Sandra Yao (University of Ottawa)

Panel

Diplomacy and the Middle East

SD53: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Chair Amir Lupovici (Tel Aviv University)
Disc. Noa Schonmann (University of Oxford)

The 2007 Annapolis Conference and the Olmert-Abbas negotiations: lessons on the nature and limits of the US role in mediating the Israeli-Palestinian conflict
Jacob Eriksson (University of York)

“Peace” Notion in Turkish Foreign Policy
Begum Kurtulus (Istanbul University)

Beliefs Versus Perception: Harnessing Ideologies Towards the Peace Efforts of the Palestine-Israeli Conflict
Ifeoluwa Akinola (Eastern Mediterranean University)

Dealing with Challengers in the UN: Bandwagoning to Maintain International Legitimacy
Dana Yasur-Landau (George Washington University)

EU and Israel: The Case of "Lite" Europeanization?
Pavel Pseja (Dept. of IR and European Studies, Faculty of Social Studies, Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic)

Panel

Foreign Policy Analysis

SD54: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

A Case of Progress and Promise: Neoclassical Realism and the Study of Foreign Policy

Chair Young Sang Kim (University of Georgia)
Disc. Young Sang Kim (University of Georgia)

Making Sense of an Emerging Approach: Quantifying the Neoclassical Realist Literature
Filip Viskupic (University of Georgia)

New Strategies for Case Study Analysis of Comparative Foreign Policy
William Dory (University of Georgia)

The Emerging Middle Class: Applying Neoclassical Realism to Second-Tier Powers
Young Sang Kim (University of Georgia)

Should We Stay or Should We Go? Exploring the Outcomes of Great Power Retrenchment
Douglas Atkinson (University of Georgia)

A Rose by Any Other Name: An Updated Review of the Neoclassical Realist Literature
George Williford (University of Georgia)
SD55: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Postcolonial International Theory: Old Divides, New Syntheses

Theory
Global Development

Chair: Naem Inayatullah (Ithaca College)
Disc: Narendran Kumarakulasingam (Centre for Refugee Studies, York University)

Exploring Peace Beyond Western Modernity: Southern Epistemologies and the Decolonization of Peace Studies
Joana Ricarte (University of Coimbra)
Frantz Fanon and the Colonial Violence: A Debate About Politics of Resistance
Lara Selis (Federal University of Uberlândia)

Theorizing in International Relations: Influences of Esther Barbé’s Narrative on Latin-American Thinking
Florent Frasson-Quenoz (Universidad Externado de Colombia)

Unlikely Partners? Postcolonial Theory and Realism in Conversation
Kavi Joseph Abraham (Johns Hopkins University)

SD56: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
The political economy of free trade agreements
International Political Economy

Chair: Matthew Bishop (University of Sheffield)
Disc: Matthew Bishop (University of Sheffield)
Disc: Gerald Schneider (University of Konstanz)

International Regulatory Cooperation and FTAs in East Asia
Gregory P. Corning (Santa Clara University)

Global Value Chains and Corporate Lobbying for the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP)
Ka Zeng (University of Arkansas)
Karen Sebold (University of Arkansas)
Yue Lu (University of International Business and Economics (Beijing, China))

Does the inclusion of labor standards in trade agreements reduce employment?
Damian Raess (University of Reading)

Political, Economic, and International System Factors Behind Bilateral Trade Agreements
Kevin Modlin (Florida International University)

SD57: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Syrian Conflict and Cross-Border Consequences: A Multi-Disciplinary Discussion
Exploring Peace (Theme)

Chair: Anthony Lemieux (Georgia State University)
Disc: Konstantinos Travlos (Ozyegin University)

The Impact of the War in Syria on the Kurdish Women’s Political Struggle: Defending Kurdishness and Womanhood
Maya Arakon (Suleyman Sah University)

Forced Migration and Turkey: Identity-based Policymaking
Deniz Sert (Ozyegin University)

Peace Mapping: An Analysis of the Conditions Contributing to the Micro-level Conflict Resolution in Syria
Shawn M. Powers (Georgia State University)

Gapping the Bridge: Reconsidering the Role of Muslim Civil Society in Conflict Zones
Abbas Barzegar (Georgia State University)

War and Public Health in the Middle East: Iraq, Syria, Gaza
Thomas W. Smith (University of South Florida)

SD59: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Indigenous worlds of knowing: approaching extractivism in International Relations

Theory

Chair: Marcela Vecchiome Goncalves (High Level Amazon Studies Institute - Federal University of Para, Brazil (NAEA/UFPA))

Anti-extractivism as Self-determination
Manuela Lavinas Picq (Universidad San Francisco de Quito USFQ)

The Conflict over TIPNIS in Bolivia and the Expansion of a New Developmentalist Agenda
Ana Carolina Delgado (UERJ)

Many Natures, One Planet: Indigenous Knowledge and the Governance Challenges in the Anthropocene
Cristina Y. A. Inoue (University of Brasilia)

Knee Deep in the Mud: Global Governance, Biocultural Restoration, and the Vibrancy of Resistance
Aubrey Yee (University of Hawaii at Manoa)

Land to Man without Land: Indigenous Peoples, Identity Dispossession and Unbounded Capitalism in Brazilian Resource Development Frontiers
Marcela Vecchiome Goncalves (High Level Amazon Studies Institute - Federal University of Para, Brazil (NAEA/UFPA))

SD60: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Legitimacy and Accountability in Environmental Governance I
Environmental Studies

Chair: Karin Bäckstrand (Stockholm University)
Disc: Jan Aart Scholte (University of Gothenburg)

Cyber-democracy? Information and Communication Technologies in Civil Society Consultations for Sustainable Development
Carole-Anne Sénit (Utrecht University; Institute for Sustainable Development and International Relations (IDDRI))
Frank Biemann (Utrecht University)
Agni Kalfagianni (Utrecht University)

Explaining the Failure of Accountability in Global Environmental Governance
Susan M. Park (University of Sydney)
Teresa Kramarz (University of Toronto)

UNEP’s Stakeholder Engagement Struggles: A Case Study of Challenges in IGO Transparency and Accountability
Amy Forster Rothbart (Hartwick College)

Why participating in transnational private governance for climate change? A cross-national analysis of driving forces
Yixian Sun (Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva)

Explaining Inclusiveness in Private Governance: Legitimation Strategies, Political Context, and Institutional Design
Philip Schleifer (University of Amsterdam)

SD61: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM
Popular Culture, Everyday Experiences and World Politics
International Political Sociology

Disc: Matt Davies (Newcastle University)

Loss of a Loss: Ground Zero, Manhattan
Jenny Edkins (Aberystwyth University)

Affect, Governmentality and Geopolitical Walkthroughs
M. Evren Eken (University of London)
What can RoboCop(s) teach to critical security studies? An “amateur” reading of violence and (dis)order; human/non-human relations; and critique

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>The Case for Pacifism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td>Oliver Richmond (University of Manchester)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disc.</strong></td>
<td>Harmonie M. Toros (University of Kent)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revisiting the Case for Pacifism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Hutchings (Queen Mary University of London)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bringing Pacifism Back into IR: Post-Liberal Peacebuilding and the Nonviolent ‘State’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Jackson (University of Otago, New Zealand)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is a Pacifist International Law Possible?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy M. Moses (University of Canterbury)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principled nonviolence is an imperative not an optional extra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Clements (National Centre for Peace and Conflict Studies)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The case for Anarcho-Pacifism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe Llewellyn (University of Otago)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD63: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

From Pariah to Player? North Korean Engagement Approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Panel</strong></th>
<th>From Pariah to Player? North Korean Engagement Approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td>Linda J. Yarr (George Washington University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disc.</strong></td>
<td>Matthias Maass (Yonsei University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Critical Assessment of the Credibility of a North Korean Military Threat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Kwon (Northern Kentucky University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthias Maass (Yonsei University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openings of an Isolate? North Korea’s Role in International Organizations and Institutions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Ballbach (Institute for Korean Studies, Free University Berlin)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese IR Academia and Censorship on Chinese Policy to DPRK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfred Weizhan Meng (the University of Hong Kong)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheap Talk or True Signal?: North Korean English Language Propaganda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason Richey (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD64: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Multilateral Institutions and Protection of Human Rights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Panel</strong></th>
<th>Multilateral Institutions and Protection of Human Rights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td>Hussein Banai (Indiana University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disc.</strong></td>
<td>Cenap Cakmak (Eskisehir Osmangazi University, Turkey)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN missions and independent Timor-Leste: which institutions for the newly born state?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carla Luis (CES - Centre for Social Studies, University of Coimbra, Portugal)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD65: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Contested resources, contested rights: Rethinking states, nature, and power in extractive industry governance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Panel</strong></th>
<th>Contested resources, contested rights: Rethinking states, nature, and power in extractive industry governance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td>Kate Neville (University of Toronto)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disc.</strong></td>
<td>Kate Neville (University of Toronto)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rethinking infrastructural power and state-civil society relations: Insights from the mining protests in the Philippines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvin Camba (Johns Hopkins University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fracking with the commons? Overlapping and unsettled claims in land use debates in northern Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Neville (University of Toronto)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika S. Weintthal (Duke University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bringing order to disorder? The politics of transparency and accountability in Uganda’s oil bearing regions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James van Alstine (Leeds University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong Institutions, Weak Governance: Understanding the effect of institution building on natural resource governance and peacebuilding in Afghanistan, Sierra Leone, and Ghana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKenzie F. Johnson (Duke University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD66: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Peace, War, and the Global Political Economy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Panel</strong></th>
<th>Peace, War, and the Global Political Economy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td>Pascal Vennesson (S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies, Nanyang Technological University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disc.</strong></td>
<td>Anna Wrobel (University of Warsaw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affordable Hegemony?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Nowell (University of Albany)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilateral Investment Treaty and International Conflict</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chih-Mao Tang (Soochow University, Taiwan)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-Ting Tsai (National Taiwan University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Conceptual Analysis of Peace in International Political Economy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karina Jędrzejowska (University of Warsaw, Institute of International Relations)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Motes for War – a Realist Perspective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karina Jędrzejowska (University of Warsaw, Institute of International Relations)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peace Economics and Interstate Relations: Evidence from the Enforcement of Competition Laws</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raju Parakkal (Philadelphia University)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD67: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM

Eurasian Geopolitics: (Re)structuring linkages and affinities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Panel</strong></th>
<th>Eurasian Geopolitics: (Re)structuring linkages and affinities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair</strong></td>
<td>Dr. Ramakrushna Pradhan (Fakir Mohan University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disc.</strong></td>
<td>Dr. Ramakrushna Pradhan (Fakir Mohan University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Panel

**SD68: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Ethics in Peacebuilding**

**Chair**  
Willemijn Verkoren (Radboud University Nijmegen/Institute of Management Research/CICAM)

**Disc.**  
Susan Allen (George Mason University)

**Whose good? Who’s right? The Ethics of Peacebuilding**

**Reina C. Neufeldt (University of Waterloo, Conrad Grebel)**

Identity, Morality and Violence: On the Moral Career of Conflict Protagonists

**Daniel Rothbart (George Mason University)**

Ethical Reflective Inquiry and a Normative Political Philosophy of Peace Education

**Dale T. Snauwaert (University of Toledo (Ohio, US))**

Militarisation of aid in the UK and Germany: fact or fiction?

**Birthe Anders (Harvard University)**

Neutral Peacebuilders or Unwilling Partisans?: Exploring the Effects of Religion as a Determinant of Attacks on Aid Workers

**Larissa Fast (AAAS)**

**Leslie MacColman (University of Notre Dame)**

---

**SD69: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Geography, Policy and Conflict**

**Political Demography and Geography**

**Ethnicity, Nationalism, & Migration Studies**

**Foreign Policy Analysis**

**Chair**  
Michael J. Butler (Clark University)

**Disc.**  
Michael J. Butler (Clark University)


**Jason E. Strakes (OSCE Academy in Bishkek)**

The Age-structural Theory of Liberal Democracy: Recent Refinements and Applications in Foreign Policy Planning and Strategic Foresight.

**Richard Cincotta (The Stimson Center)**

**Gulsah Unal (University of Florida)**

**Clayton J. Cleveland (The College of William and Mary)**

---

**SD70: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**Whither the Global Investment Regime: New Research on Investment Agreements, Disputes, and Institutions**

**International Political Economy**

**Chair**  
Martin Hearson (London School of Economics and Political Science)

**Disc.**  
Rachel Wellhausen (University of Texas at Austin)

**Disc.**  
Alex Thompson (Ohio State University)

**Contingent Institutions: The Reputational Impact of Investor-State Disputes**

**Karen Remmer (Duke University)**

**Neither In Nor Out: Argentina’s Curious Response to the Global Investment Regime**

**Hila Levi (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem)**

**Yoram Haftel (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem)**

**Labor Rights and the Ratification of Bilateral Investment Treaties**

**Zhiyuan Wang (Bryn Mawr College)**

**Do BITs Reflect the Interests of Powerful States?**

**Todd Allee (University of Maryland)**

**Andrew D. Lugg (University of Maryland)**

Who Needs Rules? Explaining Participation in the International Investment Regime

**Taylor St John (PluriCourts, University of Oslo)**

---

**SD71: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**NGOs and the Power of the State**

**Human Rights**

**Chair**  
Christopher L. Pallas (Kennesaw State University)

**Disc.**  
Shayna Plaut (Simon Fraser University)

Unraveling People’s Peace – Pacification in Brazilian Crossroads

**Carlos Frederico Pereira da Silva Gama (Federal University of Tocantins (UFT))**

Breaking the Boomerang in the Middle East and North Africa?

Government-Sympathetic NGOs at the Universal Periodic Review

**Laura K. Landolt (Oakland University)**

**Byungwon Woo (Hankuk University of Foreign Studies)**

Mobilization that Matters: The Significance of Domestic NGOs for Human Rights Treaty Compliance

**Maureen Stobb (Georgia Southern University)**

Explaining State Repression of Human Rights NGOs

**Suparna Chaudhry (Yale University)**

**Anna S. Roh (University of Warwick)**

---

**SD72: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**

**The ICC**

**Human Rights**

**Chair**  
Salla Huikuri (University of Helsinki)

**Disc.**  
Pål Wrang (Stockholm University)

International Criminal Court as a Site to Combat Transnational Terrorism

**Miao-ling Lin Hasenkamp (Otto von Guericke University of Magdeburg)**

Human Rights Norm Diffusion Through International Courts

**Ayodeji K. Perrin, Esq. (Northwestern University)**

Following the Story: The Influence of Media on Case Selection in the International Criminal Court

**Jessica M. Anderson (University of Missouri)**

---
Who is a victim before the ICC?: Exploring Negotiations of Victimization outside the Courtroom
Leila Ullrich (University of Oxford)

Media Coverage and Framing of the ICC: Studying International Criminal Trials from a Communication Perspective
Mischa Hansel (Justus Liebig University Giessen)

---

**SD73: Saturday 4:00 PM - 5:45 PM**  
**Panel**  
**Peace, War, and the State in Modern International Political Thought**

**Chair**  
Daniel R. Brunstetter (University of California Irvine)

**Disc.**  
Daniel R. Brunstetter (University of California Irvine)

Kant on the state as a 'moral person': Beyond an interpretative impasse
Ben Holland (University of Nottingham)

Two German Eighteenth Century Versions of the Republican Peace
Reidar Maliks (University of Oslo)

Kant, Mazinni, and the Origins of the Democratic Peace Argument
Stefano Recchia (University of Cambridge)

Vattel on Just War
Theodore Christov (George Washington University)

From Rightful Vindication to Limited War: Jus in Bello in 18th-century International Law
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**Consolidating the Humanitarian Border II**
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**Chair**
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Zevnik, Andreja TB06
Zhang, Chencheng WB06, SD85
Zhang, Feng TD66
Zhang, Ganyi TD30
Zhang, Guoxi FD78
Zhang, Guozi TB55
Zhang, Hongyu FA68
Zhang, Kettan WA73, TA60
Zhang, Linting FD78, WD54
Zhang, Xiaomin WC65
Zhang, Xiaotong WB19
Zhang, Yadan WD55
Zholdasbekova, Akbota SD67, SC03
Zhu, Zhiqun WA59, WB07
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Code(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhukov, Yuri</td>
<td>SC62, TA30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziegler, Charles E.</td>
<td>SC03, FB44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zierler, Matthew</td>
<td>WC67, FB62, WB68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zihnioglu, Ozge</td>
<td>FD46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zille, Túlio Resende</td>
<td>WB55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimerman, Artur</td>
<td>FA53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimmermann, Hubert</td>
<td>TD42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimmermann, Lisbeth</td>
<td>WD71, SC34, PWK49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zlogas, Ioannis</td>
<td>TD29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zohar, Guy</td>
<td>WD82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoll, Corri</td>
<td>TB23, FB12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zollmann, Florian</td>
<td>SA52, WD68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zollner, Barbara</td>
<td>WD25, WC50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zou, Yue</td>
<td>FE97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zubyska, Lidiva</td>
<td>TB11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zucchi Nobre Silva, Barbara Ellynes</td>
<td>FC83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zwald, Zachary J.</td>
<td>WC10, WA47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zweibelson (MAJ), Ben</td>
<td>TD58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zwingel, Susanne</td>
<td>WA01-C, WD56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>